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Preface



Zeolite science and technology continues to make rapid advances across several fronts, including synthesis, characterization, and novel applications. Although traditionally rooted in inorganic solid-state chemistry, modern zeolite science and technology cuts a wide swath through many ﬁelds, including organic and physical chemistry, reaction and ﬂuid engineering, spectroscopy, and condensed matter physics, to name a few. On top of this, zeolite science and technology has its own complex and often inconsistent nomenclature. In 1974, the late Donald W. Breck wrote the book Zeolite Molecular Sieves: Structure, Chemistry, and Use, which demonstrated in one monograph the breadth of zeolite science and technology, and to this day is considered the textbook on zeolites. Although many excellent books and review articles have been written on the subject since then, there remains the need for single publications that provide comprehensive coverage, fundamental principles, and in-depth views of the current status of zeolite science and technology. This Handbook of Zeolite Science and Technology is our attempt to ﬁll this void. We feel that the contents of this book will oﬀer value to both the novice and the expert. Zeolite-based catalysis remains one of the driving forces for the development of the ﬁeld. As there are several excellent monographs in this area, however, we have decided to focus only on basic mechanistic aspects of catalysis, from both theoretical and experimental points of view. We also emphasize less traditional aspects of zeolites, including host–guest chemistry and novel applications, which will almost certainly contribute to developments in electronics, communications, medicine, and environmental science. The book is divided into ﬁve parts. In Part I, Chapter 1 oﬀers a brief description of zeolites—their synthesis, characterization, and applications. Part II contains four chapters that focus on synthesis and structural aspects. Zeolite synthesis is an extremely broad area of research. Chapter 2 focuses primarily on one framework: MFI (ZSM-5 and silicalite), probably the most extensively studied zeolite. Chapter 3 deals with basic aspects of structural analysis. Chapters 4 and 5 examine crystal growth from a theoretical, ﬁrstprinciple perspective, as well as from correlating experimental data with microscopic models of synthesis. Part III deals with characterization of zeolites. Magnetic resonance spectroscopies are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, followed by electron microscopy in Chapter 8. Chapters 9 and 10 focus on adsorption and diﬀusion of molecules in zeolites—areas of considerable
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importance in both condensed matter physics and practical applications of zeolites. Chapter 11 covers vibrational spectroscopies. Part IV deals with host–guest chemistry in zeolites. There is considerable interest in light-initiated chemical transformations of molecules in zeolites, and advances in this relatively new ﬁeld are summarized in Chapters 12 and 13. Also of recent vintage is the development of electrochemistry of molecules in zeolites, as discussed in Chapter 14. Chapter 15 focuses on chemical transformations in zeolites, which is central to zeolite catalysis, and explains recent trends in modeling reactivity within zeolites. Part V, the largest part of the Handbook, covers applications. Chapter 16 covers the important catalytic reaction of methanol conversion and details the latest mechanistic developments. Chapter 17 discusses zeolitic membranes, now beginning to ﬁnd important industrial applications. Chapter 18 explores electronic materials based on zeolites, which are expected to play an important role in the next generation of electronic devices. Chapters 19 and 20 discuss environmental applications of zeolites, primarily in emission control. Chapters 21 and 22 outline the principles and practices of two important application areas: ion exchange and gas separation. Chapter 23 explores the modeling of zeolite applications from an engineering perspective. Chapter 24 demonstrates the potential medical applications of zeolites, some of which are just being realized. In addition to facilitating cross-fertilization among diﬀerent subﬁelds of zeolite science and technology, we hope that this book welcomes the next generation of researchers into the ﬁeld, to tackle problems in a remarkably exciting and fruitful subject. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the contributors to this Handbook—we hope they will be pleased to see that our collective venture is much greater than the sum of its parts. This is also an opportunity to thank the editors at Marcel Dekker, Inc.: Anita Lekhwani, who ﬁrst saw the light, and Joe Stubenrauch and Karen Kwak for a most professional ﬁnish. We also thank our spouses (Sarah Auerbach, Joseph Gregar, and Lakshmi Dutta) for their support. Finally, though this book has been a labor of love for all concerned and its publication is a joyous event, we are saddened that Larry Kevan, a strong supporter of the project and a contributor to this volume, is no longer with us. Larry was an exceptional zeolite chemist and a very good friend—we miss him and dedicate this book to his memory. Scott M. Auerbach Kathleen A. Carrado Prabir K. Dutta
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1 Zeolites: A Primer Pramatha Payra and Prabir K. Dutta The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.



I.



INTRODUCTION TO ZEOLITES



Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicates, composed of TO4 tetrahedra (T = Si, Al) with O atoms connecting neighboring tetrahedra. For a completely siliceous structure, combination of TO4 (T = Si) units in this fashion leads to silica (SiO2), which is an uncharged solid. Upon incorporation of Al into the silica framework, the +3 charge on the Al makes the framework negatively charged, and requires the presence of extraframework cations (inorganic and organic cations can satisfy this requirement) within the structure to keep the overall framework neutral. The zeolite composition can be best described as having three components: Mmþ n=m







extraframework cations



½Si1n Aln O2  framework







nH2 O sorbed phase



The extraframework cations are ion exchangeable and give rise to the rich ion-exchange chemistry of these materials. The novelty of zeolites stems from their microporosity and is a result of the topology of the framework. The amount of Al within the framework can vary over a wide range, with Si/Al = 1 to l, the completely siliceous form being polymorphs of SiO2. Lowenstein proposed that the lower limit of Si/Al = 1 of a zeolite framework arises because placement of adjacent AlO4 tetrahedra is not favored because of electrostatic repulsions between the negative charges. The framework composition depends on the synthesis conditions. Postsynthesis modiﬁcations that insert Si or Al into the framework have also been developed. As the Si/Al ratio of the framework increases, the hydrothermal stability as well as the hydrophobicity increases. Typically, in as-synthesized zeolites, water present during synthesis occupies the internal voids of the zeolite. The sorbed phase and organic non-framework cations can be removed by thermal treatment/oxidation, making the intracrystalline space available. The fact that zeolites retain their structural integrity upon loss of water makes them diﬀerent from other porous hydrates, such as CaSO4. Figure 1 shows the framework projections and the ring sizes for commonly studied frameworks. The crystalline nature of the framework ensures that the pore openings are uniform throughout the crystal and can readily discrim˚ , giving rise to the name inate against molecules with dimensional diﬀerences less than 1 A molecular sieves.
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Fig. 1



Comparison of pore sizes of diﬀerent framework structures.



Though the existence of natural zeolites was noted centuries ago, the ﬁeld of zeolite science and technology only mushroomed in the 1950s, following the discovery of methods for large-scale industrial synthesis of zeolites by Union Carbide. The inspiration of the industrial work came from the pioneering research by Professor Barrer in zeolite synthesis and adsorption in the mid-1930s and 1940s. Several textbooks are available on zeolites, including the outstanding monograph by Breck (1–5). Other elements, such and B, Ge, Zn, P, and transition elements, can also be incorporated into the framework and are referred to as crystalline molecular sieves. Aluminophosphates (AlPOs) have strictly alternating AlO2 and PO2+ units, and the framework is neutral, organophilic, and nonacidic. The alternation of Al or P leads to structures lacking in odd-numbered rings. Substitution of P by Si leads to silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs), with cation-exchange abilities. Metal cations can also be introduced into the framework, including transition metal ions such as Co, Fe, Mn, and Zn. Discovery of these solids has led to the development of several new structures (6). II.



ZEOLITE STRUCTURE



The most recent Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types lists about 133 framework structures (7). The best criteria for distinguishing zeolites and zeolite-like materials (porous tectosilicates) from ˚ 3. This number, denser tectosilicates is the number of tetrahedrally coordinated atoms per 1000 A 3 ˚ for porous tectosilicates. known as the framework density, is less than 21 T atoms per 1000 A The angle around the T atoms in the TO4 tetrahedra are near tetrahedral, whereas the T-O-T bond angles connecting the tetrahedra can vary over a wide range f125j to f180j. Liebau and coworkers have proposed a classiﬁcation for porous tectosilicates that distinguishes between
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Table 1 Classiﬁcation of Porous Tectosilicates Porosils (SiO2 based)



Porolites (aluminosilicates)



Clathrasils



Zeosils



Clathralites



Zeolites



Silica sodalite



Silicalite Silica ZSM-22 SSZ-24



Sodalite



Faujasite Mordenite ZSM-5 Zeolite A



Dodecasil Source: Ref. 8.



aluminous (porolites) and siliceous (porosils) frameworks as well as frameworks that do (zeolites/zeosils) and do not (clathralites/clathrasils) allow exchange of guest species, and is summarized in Table 1 (8). IUPAC recommendations for nomenclature of structural and compositional characteristics of ordered microporous and mesoporous materials with inorganic hosts with particular attention to the chemical composition of both host and guest species, structure of the host, structure of the pore system, and symmetry of the material have been published (9). The Structure Commission of the International Zeolite Association identiﬁes each framework with a three-letter mnemonic code (7). Table 2 lists the three-letter codes for open fourconnected three-dimensional (3D) framework types (7). Thus, the LTA framework encompasses zeolite A, as well as its ion-exchanged forms with K+ (3A), Na+ (4A), and Ca2+(5A), frameworks a, ZK-6, N-A, and SAPO-42. Table 3 provides details on some selected zeolite frameworks (10). Figure 2 shows how the sodalite unit can be assembled to form common zeolitic frameworks: zeolite A (LTA), zeolites X/Y (FAU), and EMT. Another way to view zeolite structure types involves stacking of units along a particular axis. For example, using the six-ring unit (labeled A), another unit can be vertically stacked over it to generate a hexagonal prism (AA) or oﬀset to generate AB. The third layer can be positioned to form AAA or ABA, AAB or ABB, or ABC. Using such a strategy, Newsom has shown that framework structures of gmelinite, chabazite, oﬀretite, and erionite can be obtained via diﬀerent stackings of six-membered rings and is shown in Fig. 3 (10). The sequences of erionite (AABAAC) and oﬀretite (AABAAB) show considerable similarity, and is the reason why intergrowths between these two structure types are commonly observed (11). There are an inﬁnite number of ways of stacking that lead to four-connected threedimentional (3D) framework structures. Models have been built for large numbers of hypothetical structures (f1000) (12), though only 10% of these frameworks have been observed. The utility of these structural models for aiding in the structure solution of zeolites RHO, EMT, and VPI-5 (VFI) has been documented (13). III.



NATURAL ZEOLITES



Zeolites are found in nature, and the zeolite mineral stilbite was ﬁrst discovered in 1756 by the Swedish mineralogist A. F. Cronstedt. About 40 natural zeolites are known (14). Most zeolites known to occur in nature are of lower Si/Al ratios, since organic structure–directing agents necessary for formation of siliceous zeolites are absent. Table 2 indicates the natural zeolites. Sometimes natural zeolites are found as large single crystals, though it is very difﬁcult to make large crystals in the laboratory. High-porosity zeolites such as faujasite (FAU), whose laboratory
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Table 2 Nomenclature of Zeolites and Molecular Sieves Si/Al V 2 Low silica ABW, Li-A(BW) AFG, afghanitea ANA, analcimea BIK, bikitaitea CAN, cancrinitea EDI, edingtonitea FAU, NaX FRA, franzinite GIS, gismondinea GME, gmelinitea JBW, NaJ LAU, laumonitea LEV, levynea LIO, liottitea LOS, losod LTA, linde Type A LTN, NaZ-21 NAT, natrolitea PAR, partheitea PHI, phillipsitea ROG, roggianitea SOD, sodalite WEN, wenkitea THO, thomsonitea TSC, tschortnerite



2 < Si/Al V 5 Intermediate silica



5 < Si/Al High silica



Phosphates and other elements



BHP, linde Q BOG, boggsitea BRE, brewsteritea CAS, Cs-aluminosilicate CHA, chabazitea CHI, chiavenniteb DAC, dachiarditea EAB, EAB EMT, hexagonal faujasite EPI, epistilbitea ERI, erionitea FAU, faujasitea, NaY FER, ferrieritea GOO, goosecreekitea HEU, heulanditea KFI, ZK-5 LOV, lovdariteb LTA, ZK-4 LTL, linde L MAZ, mazzitea MEI, ZSM-18 MER, merlinoitea MON, montasommaitea MOR, mordenitea OFF, oﬀretitea PAU, paulingitea RHO, rho SOD, sodalite STI, stilbitea YUG, yugawaralitea



ASV, ASU-7 BEA, zeolite h CFI, CIT-5 CON, CIT-1 DDR, decadodelcasil 3R DOH, dodecasil 1H DON, UTD-1F ESV, ERS-7 EUO, EU-1 FER, ferrieritea GON, GUS-1 IFR, ITQ-4 ISV, ITQ-7 ITE, ITQ-3 LEV, NU-3 MEL, ZSM-11 MEP, melanopholgitea MFI, ZSM-5 MFS, ZSM-57 MSO, MCM-61 MTF, MCM-35 MTN, dodecasil 3C MTT, ZSM-23 MTW, ZSM-12 MWW, MCM-22 NON, nonasil NES, NU-87 RSN, RUB-17 RTE, RUB-3 RTH, RUB-13 RUT, RUB-10 SFE, SSZ-48 SFF, SSZ-44 SGT, sigma-2 SOD, sodalite STF, SSZ-35 STT, SSZ-23 TER, terranovaite TON, theta-1 ZSM-48 VET, VPI-8 VNI, VPI-9 VSV, VPI-7



ACO, ACP-1 AEI, AlPO4-18 AEL, AlPO4-11 AEN, AlPO-EN3 AET, AlPO4-8 AFI, AlPO4-5 AFN, AlPO-14 AFO, AlPO4-41 AFR, SAPO-40 AFS, MAPSO-46 AFT, AlPO4-52 AFX, SAPO-56 AFY, CoAPO-50 AHT, AlPO-H2 APC, AlPO4-C APD, AlPO4-D AST, AlPO4-16 ATF, AlPO4-25 ATN, MAPO-39 ATO, AlPO-31 ATS, MAPO-36 ATT, AlPO4-12, TAMU ATV, AlPO4-25 AWO, AlPO-21 AWW, AlPO4-22 BPH, beryllophosphate-H CAN, tiptopitea CGF, Co-Ga-phosphate-5 CGS, Co-Ga-phosphate-6 CHA, SAPO-47 CLO, cloverite CZP, chiral zincophosphate ERI, AlPO4-17 DFO, DAF-1 DFT, DAF-2 FAU, SAPO-37 GIS, MgAPO4-43 OSI, UiO-6 RHO, pahasapaitea SAO, STA-1 SAS, STA-6 SAT, STA-2 SAV, Mg-STA-7 SBE, UCSB-8Co SBS, UCSB-6GaCo SOD, AlPO4-20 SBT, UCSB-10GaZn VFI, VPI-5 WEI, weinebeneite ZON, ZAPO-M1



a



Natural materials. Beryllosilicates (natural). Source: Ref. 7. b
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analogs are zeolites X/Y, are scarce. This is not surprising considering their metastable structures and conversion to more condensed forms. Also, high-porosity zeolites are formed in the laboratory under narrow synthesis compositions. Two natural zeolites that ﬁnd extensive use are clinoptilolite (HEU) and mordenite (MOR) for ion-exchange (radioactive) agricultural uses and as sorbents. The catalytic activity of natural zeolites is limited by their impurities and low surface areas. Another natural zeolite, erionite (ERI), has toxicity comparable to or even worse than some of the most potent forms of asbestos, especially in causing a form of lung mesothelioma (15).



IV.



ZEOLITE SYNTHESIS



The evolution of materials development in the zeolite ﬁeld over the last 50 years has followed a path of steady progress, along with steady leaps that introduce new paradigms of synthesis. Flanigen, one of the pioneers in this ﬁeld, has summarized the development as shown in Table 4 (16). A.



Low-Silica or Al-Rich Zeolites



Milton and Breck at Union Carbide reported the discovery of zeolites A and X in 1959. Even though many new frameworks have been discovered since then, these zeolites still enjoy tremendous academic and commercial importance. Zeolites A and X have the highest cation contents and are excellent ion-exchange agents. B.



Intermediate Silica Zeolites



Breck reported the synthesis of zeolite Y in 1964, which spans a Si/Al ratio of 1.5–3.8 and with framework topology similar to that of zeolite X and the mineral faujasite. Decreasing the Al content led to both thermal and acid stabilities and paved the way for development of zeolite Y– based processes in hydrocarbon transformations. Large–port mordenite, also with a Si/Al ratio of 5, was reported by Sand (17). C.



High-Silica Zeolites



Zeolites with Si/Al ratios of 10–100 (or higher) were reported by Mobil Research and Development Laboratories in the 1960s and 1970s, with the best known example being ZSM5 (18,19). Even though the Al content is low, the acidity manifested by these zeolites is adequate for hydrocarbon catalysis reactions. The early zeolite syntheses involved hydrothermal crystallization of reactive alkali-based aluminosilicates at low temperatures (30.0 >15.0



NS S S



P63/mmc I4m2 Pnma



5-1, 4 5-1 5-1



16.1 17.7 17.9



36 96 96



5.0



NS



Cmcm



5-1



17.2



48



12 7.4* X 8 3.4  5.6* 12 5.3  5.4*** 10 5.3  5.6* X {10 5.1  5.5}*** 12 6.7  7.0* X 8 2.6  5.7*



a >40.0 1.5 3.5 3.0 1.0



S S NS NS NS NS



Fd3m C2/m I41/amd P6m2 Im3m Im3m



5+5-1 5-1+4 4=1 6 8-8, 6, 6-2 6, 4, 6-2



18.7 19.4 17.8 15.5 14.3 17.2



136 28 40 18 48 12



>30.0



S



Cmcm



6, 5-1



19.7



24



10 4.4  5.5*



1.0



S



P63/mcm



4-2



14.2



36



18 11.2*



6 12 5.5  5.9* 8 2.6  3.9* X 8 variable* 12 6.7* X 8 3.6  4.9** 8 3.6***j3.6*** 6



Type species on which framework code is based is given ﬁrst. Occurrence: N, natural mineral; S, synthetic; NS, both. c Highest symmetry for the framework type; symmetries actually adopted by example materials may be lower. d Secondary building unit. Frequently more than one is appropriate, and only the most useful are given. e ˚ 3. Framework density in T atoms per 1000 A f Number of T atoms in the (highest symmetry) unit cell. g Nomenclature of Meier and Olson. Bold numbers indicate number of T (or O) atoms in the deﬁning ring. Approximate aperture free diameters are then given for the type species in ˚ , the number of asterisks indicating if the channel system is one-, two-, or three-dimensional. For more than one channel X (or j) indicates whether (or not) channels interconnect. A h Structure comprises bea-beb intergrowths. i Structure comprises FAU-EMT intergrowths. j Structure comprises ERI-OFF intergrowths. Source: Ref. 10. b
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Fig. 2 The construction of four diﬀerent zeolite frameworks with sodalite or h cages. A pair of TO4 tetrahedra is linked to a single sodalite cage by T-O-T bonds. In a less cluttered representation, the oxygen atoms are omitted and straight lines are drawn connecting the tetrahedral (T) atoms. The sodalite cage unit is found in SOD, LTA, and FAU,-EMT frameworks. (From Ref. 10.)



Fig. 3 Schematic illustration how diﬀerent modes of stacking of six-ring units in superposition or oﬀset give rise to a series of structure types, including gmelinite (GME), chabazite (CHA), oﬀretite (OFF), and erionite (ERI). (From Ref. 10.)
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Table 4 The Evolution of Molecular Sieve Materials ‘‘Low’’ Si/Al zeolites (1–1.5) ‘‘Intermediate’’ Si/Al zeolites (f2–5)



A, X A) Natural zeolites: erionite, chabazite, clinoptilolite, mordenite B) Synthetic zeolites: Y, L, large-pore mordenite, omega A) By thermochemical framework modiﬁcation: highly silicious variants of Y, mordenite, erionite B) By direct synthesis: ZSM-5, Silicate



‘‘High’’ Si/Al zeolites (f10–100)



Silica molecular sieves Source: Ref. 16.



applications. Dealumination results in frameworks with greater thermal stability and enhanced catalytic properties (24). Aluminum, though displaced from the framework, as evident by unit cell contraction, can still be present in the zeolite and modify its catalytic properties. In all cases, microporosity arises from amorphous regions of the modiﬁed zeolite, with the extent depending upon the process, the most severe being steaming. V.



ZEOLITE CHARACTERIZATION



X-ray powder diﬀraction is the most common method for determining the zeolite structure as well as its purity (25). In that regard, the book Collection of Simulated XRD Powder Patterns of Zeolites is most valuable and also provides information about the space group and unit cell parameters (26). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is the method of choice for determining the size and morphology of zeolite crystallites. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy has been extensively used to study intergrowth fault planes and stacking faults and recently for structural analysis (27). Common spectroscopic methods for analyzing zeolite structure include magic angle spinning 29Si and 27Al nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (28–30). Information regarding the coordination environment around Si and Al and the framework Si/Al ratio can be obtained. Infrared spectroscopy via the frequencies of structure-sensitive bands provides information regarding framework properties, including Si/Al ratios and nature of acidity by



Table 5



Organic Molecules Used for Synthesis of ZSM-5



Tetrapropylammonium Tetraethylammonium Tripropylamine Ethyldiamine Propanolamine Ethanolamine Methyl quinuclide NH3 + alcohol Alcohols Glycerol n-Propylamine Di-n-butylamine Source: Ref. 21.
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Di-n-propylamine 1,5-Diaminopentane 1,6-Diaminohexane Morpholine Pentaerythritol Dipropylenetriamine Dihexamethylenetriamine Triethylenetetramine Diethylenetetramine 1-alkyl-4-azonibicyclo[2,2,2]octane-4-oxide halide Hexanediol Propylamine



the -OH stretching vibration (31,32). Other techniques used include Raman spectroscopy, which provides information complementary to infrared, electron paramagnetic resonance for analyzing the coordination environment of nonframework and framework metal ions, X-ray ﬂuorescence spectroscopy for elemental analysis, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for surface analysis (33–37). Synchrotron-based diﬀraction experiments are also ﬁnding considerable use for structural analysis (38). In addition, computational chemistry is now aiding structure analysis, modeling of synthetic pathways, and chemical reactivity (39). VI.



ZEOLITE POROSITY



Access to the intracrystalline void of zeolites occurs through rings composed of T and O atoms. For rings that contain 6 T atoms (six-membered rings or 6 MR) or less, the size of the window is ˚ , and movement of species through these rings is restricted. Ions or molecules can be f2 A trapped in cages bound by rings of this size or smaller (5 MR, 4 MR, 3 MR). For zeolites containing larger rings, ions and molecules can enter the intracrystalline space. Figure 4 shows the primary pore system of some common zeolites (10). The internal volume of zeolites consists of interconnected cages or channels, which can have dimensionalities of one to three. Pore sizes can vary from 0.2 to 0.8 nm, and pore volumes from 0.10 to 0.35 cm3/g. The framework can exhibit some ﬂexibility with changes in temperature and via guest molecule–host interaction, as noted for the orthorhombic-monoclinic transformations in ZSM-5 (40). Most detailed information about the pore structure comes from the crystal structure analysis. Adsorption measurements also provide data on the pore system, based on the minimal size of molecules that can be excluded from the interior of the zeolite (41,42). 129Xe NMR spectroscopy, via the chemical shifts of 129Xe, provides information about the porosity in zeolites, especially those that have been modiﬁed, e.g., by coke formation during cracking (43,44). Figure 5 demonstrates that in the range of porosity typically found in zeolites, the intracrystalline diﬀusivities can change by 12 orders of magnitude depending on the pore size and the size and shape of the molecule diffusing through the zeolite (45).



Fig. 4 Representation of the primary pore systems of several important zeolites, T-O-T bonds are drawn as straight lines. Data are taken from representative crystal structures and drawn to the same scale. (From Ref. 10.)
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Fig. 5 Eﬀect of pore diameter on molecular diﬀusivity, showing that intrazeolitic diﬀusion can span more than 10 orders of magnitude. (From Ref. 45.)



Fig. 6 Diﬀerent types of reaction selectivity imposed by the rigid pore structure of the zeolite. (From. Ref. 46.)
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The rigid pore structure leads to steric constraints on molecules within the zeolite resulting in novel reaction pathways in comparison with unconstrained media. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 as examples of reactant, product, and transition state selectivities (46). The increase in size upon methyl substitution is enough to prevent the alkane from entering the zeolite. The higher diﬀusivity of p-xylene by a few orders of magnitude in the channel system of the zeolite in comparison with the o and m isomers facilitates selectivity toward the product. Another example is that of molecular traﬃc control in ZSM-5, where reactant molecules diﬀuse through one channel system, while product molecules diﬀuse through the other channel, minimizing counterdiﬀusion (47). Several model compound–based cracking reactions have been developed to provide information about the pore system (48). One of these is the constraint index (CI), which compares the rate constants for cracking of 1:1 mixtures of n-hexane and 3-methylpentane. The pore classiﬁcation involves CI < 1 for large pores, 1 < CI < 12 for intermediate pores, and CI > 12 for small pores. This index takes advantage of the fact that the methyl branch in 3-methylpentane excludes the molecule from small-pore zeolites. ˚ The pore opening can also be controlled via ion exchange. For Na-A (LTA), the f4 A ˚ f opening allows removal of CO2 from CH4. For K-A with a 3 A opening, H2O can be removed ˚ opening, n-alkanes can penetrate the zeolite, from alcohols and alkanes. For Ca-A with f4.7 A but branched alkanes are excluded (49). Important information about pore dimensions and framework structures is found in Atlas of Zeolite Structure Types (6). VII.



ZEOLITE PROPERTIES



Thermal stability of zeolites varies over a large temperature range. The decomposition temperature for Low-silica zeolites is f700jC, whereas completely siliceous zeolite, such as silicalite, is stable up to 1300jC. Low-silica zeolites are unstable in acid, whereas high-silica zeolites are stable in boiling mineral acids, though unstable in basic solution. Low-silica zeolites tend to have structures with 4, 6, and 8 MR, whereas more siliceous zeolites contain 5 MR. Low-silica zeolites are hydrophilic, whereas high-silica zeolites are hydrophobic and the transition occurs around Si/Al ratios of f10. Cation concentration, siting, and exchange selectivity vary signiﬁcantly with Si/Al ratios and play an important role in adsorption, catalysis, and ion-exchange applications. Though acid site concentration decreases with increase in Si/Al ratio, the acid strength and proton activity coefﬁcients increase with decreasing aluminum content. Zeolites are also characterized by the unique property that the internal surface is highly accessible and can compose more than 98% of the total surface area. Surface areas are typically of the order of 300–700 m2/g. Zeolite acidity is important for hydrocarbon transformation reactions (48,50). Both Bronsted and Lewis acid sites are found and several methods have been developed to determine acidity. Chemical method includes temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), which exploits the fact that more thermal energy is required to detach a base from stronger acid sites than weaker acidic sites. Typical bases used are NH3 or pyridine. This method cannot distinguish between Bronsted or Lewis sites. In order to do so, infrared spectroscopy is the method of choice. For example, pyridine can be adsorbed as pyridinium ion on a Bronsted site whereas it is coordinatively bonded to a Lewis acid site. The vibrational frequencies are distinct, with the Lewis-bound site appearing at 1450 and 1600 cm1, and the Bronsted-bound site at 1520 and 1620 cm1. Both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of ion-exchange processes in zeolites are active areas of research (51,52). Ion-exchange isotherms provide a measure of the selectivity of one ion over another. Isotherms also provide information regarding phase transformations during
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Fig. 7 The cation sites in the faujasite framework. Site I is in the hexagonal prism (D6R); IV is near the entrance to a hexagonal prism in the sodalite (h) cage. IIV is inside the sodalite cage near the single-6R entrances to the large (a) cage. II is in the large cage adjacent to D6R and U is at the center of the sodalite cage. Other sites (IV, V) are in the large supercage cavities. (From Ref. 53.)



exchange or if exchange is limited because of exclusion of a cation. In some cases, a cation cannot access parts of the crystal due to its large size (ion sieving), or the cation takes up too much intrazeolitic volume (volume exclusion) thereby excluding other ions. In a particular zeolite, there can be several sites, as shown in Fig. 7 for zeolite Y (53). These sites have speciﬁc energies and characteristic cation populations. Ion-exchange kinetics, though of considerable importance in zeolite applications such as catalysis and in detergent action, has not been as extensively studied because of the complexity of the process. Diﬀusion of ions can be rate limiting within the crystal (particle-controlled diﬀusion) or in passing through the zeolite-ﬂuid boundary (surface diﬀusion), with the latter becoming more important for smaller crystallite size. Within the crystal, diﬀusion is promoted by concentration gradients as well as inﬂuenced by electrical potential gradients due to the charge density diﬀerences of the exchanging ions. Because of non-steady-state ion transport, present models are quite inadequate to describe the experimental results. VIII.



ZEOLITE MODELING



Computational chemistry is playing an increasingly important role in all aspects of zeolite science (39,54–56). In the area of zeolite synthesis, the study of possible synthesis intermediates, as well as organic–inorganic interactions, is an active area of research. Structural calculations have focused on lattice stability, cation positions, and lattice vibrational modes. The basic research have focused on development of appropriate potentials. Quantum mechanical calculations on small clusters have been used to probe Bronsted acidity, as well as binding of small organic molecules and subsequent protonation (57,58). Computer simulations have played a major part in analyzing adsorption by Monte Carlo methods and molecular transport by
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molecular dynamics techniques (59,60). Calculation of adsorption enthalpies and diﬀusivity in zeolites for organic species is now possible. IX.



APPLICATIONS OF ZEOLITES



Zeolites are extensively used in primarily three applications: adsorbents, catalysts, ion exchange. In addition, natural zeolites because of their lower cost are used in bulk mineral applications. A.



Adsorbent Applications



Table 6 lists the common adsorbent applications and focuses on removal of small polar or polarizable molecules by more aluminous zeolites and bulk separations based on molecular sieving processes (61,62). B.



Catalyst Applications



Table 7 lists the principal applications of catalysis by zeolites. Hydrocarbon transformation of zeolites is promoted by the strong acidity of zeolites prepared via certain pathways, including NH4+ and multivalent cation exchange, and via steaming. Besides acidity, the other unique feature of zeolite relates to a concentration eﬀect of reactants within the cages/channels and promotes bimolecular reactions, such as efﬁcient intermolecular hydrogen transfer. For more siliceous zeolites, the organophilic nature promotes the conversion of polar oxygenated hydrocarbons to parafﬁns and aromatics. Zeolites are also ﬁnding increasing use for synthesis of organic intermediates and ﬁne chemicals. Advantages of zeolites that are being exploited include heterogenization of catalysts for easy separation framework, doping with metals for selective oxidation chemistry, and ease of regeneration of catalysts (63–69). In Table 8 is correlated the discovery of new frameworks with the number of U.S. patents and their commercial importance (70). The table shows that even though there has been an accelerated discovery of new frameworks and patents for their composition and use over the last 50 years, only a very small fraction ever ﬁnd application in commercial processes.



Table 6 Commercial Adsorbent Applications of Molecular Sieve Zeolites A. Puriﬁcation Drying: natural gas (including LNG) cracking gas (ethylene plants) insulated windows refrigerant CO2 removal: natural gas, ﬂue gas (CO2 + N2) cryogenic air separation plants Sulfur compound removal Sweetening of natural gas and liquiﬁed petroleum gas Pollution abatement: removal of Hg, NOx, SOx Removal of organic and inorganic iodide compounds from commercial acetic acid feed streams Source: Ref. 16.
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B. Bulk separations Normal/iso-paraﬃn separation Xylene separation



Oleﬁn separation Separation of organic solvents O2 from air Separation of CO2, SO2, NH3 Sugar separation Separation of amino acids, n-nitrosoamines



Table 7 Applications of Zeolites in Catalysis Inorganic reactions: H2S oxidation NO reduction of NH3 CO oxidation, reduction CO2 hydrogenation H2O! O2 + H2 Organic reactions: Aromatization (C4 hydrocarbons) Aromatics (disproportionation, hydroalkylation, hydrogenation, hydroxylation, nitration, oxidation, oxyhalogenation, hydrodecyclization, etc.) Aldol condensation



Alkylation (aniline, benzene, biphenyl, ethylbenzene, naphthalene, polyaromatics, etc.) Beckman rearrangement (cyclohexanone to caprolactam) Chiral (enantioselective) hydrogenation CH4 (activation, photocatalytic oxidation)



Chloroaromatics dechlorination Chlorination of diphenylmethane Chlorocarbon oxidation Chloroﬂuorocarbon decomposition Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation Cinnamate ester synthesis Cyclohexane (aromatization, isomerization, oxidation, ring opening)



Hydrocarbon conversion: Alkylation Cracking Hydrocracking Isomerization



Dehydration Epoxidation (cyclohexene, oleﬁns, a-pinene, propylene, styrene)



Friedel-Craft reaction of aromatic compounds (alkylation of butylphenol with cinnamyl alcohol) Fischer-Tropsh reaction (CO hydrogenation) Methanol to gasoline Methanation MPV (Meerwin-Ponndorf-Verley) reduction (transfer hydrogenation of unsaturated ketones) Oxyhalogenation of aromatics Heck reaction (acetophenone + acrylate ! acrylate ester) Hydrogenation and dehydrogenation Hydrodealkylation Shape-selective reforming



Source: Refs. 16 and 73.



Table 8 Zeolite Discovery and Use by Decade Decade 1950–1969 1970–1979 1980–1989 1990–1999 Totals Source: Ref. 70.
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Known structure types



U.S. patents, composition or use



Commercialized structure types



27 11 26 61 125



2,900 4,900 7,400 8,200 23,400



3 1 2 5 11



Table 9 Ion Exchange Applications and Advantages Applications



Advantage



Removal of Cs+ and Sr2+ Radioisotopes—LINDE AW-500, Mordenite, clinoptilolite Removal of NH4+ from wastewater—LINDE F, LINDE W, clinoptilolite Detergent builder zeolite A, zeolite X (ZB-100, ZB-300) Radioactive waste storage Aquaculture(AW-500, clinoptilolite) Regeneration of artiﬁcial kidney dialysate solution Feeding NPN to ruminant animals



Stable to ionizing radiation Low solubility, dimensional stability, High selectivity NH4+-selective over competing cations Remove Ca2+ and Mg2+ by selective exchange, no environmental problem Same as Cs+, Sr+ removal NH4+ selective NH4+ selective Reduces NH4+ by selective exchange to nontoxic levels High selectivities for various metals Exchange with plant nutrients such as NH4+ and K+ with slow release in soil



Metals removal and recovery Ion exchange fertilizers Source: Ref. 16.



Table 10



Summary of Uses of Natural Zeolites



Bulk applications: Filler in paper Pozzoolanic cements and concrete Dimension stone Lightweight aggregate Fertilizers and soil conditioners Dietary supplement in animal nutrition



Molecular sieve applications: . Separation of oxygen and nitrogen from air .



Acid-resistant adsorbents in drying and puriﬁcation



.



Ion exchangers in pollution abatement processes



Source: Ref. 16.



Table 11



Health Science and Zeolites



Detoxiﬁcation of mycotoxins by selective binding with zeolites Insects control: semiochemicals adsorbed in zeolites and by controlling diﬀusion-deisorption rate controls concentration of the pheromones in the air. Reaction of clinoptilolite and human bile Protein (cytochrome c) adsorption. Encapsulation and immobilization of proteinaceous materials in zeolite. Poultry industry: feed additive, toxin binder for environmental protection and for converting hen manure to deodorized fertilizer Milk yield, consumption, carcass characteristics in lactating cows Diets of farm animals: gain, feed conversion, dressing percentage, carcass characteristics of lambs Source: Ref. 73.
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Biomedical applications: External application Detoxicants Decontaminants Vaccine adjuvants Antibacterial agents Enzyme mimetics Drug delivery Diabetes mellitus Antitumor adjuvants Antidiarrheal agents Hemodialysis Contrast in magnetic resonance Bone formation Biosensors



C.



Ion-Exchange Applications



Table 9 lists ion-exchange applications of zeolites (71,72). The major use of zeolites as ionexchange agents is for water softening applications in the detergent industry and substitute use of phosphates. The selectivity of zeolite A for Ca2+ provides a unique advantage. Natural zeolites ﬁnd considerable use for removal of Cs+ and Sr2+ radioisotopes by ion exchange from radioactive waste streams, as listed in Table 10. D.



Other Applications



Table 11 provides examples of health-related applications of zeolites. These were compiled from the proceedings of the recent international zeolite conference (73). Zeolitic membranes oﬀer the possibility of organic transformations and separations coupled into one unit. Redox molecular sieves are expected to ﬁnd use in synthesis of ﬁne chemicals, exploiting both the considerable ﬂexibility in designing the framework topology and insertion of reactive elements and compounds into the framework, as exempliﬁed in Table 7. Other niche applications include sensors, photochemical organic transformations, and conversion of solar energy (74–77). Bulk applications for zeolite powders have emerged for odor removal and as plastic additives.
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2 MFI: A Case Study of Zeolite Synthesis Ramsharan Singh and Prabir K. Dutta The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Zeolite synthesis occurs by a hydrothermal process with reagents being a silica source, an alumina source, a mineralizing agent such as OH or F, and, for higher Si/Al ratio zeolites, organic molecules as structure-directing agents. The role of inorganic metal cations, such as Na+ or K+, is quite profound. A schematic of the zeolite growth process is shown in Fig. 1 (1). The complexity of the process, including the presence of numerous soluble species, an amorphous phase, polymerization and depolymerization reactions, makes the synthesis susceptible to physical effects such as stirring, aging, and order of reagent addition (2). Several independent processes are occurring in the medium, including nucleation of various structures, crystallization as well as dissolution of metastable phases. It is commonly observed that the conversion of the composition (gel or solution) to crystals is quite rapid once the crystallization process gets started. This suggests that nucleation is the rate-limiting step and is consistent with studies that report addition of seed crystals decrease the induction time (2). Tezak suggested several decades ago that rather than viewing the synthesis process as nucleation and crystallization, at least four subsystems be considered: (a) formation of simple and polymeric



Fig. 1



A schematic representation of zeolite crystallization process. (From Ref. 1.)
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aluminosilicates, (b) aggregation of these complexes to form embryo, (c) nucleation as aggregate formation with a well ordered core and micelle formation (primary particles), and (d) aggregation of primary particles via oriented aggregation (3). Flanigen has elaborated on these concepts further (4). Starting with the physical form of the reactants and their precise chemical composition to the synthesis conditions, each of these parameters can have a profound inﬂuence on the resulting zeolite crystallization. One way to think about zeolite crystallization is to view it as a process with multiple pathways. Pathways for a speciﬁc framework may be intertwined with another path that leads to a diﬀerent zeolite framework. Thus, minor perturbations can lead to ‘‘lane switching’’ and formation of unanticipated crystal topologies. Such path overlap and multiple pathways make it difﬁcult to carry out designed zeolite synthesis routes. Most of the advances have come in this ﬁeld from trial-and-error discoveries, and development of important empirical information has been the basis of further development. Considering that there are more than 100 frameworks, each with multiple synthetic procedures, it is important to ask what is the optimal way to learn about zeolite synthesis. Several possible options exist, such as: Cataloging all the possible recipes for formation of diﬀerent zeolites Deﬁning composition ﬁelds of diﬀerent zeolites, making clear the overlap and boundaries Contrasting growth patterns of diﬀerent zeolites Examining a single zeolite synthesis from diﬀerent perspectives In this chapter, we have taken the approach of focusing on a single framework, MFI, and examining the literature related to its crystallization. Arguably, this framework is the most studied of all zeolites, and examining its growth from diﬀerent perspectives provides a comprehensive picture of zeolite crystallization. Obviously, some of the speciﬁc details are peculiar to MFI-type frameworks and not readily extendable to other systems. Yet the conclusions that can be drawn from the data should be more generally applicable. The crystallization of ZSM-5 was ﬁrst reported in 1978 (5). ZSM-5 typically crystallizes ˚. in the Pnma orthorhombic space group with lattice constants a = 20.1, b = 19.9, and c = 13.4 A 3 ˚ The framework density of Si + Al atoms is 17.9 per 1000 A . Fig. 2a shows the skeletal diagram of (100) face of ZSM-5, where the 10-membered ring apertures are the entrances to the sinusoidal channels. Fig. 2b shows the channel structure of ZSM-5. There are two channel systems in ZSM-5: a straight channel running parallel to (010) with 10-ring openings of 5.4  ˚ , and a sinusoidal channel parallel to the (100) axis with 10-ring openings of dimension 5.6 A ˚ (6,7). The O-T-O bond angles vary between 105j and 113j with an average value 5.1  5.5 A



Fig. 2



(a) Skeletal diagram of the (100) face of ZSM-5. (b) Channel structure of ZSM-5.
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of 109 F 2j. Among the T-O-T angles, two almost linear bonds are observed at 176.2j and 178j (8). The tetrapropylammonium ion (TPA), typically used for synthesizing the MFI framework, is located in the intersection of the two channels, with a conformation different from that in TPA Br (9). The mineral counterpart of ZSM-5, mutinaite, was recently discovered at Mt. Adamson, Northern Victoria Land, Antarctica. Its composition was found to be Na2.76K0.11Mg0.21Ca3.78Al11.20Si84.9160 H2O with an orthorhombic space group (Pnma), with a = 20.201(2), ˚ . The Si-Al in the framework was disordered, and large b = 19.991(2), and c = 13.469(2) A distances between ions in the channels and framework oxygens were noted (10). The completely siliceous form of ZSM-5, silicalite, exhibits hydrophobicity and can extract organic molecules from water streams. The defect hydroxyl groups in silicalite cause residual hydrophilicity, which can be completely absent in ﬂuoride-silicalite, and exhibits extreme hydrophobic behavior, adsorbing Sr > Ba > Li > Na > K > Rb > Cs. Alkali ions have been proposed to help aggregate sol particles (11). Intrinsic properties of the alkali cations, including their size, structure-forming or structure-breaking role toward water, and salting-out power, were found to be important. Fig. 4 shows that structure-breaking cations such as K+, Rb+ or Cs+ favored the formation of large (15–25 Am) single crystals or twins, whereas structure-forming cations (Li+, Na+) yielded Si-rich crystallites distributed within the 5- to 15 Am range. The latter crystals were coated with numerous small (1 Am) Al-richer crystallites formed by a secondary nucleation process from the Sideficient gel. As a result, K, Rb, and Cs ZSM-5 zeolites appeared homogeneous in composition whereas Li and Na polycrystalline aggregates showed an apparent Al-enriched outer rim (27). In the presence of NH4+ ions, large single crystals of ZSM-5 having an Al-deficient core and an Al-rich outer shell, as well as small Si-rich crystallites stemming from a delayed nucleation process, were reported. The particular role of NH4+ was explained in terms of its preferential interaction with aluminate rather than silicate during nucleation (27). The synthesis of zeolite TPA-ZSM-5 with (NH4)2O/Al2O3 = 38 and diﬀerent amounts of Li2O, Na2O, or K2O has been studied (28). The growth of the crystals as a function of time
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Fig. 4 Crystal size distribution of the various (M)ZSM-5 zeolites determined from scanning electron micrographs. (From Ref. 27.)



showed an increment of the size of the crystals when alkali metal oxide was added. With Li2O uniform, large, lath-shaped crystals of ZSM-5 f140F10 Am in length were obtained. The time of nucleation was long when (NH4)2O was used with TPA and decreased when alkali was added to the system. Crystallization of Al-free NH4-ZSM-5 has been studied in an alkali-metal free system with seeding experiments (29). The crystallization of TPA-ZSM-5 has been reported using ammonium cations instead of alkali metal cations (30,31). ZSM-5 has been synthesized from sodium tetrapropylammonium aluminosilicate and silicate gels (32). The eﬀects of varying the ratio of Si/Al and alkalinity in the starting gels and the reaction temperature were studied. The alkalinity was found to aﬀect the rate of nucleation more than the rate of crystal growth. An optimal alkalinity was found for synthesis of ZSM-5 as shown in Fig. 5 and was related to the Si/Al ratio of the reactants.



Fig. 5 Influence of alkalinity on ZSM-5 crystallization. Temperature = 367 K. n SiO2/Al2O3 = 140, H2O/OH = 450; z SiO2/Al2O3 = 140, H2O/OH = 225; . SiO2/Al2O3 = 140, H2O/OH = 112; 5 SiO2/Al2O3 = 90, H2O/OH = 450;



D SiO2/Al2O3 = 90, H2O/OH = 225. (From Ref. 32.)
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Addition of a small amount of certain oxyanions of group VA and VIIA (such as perchlorate, phosphate, arsenate, chlorate, and bromate) signiﬁcantly enhanced the nucleation and crystalliation process of ZSM-5 (33). For example, the time taken to obtain fully crystalline ZSM-5 with diﬀerent promoters followed the order: ClO4 (7 h) < PO43 (8 h) < AsO43 (14 h) < none (48 h). With phosphate as promoter, it was noted that the quality of the material (crystallinity and adsorption/catalytic properties) was comparable with, if not better than, that prepared in the absence of promoter. The crystallite size of ZSM-5 samples prepared in the presence of phosphate as promoter was smaller with a narrower particle size distribution. Zeolite crystals have been grown in microgravity environment (103–106 g) (34,35). The ﬂight crystals grown on the space shuttle from silica gel had intergrown disk morphology and were larger than the spherulitic aggregates of small elementary crystals observed for the terrestrial/control samples. It was concluded that the nucleation rate of ZSM-5 was reduced in microgravity (35). Free energy considerations indicated that the transformation of quartz to silicalite was unfavorable (4.1 kJ/mol SiO2), whereas in the presence of TPA it was favored (3.8 kJ/mol SiO2). The exothermic enthalpic contribution arose from the tight ﬁt of the TPA within the intersecting channels of silicalite, whereas the increasing entropic contribution came from the disordering of water molecules external to the framework upon encapsulation of TPA in the zeolite (14). Based on the above results, the insights that can be obtained are as follows: Crystallization of ZSM-5 is possible only in a very limited range with Na+, to some extent with K+, but not at all with Li+. However, for bicationic systems with Na+ as one of the ions, synthesis is possible. Presence of TPA extends the range of compositions over which MFI crystals can be formed. Alkali metal cations when present in the TPA system inﬂuence the morphology and the distribution of Si/Al in the framework. The alkali ions compete with the TPA– aluminosilicate interactions during the nucleation stage. Structure-breaking cations such as K+, Rb+, or Cs+ favor the formation of large (15–25 Am) single crystals or twins. The role of NH4+ is quite distinct from that of the alkali metal ions because of their preferential interaction with aluminate rather than silicate ions in the nucleation stage. In the presence of NH4+ ions, large single crystals of ZSM-5 having an Al-deﬁcient core and an Al-rich outer shell, as well as small Si-rich crystallites stemming from a delayed nucleation process, are formed. Crystal size increases when alkali hydroxide is added to an (NH4)O-TPA-ZSM-5 system. Ammonium ions also tend to increase nucleation times as compared with alkali cations. For every Si/Al ratio, there appears to be an optimal alkalinity. The inﬂuence of alkalinity was more on nucleation rate than crystal growth. Certain oxyanions (such as PO43) promote zeolite growth. 2. Quarternized Ions (Other than TPA) The role of various organic molecules as structure-directing agents in the synthesis of molecular sieves has been reviewed (36). The number of organic species in whose presence ZSM-5 has been synthesized is quite large (36). Table 1 lists some of the organic molecules used in ZSM-5 synthesis and shows that there is no common feature between these molecules, suggesting that strict templating is not playing a role in the synthesis in
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Table 1 Organic Molecules Used for Synthesis of ZSM-5 Tetrapropylammonium Tetraethylammonium Tripropylamine Ethyldiamine Propanolamine Ethanolamine Methyl quinuclide NH3 + alcohol Alcohols Glycerol n-Propylamine Di-n-butylamine



Di-n-propylamine 1,5-Diaminopentane 1,6-Diaminohexane Morpholine Pentaerythritol Dipropylenetriamine Dihexamethylenetriamine Triethylenetetramine Diethylenetetramine 1-Alkyl-4-azonibicyclo[2,2,2]octane-4-oxide halide Hexanediol Propylamine



Source: Ref. 36.



most cases. Rather, with the appropriate gel chemistry, the presence of organics aids in the synthesis. The role of organic molecules in the synthesis of zeolites can be in various forms: space ﬁlling, structure directing, and templating. In the case of ZSM-5, most of the organic molecules can be considered to be space ﬁllers, except for TPA. TPA can be thought of as structure directing, since it promotes the synthesis of MFI over a wide range of compositions and is also entrapped in the channels of the zeolite. There are very few examples of true templating, the best example being C18H36N+ in the synthesis of ZSM-18. The tri-quat molecule ﬁts into the ZSM-18 cage with the same C3 rotational symmetry of the cage, and its rotational mobility is completely restricted (37). Because of the unique role played by TPA for MFI synthesis as described above, there has been a number of studies on the inﬂuence of other tetraalkylammonium (TAA) cations (38,39). Tetramethylammonium (TMA) is hydrophilic, whereas TPA is hydrophobic because of the longer propyl chains, whereas tetraethylammonium (TEA) is intermediate in behavior. Thus, silicate ions should preferably displace the water molecules around TPA over TMA (14). The role of TMA, TEA, and tetrabutylammonium (TBA) cations in the presence of either lithium or potassium ions has been examined (38). In presence of K+ and TEABr, the main zeolitic phase was ZSM-5. The induction periods were slightly inﬂuenced, while the crystallization rate increased with increasing TEA concentration. In the presence of Li+ ions, the induction period decreased, while the crystallization rate also increased with increasing TEA concentration. However, TMA cations directed the formation of other zeolites. In the presence of Li+ ions, ZSM-5 and ZSM-39 were formed. In the presence of K+ ions, ZSM-5 was the main zeolitic phase at low TMA concentration, while at high TMA concentrations, ZSM-39 and ZSM-48 were formed. ZSM-5 has been prepared at 443 K from clear solutions of general composition SiO2 / 0.0004Al2O3/0.30Na2O/aTAABr (or TAAOH)/40H2O with a = 0.03–0.16 and TAA = TEA, TPA, or TBA (39). The number of defects in the crystal of the type Si-O-M (M = H, Na, TPA) were higher than that of a hydrogel synthesis system. Energy calculations have been carried out to explain the stabilization achieved by the occlusion of TAA and other cations in ZSM-5 (40–42). The zeolite was treated as a rigid framework, whereas the TAA cations were allowed to be ﬂexible (40). Nonbonded intra template, template–template, and template–zeolite interactions were considered, and calculations were performed for TAA loadings of 1, 3, and 4 cations per zeolite unit cell. At the level
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of 1 TAA per unit cell, the stabilization energy increased monotonically with the C/N ratio of the cation. Stabilization energies as a function of TAA ions occluded in ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 are compared in Fig. 6 (40). For four TAA cations per unit cell, the stabilization energy increased to a maximum for TPA and then declined in progressing to TBA. Reducing the loading of TBA to three cations per unit cell increased the stabilization energy relative to that obtained for four cations per unit cell, but the stabilization energy was still less than that achieved with four TPA cations per unit cell. Increasing the length of the alkyl chain led to an increase in organic-zeolite nonbonded interactions and hence the stabilization of the zeolite. In the case of TBA, an energetically unfavorable configuration, as well as repulsive interactions between the methyl groups, led to destabilization (40). Several organic structure-directing agents that were variations of a 4,4V-trimethylenebis(N-methyl, N-R1-piperidinium) moiety have been used for the synthesis of pure-silica molecular sieves (43). When R1 was pentyl or hexyl, MFI was crystallized, suggesting that each structure-directing molecule spanned two channel interactions. The role of the optimal organic–zeolite interactions in stabilizing ZSM-5 was also evidenced here, since if R1 is butyl or heptyl, the MFI structure was not formed, and phases BEA and BTW, respectively, were obtained (43). Patarin et al. synthesized ZSM-5 with TPA+F, (C3H7)2NH2+F (DIPA), and (C3H7)3+  NH F (TRIPA), and based on enthalpy measurements concluded that DIPA and TRIPA stabilize the organic–inorganic composites less than TPA. This was because of the tight ﬁt of the TPA at the channel intersections (44). Tetrapropylammonium, ethanoltripropylammonium, and diethanoldipropylammonium cations have been used as structure-directing agents for the synthesis of pure-silica, MFI-type zeolites. Ethanoltripropylammonium cation directed the formation of silicalite but at a slower rate than tetrapropylammonium cation. Diethanoldipropylammonium needed the presence of either seeds or a small amount of tetrapropylammonium to form silicalite. All ethanolalkylammonium molecules were occluded intact in the zeolite pores. It was concluded that control of



Fig. 6 Stablization energy for tetraalkylammonium cations occluded in ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 at an occupancy of four cations per unit cell. All energies are in kcal per unit cell. (From Ref. 40.)
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the hydrophobicity of the organic structure-directing agent was necessary for the synthesis of pure-silica zeolites (45). The following insight can be gained from these studies: True templating in zeolite formation is rare. TMA only forms ZSM-5 over a narrow range of concentrations and directs formation of ZSM-39 and ZSM-48. TEA is more favorable for ZSM-5 formation. Calculations show that at a level of 1 TAA+ per unit cell, the stabilization energy increases monotonically with the C/N ratio of the cation. For four TAA+ cations per unit cell, the stabilization energy increases to a maximum for TPA and then declines in progressing to TBA. Increase in organic–zeolite nonbonded interactions favors zeolite stabilization. Simple modiﬁcations on one of the propyl groups in TPA is enough to disrupt the organic–inorganic interactions and reduce the rate of crystal formation. 3. Amines and Other Structure-Directing Agents Extensive studies have been done with amines as structure-directing agents. The crystallization of high SiO2/Al2O3 zeolites in the presence of various diamines at pH < 12 has been examined (46,47). It was shown that, as the number of CH2 units separating the amine functional groups increases, the zeolite type changes from FER to MFI to MEL (46). The MFI structure has been obtained only with diamines having C4, C5, C6, and C12 carbon atoms. However, by changing composition, ZSM-5 was crystallized from diamines having C2, C3, C4, and C6 carbon atoms (47). It was shown that crystallization rate decreased with increase in the linear dimension of the amine. The charge neutralization occurred by protonated amines, since the Na+ content was less than one per unit cell. Several other organic molecules, such as 1,6-hexane-diol, 1-propanol, 1-propane amine, pentaerythritol, and piperazine, have been used in the synthesis of ZSM-5 and silicalite, and acted as void ﬁllers, with little structure-directing ability (48–52). Synthesis of ZSM-5 using 1,6-hexanediol as a structure-directing agent has been reported in a vigorously stirred system at 425, 433 and 443 K, and the data analyzed with population balance models (49). The autocatalytic model with release of nonuniformly distributed nuclei provided a good ﬁt of the experimental data. ZSM-5 has been synthesized in the presence of tetra-, tri-, and dipropylammonium ﬂuoride species (53). The use of tributylamine (TBA) composition resulted in a phase rich in ZSM-5, whereas the use of tripropylamine (TrPA) yielded ZSM-11-rich phase for the same compostion (25). Using a mixture of TrPA and n-propyl bromide (PrBr), a pure ZSM-5 phase was reported. It was suggested that TPA cations were formed in traces and helped the nucleation process. The synthesis of silicalite-1 in presence of diethylamine (DEA) has been reported (54). The formation of DEA-silicalite-1 is favored by static conditions, high DEA concentrations, and low temperature (393 K), but the structure-directing property of DEA was marginal. Hexane-1,6-diamine (HEXDM) was found to be a good void ﬁller for the MFI framework and synthesis of silicalite-1 (55,56). Silicalite-1 made in the presence of HEXDM formed only at low temperatures, static reaction conditions, and high HEXDM/SiO2 mole ratios, suggesting reasonably narrow and exacting conditions for the growth of these open framework materials. ZSM-48 and eventually quartz were the competing frameworks at higher temperatures (55). For synthesis of MFI structure with HEDXM at high temperatures, Al was necessary (56). The crystallization of alkali-metal-free silicalite-1 from the reaction mixture containing piperazine, silica, water, and various quaternary ammonium ions has been reported under static and stirred conditions (51,52).
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A correlation between dipole moment, ionization potential, maximal length, and bond angle between propyl groups and the kinetics of ZSM-5 zeolite has been made for propylamine, dipropylamine, tripropylamine, and tetrapropylammonium bromide (26). The conclusions were that the polarity of the organic molecule (characterized by dipole moment) determined the induction period. The molecules with higher dipole moment had shorter induction periods, as for propylamine. The low dipole moment and the geometrical conﬁguration of tripropylamine (angle between the propyl groups is 117j whereas the angle between linear and sinusoidal channels is 110j) was proposed to be the reason for the longer period of nucleation and the slower crystallization process. The following insight can be gained from these studies: Simple secondary and tertiary amines will direct MFI synthesis under a narrow range of conditions. Tripropylamine directs ZSM-11, but in the presence of PrBr makes pure ZSM-5, presumably due to in situ formation of TPA. ; ! diamines will direct ZSM-5 formation under restricted compositions and crystallization rate decreases with the linear dimension of the molecule. Correlations have been made between the structure-directing abilities of a series of propylamine-containing molecules and dipole moment, ionization potential, and their geometrical characteristics. The molecules with higher dipole moment had a shorter induction period. B.



Temperature



Temperature variations have been used to study the growth process, optimize yields, and alter morphology. The crystallization of ZSM-5 at temperatures of 423, 438 and 453 K for a reactant composition 30Na2O/68TPA2O/Al2O3/111SiO2/4000H2O/25H2SO4 has been reported (57). Analysis of the kinetic data suggests that the growth mechanism was independent of temperature (57). It was observed that induction time decreased and crystallization rate increased on increasing temperature, as shown in Fig. 7. Similar conclusions were reached for ZSM-5



Fig. 7 Crystallization curves for ZSM-5 at 423 (.), 438 (), and 453 (n) K using TPABr. (From Ref. 57.)
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synthesized from a gel with initial mole composition of 33Na2O/44R/Al2O3/100SiO2/ 4000H2O/25H2SO4 (R = 1,2-diaminoethane, 1,3-diamonopropane, 1,4-diaminobutane, 1,6diaminohexane, and TPABr) at temperatures of 423, 438 and 453 K (46,47). Organic-free crystallization of ZSM-5 (17) using a gel composition of 40SiO2/Al2O3/4.5Na2O/1500H2O at temperatures of 423, 443, and 463 K also exhibited increased rate of crystallization with temperature. For prolonged crystallization at a particular temperature (373 K), the crystallite size was found to grow from 1 to 4 Am, indicating an Ostwald ripening phenomenon (58). Optical microscopy has been used to follow the growth of ZSM-5 from an amorphous gel under steaming conditions. Temperatures higher than 403 K were necessary for crystal formation, and surface dissolution of the gels preceded crystal formation (59). Silicalite-1 has been synthesized from clear solutions of molar composition 25SiO2/Na2O/ 9TPAOH/450H2O over a temperature range of 369–393 K (60). With increase in temperature, the length of induction time decreased from about 100 min at 369 K to about 14 min at 393 K. After the induction period, the mean diameter of the particles grew linearly with time. Growth rates ranging from 0.6 nm/min at 369 K to 3.7 nm/min at 393 K were observed. Measurements of particle number densities indicated a decrease of about two orders of magnitude over this temperature range: from 5  1011 at 369 K to about 2  109 at 393 K. At any given temperature, particle number densities remained essentially constant over the duration of the experiment. For silicalite-1 formed from a reaction mixture of the composition 0.099TPABr/ 0.026Na2O/SiO2/24.8H2O at temperatures of 423, 443, 458, and 473 (61), the length/width ratio of the silicalite crystals increased with temperature, as shown in Fig. 8, suggesting that the growth rate of different crystal faces varies with temperature (62). Direct measurements of rate of crystal growth for silicalite-1 has been reported at temperatures of 368, 393, 413, 433, and 448 K using the reaction composition Na2O/60SiO2/3TPABr/1500H2O/240EtOH (61). The aspect ratio (length/width) of the crystals increased with temperature, with the length growth rate having an activation energy of 80 F 3 kJ/mol whereas the width growth rate had an activation energy of 62–81 kJ/mol.



Fig. 8 The length-to-width ratio of silicalite crystals as a function of temperature, based on the average of 20 individual crystals at each synthesis temperature. (From Ref. 61.)
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The synthesis of colloidal particle size silicalite-1 has been reported from clear solutions with molar composition: 9TPAOH/0.1Na2O/25SiO2/480H2O/100EtOH at temperatures of 371, 367.5, 360.5, and 353 K (63). Although the linear growth rate increased with increasing temperature, the rate was more strongly dependent on the alkalinity of the initial composition than temperature, and a ﬁrst-order surface reaction controlled growth mechanism with an apparent activation energy of 42 kJ/mol (63). Growth at various temperatures led to the following conclusions: The length of induction time decreases with increasing temperature, whereas crystallization rate increases. Maximal crystallinity is reached in a shorter time at higher temperatures. Fewer crystals are formed at higher temperatures. The aspect ratio (l/w) increases with increasing temperatures. C.



Fluoride Medium



Fluoride ions play a similar mineralizing role as OH in alkaline conditions but typically results in larger crystals. Silicalite has been crystallized from compositions with variable ﬂuoride and constant sodium content to study the inﬂuence of ﬂuoride ions on crystallization. Crystallization from two series of gels having the general molar composition of xNaF-yNaCl-1.25TPABr10SiO2-330H2O (A) where x + y = 10 (x = 1, 2, 3, 7, 10) and xHF-yNaF-zNaCl-1.25TPABr10SiO2-330H2O (B) where x + y = 10 and y + z = 10 have been reported (64). Crystallization curves obtained from system A are shown in Fig. 9. These curves clearly indicate the enhancement of crystallization rate as a function of increasing fluoride content. Composition B showed that the crystallizing rate slowed on increasing HF in the medium. In agreement, another study also found a decrease in crystallization rate with increasing HF (64). Increasing HF did not decrease the pH of the medium substantially. The length of the crystals was used as a measure of the kinetics of crystal growth. It was found that the length increased with decreasing HF and increasing TPAOH. The aspect ratio also increased as a function of time. Chemical analysis showed levels of F of two ions per unit cell (64).



Fig. 9 Crystallization curves for the formation of silicalite at 443 K from gels of molar composition xNaF|yNaCl|1.25 TPABr|10 SiO2|330 H2O where x = 1, 2, 3, 7, 10 with x + y = 10. (From Ref. 64.)
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The eﬀect on crystallization of varying pH with constant Na+, F, and TPA has been studied for the following compositions: aHF-bNaF-cNaCl-dTPABr-eTPAOH-10SiO2-330H2O with a + b = 1 (constant F content) and d + e = 1.25 (constant TPA content). For pH V 2, no crystallization occurred (65). Comparisons of the crystallization results of silicalite OH- and F-based systems provide interesting contrasts. Tavolaro et al. reported that the aspect ratio (length/width) for F systems was in the range of 2.8–5.0 and the crystal length growth rate was 0.17–2 Am/day (65). For high F content compositions, the activation energies for nucleation and crystallization have been reported as 10.8 and 9.1–10.6 kcal mol1, respectively (64). Comparable values reported for alkaline conditions were aspect ratios of 1–2.5, 1.8–2.7, and 0.9–9.4 depending on reactant composition. The growth rates for crystal lengths were 1.0–1.3 Am/h and crystal widths of 0.1–0.8 Am/h. The activation energies for nucleation and crystallization in alkaline medium were reported to be 4.8 and 10.1 kcal mol1 (64). These data show that OH inﬂuences nucleation more than F. The role of NH4+, Na+, K+, and Cs+ cations in the synthesis of ZSM-5 in the presence of ﬂuoride has been studied (66). The amounts of Al and alkali cations were varied in gels of initial composition 10SiO2-xMF-yAl(OH)3-1.25TPABr-330H2O with M = NH4+, Na+, K+ and Cs+; x = 9, 15, and 24; y = 0.16, 0.5, and 1.0. Potassium ion was found to be the most eﬀective for incorporation of Al into the zeolite framework, while the ammonium-containing system was the least eﬀective. The kinetic data showed that cations inﬂuence the reaction rates via electrostatic interactions and complex formation with ﬂuoride anion in various siliceous and aluminosilicate complexes. The crystallization of ZSM-5 from nonalkaline medium in the presence of ﬂuoride ions occurred at the minimal F/Si ratio of 0.3 (67). The two organics used were tripropylamine (TRIP) and tetraethylammonium ion (TEA). Both ZSM-5 with a wide range of SiO2/Al2O3 ratios and silicalite is formed with TRIP, but ZSM-5 could not be made with TEA when the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio was greater than 400. The TRIP became protonated and trapped in the channels of ZSM-5. ZSM-5 has been synthesized in ﬂuoride medium under dry conditions via a gas phase transport method, and SiF4 was proposed to be the transport species (68). Crystallization of silicalite in the presence of ﬂuoride and competing templates has shown that TPA was entrapped in silicalite-1 whereas tetrabutylammouium occludes in silicalite-2 (69). ZSM-5 has been prepared in the Na2O-SiO2-Al2O3-H2N(CH2)6NH2-NH4F system (70). The presence of F had signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the nucleation and crystallization, and promoted the formation of ZSM-48. Silicalite-1 has been crystallized from a hydrothermal system containing silica and organics, such as propylammonium ﬂuoride, choline cation diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, TPA+, and F (53,71,72). The inﬂuence of ﬂuoride ions on synthesis can be summarized as follows: F plays the same mineralizing role as OH. Enhancement of F in the reaction composition leads to an increase in crystallization rate up to a certain level of F, beyond which a decrease is observed. The role of F is not mediated through inﬂuence on pH, though at a ﬁxed F concentration, increase in pH increased the crystallization rate. D.



Mixed Solvent and Nonaqueous Systems



We discuss here crystallization reported with water-miscible solvents and organic vapors. The synthesis of ZSM-5 from gels containing silica, alumina, potassium and/or sodium hydroxide or chloride, diethanolamine (DEA), and water has been studied (73), with a typical gel composition being 2.6K2O/1.2Na2O/Al2O3/60SiO2/32DEA/1200H2O. A model based on the stabilizing eﬀect of DEA via van der Waals forces for formation of theta-1 (pore ﬁlling) and ionic
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interactions for formation of ZSM-5 (charge compensation) was proposed. The argument was advanced that the above roles for DEA extended to stabilization of nuclei (74). Crystallization of ZSM-5 in the presence of triethanolamine as a structure-directing and a mixed solvent system has been studied with varying Si/Al ratios (75). It was concluded that alkanolamines favor the crystallization of MFI structure only in the presence of Al (ZSM-5), but not in its absence, as tetralkylammonium salts do. The synthesis of ZSM-5 has been reported in pure glycerol solvent system (76). Glycerol was found to act as both a solvent and a structure-directing agent. The crystallization was considered to progress by a liquid-phase ion transportation mechanism, in which the hydroxyl group of glycerol played an important role. Synthesis of silicalite-1 has been studied in the ethylene glycol solvent system using TPABr as a template (77). The synthesis of diethylamine-silicalite-1 has been studied in a reaction mixture of diethylamine-NaOH-SiO2-H2O (54). The formation of diethylamine-silicalite-1 was favored by static conditions, high diethylamine concentrations, and low temperature (393 K). Diethylamine acted as a pore ﬁller and solvent. ZSM-5 has been synthesized in ethylenediamine/ triethylamine solvent system (78,79). Crystallization was found to strongly depend on the mole percent of triethylamine and SiO2 and the molar ratio of Na2O to triethylamine; a solid phase transformation was proposed for zeolite growth (78). ZSM-5 zeolite has been synthesized using ethanol-water mixture as solvent (80). Dilution of the starting gel with water led to a decrease of both the nucleation and crystal growth rates, whereas the increase of ethanol/SiO2 ratio favored both processes, indicating that ethanol was acting as a structure-directing agent. ZSM-5 has also been synthesized in the vapor phase of ethylenediamine/triethylamine (81,82), propylamine/water, diethylamine/water, ethylenediamine/water (83–85), triethylamine/water (83,84), ethylenediamine/triethylamine/water, and 1-propanol/triethylamine (81) from amorphous aluminosilicate gels. The structure and crystallinity of the resultant zeolite depended on the composition of the organic vapor as well as that of the parent gel, with triethylamine and water promoting the crystallinity and ethylenediamine acting as a structuredirecting agent. ZSM-5 has been synthesized using seed crystals from acetone/water without any organic templates (86). A small amount of acetone in the reaction mixture inhibited the formation of quartz and facilitated rapid crystallization of ZSM-5 at 443–463 K, as shown in Fig. 10.



Fig. 10 Effect of synthesis temperature on the crystallization of ZSM-5 and a-quartz in 0.20 Na2O|0.01 Al2O3|SiO2|46 H2O|1.3 acetone in a seeded system for 12 h. (From Ref. 86.)
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Synthesis of ZSM-5 zeolite in the C2H5OH-Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O system has also been reported (87). From studies of mixed solvent and nonaqueous systems, the following conclusions can be drawn: Alkanolamines as solvents can have a structure-directing role, and interaction with Al may play a key role in this process since they only structure-direct ZSM-5. Alkylamines have been shown to have a pore-ﬁlling eﬀect. Addition of a solvent may help in suppressing competing phases. Glycerol can act as a pure solvent in the absence of water, and the role of the OH groups in the glycerol for ion transport is proposed to be important. Organic vapors can crystallize ZSM-5 from amorphous gel. E.



Seed Crystals



Crystallization in the presence of seed crystals provides important information regarding the growth mechanism and is also of practical value in speeding up synthesis. The nucleation mechanism for an Al-free NH4-ZSM-5 synthesis system has been examined by varying the size and mode of addition of the seed to the synthesis system (29). Enhanced nucleation and fast crystallization of new crystals were observed in contrast to the unseeded crystallization. Placing the seed crystals either at the top of the synthesis mixture or on the bottom of the autoclave or shaking the reaction mixture all had the same eﬀect. However, crushing the seed crystals dramatically increased the nucleation rate, presumably due to the formation of very small crystalline fragments that served as nucleation sites. The eﬀect of amount of seed crystals has been studied (58). About 1–2% seed crystals was found sufﬁcient for the complete crystallization of zeolite, and the crystallization period decreased. Further increase in the amount of seed crystals aﬀected neither crystallization rate nor crystallite size. In presence of seed crystals, ZSM-5 was grown without a templating agent. The stability of silicalite seeds has been shown to depend on the medium as well as the pretreatment (88). Calcined seeds dissolved in caustic solutions, whereas uncalcined seeds were more stable, presumably due to the stabilization by occluded TPA. Fresh seeds were shown to



Fig. 11 SEM micrograph of a large 450  70  90 lm seed crystal exposed to 20 wt % seeds and showing the growth of numerous crystals on the seed. (From Ref. 89.)
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grow in a silicalite synthesis mixture, whereas dried or calcined seeds grew but also produced a new population of nuclei that resulted from an initial breeding mechanism via microcrystalline dust on the seed crystals. A series of studies were carried out with Al-free ZSM-5 seeds in order to investigate the eﬀect of the presence of crystal surface (89). In spite of the relatively large amount of seed additions, very little growth of the seed crystal was observed, as shown in Fig. 11 for a synthesis with 20 wt % seed. Instead, new populations were observed to form around the seeds and on the seed surface. The growth of silicalite in the presence of a very large seed crystal has been studied under a thermal gradient condition (90). The seed crystal was covered with specks of amorphous materials and randomly oriented silicalite crystals. The random orientation suggested that the newly deposited crystals were not epitaxially grown on the original seed surface. It was proposed that the new crystallites were formed by surface nucleation or by adsorption of nuclei from the solution. On sonication several rectangular ‘‘pits’’ were observed on the surface of the seed crystal, suggesting that the seed crystal was growing around the nucleated crystallites. If left in the growth environment for long periods of time, the seed crystals became covered with a polycrystalline mass of silicalite. Crystal growth of silicalite and ZSM-5 in seeded systems has led to two proposed pathways of crystallization (91). Ordered growths and subsequently regular overgrowths were reported in sufﬁciently dilute synthesis mixtures. It was suggested that nucleation preferably took place on the seed crystal surface, and the seed crystal direction controlled the growth of new crystals, so that epitaxial growth was observed. In concentrated solutions, nucleation in solution dominated, and random formations of embedded crystals on seed surfaces were observed. It was proposed that initial breeding as a result of attrition from seed crystals was not important. ZSM-5 was synthesized in ethanol and the eﬀect of adding seed crystals on the growth process was studied (87). It was found that on increasing the seed amount, the rate of zeolite formation increased to a certain level and seeding only aﬀected the initial nucleation period. ZSM-5 has been crystallized from the organic free gel containing seed crystals (15). ZSM-5 has been synthesized by using seed crystals from an acetone-water mixture system without any organic templates (86). A small amount of acetone in the reaction mixture inhibited formation of quartz. Controlled nucleation and growth of ZSM-5 crystals has been achieved by using a semicontinuous reactor with or without seed crystals (92,93). Microwave zeolite synthesis is known to reduce the time of crystallization. It was found that the combined eﬀect of nanocrystal seeding and microwave heating resulted in very rapid ZSM-5 crystallization, well before the reaction mixture reached the working temperature (94). The role of the microwave energy in energizing the seed surface and its environment was thought to be important in the accelerated growth. Extensive studies of seeded growth have led to the following conclusions: Seed crystals promote nucleation via the initial breeding nucleation mechanism due to the creation of small fragments that act as nucleation sites. Such nucleation is promoted by the use of crushed seed. The history of seeds (fresh versus calcined) has important eﬀects on crystallization. Fresh seeds are shown to grow, whereas dried or calcined seeds grow but also produce a new population of nuclei that result from microcrystalline dust on the seed crystals. Seed crystals usually lead to new populations of crystals rather than direct growth of the seed crystals themselves to become larger single crystals.
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Seed crystals provide a route for crystal growth without the use of structure-directing agents. The crystallization period decreases upon the addition of seed crystals, but only up to a certain number of seed crystals. Seeding combined with microwave heating leads to very rapid crystal growth. F.



Solid-State Transformations



Solid-state transformation is possible within restricted conditions. A procedure for the pseudomorphic transformation of particles of silica gel to silicalite-1 has been described (95). One advantage of such methods is that the shape can be preserved. SEM showed that the particles were composed of large (f5 Am) loosely packed crystals surrounded by a dense crust of smaller (f1 Am) crystals. Synthesis of ZSM-5 by water-organic vapor phase transport mechanism has been reported (96). The amorphous solids were ﬁrst prepared, dried, and used for the vapor phase synthesis. This procedure demonstrated that solid hydrogel transformations in zeolite synthesis is possible (96). In another study, as long as the water content and the alkalinity of the powder were sufﬁcient, the structure and crystallinity of the resulting zeolite depended on the composition of the organic vapor as well as that of the parent gel (79). Dry aluminosilicate gels were transformed to MFI by a vapor phase transport (VPT) method using ethylenediamine (EDA), triethylamine (Et3N), and water as vapor sources (82–84). The roles of water and amines in this crystallization were investigated. While Et3N and water encouraged crystallization, EDA acted as a structure-directing agent. The support on which the dry gel was placed was found to be important. The product phase and purity as a function of the solvent mixture, precursor gel structure, and precursor gel chemistry has been discussed (84). ZSM-5 has been crystallized from dehydrated amorphous gels (97,98). Autoclave was separated into two compartments by a sieve plate of pore diameter 0.6–1.5 Am. In one portion ZSM-35 was crystallized in liquid phase, whereas in the other portion ZSM-5 was crystallized as solid phase. The morphology of the ZSM-5 was found to be polycrystalline aggregates (97). ZSM-5 has also been crystallized from a solid reaction mixture in ﬂuoride medium starting with the reactant composition (2.0–10.0)Na 2 O/(30–800)SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 /(20– 500)H2N(CH2)6NH2/(8–50)NH4F (70). Increasing the amount of NH4F in the reaction mixture enhanced the crystallization of ZSM-5. The same trend was observed for the wet synthesis mixture (64). The SiO2/Al2O3 ratio has hardly any eﬀect on the crystalline products in the system, whereas an optimal Na2O/SiO2 ratio (0.04–0.08) was found. It was difﬁcult to synthesize zeolites under strong alkaline conditions in a solid reaction mixture. Amorphous precursors obtained by drying aluminosilicate gels at 923 K were transformed into ZSM-5 in the presence of NH4F and TPABr in the complete absence of solution phase (68). To explain zeolite formation, it was suggested that vapor phase transport of SiF4 was taking place. The solid-state transformation of kanemite into ZSM-5 in the presence of various Al sources has been reported (99). Highlights of solid state transformation include the following: Conversion of an amorphous material to a zeolite in the solid state is possible if transport of species can occur in the medium via vapor phase. Use of ﬂuoride reactants results in formation of volatile SiF4 which acts as the mobile species. Water can also be used for vapor phase transport.
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III.



NATURE OF CRYSTALS



In this section, we discuss the types of crystals that have been synthesized, some with considerable practical relevance. A.



Chemical Composition



Synthesis and spatial distribution of aluminum over ZSM-5 crystals has been systematically studied (100,101). From electron microprobe analysis of about f50-Am crystals (100,101) it was inferred that the Al is primarily concentrated in the rim of the crystals (100). Althoﬀ et al. (101) discovered that the extent of Al segregation depended on the synthesis conditions. Enrichment in the rim was found primarily in crystals with TPA, as shown in Fig. 12, whereas crystals made in the presence of 1,6-hexanediol or completely inorganic reaction compositions had homogeneous aluminum profiles (101). The rationale for the zoning in the presence of TPA was that TPA helped incorporate primarily silicate species, whereas for a Na+ composition, aluminosilicate species were incorporated into the growing crystal (101). Aluminum-rich ZSM-5 with Si/Al of 11 has been synthesized, corresponding to 8 Al atoms per unit cell (total of 96 Si, Al atoms). This is the lowest Si/Al ratio of ZSM-5 to date, and this limit is thought to be controlled by Al siting in only four-membered rings, as well as the number of charge-compensating cations in the narrow pore system. However, the mineral mutinaite has a Si/Al ratio of 7.6, indicating that nonconventional approaches may be required for crossing the barrier of 11 (102). Relevant conclusions are as follows: Al distribution within a crystal can be nonuniform and is controlled by reactant composition. There is a lower limit of Al incorporation of Si/Al = 11. B.



Nanocrystals



The synthesis of discrete colloidal particles of TPA-silicalite-1 with an average particle size of less than 100 nm and with a narrow particle size distribution from clear homogeneous solutions has been reported (103). High alkalinities favored smaller crystallites, though the linear growth



Fig. 12 Aluminum and silicon profile of a crystal from a TPABr-based synthesis with aluminum triethylate. (From Ref. 101.)
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rates were not aﬀected. Monodispersity was better with tetraethoxysilane over a polymeric source, such as silica sol (103). Synthesis of colloidal ZSM-5 from clear homogeneous solutions was possible from synthesis mixtures with low sodium and high TPAOH concentrations (104). The size of the crystals was in the range 130–230 nm with a narrow particle size distribution. With increasing alumina concentrations, the crystal growth rate, the number of crystals produced, and the ZSM5 yield decreased. The number of crystals produced decreased with increased alkalinity opposite to what was found for colloidal TPA-silicalite-1. Increasing alumina concentration was found to decrease the crystal growth rate, the number of crystals produced, the yield and size of ZSM-5 nanocrystals. Nanocrystalline ZSM-5 (crystal size in the range 10–100 nm) has been synthesized from clear supersaturated homogeneous solutions in 24 h. The growth process was proposed to involve formation of an initial amorphous solid, which gradually transformed into nanocrystalline ZSM-5 through solid-solid transformations. In addition, the conventional formation of ZSM-5 from nuclei generated in the remaining liquid solution was observed after 48 h (105). Conﬁned space synthesis, a novel method in zeolite synthesis, has been used to synthesize nanosized zeolite ZSM-5 crystals with a controlled crystal size distribution (106). C.



Single Crystals



Synthesis of single crystals has made it possible to do detailed structural studies of MFI framework. Several synthetic procedures have been reported. The hydrothermal growth of large monocrystals of TPA-ZSM-5 zeolite up to 420 Am has been reported. The samples consisted of fully crystalline and pure zeolitic phases with good homogeneity of the crystal sizes (107). Single crystals of ZSM-5 were synthesized in systems containing Na+-TPA, Li+-TPA, and NH4+-TPA, respectively. Applying a reaction mixture of the molar composition 8TPA/ 123(NH4)2O/Al2O3/59SiO2/2280H2O, alkaline-free, homogeneous, and pure single crystals of ZSM-5 were prepared up to lengths of 350 Am (23). The crystal sizes and yields were found to be dependent on the water content of the starting reaction mixture and on the type of aluminum source. Large single crystals of silicalite-1 has been synthesized with choline cation, 1,4diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, and tetramethylammonium cations from nonalkaline medium (71). Large crystals have made it possible to do detailed crystallographic studies. The framework of ZSM-5 belongs to the orthorhombic space group Pnma with cell parameters ˚ . Upon certain treatments, such as calcination and ion a = 20.07, b = 19.92, and c = 13.42 A exchange, a displacive transformation (no bond breaking) to a monoclinic form has been noted (108,109). The orthorhombic-monoclinic transformation took place for high Si/Al ratio samples, while the orthorhombic symmetry was retained for dry air calcined samples characterized by low Si/Al ratios (110). X-ray photographs of single crystals of zeolite HZSM-5 at diﬀerent temperatures have been presented (111). The reversible orthorhombic/ monoclinic transition, previously observed with XRD and 29Si MAS NMR on powder samples of H-ZSM-5, was noted. Ultrahigh-resolution 29Si NMR has also been used to probe lattice changes with temperature changes or sorbents (112). The location of TPA in the channels of a structure that is a precursor to ﬂuoride silicalite was examined by single crystal XRD. The TPA was found to have the same geometry as in TPABr, with the N atom displaced from the center of the straight channel since the zig-zag and straight channels do not meet at the tetrahedral angle. The distance between the end C atoms of
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˚ , indicating that there was insufﬁcient room adjacent propyl groups were found to be 2.7–3.1 A for the replacement of propyl by n-butyl groups (72). There has been some controversy about the exact geometry of the TPA ion in the zeolite. Chao and coworkers noted that there was a mirror plane symmetry, with N(C3H7)2 part on the mirror plane and one C3H7 oﬀ the plane (9). van Koningsveld noted that the propyl-N-propyl fragments pointing in the sinusoidal and straight channels both have CNCC torsion angles of about 60j (113). Crystals of ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23 has been synthesized by an extended Charnell’s method with sizes over 200 Am, and the space group of the crystal was found to be Pn21a (R = 7.2%). It was suggested that there were three possible positions of Al (T(1), T(15), and T(18)) in 24 independent T sites, with the T(1) site most probable (114). Relevant conclusions for this section are as follows: In an alkaline-free system, homogeneous and pure single crystals of ZSM-5 are prepared up to a length of 350 Am. The crystal size and yield are found to depend on the water content of the starting reaction mixture and on the type of aluminum source. There has been some disagreement as to the geometry of the TPA cation in the channel intersections. The crystallographic orthorhombic-monoclinic transformation takes place for high Si/Al ratio samples, while the orthorhombic symmetry is retained for dry air calcined samples characterized by low Si/Al ratios. D.



Intergrowths



The systematic intergrowths (penetrating twins) observed with ZSM-5 crystals has been examined with transmission (TEM) and scanning (SEM) electron microscopy (115). The common feature was that adjoining crystals were rotated by 90j around a common c axis. It was proposed that this intergrowth nucleated from small areas on (010) faces of growing crystals. On (100) faces of large crystals, ramps were also observed in association with impurities. Optical investigations of the intergrowth eﬀects in the zeolite ZSM-5/ZSM-8 have been reported (116). ZSM-5, ZSM-11, and ZSM-5/ZSM-11 intergrowths were synthesized from the same starting reaction mixture: 4.5(TBA)2O-14.7M2O-Al2O3-173.4SiO2-24552H2O-9Br where M = Na and/or K (117). X-ray powder diﬀraction and selection area electron diﬀraction were used to identify the intergrowth structures. E.



Membranes and Thin Films



Current applications of zeolites have driven the search for development of methodology for zeolite layers and ﬁlms on various substrates. Layers are deﬁned as a discontinuous assembly of crystals on a surface, whereas ﬁlms are continuous dense phases. Films synthesized on a porous substrate are considered as membranes (118). Synthesis and applications of molecular sieve layers and membranes have been reviewed (118). ZSM-5 ﬁlms have been prepared from clear aqueous solutions of synthesis mixtures with a high H2O/SiO2 ratio (119). Diﬀerences in morphology between outer and inner sides of the ﬁlms have been noted. The outer side of the ﬁlm was formed of an aggregate of crystals. Parts of the plane of the zeolite ﬁlm were ﬂat, indicating that some parts of the ﬁlm strongly adhered to the wall of the Teﬂon sleeve. On the other hand, the clear shape of zeolite crystals was not observed in the inner side of the ﬁlm. The growth process of a ZSM-5 zeolite ﬁlm was studied using EDX-SEM, TEM, and EDX-STEM. It was proposed that the ZSM-5 zeolite ﬁlm was formed through a successive accumulation of zeolite crystals of 5–10 Am (120).
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Silicalite-1 ﬁlm formation on both untreated and plastically deformed copper substrates showed that ﬁlm growth kinetics and morphology depended on the surface properties of the support (121). Film of silicalite-1 on steel and copper substrates have been reported (122). The ﬁlm adhesivity, thermal stability, and morphology of the zeolite ﬁlm were studied. Films of ZSM-5 have been synthesized on a variety of ﬂat nonporous surfaces including Teﬂon, silver, and stainless steel and on the external surface of porous Vycor disk (123). The side facing the support (Teﬂon) consisted of loosely held submicrometer-sized crystals, whereas the side facing the solution consisted of densely intergrown (twinned) crystals, 10– 100 Am in size. Permeability studies with bicomponent gas mixtures showed that the membrane could discriminate between permeates at the molecular level because of the ZSM-5 pore system (123). Self-supporting polycrystalline ﬁlm of ZSM-5 with high crystallinity and adsorption capacities and one crystal thick, has been synthesized on polymer substrates (124). There are several reports of ﬁlms that proceed through a seeding step with colloidal seeds, followed by secondary growth (125–129). Carbon ﬁbers were surface modiﬁed to promote adsorption of colloidal seed crystals of silicalite-1. Such particles were then adsorbed as a monolayer on the ﬁber surface and induced to grow into a continuous ﬁlm of intergrown crystals of silicalite-1. Finally, the carbon ﬁber was removed by calcination in air, yielding hollow ﬁbers of silicalite-1 (125). Thin continuous ﬁlms of ZSM-5 were formed on quartz substrates, starting with a monolayer of colloidal silicalite-1 seed crystals, which were grown into ﬁlms with thickness of 230–3500 nm by hydrothermal treatment in a synthesis gel free from organic templates. The initial orientation of the crystals was with the c axis close to parallel to the substrate surface. During crystallization, the orientation changed to one with most of the crystals having the c axes directed approximately 35j from perpendicular to the substrate surface (126). In another study, thin ﬁlms of c-oriented ([00l]) and [h0h]-oriented silicalite ﬁlms were grown by secondary growth process (127). It was possible to grow the columnar microstructure by repeated growth, leading to oriented ﬁlms with thickness exceeding the wavelength of light and thereby optically transparent. MFI ﬁlms grown on silicon and quartz using silicalite seed led to thin ﬁlms oriented with the b axes close to perpendicular to the substrate surface. In thick ﬁlms, the a or c axes were close to perpendicular to the substrate surface depending on the conditions used for hydrothermal treatment (128). A layer-by-layer self-assembly technique has been employed for the preparation of zeolite coatings on negatively charged polystyrene beads (129). The beads needed to be surface modiﬁed to facilitate adsorption of zeolite nanocrystals, prior to secondary growth. Synthesis of zeolitic membranes is a very active area of research. We can conclude that: Films can be grown on almost any support. Seeded growth has opened new vistas for making zeolitic membranes. IV.



MORPHOLOGY



There has been considerable work on understanding those features that control morphology, since it reﬂects on the growth mechanism and is also of practical interest. A.



Dependence on Alkali Metal Cations



The morphology of ZSM-5 was found to be dependent on alkali ions (27). Li and Na zeolites consisted of spheroidal 2 to 5 Am and 8 to 15 Am crystal aggregates of very small platelet-like
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units, respectively. A secondary nucleation process yielding smaller crystallites that deposit on the primarily formed larger crystals would explain the morphology. (NH4)ZSM-5 consisted of large lath-shaped, well-developed, and double-terminated single crystals. The K, Rb, and Cs zeolites consisted of twins of rounded (K, Rb) or sharp-edged crystals (Cs), and the average size increased in the order Cs < Rb < K. The (Li, Na)-, Na-, and (Na,K)ZSM-5 zeolites have been prepared at 443 K from highly dense gels of compositions aM2O bAl2O3 150SiO2 490H2O with M = Li, Na, or K; 0.9 V a V 8.82 and 1.66 V b V 15 (22). The morphology of the crystals were spherical or egg-shaped polycrystallites. Similar morphology of the ZSM-5 zeolites for Na and K have been observed (18). But in the bicationic system of Na, K, a morphology intermediate between those of Na and K zeolites was observed (18–20). Morphology of ZSM-5 synthesized from Na-TPA, K-TPA, and Na,K-TPA depended on the alkali metal cation, TPA, and their ratio (19,20). For Na-ZSM-5, spherical agglomerate crystals smaller than 0.5 Am are observed. With both Na and K cations present at a ratio of K/ (K + Na) = 0.75, large crystal aggregates were obtained. The morphology of the crystals grown from the K-TPA batch resembled those of intergrown disks, with sizes in the range 5–10 Am. When about 25% of the TPA was replaced with TBA, the aggregates were about 1.5 Am larger than those obtained using TPA alone. Synthesis of zeolite TPA-ZSM-5 with (NH4)2O/Al2O3 = 38 and diﬀerent amounts of Li2O, Na2O, or K2O has been studied (28). Addition of Li2O produces unusually uniform, large, lath-shaped crystals of ZSM-5 f 140 F 10 Am in length. Striking changes in morphology were obtained by the addition of NaCl, Na2CO3, and KCl salts. Single crystals and crystal aggregates in the ﬂuidized size range, as well as completely crystallized aggregates in the ﬁxed-bed ranges, changing in size from 100 to 200 Am were formed (19). Considerable diﬀerences in morphology of crystals have been observed as a function of composition and synthesis conditions. The results can be summarized for inorganic systems as follows: Diﬀerent alkali metal cations result in distinct morphologies. A mixed cationic system NH4+-Li+ has been reported to form uniform, large, lathshaped crystals of f 140 F 10 Am in length. NH4+ appears to direct formation of larger crystals. Addition of salts can increase crystal size. B.



Dependence on Organic Cations



Lath-shaped crystals of ZSM-5 were obtained with tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBA), tetrapentylammonium bromide (TPeA), tributylpentylammonium bromide (TrBPeA), and tributylheptylammonium bromide (TrBHpA) (52). The morphological changes for MFI-type zeolites with dipropylamine, tripropylamine, and TPABr has been reported (53). The TPA-containing crystals were elongated, whereas the crystals containing Pr3NH and Pr2NH were smaller with isomeric faces. Crystals were well shaped and elongated along the c axis for Pr to spheroidal shape for TPA and less and more aggregated structures for Dp and Tp, respectively. The crystallization of ZSM-5 has been studied under controlled dosage of TPA (130). The TPA-free ZSM-5 crystals were elongated prisms whereas a controlled dose of 0.2 TPA/ Al2O3 produces cauliﬂower-like coagulated balls (1–5 Am) of 0.05- to 0.2-Am crystallites. Other studies have been reported with Si/TPA ratios of 10, 24, and 48 (131). With a ratio of 10, tablet-shaped crystals formed with knobs on the top and bottom; for a ratio of 24, the crystals had a similar shape, with sharp corners and signiﬁcantly larger. The larger size was a reﬂection
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of lower TPA and reduced nucleation. With a Si/TPA ratio of 48, the size and shape remained the same as 24, but there appeared to be a solid phase growing on the surface of the crystals. Starting with a composition of 12Na2O/4.5(TPA)2O/Al2O3/90SiO2/2000H2O which produces spherulitic aggregates of f1 Am, a study was done to determine the eﬀects of various additives to promote the growth of larger crystals (132). It was reported that partial to complete substitution of sodium salts for sodium hydroxide had a pronounced eﬀect on resulting morphology, yielding crystals up to 80 Am, but with a wide range of sizes. Silicalite-1 has been grown from reaction mixtures with varying TPABr content (133). All crystals were of a rod-like shape, and the volume of the individual crystallites was inversely proportional to the initial TPABr concentration, reﬂecting the fact that fewer nuclei are formed at lower TPABr concentrations. The aspect ratio of the crystals was similar for varying TPABr. Similar results were reported in which the alkalinity of the reaction mixture was varied over a range (134). The samples had almost monodisperse size distributions, and it was proposed that the growth occurred on the primary nuclei. The crystal size decreased as the alkalinity increased, indicating more nucleation, although at the highest alkalinities the yields were small. The highest aspect ratios were observed at lower alkalinities. Crystallization kinetics and crystal morphology were determined for silicalites crystallized from two similar reaction batch mixtures (135). The batch compositions studied were xNa2O/8TPABr/100SiO2/1000H2O and xTPA2O/(8  2x)TPABr/100SiO2/1000H2O, where x was varied from 0.5 to 4.0. As the alkalinity of the reaction mixture was reduced, the aspect ratio (length/width) of the crystals increased from 0.9 for x = 4 to 6.7 for x = 0.5. Both nucleation and crystallization occurred more rapidly in the presence of Na+. Synthesis of ZSM-5 in glycerol solvent has been reported and the morphology of the crystals found to be hexagonal columns (76). Zeolite ZSM-5 has been synthesized in pyrrolidine-containing hydrous gels (136). The crystal habit is characterized by round-edged hexahedrons. Cubic crystals with uneven size and diameter ranging from 0.5 to 4 Am was obtained. For compositions with organic cations, the following conclusions can be made: Use of diﬀerent structure-directing molecules changes the crystal morphology, as noted for the results with various amines. Hydroxide ion content can alter morphology signiﬁcantly. Even for a particular ion, such as TPA, the amount used can alter the morphology. The crystallites tends to be larger at lower template concentrations, presumably because of formation of fewer nuclei. Similar eﬀects have been noted with OH concentration. Morphologies of crystals from mixed solvents or nonaqueous medium are distinct from comparable compositions in aqueous medium. C.



Dependence on Silica Source



NH4-TPA-ZSM-5 system crystallized from two diﬀerent silica sources produced diﬀerent morphologies (30). From colloidal silica sol and TPABr relatively large (f35 Am) euhedral single crystals were obtained, whereas microﬁne precipitated silica and solution of TPAOH led to spherulitic aggregates of very small crystals. D.



Morphology of ZSM-5 in Absence of Organic Molecules



The morphological variation of ZSM-5 crystallized from template-free reaction mixtures have been compared with organic containing crystals (17). The crystal habit of the ZSM-5 crystals
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synthesized in the absence of organics seems to be ellipsoidal as opposed to spheriodal, or cuboidal crystals using organic molecules. E.



Compositional Variation



On variation of composition (alkalinity, Si/Al ratio, TPABr), diﬀerent morphologies were observed (137). Cubic crystals were obtained from highly alkaline media, and prismatic crystals from less alkaline solutions. The prismatic crystals were intergrowths and their surfaces defective. The cube-shaped crystals had side-on intergrowths, which upon magniﬁcation show smaller prismatic crystals. The crystal size increased on increasing the TPA/SiO2 or Si/Al ratio (50,138). ZSM-5 synthesized by a rapid growth method produced more uniform size distribution (139). Crystals of silicalite were well isolated whereas ZSM-5 with Si/Al of 25 contained polycrystals. It was suggested that at the high Si/Al ratios or in samples where no aluminum was present, a single nucleus was the source of each crystal, whereas for lower Si/Al ratios, a cluster of crystals grew from a multinuclei site (139). The evolution of crystal growth morphologies has been explored using a Monte Carlo model. The model combined diﬀusive transport in the nutrient with thermally activated and local conﬁguration–dependent steps for attachment, surface diﬀusion, and detachment (140). V.



GROWTH MODELS



Thompson and coworkers have pioneered various strategies to model zeolite synthesis (141). We brieﬂy summarize these models followed by applications to the ZSM-5 system. Table 2 summarizes the important aspects of the diﬀerent models. A.



Empirical Models



These models use mathematical relationships to ﬁt the crystal growth data and lack the chemical fundamentals. For example, an exponential form such as Z = Z0ekt, where Z0 is the initial amount of the zeolite and k is a rate parameter, does describes the data at early times but does not provide much insight into the process. There is no suggestion of nucleation; both nucleation and growth are treated by the same rate parameter and the process has no termination. Other empirical models have considered the nucleation rate to be the inverse of induction time (time during which crystals are absent) and crystal growth rate as the slope at the midpoint of the crystallization curve. Based on such data for ZSM-35, it was shown that the nucleation rate has a [OH]2.5 dependence, whereas the crystal growth rate has a [OH]2 dependence. Such models have been criticized because they imply that nucleation proceeds at a constant rate during induction, stops immediately upon crystal growth, and is followed by a constant growth rate. Such a process is an oversimpliﬁcation of zeolite crystallization. B.



Reaction Engineering Models



In this approach, three components are considered: gel (G), dissolved gel (G*), and zeolite crystals (Z). The reactions involved are as follows: G



k1



! G k2



G þ G



! 2G



G þ Z



! 2Z



k3
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Table 2 Salient Features of Zeolite Growth Models Model type



Key features



Empirical



Not based on fundamental theory Not predictive Arbitrary constants Constants not true constants, but lumped parameters Phases treated as elements No consideration of particle size distribution Semipredictive capability Easy to solve: (a) batch reactor—ordinary differential equations (b) CSTR—algebraic equations Based on fundamental theory Particle size distribution assumed Much more information predicted Predictive capability More effort to solve: (a) Batch reactor—partial differential equations (b) CSTR—ordinary differential equations Developed for solidification of metals, assumes a population of germ nuclei, separates nucleation and crystallization Predicts end of crystal growth Complete model not applied to zeolite synthesis Uses a fraction of unit cell as pseudocell as monomer, transfer of pseudocell between phases Parallels polymerization concept where pseudocells combine to form oligomers Uses population balance model as mathematical framework



Reaction engineering



Population balance models



Avrami model



Pseudocell model



Source: Ref. 141.



where k’s are rate constants. Using the quasi-steady-state assumption for G* results in a rate expression: dy yð1  yÞ ¼ a2 ½OHa1 dt a3 þ ð1  yÞ where y is the percent conversion of reagent and a’s are constants. Here, the zeolite is produced autocatalytically, implying the presence of zeolite at time t = 0. Novella et al. included a nucleation step k4



G!Z and derived dy ¼ K½OH x1 dt



ð1  yÞy þ k4 y



where K is lumped constant and x1 is percent crystallinity of solid. The problems with the reaction engineering models include the empirical dependence on [OH] and the fact that no information is obtained regarding crystal size distribution.
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C.



Population Balance Models



The population balance model has enjoyed considerable popularity for zeolite crystallization since it can predict crystal size distributions. It is based on conservation of particles growing along a size axis and takes the form @n @n þQ ¼0 @t @L where n(L, t) is the crystal size distribution and Q is the crystal growth rate. Applying the moment transformation to the above equation results in ordinary diﬀerential equations that can be solved to provide number, length, area, and volume of crystals. For a cubic geometry, the third moment (volume of crystals, V ) takes the form BQ3 4 t Vc ¼ 4 where B is the nucleation rate and Vc is the volume for cubic crystals. This equation was used by Zhdanov to analyze zeolite crystallization data at small times. Because B and Q were constant and unconstrained with time, unbound growth with time is predicted. Various studies have been reported where B and Q are time-dependent functions, are chosen empirically, and provide better ﬁts with the experimental data. The analytical result of the population balance model usually results in a polynomial dependence of crystallinity on time. Seeded systems can be adapted to the population balance model by setting the nucleation rate B to 0. D.



Avrami Model



The basis of the Avrami model is that there are N¯ germ nuclei present at t = 0, which grow; therefore, N¯ decreases with time until all of the nuclei have grown (t = H¯ ). After this time, only crystal growth continues. For H < H¯ , the volume fraction of the new phase takes the form: bs4 Vs ¼ 1  e 4! and for H < H¯ : s



V ðsÞ ¼ 1  ebjE3 ðsÞe E3 ðssÞj 6rQ3 N where b ¼ ðconstantÞ B3 s2 s3 and E3 ðsÞ ¼ es  1 þ s  þ ; 2! 3! For small H rBQ3 N 4 t V ðtÞ ¼ 4 and has the same form as the population balance model. E.



Pseudocell Model



This model is an extension of the reaction engineering model, in which conservation of pseudocells (a fraction of a unit cell of a zeolite) in each phase is maintained and rate constants for transfer of pseudocells between phases are used to ﬁt the experimental data. The nucleation process is represented by the combination of two pseudocells, whereas crystal growth is considered the addition of a single cell to the crystal surface. The pseudocell model has been incorporated into the population balance model using a classical homogeneous nucleation rate and a size dependent linear crystal growth rate. Results from this simulation for zeolite A are shown in
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Fig. 13, where the nucleation rate (B), average crystal size (L), percent crystallinity (R), and relative concentration of unit cells ( G*/G0) in the liquid medium are shown as functions of time (141). With this brief background, we focus on the applications of these models and their limitations. Population balance models have shown a discrepancy between predicted crystallinity and the observed crystallization during the early stages of growth, i.e., during the induction period. Thompson and coworkers noted that introduction of a lag time prior to beginning of nucleation and crystal growth led to a decrease of q (percent crystallinity ~ tq), but still overestimated q from its theoretical value of 4. In that study, they also demonstrated that the phenomenon of size-dependent solubility (Kelvin eﬀect) is not responsible for the lag time (142). Crystallization data for ZSM-5 were used to suggest that nucleation of the zeolite occurred by both heterogeneous and autocatalytic mechanisms. Heterogeneous nucleation occurred at the gel–liquid boundary and on impurity sites in the liquid phase. The nuclei in the inner pockets of the gel were released into the liquid phase and provided an accelerating impetus to the zeolite crystallization via the autocatalytic route. A ﬁt of the experimental data is shown in Fig. 14, which shows the crystallinity of ZSM-5 as a function of time for the composition 5Na2O/ 8.8(TPA)2O/0.626Al3O3/100SiO2/1250H2O. The equation used to fit the data was Z(t) = Khtt3/(1  Kat3), where Kht represents the kinetic constant for nucleation at the solid–liquid interface and Ka represents the autocatalytic nucleation process (143). The crystallization rate, as determined by the zeolite fraction as a function of time, agreed well with the model. The nucleation rate was found experimentally to peak in the early part of crystallization. However, using the same parameters used in Ref. (143) for ﬁtting the crystallization curve, Thompson noted that the predicted nucleation occurred much later than what was



Fig. 13 Simulation of zeolite synthesis from modified population balance model for batch synthesis of zeolite A, with nucleation rate (B), crystal size (L), percent crystallinity (R), and relative fluid phase concentration of unit cells ( G*/G0) as a function of time. (From Ref. 141.)
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Fig. 14 Best-fit curve of crystallization kinetics for a ZSM-5 composition (solid line). Dashed lines show the contribution from heteronuclei (Kht) and nuclei released by dissolving gel (Ka) to the crystal growth process. (From Ref. 143.)



experimentally observed, suggesting that there may be some heterogeneity in distribution of the nuclei in the gel and that the autocatalytic nucleation needed further examination (144). A model that adjusted the autocatalytic nucleation hypothesis by suggesting that nuclei were located preferentially on the outer surfaces of the gel provided a better ﬁt of the nucleation rate values, crystallization curves, and crystal size growth for ZSM-5 (145). Aging of the amorphous gel at low temperature followed by elevated temperature crystallization was simulated by population balance methods (146). The aging step resulted in the formation of viable nuclei that eﬀectively lay dormant until the temperature was raised. Increased aging led to smaller induction times and faster crystal growth. The simulation also predicted smaller ﬁnal average crystal size with aging (146). The method of chronomal analyses (dimensionless time analysis) according to Neilsen has been applied to the growth of discrete colloidal particles (particle sizes of less than 100 nm) of TPA-silicalite-1 to gain information on the crystal growth mechanism (63). Modeling of zeolite growth has led to insight into the crystallization process, though an exact mathematical description of the process is still lacking. Use of models that employ a constant supersaturation as initial condition leads to an overprediction of crystallization rate, suggesting the important role of solution-based transformation to produce the relevant species. Avrami transformation kinetic studies suggest that nucleation and growth stage of the crystallization process needs to be separated. Population balance models have been used with success in predicting batch zeolite crystallization behavior based on homogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous and autocatalytic nucleation models have also been developed, although use of the latter has been controversial. For gel-based synthesis, population balance models suggest that the aging step involves formation of nuclei, whose number rather than size is the critical parameter in determining crystallization dynamics. VI.



CRYSTAL GROWTH PROCESSES



We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the pathways through which crystallization can proceed. We begin with the global features associated with the synthesis, followed by a more molecular level description of the growth process.
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A.



Fundamentals of the Crystallization Pathways



Several studies support the idea of solution-based crystal growth. Based on elemental analysis, NMR and surface spectroscopy of various phases present during crystallization of ZSM-5, a nucleation process that begins at the gel–liquid interface, and crystal growth via liquid phase transportation was proposed (24). Dissolution and complexometric analysis of a dilute Na,TPA-ZSM-5 system has been interpreted as conversion of the amorphous precursor material into a crystalline product via a solution-mediated process, with the concentration of dissolved silica species remaining relatively constant. The zoned composition of the Na-TPAZSM-5 crystal product was shown to be a natural consequence of the composition during the synthesis (147). Though the role of particular silicate species was not determined, it was proposed that all solution species may contribute to some extent, with possibly the monomeric species being most important (147). It has been suggested that for ZSM-5 formation a silicalite-like zeolite initially crystallizes followed by aluminum entering the framework through dissolution of the crystal aggregates (148). For MFI-type zeolites synthesized by the rapid crystallization method in 2 h, the pH of the initial hydrogel was found to be the most critical parameter (139). The change in pH for synthesis of high-silica zeolites from gels was correlated with solubility of the gel and crystals (149). The model predicted that for a given concentration of quaternary ammonium ions, the highest increases in pH were associated with the most stable zeolite, whereas a lower pH change was associated with an unstable zeolite or amorphous phase. The microstructural evolution in the nucleation stage of a synthesis reaction of ZSM-5 zeolite has been studied, with particular emphasis on the role of the organic cation, TPA (150). Direct observation of the microstructure has been achieved by cryotransmission electron microscopy. Several techniques exist for observation of in situ growth of crystals. In situ crystal growth of ZSM-5 crystals was observed using optical reﬂection microscopy (59,151) of amorphous gel and clear solutions. In the case of ZSM-5 formation from gels, it was reported that after the induction time certain crystals grew to 10–20 Am, after which no further growth was observed. On the other hand, in the case of silicalite crystals from clear solution, the induction time was not observed. Based on Fig. 15, the growth rates of the silicalite crystals were determined to the 0.35 and 0.1 Am/h for length and width, respectively. The activation energies of silicalite were calculated to be 52 and 28 kJ/mol for growth along length and width, respectively (151). Previous values reported were 64.5 and 46.5kJ/mol (61). For, ZSM-5, the activation energy has been reported as 80 kJ/mol (62). Dynamic and static light scattering techniques have been used for the direct in situ observation of a crystallizing silicalite system (60). An initial ‘‘induction time’’ existed during which the initial germ or nonviable nuclei were generated from the silicate species and grew to a critical size before spontaneous crystal growth. After the induction time, the particles grew linearly. By ﬁltering oﬀ the product after 100-nm particles were formed and then returning the ﬁltrate to hot stage, it was shown that new particles nucleated indicating that nucleation is a continuous process. Both growth and nucleation rates were shown to be considerably enhanced by an increase in reaction temperature. The dilution had marginal eﬀect on the growth but induction time increased. Increase in aging time increased the number of nuclei and growth rate. In another study, the linear growth rate of silicalite particles at 373 K was determined by light scattering to 3.79 nm/h—a low value that was ascribed to the synthesis conditions employed. Furthermore, the particle number concentration was shown to be constant, indicating that no secondary nucleation event occurred during the growth process. The crystallization kinetics reported in the temperature interval 353–373 K correlated with a ﬁrst-order surface
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Fig. 15 Growth of stationary and aggregated moving silicalite crystals. Crystals 1 and 2 are stationary and exhibit linear growth of length and width over a long time range (up to 50 h). Aggregated moving crystals are smaller than stationary crystals, indicating the decline in growth rate due to exhaustion of chemical species around them. Crystallization temperature: 438 K (0 hour corresponded to the start of heating). (From Ref. 151.)



reaction controlled growth with an apparent energy of activation of 42 kJ/mol. A diﬀusional mechanism and a compound growth mechanism in which both surface reaction and diﬀusion compete for rate control were ruled out (63). The method of Zhdanov and Smulevich was used to analyze the crystal growth rate and nucleation behavior of silicalite-1 (152). From data on reactions run under diﬀerent conditions at 368 K, the linear growth rate (0.5dl/dt) was determined to be in the range (1.9–2)  102 Am/h. However, the diﬀerent reactions did not show the same pattern of crystal mass increase with time, the variations reﬂecting diﬀerences in nucleation behavior. All of the nucleation rate curves were either bimodal or trimodal, suggesting that at least two separate nucleation mechanisms were operating. Early in the reaction, nucleation was probably heterogeneous and associated with the amorphous gel or colloidal material present in the mixture. Later on, when appreciable quantities of crystalline product had formed, an additional crop of crystals nucleated either by a secondary mechanism or by release of further heteronuclei from the dissolving amorphous component. The results conﬁrmed that simple growth curves based on XRD crystallinity were of limited use in understanding the complex processes occurring in zeolite synthesis. In a controlled monolithic crystal growth in a semicontinuous reactor system, the eﬀect of increasing nucleation rate has been studied (92,93). The initial result was a broadening of the crystal size distribution; at highly enhanced nucleation rates polycrystalline aggregates were obtained. The trends observed were rationalized in terms of (a) the rate of nutrient supply, (b) the crystal surface area available for mass deposition, and (c) the chemical limitations to growth at the crystal surface. The following conclusions can be made from the above studies: Based on powder diﬀraction and spectroscopic methods a typical kinetic curve includes an induction period during which germ/nonviable nuclei were generated, a transition period of slow growth, followed by rapid crystal growth. The curves have a sigmoid shape. Compositional eﬀects have a profound inﬂuence on the kinetics. Increased template concentration and dilution have opposing eﬀects on crystal growth, with the former accelerating the kinetics.
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For a given concentration of quaternary ammonium ions the highest increases in pH were associated with the most stable zeolite, and the yields depended primarily on the stoichiometry of the reaction mixture. Modeling of a clear solution synthesis in which no secondary nucleation was present allowed the authors to extract growth rates, activation energies, and the exclusion of a diﬀusional and compound growth mechanism of crystallization. Dynamic light scattering allowed for the monitoring of growth in particle size and clearly showed a nucleation followed by a growth phase. Nucleation would continue indeﬁnitely if crystals were removed from the medium. Increase in aging time increased the growth rate and number of growing nuclei in the system, which is the consequence of more germ nuclei present on increased aging that are active in further growth. There is evidence that under certain compositional conditions there can be several nucleation events, either by secondary nucleation or by release of heteronuclei from the gel, showing the complexity of the process, which would not be obvious from diﬀraction or spectroscopic measurements. Composition conditions that lead to enhanced nucleation result in polycrystalline aggregates controlled by nutrients, crystal area available for growth, and chemical limitations to growth at the crystal surface. B.



Nature of Intermediate Phases



A large number of studies have focused on the structure of the intermediate phases that exist prior to crystal formation. Crystallization of ZSM-5 from pyrrolidine-Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O has been investigated, and the suggestion that pyrrolidine stabilizes ﬁve-membered aluminosilicate rings was made (136). Prior to detection of ZSM-5 by powder diﬀraction, infrared (IR) and catalytic properties of the amorphous phases were typical for ZSM-5 (153). Solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy has shown the conversion of amorphous material to crystals (154). The XRD amorphous material, prior to crystal formation, consisted of an aluminum-rich phase. This was followed by TPA-ZSM-5 entities with dimensions of the order of the unit cell of ZSM-5, which eventually recombined to form the crystalline framework. The framework defects found in the XRD crystalline TPA-ZSM-5 by 29Si magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR disappeared upon calcinations (154). Raman spectroscopic study of the ZSM-5 has been reported (155,156). As shown in Fig. 16, TPA is found to be trapped in the amorphous gel at the earliest stages of the synthesis in an all-trans configuration. Upon crystal formation, there is a change in orientation of the TPA cation, suggesting that long-range crystalline order forces a conformational change in TPA to accommodate it within the channels. IR spectroscopy has been used to identify the ZSM-5 zeolite (157). ZSM-5 synthesized at a relatively low temperature (363 K) in atmospheric condition required a long induction time (158). During this induction time, samples were analyzed by XRD, IR, NMR, and SEM. It was reported that at the initial stages (after 5 h), there was the formation of amorphous lamellar particles. These thin and lamellar particles were fragile. As the crystallization proceeded, numerous bead aggregates were formed on the surface of the Si-rich intermediate particles and transformed into highly siliceous ZSM-5 crystals. It was proposed that the dissolved amorphous phase played the role of Al-rich source during the crystal growth.
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Fig. 16 Raman spectra in the region 650–1550 cm1 of (a) 0.5 M tetrapropylammonium bromide, and solid samples present during various stages of zeolite crystallization; (b) 1 day; (c) 3 days; (d) 4 days; (e) 6 days; (f ) 9 days; and (g) tetrapropylammonium bromide crystals. (From Ref. 155.)



Based on these studies, a mechanism of ZSM-5 crystallization was proposed. 29Si NMR study of the liquid phase during the induction period found only the presence of Q0 and Q1 units, indicating their possible role in nucleation. However, the possibility that other species were immediately attached to the lamellar solid phase and hence unobservable in solution exists. A crystallization scheme has been proposed based on small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS-WAXS) (159). The results indicated that cluster aggregation occurred before crystallization. These aggregates were composed of primary particles, which may be hydrated TPA-silicate clusters. With time, the clusters densiﬁed into mass fractal aggregates and subsequently into surface fractal aggregates. The size of this structure increased very slightly with time, indicating that additional primary particles were transported from solution or other silica aggregates to the densifying cluster. The occurrence of crystalline structures was observed simultaneously with WAXS. Crystal growth occurred by combination of the densiﬁed primary aggregates into kinetically determined secondary aggregates, which subsequently densiﬁed into energetically more favorable, dense, smooth particles. The schematic representation of the crystal growth process is shown in Fig. 17. The interesting feature of the results is that also in the homogeneous system a precursor aggregate is being proposed before crystallization, similar to a gel reorganization mechanism of zeolite crystallization. Thus, in both homogeneous and heterogeneous crystallization an intermediate gel phase may be necessary before crystallization can occur. The formation and consumption of precursors upon crystallization of Si-TPA-MFI using simultaneous, time-resolved, SAXS, WAXS, and USAXS found that crystal growth
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Fig. 17 Mechanism of microstructural random packing, subsequent ordering, and crystallization. (a) Silicate-TPA clusters in solution, (b) primary fractal aggregates formed from the silicate-TPA clusters, (c) densification of these primary fractal aggregates, (d) combination of the densified aggregates into a secondary fractal structure and crystallization, and (e) densification of the secondary aggregates and crystal growth. (From Ref. 159.)



process occurred by addition of 2.8-nm primary units onto the crystal surface, with an apparent activation energy of growth of 83 kJ/mol (160). In a similar study using the same techniques, the group concluded that the 2.8-nm particle aggregated to form 10-nm particles, which then went to form the viable nuclei that were responsible for growth of silicalite crystals (161). Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) has been used to study gels from synthesis of ZSM-5, and scattering length densities of the gel particles and their texture were determined using contrast variation methods. Gels formulated from soluble silicates incorporated TPA molecules promptly into an amorphous ‘‘embryonic’’ structure, and crystallization ensued via a solid hydrogel transformation mechanism. Gels formulated from colloidal silica showed diﬀerent scattering behavior, and a liquid phase transport mechanism was inferred (162). This same group also used SAXS and SANS to propose a mechanism for silicalite crystallization from clear solution. The basic unit was estimated to be 8 nm in diameter and 14 nm in length with cylindrical features. Growth of these primary particles was proposed to occur along the cylinder axis by fusion. Units of diameter 8 nm and length of 33 nm were noted. It was suggested that these larger units had a well-organized MFI core, whereas the outer shell was defective. Crystal growth occurred by aggregation of the particles, in which surface reconstruction occurred upon fusion and resulted in crystal formation.
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The SAXS-WAXS measurements, together with high ﬂux of synchrotron radiation and a high-pressure reaction cell, were used to probe in situ the synthesis process and it was found that reorganization of the gel occurred before crystallization began (163). The silica species present in an aged clear suspension, which upon heating formed silicalite-1, were extracted with 80% efﬁciency using a sequence of acidiﬁcation, salting out, phase transfer into organic solvent, and freeze-drying methods (164). Based on X-ray scattering, TEM, atomic force microscopy, and 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy of these particles, they were proposed to be slab shaped, with dimensions of 1.3  4.0  4.0 nm3. These nanoslabs were found to be amorphous and proposed to have the MFI structure with nine channel intersections per particle, each containing a TPA cation. Additional studies by this group have focused on the silicate ions present in solution. Based on NMR and IR spectroscopy, it was proposed that the slabs were formed from species that included bicyclic pentamer, pentacyclic octamer, tetracyclic undecamer, and a trimer (Fig. 18). Fig. 19 shows a trimer species and its aggregation to form a nanoslab. These nanoslabs were proposed to have propyl groups sticking out on three sides and micropore openings on the opposite side form the holes. Under ambient conditions, the propyl groups cause repulsion between the nanoslabs; thus, higher temperatures are required to cause aggregation of the nanoslabs into crystals. A mechanism for aggregation of nanoslabs to form tablets and stacking of these tablets followed by their packing to form crystals has been proposed (165–167).



Fig. 18 Siliceous entities proposed to occur in the silicalite-1 crystallization from the TPAOH-TEOS system: (a) bicyclic pentamer, (b) pentacyclic octamer, (c) tetracyclic undecamer, (d) trimer, and (e) nanoslab. (From Ref. 165.)
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Fig. 19 Proposed mechanism of nanoslab formation by aggregation of trimers in the crystallization of silicalite from clear solutions. (From Ref. 165.)



Following conclusions can be made regarding the intermediate stages prior to crystal formation: At the initial stage of nucleation, there is the formation of lamellar particles that are amorphous. Even though crystallization originates from the homogeneous system, cluster aggregation occurs before crystallization starts in analogy to the heterogeneous system. Crystal growth occurs by combination of the densiﬁed primary aggregates into kinetically determined secondary aggregates by combination of already growing nuclei, which subsequently densify into energetically more favorable, dense, smooth particles. Speciﬁc structures of the primary aggregates have been proposed. X-ray amorphous material exhibiting zeolite-like properties has been isolated, suggesting that domains of zeolite-like structures exist in the gel prior to crystal growth. Several independent methods suggest the formation of intermediate ‘‘aggregated’’ structures at early stages of the crystallization process. These amorphous embryonic structures evolve to crystals by restructuring and incorporation of nutrients. C.



Molecular Precursors



There have been many attempts over the years to identify the molecular precursors essential to the formation of a speciﬁc framework. Using 29Si NMR spectroscopy and trimethylsilylation followed by gas chromatography, the occurrence of double-ring silicate anions was discovered in tetraalkylamonium hydroxide silicate solutions. The double-ﬁve-ring (D5R) silicates increased with decreasing OH-/Si ratio and were even detected at 373 K during the crystallization of ZSM-5. It was hypothesized that these D5R silicates can be precursors for ZSM-5 (168). However, as pointed out by Knight, evidence for the above hypothesis is completely lacking and the idea of zeolite growth by sequential addition of secondary building units from solution needs to be ‘‘laid to rest’’ (169).
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Siliceous synthesis gels containing tetraalkylammonium (TAA+) and sodium cations were examined using X-ray diﬀraction, elemental analysis, ion exchange, 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy, and SEM (170). The TAA cations were encapsulated in silicate cages, and it was proposed that silicalite is formed via the rearrangement of these cages by the breaking and reformation of siloxane bonds. TBA because of its large size does not conform well to the silicalite lattice, thus forming an intergrowth of the silicalite-1 and silicalite-2 structures. TEA cations were encapsulated in silicalite cages, but not to the same extent as TPA and TBA, presumably because TEA is not as hydrophobic. No silicalite formed in the TEA silicate gel. The addition of TRIP to a TPA silicate gel had no eﬀect on the kinetics of silicalite formation, since TRIP is neutral and no electrostatic attraction to the negatively charged surface of the gel was present. The role of TPA as a structure-directing agent in the nucleation and crystallization of ZSM-5 has been studied by 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR technique (171,172). It was proposed that favorable van der Waals contacts between the alkyl chains of TPA and the hydrophobic silicate species resulted in an inorganic–organic composite, driven by entropy changes, and that these preformed inorganic–organic composite species were responsible for nuclei formation. Another study of the interactions of the TPA cation with its surroundings in the early stages of the synthesis of a siliceous MFI zeolite gel by in situ 1H, 14N and 29Si NMR spectroscopy found that hydrogen bonds between the organic and H2O-clathrated molecules were progressively replaced by hydrophobic interactions between the organic and silicate species. This feature occurred in the solution phase of the gel and reduced the motion of TPA. However, in the gel the motion remained isotropic. After the ﬁrst crystallites were formed, polarization transfer from organic protons to silicon became eﬀective owing to the reduced motion of TPA in the MFI framework (173). Molecular mechanics energy minimization has been carried out on 160 organic structuredirecting agents known to form 27 framework types (174). The molecular principal axes of inertia of these molecules were plotted to produce three-dimensional shape–space diagrams. Organic molecules that direct a given zeolite tended to cluster together, suggesting that they were encapsulated in a similar manner. Such studies may have predictive value in designing organic replacements (174). Spectroscopic and microscopic techniques are making it possible to examine at a molecular level the changes occurring during crystal growth (175). The following conclusions can be made from these studies: An organic–inorganic composite of template-silicate species formed via favorable hydrophobic contacts has been suggested to aggregate to form the early stages of nuclei. There is evidence that organic molecules may be trapped in silicate species at the early stages of crystallization. This process is then followed by bond rearrangements to form crystals. VII.



CONCLUSIONS



Several conclusions emerge from this review of the growth of MFI structures. Probably the most interesting is the special role TPA plays in stabilizing the MFI structure, which has been the subject of many studies. As we have noted, this is due to a combination of several factors— charge, hydrophobicity, geometry, which all lead to energetically favorable associations between aluminosilicate (silicate) anions and TPA and promote nuclei formation. Even a simple substitution of one of the propyl groups by -H or -CH2OH is enough to disrupt the favorable interactions for nuclei formation and limits the composition under which MFI can be made. Altering the length of the alkyl chain, making it smaller (as in TEA) or longer (as in TBA), disrupts nucleation. In TEA, the stabilizing eﬀects of the organic–aluminosilicate interactions are less than TPA, whereas with TBA, the chains are too long and lead to repulsive
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interactions between adjacent TBA molecules, thereby disrupting nucleation. It is true that MFI framework can be made in the presence of a large number of organics, including amines, but in all of these cases the composition range is limited in comparison with TPA. These organics typically manifest their crystallization promotion eﬀects via hydrophobic effects, charge neutralization and favorable organic–inorganic interactions (manifested as pore ﬁlling). Organics can also be used as the solvent or via a vapor phase. It is possible to crystallize MFI in the absence of all organics, but the presence of sodium ions and very narrow reactant compositions is required. Again, the presence of TPA allows the use of diﬀerent inorganic ions, but the eﬀect of the inorganic ions with TPA seems to be primarily manifested on the crystal growth dynamics and morphology. It appears that TPA still controls nucleation, but crystal growth is modiﬁed in the presence of inorganic cations and could arise from electrostatic eﬀects related to surface charge. The accelerating eﬀect of oxyanions on MFI growth could also stem from modiﬁcations to surface charge. From a compositional point of view, there appears to be an optimal hydroxide concentration, that keeps the balance between growth and dissolution. Similar observations have been made with F as the mineralizing agent. Other variables of synthesis that have been examined are temperature and seeding. The primary eﬀect of increasing temperature on crystallization is to decrease nucleation time, increase crystallization rate, and decrease particle number densities. More subtle eﬀects are altered morphology due to diﬀering activation energies for diﬀerent crystal faces. Seeded systems can promote nucleation by providing small fragments that act as nucleation sites. Larger seed crystals merely act as substrate providing a support for nucleation of randomly oriented crystallites, which typically overwhelm any growth of the seed crystal, especially in concentrated solutions. Thus, in a seeded system, the important species are small (probably nanometer sized) units that are released from the seed and commence growth. For larger crystals to have any eﬀect, attrition from the seed crystals must take place. How the small fragments provide the nuclei for crystal growth is unclear. The two possibilities are that the fragments themselves grow or the dissolution products of the fragments provide the nucleation units. ZSM-5 crystals are found with very diﬀerent Si, Al proﬁles in the crystal. Depending on the use of TPA or Na+, the Al distribution in ZSM-5 is enriched at the rim or uniform throughout the crystal, respectively. This indicates that for the TPA system, the nuclei and crystals at the early stages of synthesis are more siliceous, probably because of the large size of TPA in comparison with Na+. Even though there is no upper limit to the Si/Al ratio of MFI (silicalite, Si/ Al = l), there is an experimental lower limit of 11 and ascribed to Al sitting in a four-membered ring. The comparable mineral with MFI structure has a Si/Al ratio of 7.6 and has not yet been made in the laboratory. The MFI structure can exist in very large single crystals (0.5 mm) as well as nanocrystals (f100 nm). Large crystals have made it possible to obtain excellent structural analysis, including the sitting of TPA at channel intersections. Nanocrystals are revolutionizing procedures for making zeolitic membranes via secondary growth processes. MFI frameworks can be made with very diﬀerent morphologies, controlled primarily by reactant compositions. A general rule is that larger crystals are obtained if the concentration of the structure-directing agent or hydroxide ion is reduced, since both lead to fewer nuclei. Addition of monovalent inorganic ions also modiﬁes the morphology, with NH4+ leading to the largest crystals. Aggregation can be avoided by controlling Si/Al ratios, with higher Si/Al ratios leading to fewer nuclei. Modeling of zeolite growth has led to several insights into the crystallization process. Of particular interest is the autocatalytic nucleation model, which suggests that the amorphous gel
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provides well-formed nuclei upon dissolution and that these structures are located preferentially on the outer surfaces of the amorphous gel. This scenario would suggest that gel restructuring at the surface is inﬂuenced by solution species as the proper ‘‘nuclei’’ structures form, and that dissolution of these units occurs in a speciﬁc fashion that maintains their integrity. Several studies have shown the presence of amorphous gel exhibiting zeolite-like properties at the beginning of crystallization. Solid-state transformations that preserve the shape of the starting solid into MFI structure is also possible via use of reagents (water, structure-directing agents, SiF4) through the vapor phase. Restructuring to form crystals possibly involves local dissolution of the solid phase. In situ studies of change in crystallite size as a function of time indicate the presence of an induction period required for nuclei to form and reach a critical size followed by a linear crystal growth process. The important role of solution species toward surface reaction– controlled crystal growth has been pointed out, and zoned composition of crystals has been correlated with changing solution composition during crystallization. Considerable research has been done in identifying the molecular precursors that may be relevant to crystal formation. It has been proposed that interactions between silicate species and organics driven by hydrophobic forces can lead to stabilization of speciﬁc structures followed by linkage of the silicate units to form nuclei. X-ray scattering has provided dimensions of nanoparticulates that exist at the early stages of synthesis. It was proposed that f2.8-nm particles upon aggregation formed f10-nm particles, which were the viable nuclei. The most recent studies suggest the presence of nanoslabs (1.3  4.0  4.0 nm3) formed by aggregation of speciﬁc ‘‘trimer’’ structures. These nanoslabs were proposed to aggregate in a speciﬁc geometry to form crystals. Another group has proposed cylindrical (8  14 nm2) units that aggregate and via surface reconstruction form crystals. The aggregation mechanism can be contrasted with the more commonly accepted process in which the crystal growth occurs by incorporation of solution species. From an overall perspective, it is interesting to contrast how the two growth processes explain some of the experimental results discussed in this review. How would the aggregation process need to be modiﬁed for the composition zoning observed in ZSM-5? The aggregation model can probably explain the inﬂuence of cations on morphology, since the cations would modify the surface charge and thereby promote or inhibit aggregation. Aggregation would also explain why it is difﬁcult to grow large seed crystals further, where solution-based methods would predict such crystal growth. It is unclear how well the aggregation model can be applied to gel-based synthesis. The possibility that small fragments are released from the gel and aggregate to form nuclei exists. Activation energies for growth along diﬀerent faces of the crystal are predicted to be diﬀerent from both models. In summary, this review of MFI crystallization shows that there can be a tremendous diversity of crystallization conditions leading to crystals of diﬀerent composition, properties, and morphology. Our understanding of the speciﬁc reasons why changes occur is limited, though it is also clear that the huge empirical base that is developed is useful for formulating correlations. The difﬁculty with zeolite synthesis is that predictions are still difﬁcult and constitute one of the main challenges that lie ahead. REFERENCES 1. 2. 3.
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3 Introduction to the Structural Chemistry of Zeolites Rau´l F. Lobo University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, U.S.A.



This chapter provides an introduction to the structure of zeolites and related crystalline microporous materials. The structural characteristics of the zeolite family make it unique among inorganic materials. It is difﬁcult to overemphasize that an appreciation of zeolite structure is critical to an understanding of zeolite properties. We urge you to read this chapter carefully before proceeding to the other chapters of this volume. We will start with a brief introduction to the building units of zeolite materials. We will then show how to build progressively channels and cages out of the primary units. Then we will continue with a discussion of the broad range of compositions that can be found in zeolite materials, with an overview of some important zeolite structures. Because of space, we will focus on the structures that are most likely to be encountered in the laboratory, in the technical literature, and in the marketplace. Following we will show how to use standard reference sources and the associated — and very useful —web resources of structural zeolite information. Because they are frequently found, a very brief discussion of stacking faults in some important faulted zeolite materials follows. We will ﬁnish with a rapid survey of the coordination of cations in an important industrial zeolite (zeolite A). A priority throughout the text has been to make relevant connections between structure and properties as frequently as possible. In the writing of this chapter we have assumed that the reader has no previous experience with zeolites. We have also assumed that the reader has some background in general chemistry — what a third-year undergraduate student of chemistry, chemical engineering, materials science, or geology may have —and some familiarity with crystalline materials and elementary crystallographic concepts. We hope that after reading this chapter you will understand how the special properties of zeolites (such as molecular sieving, high adsorption capacity, ion exchange, and so on) are directly related to zeolite structure. You will be familiar with the most common zeolite frameworks and you should be able to understand, in general, the structural descriptions of zeolites as typically found in the technical literature. Finally, you should also be able to use the Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types and the web as starting points to ﬁnd detailed structural information on any zeolite material. I.



DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS



Due to the enormous structural and chemical diversity of the zeolite family of materials, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd precise deﬁnitions of what a zeolite is. Let us start with the somewhat restricted
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deﬁnition that the mineralogist community use: a zeolite is crystalline aluminosilicate with a 4connected tetrahedral framework structure enclosing cavities occupied by large ions and water molecules, both of which have considerable freedom of movement, permitting ion exchange and reversible dehydration (1). From this deﬁnition we see that a zeolite contains three components: a 4-connected framework, extraframework cations, and an adsorbed phase (in this case, the water molecules). Also note that by deﬁnition a zeolite has an open structure with pores and voids where ions and molecules can move. As an example of a material that ﬁts this deﬁnition well we can cite the structure of the zeolite mineral gismondine (2) |Ca2+4(H2O)16| [Al8Si8O32]. This formula means that in a unit cell of gismondine the framework (in bold square brackets) contains eight aluminate ([AlO4/2]) and eight silicate tetrahedra ([SiO4/2]). Four extraframework calcium cations balance the negative charge of the framework, and there are 16 water molecules in the cavities. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the structure of gismondine (water molecules have been omitted for clarity). You can observe that the tetrahedral framework extends in three dimensions in space and that within the framework there are cavities large enough to accommodate the cations and the water molecules. Even among minerals we ﬁnd numerous examples of materials that exhibit zeolite properties but do not meet some of the criteria of the mineralogical deﬁnition. Lovdarite (a berylliumsilicate) (3) and gaultite (a zincosilicate) (4) do not have aluminum atoms in the framework. The mineral wenkite (5) has an ‘‘interrupted’’ framework and contains silica tetrahedra bonded to the framework only via three oxygen atoms [O3Si-OH]. Despite these diﬀerences, in practice, all of these minerals are usually described as zeolites. In addition to these examples, an enormous number of synthetic zeolite materials have been prepared, many of which do not ﬁt the above deﬁnition precisely. A large number of porous



Fig. 1
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Structure of the zeolite gismondine (GIS).



silicas with neutral frameworks and no extraframework cations have been reported since the early 1980s (6–8). Moreover, many aluminophosphates and metal-substituted aluminophosphates, closely related to zeolite minerals, have also been prepared (9). For these reasons we here adopt the broader deﬁnition of the term zeolite as is currently reﬂected in the scientiﬁc literature and as also adopted by the zeolite community in the Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types* (see http://www.iza-structure.org/). This atlas contains not only the aluminosilicates but also the zincophosphates, borosilicates, gallogermanates, lithosilicates, and many other materials that have an open three-dimensional network of 4-connected tetrahedra. II.



ZEOLITE FRAMEWORK STRUCTURES



The structure commission of the International Zeolite Association (IZA) periodically reviews publications containing new tetrahedral frameworks and assigns a three-letter code to each distinct new framework. For example, GIS is the three-letter code for the mineral gismondine. These distinct tetrahedral frameworks are formally known as framework types. At this point there are 135 diﬀerent framework types with assigned three-letter codes. For historical reasons, the names of zeolite materials have not followed any systematic naming protocol, and there are a bewildering variety of names that unfortunately are confusing to the student and taxing to the memory of the specialist. For instance, amicite, garronite, gobbinsite, high-silica P, low-silica P, MAPSO-43, Na-P1, and several others are all diﬀerent names given to materials with the GIS framework. These materials have diﬀerent framework composition, diﬀerent guest species, and diﬀerent extraframework cation content. In addition, they can have diﬀerent crystallographic symmetry and, of course, diﬀerent properties. Nevertheless, all have, a tetrahedral framework that is isotypic with the GIS framework. To avoid confusion, it is good practice to display the framework type of a material after its name (gismondine-GIS, Na-P1-GIS, etc.), and we will follow this practice in this chapter. It is also important to recognize that the code does not stand for a material, i.e., there is no such thing as a GIS zeolite. The IZA structure commission keeps an up-to-date record, in print and on the web, of all these framework types with many additional topological, structural, and chemical details.y This information is readily accessible, presented in a user-friendly format, and you will ﬁnd it extremely valuable. Further details are given at the web site http://www.iza-structure.org/databases. Here we highlight several reviews of zeolite structure that (although outdated) are worth reading and complementary to the material presented here. The original publication by Breck (11) contains a clear presentation of zeolite structures. It is very instructive to compare his presentation of the material to the one given here. Higgins (8) has an introduction to siliceous zeolites highly complementary to Gies review on clathrasils (silicates with voids but no pores) (12). Information on the crystallography and nomenclature of zeolites can be found in the highly readable publications by McCusker (13,14) and McCusker et al. (15). A.



The Basic Building Unit: The Tetrahedron



All zeolite frameworks can be built by linking in a periodic pattern a basic building unit (BBU), the tetrahedron. In the center of the tetrahedra are atoms with relatively low electronegativities (SiIV, AlIII, PV, ZnII, etc.) and in the corners are oxygen anions (O2). These combinations can be depicted as [SiO4], [AlO4], [PO4], etc., and in what follows we will use the term TO4 to describe



* Previously known as Atlas of Zeolite Structure Types (10). y



You should go soon to the web site of the structure commission (http://www.iza-structure.org/) to become familiar with the information available at this site.
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Fig. 2



Several representations of the basic building unit of zeolites, the tetrahedron.



tetrahedra in general, where T stands for any tetrahedral species. We often will use the notation [TO4/2] to emphasize that each oxygen atom is coordinated to two T atoms. Figure 2 depicts several representations of the tetrahedron. Note that each apical oxygen is shared with the adjacent tetrahedron and as a consequence the framework of zeolite materials always has a metal-to-oxygen ratio of 2. The tetrahedra in zeolite materials are somewhat rigid (16–19). In general, the O-T-O angle is close to the ‘‘ideal’’ value of 109j 28V for a geometrically perfect tetrahedron and deviations of more than a few degrees are not frequent (20). The T-O bond length depends on ˚ the particular metal cation. For [SiO4] tetrahedra the bond length is d(Si-O) c 1.59–1.64 A ˚ (23), and Table 1 shows a (21,22). For [AlO4] the bond length is usually d(Al-O) c 1.73 A summary of T-O bond lengths for a variety of T atoms. Boron is the smallest cation that has ˚ and zinc is the largest with been found in zeolite frameworks (24) with a d(B-O) c 1.44 A ˚ (25–27).* d(Zn-O) c 1.95 A To build zeolite frameworks the tetrahedra are linked via the apical oxygen (T-O-T). The T-O-T bond angle is quite ﬂexible (30–32), in sharp contrast to the rigid O-T-O angle. For the case of silica tetrahedra the T-O-T angle is usually in the vicinity of 140–165j, but values of 130–180j have been reported (30). The ﬂexibility of the T-O-T angle is very important because it is the degree of freedom that allows the formation of the great variety of zeolite frameworks without much thermodynamic penalty (33,34). The ﬂexibility of the T-O-T angle allows the formation of rings and other more complex building units from which zeolite materials may be formed. B.



Composite Building Units



More complex composite building units (CBUs) can be formed linking together groups of BBUs. The simplest examples of CBUs are rings. All zeolite structures can be viewed as if



* Other T-atoms with potentially larger d(T-O) distances have been claimed in zeolite frameworks, but unambiguous experimental bond distances and coordination environments remain to be conﬁrmed for many. See Refs. 28 and 29 for further details.
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Table 1 Bond Lengths of Several T-O Atom Pairs Frequently Found in Zeolite Materials Atomic pair Si-O Al-O B-O P-O Be-O Li-O Ge-O Ga-O Zn-O



˚ Bond length d(T-O), A



Ref.



1.58–1.64 1.70–1.73 1.44–1.52 1.52 1.58 1.96 1.73–1.76 1.84–1.92 1.95



23 99,102 24 102 3 103 73 104 25



formed of rings of tetrahedra of diﬀerent sizes. In general, a ring containing n tetrahedra is called an n ring. The most common rings contain 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, or 12 tetrahedra, but materials with rings formed of 14, 18, up to 20 tetrahedra have been prepared (35–38). Materials with 3-, 7- or 9-rings, are rare (25–27). When a ring deﬁnes the face of a polyhedral unit, it is also called a window. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the relative sizes of some n rings frequently found in zeolites. Although the rings are sometimes planar, more often they have more complicated shape and geometry. Elongated rings and rings that are puckered out of a plane are very common. The next level of complexity is obtained by constructing larger CBUs from n rings giving rise to a diverse and interesting set of structures. Cages, for example, are polyhedra whose largest rings are too narrow to allow the passage of molecules larger than water. It is usually considered that 6-rings are the limiting ring size to form a cage. As can be seen in Fig. 4, cages of diﬀerent shape and geometry can be built easily connecting rings of diﬀerent sizes. In this case, the cancrinite cage (or q cage) and sodalite cage (or h cage) are formed connecting 4- and 6-rings in diﬀerent arrangements. As one might guess, these two CBUs are building units of the zeolites cancrinite (CAN) and sodalite (SOD), but they are also found in several other zeolite structures. CBUs like cages can be formally denoted by a descriptor such as [4665] (cancrinite cage) or [4668] (sodalite cage). In the notation [nimi], m denotes the



Fig. 3 Relative sizes of n-rings frequently found in zeolites and related molecular sieves. The scale of the pore aperture is given for the 10-ring to give a sense of scale.
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Fig. 4 Two cages frequently found in zeolites. The oxygen and T atoms are depicted in the upper drawings. In the lower half, only the connections between T-atoms are indicated.



number of n rings deﬁning the polyhedron. Many types of cages have been found and most have been nicely summarized in Refs. 8 and 12. In Fig. 4 we have also drawn these two cages using only the nodes or connections between the T atoms (the oxygen atoms have been omitted for clarity). This simpliﬁed description greatly facilitates the understanding of the structure and highlights relationships between the diﬀerent structural units. It is frequently used in the depiction of zeolite structures in the scientiﬁc literature, but remember that the oxygen atoms are assumed to be present near the midpoints between the T atoms. As an aside, remember that in zeolite minerals as well as in synthetic zeolites the cages can contain cations, water molecules, small organic molecules, and so forth that may or may not be explicitly drawn in the ﬁgures.



Fig. 5 Chains are a type of CBU frequently found in zeolite structures. This ﬁgure illustrates the chains of the zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI) and zeolite L (LTL). The chains of ZSM-5 are composed of 5-rings only. The chains of zeolite L has 4- and 6-rings.
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Chains are one-dimensional polyhedral CBUs that are frequently found among zeolite structures. In Fig. 5 we illustrate two examples of chains from zeolites ZSM-5 (MFI)* and L (LTL). As can be seen, these two chains are quite diﬀerent. In the case of the chains of zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI), they are formed by connecting 5-rings exclusively. In the case of zeolite L (LTL), the chains contain 4-rings, 6-rings, and 8-rings. In fact, within the chains you can distinguish additional cages in zeolite L (similar but not identical to cancrinite cages) which contain occluded potassium cations (K+) within the cages (these potassium cations are trapped and cannot be removed or exchanged for other cations; see Chapter 21 by Sherry for more about ion exchange). C.



Cavities, Channels, and Larger CBUs



Cavities are polyhedral units that diﬀer from cages by the fact that they contain windows that allow the passage of molecules in and out of the cavity (15). Cavities should not be inﬁnitely extended and should be distinguished from other units such as pores and channels. Examples of two cavities are depicted in Fig. 6. In the case of the cavities of zeolite A ([4126886]—LTA), the cavities contain six 8-rings through which water molecules, linear alkanes, and small molecules like CO2 and N2 can penetrate. Since the cavities are connected to one another via the 8-rings, molecules diﬀuse within the zeolite crystal by jumping between adjacent cages. Because there are windows in all the h1 0 0i crystallographic directions, diffusion of molecules occurs in all three dimensions. The second structure in this ﬁgure depicts the cavity of zeolite X and Y ([41664124]—FAU). This cavity is of tetrahedral point symmetry and contains four 12-ring windows along the h1 1 1i directions. These windows allow the passage of much larger molecules than in the case of zeolite A (LTA). Neopentane, trimethylbenzene, and many others can easily pass through these 12-ring windows. A channel is a pore that is inﬁnitely extended in at least one dimension with a minimum aperture size (n ring) that allows guest molecules to diﬀuse along the pore. In many zeolites the channels intersect forming two- and three-dimensional channel systems. The dimensions of the pore is one of the critical properties of zeolite materials since this dimension determines the maximum size of the molecules that can enter from the exterior of the zeolite crystal into its micropores. The aperture dimensions of a channel are qualitatively determined by the number of T atoms (or oxygen atoms) of the n ring that deﬁnes the channel. Structures with 8-ring, 10-ring, or 12-ring channel apertures are the most common and these are usually known as small-, medium-, and large-pore zeolites. Materials with 14-ring and larger channel apertures are known as extralarge pore materials (39). In addition to this topological description of channel apertures, a free diameter or metrical description of the pore size is also used. This free diameter identiﬁes the approximate size of the molecules that can penetrate a particular channel aperture and it is ˚ from the crystallographic distance between the oxygen usually estimated by subtracting 2.7 A ˚ is assumed for the oxygen). Thus 8atoms at opposite sides of the pore (an ionic radius of 1.35 A ˚ ˚; f ring channels have a free diameter of 4.0 A; 10-ring channels have a free-diameter of f5.6 A ˚ f and 12-ring channels have a free diameter of 7.6 A. You should note that guest molecules, as they move inside the zeolite channels and cavities, are primarily in van der Waals contact with the oxygen atoms of the framework (40). Guest molecules are not in direct van der Waals contact with the T atoms of the framework, which are sterically shielded by the four surrounding oxygen



* The origin of the three codes is usually related to the name of the material type that established a particular framework topology. In this case, the name stems from Mobil FIve.
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Fig. 6 Large cavities of zeolites A (LTA) and X (FAU).



atoms. Guest molecules also can be in direct contact with the extra framework cations coordinated to the framework oxygen atoms, and in direct contact with other guest molecules. It is important to realize that the free diameter is only an approximate measure of the pore aperture. The exact dimensions of, for example, a 12-ring channel zeolite will vary depending on the particular structure and composition of the zeolite in question. Cations often coordinate at these channel windows, reducing the eﬀective size of the opening; in some cases the cations can even block the passage of molecules into (and out of) the crystal (41). Moreover, the framework of zeolites is very ﬂexible, with plenty of internal void space, and adsorbed molecules perturb the position of the framework atoms and change the exact dimensions of the free diameter (42–45). Recall also that thermal ﬂuctuations and phonon modes are always present (especially in porous materials!) leading to breathing of the pore windows and modifying the eﬀective aperture of the channel as a function of temperature (19). Since the structures of zeolites are frequently obtained from materials without guest molecules, one should beware of using this information rigidly in the interpretation of zeolite properties. Zeolites respond and deform to the guest molecules occluded in the pores. III.



CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ZEOLITE MATERIALS



Structure deﬁnes the family of zeolite materials and is the underlying reason for most of the unique properties for which zeolites are well known (molecular sieving, large adsorption capacity, etc.). Yet material properties are also intimately linked to the composition of the framework, the identity of the extra-framework cations, and the guest species. Let’s use the example of the framework-type CHA (chabazite) to illustrate how the composition of the zeolite aﬀects its chemical properties. The chabazite family of materials is nearly unique among zeolites because it can be prepared with a wide range of compositions. Siliceous chabazite is the chemically simplest form in which this small-pore zeolite has been prepared i.e., [Si36O72]—CHA. This material contains 36 [SiO4/2] tetrahedra in the unit cell (46) (Fig. 7) and has a neutral framework. It is one of the most hydrophobic materials known (47), mainly because water molecules cannot form suﬃciently favorable interactions with any component of the material. There are no strongly charged species that could, via coulombic forces, interact with the permanent dipole of water.* There are no hydrogen bond donors or acceptors with which water can form hydrogen bonds. There are no Lewis acid sites, such as extra-framework cations like Ca2+, to which water can coordinate. In addition, the small cavities of this zeolite inhibit the formation of clusters of six or more water molecules that can lower their energy via



* Formally, the oxygen atoms in a SiO2 tetrahedral framework have a charge of 2 [SiIVO=2]. However, the Si-O bond is highly covalent and the effective charge in the oxygen atoms of the framework is in practice much smaller (48).
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Fig. 7 Structure of the zeolite siliceous chabazite (CHA). Two chabazite cages are highlighted in the drawing. Each cage contains six 8-ring windows.



intermolecular hydrogen bonding (49–51). Thus, besides dispersion forces, there is no driving force for the water molecules to adsorb into siliceous chabazite (CHA). A great number of zeolite structures have been prepared in a purely siliceous form (6,8,52) and without exception they are all hydrophobic. As trivalent elements (such as AlIII) are progressively incorporated into the zeolite framework, the properties of these materials change rapidly. Consider, for instance, the zeolite SSZ-13 (|H+3| [Al3Si33O72]—CHA) (53) containing three aluminum atoms per unit cell. The framework is in this case anionic with its charge balanced by three extraframework protons. The negative charge is, of course, associated with the [AlO4/2] tetrahedra that are part of the framework. The negative charge is primarily located at the oxygen atoms (Oy) surrounding the aluminum atoms. These oxygen atoms are more basic than oxygen bonded to two silicon atoms (54,55). The protons are always coordinated to one of these framework oxygen atoms (Si-O-AlOH-Si) forming Brønsted acid sites. These protons are responsible for the acid properties of this zeolite (56). This zeolite is an excellent solid-acid catalyst for the synthesis of methylamines from ammonia and methanol (57) and for the synthesis of propene from methanol, among other reactions (58). SSZ-13 (CHA) is more hydrophilic than the siliceous counterpart because water forms hydrogen bonds with the acid sites (water as H-bond acceptor) and water forms hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atoms surrounding aluminum tetrahedra (as H-bond donor). These protons are labile as evidenced by their ion-exchange properties with other cations such as ammonium (|(NH4+)3| [Al3Si33O72]—CHA) or sodium (|Na+3| [Al3Si33O72]— CHA). This latter material can have several water molecules coordinated to the cations (|Na+3 (H2O)9| [Al3Si33O72]) in its hydrated form. Under a diﬀerent set of synthesis conditions (59,60), chabazite can be prepared with a much larger fraction of aluminum in the framework. A maximal isomorphous substitution of aluminum is reached for a zeolite of composition |Na+18(H2O)n| [Al18Si18O72]—CHA. The properties of this material are vastly diﬀerent from those of the siliceous chabazite. This zeolite is very hydrophilic. Water molecules can now coordinate to the many sodium cations present in the pores. The framework oxygen atoms are rather basic and serve as hydrogen bond acceptors to water and other molecules. Besides the hydrophilic character, other properties of the material also change as the amount of aluminum is increased. In materials with higher aluminum content it is useful to
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think of the bonding as more ionic in character as compared to the siliceous counterparts. The thermal stability or capacity to withstand high temperatures without loss of structural integrity decreases as the aluminum content increases (61). The ion-exchange capacity also increases as the number of negative changes in the framework increases. Consequently, the maximal number of acid sites (i.e., protons) increases with the amount of aluminum in the framework. At the same time it has been found that the ‘‘strength’’ of the acid sites decrease (56) as the fraction of aluminum in the framework increases. This observation can be understood on the basis of the proximity of electron-donating [AlO4/2]. These groups increase the eﬀective charge of the oxygen atom on the acid site, making it less prone to donate the proton (i.e., less acid). One will frequently ﬁnd the term silicon/aluminum ratio (Si/Al) used to describe the composition of a zeolite. In this last example, Si/Al = 1 since the number of aluminum atoms per unit cell is identical to the number of silicon atoms.* Experimentally this is the lowest Si/Al ratio that can be obtained in this or any other zeolite. Ample evidence indicates that there is a strict alternation of silica and alumina tetrahedra in materials with Si/Al = 1. There is an avoidance of the formation of Al-O-Al linkages known as ‘‘Loewenstein rule’’ in honor of the individual who first rationalized this observation (62). As mentioned above, the chabazite framework is unique among zeolites in the sense that it is the only material that can be prepared with Si/Al ratios from 1 to l directly from synthesis. Nearly all other zeolite materials can be synthesized only within a restricted range of Si/Al ratios. The composition of zeolites can be changed by postsynthesis modiﬁcations of the material but usually also within limits (63–65). Although the emphasis has been so far on alumino silicate materials, it is possible to incorporate a wide range of T atoms in the framework of zeolites. A great number borosilicates have been prepared (66), some with unique structures quite diﬀerent from the ones found among aluminosilicates (67). Many gallosilicate compositions have also been reported and these for the most part have structures analogous to known aluminosilicates (68–70). A variety of zincosilicates containing very unusual structures have been prepared (25–27). Zincosilicate structures are special because many contain 3-rings among their structural units, an uncommon CBU in most other zeolites (71). Several germanosilicates (72) and pure germanium zeolites have been prepared in the laboratory. These have neutral frameworks and include the only materials known with three straight and perpendicular 12-ring pores (73). Early in the 1980s a new group of tetrahedral framework materials was discovered in the laboratories of Union Carbide (74). These materials are based on frameworks containing aluminum and phosphorus (or aluminophosphates), and they are usually denoted as AlPO4s. These materials have perfect alternation of aluminate and phosphate tetrahedra [AlPO4], and they have neutral frameworks. They can be imagined as formed from the systematic substitution of pairs of framework SiIV atoms for AlIII and PV atoms. One important consequence of this strict ordering is that the frameworks will contain only even-numbered ˚) rings. The diﬀerences in framework cation charge, and in bond length between P-O (f1.55 A ˚ ), give rise to larger eﬀective changes on the oxygen atoms and make and Al-O (f1.73 A AlPOs hydrophilic, in contrast to the purely siliceous zeolites. Although many phosphate-based materials have frameworks isotypic with aluminosilicate zeolites, a great variety of interesting materials with new framework types have been synthesized in this and related compositions. In particular, the ﬁrst extralarge-pore molecular sieve ever discovered was the aluminophosphate



* One should be aware that in addition to this atomic Si/Al ratio, many authors prefer to use the so-called oxide ratio or silica/alumina ratio (SiO2/Al2O3). Thus, if a zeolite contains a silicon/aluminum ratio of 10, the same material has a silica/alumina ratio of 20. This divergent practice often leads to confusion and one should always check the specific definition used by the authors.
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VPI-5 (VFI) (37). This molecular sieve contains pores bounded by 18-rings with free diameters ˚. of about 12 A It is also possible to substitute Al and P by other atoms. Silicon, for instance, can be incorporated instead of phosphorus giving rise to the so-called SAPO materials. Since this involves substitution of a 4+ cation for a 5+ cation, these SAPO materials have anionic frameworks (75). An important example is the silicoaluminophosphate analog of chabazite, SAPO-34 (|H +| 3 [Si3Al18P15O72]—CHA). It is possible to substitute many other elements for Al and P, and these are known as metal-aluminophosphates (or MeAPOs). Cobalt, magnesium, gallium, zinc, and so forth, can be incorporated to diﬀerent extents into these phosphate-based frameworks (9). Another example of a pure zinc-phosphate material is chiral zinco phosphate (CZP), which is the only known chiral framework material successfully prepared in the laboratory (76). Note that in this case the framework of zinc phosphates is anionic because Zn is a divalent cation. A complete overview of range of compositional variations in tetrahedral framework materials is beyond the scope of this chapter. The possibilities are enormous, and we can only provide a glimpse of what is feasible. Further details on the crystal chemistry and synthesis of tetrahedral frameworks have been previously reviewed (29,77). IV.



OVERVIEW OF SOME IMPORTANT ZEOLITE STRUCTURES



In this section we provide a brief description of structures of several zeolite materials of industrial importance. Our presentation is only of introductory character and for further details you should consult the original references. A.



Zeolite A (LTA)



Zeolite A is one of the most important industrial zeolites. Hundreds of thousands of tons of this zeolite are produced every year (78) for applications as diverse as water softening in detergents, additive in polyvinyl chloride (PVC) thermoplastics (79), industrial gas drying, separation of linear and branched hydrocarbons, etc. The CBUs of zeolite A (LTA) are the double 4-ring (46), the h cage [4866], and the a cage [4126886] (Fig. 8). This last CBU is formally a cavity but is also known as an a cage for historical reasons (11). Zeolite A has a three-dimensional pore system and molecules can diffuse in all three directions in space by moving across the 8-ring windows that connect the cavities (see Chapter 10 in this volume for more on diffusion in zeolites). The ˚ . The composition of hydrated zeolite A as windows have a free diameter of approximately 4 A usually obtained from industrial manufacturers is close to |Na96 (H2O)216|[Al96Si96O384]—LTA. ˚ ) and contains 8 large cages The crystal structure belongs to space group Fm3c (a = 24.6 A per unit cell. This large unit cell is the consequence of the ordering of the Si and Al atoms in the framework (i.e., the Loewenstein rule). When Si and Al atoms are not discriminated, the average ˚ ). In addition to symmetry of the structure is Pm3-m and the cell parameter halves (aV = 12.3 A this particular composition, materials with many diﬀerent Si/Al ratios have been prepared; gallophosphate (80) and other silicoaluminophosphate (75) varieties have been reported. B.



Zeolite X, Y, and USY (FAU)



Zeolite X, Y, and USY are large-pore zeolites with the same framework structural type (FAU) but markedly diﬀerent in their framework composition and properties. Zeolite X has a Si/Al c 1.25 ([AlSiO4]), zeolite Y a Si/Al c 2.3, and zeolite USY (Ultra-Stable-Y) a Si/Al c 5.6 or higher (61). These three very important synthetic materials are isostructural with the rare mineral faujasite (FAU) (81). Zeolite X is used primarily as an adsorbent and in gas drying. Zeolite Y and USY are the most widely used solid-acid catalysts in the world; they are the main component of
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Fig. 8 CBUs and framework structure of the zeolite A (LTA). The CBUs depicted are the double-four rings, the h and the a cage.



the ﬂuid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalyst at a volume above 100,000 tons/year (78). A synthesis protocol for zeolite X with a Si/Al f 1 was reported in the 1980s (82), and this material, fully exchanged to the lithium form, has become an important adsorbent in the separation of oxygen from air using pressure-swing adsorption (83,84). Siliceous Y obtained after extensive dealumination has also been reported (85). The CBUs of the FAU framework type are depicted in Fig. 9. The three CBUs are the double 6-ring, the sodalite cage, and a very large cavity with four 12-ring windows. This cavity



Fig. 9 CBUs and framework structure of the zeolite X, Y, or faujasite (FAU). The CBUs depicted are the double-six rings, the h cage, and the supercage.
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is of tetrahedral symmetry and it is known as the supercage. The connectivity of this cage allows molecules to diffuse in three dimensions in the crystal interior. This may not seem obvious by looking just at the cage, but a careful look at the periodic structure reveals that molecules can indeed travel in three directions. The Y and USY zeolites belong to the space group Fd3m ˚ ) and zeolite X belongs to the space group Fd3. Again, the lower symmetry of the (a c 24.7 A latter is the result of the ordering of the [SiO4/2] and [AlO4/2] tetrahedra. A unit cell contains eight large cavities (supercages), 8 sodalite cages, and 16 double 6-ring units. The 12-ring windows, ˚ , are perpendicular to the [111] directions, but because of the with a free diameter f 7.4 A tetrahedral symmetry of the cavity there are no straight channels along this direction. Channels can be thought to run along the [110] directions (see Fig. 9). Molecules larger than water or ammonia can access only the supercages and cannot pass into the empty space inside sodalite cages. Thus, all reactions and the adsorption of most sorbates are conﬁned to the supercages. C.



Zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI)



Zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI) is perhaps the most versatile solid-acid catalyst known. There are more than 50 processes that use zeolite ZSM-5 as one of the main components of the catalysts (86). It is the second most used zeolite catalyst after zeolite Y. The zeolite is formed largely of 5-rings (see Fig. 6) that are organized as columns and connected to each other as in Fig. 10. This zeolite ˚ ) (87), but this belongs to the orthorhombic crystal system (Pnma, a = 20.1, b = 19.9, c = 13.4 A framework is quite flexible and the exact crystallographic symmetry depends on composition, temperature, and the presence of adsorbed molecules (88,89). There are two distinct 10-ring ˚ apertures. A straight channel runs along the [0 1 0] direction and channels of nominally f5.6-A a sinusoidal channel runs along the (100) direction. In Fig. 10 the geometry of the channel intersections (slightly larger than the free diameter of the channels) is also illustrated. Note that although the channels run along only two crystallographic directions, molecules can indeed move along the three crystallographic directions. To see this, we envision a molecule moving through the zeolite. As molecules move along the sinusoidal channels between channel intersections, they are displaced by (F1/2 c). Molecules can ‘‘crawl’’ along the c direction by ﬁrst moving between two channel intersections following the sinusoidal channel (1/2a + 1/2c).



Fig. 10 Framework structure of zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI) illustrating the straight and sinusoidal pores and the pore intersections. A view of the complete structure down the straight pores is depicted in the lower left lower corner.
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They can jump into another intersection along the straight channel [010] (+1/2 b), and then they can jump again along the contiguous sinusoidal channel at the next intersection (1/2a + 1/2c). This will lead to a total distance traveled of (1/2a + 1/2b + c). Sequential moves of this sort lead to diffusion along the c axis. One of the reasons for the catalytic versatility of this zeolite is the broad range of compositions in which we can prepare it. It is possible to prepare ZSM-5 with Si/Al ratios from about 8 to inﬁnity (the purely siliceous form is also known as silicalite-1). In addition, it is possible to prepare materials with the MFI framework with B, Ga, Fe, Ti, Co, and many others in the framework. This ﬂexibility allows the industrial chemist and engineer to tune their catalytic properties to the desired optimum. D.



Mordenite (MOR)



Mordenite is another important industrial solid acid catalyst (Fig. 11). It is used to upgrade the octane number of gasoline in the Isosive process (90), and is used for the alkylation of biphenyl ˚ running along the [001] direction. with propene (91). It has 12-ring pores of about 6.5  7.0 A These are connected by small 8-ring pores along the [010] direction, but in practice these are too narrow for the transport of most molecules. Mordenite belongs to the orthorhombic crystal ˚ ) and is usually prepared with a Si/Al ratio of system (Cmcm, a = 18.1, b = 20.5, and c = 7.5 A about 4 ([Al8Si40O96]—MOR). Since mordenite is in practice a one-dimensional large-pore zeolite, transport of molecules within the zeolite occurs only along the c axis. This is a crucial characteristic with several important implications. First, diﬀusion in one dimension is inherently a slower process than diﬀusion in two or three dimensions. This is even more so when molecules are of about the same size as the pore diameter, a case that forces molecules to move in ‘‘single ﬁle’’ because of steric constrains. Single-ﬁle diﬀusion is a very slow process (92). It implies that under typical reaction conditions, only a small fraction of the pore volume is actually accessible to the reacting molecules, i.e., the fraction of the pores that is very close to the pore mouths. Second,



Fig. 11 Framework structure of mordenite (MOR) viewed along the 12-ring channels. The very small and elongated 8-ring channels can also be observed. The 8-ring channels running perpendicular to the large pores are not discernible in this picture.
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one-dimensional pore zeolites are also highly prone to fouling (pore blockage) because it is easy to completely block access to one micropore by blocking the pores near their entrances. It is not possible to do so in multidimensional pore zeolites. V.



SOURCES OF ZEOLITE STRUCTURAL INFORMATION



Given the immense number of structural studies of zeolites and related materials, it is sometimes daunting to develop a comprehensive list of publications on a particular structure or subject. However, the structure commission of the IZA maintains a variety of databases freely accessible on the web that greatly facilitate this task. They are the ideal place to start research. These databases are as follows:  Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types (93)  A Collection of Simulated XRD Powder Patterns for Zeolites (94)  A Catalogue of Disordered Zeolite Structures  Schemes for Building Zeolite Framework Models  Zeolite Structure References These databases can be found at http://www.iza-structure.org/databases/. In addition, the structure commission makes available on-line printable ﬁles of the pages of the Atlas and the Collection. There is also a Compilation of Extra-Framework Sites in Zeolites (95), which is unfortunately out of print and difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Here we want to emphasize the information that is provided in the Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types since it is the one you will probably use more often. For every framework type the Atlas has two pages with a variety of information. Figure 12 shows the two pages for the framework-type MOR. On top of each page you will ﬁnd the three-letter code (MOR), the type material (Mordenite), and the highest topological symmetry of this framework (Cmcm). A stereoscopic projection of the framework is depicted immediately after the heading. Type material is the name of the material first used to establish the framework type, and the highest topological symmetry is important when the symmetry of the type material is diﬀerent from that of the framework. In these cases, relationships between diﬀerent unit cells are provided to facilitate comparisons between materials and the framework type (channel directions, etc.). ‘‘Idealized’’ cell constants, calculated using a simple force field (93) assuming the framework is purely siliceous, are given and are helpful as baseline when comparing zeolites with diﬀerent compositions. Experimental cell constants for the type material, and additional symmetry and cell dimension information is also provided in these pages. Under the heading ‘‘Channel,’’ a shorthand notation describes the channels in each material. For example, in the framework type MOR (see Fig. 12) this notation means that along ˚ connected (p !) to 8-ring the [001] direction there are 12-ring channels of about 6.5  7.0 A ˚  channels of 3.4 4.8 A running along the [010] direction. In turn, these are also connected to another set of 8-ring channels running along the [001] direction (Fig. 12). The asterisk at the end of the line indicates that molecules can diﬀuse in only one direction in this channel (they cannot go through the small rings into the other channels). You can also ﬁnd a list of isotypic materials, i.e., materials with the same framework type but with diﬀerent names, compositions, or symmetries. This page also provides a list of references (many with structural information) that can help to start a prospective or retrospective reference search using modern reference databases such as the Web of Science (www.webofscience.com), and so forth. Remember that this list is not exhaustive. More specialized information (such as coordination sequences) are provided and are clearly deﬁned in the Atlas if needed (93). At the end of the second page you ﬁnd stereographic pairs for the rings deﬁning the channels. For the MOR framework type you ﬁnd stereo pairs for the 12-rings along the straight
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large pore, and the small 8-ring pore connecting the 12-ring channels. The approximate free diameter and geometry are displayed on these ﬁgures. The Web version of this Atlas provides additional information such as the coordinates for the T atoms in the topological space group. On the web you can also ﬁnd additional ﬁgures of the framework and its CBUs. The Web version is updated frequently, which is a great advantage over the hard copy. VI.



DISORDER AND STACKING FAULTS IN ZEOLITE STRUCTURES



Despite the fact that we often think of zeolites as perfect crystals, we should recognize that in practice disorder is unavoidable in real materials. To start, aluminum and other framework
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Fig. 12 Facsimile copy of the framework-type MOR from the Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types of the structure commission of the International Zeolite Association. (From Ref. 93.)



cations are frequently distributed within the framework not following any crystallographic order (chemical disorder). The same goes for extraframework cations and adsorbed species, entities that very seldom organize with perfect translational periodicity. But in a diﬀerent and more important way the framework of zeolite itself can exhibit diﬀerent types of disorder; the most important and most common is stacking faults. It is common to ﬁnd families of zeolite structures that diﬀer in the mode of stacking of tetrahedra along one direction (68). In fact, some materials are more frequently found as intergrowths of two or more structures than as ‘‘pure’’ polytypes. In particular, given that zeolites grow under kinetic control (as opposed to thermodynamic control), it is not surprising that stacking disorder is frequently observed. Although there is little energy penalty (if any) for the
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generation of a fault, the faults can have important consequences on material properties. For example, consider the case when the fault blocks the pores in a one-dimensional 12-ring channel system. Just one fault near each pore mouth can completely block molecules from access to the micropores in the entire crystallite! Here we will give two examples of families of materials that present this kind of disorder: the ABC-6 and the zeolite beta families. If you wish to learn more about the subject, the structure commission of the IZA has catalogued and described in a very clear form several additional families of disordered materials (http://www.izastructure.org/databases), and van Koningsveld recently published a description of these families (96). A.



The ABC-6 Family



There are a large number of zeolites that can be described as the stacking of 6-rings in superposition or oﬀset (96). This is ﬁrst illustrated in Fig. 13 where a layer of six rings (layer A) is depicted. A second layer can be either superimposed (to form a second layer A) or offset to form a layer B. Structures built of sets of two layers have one-dimensional 12-ring channels, as is evident from the figure. An example is offretite (OFF), which is formed of stackings of layers in an AABAAB. . . sequence. A third plane of 6-rings can be added offset to both the A layer and B layer giving rise to structures that do not contain 12-ring pores. This is illustrated in projection in Fig. 13 (lower left). The example given in the figure (CHA) is the result of stacking the layers in an AABBCC. . . sequence. To visualize how the 6-ring layers are connected, the connectivity



Fig. 13 Diﬀerent modes of stacking 6-rings in superposition or oﬀset to form a series of CBUs. On the left, a view perpendicular to the layers is shown. If only two layers are used (i.e., A and B), materials with a one-dimensional 12-ring channel system are form (see oﬀretite on the right). If three layers are used, the structures contain cages with 12-rings but not large pores. An example is the cage of chabazite (CHA) as shown in the lower right corner.
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Fig. 14 Illustration of the connectivity of layers of 6-rings and CBUs formed after stacking 6-ring layers with diﬀerent sequences.



between the 6-ring layers is illustrated in Fig. 14 with several of the cages frequently found in this family of materials. Many zeolites with periodic stackings of this kind have been reported (with up to 12 layers in the case of the framework type AFT). It is not surprising that a variety of intergrowths of materials with diﬀerent sequences have also been found. These sequences are usually related, as with the case of erionite (ERI-AABAAC. . .) and oﬀretite (OFF-AABAAB. . .), two zeolites with nearly identical sequences that are often found intergrown with each other. A crystal that has mostly the OFF stacking sequence with small amounts of ERI sequence



Fig. 15 Layer or periodic building unit of zeolite h. Stackings of this layer in a left-or right-handed fashion gives rise to the two end-member polytypes of this zeolite (LLLL. . . for polytype A and LRLR. . . for polytype B).
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Fig. 16



The framework of polytypes A and B of zeolite h.



demonstrates how a small number of faults can lead to pore blocking. These faults transform a material with a 12-ring channel into a material with the properties of an 8-ring channel system. Additional details on this and all polytypes and intergrowths of the ABC-6 family can be found in the Catalog (see above). B.



Beta Family



A zeolite of substantial industrial importance is zeolite beta (86). This is a high-silica zeolite with a three-dimensional 12-ring pore systems that has always been observed as the intergrowth of two polytypes (A and B). The polytype A has been assigned the three-letter code *BEA (the



Fig. 17
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The coordination of sodium cations in zeolite A (LTA).



asterisk indicates that the pure polytype has not been observed experimentally). The description of this zeolite is more involved than in the ABC-6 family because the stacking layers are related not only by translations but also by rotations. The ‘‘layer’’ or periodic building unit of zeolite beta is depicted in Fig. 15. This layer is stacked sequentially with rotations of F90j and translations of F1/3 a (or F1/3 b) to form the zeolite. This is equivalent to stackings in left-or right-handed fashion. If the translations are always stacked in a right-handed fashion (RRRR. . .), the polytype A is formed (*BEA). If the stacking is always in the left-handed fashion (LLLL. . .), the polytype A is also formed—which incidentally is the mirror image of the first, since these two form an enantiomeric pair in space groups P4122 and P4322. If the layers are stacked in a sequential left-and right-handed fashion, a new structure (polytype B) is formed (Fig. 16). In practice these two modes of connection are about equally probable and the material is an intergrowth between the two structures depicted in Fig. 16. Note here that in contrast to the ABC-6 family of materials, the geometry and connectivity of the layers are such that, regardless of the form of stacking, a three-dimensional 12-ring channel system is always formed. This characteristic makes zeolite beta very useful in catalysis. VII.



EXTRAFRAMEWORK CATIONS



Many of the key properties of zeolites depend in an essential manner on the location and nature of extraframework cations. We ﬁnish this chapter with a brief description of the coordination of cations to the zeolite framework illustrating a simple case of how cation identity can aﬀect zeolite properties. As expected from thermodynamics, cations tend to go to positions where they minimize their energy relative to coordination environment (bond length and geometry). These environments are inherently constrained by a given framework structure; water molecules often complete the coordination sphere. Oxygen–cation distances are usually close to the ideal distance expected from the sum of their atomic radii.



Fig. 18 Comparison of the coordination of sodium cations (top) and calcium cations (bottom) to the 6-rings and 8-rings of zeolite A (LTA).
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Upon dehydration the cations often move to coordinate to more framework oxygen atoms and the framework distorts in response to these forces. Frequently the distortions are minor [such as in zeolites A (LTA) and X (FAU)] (97), but can be very substantial as in zeolite rho (RHO) (98) and can even lead to a collapse of the structure (31). After dehydration the cations are often highly undercoordinated and can become strong Lewis acids. Just as dehydration can change cation position, adsorption of strong bases (ammonia, pyridine, ﬂuorocarbons, etc.) can also change the coordination of the cations to the framework. Ion exchange also leads to distortions of the framework which, in turn, changes in response to the size of the cations and the number of cations per unit cell. This is especially evident when the charge of the new cations is diﬀerent from that of the original species. Here we will describe this last eﬀect with the dehydrated forms of zeolite A exchanged with sodium and calcium. In zeolite NaA (|Na96| [Al96Si96O384]—LTA) (99), the 96 cations go ﬁrst to the 64 6-rings where they are coordinated to three oxygen atoms. Then they go to 24 8-rings where they coordinate to two oxygen atoms and where they partially block the 8-ring windows. The ﬁnal 8 sodium cations are in the front of the 4-rings also coordinated to two oxygen atoms. Figure 17 illustrates these coordination environments. When the Na+ cations are completely exchanged by Ca 2+ to form CaA (|Ca48| [Al96Si96O384]—LTA), the now 48 cations per unit cell go only to the 6-rings (100,101). There is a modest change in the framework structure that is observed in the change of the unit cell ˚ to 24.47 A ˚ ) and in the geometry of the 6- and 8-rings (Fig. 18). dimensions (from 24.555 A Importantly, since there are no cations on the 8-ring windows, the effective size of the pore ˚ to about 4.5 A ˚ . This step size increase in pore size also window changes from about 3.8 A changes its molecular sieving properties drastically. VIII.



FINAL REMARKS



What we have presented here is just the tip of the iceberg (to use a banal phrase) as far as zeolite structure is concerned. Many interesting structural and chemical issues have been reported on zeolitic materials, and many more will be discovered following careful and systematic research. We hope that this chapter serves its purpose as an introduction to zeolite structure and chemistry and that we have inspired readers to learn more about the subject in the chapters that follow. REFERENCES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Modeling techniques have been used for many years in investigations of structures, properties, and reactivities of microporous materials (1). Early work focused on modeling of crystal structures (2), but applications quickly developed in the ﬁelds of sorption (see Chapter 9 in this volume) and diﬀusion (see Chapter 10). In recent years, extensive use has been made of highlevel quantum mechanical methods in the study of reaction mechanisms in zeolites (see Chapter 15). One of the greatest challenges in the current science of microporous solids is to understand at the atomistic level the fundamental processes of nucleation and growth of these materials. Such knowledge, in addition to being of intrinsic value, oﬀers to guide and optimize synthetic strategies. There is a wealth of empirical information on zeolite synthesis, and in the last few years valuable insight has been yielded by the application of light scattering, as well as both small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering and neutron scattering and by time–resolved diﬀraction studies during hydrothermal synthesis (see, for example, Refs. 3–8). This chapter will focus on our recent applications of modeling methods, which can make a vital and unique contribution to this major ﬁeld in the science of microporous materials. II.



SCOPE



Our aim is to understand at the atomistic level the process occurring in hydrothermal synthesis, which lead to nucleation and subsequent growth of the crystalline zeolite. To achieve this end we require models for and modeling of the following: 1. The gel chemistry, where in particular we need to develop models of the prenucleation silica and aluminosilica fragments present in the synthesis gels. Knowledge of the mechanisms and energetics of their condensation is also required.
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2.



The nature of the interactions between silica/aluminosilica species in solution and organic template molecules, in particular the ways in which templates modify the structures and energetics and such structures. 3. The processes of aggregation leading to the formation of zeolite nuclei. 4. The mechanism and rates of the subsequent growth of the zeolite crystal. The ultimate goal will be to implement the types of modeling described above into a full kinetic model of the whole nucleation and growth process. It will be some time before this aim can be achieved, but considerable progress has been made particularly with regard to 1 and 2 above. This chapter therefore concentrates on recent progress in understanding gel chemistry and templating eﬀects. Very recent advances in understanding aggregation and growth will be discussed toward the end of the chapter. First, however, we need to summarize the main methodologies employed in this ﬁeld. III.



METHODOLOGIES



To investigate these problems we need to use both ab initio (electronic structure) and molecular mechanics (interatomic potential based) methods. The former are used to model the detailed energies and geometries of the silica fragments, whereas the latter are appropriate for exploring the interaction of the silica species with water and with templating molecules. In the work reviewed in this chapter, most electronic structure calculations used density functional theory (DFT). A variety of density functionals and basis sets were employed as will be described in greater detail in later sections. Hartree-Fock calculations were, however, performed for a limited number of the calculations reviewed. A variety of software packages are available for such calculations, including DMOL (9) and Gaussian (10). To model the interaction of the silicate clusters with water, the most eﬀective approach is to combine energy minimization with molecular dynamics techniques. As described in greater detail below, the clusters can be represented using a modiﬁed version of the standard, cvﬀ, molecular mechanics potential (11); the same parameters may be used in modeling the cluster– water interactions. To model hydration, the clusters are ﬁrst relaxed to equilibrium and then surrounded by a sheath of water molecules. Full minimization of the cluster–water complex is then undertaken, followed in a number of cases by molecular dynamics and subsequent minimization; the latter procedure will hopefully assist in avoiding local minima. Eﬀective software for undertaking such calculations is the Insight/Discover suite of Accelrys (11,12) as will be described further in a later section. Additional relevant details will be given in the accounts of the applications that follow. IV.



GEL CHEMISTRY



Our ﬁrst objective is to gain a more detailed understanding of the structures and energies of key silica clusters and of the energetics and mechanisms of their condensation. Calculations are reported ﬁrst on clusters in vacuo. Inclusion of the eﬀect of hydration is, however, a crucial feature of our work and is also reported later in this section. The properties of silica clusters have been studied previously using both experimental and theoretical methods. In the last 15 years, there have been extensive studies of silica species in solution using 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), liquid chromatography, vibrational spectroscopy, electron paramagnetic resonances and other experimental techniques (13–19). 29Si NMR spectroscopy proved to be particularly eﬀective in identifying the concentration and gross structural features of such clusters (20–25). However, partly because there are so many diﬀerent clusters present in solution, it is difﬁcult to study their properties individually using experimental techniques. Recent developments in theoretical methods make it possible to calculate the
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structures, energetics, and reactions of silica clusters with improved accuracy, paving the way to a much better understanding of these systems n the future. Previous theoretical work includes semi-empirical (26,27), Hartree-Fock (28–34), and DFT calculations (35–39), plus molecular dynamics simulations (40–42). We now review the result of recent ab initio calculations on the silica clusters, which we compare, when possible, with available experimental data. Both local (BHL) (43,44) and nonlocal (BLYP) (45,46) calculations, with double numerical (DNP) and triple numerical (TNP) basis sets (47), were used. These results were not corrected by zero point vibrational energy or for basis set superposition error since the accuracy of the calculations is limited by the functional and basis set used, so that this level of complexity is not justiﬁed. We discuss all SixOy(OH)z clusters with a maximum of ﬁve silicon atoms, plus some larger clusters including the six-silicon ring and the eight-silicon cube. We consider ﬁrst the open, noncyclic clusters; then the clusters with a ring; and, ﬁnally, the clusters with at least two rings. We present the most relevant conformations for each cluster and analyze the corresponding energetic and structural details. Indeed, our study represents the ﬁrst detailed conformational analysis of the clusters; we ﬁnd that hydrogen bonding exerts a critical inﬂuence on the conformations calculated. Complex silica clusters are classiﬁed according to the NMR notation, Qmn, where n represents the number of silicons which are bonded to m bridging oxygens. In the few cases where this notation proved insufﬁcient, we used e and c for edge and corner, and cis and trans speciﬁcations, respectively. A.



Open Clusters



The noncyclic clusters considered in this section vary from the simple monomer and dimer to linear and branched structures containing ﬁve Si atoms. 1. Monomer and Dimer: Intramolecular Effects Although they are too reactive to be found in the gas phase, the monomer and dimer are the most studied silica clusters due to their simplicity and their role as building blocks in the chemistry of silica. The condensation reaction energy in the gas phase depends considerably on the strength of the hydrogen bonds in the dimer. In the case of Si(OH)4, two conformations are relevant, with point symmetry D2d and S4. The S4 conformation is the global minimum in the gas phase and the D2d is a local minimum. The structure and charge distribution for both conformations is presented in Fig. 1. The calculations employed the BLYP density functional with a high-quality TNP basis set. The energy difference between the two conformations is calculated as 1.8 kcal mol1. Sauer (31) reported a slightly higher value for this energy difference, 3.2 kcal mol1 at the HF/6-31G** and 3.3 kcal mol1 at the HF/6-31G* levels of theory. At the DF-BLYP/TNP level, the OSiO angles match exactly the reference HF values (31). While the SiOH angle is 2.3j smaller and



Fig. 1 D2d and S4 Si(OH)4 conformations, optimized at the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation.
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Fig. 2



C2r and C2 Si2O(OH)6 conformations, optimized at the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation.



˚ larger, respectively, than in the HF the SiO and OH bond lengths are only 0.02 and 0.03 A study. The distance between adjacent hydroxyl groups is too large to allow the formation of hydrogen bonds. The conformations for the dimer, i.e., the Si2O(OH)6 cluster, with the lowest energy and the highest symmetry (C2 and C2v respectively) are presented in Fig. 2, for the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation. At this level, the C2 conformation is +5.7 kcal mol1 more stable than the C2v. This energy difference is substantial and shows the importance of these conformational analyses. The calculated condensation energies to form the dimer from the monomer: 2SiðOHÞ4 ! Si2 OðOHÞ6 þ H2 O; ð1Þ for the lowest energy conformations are presented in Table 1. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the energy is calculated as 9.4 kcal mol1, but the value decreases to 2.8 kcal mol1 at the DF-BLYP/DNP level and decreases further, to 2.2 kcal mol1, at the DF-BLYP/ TNP level. There are two hydrogen bonds in Si2O(OH)6 that are not present in the Si(OH)4 reactants, and the simpler BHL/DNP procedure is known to exaggerate the hydrogen bonding energies (39). As in the water dimer (see Table 1), the MP2 prediction (7.8 kcal mol1) is smaller than the local DF-BHL/DNP but higher than the best nonlocal DF-BLYP/TNP calculation. Assuming that the diﬀerence in energy between local and nonlocal density calculations is due only to the two intramolecular hydrogen bonds occurring in Si2O(OH)6, the error per hydrogen bond calculated at the DF-BHL/DNP level can be estimated to be about 3.3 kcal mol1, close to 4.9 kcal mol1, the corresponding error in the water dimer. The diﬀerence between the two values is probably attributable to the SiOSi angle requirements that force the hydrogen bonds to be longer than in the water dimer. At the DF-BLYP/TNP level, the SiOSi angle is calculated as 132.1j, which seems reasonable, although no experimental results are available for Si2O(OH)6 in vacuo. We will use the correction of 3.3 kcal mol1 per hydrogen Table 1 Si(OH)4 Condensation Energy (kcal mol1) and H2O Dimerisation Energy (kcal mol1) after Ab Initio Optimizationa Method DF-BHL/DNP DF-BLYP/DNP DF-BLYP/TNP HF/6-31G** a



Silica condensation



Water dimerization



9.4 2.8 2.2 7.8



11.3 6.4 4.3 7.1



HF value for the silica condensation from Ref. 31.
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bond in later calculations on clusters which, owing to their size, were conﬁned to the DF-BHL/ DNP level. However, this is dependent on the corrections being additive and in all the hydrogen bonding terms being equivalent. More rigorous determinations of energies and structures containing hydrogen bonds are now possible using nonlocal density functional calculations. 2. Linear Trimer, Tetramer, and Pentamer: Effects of Ring Formation We now analyze the linear noncyclic clusters, containing three, four, and ﬁve silicon atoms. We ﬁnd that these clusters can form curved, almost cyclic structures, which can react to form the rings observed experimentally. a.



Linear Trimer



The linear trimer and the trimer ring are the largest silicate clusters studied in this work with nonlocal density functionals. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation, the lowest energy conformation found for the linear trimer is almost cyclic, with two hydrogen bonds closing the ring. This conformation is 2.2 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight one, where the chain ends are far apart. The structure of both conformations is shown in Fig. 3. The almost cyclic conformation may, in turn, be transformed into the trimer ring by an intramolecular condensation reaction. The corresponding energy, though positive, is sufﬁciently small (+13.2 kcal mol1) to explain how a relatively strained cluster such as the threesilicon ring may be formed. The hydrogen bonds are overestimated at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, ˚ ) and the OH bond lengths in the acceptor because the O: : : H distances are too small (f1.64 A ˚ groups are too large (1.02 A). The condensation energy, at the DF-BHL/DNP level (18.5 kcal mol1), is too high when compared with the results for the dimer. Applying the energy diﬀerence discussed above, between local and nonlocal DF found for the dimer (3.3 kcal mol1 per overestimated hydrogen bond), the condensation energy is recalculated as 11.9 kcal mol1. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the condensation energy becomes 7.7 kcal mol1, smaller than even the corrected DF-BHL/DNP value. For this, or for larger clusters with hydrogen bonds, which were studied at the DF-BHL/DNP level, even the corrected values should be considered as an upper limit for the correct results. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the ˚ and 1.00 A ˚ , are close to the expected values. O: : : H and OH bond lengths, respectively 1.83 A



Fig. 3 Si3O2(OH)8 conformations forming Si3O3(OH)6, optimized at the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation.
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Recent HF work for this cluster has been reported by Ferrari et al. (48) [with SiH3 instead of Si(OH)3 terminal groups] and Hill and Sauer (32), using symmetry constraints. b. Linear Tetramer As in the linear trimer, the lowest energy conformation found for the linear tetramer is almost cyclic, with hydrogen bonds linking the chain ends. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, this curved conformation is 11.6 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight conformation. The structure and charge distribution for the lowest energy conformations is presented in Fig. 4. The five hydrogen bonds in the curved conformation have an O: : : H distance that is too ˚ ) and an OH distance that is too large (1.01–1.05 A ˚ ), while the six hydrogen short (1.51–1.68 A bonds in the straight conformation are much weaker. Although the eﬀect of improving the level of approximation is not clear, it seems reasonable to expect that the curved conformation would still be highly probable. This is in agreement with the experimental evidence, which shows that it is relatively easy to produce foursilicon rings. The easiest way to form a four-silicon ring is probably to close an open four-silicon linear chain, which should be particularly simple starting from this almost cyclic conformation. The total condensation energy for the curved conformation (38.2 kcal mol1) again appears to be too large when compared with the best dimer calculations. Applying the correction factor, previously estimated for each overestimated hydrogen bond, the corrected condensation energy for the most stable conformation is 21.7 kcal mol1. Again, we consider that this value might still be too negative. c. Linear Pentamer The lowest energy conformation found for the linear pentamer is again almost cyclic, with four hydrogen bonds closing three secondary rings. At the DF-BHL/DNP level, this conformation is 11.4 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight conformation. The structure of the lowest energy conformation is presented in Fig. 5. The total condensation energy for the curved conformation is substantially negative (43.6 kcal mol1). Even after correcting the energy to account for the overestimation of the four hydrogen bonds, the condensation energy is only 1.8 kcal mol1 smaller than that calculated for the uncorrected straight conformation. Therefore, at higher levels of approximation, the almost cyclic conformation should remain highly stable.



Fig. 4 Noncyclic four-silicon clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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Fig. 5 Noncyclic ﬁve-silicon clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



This conformation is remarkable because it allows the subsequent formation of several diﬀerent clusters through a single intramolecular condensation reaction. If each of the four oxygens (marked with an asterisk *) forming hydrogen bonds Si(*)-O-H: : : O(*)-Si, would react directly with the other silicon (marked with an asterisk *) instead, in a nucleophilic attack four diﬀerent clusters would be produced: the ﬁve-silicon ring, the branched four-silicon ring, the branched three-silicon ring, and the double-branched three-silicon ring. 3. Branched Tetramer and Pentamer Clusters: Branching Effects In this section, we analyze the branched noncyclic clusters, containing four and ﬁve silicon atoms. We ﬁnd that the branched clusters have higher energies than the linear clusters and should therefore be less stable, in agreement with experiment. a. Branched Four-Silicon Cluster The structure of the noncyclic four-silicon clusters is presented in Fig. 4. The proposed conformation for the branched tetramer (above, in the ﬁgure) has four hydrogen bonds: two ˚ and 2.02 A ˚ ) and two with lengths that are too short with a reasonable O: : : H distance (1.80 A ˚ (1.63–1.64 A), indicating that the H-bond strengths are overestimated. Although the condensation energy for the branched tetramer is considerably negative (30.6 kcal mol1), it is 7.5 kcal mol1 less favorable than for the linear cluster. This result is in agreement with the experiment evidence, which shows that it is much easier to form the linear than the branched tetramer (22). However, because there are ﬁve apparently overestimated hydrogen bonds in the linear tetramer against only two in the branched tetramer, after applying the correction of 3.3 kcal mol1 per hydrogen bond, the energy becomes lower for the branched cluster (24.0 kcal mol1) than for the linear cluster (21.7 kcal mol1). The
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correction may here be exaggerating the relative stability of the branched structure, but the two cluster types probably have similar energies. b. Branched Five-Silicon Cluster The structure of the noncyclic ﬁve-silicon clusters is again presented in Fig. 5. The most stable conformation found for the branched ﬁve-silicon cluster (Fig. 5, center) has four hydrogen ˚ ), forming three secondary bonds which are probably overestimated (O: : : H = 1.64–1.72 A 1 rings. The condensation energy (40.2 kcal mol ) is 3.4 kcal mol1 smaller than for the linear chain, decreasing to 27.0 kcal mol1, when corrected for the hydrogen bonds (compared with 30.4 kcal mol1 for the linear chain). The corrected energy is probably a reasonable estimate in comparison with the values obtained for the previous clusters. c. Five-Silicon Cross The best conformation found for this cluster has six hydrogen bonds, forming several secondary rings. The cluster is therefore a good precursor to produce the double-branched three-silicon ring by forming an intramolecular SiOSi disiloxane bond. The condensation energy for the pentamer cross, though relatively large (32.0 kcal mol1), is still 8.2 kcal mol1 smaller than for the branched chain (40.2 kcal mol1). Taking into account the three overestimated hydrogen bonds, the corrected energy is estimated as 22.1 kcal mol1, smaller than the corrected energy (27.0 kcal mol1) for the branched pentamer. As the condensation energy for the branched pentamer is, in turn, smaller than for the linear chain, it can be concluded that at the LDA level of approximation the cluster stability decreases with the degree of branching, in agreement with the experimental evidence (22). We note that this cluster was also investigated by Lasaga et al. (29), using potentials derived from 6-31G* calculations for the monomer and dimer. The pentamer cross is the only cluster discussed in this chapter where a silicon atom is bonded to four unconstrained bridging oxygens (Ob). The central SiOb bonds are slightly ˚ ), though the diﬀerence is ˚ ) than the terminal SiOb bonds (1.64–1.68 A shorter (1.63–1.64 A relatively small. This ﬁndings agrees with the experimental and theoretical evidence that the SiO bond length tends to decrease in more bridged systems. The SiO bond length in a-quartz, ˚ (49), for example] is shorter than the predicted value for Si(OH)4 in the gas phase [1.60 A ˚ (31)]. [about 1.62 A B.



Clusters Containing a Single Ring



In our discussion of these clusters we consider ﬁrst the trimer and tetramer rings, which have particularly relevant conformations; next the branched trimer and tetramer rings, with a lateral chain containing one silicon atom; then the trimer rings containing two silicon atoms in lateral chains; and, ﬁnally, the larger, ﬁve- and six-silicon rings. 1. Trimer and Tetramer Rings: Ring Conformations In this section we analyze the smallest silica rings, presenting the most relevant conformations. Trimer and tetramer rings in vacuo are strongly stabilized by an intramolecular cyclic hydrogen bond system. a.



Trimer Ring



Figure 6 shows the three most relevant conformations found in this work for the cyclic trimer. At the DFT-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the bottom conformation (in Fig. 6) is 5.3 kcal
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Fig. 6 Si3O3(OH)6 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



mol1 more stable than the middle configuration, which in turn is 0.8 kcal mol1 more stable than the upper conﬁguration. The lowest energy conformation has a chair conformation (as in six-carbon rings), where three hydroxyl groups occupy equatorial positions, and the other three are disposed in axial positions, forming a strong system of three hydrogen bonds. At this level of approximation, the total energy of condensation is still exothermic (1.6 kcal mol1), despite the strain associated with this ring. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation, the total condensation energy is already positive but still small (+5.5 kcal mol1), so it should be present in silica solutions, despite its internal strain, as experiment shows, for low pH (24). The SiOSi angle is much larger in the two planar rings than in the chair conformation (f116.0j). The SiOH angle assumes two distinct values, one for the equatorial hydroxyl groups (f114.5j, as in previous clusters), and another, which is much smaller (f106.8j), for the axial hydroxyl groups, that are constrained by the directionality of the hydrogen bonds. ˚ ). However, at the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the O: : : H distances are relatively long (2.69–3.01 A b.



Tetramer Ring



The lowest energy conformation found for the four-silicon ring is a crown conformation [also the most stable conformation in eight-carbon rings (50), which decreases the ring strain and allows the formation of a strong cyclic system of four hydrogen bonds, reducing considerably the energy of the cluster. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, this conformation is 31.9 kcal mol1 more stable than a planar tetramer, which is more symmetrical but has relatively weak hydrogen bond interactions. The structure of both conformations is presented in Fig. 7. The SiOSi angles are much larger (160.4j) in the planar conformation, reflecting the different atomic arrangements of the two rings. The SiOSi angle is larger in the four- than in the three-silicon ring. Although the ring strain should be considerably smaller in this cluster than in the more constrained trimer ring, the total condensation energy for the ‘‘crown’’ conformation (25.7 kcal mol1) is probably too negative in comparison with the nonlocal density results obtained for the two- and three-silicon clusters, due essentially to the overestimation by the local density
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Fig. 7 Si4O4(OH)8 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



approximation (LDA) method of the four hydrogen bonds, the lengths of which are too small ˚ ). Correcting the energy following the results for the dimer, the condensation energy (f1.62 A becomes 12.5 kcal mol1, which is much more acceptable. Other studies for this ring have been reported by Moravetski et al. (34), Hill and Sauer (32), and West et al. (26), but only for the planar conformation. 2. Branched Rings: One-Silicon Branched Trimer and Tetramer Rings We now analyze the simplest branched rings, the trimer and tetramer rings containing a onesilicon lateral chain. Both clusters have a relatively negative condensation reaction energy (from the monomer) and keep the chair and crown conformations found for the nonbranched rings. a.



Branched Trimer Ring



The branched trimer and tetramer rings are presented in Fig. 8. The branched trimer ring (Fig. 8, top) results from the association of a trimer ring (in a chair conformation) with a monomer (in an S4 conformation), arranged in such a way that a bridging oxygen in the ring forms a



Fig. 8



Q22Q13Q11 and Q32Q13Q11 clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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hydrogen bond with the Si(OH)3 chain. This hydrogen bond introduces a second link between the ring and the chain, in this way increasing considerably the rigidity of the cluster. This ˚ ) than the three hydrogen bonds in the ring (O: : : H = 1.85– hydrogen bond is weaker (1.91 A ˚ 2.20 A), which are slightly distorted by the influence of the lateral chain. The length of the SiO ˚ ) than the others in the ring or in bond linking the ring and the chain is much shorter (1.61 A the chain. The condensation energy of 6.0 kcal mol1 (i.e., 4.4 kcal mol1 lower than for the three-silicon ring), although relatively small due to the ring strain, is sufﬁciently negative to result in the signiﬁcant concentration of this cluster which is usually found in sol-gel solutions (24,25). b. Branched Tetramer Ring The branched tetramer ring (see Fig. 8, bottom) is formed by associating a tetramer ring (in a crown conformation) with an S4 monomer, thus preserving most of the features of these ˚ ) to the four clusters. The lateral chain adds an additional hydrogen bond (O: : : H = 1.96 A : : : ˚ hydrogen bonds in the ring (O H = 1.62–1.65 A), increasing considerably the rigidity of the ˚ ) than cluster, as the lateral chain cannot rotate anymore. The SiO bond length is smaller (1.62 A in open chains. The condensation energy for this cluster of 31.0 kcal mol1 (i.e., 5.3 kcal mol1 lower than for the four-silicon ring) is considerably negative, due to the ﬁve hydrogen bonds. When corrected for the four overestimated hydrogen bonds, the energy is estimated as 17.8 kcal mol1. 3. Branched Rings: Two-Silicon Branched Trimer Rings We now analyze the four trimer rings containing two silicon atoms in lateral chains. These clusters have similar energies and structural features and should be slightly more stable than the trimer ring. a. Single-Branched Trimer Ring The trimer rings with two silicon atoms in lateral chains are presented in Fig. 9. The trimer ring with a single two-silicon chain (Fig. 9, top right) is formed by associating the ring (in the chair conformation) with a dimer (in the C2 conformation), arranged in order to allow the formation of three hydrogen bonds (two in the lateral chain and one between the chain and the ring), increasing considerably the rigidity of the cluster. The corresponding O: : : H distances are ˚ ). Consequently, the calculated condensation energy (10.95 kcal reasonable (1.94–2.02 A 1 mol ) is probably accurate enough not to need any correction. b. Trans-Branched Trimer Ring In the trans-branched trimer ring (bottom right, Fig. 9), two lateral chains with one silicon each are attached to diﬀerent silicons on diﬀerent sides of the ring. There are three hydrogen bonds in this cluster, which are apparently too strong in calculations at the LDA level. However, the diﬀerences in length between the various hydroxyl groups are smaller than in previous clusters. The condensation energy for this cluster (10.5 kcal mol1) is only 0.5 kcal mol1 higher than in the previous cluster, but the diﬀerence increases after correcting the energy (to 7.2 kcal mol1) to take into account one possibly overestimated hydrogen bond. c.



Cis-Branched Trimer Ring



The cis-branched trimer ring (bottom left, Fig. 9) diﬀers from the previous cluster because the two lateral chains are on the same side of the ring, forming three hydrogen bonds with
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Fig. 9 Q22Q13Q12Q11, Q22Q21Q14, Q23Q21Q12c, and Q23Q21Q12t clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/ DNP level of approximation.



˚ ) and a fourth one that is very weak reasonable bond lengths (O: : : H = 1.86–1.90 A ˚ ). (O: : : H = 2.74 A The condensation energy for the cis-branched cluster (10.95 kcal mol1) is almost identical to the energy calculated for the trans-branched cluster and matches exactly the energy obtained for the trimer ring with a two-silicon chain, suggesting that, from the energetic point of view, the structural diﬀerences between these clusters are irrelevant. The trans cluster becomes 3.8 kcal mol1 less stable after correcting its overestimated hydrogen bonds, although there may be some uncertainty in the reliability of the correction in this case. d. Double-Branched Trimer Ring In the double-branched trimer ring (top left, Fig. 9), two lateral chains are attached to the same ˚ and 1.96 A ˚ ), the ﬁrst silicon atom in the ring, forming two hydrogen bonds (O: : : H = 1.66 A 1 one probably overestimated. The condensation energy (11.3 kcal mol ) is calculated as roughly equal to or slightly more negative than in the three previous clusters, which is surprising because only two hydrogen bonds exist in this conformation, as opposed to three in the previous clusters. For all these clusters, the SiOb bond linking the chain with the ring is strong with bond ˚ . In compensation, the next SiOb bond in the chain is much weaker with lengths of 1.61–1.64 A ˚ . These bonds are even longer than in the ring, a trend already bond lengths of 1.66–1.67 A noted for the one-silicon branched trimer ring. We also note that the range of variation of the SiOSi bond angle is relatively diﬀerent in the four clusters. 4. Larger Rings: Pentamer and Hexamer Rings We now analyze the larger ﬁve- and six-silicon rings. Our results suggest that, in vacuo, the four- and six-silicon rings are more stabilized by strong hydrogen bond systems than the ﬁvesilicon cluster, which lacks the required symmetry, although ring strain factors inﬂuence the relative stabilities of the clusters.
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a.



Pentamer Ring



The ﬁve- and six-silicon rings are presented in Fig. 10. The five-silicon ring has the S-shape conformation usually proposed for 10-carbon rings (50), but this S shape is distorted by four hydrogen bonds formed in this cluster. The hydrogen bond distortions in the five-silicon ring explain the large bond length variations in bridging and terminal groups. The total condensation energy for the five-silicon ring (Fig. 10, top) is smaller (25.2 kcal mol1) than for the foursilicon ring (25.7 kcal mol1) because the symmetry is much lower, and a cyclic hydrogen bond system is no longer present. However, the LDA corrected energy (18.5 kcal mol1) is lower than the value obtained for the tetramer ring (12.5 kcal mol1). The larger five-silicon ring allows a better relaxation of the ring strain, though stronger hydrogen bonds may be formed in the four-silicon ring, where the hydroxyl groups are closer to each other. b.



Hexamer Ring



The six-silicon ring (Fig. 10, bottom) has an ‘‘extended crown’’ conformation, with six hydroxyl groups forming a cyclic hydrogen bond system that stabilizes the cluster enormously. These ˚) hydrogen bonds seem to be seriously overestimated, as the O: : : H bond lengths (1.56–1.60 A ˚ are too short and the corresponding O-H bond lengths (1.03–1.04 A) are too long. Consequently, the total condensation energy for the six-silicon ring (48.7 kcal mol1) is likely to be overestimated. The corrected value (28.9 kcal mol1) seems to be much more reasonable. In the six-silicon ring, the SiOSi angles (127.1–130.0j) are relatively similar to those in the foursilicon ring. The three-, four-, ﬁve-, and six-silicon rings discussed here have also been studied by Hill and Sauer (32), using HF with double zeta plus polarization (DZP) and triple zeta plus polarization (TZP) basis sets, but only for the planar conformations, using symmetry constraints. The corresponding condensation energies are more negative than the DF values presented here. C.



Multiple-Ring Clusters



Our analysis of the clusters containing several rings considers ﬁrst the trimer-trimer double rings, bonded by an edge; second, the trimer-trimer double ring, bonded by a corner, together with the



Fig. 10



Large rings, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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two tetramer-trimer double rings; and third, the multiple rings: the octamer, the double hexamer, and the sodalite cages. 1. Double Rings: Trimer-Trimer Rings The double rings, with two intramolecular condensations, are the most strained clusters studied in this work. In this section we analyze the double trimer rings sharing a common edge. In experimental work these clusters are usually not observed. a.



Trimer-Trimer Ring



The structures for the clusters with two trimer rings bonded by an edge are presented in Fig. 11. The four-silicon double ring (Fig. 11, top), which is never found in sol-gel solutions (23–25), is the least stable cluster discussed in this work. This is due to the substantial ring strain of the two rings (both with chair conformations), increased by the additional constraint of sharing a common SiOSi edge. Furthermore, only a single hydrogen bond can be formed, at a reasonable ˚ ), as the two rings force the remaining hydroxyl groups to be too far apart to distance (2.0 A interact with each other. The condensation energy for this cluster is consequently positive and relatively high (+6.4 kcal mol1), making its formation very improbable, in agreement with experimental evidence. The SiO bond length changes considerably in the constrained rings but is quite short in ˚ ). Due to the symmetry of the trimer-trimer framework, the terminal groups (only 1.62–1.63 A SiOSi angles are all relatively similar, for the three clusters (f122–127j), except the SiOSi angle in the edge common to both rings, which is much smaller, but again almost constant (f113j). b. Central Branched Trimer-Trimer Ring The central branched double trimer ring (Fig. 11, bottom left) results from the association of the four-silicon double ring with a monomer in such a way that one silicon is bonded to four bridging oxygens. Both rings have chair conformations, which are very similar to the foursilicon double ring but more planar than in the three-silicon ring.



Fig. 11 Q23Q22, Q23Q13Q12Q11, and Q22Q14Q13Q11 clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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There are two hydrogen bonds in this cluster, one of which is apparently overestimated. The small condensation energy for this cluster (0.2 kcal mol1) is again due to the ring strain and in fact will be more positive due to the overestimated hydrogen bond. The corrected condensation energy of +3.1 kcal mol1 is reasonable, though perhaps slightly too high when compared with the value obtained for the four-silicon double ring (+6.4 kcal mol1), without the lateral chain and a single hydrogen bond. The SiO distances in the rings are relatively large ˚ ), due to the ring strain, but the ﬁrst SiO bond in the lateral chain is very strong: (1.64–1.68 A ˚ SiO = 1.61 A. This bonding eﬀect is conﬁrmed by the observations made previously for all the trimer branched rings. c. Outside Branched Trimer-Trimer Ring The outside branched double trimer ring (Fig. 11, bottom right) diﬀers from the previous cluster in that the monomer is attached to a silicon atom belonging to a single ring, forming a system ˚ ). with two hydrogen bonds, one of which is apparently too short (O: : : H = 1.75 A 1 The condensation energy (2.1 kcal mol ) is slightly lower than for the previous clusters, which is as expected because in the third cluster all silicon atoms are at most attached to three bridging oxygens, whereas in the second cluster a silicon atom was bonded to four bridging oxygens, thereby increasing the cluster strain. The corrected condensation energy (+1.2 kcal mol1) seems reasonable, given the strain accumulated in the double ring. 2. Double Rings: Corner-Bonded Double Trimer Ring, Trimer-Tetramer Rings The trimer-trimer double ring with the two rings bonded by a single silicon is discussed here, together with the two tetramer-trimer rings. Although relatively strained, both tetramer-trimer rings have been found in experimental work (24,25), and our calculations also suggest that both clusters should be relatively stable. a.



Corner-Bonded Double Trimer Ring



The corner-bonded double trimer ring and the trimer-tetramer double rings are shown in Fig. 12. In the corner-bonded double trimer ring (Fig. 12, left), two three-silicon rings are



Fig. 12 Q42Q14, Q22Q23Q12e, and Q22Q23Q12c clusters, conformations at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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attached to each other by a single silicon atom, instead of a SiOSi edge, as in the three clusters before. The conformation proposed here is particularly favorable because it takes advantage of the chair conformation of both rings, which is the least strained cyclic conformation, to allow the formation of four hydrogen bonds that should help considerably to stabilize the cluster. The condensation energy obtained for this cluster (1.6 kcal mol1) is reasonable, though it could be expected that this cluster would be signiﬁcantly more stable than the two just considered, due to the presence of four hydrogen bonds and because the single corner attachment instead of the shared edge between the two rings should decrease the strain. However, the corrected energy is positive, +1.7 kcal mol1. ˚ ), The SiO bond lengths change considerably in the double-ring framework (1.62–1.67 A essentially due to the diﬀerent chemical environment seen by the central and outer silicon atoms. The SiOSi angle has a surprisingly small range of variation (114.7–122.8j), considering that this is a highly strained cluster, where the environment of the central silicon atom (bonded to four bridging oxygens) is diﬀerent from that of the other four (bonded to only two bridging oxygens). b. Edge-Bonded Trimer-Tetramer Ring In the edge-bonded trimer-tetramer double ring (see Fig. 12, bottom left), a four-silicon ring and a three-silicon ring share a common SiOSi chain, where a hydroxyl group in the threesilicon ring forms two hydrogen bonds with OH groups in the four-silicon ring, increasing even more the rigidity of the cluster. The three-silicon and four-silicon rings keep the usual chair and ˚. crown conformations, but the two hydrogen bonds appear to be too short, i.e., 1.62–1.63 A ˚ The bridging SiOb bond length changes considerably (1.62–1.65 A), due to the three diﬀerent silicon environments ( Q32, Q22, and Q21) present in the edge-bonded cluster. In the edge-bonded tetramer-trimer ring, the SiOSi bond angle is larger (148.2j) in the more relaxed tetramer ring edge opposite to the trimer ring than in the other cyclic bonds (125.9–130.4j). The condensation energy obtained for this cluster, 13.6 kcal mol1, is probably too negative, even considering that this cluster is widely found in experimental sol-gel solutions. The corrected condensation energy, 7.0 kcal mol1, seems to be a more acceptable value for such a strained double ring. c.



Corner-Bonded Trimer-Tetramer Ring



The corner-bonded trimer-tetramer double ring (Fig. 12, top left) diﬀers from the above cluster in that the fragment containing the ﬁfth silicon atom is bonded to two opposite corners of the four-silicon ring, instead of two adjacent ones. Due to this diﬀerent construction, the crown conﬁguration of the tetramer ring becomes distorted, though two hydrogen bonds are still ˚ ). In this cluster, each bridging oxygen forms a shorter bond formed (O: : : H = 1.81–1.82 A ˚ ˚ ). The Q32 silicons belonging to both rings have (1.62–1.63 A), and a longer one (1.65–1.66 A two short and one long SiOb bonds, while the other Q22 bridging silicons have two long bonds and the ﬁfth Q21 silicon two short ones. The ObSiOb angles change also considerably (106.6– 117.6j). Due to the ring structure, the SiOSi angles change considerably, becoming smaller in the four-silicon ring (126.6–135.5j) than in the upper chain (see Fig. 12) formed by the ﬁfth silicon atom (136.3–140.9j). The corresponding total condensation energy (8.6 kcal mol1) is higher than for the edge-bonded ring described above, which is expected, as to form the additional chain over the four-silicon ring should be energetically less favorable than to form a lateral threesilicon ring, as before. When corrected in the usual way, the energy is estimated as 2.0 kcal mol1, which is probably insufﬁciently negative, when compared with the double trimer rings, which have almost the same energy and are much less commonly observed in experimental work.
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3. Complex Multiple-Rings: Octamer Cage, Double Hexamer Cage, and Sodalite Cage In this section we analyze the largest silica cluster considered so far: the six-silicon, eightsilicon, 12-silicon, and sodalite cages. a. Octamer Cage The most important conformations of the octamer cage are shown in Fig. 13. In one conformation, the rings have a crown arrangement, as in the tetramer ring, whereas in the other they have a nonplanar hexagonal arrangement, where each oxygen is in the plane of one face of the cube and out of the plane of the adjacent face. Each ring in the cage defines a ˚ ) and window, which is almost circular in the crown arrangement (of dimensions 3.8  3.8 A ˚  rectangular in the hexagonal arrangement (of dimensions 4.2 3.1 A). At the DFT-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the ‘‘six-hexagon’’ conformation is +1.6 kcal mol1 more stable than the ‘‘six-crown’’ conformation. Replacing the hydroxyl groups by hydrogen atoms, the diﬀerence in energy between the two conformations decreases to only 0.5 kcal mol1. The condensation energy to form Si8O12(OH)8 from the monomer, though positive (+4.1 kcal mol1), is still smaller than the energy of a single hydrogen bond, which is reasonable for this relatively strained cluster. 29Si NMR experimental evidence shows that this species is relatively stable in solution, at least for high pH values, though it has been found only in small concentrations (20,24,25). The corresponding Hartree-Fock result of Hill and Sauer (32) for the crown conformation, 4.9 kcal mol1 per mole of SiO bonds, is surprising for such a constrained cage, which cannot form intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Experimental OSiH, OSiO, SiOSi bond angles for Si8O12H8, (f110–112j, 107–109j, and 149–154j) are reviewed by Bornhauser et al. (51). Bond lengths are also given but change considerably in diﬀerent studies. b.



Prismatic Hexamer, Double Hexamer Cage, and Sodalite Cage



Some of the clusters discussed here, plus the double trimer ring, the double hexamer ring, and the sodalite cage, have been studied recently using Hartree-Fock ab initio techniques (32,34).



Fig. 13



Si8O12(OH)8 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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The double trimer ring (prismatic hexamer), Si6O15H6, can be formed from two trimer rings, positioned one above the other, replacing the three SiOH groups of each ring that interact with the other ring by three SiOSi chains linking the two rings, as if three condensation reactions had occurred. Three lateral tetramer rings are thus formed, producing a considerably strained cluster. The double hexamer ring, Si12O30H12, can be formed from two hexamer rings, positioned one above the other, replacing the six SiOH groups of each ring that interact with the other ring by six SiOSi chains linking the two rings, as if six condensation reactions had occurred. Six lateral tetramer rings are thus formed, producing a relatively strained cluster, though less than the cluster before. The sodalite cage, Si24O60H24, contains eight hexamer rings and six tetramer rings (similar to the Wigner-Seitz cell of a body-centered cubic lattice) and has been studied by ab initio methods (30,32), due to its importance in zeolite studies. The double tetramer ring (the octamer cage), the double hexamer ring, and the sodalite framework are all so-called secondary building units that can be used to construct complex zeolite structures. According to these studies (32), the stability increases with increasing ring size as expected from decreasing strain. There is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between SiO bonds that connect two SiO4 tetrahedra and SiO bonds connected with a terminal hydroxyl group. The ˚ longer, but the deviations of these bond lengths are the same in both latter are nearly 0.01 A cases. In all molecular models the OH bond has nearly the same length. The lengths of the SiO ˚ , as bonds between the SiO4 tetrahedra in an Si-O-Si-O-Si chain alternate by nearly 0.02 A found experimentally in quartz (32). The average SiO bond length per SiO tetrahedron remains almost constant, although stretching of one SiO bond leads to shortening of the other SiO bonds of the same tetrahedron. While the OSiO and SiOH angles fall into the comparatively small ranges of 103–113j and 118–122j, respectively, the SiOSi angle seems to be very ﬂexible. The SiO4 tetrahedron is obviously a very rigid unit, and the ﬂexibility of the SiOSi angle is responsible for the structural variety of zeolites. D.



Silica Clusters: Summary



Table 2 summarizes the calculated condensation energies discussed above. Overall, when we use corrected energies (i.e., values adjusted for overestimation of the hydrogen bond strength by methodologies based on LDA), the qualitative agreement with experiment is satisfactory in that the clusters with the larger (negative) condensation are observed in silicate solutions. As described in later sections, however, the condensation energies are satisfactorily modiﬁed by the eﬀect of hydration, and a full account of the equilibrium distribution of silica clusters in solution will require these eﬀects to be included in detail. Hydration will also modify the hydrogen bonding structure whose importance has been emphasized by the analysis just presented. However, detailed knowledge of the structure and energetics in vacuo is, an essential prerequisite to understanding the properties of the clusters in solution. E.



Aluminosilicate Clusters



Although the majority of both computational and experimental studies have focused on silicate clusters, the properties and stabilities of aluminosilicate clusters are clearly of crucial importance. Indeed, a recent computational study (52) suggested that there is an important inﬂuence of the energetics of small aluminosilicate clusters on controlling Si/Al distribution in zeolites. In
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Table 2 Condensation Energy (kcal mol1) for Optimized Silica Clustersa Cal 0



Q1 Q21 Q21Q12 Q32 Q22Q21 Q31Q13 Q22Q13Q11 Q23Q22 Q42 Q32Q21 Q31Q13Q12 Q41Q14 Q22Q13Q12Q11 Q22Q21Q14 Q23Q21Q12cis Q23Q21Q12trans Q23Q13Q12Q11 Q22Q14Q13Q11 Q42Q14 Q32Q13Q11 Q22Q23Q12e Q22Q23Q12c Q52 Q62 Q83 a



Cor



Cal/n



Cor/n



Cal/s



Cor/s



2.8 6.0 0.5 7.2 8.0 1.5 +1.3 3.1 7.6 6.8 5.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4 0.2 +0.5 +0.3 3.6 1.2 0.3 3.7 4.8 +0.3



4.7 6.2 0.5 9.5 7.7 1.5 +1.6 6.4 8.7 8.0 6.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 6.2 2.7 1.7 5.0 8.1 +0.5



1.4 4.0 0.5 5.4 6.0 1.5 +1.6 3.1 6.1 5.4 4.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4 0.2 +0.6 +0.3 3.6 1.4 0.4 3.7 4.8 +0.5



-



-



-



9.4 18.5 1.6 38.2 30.6 6.0 +6.4 25.7 43.6 40.2 32.0 11.0 11.3 11.0 10.5 2.1 0.2 1.6 31.0 13.6 8.6 25.2 48.7 +4.1



2.8 11.9 1.6 21.7 24.0 6.0 +6.4 12.5 30.4 27.0 22.1 11.0 11.3 11.0 7.2 +1.2 +3.1 +1.7 17.8 7.0 2.0 18.5 28.9 +4.1



9.4 9.3 0.5 12.7 10.2 1.5 +1.3 6.4 10.9 10.1 8.0 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 6.2 2.3 1.4 5.0 8.1 +0.3



1 Si 2 Si 3 Si 4 Si



5 Si



6 Si 8 Si



˚ , see text; n = number of (Cal = calculated; Cor = corrected with 3.3 kcal mol1 per H-bond when O: : :H < 1.85 A condensation reactions to form the cluster; s = number of silicons in the cluster.)



particular, DFT calculations show that the condensation of a silica monomer (Si(OH )4) with an [Al(OH)4] monomer via the reaction: SiðOHÞ4 þ ½AlðOH Þ4  ! ½SiOAlðOH Þ6  þ H2 O



ð2Þ



1



is energetically favorable by 27 kcal mol , whereas the formation of Al-O-Al bridges by, for example, 2½AlðOH Þ4  ! ½Al2 OðOHÞ6  þ H2 O



ð3Þ



is endothermic by 41 kcal mol1. Catlow et al. (52) therefore argued that the origin of Lowenstein’s rule (53), which forbids Al-O-Al bridges in zeolitic and related solids, is probably more associated with the energetics of the reactions involved in forming small clusters, in particular the unfavorable energetics of small clusters and rings containing Al-O-Al bridges, rather than with the energetics of the ﬁnal aluminosilicate crystal structures.



V.



HYDRATION EFFECTS



All of the calculations discussed earlier relate to clusters in vacuo. As noted, solvation will, of course, exert a crucial inﬂuence on the structures and stabilities of the clusters. However,
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calculation of solvation energies is a very difﬁcult problem in theoretical chemistry. A number of diﬀerent approaches are available ranging from methods in which the solvent is treated as a continuum dielectric to methods in which the solvent is described explicitly (54), but little attention has been paid to the application of these techniques to studying the interaction of silicate fragments with an aqueous environment. The problem of cluster hydration is addressed in this section using a variety of techniques. First, we brieﬂy describe studies of the interaction of small numbers of water molecules with silicate species using ab initio and combined molecular mechanics/ab initio techniques. We then discuss eﬀorts being made to describe the bulk eﬀect of solvation on silicate fragments using both ab initio and (more routinely) molecular mechanics methods. A.



Methods: Techniques and Previous Studies



Considerable attention has been paid to investigating the interaction of silicate species with small numbers of water molecules. The interaction of water molecules with SiOH can in general be of two types, with H2O acting as a proton donor in a hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom of SiOH (type I) or H2O acting as a proton acceptor in a hydrogen bond to the hydrogen of SiOH (type II). Calculations using semiempirical methods have indicated that structures of type I are more stable than those of type II (55). However, ab initio calculations (except for those at the STO-3G level) have suggested that the type II structures are more stable than those of type I. Ugliengo et al. (56) have carried out calculations on the interaction of a water molecule with silanol H3SiOH as a model of the isolated hydroxyl of amorphous silica. In addition to the type I and type II structures, they also investigated a bifurcated structure in which both hydrogen atoms of the water molecule interact with the silanol oxygen atom. They conﬁrmed that structure II is most stable, that structure I has a nonplanar stable conﬁguration, and that the bifurcated type II structure is very weakly bound and unstable. Calculations using a 6-31G basis set give interaction energies of 36 kJ mol1 for structure II (57), which is in excellent agreement with the value estimated by Moravetski et al. (34) of 30 to 36 kJ mol1 for the average hydration of Si(OH)4 per molecule of H2O in neutral H4SiO4nH2O complexes. One method that can be used to model the eﬀect of a solvent with ab initio (or even semiempirical) calculations is the COSMO method developed by Klamt and Schu¨u¨rmann (58). This method has been introduced into the ab initio DFT code DMol by Andzelm et al. (59). The COSMO model is a continuum solvation model where the solute forms a cavity within the solvent of permittivity that is represented by the dielectric continuum. The dielectric medium is polarized by the charge distribution of the solute, and the response of the dielectric medium is described by screening charges on the surface of the cavity. The free energy of solvation DG can be calculated as DG ¼ ðE þ DGnonestatic Þ  E 0



ð4Þ



where E 0 is the total energy of the molecule in a vacuum, E is the total energy of the molecule in the solvent. DGnonestatic is the nonelectrostatic contribution from the dispersion and cavity formation eﬀects, which were obtained from ﬁtting the free energies of hydration for linear chain alkanes as functions of surface area (60). For polar, neutral molecules, the calculated hydration energies were in general found to be within 2 kcal mol1 of the experimental value after taking into account the nonelectrostatic contributions, although the agreement was found to be less good for solute ions. Application of the technique to the problem of fragments in solution will be discussed in greater detail below. Another technique that can be used to estimate solvation energies is the so-called embedded cluster technique (61). Here the bulk solvent is modeled by using a molecular
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mechanics (MM) force ﬁeld and the solute using quantum mechanical (QM) methods. The interaction between the QM and MM regions can be modeled using either mechanical embedding or electrostatic embedding. In mechanical embedding the interactions between the QM and MM regions are modeled using a classical MM force ﬁeld. In electrostatic embedding the electrostatic potential due to the MM region is included in the QM Hamiltonian. For electrostatic embedding to be successful, the point charges included in the force ﬁeld have to give a good description of the electrostatic potential, which is unusual since force ﬁelds are usually designed to give an accurate description of the total potential and not the individual components of the nonbonded potential. Electrostatic embedding allows polarization eﬀects to be taken into account. Alternatively, polarization due to the environment can be accounted for by using polarizable MM models (62). For QM/MM embedding techniques to be successful the MM force ﬁeld should be derived using calculations of approximately the same accuracy as those used for the QM region. One such method (63) incorporates solvation polarization using a classical ﬂuctuating charge method, using molecular dynamics to treat the ﬂuctuating charges as dynamic variables. It gave reasonable agreement with high quality ab initio results for a number of dimers involving water. QM/MM techniques have also been used to study the interaction of water with a Brønsted acid site (64). The binding energy of 79.4 kJ mol1 for a water/Si2AlO4H9 cluster calculated using a large basis set was found to be in good agreement with a value calculated for the interaction of faujasite with water (65). B.



Calculation of Solvation Energies Using the COSMO Methodology



We have used the ab initio DFT program DMOL together with the COSMO method to estimate the solvation energies for a number of small silicate fragments, shown in Fig. 14. We use a



Fig. 14 Silicate fragments used in DMOL/COSMO ab initio and cvﬀ molecular mechanics calculations of solvation energy.
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Table 3 Calculated Solvation Energies (kcal mol1) per Silicon Using DMOL/COSMO and cvﬀ Structure



COSMO energy



MM energy



Monomer Dimer Trimer 3-ring Tetramer 4-ring 5-ring



11.3 11.1 8.4 7.8 8.6 7.9 5.4



11.1 8.0 6.2 7.5 5.1 2.6 6.9



double numerical atom basis set with polarization (DNP) at the BLYP level of approximation with a medium grid for integration. The resulting solvation energies are reported in Table 3, which shows that there is a general trend for decreasing solvation energy with increasing silicon content. This is to be expected because the number of OH groups able to form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules decreases. The eﬀect of the solvent on the structure is shown for the ﬁve-ring fragment in Fig. 15. The structure in the gas phase is much more open than that in the solvent, and the orientation of the OH groups is different. We also note that the DFT/COSMO methodology available in DMOL has been used recently to study the mechanism of condensation of silicate monomers to form a dimer species (66). These calculations provided detailed information on the energetics of SN2-like mechanisms and other activation energies for reactions in the region of 11–16 kcal mol1. These values accord well with those obtained in recent studies of zeolite nucleation using synchrotron radiation techniques.(67) C.



Molecular Mechanics Methods



By far the most widely used approach to modeling silicate systems and their interactions is to use molecular mechanics force ﬁelds. Such methods are widely employed as they are efﬁcient in terms of computer resources and the force ﬁelds are parameterized for many diﬀerent kinds of interactions. Both energy minimization (to obtain energy minima) and molecular dynamics techniques (to sample phase space) are widely employed. Since the energy calculated using a molecular mechanics force ﬁeld is a sum of bonding (representing the deviations from ideal bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles) and nonbonding (representing van der Waals and



Fig. 15



Comparison of gas phase and DMOL/COSMO optimized ﬁve-ring fragment.
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electrostatic interactions between nonbonded atoms) terms, it is strictly not correct to compare calculated energies for diﬀerent molecules, since the ‘‘energy zero’’ calculated using molecular mechanics will be diﬀerent for diﬀerent molecules. Comparisons of the energies of diﬀerent conformations of the same molecule are, however, valid. In this section we describe recent work that has used molecular mechanics methods to explain the solvation of silicate systems in terms of the eﬀect of fragment size and conformation on the calculated solvation energy. D.



Hydration of Small Fragments: Comparison with DFT



When calculating solvation energies, an appropriate model for a solvated system must be constructed. Here there are two choices: either a model where the fragment is surrounded by a ‘‘droplet’’ of water or, alternatively, a calculation employing periodic boundary conditions where the long-range electrostatic interactions in the solvent are taken into account. The solvation energy Esolv can then by calculated using the following equation: DEsolv ¼ Esoln  ðEsolv þ Efrag Þ



ð5Þ



where Esoln is the total energy of the solvent–solute system, Esolv is the energy of the solvent, and Efrag is the energy of the solute in the gas phase. We have calculated the solvation energies for the fragments in Fig. 14 using the ˚ using the following method. First, each fragment was solvated out to a distance of 15 A ‘‘soak’’ procedure in the INSIGHTII (12) modeling package, which places the solute in a droplet of water obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and removes the solvent molecules that overlap with atoms of the solute. The total energy of the solute– solvent system was then minimized, whereupon the solute was removed and the minimization repeated to obtain an energy for the pure solvent system. The solvation energy was then calculated according to Eq. (5). In a number of cases the solute–solvent system was subjected to dynamics after which the minimization procedure was repeated. As noted earlier, dynamics was used in an attempt to ﬁnd the global energy minimum in the solvent–solute system. The force ﬁeld used was a variant of the standard cvﬀ force ﬁeld available in the Discover code (11), which was used to perform the energy minimization and molecular dynamics calculations. The modiﬁcations introduced improved the accuracy of the Si-O bond lengths (52). The charges used are shown in Table 4. The calculated hydration energies are shown in Table 3. These results show that the hydration energy per silicon decreases with increasing fragment size —a consequence of the decreasing number of OH groups available for hydrogen bonding with the water molecules for the larger fragments. It is also interesting to note that, in general, similar trends are found in the solvation energies calculated using the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld and those obtained using the ab initio DMOL/COSMO method. Table 4 Atom type Si O H a
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Modiﬁed Charges in cvﬀ Force Fielda Q (e) 0.46 0.29 0.175



For the monomer Si(OH)4 the above charges were used. For the other fragments, the same charges for O and H were used and the charge on Si was varied to ensure electroneutrality.



Calculations to be discussed in greater detail below have also explored solvation eﬀects using an alternative molecular mechanics potential, cﬀ 91_czeo (32,68). Here the hydration energies obtained are higher by a factor of 2–3 than those found using the modiﬁed cvﬀ force ﬁeld. We consider those obtained using cﬀ 91_czeo to be signiﬁcantly less reliable than those reported in this section, which are in line with the results of the calculations employing the COSMO technique. However, the cﬀ 91_czeo force ﬁeld may yield more accurate structures for the silica fragments. The sensitivity of the calculated hydration energies to the choice of interatomic potential parameters (particularly to the choice of charges) emphasizes the difﬁculty of obtaining deﬁnitive values for these important quantities. However, we consider that the energies reported in Table 3 represent, reasonable and useful estimates. They will be used in subsequent studies, in combination with the results in Table 2, in order to estimate the equilibrium distribution of clusters in solution. Next we will discuss the eﬀect of solvation on larger fragments, i.e., those that may form nucleation centers. We will also consider the role of organic templates in stabilizing such prenucleation species. We consider ﬁrst the geometrical and energetic trends found when fragments are considered as gas phase and solvated species, compared with their ‘‘crystalline’’ state. All the calculations use the cﬀ 91_czeo (68,32) force ﬁeld unless otherwise noted. VI.



TEMPLATE-FRAGMENT INTERACTIONS



A.



Interactions Between Neutral Silica Fragments, Solvent, and Organic Templates



What eﬀect do water and the organic templates have on the structure and stability of silica clusters, such as those present in a zeolite synthesis gel? We have focused on a speciﬁc zeolite, NU-3 (69), isostructural with the mineral levyne (IZA structure code LEV) since there is accurate structural information on the template geometry in the synthesized material for direct comparison. Two templates that are commonly used, 1-aminoadamantane and N-methylquinuclidinium (referred to as ADAM and MEQN, respectively), lead to frameworks with a relatively low aluminum content. We have therefore restricted discussions to neutral, silica-only fragments. We have used energy minimization methods to determine the equilibrium geometries and energies of components of the structure of the levyne structure in crystalline, gas phase (i.e., the isolated fragment in a vacuum), solvated, and templated environments. Based on these calculations we will discuss the eﬀect of these various environments on the fragments. We have constructed 12 diﬀerent silica fragments that can be extracted from the ﬁnal crystalline material. These fragments range from the monomeric Si(OH)4 species to entire cages that are present in the structure; the fragments are described in Fig. 16 and Table 5. They were constructed by taking the (energy-minimized) coordinates of the crystalline material and terminating all dangling oxygen bonds with protons. 1. Effect of Crystalline Field We consider ﬁrst the stability of the various clusters with respect to the crystalline structure by determining the change in energy and geometry (Table 6) between the fragments constrained to the geometry found in the extended solid (with only the terminating OHs being optimized) and that obtained on full energy minimization in the gas phase (in vaccuo). We ﬁnd, in general, that not surprisingly the constrained structures are less stable than those in the gas phase by up to 15 kcal mol1 per Si, although typically about 7 kcal mol1 per Si. Note that we cannot make meaningful comparison between the energies of diﬀerent
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Fig. 16 Silica clusters constructed from the LEV framework structure. Additional descriptions are given in Table 5. Silicon atoms are shown as small spheres.



Table 5 Description of the Fragments Constructed from the LEV Structure Considered in our Calculations Fragment name



Molecular formula



Molecular mass



Description



Monomer Dimer 4-ring fused4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4



Si(OH)4 Si2O(OH)6 Si4O4(OH)8 Si6O7(OH)10 Si6O6(OH)12 Si8O9(OH)14 Si8O8(OH)16 Si10O12(OH)12



96.1 174.2 312.4 450.6 468.6 606.8 624.8 745.0



d6ring Half-cage



Si12O18(OH)12 Si18O24(OH)24



829.2 1297.8



Half-cage+d6



Si24O36(OH)24



1433.6



Cage Cage+d6



Si30O45(OH)30 Si36O47(OH)30



2073.0 2433.6



Monomeric species Bridged dimer 4-membered ring (MR) Two 4-MRs edge sharing 6-MR 6-MR edge shared with 4-MR 8-MR 6-MR edge shared with two 4-MR at opposite sides Double 6-MR Half of an LEV cage consisting of 4 6-MR and 3 4-MR As above but with additional 6-MR below base Complete LEV cage Complete LEV cage with additional 6-MR below base
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Table 6 Energies Diﬀerences (DE) and Surface Areas Changes (DSA) Between the Fragments in their Gas Phase (gp), Solvent (solv) and in the Gas Phase in the Presence of the Template 1-Aminoadamantane (ADAMgp) Conﬁgurations with Respect to that in their Crystalline Conﬁguration (xtl)a Fragment



DE (xtl-gp)



DSA (xtl-gp)



DE (xtl-solv)



DSA (xtl-solv)



DE (xtl-ADAMgp)



DSA (xtl-ADAMgp)



Monomer Dimer 4-ring Fused-4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4 d6ring Half-cage Half-cage+d6 Cage Cage+d6



0.4 11.9 4.8 7.8 16.2 13.2 9.5 11.1 2.1 6.1 5.3 7.7 7.7



1.37 0.65 3.34 1.29 0.33 0.70 0.11 1.01 0.37 0.12 0.58 1.30 2.09



0.2 10.0 4.4 7.5 16.2 13.0 9.0 11.0 1.9 5.8 5.2 7.5 7.6



2.4 1.1 0.1 2.4 6.9 0.3 1.6 10.8 6.2 6.2 4.3 0.4 2.9



0.4 2.8 2.7 7.8 2.2 13.1 9.3 11.0 2.0 5.8 5.1 7.6 7.7



0.28 0.34 4.09 34.88 0.58 0.36 0.40 1.45 0.77 0.09 0.39 1.44 1.88



˚ 2. Energies are in kcal mol1 and areas in A



a



structures, only between diﬀerent conformations of the same structure, owing to the deﬁnition of the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld: such a comparison is precluded by the fact that each molecule has a unique energy zero within the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld. The wateraccessible (Connolly) surface area (70) also expands on relaxation, mainly as a consequence of relaxation of the Si-O-Si bond angles from their constrained crystalline conﬁguration. However, there are notable exceptions, such as the eight-membered ring, whose structure changes radically from that present in the solid, with the ring collapsing. Once rigidity is added to the 8-ring, e.g., by the formation of a cage, the structure of this ring is stabilized, suggesting therefore that isolated eight-membered rings are unlikely to feature in the gel and form only as a consequence of condensation between other ring structures. We note that NMR studies have not identiﬁed such a structure in silicate solutions. It is also interesting to note the behavior of the 6-ring containing fragments (6-ring, 6_4, and 6_two4): the more open structures containing four-membered rings undergo signiﬁcant relaxation from their crystalline structure (Fig. 17). In



Fig. 17 Geometrical changes in diﬀerent environments for the 6-two-4 fragment—a single 6-ring with a 4-ring fused at either end (see Fig. 16). (a) Geometry in the crystalline environment, (b) gas phase structure, (c) in solvent, and (d) in solvent and in the presence of the organic template 1-aminoadamantane.
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the context of these calculations alone, it is evident that small components of the framework structure are metastable, not only with respect to dense structures but also with respect to the fragments from which they form. Thus, it is necessary to stabilize these fragments in structures in which that they can undertake the geometrical changes required to form the extended lattice. We now consider how solvation affects the conformation and stability of these fragments. 2. Effect of Solvent Using the same fragments, we have simulated the eﬀect of solvation by placing the fragment in ˚ -radius sphere of water and then performing energy minimization. The water-accessible a 15-A Connolly surface areas and the changes in total surface area on solvation for the fragments considered are given in Table 6. The main feature of these results is the eﬀect of the hydrophobic nature of the silica species resulting in the collapse of the open structure of the fragment. Figure 18 illustrates these changes in terms of the different types of surface area as defined by Connolly (70). In the calculation of the Connolly surface, the probe (water) molecule is in contact with three atoms of the surface in a concave area, two in a saddle area and one in a convex area. Particular emphasis should be made on the contribution of the change in the concave surface area with respect to the total change in surface area clearly showing the hydrophobic nature of the inner surfaces of these clusters. Thus, large open structures, which are not made rigid by the interconnection of rings and cages, collapse inward, reducing their surface area—an effect exemplified by the half-cage fragment. Conversely, the more rigid units, which are self supporting (such as the whole cage fragment), maintain their surface area. The change in surface area appears correlated to the solvation energy of the fragment, as shown in Fig. 19. The energy gained on solvation generally increases with fragment size, corresponding to the increase in the number of sites, which can form stabilizing (hydrogen bonding) interactions between the solvent and the fragment. Solvation also results in conformational changes in the fragments, resulting in their have a having a higher intramolecular energy than their gas phase structures. The changes in energy from the crystalline conﬁguration of the solvated fragments are lower than those for the gas phase structures (Table 6), i.e., the intramolecular energy of the



˚ 2) of the LEV fragments on solvation relative to the Fig. 18 Changes in water-accessible surface area (A surface area in the gas phase conﬁguration.
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˚ 2) of Fig. 19 Correlation between the solvation energy (kcal mol1) and the change in surface area (A the LEV fragments.



fragments is higher in the solvent than in the gas phase. Thus, the solvation process goes some way to driving the energy and the geometry of the inorganic species to that in the metastable crystalline structure. We should note that these calculations do not include any water inside the cage. However, the inside of the cage is usually ﬁlled with other species during formation; either the organic template during synthesis or hydrated alkali metal cations (e.g., during the natural formation of levyne). We now consider the eﬀect of organic templates on these fragments. 3. Effect of Template Both templates, ADAM and MEQN, are encapsulated in the cage of the structure, one molecule per cage, and their geometries have been characterized by X-ray diﬀraction studies (69). We now consider the interactions of the various fragments with these organic species, ﬁrst in the gas phase. We have energy minimized the fragment–template assembly, starting from the conﬁguration found in the crystalline structure, and calculated a binding energy deﬁned as: Eblind ðftÞ ¼ EðftÞg  Eðf Þg  EðtÞg



ð6Þ



where E( ft)g is the energy of the fragment–template assembly and E( f )g and E(t)g are the energies of the fragment and template considered in isolation, respectively. We present in Table 7 the binding energies together with the change in total surface area from the untemplated fragments of the resulting fragment geometries. From the binding energies we note diﬀerent trends for the two templates. For the neutral ADAM, we see little increase in the binding energy with fragment size until total encapsulation of the organic occurs. The binding energy of the cationic MEQN, on the other hand, varies considerably with fragment. Here the Coulombic interactions clearly have a greater inﬂuence; such eﬀects will be discussed in the next section. However, there is little diﬀerence in the eﬀect of the two templates on the structure of the fragments. Figure 20 shows the change in the total surface area of the fragments when the crystalline configurations are optimized with and without the
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Table 7 Eﬀect of Template on the LEV Fragmentsa Binding energy (kcal mol1) Fragment



1-Aminoadamantane



Solvated aminoadamantane



1- NMethylquinuclidiunium



51.5 52.0 57.7 56.9 55.5 56.2 55.9 58.3 56.0 56.9 54.8 72.4 73.0



3.8 16.9 2.4 59.2 31.0 — 23.3 — — 17.5 19.8 2.8 2.6



0.4 11.8 4.5 7.7 15.9 13.1 9.5 11.0 2.1 5.7 4.9 7.7 7.7



Monomer Dimer 4-ring Fused-4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4 d6ring Half-cage Half-cage+d6 Cage Cage+d6 a



Shown are the binding energies changes in surface areas and the change in the fragment intramolecular energy (DE) from the crystalline conﬁguration.



template being present. In the case of the smaller fragments the presence of the template has little effect, as might be expected. But for the larger fragments, which possess some degree of cage structure, the templates allow the fragments to maintain their open structure, which results in increases in the surface area over the gas phase configuration. However, there does not appear to be a correlation between the binding energy of the templates and this geometrical effect; furthermore, the two templates generally result in similar changes in geometry in the fragments. We can therefore suggest that the short-range van der Waals forces dominate the effect a template has on the structure. A similar conclusion is drawn when considering



˚ 2) from the crystalline conﬁguration to the gas phase conﬁguration, in Fig. 20 Change in surface area (A the presence and absence of the templates.
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˚ 2) of the solvated Fig. 21 The eﬀect of the template, 1-aminoadamantane, on the surface area (A fragments.



the interaction of templates with the crystalline structure, where here again it is possible to correlate the efficacy of a template at forming a particular structure with the van der Waals interactions between the template and the crystalline framework (71,72). On the other hand, it is clear that the charged nature of the template will have a significant effect on the binding of the template to different fragments. This factor will have a direct bearing on the formation of extended structure since the template and fragment must remain ‘‘bound’’ together if further assembly of the framework is to occur. The electrostatic interaction between the template and the fragment will be the dominant contribution to this binding. We shall see later how molecular dynamics simulations can provide additional insights into this phenomenon. We should also note the eﬀect of the template on the intramolecular energy of the fragment. The change in intramolecular energy of the fragments from the crystalline conﬁguration can be compared to that for the gas phase and in solvent (Table 6). The presence of the template, particularly the charged MEQN, increases the intramolecular energies of the fragments closer to the energy found in the crystalline conﬁguration. Thus, the template provides a further driving force, similar to that seen by solvation (discussed above), by which the inorganic species can be stabilized to allow formation of the metastable crystalline structure. 4. Combined Template ^ Solvent Effect We now consider the combined eﬀect of the template and solvent on the fragment and how they interact. It is clear from our discussion to date that the template and solvent have opposing eﬀects on the structures of the fragments considered; the hydrophobic fragments collapse in water, whereas such a collapse is prevented in the presence of the template. Further understanding of these eﬀects is provided by simulation of the eﬀects of adding the template to the solvated fragments (Fig. 21). Again it is clear how the template prevents the decrease in the surface area of the open-structured fragments; the template shields the hydrophobic fragment from the water, preventing collapse of the structure. However, the shielding is not sufficient to compensate for the loss of solvation of the template as illustrated by the reduction in binding energy of the ADAM template and the fragment in solvent given in Table 7. Here we are considering the following process: ðFragmentÞH2 O þ ðtemplateÞH2 O ! ðfragment þ TPAÞH2 O
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ð7Þ



For the unsolvated system we see (Table 7) that for ADAM the binding energy is about 50 kcal mol1 regardless of fragment size. However, upon solvation, the binding energy is reduced, in some cases signiﬁcantly so. Thus, the removal of solvent from around the template and fragment is not compensated for here by the interactions between the template and the fragment. Thus, these results suggest that neutral templates and neutral silica fragments will not be bound and are, therefore, unlikely to grow further in nucleation centers. Coulombic interactions are therefore seen as crucial to the successful binding and subsequent growth of such fragments. This is discussed further in the next section. B.



Stability of Template–Fragment Complexes in a Hydrated Environment



If synthesis is to proceed via the condensation of monomers and/or small fragments around the template, then it is necessary for such template–fragment complexes to be stable in an aqueous environment. In particular, the complexes must remain bound for a sufﬁcient period of time to permit subsequent reactions to occur. Although the above work has shown that such complexes are often bound, no consideration was taken of the evolution over time of these fragment– template complexes. We have therefore investigated various aspects of the stability of a range of complexes using both molecular mechanics energy minimization and molecular dynamics techniques. The clustering of monomeric species around tetrapropylammonium, a template used in the synthesis of zeolite ZSM-5, was taken as a typical case. During the synthesis of ZSM-5 the tetrapropylammonium (TPA+) is encapsulated so that it lies at the intersection of the system of straight and sinusoidal channels in the structure. These calculations were performed using the modiﬁed cvﬀ force ﬁeld described earlier. We therefore note that it is difﬁcult to compare these results with those obtained above. First, we calculated the binding energy between the TPA+ cation and Si(OH)4 monomers. A neutral TPA species was also created by adjusting the charges on the N, C, and H atoms. In practice the cation will in many circumstances be associated with a charge-compensating ion, particularly when all-silica systems are considered. Energy minimizations were performed on the isolated species. Between one and 16 monomers were then introduced around the TPA cation, energy minimized, and the binding energy obtained. The results for one, eight, and 16 bound monomers are given in Table 8. We note that the complexes are only weakly bound with a binding energy of about 3–5 kcal mol1 per monomer. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences are found in the binding energies and geometries for the TPA and TPA+. Next we investigated the binding of water to the TPA cation. As noted in Table 8, the binding of a single water molecule to TPA+ at about 9 kcal mol1 is considerably greater than



Table 8 Binding Energy of Neutral Si(OH)4 Monomers and Water to TPA+ and Neutral TPA Complex TPA+/[Si(OH)4] TPA/[Si(OH)4] TPA/8[Si(OH)4] TPA/16[Si(OH)4] TPA+/H2O a
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Binding energy (kcal mol1) 2.6 2.5 31.9 (4.0)a 85.1 (5.3)a 8.9



Value in parentheses is the binding energy per monomer.



Table 9 Calculated Hydration Energies for the Monomeric Silica Species and the TPA Cation Species [Si(OH)4] [Si(OH)3O] TPA+



Hydration energy (kcal mol1) 11.1 149.5 60.2



that of the neutral Si(OH)4 monomer. The substantial interaction of water with the cation is further underlined by estimates of the hydration energy using the ‘‘soaking’’ procedure described above. The values reported in Table 9 are far greater than the total binding energy of the 16 monomers to the TPA+ cation. The simple but signiﬁcant conclusion of these calculations is that neutral monomers will be unable to compete with water of hydration surrounding the TPA cation in order to form stable complexes. The conclusion is underwritten by and ampliﬁed by a series of MD simulations performed on hydrated complexes, where the simple TPA+–monomer complex ˚ radius of water, after which MD of the hydrated species was hydrated in a ‘‘droplet’’ of 10 A (including full dynamics of the water molecules) was undertaken for 50 ps. We should stress that these simulations are in the truest sense ‘‘computer experiments.’’ The inherently chaotic nature of the complex system simulated results in diﬀerent detailed trajectories for the diﬀerent simulations. However, the qualitative conclusions of all these experiments were the same. In every case the complex dissociated, with the monomer being expelled to the edge of the droplet with the hydrated TPA remaining in the center. Similar MD simulations on the cluster ˚ radius showed again that the comprising TPA+ with 16 Si(OH)4 monomers hydrated to 15 A complexes comprising neutral monomers are unstable; in this case, extensive cluster dissociation had occurred after only 5 ps. We next explored the stability of complexes comprising TPA+ and silicate anions. Linear silicate fragments containing between one and three Si atoms and ring clusters containing four



Fig. 22 Charged silica fragments. For the doubly negatively charged species, the second proton removed is indicated by an asterisk (*).
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Table 10 Calculated Binding Energies for TPA+ Complexes with Charged Silica Fragments Complex [Si(OH)3O]/TPA+ [Si2(OH)5O2]/TPA+ [Si3(OH)7O3]/TPA+ [Si4(OH)7O5]/TPA+ [Si5(OH)9O6]/TPA+ [Si(OH)2O2]2TPA+ [Si2(OH)4O3]2/TPA+ [Si3(OH)6O4]2/TPA+ [Si4(OH)6O6]2/TPA+ [Si5(OH)8O7]2/TPA+



Binding energy (kcal mol1) 82.8 81.8 88.5 78.0 86.7 161.4 156.4 153.5 130.8 146.6



and ﬁve Si atoms were investigated; their structures are shown in Fig. 22; doubly charged anions were, however, also studied. Calculated binding energies of these species to TPA+ are reported in Table 10. They are now, as might be expected, substantial. Large increases in hydration energies for the anions as opposed to the neutral species might also be anticipated. The results reported in Table 9 for the singly charged monomer bear out these expectations. To test the stability of these complexes comprising charged silicate fragments, a series of ˚ ‘‘droplets’’ were performed as described above. The results are MD simulations on 10-A complex but interesting. If we ﬁrst take the singly charged species, we see that the TPA+– (monomer)- complex dissociates over a period of about 30 ps during which the anion is expelled to the edge of the droplet. Over the same period the complex with the dimer anion is more stable but the anion again slowly moves to the edge of the droplet. The trimer complex stays associated over the period, but in longer runs the complex began to dissociate. In 30-ps runs the TPA+– (tetramer)- complex also dissociated at the end of the simulations. The complex with the pentamer anion again appears to dissociate slowly over a period of 20 ps. Overall, it appears that complexes with singly charged silicate anions may show some greater stability than neutral fragments; however, in general, they tend to dissociate over periods of about 20–30 ps. If we now consider complexes with doubly charged anion species, for the monomer we again ﬁnd dissociation over a period of 30 ps. For the dimer, the complex stays loosely associated but after about 25 ps it has diﬀused toward the edge of the droplet. However, the complex with the doubly charged anionic trimer stays associated over a period of 30 ps but then begins to dissociate. The complexes comprising the TPA+ and the double-charged tetramer and pentamer were found to be stable over 30–50 ps, although there is a tendency for the complex to move toward the edge of the droplet. The conclusions we can draw from these experiments are necessarily very tentative. More simulations are needed on larger systems; and it would be desirable to repeat some of the work using periodic boundary conditions. It is clear, however, that stable template–fragment complexes will not form in aqueous solution when the latter are neutral. The stability of the complexes with single-charged anions also seems questionable. It does appear possible, however, that with doubly charged species (which are likely to be present in high pH solutions) complexes with modest-sized fragments may be sufﬁciently stable to permit further condensation and growth of the silicate fragment. Additional work on the stability of these fragments and their behavior in an aqueous environment is encouraged by these results.
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VII.



MODELING GROWTH



In previous sections the subject of nucleation has been addressed from a number of perspectives so as to explain the ﬁrst steps in the formation of gel particles or nanostructures. Once the ordered nanocluster is formed, the crystal enters a growth regime that is largely unexplored via simulation methods but has been extensively studied experimentally. For example, using a combination of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray deffraction it has been shown that for speciﬁc cases such as zeolite L (73) and LTA (74), the ordered nanoclusters do not appear to Ostwald ripen (75). Ageing of these particles leads to the growth of faceted crystals, often with extremely well-deﬁned crystal morphology. In the postnucleation regime, the crystal growth is clearly dictated by the relative growth rate of oriented faces. Thus, by using the atomistic techniques that have been widely and successfully applied to study the morphology of metal oxides (76) and minerals, interesting new insights into the growth of microporous crystals are being revealed. In order to perform meaningful calculations to assess the relative stability of morphologically important faces, it is essential that the surface structure be known or be predicted with certainty. For over a decade, two powerful methods have been used to investigate the exact external surface structure of zeolites: atomic force microscopy (AFM) and HRTEM. Increasingly, the resolution of these techniques is giving important information about the topology of zeolites on the angstrom scale, and analysis of the data reported so far reveals some systematic features. HRTEM data reported by Terasaki (77) and coworkers indicate the presence of welldeﬁned features, which are indicative of nanostructures on faceted surfaces of FAU(111) for example. These observations are further supported by AFM work by Anderson et al. (78) and Agger et al. (79) on materials such as LTA and FAU, which suggest systematic step heights which can be related structural units or sub-units of the unit cell. However, because of the resolution of the techniques, the exact termination of these structures is not always unequivocal. By using computer simulation methods, one can assess the thermodynamic stability of the proposed surface structures using the thermodynamic stability of surface, or surface energy. In recent work, these techniques have been used to address the surface structure of zeolite beta C (80), a highly topical 12-membered ring zeolite (81). Terasaki reported exceptionally high-quality HRTEM data indicating the presence of two well-deﬁned surface structures on the (110) face. In Fig. 23, the surface topology of zeolite beta C is shown. The first surface structure is that defined by the light gray framework only (termination 1), whereas the second structure is double 4 ring (D4R) terminated and shown in dark gray, and is clearly related to the initial surface structure by the addition of the D4R. A question prompted by this these observations is; why are no intermediate structures observed? For instance, following work described earlier in this chapter, it is conceivable that a multitude of oligomeric species could react with the termination 1 surface structure to produce a variety of different terminations. In particular, why is the single 4 ring (S4R)–terminated surface structure not formed, which could be formed by the condensation of a Q4 or related open-ring species onto termination 1? Using classical simulation methods, based on the Born model of solids and the MARVIN code (76), we have explored the possible terminations of the (110) surface described in greater detail elsewhere (80). Screening based on selection of surface cuts with the lowest surface energy gives rise to three possible structures. Two of the cuts are identical to those observed experimentally, but a third cut, which corresponds to an S4R-terminated structure, is found to have identical surface energy (and hence thermodynamic stability) to the two experimentally observed structures. This result implies that observance of all three structures would be expected which is clearly not the case. To understand the origin of this apparent discrepancy between theory and experiment, the direct condensation of S4R and D4R species onto termination 1 was
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Fig. 23 Surface structure of zeolite beta C (110), where the dark gray layer deﬁnes the surface plane. Only the siliceous framework is depicted. The light gray structure has been observed experimentally, as has a second termination generated by condensation of a double 4 membered ring (Q8) on the growth surface, shown in dark gray.



considered. Using plane wave–based, ﬁrst-principles methods (82), the direct condensation of an S4R onto the termination 1 surface was found to be thermodynamically unfavorable, though additional condensation of an S4R onto the S4R-terminated structure was found to be energetically viable. In contrast, direct condensation of a D4R onto termination 1 was found to be thermodynamically favorable. These results suggest that a possible explanation for the absence of an intermediate surface structure with S4R termination is that the reaction does not occur, or that it is kinetically unstable with respect to condensation of an additional S4R to give the D4R terminated structure. Direct condensation of the D4R species is viable under reaction conditions and, in combination with the results of the S4R-mediated reaction pathway study, provides strong evidence that D4R condensation onto the growing surface is an important step in crystal growth of this surface. Furthermore, this observation adds weight to the proposition that zeolite growth may be controlled by the oligomeric species present in the reaction mixture. Although these ﬁndings relate to crystal growth on highly crystalline faces, it will be interesting to investigate whether growth on higher index, more reactive faces shows similar behavior and thus whether insight into amorphous gel to crystallite transformations can be obtained by investigation of growth on crystalline surfaces. In addition, these atomistic computational techniques are being used to investigate how varying the stoichiometry of zeolites leads to substantial changes in observed crystal morphology and how one might eﬀect control of the crystal habit by use of inhibitors or promoters. More generally, the utility of computer simulation methods to understand processes in crystal growth is underlined and illustrates how atomic scale simulation is providing elementary insight into zeolite chemistry in an increasingly predictive manner. VIII.



CONCLUSIONS



We are still some way from having a detailed understanding of the mechanisms of nucleation and growth of zeolites during their hydrothermal synthesis. What we hope to have shown in this chapter is that modeling methods have already made a signiﬁcant contribution to an understanding of silica cluster structures in synthesis gels and the ways in which they interact
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with water and templates. The reader is referred to Refs. 83 and 84 for additional details about the work described here. Progress is now underway in the simulation of the key processes involved in the growth of zeolites. Improving the understanding of the latter is one of the challenges of the ﬁeld. Developing good models for structures and energetics of critical nuclei is also a key requirement. As commented in the Introduction, the ultimate goal must be to implement this knowledge of structures and energetics into a kinetic model for the whole nucleation and growth process.
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5 Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Zeolite Crystal Growth Boris Subotic´ and Josip Bronic´ Rud¯er Bosˇkovic´ Institute, Zagreb, Croatia



I.



INTRODUCTION



Although most of the applications of the zeolites are closely connected with their structural and chemical properties (i.e., type of zeolite, modiﬁcation by ion exchange and/or isomorphous substitution, etc.), size and morphology of zeolite crystals can play a signiﬁcant role in the mode and eﬃciency of their application (1,2). Here are shown some characteristic examples of the inﬂuence of size and shape of zeolite crystals in their applications as ion exchangers, catalysts, adsorbents, coatings, and so forth. In order to control particle properties such as size and shape, it is necessary to understand crystal growth, which is the focus of this chapter. One of the most important applications of zeolites as ion exchangers is as water softeners in laundry detergents (3–8). Eﬃciency of water softening by zeolites depends on both the speciﬁc exchange capacity (e.g., milligrams of CaO bonded per gram of zeolite) and the rate of the exchange process (3,8). In contrast to insensitivity of the exchange capacity to zeolite crystal size, the rate of the exchange process considerably depends on the crystal size (8), e.g., the rate of exchange of calcium ions from solution with sodium ions from zeolite 4A increases with decreasing crystal size (Fig. 1). Although the diminishing of the crystal size of zeolite exchanger is favorable with respect to the exchange eﬃciency, the crystals of zeolite A used in laundry detergents must not be too small because crystals smaller than 0.1 Am may be retained in the damaged textile ﬁbers (7,8). On the other hand, the crystals larger than 10 Am may be retained in textile material and thus increases the incrustations of textile by insoluble mater (4,7,8). Besides by choosing of the appropriate crystal size distribution, the incrustations of textile by zeolite may be reduced by controlling the crystal shape (4,6,8); the sharp-edged crystals portrayed in Fig. 2B are not appropriate as builders because they may become entangled in textile ﬁbers. On the other hand, speciﬁcally prepared zeolite A with rounded-oﬀ corners and edges (Fig. 2A) has a tendency to decrease the deposition on textile material, as compared with the deposition of the sharp-edged crystals (4,6,8). In addition, the morphology of zeolite crystals plays a more important role, especially when considered in relation to the abrasive attack on various machine parts. With reference to this problem, the rounded-oﬀ crystals of zeolite A are less abrasive than the sharp-edged type (4).
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Fig. 1 Kinetics of exchange of sodium ions from zeolite A samples having an average crystal size 1.85 Am (o) and 2.8 Am (5), respectively, with calcium ions from solution at 20jC. GCaO is the amount of calcium ion (expressed in mg of CaO bonded per gram of dehydrated zeolite A), and tE is the time of exchange. (Adapted from Ref. 8.)



For catalytic applications, both small and large zeolite crystals are desirable (9). It is well known that the smallest crystals are the most eﬀective as catalysts as long as the catalytic reaction proceeds in the intercrystalline void volume (1), as shown in Fig. 3. Upon decreasing the crystal size, the diﬀusional paths of the reactant and product molecules inside the pores become shorter, and this can result in a reduction or elimination of undesired diﬀusional limitations of the reaction rate (9,10). Typical estimated diﬀusitivity of gas oil molecules in 0.1-Am zeolite Y crystals leads to eﬀectiveness factors of 0.8–1 for the gas oil cracking, while use of 1-Am crystals leads to eﬀectiveness factors of 01–0.25 (11). However, for very small crystals (below 0.1 Am) the external crystal surface increases relative to the internal crystal surface, and this is particularly undesirable if shape selectivity eﬀects are to be exploited (9). Although increased crystal size may result in an increase in pore length and thus may cause a reduced eﬀectiveness factor, e.g., reduced actual rate of reaction (1); however, upon increasing the crystal size, the diﬀusional paths of the molecules inside the pores are lengthened, and this may, under certain circumstances, aﬀect the selectivity in a desirable manner (9,10). An illustrative example of simultaneous but opposite inﬂuence of zeolite crystal size on the rate of reaction and shape selectivity is m-xylene disproportionation on H-mordenite; H-mordenite having larger crystallite size exhibits a higher shape selectivity but a faster catalyst deactivation, and thus slower reaction rate for m-xylene disproportionation (12). On the other hand, the study of the inﬂuence of zeolite particle size on selectivity during ﬂuid catalytic cracking have shown that the catalyst (zeolite NaY) containing smaller crystals exhibited improved activity and selectivity to intermediate cracked products, like gasoline as well as light cycle oil (13). In some cases, both the maximal catalytic rate and the best selectivity may be achieved for just speciﬁc particle size. For example, an optimal compromise between stability, activity, and selectivity of cracking catalysis with zeolite h has been found for a sample with an average crystal size of 0.4 Am; while selectivity of gases increases (Fig. 4B) and selectivity of gasoline decreases (Fig. 4D) with crystal size, the activity increases (Fig. 4A) and selectivity increases (Fig. 4E) or decreases (Figs. 4C and 4F) when zeolite h having smaller (0.17 Am) or larger (0.70 Am) average crystal size, was used as catalysts (14). Hence, it seems that under some general
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Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrograph of spray-dried zeolite A: (A) with rounded corners and edges, and (B) with sharp edges. (Adapted from Ref. 6.)



rules (e.g., increase of catalytic activity with the decrease of crystal size; increase of selectivity with the increase of crystal size), the optimal compromise between activity and selectivity may depend on both the catalytic process and the type of zeolite used as catalyst. In some cases the catalytic activity and selectivity are aﬀected not by crystal size only but by morphological properties of zeolite crystals used as catalysts (1,10,15). Study of the inﬂuence of crystal size and morphology on the coke formation on ZSM-5 after hexane cracking led to the conclusion that when polycrystalline grains or agglomerates characterize the
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Fig. 3 Eﬀect of crystal size on catalyst utilization value CUV in propene oligomerization over ZSM-5. (Adapted from Ref. 1.)



morphology of ZSM-5, the grains contain second-order pores in addition to the ﬁrst-order pores in the zeolite channels (1). When the polycrystalline grains are large, intercrystalline mass transport eﬀects can become signiﬁcant and result in a considerable reduction of catalytic activity (1). In the study of eﬀect of grain size of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 catalysts on the alkylation of toluene with methanol, it was observed that a higher selectivity to p-xylene was obtained when the grain size of ZSM-5 zeolite increases, as expected, but this did not seem to hold true for ZSM-11 samples (10). Since ZSM-5 samples were mainly single crystal type or twinned crystals, and ZSM-11 were indeed formed of aggregates of tinny particles (10–50 nm), the low shape selectivity of ZSM-11 samples for p-xylene formation is attributable to the morphology of the grains rather than to the diﬀerence in channel tortuosity between ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 zeolites (10). Adsorption of gases, vapors, and liquids on zeolites has many applications in puriﬁcation (drying, CO2 removal, sulfur compound removal, pollution abatement, etc.) and bulk separations (normal/isoparaﬁn, xylene, oleﬁn, O2 from air, and sugar separation) (16). When other transport resistances are absent, the uptake rate, mt/me, of adsorbate molecules on spherical particles under isothermal conditions is a function of eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, and particle (crystal) size, r (17), that is, l X ð1=n2 Þexpðn2 p2 De t=r2 Þ ð1Þ mt =me ¼ 1  ð6=p2 Þ n¼1



where mt and me denote the adsorbed amount of adsorbate at time t and equilibrium, respectively. Hence, if for a given type of zeolite De = constant (18,19), the uptake rate is strongly dependent on the zeolite crystal size as it is expressed by Eq. (1). Experimental evidences were shown by the adsorption of N2 on diﬀerent size fractions of 4A zeolite (Fig. 5), and adsorption of o-xylene on diﬀerent size fractions of MFI zeolite (Fig. 6). However, in some absorption systems the eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, changes (increases) with zeolite crystal size. For example, the uptake rate of n-hexane on the HZSM-5 crystals (20) having diﬀerent crystal sizes (20–50 nm, 0.5–0.7 Am, and 4–6 Am) does not change with the crystal size (Fig. 7A), as the consequence of the constancy in the De /r2 ratio (see Table 2 in Ref. 20.) This means that the eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, increases proportionally to the second power, r2, of the spherical
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Fig. 4 Inﬂuence of crystal size on (A) total conversion, and selectivity to (B) gases, (C) C1+C2, (D) gasoline, (E) diesel, and (F) coke during the cracking of oil catalyzed by zeolite h. (Adapted from Ref. 14.)



crystals. On the other hand, since the ratio De / r 2 of cyclohexane in HZSM-5 crystals decreases with increased crystal size (see Table 2 in Ref. 20), the uptake rate increases with the decrease in the crystal size of HZSM-5 zeolite (Fig. 7B.) Except in some rare cases, the crystal sizes of zeolites used in the above-presented ‘‘classical’’ applications are mainly in the micrometer range, as is characteristic for the most of the standard synthesis procedures (21,22). However, due to the requirements for single-crystal structure analysis, ﬁne-structure analysis, studies of crystal growth mechanisms, determination of (an)isotropic magnetic and optical characteristics, utilization of zeolite single crystals as matrices to create arrayed microclusters, model substances for investigation of diﬀusion, catalytic and sorption processes, and so forth (23–25), diﬀerent techniques for the synthesis
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Fig. 5 Uptake curves of N2 at 273 K on the 4A zeolite crystals having the size 7.3 Am (4), 21.5 Am (5), and 34 Am (o). Symbols represent the measured values, and curves represent the values calculated according to the diﬀusional equation with De = 4.05  1010 cm2 s1. (Adapted from Ref. 18.)



of large single crystals of zeolite A (25–29), zeolite X (25–28,30), ZSM-5 (23–25,31–34), ZSM39 (32), analcime (34), sodalite (25,34,35), mordenite (25,36), AlPO4-5 (25), AlPO4-34 (25), and oﬀretite (37) were developed. On the other hand, many zeolites, including A (38–43), FAU (38,40,43,44–46), L (47), hydroxysodalite (48), beta (43,49,50), AlPO4-5 (51), and MFI (43,52–56), can be made in colloidal form with particle size in the nanometer range. The existence of nanocrystalline zeolites has been well known since the early days of zeolite synthesis (21,57), but the use of colloidal science principles was consistently developed recently by Schoeman et al. (38). Therefore, intensive scientiﬁc work in the synthesis of diﬀerent nano-sized zeolites (38,39,48, 52,58–60) was followed by attempts in their use for preparation of zeolite ﬁlms which can be



Fig. 6 Uptake curves for o-xylene at 120j C on the MFI zeolite crystals having the size 0.2 Am (o), 0.5 Am (5), 1.0 Am (4), and 4.0 Am ( w ). (Adapted from Ref. 17.)
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Fig. 7 Uptake curves of (A) n-hexane and (B) cyclohexane at 298 K on the HZSM-5 zeolite crystals having the size 20–50 nm (x), 0.5–0.7 Am (n), and 4–6 Am (). (Adapted from Ref. 20.)



used as membranes, catalysts, sensors, components for optical and electronic devices, etc. (44,46,50,51,53,56,57,61–63). It is well known that the ﬁnal crystal size distribution in batch crystallization strongly depends on the total number of nuclei formed during the crystallization and on the rate of their formation (rate of nucleation) (21,64,65). However, due to strong interdependence between critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites) (see Sec. III), the kinetics of crystal growth may frequently be a critical process in controlling both the size (distribution) and shape of zeolite crystals. This is of particular importance in the crystallization of both micro- and nanometer-sized zeolites from homogeneous systems (clear solutions), where all nuclei are formed at the very start of the crystallization process, and the crystal size may also be controlled by the duration of the crystallization process. Thus, the knowledge of the mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth as well as the inﬂuence of crystallization conditions on the crystal growth of zeolites has great importance in the control of the particulate properties (crystal size, crystal size distribution, crystal shape) of zeolites, and thus on the designing of the product(s) having desired particulate properties needed for speciﬁc application(s). II.



CRYSTAL GROWTH OF ZEOLITES: AN OVERVIEW



A.



General Features of Zeolite Crystal Growth



Despite the large number of zeolite types having diﬀerent structures, chemical compositions, and crystal shapes (66), the general feature of zeolite crystal growth does not depend on the type of zeolite, and a single type of zeolite may be synthesized under a variety of conditions (39,52,53,55,58–60,64,65,67–101). There is abundant experimental evidence that the size, L, of zeolite crystals increases linearly during the main part of crystallization process from both gels (64,65,67–71,73–78,80–89) and clear aluminosilicate solutions (39,52,53,55,58– 60,72,79,80,81,90–101), as is schematically presented in Fig. 8, and supported by the examples shown in Figs. 9–22, that is, dL=dtc ¼ Kg



ð2Þ



where L is the size of crystals at the crystallization time tc, and Kg is the slope of the linear part of the growth process, proportional to the growth rate constant. However, three diﬀerent cases may
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the change in (A) fraction fz of crystallized zeolite and (B) relative size L/Le of zeolite crystals during crystallization process. L is the crystal size at any crystallization time tc, and Le is the crystal size at the end of the crystallization process. Meanings of the symbols Lo and H are explained in the text.



be recognized with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process as discussed in the following paragraphs. (1) L = Lm = 0 at tc = 0 (solid curve in Fig. 8B): This case is characteristic for the crystallizing systems in which the nuclei formed at very start of the crystallization process (at tc c 0) start to grow immediately. In this case, the linear part of the growth process may be expressed as (21,67): tc



Lm ¼ Kg m dtc ¼ Kg tc



ð3Þ



0



Fig. 9 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 80jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 6.071 Na2O/Al2O3/2SiO2/444.44H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 86.)
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Fig. 10 Change in the diameter of the crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 60jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution (10Na2O/0.2Al2O3/SiO2/200H2O) aged for 6 days at 25jC. (Adapted from Ref. 39.)



where Lm is the size of the largest crystals formed by the growth of the nuclei originated at tc = 0 (21,64,67). Some speciﬁc examples of the case (1) of the crystal growth of diﬀerent types of zeolites during its crystallization from both gels (64,65,67,68,70,73,79,81,82,85–89) and clear solutions (39,52,53,72,79–81,91,96–98,101) are shown in Figs. 9–14. (2) L = Lm = 0 at 0 < tc V H (dashed curve in Fig. 8B): Although this case is more characteristic for crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from clear solutions (39,52,58,59, 72,90,92–96,98–101) (see examples in Figs. 15 and 16), the ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth relative to the beginning of the crystallization process is also observed during the crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from gels (64,69,74–77,81) (see examples in Figs. 17–20.)



Fig. 11 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 100jC, from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 4.12Na2O/Al2O3/3.5SiO2/593H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 64.)
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Fig. 12 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite Na, TPA-ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 8Na2O/6TPABr/60SiO2/0.3Al2O3/ 1.8NaNO3/7000H2O/240EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 82.)



The ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth may be explained in several ways: Twomey et al. (100) assumed that initial germ, or nonviable nuclei formed in clear homogeneous solution, were being generated from (alumino)silicate species in solution and had not yet reached the critical size necessary for further growth to occur spontaneously. On the other hand, Li et al. (98) explained the ‘‘induction time’’ H (the time at which the extrapolated linear part of the growth curve intersects the x axis; see Figs. 15 and 16) of the crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1 from the clear solution by the presence of colloidal amorphous silica particles stabilized by surface-adsorbed TPA+ cations, which cannot act as the nuclei. Thus, the amorphous silica must be depolymerized to produce soluble silica species that are arranged around TPA+ cations



Fig. 13 Change in the average particle size of zeolite (Na,TPA)ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 98jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution with the molar composition 0.1Na2O/25SiO2/0.125Al2O3/480H2O/ 100EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 52.)
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Fig. 14 Change in the linear dimension of analcime crystals during its crystallization at 160jC from clear aluminosilicate solution with the molar composition 87Na2O/Al2O3/84SiO2/2560H2O, using Cab-OSil (5), puratronic silica (4), sodium silicate nonahydrate (o), and sodium silicate pentahydrate (+) as silica sources. (Adapted from Ref. 91.)



to form inorganic-organic composite species. Just these inorganic-organic composite species or their aggregates have been proposed as nuclei or the origin of nuclei for TPA-silicalite-1 crystal growth. In this context, the duration of the ‘‘induction period’’ H is determined by the rate of dissolution of colloidal amorphous silica and the rate of formation of the speciﬁc precursor species (see Sec. III.B). Recent scattering studies of clear solutions demonstrate that in some cases zeolite crystals nucleate in amorphous gel particles formed in the ﬁrst step of the crystallization process (39–41,45,58,100). In these cases, the ‘‘delaying’’ of the growth process may be connected with the time needed for (a) formation of gel particles, (b) formation of



Fig. 15 Change in the diameter of the crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 60jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution (10Na2O/0.2Al2O3/SiO2/200H2O) aged for 1 min. (Adapted from Ref. 39.)
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Fig. 16 Change in the diameter of the crystals of silicalite-1 during its crystallization at 96jC from the freshly prepared (nonaged) clear aluminosilicate solution (Na2O/9TPAOH/25SiO2/450H2O). (Adapted from Ref. 100.)



nuclei in the gel particles, and (c) release of the nuclei from the gel particles during their dissolution (for more details, see Section III.B). Finally, induction times for solutions aged beyond a certain period may be due solely to the heating time (39,78). The inﬂuence of the rate of heating of the reaction mixture may have an important signiﬁcance for the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth, especially from gels (78), as will be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.B.2. Since both cases (1) and (2) are observed during crystallization from both clear solutions and gels, even for the same types of zeolites, the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth controlled by some of above-mentioned factors, or their combination, is determined by the crystallization



Fig. 17 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/409H2O. The gel was aged for 8 h at 0jC before crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 76.)
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Fig. 18 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 3.7Na2O/Al2O3/3.5SiO2/542H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 64.)



conditions rather than by the type of zeolite crystallized. Regardless of the controlling mechanism of ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth, the linear part of the growth process for case (2) may be expressed as: tc



Lm ¼ Kg m dtc ¼ Kg ðtc  sÞ



ð4Þ



0



(3) L = Lm = (Lm)0 > 0 at tc = 0 (dash-dotted curve in Fig. 8B): This case is characteristic for the growth of either seed crystals added to the crystallizing system (55,84,96) (see an example in Fig. 21), or zeolite crystals formed during the aging of the reaction mixture at the



Fig. 19 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite Na, TPA-ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 170jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 5Na2O/8.8(TPA)2O/100SiO2/ 0.626Al2O3/1250H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 75.)
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Fig. 20 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite SAPO-5 during its crystallization at 190jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition Al2O3/P2O5/3.1TEA/0.2SiO2/750H2O/ 0.85H2SO4. (Adapted from Ref. 77.)



temperature lower than the crystallization temperature (76,78) (see an example in Fig. 22.) In this case, the linear part of the growth process may be expressed as: tc



Lm ¼ ðLm Þo þ Kg m dtc ¼ ðLm Þo þ Kg tc



ð5Þ



0



where (Lm)o = Lo = Ls is the size of the seed crystals added to the crystallizing system at the beginning of the crystallization process (tc = 0), or the size of the crystals formed in the systems prior to the crystallization at elevated reaction temperature T = TR (e.g., during aging of the reaction mixture at the aging temperature Ta < TR). The speciﬁc proﬁle of the Lm vs. tc curves (see Figs. 8–22) is caused by the constancy or slow changes of the concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase during the main part of



Fig. 21 Change of the size of TPA-silicalite-1 seeds during crystallization at 90jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution having the batch molar compositions 10SiO2/9TPAOH/9500H2O/20EtOH (o) and 20SiO2/9TPAOH/9500H2O/80 EtOH (). (Adapted from Ref. 55.)
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Fig. 22 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 3.72Na2O/Al2O3/2.8SiO2/351H2O. The gel was aged for 72 h at 60jC (o) and 80jC (5), respectively, before crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 76.)



the crystallization process, and their rapid change (decrease) at the end of the crystallization process (65,67,69,73,82,84–89). The linear relationship between time of crystallization, tc, and size, Lm, of the largest zeolite crystals (Figs. 9–22) indicates that growth of zeolite crystals is size independent (21,64,72,73,76), i.e., ‘‘that not only during the period of constant linear growth rate, but also during the ﬁnal decay period, crystals of all sizes grew at the same but declining linear rate’’ (21). Such postulation may be justiﬁed by a linear growth of the seed crystal of zeolite Y added to hydrogel (102) as well as by linear growth of monodisperse crystals of diﬀerent types of zeolites during their crystallization from clear aluminosilicate solutions (39,52,53,55,58– 60,72,79–81,90–101). The same conclusion was outlined on the basis of a direct measurement of the growth rate of silicalite-1 single crystal (72,79). The rate of crystal growth starts to decrease (decline from the linear rate) at the end of the crystallization process



Fig. 23 Kinetics of the ﬁlm formation on copper substrates for: silicate-1 (4), zeolite Y (5), and silicalite-1 on plastically pretreated substrate (o). (Adapted from Ref. 104.)
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Fig. 24 Thickness of faujasite-type ﬁlms formed at 60jC ( w ), 80jC (4), and 100jC (5) as a function of the synthesis time tc. (Adapted from Ref. 46.)



(Fig. 8A) and the crystals attain their ﬁnal (maximal) size (Fig. 8B) when the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor is completely dissolved and/or the concentrations of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species reach their characteristic values for solubility of zeolite formed under the given synthesis conditions (65,67,69,73,82,84–89). As expected, the growth proﬁle of zeolite ﬁlms on various substrates is similar to the growth proﬁles during the crystallization from gels and clear solutions (46,103–105), i.e., thickness of ﬁlm increases linearly during the main part of the crystallization process and attains the constant value at the end of the crystallization process (see Fig. 23). In some cases, the linear increase of the ﬁlm thickness is followed by its decrease upon prolonged crystallization (see Fig. 24). In the case of the growth of faujasite-type ﬁlm on a-alumina



Fig. 25 Change in the average size of silicalite crystals during crystallization at 180jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.55Na2O/5TPABr/100SiO2/2800H2O under diﬀerent gravitational ﬁelds: 1G (4), 30G (o), and 50G (5). (Adapted from Ref. 106.)
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wafers, this phenomenon can be explained by the formation of zeolite P that grows at the expense of the faujasite-type crystals formed in the synthesis solution as well as the crystals constituting the ﬁlm (46). The crystal growth kinetics of zeolites synthesized under speciﬁc synthesis conditions and/or by special methods may deviate considerably from the ‘‘standard’’ growth proﬁle. Figure 25 shows the change in the size of silicalite crystals during crystallization in diﬀerent gravitational ﬁelds (106). Under normal gravity of 1G (4), trace amounts of crystallized product, having an average crystal length of 93 Am, appeared after one day. This initial growth occurred heterogeneously on the Teﬂon-lined vessel walls. At longer times, silicalite was found to crystallize homogeneously in the gel. These crystals have an average size from 45 to 60 Am. Appearance of larger silicalite crystals (some exceeding 100 Am in length) at longer times (e.g., 7 days) suggests a secondary crystallization forming these larger crystals (106). At 30G (o) and 50G (5), the average crystal length was found to be 160 and 156 Am, respectively, for reaction times of 2–7 days. Synthesis under high gravity gives large crystals formed in one day that are of comparable size to those of the 1G synthesis. With increasing reaction times, average crystal length increased to the maximum of 192 and 198 Am in the 30G and 50G experiments, respectively. In both elevated gravity experiments there was an initial formation of relatively large crystals, followed by a second growth of larger crystals 2–3 days later. These results suggest dissolution of smaller crystallites providing nutrients for the continued growth of the larger crystals (106). Figure 26 shows the eﬀect of crystallization time on the average particle diameter of zeolite TS-1 obtained by capillary hydrodynamic fractionation (107). In all syntheses at diﬀerent reaction temperatures there is an abrupt increase of average particle diameters from 30 nm to 60–80 nm at a particular time. These results suggest that decrease in the number of smaller particles takes place by aggregation of several particles of 30 nm via particle intergrowth mechanism (107). Use of reverse micelle droplets provides a potentially novel environment for zeolite synthesis, considering that the structure of water–cation complexes as well as water is diﬀerent from that of bulk systems (108). Applying this technique, Dutta et al. (108) studied



Fig. 26 Change in the average size of TS-1 crystals during crystallization at 60jC (5), 80jC (o), and 100jC (4) from the reaction mixture having the batch molar composition 0.03Ti/0.32TPAOH/Si/25H2O/ 1.5isopropanol. (Adapted from Ref. 107.)
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Fig. 27 Change in the average size of sodalite ZnPO during crystallization in the presence of (A) Igepal and (B) AOT. (Adapted from Ref. 108.)



the growth rate of ZnPO silicalite using Igepal (the brand name for nonionic detergents consists of polyoxyethylene nonylphenylethers) and AOT [12 bis(2-ethyl hexyloxycarbonyl)1-ethanesulfonate] to make reverse micelles. Figure 27A shows that upon mixing of two micellar solutions, Zn(NO3)2/H2O/Igepal/cyclohexane and H3PO4/NaOH/TMAOH/H2O/Igepal, there was immediate growth in the size of micelles (from f0.53 Am to >1.2 Am after 60 min). The solid phase separated from the solution had the diﬀraction patterns of ‘‘sodalite’’ framework. Figure 27B shows that particle growth mechanism is completely diﬀerent when AOT is used instead of Igepal. The initial period involves exchanging of reactants and formation of zincophosphate particles (108). Only after a critical size is reached (20 nm) does agglomeration to form large particles occur. Since nucleation and crystal growth of zincophosphates is very rapid, sodalite-like crystals were detected almost immediately after agglomeration. B.



Influence of Various Factors on Zeolite Crystal Growth



The physicochemical processes occurring during zeolite crystallization are very complex, and the rate of crystallization, types of zeolite formed, and their particulate properties (crystal size distribution, morphology) depend on a large number of parameters (21,66). Di Renzo (2) classiﬁed these parameters as crystallization conditions (temperature, stirring, seeding, gel aging) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, template concentration, ionic strength, presence of crystallization poisons). Since all of the mentioned parameters may inﬂuence both the rate of nucleation and the rate of crystal growth, the crystal size distribution of the ﬁnal product of crystallization depends on both mentioned critical processes (nucleation, crystal growth). Although the interrelation between nucleation and crystal growth may be very complex (see Sec. IV. A), the independency of the growth rate of zeolites on the crystal size (21,64,72,73,76) enables the determination of the growth kinetics by measuring the change in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals during crystallization by the method proposed by Zhdanov (64,68). In this way, the inﬂuence of crystal growth kinetics on the crystal size of zeolite(s) crystallized under diﬀerent crystallization conditions and composition-dependent parameters may be followed independently of the kinetics of nucleation. The inﬂuence of the most important crystallization conditions (temperature, aging, seeding) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, presence of inorganic cations,
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and organic template concentration) on the kinetics of crystal growth and/or particulate properties (size, shape) of diﬀerent types of zeolites is presented below, as characteristic examples. 1. Crystallization Temperature Crystallization temperature is one of most frequently studied crystallization condition that inﬂuences the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites. Measurements of the kinetics of the crystal growth of zeolite A (39,68,88,97,110), analcime (91), hydroxysodalite (109), Dodecasil 1H (78), faujasites (46,64,112,113), mordenite (110), omega (74), silicalite-1 (55,59,60,79,92,96,114), and ZSM-5 (71,80,81,111) as a function of crystallization temperature have shown that in all cases the crystal growth rate increased with the crystallization temperature (see Fig. 28 as an example) in accordance with the Arrhenius law, that is, lnKg ¼ ln A  Ea ðgÞ=RT ð6Þ where Kg is the rate constant of linear crystal growth [see Eqs. (2)–(5)] at the reaction temperature T, R = 8.3143 J K1 mol1 is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, A is the appropriate constant, and Ea(g) is the activation energy of the crystal growth process. Hence, in accordance with Eq. (6), the activation energy of the crystal growth process may be determined as the slope of the 1n Kg vs. 1/T straight line (Fig. 29), that is, ð7Þ Ea ðgÞ ¼ RDðln Kg Þ=Dð1=T Þ Studies of crystal growth of zeolites under diﬀerent conditions (65,67,73,86,88,109) have shown that the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = kg f (C) = Kg depends on two groups of factors: kinetic (energetic) factors that determine the value of the constant kg, and chemical factors that determine the value of the concentration function f (C) (88,109). Recent analysis of the inﬂuence of crystallization temperature on the crystal growth of zeolite A has shown that the activation energy Ea(K) = 76.9 kJ/mol, calculated from the 1n Kg vs. 1/T plot (Fig. 29A), is larger than the value of the activation energy Ea(k) = 60.3 kJ/mol, calculated from the 1n kg vs. 1/T plot (Fig. 29B); Ea(K)  Ea(k) = 16.6 kJ/mol. This is probably due to the activation energy Ed c 15 kJ/mol of dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor (115). Since the value of the concentration function f (C) depends on both the rate of dissolution of the



Fig. 28 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 70jC (o), 80jC (4), 85jC (.), and 90jC (5), from a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.2 M NaOH solution. (Adapted from Ref. 88.)
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Fig. 29 The values of (A) ln kg and (B) ln Kg, which correspond to the crystal growth processes represented in Fig. 28, plotted against the corresponding values of 1/T. The meanings of the symbols kg, Kg, and T are explained in the text. (Adapted from Ref. 88.)



Table 1 Apparent Activation Energies Ea(g) of Crystal Growth of Diﬀerent Types of Zeolites Measured During Their Crystallization from Hydrogels (HG) and Clear Solutions (CS) Type of zeolite



Ea(g) (kJ mol1)



System



Ref.



A A A A Analcime Hydroxysodalite Dodecasil 1H X Y Y Mordenite Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 ZSM-5 ZSM-5



44 76.9 71–75 79.5 75 102 30 62.5 60.4–63.3 49.4–65.3 58.6–62.8 90 42 70 83 48.5 80 89.8



HG HGa CS HG CS HGb HG HG HG HG HG CS CS CS CS HG HG HG



68 88 97 110 91 109 78 64 112 113 110 55 59 60 96 114 81 111



a b
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Dried gel dispersed in NaOH solution. Hydrothermal transformation of zeolite A into hydroxysodalite.



amorphous aluminosilicate precursor and the rate of crystal growth (116), the diﬀerence Ea(K)  Ea(k) c Ed indicates that the increase of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A with increasing temperature is aﬀected to a greater extent (f70%) by kinetic (energetic) than by chemical (f30%) factors (88). Although the extent of kinetic factors in the value of the activation energy of crystal growth of zeolites is dominant over the extent of the chemical factors (88,109), the real inﬂuence of the mentioned factors on zeolite crystal growth probably depends on the type of zeolite and the crystallization conditions. Table 1 shows activation energies of crystal growth of diﬀerent types of zeolites synthesized under diﬀerent conditions from both hydrogels (HG) and clear solutions (CS). The data in Table 1 show that the activation energy of the growth process probably depends on the type of zeolite, but also that Ea(g) does not have a unique value for a given type of zeolite. This means that the activation energy of zeolite crystal growth depends on the synthesis conditions rather than on the type of zeolite crystallized. Even for some types of zeolites activation energies of the growth in diﬀerent directions may diﬀer considerably (see Table 2); thus, crystallization temperature inﬂuences not only the rate of crystal growth but also the crystal morphology (74,80,81,92,117,118). Diﬀerent growth rates of (001) and (hk0) faces, and thus diﬀerent apparent activation energies for the crystal growth of (001) and (hk0) faces of zeolite omega (see Table 2), cause formation of diﬀerently shaped (spheres, cylinders, hexagonal prisms) crystals of zeolite omega, depending on crystallization temperature and concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (74). Figure 30 shows the variation of length (L) and width (W) ratio of silicalite crystals during crystallization of silicalite-1 at various temperatures (80). In contrast to slow changes of L/W with crystallization time (expect at 180jC), L/W increases considerably with crystallization temperature as a consequence of the higher apparent activation energy for crystal length relative to the apparent activation energy for crystal width (see Table 2.) This means that the increase of crystallization temperature favors the formation of the more elongated silicalite-1 crystals. Although L/W of the MFI-type crystals generally increases with crystallization temperature, the ﬁnal size and shape of the crystals formed at a given temperature depend on many parameters that aﬀect the values of the apparent activation energies, and thus the growth rates of diﬀerent crystal faces (see Table 2) (92).



Table 2 Apparent Activation Energies Ea(g) of the Crystal Growth for Diﬀerent Crystal Faces of Zeolites Omega, Silicalite-1, and ZSM-5 Type of zeolite



Ea(g)1 (kJ mol1)



Ea(g)2 (kJ mol1)



Ea(g)3 (kJ mol1)



System



Ref.



96.2 52 61 52 70



125.5 28 36 28 55



— — — 44 44



HG CS CS CS CS



74 81 80 92 92



Omega ZSM-5 Silicalite-1a Silicalite-1b Silicalite-1c



Omega: Ea(g)1 and Ea(g)2 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001) and (hk0) faces of zeolite omega. a ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1 and Ea(g)2 are the apparent activation energies for the length and width growth of ZSM5 and silicalite-1 crystals. b ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1, Ea(g)2 and Ea(g)3 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001), (100), and (010) faces of silicalite-1 crystallized from the system: 0.1 TPABr/0.05 Na2O/SiO2/300 H2O. c ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1, Ea(g)2, and Ea(g)3 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001), (100), and (010) faces of silicalite-1 crystallized from the system: 0.1 TPABr/0.05 Na2O/SiO2/100 H2O.
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Fig. 30 Variation of length to width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals during their crystallization at 135jC (o), 150jC (4), 165jC (5), and 180jC ( w ) from the reaction mixture having the batch molar composition 0.1TPABr/0.05Na2O/SiO2/300H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 80.)



Strong variation of the crystal habit of laumontite (117), analcime (118), and vise´ite (118) with the crystallization temperature may be explained by the same principles as above, i.e., by diﬀerent apparent activation energies for the growth of diﬀerent crystal faces of laumontite, analcime, and vise´ite. 2. Aging of the Reaction Mixture It is well known that the low-temperature aging of aluminosilicate gel precursor markedly inﬂuences the course of zeolite crystallization at the appropriate temperature (64,65,69,70, 73,76,119–125). The primary eﬀects of gel aging are shortening of the ‘‘induction period’’ of crystallization (64,65,70,73,119,120), acceleration of the crystallization process (64,65,70,73, 119,120), and lowering of the crystal size (64,65,73,120,125). However, in some cases gel aging also inﬂuences the type(s) of zeolite(s) formed (69,121,123,125). Figures 31 and 32 show the inﬂuence of gel aging at ambient temperature on the size of silicalite-1 crystals. Eﬀect of aging is the most intense in the ﬁrst 48 h, when the length of the silicalite-1 crystals decreased from about 18 Am (nonaged gel) to about 8 Am (see Fig. 32). Prolonged aging to 192 h resulted in crystallization of silicalite-1 crystals having about 4.5 Am length (Figs. 31 and 32). Aging did not markedly inﬂuence morphology of the silicalite-1 crystals (see Table 1 in Ref. 125.) In the study of zeolite A crystallization from the hydrogel (2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/ 516H2O) aged at ambient temperature for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days, Zhdanov and Samulevich found that the time of aging did not inﬂuence the rate of linear crystal growth, whereas the duration of crystallization at 90jC and the size of crystals in ﬁnal products decreased with the time of aging (64). Figure 33 shows that a similar independence of the crystal growth rate on the gel aging was observed during crystallization of zeolite A at 80jC from the more concentrated aluminosilicate system (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O) (65,73). While the crystal growth rate dLm/dtc = Kg = 2.74 Am/h was independent of the time of gel aging ta, the size (Lm)e of the largest crystals at the end of the crystallization process decreased with the increasing aging time ta; (Lm)e c 13.3 Am for ta = 0, (Lm)e c 11 Am for ta = 3 d, (Lm)e c 8 Am for ta = 9 d, and (Lm)e c 4.7 Am for ta = 17d (65).
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Fig. 31 Scanning electron micrographs of the silicalite-1 crystals obtained by crystallization at 170jC for 24 h from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.5 Na2O/8TPABr/60SiO2/800H2O aged at ambient temperature for (a) 0 h, (b) 6 h, (c) 12 h, (d) 24 h, (e) 48 h, and (f ) 192 h. (Adapted from Ref. 125.)



Study of the crystal growth rate of zeolites A and X (76) from the gels aged for 8 h at diﬀerent temperatures (0 to 80jC for zeolite A, and 12 to 80jC for zeolite X) prior the crystallization at 90jC, showed that the aging temperature determines the growth proﬁle (Lm vs. tc function) with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process (case 1, 2, or 3; see Fig. 8), but does not inﬂuence the crystal growth rate dLm/dtc = Kg of the linear part of the growth process (see Fig. 34 as an example). The presented results indicate that both kinetic and chemical factors of the growth of zeolite crystals from hydrogels do not depend either on the aging time or on the temperature of aging, and that the development of nucleation during aging is the only reason (64,65,73) for the eﬀects observed (64,65,69,70, 73,76,119–125).
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Fig. 32 Average value of the length Lm of silicalite-1 crystals obtained by crystallization at 170jC for 24 h from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.5Na2O/8TPABr/60SiO2/800H2O aged at ambient temperature for diﬀerent times tA. (Adapted from Ref. 125.)



In contrast to the independency of the crystal growth rate on the aging of hydrogels (64,65,73), the growth rate of silicalite (100) and zeolite A (97,101) crystallized from clear (alumino)silicate solutions considerably depends on the aging of the reaction mixture (see Fig. 35 as an example). The increase in growth rates with aging time is probably an indication that nuclei had agglomerated and the growth rate measured by quasi-elastic light scattering was the apparent rate of growth of the agglomerate, which was higher because of the increased surface area (100,101). This phenomenon probably does not occur in the gel systems because the amorphous gel suspends and isolates the crystallites



Fig. 33 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O aged at 25jC for 0 (5), 3 (o), 9 (.), and 17 days (5) prior to crystallization at 80jC. (Adapted from Ref. 65.)
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Fig. 34 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/409H2O, aged at 0jC (o), 7jC (o|||| ), 27jC (5), 40jC (+), 60jC ( w ), 70jC (5), 80jC (4) and 90jC (P) for 8 h prior to the crystallization at 90jC. (Adapted from Ref. 76.) |



|



until very near to the end of the process when settling of macroscopic single crystals occurs (101). 3. Seeding Seeding (addition of small amount of zeolite into the synthesis system, usually just before the hydrothermal treatment) was the method used sometimes in order to direct crystallization toward a desired type(s) of zeolite(s) and control the size of the ﬁnal crystals (2,55,83,84, 96,102,126–129). The crystal growth rate of seed zeolite crystals generally does not diﬀer



Fig. 35 Change in the diameter of the silicalite-1 crystals during crystallization from the clear solution (Na2O/25SiO2/9TPAOH/450H2O) aged at room temperature for 0 (.), 4 (5), and 9 days ( w ) prior to crystallization at 96jC. (Adapted from Ref. 100.)
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from the crystal growth rate of nuclei in ‘‘conventional’’ syntheses, i.e., the size of the seed crystals increases linearly during the main part of the crystallization process (55,83,84,96) (see Fig. 21); thus, the crystal growth rate of the seed crystals may be expressed by Eq. (2). The ﬁnal size of the seed crystals grown in an appropriate system depends on both the size Ls of the seed crystals (83,84) and their amount added to the system (55,96), but kinetics of crystal growth of seed crystals does not depend either on size Ls (83) or the amount of the seed crystals having the appropriate size Ls (55,96). Hence, the size Lm = (Ls)t of the seed crystals at any crystallization time tc may generally be expressed by Eq. (5). In contrast to somewhat decreased interest for using the seeding in the conventional syntheses, there is an increased interest for use of seeding in the preparation of zeolite ﬁlms, which can be used as membranes, catalysts, sensors, components for optical and electronic devices, and so forth (44,46,50,51,53,56,57,61–63). 4. Alkalinity of Crystallizing System The alkalinity in the synthesis batch is one of the most important parameters for control of the crystallization of zeolites. The increase in alkalinity causes an increase in the crystallization rate (21,67,68,72,73,86,102,109,113,131–135) via an increase in the crystal growth rate (67,68,71,72,109,113,130,131,133) and/or nucleation (68,86,131,133) consequent to an increasing concentration of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (67,68,73,86,102,109,130,132). The increase in the concentration of the reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system with increasing alkalinity of the reaction mixture (hydrogel) is caused by the more rapid increase in the solubility Sg of amorphous (alumino)silicate precursor than the increase in the solubility Sz of crystallized zeolite(s) with increasing alkalinity A (i.e., Sg/Sz increases with increasing A). The data in Tables 3–7 show that the crystal growth rate of zeolites is proportional to a power of alkalinity A, that is, Kg ¼ dL=dtc ~Ap ð8Þ as predicted by Lindner and Lechert (112), and later on by Iwasaki et al. (134). Here the alkainity A is expressed as the concentration CNaOH of sodium hydroxide in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (Tables 3, 4, and 6), the batch molar ratio [Na2O/H2O]b in the reaction mixture (Tables 5 and 7), or an excess alkalinity, i.e., the molar ratio OH/SiO2 in the liquid phase (112). Although Lindner and Lechert indicated that the power p in Eq. (8) is related to the molar ratio Si/Al in the faujasite (112) crystallized from the reaction mixtures having diﬀerent Si/Al batch molar ratios (112), it seems that this is not a general rule. Although p c 1 for crystallization of zeolite A (Si/Al = 1) described in Ref. 67 (Table 3), p = 1.36 and p = 1.55



Table 3 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 Source: Ref. 67.
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Kg = dLm/dtc (Am min1)



Kg/A (Am min1 mol1 dm3)



0.0155 0.0190 0.0188 0.0220 0.0215



0.013 0.014 0.012 0.012 0.011



Table 4 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3)



Kg = dLm/dtc (Am day1)



Kg/A (Am day1 mol1 dm3)



1.25 1.80 2.25 3.05



4.14 4.20 4.89 5.45



0.302 0.428 0.460 0.560 Source: Ref. 68.



for crystallization of the same type of zeolite described in Refs. 68 (Table 4 and Fig. 36) and 131 (Table 5). On the other hand, p c 1 for crystallization of zeolite P (Si/Al = 1.4–1.5, Refs. 133 and 136) (Table 6) and silicalite 1 (Si/Al ! l, Ref. 72) (Table 7). In addition, the power p depends on the growth direction, e.g., p = 0.52 for the length growth rate, and p = 1.05 for the width grow rate of silicalite-1 crystals (Si/Al ! l) at 165jC (134). This is a possible reason for obtaining elongated ZSM-5 crystals at lower alkalinities of the reaction mixture (Fig. 37a and 37b), and more rounded ZSM-5 crystals at higher alkalinities of the reaction mixture (Fig. 37c and 37d) (137). In contrast to an increase of the crystal growth rate with increasing alkalinity of hydrogels, as indicated in Tables 3–7, it seems that in some cases of the crystallization of zeolites from clear solutions, there is a value of the alkalinity below which the crystal growth rate is essentially independent of the synthesis mixture alkalinity (53,58), whereas above this threshold value the crystal growth rate decreases with increasing alkalinity (52). It is likely that the observed crystal growth rate is determined by the diﬀerence between the rates of two competing phenomena: a surface reaction, on the one hand, and crystal dissolution, on the other hand (52,59). The almost constant crystal growth rates in the systems where the alkalinity is lower than the threshold value (OH/H2O = 0.013–0.017) are probably due to the fact that the rate of dissolution at low alkalinity is negligible compared with the rate of surface reaction (52). Since TPA+ is present in excess, the alkalinity (supplied as TPAOH and, to a lesser extent, as NaOH) is not the limiting factor in the crystal growth process (52). The ratio of the rate of crystal growth relative to the rate of crystal dissolution is expected to be lower at alkalinities higher than the threshold alkalinity, thus explaining the lower observed growth rates at high alkalinity (52). In other words, an increase of alkalinity in the clear (alumino)silicate solutions does not aﬀect the concentration of reactive species but at the same time increases the solubility of the crystallized zeolite(s). The consequence is a decrease in the supersaturation, and thus a decrease in the crystal growth rate with increasing alkalinity of crystallizing system.



Table 5 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio [Na2O/H2O]b on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = [Na2O/H2O]b 0.0250 0.0333 0.0500 Source: Ref. 131.
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Kg = dL/dtc (arbitrary units)



Kg/A



0.017 0.027 0.050



0.68 0.81 1.00



Table 6 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite P Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3)



Kg = dLm/dtc (Am h1)



Kg/A (Am h1 mol1 dm3)



0.0054 0.0075 0.0092



0.0045 0.0042 0.0046



1.204 1.798 1.993 Source: Ref. 133.



5. Dilution of Crystallizing System Following a general principle that the rate of crystal growth is proportional to the concentration of reactants, expressed by the concentration function f (C) (67,88), that is, dL=dtc ¼ kg f ðCÞ ð9Þ it is not unexpected that dilution of crystallizing system (e.g., an increase of water content) causes a decrease of the concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase, and thus a decrease of the crystal growth rate. Iwasaki et al. (92) found that the growth rates for all faces of silicalite-1 crystals crystallized at 150jC from reaction mixture 0.1TPABr/0.05Na2O/ SiO2:xH2O decreased with an increase of the ratio x = H2O/SiO2 (increased dilution), although the dependence of the growth rate was slightly diﬀerent for each face (Fig. 38). The observed inﬂuence of dilution of the system on the crystal growth rate is caused by the fact that the growth condition of silicalite crystals is mainly characterized by the superasaturation of the primary building units for the crystallization (134). By systematic study of the inﬂuence of the ratio x = H2O/SiO2 (x = 100–1000) on the length [Kg(L)] and width [Kg(W)] growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals at 160jC it was found that the growth rates are proportional to a power of x (134), that is: Kg ðLÞ~x0:75 ð10Þ Kg ðW Þ~x1:12



ð11Þ



Kg ðLÞ=Kg ðW Þ~x0:37



ð12Þ



Hence, Thus, the formation of elongated crystals with a high length-to-width ratio occurred at high H2O/SiO2 ratio, and the formation of cubic crystals at low H2O/SiO2 ratio (134) is in accordance with the relation (12). On the other hand, Twomey et al. (100) observed that the growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals from the system 25SiO2/Na2O/9TPAOH/yH2O (x = y/25 = H2O/SiO2 = 12– 120) remained almost constant for any given temperature, and even that in some cases crystal Table 7 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio [Na2O/H2O]b on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Silicalite-1 Crystals at 140jC [Kg(140)] and 160jC [Kg(160)], Repectively A = [Na2O/H2O]b 6.667 9.333 6.667 6.667



   



104 104 104 104



[TPABr/H2O]b 1.333 1.333 1.000 6.667



Source: Ref. 72.
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103 103 103 104



Kg(140) (Am h1)



Kg(140)/A (Am h1)



Kg(160) (Am h1)



Kg(140)/A (Am h1)



0.23 0.42 0.27 0.24



345 450 405 360



0.70 1.00 0.66 0.66



1050 1072 990 990



Fig. 36 Inﬂuence of the concentration CNaOH in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system on the growth rate Kg = dLm/dtc of zeolite A crystals. Symbols (o) corresponds to the data from Table 4, and the curve represents the values of Kg calculated by the relation: Kg = 6.38  (CNaOH)1.38.



growth rate of silicalite-1 increases with increasing H2O/SiO2 ratio (Kg ~ xn with n > 0) (53,58). Although this eﬀect is in contrast with the general principle expressed by Eq. (9) and the ﬁndings expressed by Eqs. (10) and (11), the increase of the crystal growth rate with the increasing H2O/SiO2 ratio is probably related to the relatively high SiO2 concentrations in the examined systems where most of silica is probably present in colloidal form. Since colloidal silica negligibly aﬀects the growth behavior (134), formation of the primary building units by depolymerization of colloidal silica in the diluted systems may cause the increase in the growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals. The decrease of the crystal growth rate of NH4-ZSM-5 (71) and silicalite-1 (134) crystals with increasing SiO2 batch concentration [SiO2] by the law (134), ð13Þ Kg ~½SiO2 n where n < 0, corroborates such an assumption. 6. Ratio Between Si and Al (and Other Tetrahedron-Forming Elements) Although the silica/alumina ratio of the synthesis mixture used to crystallize a zeolite governs both the silica/alumina ratio of the zeolite product and the framework structure (25,66,138), here will be presented some examples of the inﬂuence of batch silica/alumina ratio on the crystal growth rate and/or morphology of selected types of zeolites. An analysis of the eﬀect of aluminum concentration on the crystal size and morphology in the synthesis of an NaA zeolite (139) has shown that the variation in the molar ratio x = SiO2/Al2O3 ranging from 1.48 to 2.69 has no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the rate of global crystallization process (see Figure 2 in Ref. 139), but markedly inﬂuences both crystal size (Table 8) and crystal morphology (Figure 1 in Ref. 139.) As can be seen in Table 8, smaller beveled cubic crystals (similar to those shown in Fig. 2A), formed for lower values of x, become larger and sharp edged (similar to those shown in Fig. 2B) with increasing value of x. This result is in accordance with the results of the recent study of the control of crystal size distribution of zeolite A (140). An increase in the particle size with the increasing value of x (Table 8) for an approximately constant rate of crystallization indicates that the number of nuclei formed in the system decreases, and the rate of crystal growth increases (Kg is proportional to the ﬁnal crystal size) with decreasing value of x. This is contradictory
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Fig. 37 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals obtained from reaction mixtures having alkalinities (A = OH/H2O): 3.66  108 (a), 1.92  106 (b), 1.39  104 (c), and 2.25  102 (d). (Adapted from Ref. 137.)



to the ﬁndings that an increase of aluminum concentration in the liquid phase (and thus a decrease of the batch molar Si/Al ratio) increases the crystal growth rate of zeolite A (141), faujasites (112,142), zeolite omega (74), and SAPO-5 (143), and cannot be explained at present. The concentration of aluminum [Al] in the liquid phase inﬂuences the crystal growth rates Kg(001) of (001) faces, and Kg(hk0) of (hk0) faces of zeolite omega in diﬀerent ways (74), that is, Kg ð001Þ ¼ k1 ½A10:8



ð14Þ



1:6



ð15Þ



Kg ðhk0Þ ¼ k2 ½A1



with k1 = 5.5 and k2 = 0.94 at 105jC, k1 = 13 and k2 = 3.94 at 115jC, k1 = 37.4 and k2 = 11.7 at 130jC, with apparent activation energies Ea(001) = 191.2 kJ/mol and Ea(hk0) = 249.4 kJ/mol. This causes the crystal habit of zeolite omega to change from hexagonal prisms to cylinders to spheres with increasing [Al] (74). In contrast to the observed increase of the crystal growth rate of low- and medium-silica zeolites with increasing aluminum content in both overall reaction mixture and in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system, the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture decreases
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Fig. 38 Eﬀect of starting H2O/SiO2 ratio on the growth rate of (001) (5), (100) (.), and (010) (o) crystal faces of silicalite-1 at 150jC from the synthesis mixture 0.1 TPABr/0.05Na2O/SiO2/xH2O. (Adapted from Ref. 92.)



the crystal growth rate of high-silica zeolites (71,75). An analysis of the inﬂuence of the eﬀect of Al2O3 content in the reaction mixture on the crystal growth rate of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 at 180jC from the system 4(TPA)2O/60(NH4)2O/xAl2O3/90SiO2/750H2O (71) showed a linear decrease in the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = Kg with increasing aluminum concentration, that is, Kg ¼ Kg ð0Þ  0:104x



ð16Þ



in the range of x = 0 (SiO2/Al2O3 = l) to x = 2.5 ((SiO2/Al2O3 = 36), where Kg(0) = 0.38 Am/h is the crystal growth rate in an aluminum-free system (x = 0), and x = 90SiO2/Al2O3. A similar



Table 8 Crystal Size and Morphology of Zeolite A Crystallized from the Reaction Mixtures SiO2/Al2O3 = x, Na2O/SiO2 = 1.01, H2O/Na2O = 53 (run series 1) and Na2O/SiO2 = 0.58, H2O/Na2O = 91 (run series 2) Run no.



x = SiO2/Al2O3



Crystal size (Am)



Morphology in accordance with Fig. 2



1.48 1.58 1.99 2.18 2.41 2.69 1.48 1.58 1.99 2.18 2.41 2.69



1.5–2.5 2.5–3 3–3.5 3–4 5–6 8–10 2–4 3–4 4–5 6–8 8–10 10–15



A A A A,B A,B B A A A A,B A,B B



1a 1b 1c 1d 1e 1f 2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f Source: Ref. 139.
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Fig. 39 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals crystallized at 170jC from the reaction mixture 2.5Na2O/8TBABr/xAl2O3/60SiO2/800H2O with (a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.1, (c) x = 0.5, (d) x = 1, and (e) x = 2. (Adapted from Ref. 145.)
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but not strongly linear relationship between x (100SiO2/Al2O3) and Kg was observed during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-5 at 170jC from the system 5Na2O/8.8(TPA)2O/xAl2O3/ 100SiO2/1250H2O, with x = 0.125–0.987 (75). Reduction of the growth rate of ZSM-5 crystals by the presence of aluminum is probably caused by the OH–Al interactions and therefore reduction of the ability of OH to form active silicate species (by depolymerization of polysilicates) needed for nucleation crystal growth (71). It was found that the length growth rate of ZSM-5 crystals decreases with increasing Al2O3/ SiO2 ratio of synthesis mixtures, whereas the width growth rate increases slightly (144). The width growth rate shows complex behavior, especially; it increases with the small addition of aluminum and then decreases with further addition. In either case, the aspect ratio of the crystals decreased with the addition of aluminum (144). Thus, the consequence of the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture is rounding of ZSM-5 crystals (145,146) (Fig. 39). The increase of the length-to width ratio with the increasing SiO2/Al2O3 ratio in the reaction mixture is also observed during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-12 (147). Another eﬀect of the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture is roughening of the surfaces of ZSM-5 crystals (Fig. 39). The SEM pictures indicate that roughening is possibly caused by the formation of twin elements during the synthesis from the batches with higher aluminum content (145). However, the relation between the impurity eﬀect due to aluminum and kinetic roughening is unclear at present. Substitution of silicon with other framework atoms (B, Al, Ga, Ti, V, Cr, Fe) substantially inﬂuences the crystal growth rate of zeolite ZSM-5 (148). The crystal growth rates of B-, Al-, and Ga-ZSM-5 zeolites are by far higher than those of Ti-, V-, Cr-, and FeZSM-5 zeolites, whereas the crystal growth rates among the former or the latter are similar to one another (147). By comparing the gel dissolution rates for B-, Al-, and Ga-ZSM-5 zeolites with those for Ti-, V-, Cr-, and Fe-ZSM-5 zeolites (Table 9), it may be concluded that in accordance with the liquid phase transportation mechanism of zeolite formation, the rates of crystal growth for the various zeolites are correlated with those of gel dissolution for them, i.e., the larger gel dissolution rate is correlated with the larger crystal growth rate (148). 7. Inorganic Cations and Templates Besides acting as counterions to balance the zeolite framework charge, the inorganic cations present in a reaction mixture often appear as the dominant factors determining which structure is obtained (66,138), and at the same time may inﬂuence the pathway of the crystallization



Table 9 Rate Constants of the Crystal Growth of Zeolites B-, Al-, Ga-, Ti-, V-, Cr-, and Fe-ZSM-5 Compared with the Rate Constants of Dissolution of the Corresponding Gels Zeolites M-ZSM-5 B-ZSM-5 Al-ZSM-5 Ga-ZSM-5 Ti-ZSM-5 V-ZSM-5 Cr-ZSM-5 Fe-ZSM-5 Units are arbritary. Source: Ref. 148.
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Crystal growth rate constant



Gel dissolution rate constant



102.02 155.39 163.38 31.71 18.83 18.70 28.43



224.56 263.67 218.96 37.55 39.63 39.08 39.27



process. For instance, the presence of K+ ions considerably decreases the rate of crystallization of zeolite A, which is the product of crystallization for RK = K2O/(K2O + Na2O) V 0.2 (131,127). Further increase of RK additionally decreases the rate of crystallization and at the same time causes simultaneous crystallization of zeolites A and K-F (about 70% of zeolite A and about 30% of zeolite K-F is formed at RK = 0.3, and about 90% of zeolite K-F and about 10% of zeolite A is formed at RK = 0.5) (127). Thus, it is interesting that crystal size of zeolite A increased considerably with increasing RK, indicating that the presence of K+ ions depresses the nucleation of zeolite A (127). On the other hand, the crystal size of zeolite K-F is comparable with the crystal size of zeolite A formed in the absence of K+ ions and did not depend on RK (137). Although there are no data on the inﬂuence of RK on the crystal growth rates of the crystallized zeolites (A, K-F), it is possible that the presence of K+ ions decreases not only the rate of nucleation but also the rate of crystal growth, especially in the case of zeolite K-F as may be evidenced by the decrease of crystallization rate of zeolite K-F with increasing RK. The presence of inorganic cations can also alter the morphology of zeolite crystals, either by favoring nucleation of new crystals or by selectively enhancing the crystal growth in a given direction (66,138). This has been extensively studied for numerous systems, but more particularly for ZSM-5. Figure 40 shows that morphology and size are dependent on the cations present in the reaction mixture. Structure-breaking cations (K+, Rb+, Cs+) favor the formation of large (15–25 Am) single crystals or twins, whereas in the presence of structureforming cations (Li+, Na+) a rapid nucleation yields homogeneously distributed ZSM-5 crystals within the 5- to 15-Am range (149). The particular role of NH4+ ions is explained in terms of its preferential interactions with aluminate rater than with silicate anions during the nucleation stage (149). While the size of ZSM-5 crystals formed in the presence of diﬀerent cations is related to the nucleation process, the shape of crystals is obviously connected to the inﬂuence of the cations on the crystal growth process, e.g., by speciﬁc adsorption of diﬀerent cations on diﬀerent crystal faces, and thus by decreasing the growth rate in particular direction(s) (144). Unfortunately, the real inﬂuence of diﬀerent cations on the crystal growth rates of diﬀerent crystal faces cannot be discussed because of the lack of the kinetic data. The role of inorganic or organic species as ‘‘templating’’ or ‘‘structure directing’’ has been thoroughly investigated in numerous zeolitic systems. Indeed, an ionic or neutral species is usually recognized as a structure-directing agent when its addition to the synthesis mixture results in the formation of zeolite that would not have been formed without the agent (138). In order to grow the zeolite lattice around the templating agent a relation between the templating agent and shape of the channels or cavities in a zeolite subunit is required. Thus, the templating agent inﬂuences both nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites, as is elaborated in the studies of crystallization of MFI-type zeolites (ZSM-5, silicalite-1) in the presence of TPA+ ions (31,52,53,55,58,71,99,134,140–152). Table 10 shows the eﬀect of TPA+ content on the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = Kg of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 crystallized at 180jC from the reaction mixture x(TPA)2O/60(NH4)2O/Al2O3/90SiO2/750H2O, as a representative example (71). It is evident that the crystal growth rate of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 increases almost linearly with the increasing content of TPA in the reaction mixture for Z1 = TPA/SiO2 V 0.088 but that the crystal growth rate keeps a constant value (about 0.4 Am/h) for Z1 > 0.088. Knowing that a TPA/SiO2 value of 0.08 (4 TPA+ ions per unit cell) is required to ﬁll the whole pore volume of the MFI-type zeolites (150–152), and following the thesis that building blocks (153) or germ nuclei (100) needed for nucleation and crystal growth of the MFI-type zeolites may be formed only in the presence of TPA+ ions (153) and that the building blocks contains several tetrapods that have a structure similar to those connecting the straight and sinusoidal channels in the ﬁnal crystalline
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Fig. 40 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals crystallized at 125jC from the reaction mixture 28.8Na2O/8.9TBABr/Al2O3/96.5SiO2/17.3H2SO4/47.1MCl/1888H2O with (a) M = Li, (b) M = NH4, (c) M = Na, (d) M = K, (e) M = Rb, and (d) M = Cs. (Adapted from Ref. 149.)



MFI structure (153), one can conclude that the concentration of the building blocks at an ‘‘excess’’ of silicon (Z1 < 0.08) is proportional to the concentration of TPA+ ions in the reaction mixture. On the other hand, for Z1 > 0.08 at high alkalinity of the reaction mixture (OH/SiO2 = 1.33) (71), a complete amount of soluble silicate species is spent in the formation of the building blocks, and thus an ‘‘excess’’ of TPA+ ions does not participate in the formation of new building blocks. Now, taking into consideration that the crystal growth rate of the MFItype zeolites is proportional to the concentration of the building blocks in the reaction mixture (59,134), the linear relationship between the ratio TPA/SiO2 and the crystal growth
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Table 10 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio Z1 = TPA/SiO2 on the Crystal Growth Rate Kg = dL/dtc of Zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 Z1 = TPA/SiO2



Kg = dL/dtc (Am/h)



0.022 0.048 0.088 0.133 0.178 0.222



0.08 0.16 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.40



Source: Ref. 71.



rate for TPA/SiO2 V 0.08, and constancy of the crystal growth rate for TPA/SiO2 > 0.08 (see Table 10 and Refs. 52,53,71,72), was expected. However, at relatively low alkalinity of the reaction mixture (OH/SiO2 = 0.024) (152), the amount of soluble silicate species, which can form the building blocks, may be low. In that case, the concentration of building blocks and therefore the rate of crystal growth are controlled by the concentration of soluble silicate species rather than by the TPA/SiO2 ratio (see Table 10.) Morphology of the MFI-type crystals is also dependent on the TPA content in the reaction mixture, as is shown in Table 11. The length-to-width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals decreases slightly when the TPA/SiO2 ratio increases from 0.005 to 0.16. This is in accordance with the ﬁnding of Iwasaki et al. (134) that TPA+ ions inﬂuence both the length growth rate Kg(L) and width growth rate Kg(W) of silicalite-1 crystals in accordance with the relations: Kg ðLÞ~ðTPABrÞa Kg ðW Þ~ðTPABrÞ



ð17Þ b



ð18Þ



where a < b < 1, indicating that the length-to-width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals decreases slightly with the increasing content of TPA+ ions in the reaction mixture, that is, ð19Þ Length  to  width ratio~ðTPABrÞc where c = a  b < 0.



Table 11 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio Z1 = TPA/SiO2 on the Length Growth Rate Kg(L), Width Growth Rate Kg(W), Size, and Morphology of Silicalite-1 Crystals Z1 = TPA/SiO2



Kg(L) (Am/h)



Kg(W) (Am/h)



Length (Am)



Width (Am)



Length-to-width



1.3 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.2



0.6 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7



75 60 50 50 32 18



28 30 25 26 16 10



2.7 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 1.8



0.005 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16 Source: Ref. 152.
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III.



MECHANISM AND KINETICS OF ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH



A.



Overview to General Models of Crystal Growth



Rate of crystal growth from a supersaturated solution is most frequently expressed as a function of the concentration(s), f (C) of ions or molecules in solution (67,87,88,154), as is generally expressed by Eq. (9). The growth rate may be controlled by the rate of transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals, the rate of reaction of ions or molecules from the liquid phase on the surfaces of the growing crystals, and/or the rate of incorporation of ions or molecules into crystal (154–157). Transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals may be determined by convection and/or diﬀusion (154). In the case when the growing crystals do not move relative to solution (unstirred systems), the transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals is controlled by their diﬀusion through the concentration gradient formed around the growing crystals. In this case, the growth rate, Rg = dr/dt, of spherical particles having radius r is directly proportional to the absolute supersaturation, f (C)1 = C  C(eq), and inversely proportional to the particle (crystal) size r (154,156), that is, dr=dt ¼ DVm ½C  CðeqÞ=r ¼ kg ð1Þ½C  CðeqÞ=r ¼ kg ð1Þf ðCÞ1 =r



ð20Þ



where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of reactive ions or molecules in the solution, Vm is their ionic (molecular) volume, C is the concentration of the reactive ions or molecules in the solution (the salt solution concentration), C(eq) is the salt solubility, and kg(1) = DVm. In the case when the concentration gradient around the growing particles is disturbed (i.e., during sedimentation in gravitation and/or centrifugal ﬁeld, or by stirring), the diﬀusioncontrolled crystal growth may be expressed as: dr=dt ¼ DVm ½C  CðeqÞ=d ¼ kg ð2Þf ðC1 Þ



ð21Þ



where kg(2) = kg(1)/d = DVm/d, and d is the thickness of the stationary diﬀusion layer (hydrodynamic boundary layer) around growing particles, determined by particle size, viscosity of the solution, diﬀerence between densities of solid and liquid phases, and the relative speed of particles (156). This expression is based on the so-called unstirred layer theory, which assumes that the liquid closer to the surface then some distance d is immobile, and the concentration at the distance d is the bulk concentration. Hence, for small crystals (r < 10 Am) carried with the bulk, d = r, whereas for large crystals (10 Am < r < 1 mm), growing in an aqueous solution at ambient temperature, d could be approximated by (154,156) dcr=ð1 þ PeÞ0:285



ð22Þ



where Pe is the Pelcet number for mass transference. For crystals larger than about 1 mm, d becomes constant and proportional to r0.15 (154,156). When the system is vigorously stirred, the concentration gradient around the growing particles may be reduced to a negligible value, and then the rate of crystal growth is controlled by the rate of transport (e.g., convection) of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals, that is, dr=dt ¼ kg ð3Þ½C  CðeqÞ ¼ kg ð3Þf ðCÞ1



ð23Þ



where kg(3) is a constant determined by the diﬀerence between the densities of the solid and the liquid phase, and the rate of motion of the solution, but not by the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the reactive ions or molecules. Equation (23) was widely used to interpret and predict of the crystal growth rate of many solids (158–160), including zeolites (130,161–166). A
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similar relationship between the crystal growth rate Rg and the concentration function f (C), that is, Rg ¼ dr=dt ¼ Vm d½Cmad  Kad CðeqÞmds  ¼ Vm dmad CðeqÞðS  1Þ ¼ kg ð4ÞðS  1Þ ð24Þ is valuable for the crystal growth processes in which the rate-determining step is a surface process or, more speciﬁcally, the transition of ions from the bulk of solution to the adsorption layer of crystals (154), where d is the thickness of the adsorption layer, rad and rds are jumping frequencies of adsorption and desorption, Kad = rad/rds, S = C/C(eq), and kg(4) = VmdradC(eq). Equations (20), (21) and (23) are valid for simple monomolecular compounds (154), but diﬀusion-controlled growth of the electrolytes of AB type or double salts is described by a more complex equation (154,156), that is, dr=dt ¼ Vm fCA DA þ CB DB  ½ðCA DA  CB DB Þ2 þ 4DA DB Ksp 1=2 g=2r



ð25Þ



where DA and DB are diﬀusion coeﬃcients of the ions A and B, and Ksp is the solubility product. Since the values of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients DA and DB are usually close, i.e., DA c DB = D, Eq. (25) may be written in a simpliﬁed form, that is, dr=dt ¼ DVm fCA þ CB  ½ðCA  CB Þ2 þ 4Ksp 1=2 g2r ¼ kg ð5ÞfCA þ CB  ½ðCA  CB Þ2 þ 4Ksp 1=2 g=r ¼ kg ð5Þf ðCÞ2 =r



ð26Þ



where kg(5) = DVm/2 and f (C)2 = {CA + CB  [(CA  CB) + 4Ksp] }. Applying the conventional kinetic arguments (167,168) to chemically controlled surface growth of the solid AaBb, i.e., aAb+(aq) + bBa(aq) Z AaBb leads to: Rg ¼ dL=dt ¼ k1 C n  k2 A ð27Þ 2



1/2



where L is the crystal size of the solid at time t, k1Cn is the rate of formation of the solid, k2A is the rate of its dissolution, C = CA or CB, A is the total surface area of the solid phase in contact with solution and n = a + b for the lattice AaBb, as proposed by Davies and Jones (167). In equilibrium, k2A = k1[C(eq)]n, and hence, ð28Þ dL=dt ¼ k1 fC n  ½CðeqÞn g where C(eq) = CA(eq) or CB(eq) is the salt solubility. Equation (28) is usually not used for the analysis of the crystal growth rate because it fails to explain the concentration dependence, whereas Eq. (29) dL=dt ¼ k½C  CðeqÞn ð29Þ frequently used for the description of the rate of surface-reaction-controlled crystal growth (167,169–171), including the crystal growth processes controlled by surface nucleation and screw dislocations (154). On the other hand, the relationship between the crystal growth rate, dL/dt, and the concentration dependence in Eq. (29) may be explained by the Davies and Jones model of dissolution and growth (167,172), which predicts the formation of monolayer of solvated ions with a constant composition at the surface of the growing/dissolving crystals. In accordance with this model, the rate of crystal growth of a solid AaBb is proportional to the product of ﬂuxes of the ions (molecules) that participate in the surface reaction, that is, dL=dt ¼ k3 ½CA  CA ðeqÞa ½CB  CB ðeqÞb ¼ k3 ðAÞðb=aÞ1=b ½CA  CA ðeqÞaþb ¼ k3 ðBÞða=bÞ1=a ½CB  CB ðeqÞaþb ¼ kg ðAÞ½CA  CA ðeqÞn ¼ kg ðBÞ½CB  CB ðeqÞn
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ð30Þ



where kg(A) = k3(A)(b/a)1/b and kg(B) = k3(B)(a/b)1/a are factors proportional to the growth rate constant kg, and n = a + b. B.



Critical Evaluation of the Existing Models of the Crystal Growth of Zeolites



Due to the important role of mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth in understanding zeolite synthesis as well as in controlling crystal size, eﬀorts have been made in physicochemical and mathematical modeling of zeolite crystal growth. The ﬁrst attempts to elucidate mechanism of zeolite crystallization were made more than 35 years ago by pioneering work of Barrer (173), Breck (174), and Ingri (175,176) who assumed formation of soluble aluminosilicate species in the crystallizing system, which are precursors for nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites. Based on this assumption, Kerr (177) postulated that crystals of zeolite A grow by deposition of dissolved sodium aluminosilicate species, S, on the surface of growing zeolite crystals. Accepting this idea, Ciric (130) derived the ﬁrst mathematical description of the kinetics of zeolite (A) crystal growth, namely: ð31Þ dL=dtc ¼ DðSa  Sc Þ=d where Sa is the concentration of S species in the liquid phase which are in equilibrium with amorphous phase, Sc is the concentration of S species at crystal surface, D is diﬀusion coeﬃcient of S species, and y is diﬀusion ﬁlm thickness. Note that Eq. (31) is very similar to Eq. (21), used for mathematical description of so-called unstirred layer theory of the crystal growth. For assumed constancy of D and y, i.e., D/y = k c constant (130), Eq. (31) reduces to a simple form: ð32Þ dL=dtc ¼ kðSa  Sc Þ similar to Eq. (32) which describes the rate of crystal growth controlled by the rate of transport (e.g., convection) of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals. Due to its simplicity connected with an attractive idea about the existence of zeolite building blocks such as S species, unit cells and/or pseudocells, or, more generally, reactive (aluminosilicate) species and their simple transport from the liquid phase to the surface of the growing zeolite crystals, as is schematically presented in Fig. 41, Eq. (32) was, in original (116,161,162–165,178–183) or slightly modiﬁed form (166,178,179,182,184), used in many studies of zeolite crystallization processes. The growth equation, ð33Þ dL=dtc ¼ Q ¼ k4 ðG*  G*Þ s where G* is the concentration of unit cells (pseudocells) (116,161,162,165,178), or generally concentration of reactive (alumino)silicate species (163,164,166,179–184) in the liquid phase at any crystallization time tc, G*s is the equilibrium concentration of the corresponding reactive species in the liquid phase, and k4 is the growth rate constant, was most often used in population balance analyses of crystallization of zeolite A (116,161,162,164–166,178–181), X (164), mordenite (179), and ZSM-5 (163,164) from hydrogels, as well as in the analyses of the crystal growth of ZSM-5 (182) and silicalite-1 crystals (182,183) from clear solutions with G* = Cb and G*s = CeqL (183) and G* = M and G*s = Me (184). For assumed constant superstauration, S = ( G* c constant during the main part of the crystallization process (39,52,53,55,58–  G*) s 60,64,65,67–101,116,161–166,178–183), integration of Eq. (33) gives, ð34Þ L ¼ k4 ðG*  G*Þt s c ¼ Kg tc Equation (34) is same as Eq. (3), thus describing the experimentally where Kg = k4( G*  G*). s evidenced linear growth of zeolite crystals during the main part of crystallization process. Here it is interesting that both diﬀusion-controlled (116,161–166,178–182) and surface reaction–con-
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Fig. 41 Schematic presentation of the crystal growth by an arrangement of the aluminosilicate species (S species, unit cells, pseudocells) from the liquid phase on the surface of the growing zeolite crystal.



trolled (178,183,184) crystal growth of zeolite(s) are assumed, and then described by Eq. (32) and (33), respectively. However, in accordance with Eq. (20), a strictly deﬁned diﬀusion-controlled growth of zeolite is a function of both the supersaturation ( G*  G*) s of the liquid phase with reactive (alumino)silicate species (S species, unit cells, pseudocells, soluble aluminosilicates) and crystal size L. Hence, for assumed constant superstauration, f (C)1 = C  C(eq) = ( G*  G*) s c constant during the main part of the crystallization process, integration of Eq. (20) gives L ¼ Kg ðdÞðtc Þ1=2



ð35Þ



where Kg(d) = [2kg(1) f (C)1] = [2k4( G*  G*)] . It is evident from Eq. (35) that a linear s relationship between tc and L cannot be expected for diﬀusion-controlled crystal growth, that also can be shown in Fig. 42 which represents the changes in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals calculated by Eq. (34) (solid curve) and Eq. (35) (dashed curve) for simulated values of ( G*  G*) s = 0.05 mol dm3 and kg(1) = k4 = 40 Am h1 mol1 dm3, and thus Kg = Kg(d) = 2 Am h1. In addition, according to Barrer (21), a growth mechanism governed by diﬀusional control can be ruled out because of the high activation energies (30–130 kJ/mol) obtained by measuring the linear growth rates of diﬀerent types of zeolites (see Tables 1 and 2), whereas a diﬀusional mechanism would be expected to yield an activation energy of 12–17 kJ/mol. According to Zhdanov (68), the apparent activation energy of crystallization corresponds to that of crystal growth. Later on (185) it was found that the apparent activation energies of the 1/2
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1/2



Fig. 42 Changes in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals calculated by Eq. (34) (solid curve) and Eq. 3 1 mol1 (35) (dashed curve) for simulated values of ( G*  G*) s = 0.05 mol dm and kg(l) = k4 = 40 Am h dm3, and thus Kg = Kg(d) = 2 Am h1.



crystallization of zeolite A (40.16 kJ/mol) and ZSM-5 (40.3 kJ/mol) are almost the same as the apparent activation energies of the crystal growth of the zeolites, namely, 43.7 kJ/mol for zeolite A and 40.3 kJ/mol for zeolite ZSM-5. Based on the ﬁnding that the apparent activation energies for the crystal growth of mordenite and zeolite A (42–45 kJ/mol) corresponds to the apparent activation energy of two hydrogen bonds, Zhdanov (68) concluded that the apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth is connected to the necessity of dehydration of the silicate and/or aluminate ions in the solution before the condensation reactions between the ions could take place in the surface reactions. Studies of silicate species (186) yielded the value of 93 kJ/mol for the activation energy of dimerization of orthosilicate ions, almost the same value as found for apparent activation energy (94–96 kJ/mol) of the crystal growth of silicalite-1 (100). Besides the chemical interactions between the reactive species from the solution and the surface of growing crystals (dehydration, condensation), rearrangements of the reactive species on the crystal surface (55,60,79) and repulsive forces between the reactive species and crystal surface (55,67,79) may also contribute the relatively high apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth. Following these arguments, most authors consider surface reaction (surface integration step) as the rate-limiting step of the crystal growth of zeolites (53,55,58,59,65,67, 72,79,80,84–88,91, 96,99,100,109,111–113,133,141,178,183,184). Since ‘‘the growth process is dependent upon both diﬀusion (convection) of precursor species to the growing surfaces and their incorporation to zeolite framework’’ (80), diﬀusion [Eq. (20)] or, more probably, convection [Eqs. (23), (32)–(34)] of the soluble species in the liquid phase is a requisite (but not rate-limiting) step needed for the transport of the reactive soluble species from the liquid phase to the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals, as schematically presented in Fig. 41. Hence, in accordance with the general equation describing the surface-controlled crystal growth [Eq. (29)], Eq. (23) may be used for mathematical description of the kinetics of zeolite crystal growth controlled by the ﬁrst-order (m = 1) surface reaction (53,59). This implies the formation of certain building blocks [S species, unit cells, pseudocells, or generally (alumino)silicate species having the chemical composition and/or ‘‘structure’’ similar to the crystallized zeolite], their convectionand/or diﬀusion-controlled transport from the liquid phase to the surface of the growing zeolite crystals, and incorporation in the growing crystals by speciﬁc chemical reactions.
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In contrast to a complex inﬂuence of the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase on the crystal growth of aluminosilicate-type zeolites, as will be shown later, the chronomal analyses of the crystal growth of TPA-silicalite-1 from clear solution (59) has shown that the kinetics of crystal growth at 98jC during the period of liner growth correlates well with what one would expect if a ﬁrst-order surface reaction–controlled growth mechanism is operative: ‘‘Unfortunately, no information can be obtained concerning the reacting species responsible for crystal growth from this evaluation of the growth mechanism’’ (59). Some authors (72,79,100,183) suggested that the most suitable building units for silicalite-1 growth are the smaller silicate species, most probably monomer. For example: ‘‘In TPA-silicalite-1 crystallization the dominant feature is the high stability aﬀorded by the incorporation of TPA template; the actual structure of the silicate species involved in the crystal growth is of secondary importance, and it is likely that all of those available in the solution take part in the reactions at the crystal surface. Those which become attached to the framework at suitable sites for incorporation in the crystal will be retained, whereas unsuitable oligomers, or oligomers attached at unsuitable sites must be released or broken up before the crystallization can proceed. With this in mind, it is suggested that the most suitable units are the smaller silicate species, most probably monomer’’ (72). Thus, it is possible that the whole process is governed by the ordering of silicates around the pertinent template species adsorbed at the crystal surface (187). However, the recent studies of crystallization of silicalite-1, applying more sophisticated experimental methods such as quasi-elastic light scattering spectroscopy (QELSS), cryotransmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), show some very interesting peculiarities of these systems, as schematically represented in Figs. 43 and 44. 1. Based on the solid-state 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR it was found that upon heating of the synthesis gel, a close contact between the protons of TPA and the silicon atoms of the inorganic phase is established by the van der Waals interaction, prior to the formation of the long-range order of the crystalline zeolite structure (188,189). It was proposed that silicate is closely associated with the TPA molecules, thus forming inorganic–organic composite species that are the key species for the self-assembly of Si-ZSM-5 (188,189). 2. Presence of subcolloidal primary units with an average size of 2–4 nm (see Figs. 43a and 44) formed in the synthesis solution at early stage of synthesis (after mixing of reactants at room temperature and/or immediately after the beginning of heating the reaction solution) (55,93– 96,153,190–193). The subcolloidal particles were ﬁrst identiﬁed by cryo-TEM (153) and later by in situ SANS, SAXS, and WAXS analyses at the early stage of crystallization of silicalite-1 from both heterogeneous (gel) (190) and homogeneous (clear solution) (190,191) systems. QELSS analysis of the undiluted TPA-silicalite precursor solution prior to hydrothermal treatment (93) showed that subcolloidal particles are present in the solution as an essentially monodisperse population with an average particle size of 2–4 nm. Figure 45 shows that the average particle size increases initially from 2–3 nm, at room temperature, to 3.5 nm at 70jC. ‘‘The particle size continues to increase to ca. 6 nm during the ﬁrst 12 hours of hydrothermal treatment during which period, the particle size distribution (PSD) is monomodal. After ca. 12 hours, a second particle population appears, the PSD changes to a bimodal PSD and the average particle size of the small size-fraction (primary particles) reverts to the original size of 3.5 nm. A reasonable interpretation of these results is that the monomodal PSD’s initially observed actually represent the average of two separate particle populations that are not resolved by the light scattering technique’’ (93). Using diﬀerent experimental techniques such as TEM, dynamic light scattering, (DLS), WAXS, SAXS, and USAXS (ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering), the ﬁndings of Regev et al. (153), Dokter et al. (190,191), and Schoeman (93) relating to the formation of subcolloidal primary
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Fig. 43 Mechanism of microstructural random packing, subsequent ordering, and crystallization. (a) Silicalite/TPA clusters in solution, (b) primary fractal aggregates formed from the silicalite/TPA clusters (6.4 nm, Fig. 1a), (c) densiﬁcation of these primary fractal aggregates (Fig. 1b), (d) combination of the densiﬁed aggregates into a secondary fractal structure and crystallization (Fig. 1c), and (e) densiﬁcation of the secondary aggregates and crystal growth. (Adapted from Ref. 190.)



units were recently revealed by Nikolakis et al. (55) and de Moor et al (95,96,192–194,198). The presence of the primary units (subcolloidal particles) is independent of the structural directing agent, alkalinity, and presence of gel phase (192–194). The powdered extracted sample of the subcolloidal particles was shown to possess microporosity, entrapped TPA+ cations, and short-range order by Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and electron diﬀraction (93). TPA is also clearly identiﬁed as being present in the subcolloidal particles from contrast variation SANS experiments on synthesis mixtures (60). This clearly indicates that the TPA molecules and silica are interacting in the primary particles and that TPA aﬀects the short-range ordering of the silicon atoms (192). Since the primary particles are present in the synthesis solution prior to hydrothermal treatment, it is assumed that they are
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Fig. 44



Scheme for the crystallization mechanism of Si-TPA-MFI. (Adapted from Ref. 193.)



formed by aggregation of several inorganic-organic composite species (192,193) at the start of the crystallization process (see Fig. 43), even at room temperature (93,153,190,191). Therefore, several authors (53,55,93,95,96,99,153,184,190–196) concluded that just the primary subcolloidal particles are precursors for nucleation and growth of silicalite and other siliceous zeolites. 3. Recent scattering studies of crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites demonstrate the presence of nanoscale amorphous (alumino)silicate gel agglomerates (39,41,45,55,62,93, 95,96,99–101,190–194,196–198). Based on cryo-TEM and SAXS analyses of the liquid phase of the silicalite-1 synthesis solution, Regev et al. (153) identiﬁed so-called globular structural units in the freshly prepared synthesis solution. These globular structural units, having a diameter of 5 nm, may be formed only in the presence of TPA+ ions and at pH > 11.6; otherwise only nonreactive globular particles of about 2.5 nm in diameter can be formed. The authors assumed that each structural globular unit, which may be amorphous and/or crystalline, is composed of several tetrapods constructed of an aluminosilicate skeleton wrapped around TPA+ cation, so that the tetrapods have a similar structure to those connecting the straight and sinusoidal channels the ﬁnal crystalline ZSM-5, as is schematically presented in Fig. 46. Similar ‘‘globular’’ particles of about 7.2 nm in diameter that have been formed by ‘‘densiﬁcation’’ of the aggregates of the primary particles less than 3.2 nm in diameter (Fig. 43 a and b) were identiﬁed by in situ SANS, SAXS, and WAXS analysis at the early stages of crystallization of silicalite-1 from both heterogeneous (gel) (190) and homogeneous (clear solution) (190,191) systems. Recently, using the combination of WAXS, SAXS, and USAXS,
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Fig. 45 Change in the average particle size of small fraction (5) and large fraction (o) during crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1 at 70jC from clear solution having the batch molar composition 9TPAOH/25SiO2/480H2O/100EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 93.)



de Moor et al. (95,96,99,192–194) provided the ﬁrst complete image of the nanometer scale assembly process of an organic-mediated synthesis of pure-silica zeolite. The process starts with the formation of the primary units with an average diameter of 2.8 nm (see Figs. 43 and 44) by aggregation of several inorganic–organic composite species (see Fig. 44). In the next step of the process, the primary 2.8-nm units aggregate into 10-nm amorphous particles (aggregates) (see Figs. 43 and 44). In contrast to invariance of the primary 2.8-nm units, the formation of the amorphous 10-nm secondary units (aggregates of primary units) was changed by variation of the alkalinity of the synthesis mixture (see Fig. 47) (96,192,193). In the case of relatively low alkalinity (Si/OH = 3.02; Fig. 47A), the formation of aggregates with a size of approximately 10 nm is facilitated. At increasing alkalinity, the ability of the synthesis mixture to form such structures decreases (96,192,193), while there is no indication that particles larger than 2.8 nm primary units are present at high alkalinities (Si/OH = 2.42; Fig. 47B). This is



Fig. 46 A schematic representation of the structure of the structural globular unit. (Adapted from Ref. 153.)
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Fig. 47 Time-dependent scattering intensity at ﬁxed angles, corresponding with d spacing of 2.8 nm (primary units) and 10 nm (aggregates), together with the area of the Bragg reﬂections of the product SiTPA-MFI crystals, for Si-TPA-MFI synthesis mixtures with Si/OH ratios (A) 2.42 and (B) 3.02. The scattered intensity of the aggregates () was plotted because their presence could be demonstrated clearly from the scattering curve, and was divided by 2 for clarity. (Adapted from Ref. 96.)



probably connected with an increased solubility of the aggregates at relatively high alkalinity of the synthesis mixture (Si/OH > 2.65) (193). 4. The correlation between presence of aggregates of primary units and the rate of nucleation (95,96,99,153,190–194) shows that the critical process of crystallization is formation of the amorphous aggregates, even in clear solutions (39,41,45,55,62,93,95,96,99– 101,190–194,196–198): After reorganization and condensation, the amorphous aggregates transform to viable nuclei (95,96,99,153,190–194). However, this process is not quite clear in the models described in the cited papers and schematically presented in Figs. 43 and 44. On the other hand, there is abundant experimental evidence that, due to high supersaturation of constituents (Na, Si, Al, template) in gel (39,41,62,101), nuclei are formed inside amorphous matrix in both heterogeneous (gel) (62,123,190,199–210) and homogeneous (solution) (39,41,45,101,191,192,211,212) systems. Although nuclei may be formed very rapidly in heterogeneous systems (e.g., during gel precipitation), the increase in number of nuclei during room temperature aging of both gels (64,65,120,123,125) and clear solutions (39,97,100, 101,197) indicates that reorganization and condensation reactions that form viable nuclei inside gel matrix are time-dependent processes. In the case of nanoscale, amorphous (alumino)silicate gel agglomerates, the possibility of the formation of crystalline phase is probably determined by the critical mass of material, i.e., the size of the agglomerate. Taking into consideration the described peculiarities of the systems, the nucleation and crystal growth of the MFI-type zeolites from the clear solutions may be considered as follows: Heating of the reactant solution induces formation of 2.8-nm primary units by aggregation of several inorganic–organic composite species and aggregation of the 2.8-nm primary units into 10-nm aggregates (Fig. 44). In contrast to very rapid formation of the 2.8-nm primary units, their aggregation into 10-nm aggregates is substantially slower process (see Fig. 47A). It can be assumed that the 2.8-nm primary units used for the formation of 10-nm aggregates are compensated by the unreacted inorganic–organic composite species. In this way, the ‘‘concentration’’ of the primary units keeps constant or even increases slightly during the main part of the crystallization process (see Fig. 47). After the amorphous aggregates reach the ‘‘critical’’ size (e.g., 10 nm), part of gel nutrient transforms into crystalline phase. The strong decrease of the scattered intensity from the aggregates shows that only a small fraction
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transforms into the crystalline phase and that the vast majority dissolves to 2.8-nm primary units (192). In this way, nuclei are surrounded by amorphous ‘‘shell,’’ as is clearly shown in Figure 3 in Ref. 41. The nuclei lie dormant in the amorphous gel phase until they are released into the solution by dissolution of gel phase and become active growing crystals (65,73,75,85,123,187,213,214). Prolonged heating of the reactant solution causes dissolution of the amorphous shell around nuclei. The dissolution is evidenced by the decrease in the scattering intensity of the 10-nm aggregates as shown in Fig. 47. When the amorphous shell is completely dissolved, nuclei are in full contact with the liquid phase; the nuclei having the size lower than the critical size dissolve together with the amorphous phase, whereas the nuclei having the size larger than the critical size start to grow as is indicated by the increase of crystallinity that takes place simultaneously with the decrease in the ‘‘concentration’’ of 10nm aggregates (see Fig. 47). Figure 48 shows the crystal growth of silicalite-1 seeds from the system containing only the primary 2.8-nm units but not their aggregates (at least in the amount detectable by the applied techniques) (96,192). In contrast to unseeded systems, the growth starts immediately, with the constant rate independent of the amount of seed crystals added. This clearly indicates that the 10-nm aggregates are not precursors for the growth process but that growth occurs by integration of the primary 2.8-nm units on the surfaces of growing silicalite-1 crystals. Hence, the primary 2.8-nm units are assumed as the precursor species for the crystal growth of silicalite-1 and other siliceous zeolites (e.g., Si-BEA, Si-MTW) from both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems (96,192,193). The primary 2.8-nm units spent for the growth of nuclei (crystals) are replaced by the dissolution of an appropriate amount of the amorphous material from the 10-nm aggregates. Hence, a constant ‘‘concentration’’ (e.g., Cpu) of the primary 2.8nm units during the part of the crystallization process when the 10-nm aggregates are still present in the system (Fig. 47A) probably corresponds to the solubility of the amorphous phase. When the amorphous phase is completely dissolved, as it is indicated by disappearance of the 10-nm aggregates (Fig. 47A), the concentration of the primary 2.8-nm units starts to



Fig. 48 Mean crystal diameter as determined from ﬁtting the calculated scattering pattern of a polydisperse system of spheres to the experimental USAXS patterns for a synthesis mixture with Si/OH = 2.12 with seed added. The weight percentage of seeds (grams of SiO2 seeds per gram of SiO2 in the synthesis mixture) is denoted at the curves. (Adapted from Ref. 96.)
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decrease as the consequence of their continuous but uncompensated integration into growing * , corresponds to the solubility of silicalite-1 when silicalite-1 crystals. The constant value, Cpu the process of crystallization is ﬁnished. On the other hand, according to Carlsson et al. (184), the nucleation was hypothesized to involve secondary amorphous 10-nm silica particles (aggregates), which grow slightly by addition of soluble silicate species, probably inorganic– organic composite species (cs), to form activated complexes. These complexes transform into crystalline nuclei, which grow by additional deposition of soluble silica (inorganic–organic composite species). Both nucleation and crystal growth were considered to be reaction controlled. In this way, regardless to the choice of the key precursor species (ps), crystal growth of silicalite-1 and other siliceous and high-silica zeolites from both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems is controlled by the ﬁrst-order reaction (integration of ps in the surface of growing crystals), that is, dL=dtc ¼ kg ðDpsÞ ¼ kg ðps  ps*Þ ð36Þ where (Dps) = ( ps  ps*) = (Cpu  C*pu ), or (Dps) = ( cs  cs*) is the driving force of the growth process in accordance with the results of the chronomal analysis (93). Polydispersity of the products (TPA-silicalite-1) (192) indicates that the nuclei are released from the gel matrix (and start to grow) at diﬀerent times, s, of the crystallization process, thus showing that nucleation in homogeneous (solution) systems takes place by the same mechanism (autocatalytic nucleation) as in heterogeneous (gel) systems (65,73,75,85, 123,187,213,214). However, while in most heterogeneous systems and seeded homogeneous systems part of the nuclei are in the systems present at s = tc = 0, and thus the crystal growth starts at tc = 0 (cases 1 and 3; see Figs. 12–14 and 48), s > 0 in most homogeneous systems. In these systems, s is a sum of times needed for the formation of amorphous aggregates, formation of crystalline phase inside gel matrix of the amorphous aggregate, and dissolution of the amorphous shell around dormant nuclei. This rationally explains the observed ‘‘delaying’’ of the growth process in the crystallization of zeolites from clear solutions (39,52,58,59,72,90, 92– 101,192,194; see examples in Figs. 15 and 16.) Hence, for Dps = constant (see Fig. 34), integration of Eq. (36) from so to tc gives Lm ¼ kg ðDpsÞðtc  so Þ ¼ Kg ðtc  so Þ



ð37Þ



as observed experimentally, where Lm is the size of the largest crystals formed by the growth of the nuclei which are released from the gel before all others (at s = so). In contrast to more or less deﬁned precursor species or ‘‘building blocks’’ (primary 2.8nm units) for the growth of siliceous zeolites, similar structures were not deﬁnitively found in the reaction mixtures relevant for the crystallization of aluminum-rich zeolites. Although some authors assumed formation of ‘‘structured’’ aluminosilicate blocks [S species (130,177), unit cells (116,161,162,165,178)] in the liquid phase and their transport from the solution onto the surfaces of the growing crystals, there is no evidence of the existence of the complex silicate and aluminosilicate structures in the liquid phase of the reaction mixtures. The structures relevant to some secondary building units (e.g., bicyclic hexamer, D3R; cubic octamer, D4R) were found in slightly alkaline solutions at room temperature (66) or in TMAaluminosilicate solutions (66,215–218). However, at increased temperatures and alkalinities characteristic for the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites these structures are not stable, so that in neither case has there been evidence for a direct conversion of any of the proposed building units to the ﬁnal zeolite structure (66,215,217,219). On the other hand, spectroscopic analyses of the liquid phase during crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites have shown that the liquid phase contains Al(OH)4 monomers and diﬀerent low molecular weight silicate and aluminosilicate anions (21,66,122,133,216,218,220–242). Among 15 possible silicate (Qn; n = 0–4) and aluminosilicate anions (Qn(mAl); m = 1 to n) that may be found in
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aluminosilicate solutions (217), monomers and dimers are most common or even the only species present in the liquid phase during crystallization of aluminum-rich zeolites (21,122,133,221–223,225,230,234, 237–243). Depending on Si and Al concentrations, alkalinity, and temperature, each silicate and aluminosilicate anion may have diﬀerent degrees of hydroxylation, so that 15 diﬀerent anions (Al(OH) 4 , SiO i (OH) i ni , j Si2Oi+1(OH)i 6i, AlSiOj(OH) 7j) may be present in diﬀerent proportions in the liquid phase containing monomers and dimers only (239,240,242). Since more than one selected anion is expected to be involved in the surface reaction, and changes in concentrations as the synthesis proceeds (39,64,65,67–69,74,85–88,91, 102,109,113,121,132,135,140,244–247), the concept of a ‘‘supersaturation’’ as deﬁned by Eq. (33) may be ambiguous in the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites (187). In an attempt to solve this problem, Sˇefcˇik et al. (239) expressed both the concentration product k, and solubility product ks as complex functions of all the anions (aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate) present in the liquid phase (239,240,242), and then deﬁned the crystal growth rate as (239): dL=dtc ¼ GðtÞ ¼ kg ½pðtÞ  pS 



ð38Þ



where k(t) is the concentration product at the crystallization time tc. Although this approach represents an improvement relative to the concept of unit cells (116,161,162,165,178), Eq. (38) again assumes a ﬁrst-order integration of an undeﬁned precursor on the surfaces of growing crystals, and thus fails the abundant ﬁnding (64,65,67,68,74,85–88,109,112,133,141,142,248) that the crystal growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites depends on the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase (see Figs. 49–57). In their study of crystallization of zeolites A (64) and X (64,68), Zhdanov and Samulevitch found that the rate of the crystal growth could be expressed as: dL=dtc ¼ k V ½CA1 ½CSi n



ð39Þ



where [CAl] and [CSi] are molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon dissolved in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system, and kV is a constant proportional to the growth rate constant. Figure 49 shows that crystal growth rate of zeolite A is a linear function of the product [CAl][Csi].



Fig. 49 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A on the product [CAl][CSi] of molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system.
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Fig. 50 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y on the molar concentration, [CAl], of aluminum in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 142.)



Lechert et al. (112,142) found that the rate of crystal growth of zeolite Y is a linear function of the concentration, CAl (from 2  103 to 1.44  102 mol dm3; Ref. 142), of aluminum in the liquid phase (Fig. 50). Due to constancy of the concentration, CSi (from 0.4 to 0.515 mol dm3; Ref. 142), of silicon in the liquid phase, the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y is also a linear function of the product [CAl][CSi] (Fig. 51). Fajula et al. (74) found that the rate of crystal growth of zeolite omega depends on the concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase (Fig. 52), in accordance with Eqs. (14) and (15). Concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase, at high and constant concentration of silicon in the liquid phase, is also the rate-controlling factor of the crystal growth of hydroxysodalite from clear solution (48).



Fig. 51 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y on the product [CAl][CSi] of molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 142.)
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Fig. 52 Growth rates of the (001) (o) and (hk0) (.) faces of zeolite omega at 115jC, as a function of aluminum concentration, [CAl], in the liquid phase. (Adapted from Ref. 74.)



Lindner and Lechert (112) assumed that only monomeric silicate (uSi-O, uSi-OH) and aluminate (Al(OH)4) species are responsible for crystal growth by nucleophilic attack on the aluminate centers ([ZeouAl-OH]Na+) at the zeolite surface: ½ZeouAl  OH Naþ þ O  SiuZ½ZeouAl  O  Siu Naþ þ OH



ð40aÞ



½ZeouAl  OH Naþ þ HO  SiuZ½ZeouAl  O  Siu Naþ þ H2 O



ð40bÞ



by condensation reaction with a silanol group at the surface: ZeouSi  OH þ HO  SiuZZeouSi  O  Siu þ H2 O ð40cÞ and by incorporation of aluminum as a nucleophilic substitution reaction between deprotonated silanol groups on the surface and solvated aluminate species:   ZeouSi  O Naþ þ AlðOHÞ ð40dÞ 4 Z½ZeouSi  O  AlðOHÞ3  þ OH which at the same time explains why both the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase inﬂuence the growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites, in a simple way described by Eq. (39).



Fig. 53 Schematic representation of the growth structure of zeolite A comprising four layers of sodalite cages and D4Rs. Part (a) shows the surface terminated in sodalite cages whereas part (b) shows it terminated in D4Rs. In both cases a kink site may be seen in the third layer counting upward from the bottom. These are pinpointed by arrows. (Adapted from Ref. 250.)
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Fig. 54 Dependence of the crystal growth rate dL/dtc of zeolite A on the concentration function f(C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)]. (Adapted from Ref. 85.)



Studies of crystal growth of zeolites A, Y, silicalite, ferrierite, and ETS-10 (218,248,249) and dissolution of heulandite (250,251) of zeolites by atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that both the crystal growth and dissolution in alkaline and acidic solution occurred via a layerby-layer mechanism, and that the height of the layer is consistent with the dimensions of important cage structures—the sodalite cage in zeolites A and Y (Fig. 53) and the double 5-ring MFI chain in silicalite (219). Growth occurs via a terrace-ledge-kink (TLK) mechanism (252) with propagation of the surface terraces by reaction of the silicate and aluminate anions from the liquid phase with the functional groups of the kink sites (Fig. 53) at the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals (250) in accordance with Eqs. (40a)–(40d). Such a mechanism of the crystal growth explains the observed linear relationship between the crystal size L and time of crystallization (see Figs. 9–22, 28, 33–35, 45, and 48) at constant supersaturation. However, since the crystal growth rate depends not only on the actual concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase but on the solubility of the formed crystalline phase under the synthesis conditions [see Eqs. (20), (21), (23), (24)–(26), (28)–(34), and (36)–(38)], Eq. (39) represents only an empirical relationship between the rate of crystal growth and the concentrations [CAl] and [CSi], but not a mathematical description of the growth kinetic based on a well-deﬁned growth mechanism. Analysis of the growth kinetics of the hydroxysodalite crystals formed during heating of zeolite A in alkaline solutions (109,248) showed that the crystal growth rate may be expressed as: dL=dt ¼ kg ½CA1  CA1 ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ ð41Þ where CAl and CSi are concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase during the transformation process, and CAl(s) and CSi(s) are concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, which correspond to the solubility of the crystallized hydroxysodalite at the transformation conditions. Since the concentrations CAl and CSi changed congruently during the transformation (see Figure 1B in Ref. 109), i.e., CAl = 1.15CSi, CAl(s) = 1.1CSi(s), Eq. (41) may be rewritten as: dL=dtc ¼ kg ðAlÞ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ2 ¼ kg ðSiÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ2



ð42Þ



where kg(Al) = 1.51kg and kg(Si) = 0.87kg. Later on, Eq. (41) was used for the analysis of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A synthesized under diﬀerent conditions (65,67,85,86,87,
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Fig. 55 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (o) and CL = CSi (.) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03 Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.6 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



88,141,185). Figure 54 shows that the crystal growth rate is a linear function of the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)]. An analysis of the relationship between the concentration factor f (C), relevant to diﬀerent growth models expressed by Eqs. (20), (23), (26), and (30), and the growth rate constant kg of zeolite A (141) showed that only the constant kg = k3 [see Eq. (30)] does not change with the value of f(C) during the entire course of the crystallization. Hence, it is evident that assuming the aluminosilicate framework of zeolites as chemical compound of the ABn type (i.e., AlSin, where n is the molar (Si/Al)z ratio of the zeolite), and taking into consideration the
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Fig. 56 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (.) and CL = CSi (o) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.8 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



particularities of zeolite-crystallizing systems, the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites can be in accordance with the model of Davies and Jones [see Eq. (30)] deﬁned as dL=dtc ¼ kg f ðCÞ ¼ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞn



ð43Þ



with n = 1 for (Si/Al)z = 1 (zeolite A, hydroxysodalite). Analysis of the inﬂuence of alkalinity (67,141) and temperature (88,141) on the crystal growth rate of zeolite A showed that kinetics of crystal growth may be in all cases (1.2–2 M NaOH in the liquid phase in the temperature range 70–90j C) satisfactorily described by Eq. (43) with n = 1. However, it was observed that the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)] is not always strictly constant (Fig. 55C) during the main part of the crystallization process, but it increases slightly (b > 0; Fig. 56C) or decreases (b < 0; Fig. 57C) as a linear function of tc, that is, f ðCÞ ¼ f ðCÞo þ btc
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ð44Þ



Fig. 57 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (o) and CL = CSi (.) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 2 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



up to the end of the crystallization process, due to the decrease in the concentrations of aluminum in the liquid phase, and converges to the value of f (C) ! 0 when CAl ! CAl(s) [see Eq. (43)]. A combination of Eqs. (43) and (44) gives dL=dtc ¼ Kg ¼ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ ¼ kg ½ f ðCÞo þ btc 



ð45Þ



and thus, L ¼ kg ½ f ðCÞo tc þ bðtc Þ2 
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ð46Þ



Using Eq. (46), the corresponding values of kg were calculated as kg ¼ Lm =½ f ðCÞo tc þ bðtc Þ2 



ð47Þ



where Lm is the size of largest crystals of zeolite A (see Figs. 55D–57D) at the corresponding crystallization time tc (67,141). The constancy of the value kg calculated by Eq. (47) using the values of Lm measured at various crystallization times tc and the corresponding numerical values of the constants f (C)o and b (see Table 12) indicates that the growth rate of zeolite A crystals depends on the concentrations CAl and CSi, as deﬁned by Eq. (45). In addition, using the corresponding numerical values of f (C)o, b, and kg (see Table 12), the changes of Lm were calculated by Eq. (46) and correlated with the measured values of Lm. Figures 55D–57D show that the calculated (curves) and measured (symbols, O) changes of Lm are in excellent agreement in the time interval for which Eq. (46) is valid (compare C and D in Figs. 55–57) (47). This conﬁrms the assumption that crystal growth of zeolite A (and possibly other aluminum-rich zeolites) takes place in accordance with the model of Davies and Jones for growth and dissolution (167,172), and that the rate of crystal growth depends on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase as deﬁned by Eq. (43). It is interesting that in contrast to an increase of the starting value of f (C) = f (C)o for a factor of 3 (see Table 12), the rate dL/dtc = kg f (C) = Kg increased only for factor of 1.4 (see Table 3) when the concentration of NaOH in the liquid phase increased from 1.2 to 2.0 mol dm3. This disproportionality between the changes in f (C) and dL/dtc is obviously caused by the increase in the value of f (C) (see Table 12) and the simultaneous decrease of the value kg (see Table 12 and Fig. 58), respectively, with an increase in the alkalinity of the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (67,141). The decrease in the value of kg with decreasing alkalinity of the liquid phase may be explained as follows: The increase in alkalinity increases the number of negatively charged OH groups in the coordination spheres of Si and Al of both the reactive species (aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate anions) (68,239,240,242,253) in the liquid phase and the surfaces of the growing zeolite crystals (68,253). An increase of the negative charge of both reactive species in the liquid phase and the surface of growing zeolite crystals increases the repulsive forces between the reactive species themselves as well as between the reactive species and the crystal surfaces, and consequently retards the reactions relative for the growth process, as is indicated by the decrease of the value of the growth rate constant kg with the increase of alkalinity. In this context, the decrease in the value of kg with increasing alkalinity of the liquid phase is an additional argument that the growth of zeolite crystals is governed by the reactions of monomeric and/or low molecular weight aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anion from



Table 12 Numerical Values of the Constants f (C)0 and b in Eq. (45) and of the Constant kg of the Linear Growth of Zeolite A Crystals in Systems I-Va System I II III IV V



CNaOH (mol dm3) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0



a



f (C)0 (mol2 dm6) 8.960 1.071 1.600 2.186 2.773



    



104 103 103 103 103



b (mol2 dm6 min1) 1.091 8.771 6.750 0 1.019



 106  106  106  105



kg (Am mol2 dm6 min1) 18.61 12.24 9.63 10.25 8.64



The systems I-V represent suspensions (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/ 1.66H2O) heated at 80jC in 1.2–2 M NaOH solutions. Source: Ref. 67.
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Fig. 58 Change in the value of the constant kg of the rate of crystal growth of zeolite A microcrystals with the concentration CNaOH of NaOH in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



the liquid phase on the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals. A good correlation between the measured values of Lm and the values of Lm calculated with Eq. (46) (see Figs. 55D–57D) leads to an assumption that all aluminum and silicon dissolved in the liquid phase participates in the surface reaction, or at least that the fractions fAl * and fSi* of the reactive aluminate and * ~ CAl and fSi* ~ CSi. silicate species are proportional to their total concentrations, i.e., fAl This is in accordance with the ﬁnding that only monomeric and dimeric anions predominate in highly alkaline systems relevant to crystallization of zeolite A (225,238–242). At the same time, this may be limiting factor in the use of Eq. (45). Speciﬁcally, if the ‘‘reactivity’’ of the anions present in the liquid phase diﬀers as a function of their size (monomers, dimers, oligomers), mutual reactions (formation of aluminosilicate anions), degree of hydroxylation (charge), and surface ordering of the growing zeolite crystals (type of zeolite), then the rate of crystal growth would be determined by the ﬂuxes of the most reactive species. In additions the inﬂuence of the less reactive species on the overall growth rate cannot be neglected. Finding the solution to this problem is a challenge. IV.



MODELING OF ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH



A.



Interdependences of the Critical Processes of Zeolite Crystallization



A typical hydrothermal crystallization of zeolites includes (a) formation of a ‘‘clear’’ aluminosilicate solution and/or precipitation of an amorphous aluminosilicate precursor (gel), by mixing together alkaline aluminate and silicate solutions with or without additives (inorganic salts, organic templates, etc.); (b) presynthesis treatment of the reaction mixture (homogenization, room temperature aging, seeding, etc.); and (c) crystallization of zeolite(s) by heating of the reaction mixture (clear aluminosilicate solution, or particles of precipitated gel dispersed in supernatant) at elevated temperature (21,66,138,174,254). In contrast to simplicity of the procedure, the physicochemical processes occurring during the crystallization are very complex, and the rate of crystallization, types of zeolite formed, and their properties depend on a great number of factors such as concentration and structure of starting aluminate and silicate solutions, presence of additives (inorganic salts and/
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or organic templates), mode of preparation and treatment of the amorphous aluminosilicate gel precursor, and crystallization conditions (pH, temperature, pressure, mode of mixing, time of crystallization, etc.) (21,66,138,174,254). Chemical composition of the solid phase (xNa2O/ Al2O3/ySiO2/zH2O) and equilibrium distribution of silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate anions in the liquid phase of the system depend on many factors, such as chemical composition and concentration of starting silicate and aluminate solutions, volume ratio of silicate and aluminate solutions, order of mixing of the starting solutions, time and temperature of gel precipitation, mode and intensity of mixing during precipitation, presence of additives in the starting solution, and so forth (21,66,68,138,174,200,238,241,254,255). Equilibrium established during the precipitation may be changed by aging of the gel at elevated temperature (lower than is the temperature of crystallization), additional fragmentation of the solid phase, addition of diﬀerent additives, etc. Heating of the reaction mixture causes dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate (gel) and thus increases the concentrations of silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase as well as a redistribution of silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate anions in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. Study of the dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate gel precursors in hot alkaline solutions has shown that the kinetics of dissolution may be expressed as (115,256,257): dmG ðLÞ=dtc ¼ Kd ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½mG ðeqÞ  mG ðLÞ ¼ Kd ðAlÞ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½CAl ðeqÞ  CAl  ¼ Kd ðSiÞ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½CSi ðeqÞ  CSi 



ð48Þ



where mG(L) is the amount of precursor dissolved up to the dissolution/crystallization time tc; mGo is the starting amount (at tc = 0) of the precursor in the reaction mixture (hydrogel); mG(eq) is the amount of the precursor that corresponds to its solubility at given synthesis conditions; Kd, Kd(Al), and Kd(Si) are lumped constants proportional to the rate constant of the dissolution process; and mGo  mG(L) ~ CAl(eq)  CAl ~ CSi(eq)  CSi. After the reaction temperature is established, the liquid phase is saturated with respect to the aluminosilicate precursor and at the same time supersaturated with respect to the zeolite. Supersaturation of the liquid phase with the reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species makes the condition for the formation of primary zeolite particles (nucleation) and their growth. Solubility of gels is two to four times higher than the solubility of zeolites (73,86,130,225,245,258). Thus, the gel is a ‘‘reservoir’’ of the reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species needed for nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites; the reactive species are transferred from the gel, through the liquid phase, to the growing zeolite particles (crystals) until the entire amount of gel is dissolved and transformed to zeolite(s). Since the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase depend on the rate of gel dissolution (formation of the soluble aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate species), on the one hand, and on the crystal growth rate of zeolite(s) (spending of soluble aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate species from the liquid phase), on the other hand, and since both critical processes (gel dissolution and crystal growth) depend on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase [see Eqs. (43) and (48)], it is evident that both processes are directly interdependent (Fig. 59). If the formation of primary zeolite particles (nuclei) occurs by autocatalytic nucleation (65,73,75, 85,123,187,213,214), the rate of nucleation (release of the nuclei from the dissolved part of the gel matrix) is directly dependent on the rate of gel dissolution (65,73,85,86,89,111,163– 165,181,185,213,214,259,260), that is, dN =dtc ¼ f ðN Þ½dmG ðLÞ=dtc 
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ð49Þ



Fig. 59 Schematic presentation of the interdependences of the critical processes of zeolite crystallization.



where N is number of nuclei (particles of quasi-crystalline phase) released from the mass mG(L) of the gel dissolved up to the crystallization time tc, and f (N) is a function of the distribution of nuclei (particles of quasi-crystalline phase in the gel matrix), and at the same time indirectly depends on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase [see Eq. (48)]. Since the rate of removal of reactive species from the liquid phase depends on the number of growing nuclei (crystals), the rate of nucleation directly inﬂuences the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, and therefore the rates of gel dissolution [see Eq. (48)] and crystal growth rates [see Eq. (41)]. Hence, all critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites) are interdependent. For this reason, the growth equation [Eq. (9)] cannot be strictly solved for the entire course of the crystallization process, and only the population balance methodology enables the modeling and simulation of crystallization processes using diﬀerent mechanisms of gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites based on fundamental theories of the particulate processes that occur during crystallization (116,161,261).



B.



Population Balance of Zeolite Crystallization



Starting with Thompson and coworkers (116,161,164,181,182), the population balance model ﬁrst developed by Randolph and Larson (261) has been widely used in the description of zeolitecrystallizing systems, including autocatalytic nucleation (65,111,163,165,185,259,260), studying the signiﬁcance of ‘‘induction period’’ of crystallization (185), evidence of memory eﬀect of the amorphous aluminosilicate precursors (259), modeling of zeolite crystallization from clear aluminosilicate solutions (183,184), and so on.
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The population balance for zeolite crystallization in a well-mixed, isothermal, constant volume batch crystallizer is (116,261): @n @n þQ ¼0 @t @L



ð50Þ



where n = n(L,t) is the number density function representing crystal size distribution as a function of time. In order to simplify the solution of this partial diﬀerential equation, the moment transformation into a set of ordinary diﬀerential equations was applied (116,161,261): dmo =dt ¼ B



ð51Þ



dm1 =dt ¼ Qmo dm2 =dt ¼ 2Qm1



ð52Þ ð53Þ



dm3 =dt ¼ 3Qm2



ð54Þ



where mi (i = 0, 1, 2, and 3) are the moments of particle (crystal) size distribution at the crystallization time t, deﬁned as l



mi ¼ m Li ½dN ðL; tÞ=dLdL



ð55Þ



0



B ¼ dN =dt



ð56Þ



is the rate of nucleation, and Q ¼ dL=dt ¼ kg f ðCÞ



ð57Þ



is the crystal growth rate deﬁned by appropriate kinetic expression [e.g., right-hand side of Eqs. (36) and (41), or by appropriate empirical equation (260)]. In accordance with Eq. (55), the mass mz of zeolite formed up to the crystallization time t = tc is proportional to the third moment of the crystal size distribution established at the time tc and can be expressed as l



mz ¼ GU m L3 ½dN ðL; tÞ=dLdL ¼ Gqm3



ð58Þ



0



where G and U are geometrical shape factor and density of growing zeolite crystals. Since all the critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolite) depend on the concentration(s) of the precursor species in the liquid phase (e.g., inorganic–organic composite species, primary 2.8-nm particles and their aggregates in the synthesis of siliceous zeolites, and reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anions in the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites), the material balance of the precursor species must also be included in the population balance model. The behavior of the crystallizing system deﬁned by particular kinetics of gel dissolution [e.g., Eq. (48)], nucleation [e.g., Eq. (49)], and crystal growth [e.g., Eqs. (36) and (43)] may be simulated by simultaneous solution of the moment equations (51)–(54) and the corresponding material balance equations. Use of the population balance methodology in modeling and simulation of zeolite crystallization, with special emphasis on crystal growth kinetics and inﬂuence of the heating rate of the reaction mixture on the crystal growth, are shown below as examples. 1. Crystallization of Zeolite A from Hydrogel Zeolite A was crystallized at 80jC from the hydrogels (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O), aged for 0, 3, 9, and 17 days at 25jC (65,73). For assumed homogeneous distribution of nuclei
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Fig. 60 Correlation between simulated (curves) and measured (symbols) changes in (A) fractions fA of zeolite A, (B) concentrations CAl of aluminum (solid curves) and CSi of silicon (dashed curves) in the liquid phase, and (C) size Lm of the largest crystals during crystallization of zeolite A at 80jC from the hydrogels (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O), aged for 0 (5), 3 (o), 9 (.), and 17 (5) days at 25jC. (Adapted from Ref. 65.)



(particles of quasi-crystalline phase) in the gel matrix (65,73,213,214), the rate of nucleation is deﬁned as dmo =dtc ¼ B ¼ dN =dtc ¼ N¯ ðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ 3GqN¯ Qm2 ¼ 3GqN¯ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞm2 ð59Þ ¯ is the number of nuclei released from the mass of gel needed for the crystallization of where N a unit mass of zeolite, dmz/dtc = GU(dm3/dtc) = 3GUQm2 is the kinetics of crystallization, and Q = dL/dtc deﬁned by Eq. (41). Hence, in accordance with Eqs. (52)–(54), dm1 =dtc ¼ mo kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ
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ð60Þ



dm2 =dtc ¼ 2m1 kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ



ð61Þ



dm3 =dtc ¼ 3m2 kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ



ð62Þ



Changes dCAl/dtc and dCSi/dtc in the concentration of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase are deﬁned as (65): dCAl =dtc ¼ aðdmG =MG dtc Þ  2ðdmz =Mz dtc Þ ¼ aðdmG =MG dtc Þ  6GUQm2 =Mz



ð63Þ



dCSi =dtc ¼ bðdmG =MG dtc Þ  2ðdmz =Mz dtc Þ ¼ bðdmG =MG dtc Þ  6GUQm2 =Mz



ð64Þ



where a = 2 and b = 2.106 are moles of aluminum and silicon in 1 mole of the amorphous solid phase (gel); MG = 317.54 g/mol and Mz = 365.17 g/mol are oxide formula molecular weights of gel and zeolite A; and dmG/dtc is expressed by Eq. (48). Behavior of systems during crystallization of zeolite A from the aged hydrogels was simulated by simultaneous solution of diﬀerential equations (41), (48), and (59)–(64) by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method using the corresponding numerical values of constants kg, ¯ and initial values mi(0) = N(0)[L(0)]i, L(0), CAl(s), CSi(s), Kd, moG, CAl(eq), CSi(eq), G, U, and N mG(0), CAl(0), and CSi(0), indicated in Ref. 56. The results of simulation presented in Fig. 60 by curves are in good (B) or even excellent (A and C) agreement with corresponding measured values (symbols). The increase in the rate of crystallization with increasing time of gel aging, ta, is caused by the increase in the number of nuclei (65,73) at constant rate of crystal growth (see Fig. 60C). In contrast to unrealistic values of L and mz at the end of the crystallization process (i.e., L ! l and consequently mz ! l when tc ! l) calculated by the models in which the crystal growth rate is deﬁned by Eq. (37) [ f (C) = constant] (21,67,68,70,73,75,85,87,109,123,130,131,133,136,213,214,248), the use of the growth equation (41) gives a realistic feature of the change in L (Fig. 60C), and thus of the change in fz = mz/(mz + mG) (Fig. 60A), during the entire course of the crystallization process. 2. Crystallization of Zeolite ZSM-5 from Hydrogel Zeolite ZSM-5 was crystallized at 160jC from the system (hydrogel) having the batch composition 30.6Na2O/44.51,6-hexanediol/106.4SiO2/4759.2H2O (111). Hydrogel was prepared at room temperature (25jC) and then heated to the reaction temperature (160jC) with the initial heating rate Rh0 = 50–60jC (111). An analysis of the nucleation process has shown that the formation of primary ZSM-5 particles (nuclei) occurred by autocatalytic nucleation (111, 260) and that, in accordance with Eq. (49), the kinetics of nucleation may be expressed as (260): B ¼ dmo =dtc ¼ dN =dtc ¼ f ðN Þðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ N¯ k1 ½expðk2 mz Þðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ 3GUQm2 N¯ k1 ½expðk2 GUm3 Þ



ð65Þ



Since the original paper (111) contains neither the graphical presentation of the crystal growth function nor the complete growth data, but only its linear change Kg = 0.45 Am/h at the



Fig. 61 Changes in (A) size Lm of the largest crystals, (B) temperature T of the reaction mixture, and (C) growth rate constant Kg(T) during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-5 at 160jC, simulated by the procedure described in the text with Kh = 0.01, 0.015, 0.025, 0.03, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 (curves from right to left). The Lm vs. tc function represented by symbols (o, Fig. A) was constructed by Zhdanov’s method (64) using the corresponding crystal size distribution (ﬁgure 3 in Ref. 111) and nucleation data (ﬁgure 4 in Ref. 111.) tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 260.)
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reaction temperature (160jC), the appropriate kinetics of the crystal growth (symbols in Fig. 61A) was constructed by Zhdanov’s method (64) using the corresponding crystal size distribution (Figure 3 in Ref. 111) and nucleation data (Figure 4 in Ref. 111.) The constructed change of the crystal size (symbols in Fig. 61A) has the proﬁle characteristic for the most of zeolite growth kinetics (see Figs. 8–22) with the slope of the linear part Kg = 0.45, as elaborated in the original paper (111). Analyses of many kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites (B Subotic´, J. Bronic´, unpublished data) resulted in a ﬁnding that the typical proﬁle of zeolite growth rate curves (see Figs. 2A and 4A) can be perfectly simulated by a solution of the diﬀerential equation: Q ¼ dL=dtc ¼ Kg f1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg



ð66Þ



where Kg has the same meaning as in Eqs. (2)–(6), (8), (10)–(18), (35), and (37) (e.g., the slope dL/dtc of the linear part of the L vs. tc curves), Lmax is the crystal size at the end of the crystallization process (plateau of the L vs. tc curves; see Figs. 8, 9, 11 12–13, 17–20, 22, 33, 34, 55D 56–57D, 60C, and 61A), and Kd is a factor that determines the deviation of the L vs. tc function from linearity. Figure 61A shows that the linear part of the growth kinetics starts not at tc = 0 but at tc c 2 h. It was assumed that this shift in the linear growth rate is caused by the heating of the reaction mixture from the ambient temperature Ta = 25jC to the reaction temperature TR = 160jC (260). Since the dependence of Kg on temperature T may be expressed by the Arrhenius equation (88,141,185,259), the change in the crystal growth rate during heating up of the reaction mixture may be expressed as (260): Q ¼ dL=dtc ¼ Kg ðT Þf1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg ¼ A exp½Ea =Rð273 þ T Þf1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg



ð67Þ



where Kg(T ) is the growth rate constant at temperature T (in jC), R = 8.3143 J K1 mol1, and A is the pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius equation. The temperature T may be calculated by the solution of the empirical diﬀerential equation (260): Rh ¼ dT =dtc ¼ Roh f1  exp½Kh ðT  TR Þg



ð68Þ



where Rho is the initial rate of heating up of the reaction mixture, TR is the (maximal) reaction temperature, and Kh is a factor that determines the deviation of the T vs. tc function from linearity. Behavior of systems during crystallization of zeolites ZSM-5 (111,260) was simulated by simultaneous solution of diﬀerential equations (52)–(54), (65), (67), and (68) by a fourth-order ¯ , G, U, Kg, Kd, Runge-Kutta method using the corresponding numerical values of constants N Lmax, A, Ea, Rho, Kh, and TR, and initial values mi(0) = N(0)[L(0)]i, L(0), and T(0) as indicated in Ref. 260. Results of simulation presented in Fig. 61 show that the change in Lm during the crystallization (symbols o in Fig. 61A) may be perfectly simulated only for Kh z 0.06 (solid curve in Fig. 61A). This implies an almost linear increase in the temperature of the reaction mixture during its heating from Ta = 25jC at tc = 0 to TR = 160jC at tc c 3 h and its constancy (160jC) at tc > 3 h (solid curve in Fig. 61B, simulated with Kh = 0.06). Corresponding change in the value of the constant Kg(T) during the heating of the reaction mixture is presented by the solid curve in Fig. 61C. Figure 62 shows the correlations between measured (symbols) and simulated (curves) kinetics of nucleation (Fig. 62A) as well as crystal size distribution of the crystalline end product (Fig. 62B). Here must be
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¯ dtc of nucleation (o) and fx = fz of Fig. 62 (A) Simulated (curves) and measured kinetics fx = dN/N crystallization (.) of zeolite ZSM-5 at 160jC. (B) Simulated (curve) and measured (symbols) crystal size distribution of zeolite ZSM-5 in the crystalline end product. ND is the number of the ZSM-5 crystals having the size (length) L, and (ND)max is the number of crystals having the modal size. (Adapted from Refs. 111 and 260.)



pointed out that ‘‘the time at which the reaction temperature reached the required level has been taken as the zero time’’ (111), i.e., (tc)o. Thus, the excellent agreement between the calculated (simulated) values for both the kinetics of nucleation and crystallization (Fig. 62A) for tc = (tc)o + 3 h is in accordance with the ﬁnding that the reaction temperature TR = 160jC, and consequently the maximal value of the growth rate constant Kg(160) = 0.45 Am/h, was reached at tc = (tc)o = 3 h (see Fig. 61). Results of the simulation also show that the rate of heating of the reaction mixture may have important signiﬁcance in the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth (see also the example in Fig. 63) and thus oﬀer an rational explanation of the ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth relative to the beginning of the crystallization process. Results of study of the inﬂuence of the heating rate on the



Fig. 63 Controlled growth of silicalite-1 at 5% seeding level (t = 0 at start of heating. Reaction temperature (., o) or crystal size (E, 4); thermal (o, 4) or microwave (., E). (Adapted from Ref. 262.)
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growth rate of silicalite-1 seed crystals (262) supports this explanation as it is illustrated in Fig. 63. V.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION



A signiﬁcant role of the particulate properties (size, shape, size distribution) of zeolites in the mode and eﬃciency of their application, and the possibility of controlling the particulate properties through knowledge of the mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth as well as the inﬂuence of crystallization conditions on the crystal growth of zeolites, is outlined in the Introduction section (Sec. I). Analysis of the crystal growth kinetics during crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from both hydrogels and clear aluminosilicate solutions (Sec. II) showed that the general feature of zeolite crystal growth does not depend on the type of zeolite, and a variety of conditions under even a single type of zeolite may be synthesized. The size, L, of zeolite crystals increases linearly during the main part of crystallization process. It starts to decrease (decline from the linear rate) near the end of the crystallization process. The crystals attain their ﬁnal (maximal) size when the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor is completely dissolved and/or the concentrations of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species reach the values characteristic for the solubility of zeolite formed under the given synthesis conditions. Three characteristic proﬁles of the growth curves with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process, i.e., L = Lm = 0 at tc = 0, L = Lm = 0 at 0 < tc V H , and L = Lm = (Lm)0 > 0 at tc = 0 are discussed and rationally explained in accordance with the synthesis conditions. The crystal growth kinetics of zeolites synthesized under speciﬁc synthesis conditions and/or by special methods may deviate from those characteristic proﬁles. Inﬂuence of the most important crystallization conditions (temperature, aging, seeding) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, presence of inorganic cations, and organic template concentration) on the kinetics of crystal growth and/or particulate properties (size, shape) of diﬀerent types of zeolites is presented and explained whenever possible (Sec. II.A). Existing models of the crystal growth of zeolites are critically evaluated in accordance with the known growth theories, taking into consideration the particularities of zeolitecrystallizing systems (Sec. III). Based on the ﬁndings that A linear relationship between tc and L caused by a layer-by-layer growth of zeolites cannot be expected for diﬀusion-controlled crystal growth, The activation energies (30–130 kJ/mol) obtained by measuring the linear growth rates of diﬀerent types of zeolites are considerably higher than the activation energy (12–17 kJ/mol) of diﬀusion, and Besides the chemical interactions between the reactive species from the solution and the surface of growing crystals (dehydration, condensation), rearrangements of the reactive species on the crystal surface and repulsive forces between the reactive species and crystal surface may also contribute to the relatively high apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth, most authors consider surface reaction (surface integration step) as the rate-limiting step of the crystal growth of zeolites. Analysis of the interactions between diﬀerent species [TPA-Si inorganic–organic composite species, primary 2.8-nm species formed by aggregation of the inorganic–oragnic composite species, and secondary aggregates (10 nm) of the primary species] existing in the reaction mixtures during crystallization of siliceous zeolites (silicalite-1, Si-BEA, Si-MTW) leads to the conclusion that the crystal growth of these zeolites occurs by the ﬁrst-order surface integration of the precursor species (inorganic–organic
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composite species and/or primary 2.8-nm species) to the growing zeolite crystals. On the other hand, abundant ﬁndings that the crystal growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites depends on the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase lead to an assumption that diﬀerent aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species from the liquid phase participate in the surface reactions. Analysis of the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolite A in accordance with the existing growth theories shows that the crystal growth rate of zeolite A is proportional to the ﬂuxes of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, and thus that the growth of zeolite crystals (at least zeolite A) is governed by the reactions of monomeric and/ or low molecular weight aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anions from the liquid phase on the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals in accordance with the Davies and Jones model of dissolution and growth. In Sec. IV it was shown that due to manifold interdependencies between critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites), only the population balance methodology facilitates the modeling and simulation of crystallization processes using diﬀerent mechanisms of gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites based on fundamental theories of the particulate processes that occur during crystallization. Based on the general principles of the population balance, modeling and simulation of crystallization of zeolites A and ZSM-5 from hydrogels, with special emphasis to crystal growth kinetics and inﬂuence of the heating rate of the reaction mixture on the crystal growth, are shown as examples. Although the general and many speciﬁc principles of the crystal growth of zeolites are known, as it is elaborated in this chapter, some very important question such as: (i) which species (silicate monomers, inorganic-organic composite species and/or primary 2.8 nm species) are real precursors for the growth of siliceous zeolites, (ii) what is (are), among diﬀerent aluminate, silicate and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase, key precursor(s) for the crystal growth of diﬀerent aluminum-rich zeolites, and (iii) how in reality the reaction(s) between the reactive species from the liquid phase and the surface of growing zeolite crystals occur(s), are still open, and are excellent challenges for the continuation of the work in this exciting area. REFERENCES 1.
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Modeling techniques have been used for many years in investigations of structures, properties, and reactivities of microporous materials (1). Early work focused on modeling of crystal structures (2), but applications quickly developed in the ﬁelds of sorption (see Chapter 9 in this volume) and diﬀusion (see Chapter 10). In recent years, extensive use has been made of highlevel quantum mechanical methods in the study of reaction mechanisms in zeolites (see Chapter 15). One of the greatest challenges in the current science of microporous solids is to understand at the atomistic level the fundamental processes of nucleation and growth of these materials. Such knowledge, in addition to being of intrinsic value, oﬀers to guide and optimize synthetic strategies. There is a wealth of empirical information on zeolite synthesis, and in the last few years valuable insight has been yielded by the application of light scattering, as well as both small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering and neutron scattering and by time–resolved diﬀraction studies during hydrothermal synthesis (see, for example, Refs. 3–8). This chapter will focus on our recent applications of modeling methods, which can make a vital and unique contribution to this major ﬁeld in the science of microporous materials. II.



SCOPE



Our aim is to understand at the atomistic level the process occurring in hydrothermal synthesis, which lead to nucleation and subsequent growth of the crystalline zeolite. To achieve this end we require models for and modeling of the following: 1. The gel chemistry, where in particular we need to develop models of the prenucleation silica and aluminosilica fragments present in the synthesis gels. Knowledge of the mechanisms and energetics of their condensation is also required.
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2.



The nature of the interactions between silica/aluminosilica species in solution and organic template molecules, in particular the ways in which templates modify the structures and energetics and such structures. 3. The processes of aggregation leading to the formation of zeolite nuclei. 4. The mechanism and rates of the subsequent growth of the zeolite crystal. The ultimate goal will be to implement the types of modeling described above into a full kinetic model of the whole nucleation and growth process. It will be some time before this aim can be achieved, but considerable progress has been made particularly with regard to 1 and 2 above. This chapter therefore concentrates on recent progress in understanding gel chemistry and templating eﬀects. Very recent advances in understanding aggregation and growth will be discussed toward the end of the chapter. First, however, we need to summarize the main methodologies employed in this ﬁeld. III.



METHODOLOGIES



To investigate these problems we need to use both ab initio (electronic structure) and molecular mechanics (interatomic potential based) methods. The former are used to model the detailed energies and geometries of the silica fragments, whereas the latter are appropriate for exploring the interaction of the silica species with water and with templating molecules. In the work reviewed in this chapter, most electronic structure calculations used density functional theory (DFT). A variety of density functionals and basis sets were employed as will be described in greater detail in later sections. Hartree-Fock calculations were, however, performed for a limited number of the calculations reviewed. A variety of software packages are available for such calculations, including DMOL (9) and Gaussian (10). To model the interaction of the silicate clusters with water, the most eﬀective approach is to combine energy minimization with molecular dynamics techniques. As described in greater detail below, the clusters can be represented using a modiﬁed version of the standard, cvﬀ, molecular mechanics potential (11); the same parameters may be used in modeling the cluster– water interactions. To model hydration, the clusters are ﬁrst relaxed to equilibrium and then surrounded by a sheath of water molecules. Full minimization of the cluster–water complex is then undertaken, followed in a number of cases by molecular dynamics and subsequent minimization; the latter procedure will hopefully assist in avoiding local minima. Eﬀective software for undertaking such calculations is the Insight/Discover suite of Accelrys (11,12) as will be described further in a later section. Additional relevant details will be given in the accounts of the applications that follow. IV.



GEL CHEMISTRY



Our ﬁrst objective is to gain a more detailed understanding of the structures and energies of key silica clusters and of the energetics and mechanisms of their condensation. Calculations are reported ﬁrst on clusters in vacuo. Inclusion of the eﬀect of hydration is, however, a crucial feature of our work and is also reported later in this section. The properties of silica clusters have been studied previously using both experimental and theoretical methods. In the last 15 years, there have been extensive studies of silica species in solution using 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), liquid chromatography, vibrational spectroscopy, electron paramagnetic resonances and other experimental techniques (13–19). 29Si NMR spectroscopy proved to be particularly eﬀective in identifying the concentration and gross structural features of such clusters (20–25). However, partly because there are so many diﬀerent clusters present in solution, it is difﬁcult to study their properties individually using experimental techniques. Recent developments in theoretical methods make it possible to calculate the
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structures, energetics, and reactions of silica clusters with improved accuracy, paving the way to a much better understanding of these systems n the future. Previous theoretical work includes semi-empirical (26,27), Hartree-Fock (28–34), and DFT calculations (35–39), plus molecular dynamics simulations (40–42). We now review the result of recent ab initio calculations on the silica clusters, which we compare, when possible, with available experimental data. Both local (BHL) (43,44) and nonlocal (BLYP) (45,46) calculations, with double numerical (DNP) and triple numerical (TNP) basis sets (47), were used. These results were not corrected by zero point vibrational energy or for basis set superposition error since the accuracy of the calculations is limited by the functional and basis set used, so that this level of complexity is not justiﬁed. We discuss all SixOy(OH)z clusters with a maximum of ﬁve silicon atoms, plus some larger clusters including the six-silicon ring and the eight-silicon cube. We consider ﬁrst the open, noncyclic clusters; then the clusters with a ring; and, ﬁnally, the clusters with at least two rings. We present the most relevant conformations for each cluster and analyze the corresponding energetic and structural details. Indeed, our study represents the ﬁrst detailed conformational analysis of the clusters; we ﬁnd that hydrogen bonding exerts a critical inﬂuence on the conformations calculated. Complex silica clusters are classiﬁed according to the NMR notation, Qmn, where n represents the number of silicons which are bonded to m bridging oxygens. In the few cases where this notation proved insufﬁcient, we used e and c for edge and corner, and cis and trans speciﬁcations, respectively. A.



Open Clusters



The noncyclic clusters considered in this section vary from the simple monomer and dimer to linear and branched structures containing ﬁve Si atoms. 1. Monomer and Dimer: Intramolecular Effects Although they are too reactive to be found in the gas phase, the monomer and dimer are the most studied silica clusters due to their simplicity and their role as building blocks in the chemistry of silica. The condensation reaction energy in the gas phase depends considerably on the strength of the hydrogen bonds in the dimer. In the case of Si(OH)4, two conformations are relevant, with point symmetry D2d and S4. The S4 conformation is the global minimum in the gas phase and the D2d is a local minimum. The structure and charge distribution for both conformations is presented in Fig. 1. The calculations employed the BLYP density functional with a high-quality TNP basis set. The energy difference between the two conformations is calculated as 1.8 kcal mol1. Sauer (31) reported a slightly higher value for this energy difference, 3.2 kcal mol1 at the HF/6-31G** and 3.3 kcal mol1 at the HF/6-31G* levels of theory. At the DF-BLYP/TNP level, the OSiO angles match exactly the reference HF values (31). While the SiOH angle is 2.3j smaller and



Fig. 1 D2d and S4 Si(OH)4 conformations, optimized at the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation.
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Fig. 2



C2r and C2 Si2O(OH)6 conformations, optimized at the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation.



˚ larger, respectively, than in the HF the SiO and OH bond lengths are only 0.02 and 0.03 A study. The distance between adjacent hydroxyl groups is too large to allow the formation of hydrogen bonds. The conformations for the dimer, i.e., the Si2O(OH)6 cluster, with the lowest energy and the highest symmetry (C2 and C2v respectively) are presented in Fig. 2, for the DF-BLYP/TNP level of approximation. At this level, the C2 conformation is +5.7 kcal mol1 more stable than the C2v. This energy difference is substantial and shows the importance of these conformational analyses. The calculated condensation energies to form the dimer from the monomer: 2SiðOHÞ4 ! Si2 OðOHÞ6 þ H2 O; ð1Þ for the lowest energy conformations are presented in Table 1. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the energy is calculated as 9.4 kcal mol1, but the value decreases to 2.8 kcal mol1 at the DF-BLYP/DNP level and decreases further, to 2.2 kcal mol1, at the DF-BLYP/ TNP level. There are two hydrogen bonds in Si2O(OH)6 that are not present in the Si(OH)4 reactants, and the simpler BHL/DNP procedure is known to exaggerate the hydrogen bonding energies (39). As in the water dimer (see Table 1), the MP2 prediction (7.8 kcal mol1) is smaller than the local DF-BHL/DNP but higher than the best nonlocal DF-BLYP/TNP calculation. Assuming that the diﬀerence in energy between local and nonlocal density calculations is due only to the two intramolecular hydrogen bonds occurring in Si2O(OH)6, the error per hydrogen bond calculated at the DF-BHL/DNP level can be estimated to be about 3.3 kcal mol1, close to 4.9 kcal mol1, the corresponding error in the water dimer. The diﬀerence between the two values is probably attributable to the SiOSi angle requirements that force the hydrogen bonds to be longer than in the water dimer. At the DF-BLYP/TNP level, the SiOSi angle is calculated as 132.1j, which seems reasonable, although no experimental results are available for Si2O(OH)6 in vacuo. We will use the correction of 3.3 kcal mol1 per hydrogen Table 1 Si(OH)4 Condensation Energy (kcal mol1) and H2O Dimerisation Energy (kcal mol1) after Ab Initio Optimizationa Method DF-BHL/DNP DF-BLYP/DNP DF-BLYP/TNP HF/6-31G** a



Silica condensation



Water dimerization



9.4 2.8 2.2 7.8



11.3 6.4 4.3 7.1



HF value for the silica condensation from Ref. 31.
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bond in later calculations on clusters which, owing to their size, were conﬁned to the DF-BHL/ DNP level. However, this is dependent on the corrections being additive and in all the hydrogen bonding terms being equivalent. More rigorous determinations of energies and structures containing hydrogen bonds are now possible using nonlocal density functional calculations. 2. Linear Trimer, Tetramer, and Pentamer: Effects of Ring Formation We now analyze the linear noncyclic clusters, containing three, four, and ﬁve silicon atoms. We ﬁnd that these clusters can form curved, almost cyclic structures, which can react to form the rings observed experimentally. a.



Linear Trimer



The linear trimer and the trimer ring are the largest silicate clusters studied in this work with nonlocal density functionals. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation, the lowest energy conformation found for the linear trimer is almost cyclic, with two hydrogen bonds closing the ring. This conformation is 2.2 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight one, where the chain ends are far apart. The structure of both conformations is shown in Fig. 3. The almost cyclic conformation may, in turn, be transformed into the trimer ring by an intramolecular condensation reaction. The corresponding energy, though positive, is sufﬁciently small (+13.2 kcal mol1) to explain how a relatively strained cluster such as the threesilicon ring may be formed. The hydrogen bonds are overestimated at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, ˚ ) and the OH bond lengths in the acceptor because the O: : : H distances are too small (f1.64 A ˚ groups are too large (1.02 A). The condensation energy, at the DF-BHL/DNP level (18.5 kcal mol1), is too high when compared with the results for the dimer. Applying the energy diﬀerence discussed above, between local and nonlocal DF found for the dimer (3.3 kcal mol1 per overestimated hydrogen bond), the condensation energy is recalculated as 11.9 kcal mol1. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the condensation energy becomes 7.7 kcal mol1, smaller than even the corrected DF-BHL/DNP value. For this, or for larger clusters with hydrogen bonds, which were studied at the DF-BHL/DNP level, even the corrected values should be considered as an upper limit for the correct results. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the ˚ and 1.00 A ˚ , are close to the expected values. O: : : H and OH bond lengths, respectively 1.83 A



Fig. 3 Si3O2(OH)8 conformations forming Si3O3(OH)6, optimized at the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation.
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Recent HF work for this cluster has been reported by Ferrari et al. (48) [with SiH3 instead of Si(OH)3 terminal groups] and Hill and Sauer (32), using symmetry constraints. b. Linear Tetramer As in the linear trimer, the lowest energy conformation found for the linear tetramer is almost cyclic, with hydrogen bonds linking the chain ends. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, this curved conformation is 11.6 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight conformation. The structure and charge distribution for the lowest energy conformations is presented in Fig. 4. The five hydrogen bonds in the curved conformation have an O: : : H distance that is too ˚ ) and an OH distance that is too large (1.01–1.05 A ˚ ), while the six hydrogen short (1.51–1.68 A bonds in the straight conformation are much weaker. Although the eﬀect of improving the level of approximation is not clear, it seems reasonable to expect that the curved conformation would still be highly probable. This is in agreement with the experimental evidence, which shows that it is relatively easy to produce foursilicon rings. The easiest way to form a four-silicon ring is probably to close an open four-silicon linear chain, which should be particularly simple starting from this almost cyclic conformation. The total condensation energy for the curved conformation (38.2 kcal mol1) again appears to be too large when compared with the best dimer calculations. Applying the correction factor, previously estimated for each overestimated hydrogen bond, the corrected condensation energy for the most stable conformation is 21.7 kcal mol1. Again, we consider that this value might still be too negative. c. Linear Pentamer The lowest energy conformation found for the linear pentamer is again almost cyclic, with four hydrogen bonds closing three secondary rings. At the DF-BHL/DNP level, this conformation is 11.4 kcal mol1 more stable than the straight conformation. The structure of the lowest energy conformation is presented in Fig. 5. The total condensation energy for the curved conformation is substantially negative (43.6 kcal mol1). Even after correcting the energy to account for the overestimation of the four hydrogen bonds, the condensation energy is only 1.8 kcal mol1 smaller than that calculated for the uncorrected straight conformation. Therefore, at higher levels of approximation, the almost cyclic conformation should remain highly stable.



Fig. 4 Noncyclic four-silicon clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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Fig. 5 Noncyclic ﬁve-silicon clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



This conformation is remarkable because it allows the subsequent formation of several diﬀerent clusters through a single intramolecular condensation reaction. If each of the four oxygens (marked with an asterisk *) forming hydrogen bonds Si(*)-O-H: : : O(*)-Si, would react directly with the other silicon (marked with an asterisk *) instead, in a nucleophilic attack four diﬀerent clusters would be produced: the ﬁve-silicon ring, the branched four-silicon ring, the branched three-silicon ring, and the double-branched three-silicon ring. 3. Branched Tetramer and Pentamer Clusters: Branching Effects In this section, we analyze the branched noncyclic clusters, containing four and ﬁve silicon atoms. We ﬁnd that the branched clusters have higher energies than the linear clusters and should therefore be less stable, in agreement with experiment. a. Branched Four-Silicon Cluster The structure of the noncyclic four-silicon clusters is presented in Fig. 4. The proposed conformation for the branched tetramer (above, in the ﬁgure) has four hydrogen bonds: two ˚ and 2.02 A ˚ ) and two with lengths that are too short with a reasonable O: : : H distance (1.80 A ˚ (1.63–1.64 A), indicating that the H-bond strengths are overestimated. Although the condensation energy for the branched tetramer is considerably negative (30.6 kcal mol1), it is 7.5 kcal mol1 less favorable than for the linear cluster. This result is in agreement with the experiment evidence, which shows that it is much easier to form the linear than the branched tetramer (22). However, because there are ﬁve apparently overestimated hydrogen bonds in the linear tetramer against only two in the branched tetramer, after applying the correction of 3.3 kcal mol1 per hydrogen bond, the energy becomes lower for the branched cluster (24.0 kcal mol1) than for the linear cluster (21.7 kcal mol1). The
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correction may here be exaggerating the relative stability of the branched structure, but the two cluster types probably have similar energies. b. Branched Five-Silicon Cluster The structure of the noncyclic ﬁve-silicon clusters is again presented in Fig. 5. The most stable conformation found for the branched ﬁve-silicon cluster (Fig. 5, center) has four hydrogen ˚ ), forming three secondary bonds which are probably overestimated (O: : : H = 1.64–1.72 A 1 rings. The condensation energy (40.2 kcal mol ) is 3.4 kcal mol1 smaller than for the linear chain, decreasing to 27.0 kcal mol1, when corrected for the hydrogen bonds (compared with 30.4 kcal mol1 for the linear chain). The corrected energy is probably a reasonable estimate in comparison with the values obtained for the previous clusters. c. Five-Silicon Cross The best conformation found for this cluster has six hydrogen bonds, forming several secondary rings. The cluster is therefore a good precursor to produce the double-branched three-silicon ring by forming an intramolecular SiOSi disiloxane bond. The condensation energy for the pentamer cross, though relatively large (32.0 kcal mol1), is still 8.2 kcal mol1 smaller than for the branched chain (40.2 kcal mol1). Taking into account the three overestimated hydrogen bonds, the corrected energy is estimated as 22.1 kcal mol1, smaller than the corrected energy (27.0 kcal mol1) for the branched pentamer. As the condensation energy for the branched pentamer is, in turn, smaller than for the linear chain, it can be concluded that at the LDA level of approximation the cluster stability decreases with the degree of branching, in agreement with the experimental evidence (22). We note that this cluster was also investigated by Lasaga et al. (29), using potentials derived from 6-31G* calculations for the monomer and dimer. The pentamer cross is the only cluster discussed in this chapter where a silicon atom is bonded to four unconstrained bridging oxygens (Ob). The central SiOb bonds are slightly ˚ ), though the diﬀerence is ˚ ) than the terminal SiOb bonds (1.64–1.68 A shorter (1.63–1.64 A relatively small. This ﬁndings agrees with the experimental and theoretical evidence that the SiO bond length tends to decrease in more bridged systems. The SiO bond length in a-quartz, ˚ (49), for example] is shorter than the predicted value for Si(OH)4 in the gas phase [1.60 A ˚ (31)]. [about 1.62 A B.



Clusters Containing a Single Ring



In our discussion of these clusters we consider ﬁrst the trimer and tetramer rings, which have particularly relevant conformations; next the branched trimer and tetramer rings, with a lateral chain containing one silicon atom; then the trimer rings containing two silicon atoms in lateral chains; and, ﬁnally, the larger, ﬁve- and six-silicon rings. 1. Trimer and Tetramer Rings: Ring Conformations In this section we analyze the smallest silica rings, presenting the most relevant conformations. Trimer and tetramer rings in vacuo are strongly stabilized by an intramolecular cyclic hydrogen bond system. a.



Trimer Ring



Figure 6 shows the three most relevant conformations found in this work for the cyclic trimer. At the DFT-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the bottom conformation (in Fig. 6) is 5.3 kcal
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Fig. 6 Si3O3(OH)6 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



mol1 more stable than the middle configuration, which in turn is 0.8 kcal mol1 more stable than the upper conﬁguration. The lowest energy conformation has a chair conformation (as in six-carbon rings), where three hydroxyl groups occupy equatorial positions, and the other three are disposed in axial positions, forming a strong system of three hydrogen bonds. At this level of approximation, the total energy of condensation is still exothermic (1.6 kcal mol1), despite the strain associated with this ring. At the DF-BLYP/DNP level of approximation, the total condensation energy is already positive but still small (+5.5 kcal mol1), so it should be present in silica solutions, despite its internal strain, as experiment shows, for low pH (24). The SiOSi angle is much larger in the two planar rings than in the chair conformation (f116.0j). The SiOH angle assumes two distinct values, one for the equatorial hydroxyl groups (f114.5j, as in previous clusters), and another, which is much smaller (f106.8j), for the axial hydroxyl groups, that are constrained by the directionality of the hydrogen bonds. ˚ ). However, at the DF-BLYP/DNP level, the O: : : H distances are relatively long (2.69–3.01 A b.



Tetramer Ring



The lowest energy conformation found for the four-silicon ring is a crown conformation [also the most stable conformation in eight-carbon rings (50), which decreases the ring strain and allows the formation of a strong cyclic system of four hydrogen bonds, reducing considerably the energy of the cluster. At the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation, this conformation is 31.9 kcal mol1 more stable than a planar tetramer, which is more symmetrical but has relatively weak hydrogen bond interactions. The structure of both conformations is presented in Fig. 7. The SiOSi angles are much larger (160.4j) in the planar conformation, reflecting the different atomic arrangements of the two rings. The SiOSi angle is larger in the four- than in the three-silicon ring. Although the ring strain should be considerably smaller in this cluster than in the more constrained trimer ring, the total condensation energy for the ‘‘crown’’ conformation (25.7 kcal mol1) is probably too negative in comparison with the nonlocal density results obtained for the two- and three-silicon clusters, due essentially to the overestimation by the local density
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Fig. 7 Si4O4(OH)8 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.



approximation (LDA) method of the four hydrogen bonds, the lengths of which are too small ˚ ). Correcting the energy following the results for the dimer, the condensation energy (f1.62 A becomes 12.5 kcal mol1, which is much more acceptable. Other studies for this ring have been reported by Moravetski et al. (34), Hill and Sauer (32), and West et al. (26), but only for the planar conformation. 2. Branched Rings: One-Silicon Branched Trimer and Tetramer Rings We now analyze the simplest branched rings, the trimer and tetramer rings containing a onesilicon lateral chain. Both clusters have a relatively negative condensation reaction energy (from the monomer) and keep the chair and crown conformations found for the nonbranched rings. a.



Branched Trimer Ring



The branched trimer and tetramer rings are presented in Fig. 8. The branched trimer ring (Fig. 8, top) results from the association of a trimer ring (in a chair conformation) with a monomer (in an S4 conformation), arranged in such a way that a bridging oxygen in the ring forms a



Fig. 8



Q22Q13Q11 and Q32Q13Q11 clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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hydrogen bond with the Si(OH)3 chain. This hydrogen bond introduces a second link between the ring and the chain, in this way increasing considerably the rigidity of the cluster. This ˚ ) than the three hydrogen bonds in the ring (O: : : H = 1.85– hydrogen bond is weaker (1.91 A ˚ 2.20 A), which are slightly distorted by the influence of the lateral chain. The length of the SiO ˚ ) than the others in the ring or in bond linking the ring and the chain is much shorter (1.61 A the chain. The condensation energy of 6.0 kcal mol1 (i.e., 4.4 kcal mol1 lower than for the three-silicon ring), although relatively small due to the ring strain, is sufﬁciently negative to result in the signiﬁcant concentration of this cluster which is usually found in sol-gel solutions (24,25). b. Branched Tetramer Ring The branched tetramer ring (see Fig. 8, bottom) is formed by associating a tetramer ring (in a crown conformation) with an S4 monomer, thus preserving most of the features of these ˚ ) to the four clusters. The lateral chain adds an additional hydrogen bond (O: : : H = 1.96 A : : : ˚ hydrogen bonds in the ring (O H = 1.62–1.65 A), increasing considerably the rigidity of the ˚ ) than cluster, as the lateral chain cannot rotate anymore. The SiO bond length is smaller (1.62 A in open chains. The condensation energy for this cluster of 31.0 kcal mol1 (i.e., 5.3 kcal mol1 lower than for the four-silicon ring) is considerably negative, due to the ﬁve hydrogen bonds. When corrected for the four overestimated hydrogen bonds, the energy is estimated as 17.8 kcal mol1. 3. Branched Rings: Two-Silicon Branched Trimer Rings We now analyze the four trimer rings containing two silicon atoms in lateral chains. These clusters have similar energies and structural features and should be slightly more stable than the trimer ring. a. Single-Branched Trimer Ring The trimer rings with two silicon atoms in lateral chains are presented in Fig. 9. The trimer ring with a single two-silicon chain (Fig. 9, top right) is formed by associating the ring (in the chair conformation) with a dimer (in the C2 conformation), arranged in order to allow the formation of three hydrogen bonds (two in the lateral chain and one between the chain and the ring), increasing considerably the rigidity of the cluster. The corresponding O: : : H distances are ˚ ). Consequently, the calculated condensation energy (10.95 kcal reasonable (1.94–2.02 A 1 mol ) is probably accurate enough not to need any correction. b. Trans-Branched Trimer Ring In the trans-branched trimer ring (bottom right, Fig. 9), two lateral chains with one silicon each are attached to diﬀerent silicons on diﬀerent sides of the ring. There are three hydrogen bonds in this cluster, which are apparently too strong in calculations at the LDA level. However, the diﬀerences in length between the various hydroxyl groups are smaller than in previous clusters. The condensation energy for this cluster (10.5 kcal mol1) is only 0.5 kcal mol1 higher than in the previous cluster, but the diﬀerence increases after correcting the energy (to 7.2 kcal mol1) to take into account one possibly overestimated hydrogen bond. c.



Cis-Branched Trimer Ring



The cis-branched trimer ring (bottom left, Fig. 9) diﬀers from the previous cluster because the two lateral chains are on the same side of the ring, forming three hydrogen bonds with
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Fig. 9 Q22Q13Q12Q11, Q22Q21Q14, Q23Q21Q12c, and Q23Q21Q12t clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/ DNP level of approximation.



˚ ) and a fourth one that is very weak reasonable bond lengths (O: : : H = 1.86–1.90 A ˚ ). (O: : : H = 2.74 A The condensation energy for the cis-branched cluster (10.95 kcal mol1) is almost identical to the energy calculated for the trans-branched cluster and matches exactly the energy obtained for the trimer ring with a two-silicon chain, suggesting that, from the energetic point of view, the structural diﬀerences between these clusters are irrelevant. The trans cluster becomes 3.8 kcal mol1 less stable after correcting its overestimated hydrogen bonds, although there may be some uncertainty in the reliability of the correction in this case. d. Double-Branched Trimer Ring In the double-branched trimer ring (top left, Fig. 9), two lateral chains are attached to the same ˚ and 1.96 A ˚ ), the ﬁrst silicon atom in the ring, forming two hydrogen bonds (O: : : H = 1.66 A 1 one probably overestimated. The condensation energy (11.3 kcal mol ) is calculated as roughly equal to or slightly more negative than in the three previous clusters, which is surprising because only two hydrogen bonds exist in this conformation, as opposed to three in the previous clusters. For all these clusters, the SiOb bond linking the chain with the ring is strong with bond ˚ . In compensation, the next SiOb bond in the chain is much weaker with lengths of 1.61–1.64 A ˚ . These bonds are even longer than in the ring, a trend already bond lengths of 1.66–1.67 A noted for the one-silicon branched trimer ring. We also note that the range of variation of the SiOSi bond angle is relatively diﬀerent in the four clusters. 4. Larger Rings: Pentamer and Hexamer Rings We now analyze the larger ﬁve- and six-silicon rings. Our results suggest that, in vacuo, the four- and six-silicon rings are more stabilized by strong hydrogen bond systems than the ﬁvesilicon cluster, which lacks the required symmetry, although ring strain factors inﬂuence the relative stabilities of the clusters.
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a.



Pentamer Ring



The ﬁve- and six-silicon rings are presented in Fig. 10. The five-silicon ring has the S-shape conformation usually proposed for 10-carbon rings (50), but this S shape is distorted by four hydrogen bonds formed in this cluster. The hydrogen bond distortions in the five-silicon ring explain the large bond length variations in bridging and terminal groups. The total condensation energy for the five-silicon ring (Fig. 10, top) is smaller (25.2 kcal mol1) than for the foursilicon ring (25.7 kcal mol1) because the symmetry is much lower, and a cyclic hydrogen bond system is no longer present. However, the LDA corrected energy (18.5 kcal mol1) is lower than the value obtained for the tetramer ring (12.5 kcal mol1). The larger five-silicon ring allows a better relaxation of the ring strain, though stronger hydrogen bonds may be formed in the four-silicon ring, where the hydroxyl groups are closer to each other. b.



Hexamer Ring



The six-silicon ring (Fig. 10, bottom) has an ‘‘extended crown’’ conformation, with six hydroxyl groups forming a cyclic hydrogen bond system that stabilizes the cluster enormously. These ˚) hydrogen bonds seem to be seriously overestimated, as the O: : : H bond lengths (1.56–1.60 A ˚ are too short and the corresponding O-H bond lengths (1.03–1.04 A) are too long. Consequently, the total condensation energy for the six-silicon ring (48.7 kcal mol1) is likely to be overestimated. The corrected value (28.9 kcal mol1) seems to be much more reasonable. In the six-silicon ring, the SiOSi angles (127.1–130.0j) are relatively similar to those in the foursilicon ring. The three-, four-, ﬁve-, and six-silicon rings discussed here have also been studied by Hill and Sauer (32), using HF with double zeta plus polarization (DZP) and triple zeta plus polarization (TZP) basis sets, but only for the planar conformations, using symmetry constraints. The corresponding condensation energies are more negative than the DF values presented here. C.



Multiple-Ring Clusters



Our analysis of the clusters containing several rings considers ﬁrst the trimer-trimer double rings, bonded by an edge; second, the trimer-trimer double ring, bonded by a corner, together with the



Fig. 10



Large rings, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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two tetramer-trimer double rings; and third, the multiple rings: the octamer, the double hexamer, and the sodalite cages. 1. Double Rings: Trimer-Trimer Rings The double rings, with two intramolecular condensations, are the most strained clusters studied in this work. In this section we analyze the double trimer rings sharing a common edge. In experimental work these clusters are usually not observed. a.



Trimer-Trimer Ring



The structures for the clusters with two trimer rings bonded by an edge are presented in Fig. 11. The four-silicon double ring (Fig. 11, top), which is never found in sol-gel solutions (23–25), is the least stable cluster discussed in this work. This is due to the substantial ring strain of the two rings (both with chair conformations), increased by the additional constraint of sharing a common SiOSi edge. Furthermore, only a single hydrogen bond can be formed, at a reasonable ˚ ), as the two rings force the remaining hydroxyl groups to be too far apart to distance (2.0 A interact with each other. The condensation energy for this cluster is consequently positive and relatively high (+6.4 kcal mol1), making its formation very improbable, in agreement with experimental evidence. The SiO bond length changes considerably in the constrained rings but is quite short in ˚ ). Due to the symmetry of the trimer-trimer framework, the terminal groups (only 1.62–1.63 A SiOSi angles are all relatively similar, for the three clusters (f122–127j), except the SiOSi angle in the edge common to both rings, which is much smaller, but again almost constant (f113j). b. Central Branched Trimer-Trimer Ring The central branched double trimer ring (Fig. 11, bottom left) results from the association of the four-silicon double ring with a monomer in such a way that one silicon is bonded to four bridging oxygens. Both rings have chair conformations, which are very similar to the foursilicon double ring but more planar than in the three-silicon ring.



Fig. 11 Q23Q22, Q23Q13Q12Q11, and Q22Q14Q13Q11 clusters, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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There are two hydrogen bonds in this cluster, one of which is apparently overestimated. The small condensation energy for this cluster (0.2 kcal mol1) is again due to the ring strain and in fact will be more positive due to the overestimated hydrogen bond. The corrected condensation energy of +3.1 kcal mol1 is reasonable, though perhaps slightly too high when compared with the value obtained for the four-silicon double ring (+6.4 kcal mol1), without the lateral chain and a single hydrogen bond. The SiO distances in the rings are relatively large ˚ ), due to the ring strain, but the ﬁrst SiO bond in the lateral chain is very strong: (1.64–1.68 A ˚ SiO = 1.61 A. This bonding eﬀect is conﬁrmed by the observations made previously for all the trimer branched rings. c. Outside Branched Trimer-Trimer Ring The outside branched double trimer ring (Fig. 11, bottom right) diﬀers from the previous cluster in that the monomer is attached to a silicon atom belonging to a single ring, forming a system ˚ ). with two hydrogen bonds, one of which is apparently too short (O: : : H = 1.75 A 1 The condensation energy (2.1 kcal mol ) is slightly lower than for the previous clusters, which is as expected because in the third cluster all silicon atoms are at most attached to three bridging oxygens, whereas in the second cluster a silicon atom was bonded to four bridging oxygens, thereby increasing the cluster strain. The corrected condensation energy (+1.2 kcal mol1) seems reasonable, given the strain accumulated in the double ring. 2. Double Rings: Corner-Bonded Double Trimer Ring, Trimer-Tetramer Rings The trimer-trimer double ring with the two rings bonded by a single silicon is discussed here, together with the two tetramer-trimer rings. Although relatively strained, both tetramer-trimer rings have been found in experimental work (24,25), and our calculations also suggest that both clusters should be relatively stable. a.



Corner-Bonded Double Trimer Ring



The corner-bonded double trimer ring and the trimer-tetramer double rings are shown in Fig. 12. In the corner-bonded double trimer ring (Fig. 12, left), two three-silicon rings are



Fig. 12 Q42Q14, Q22Q23Q12e, and Q22Q23Q12c clusters, conformations at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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attached to each other by a single silicon atom, instead of a SiOSi edge, as in the three clusters before. The conformation proposed here is particularly favorable because it takes advantage of the chair conformation of both rings, which is the least strained cyclic conformation, to allow the formation of four hydrogen bonds that should help considerably to stabilize the cluster. The condensation energy obtained for this cluster (1.6 kcal mol1) is reasonable, though it could be expected that this cluster would be signiﬁcantly more stable than the two just considered, due to the presence of four hydrogen bonds and because the single corner attachment instead of the shared edge between the two rings should decrease the strain. However, the corrected energy is positive, +1.7 kcal mol1. ˚ ), The SiO bond lengths change considerably in the double-ring framework (1.62–1.67 A essentially due to the diﬀerent chemical environment seen by the central and outer silicon atoms. The SiOSi angle has a surprisingly small range of variation (114.7–122.8j), considering that this is a highly strained cluster, where the environment of the central silicon atom (bonded to four bridging oxygens) is diﬀerent from that of the other four (bonded to only two bridging oxygens). b. Edge-Bonded Trimer-Tetramer Ring In the edge-bonded trimer-tetramer double ring (see Fig. 12, bottom left), a four-silicon ring and a three-silicon ring share a common SiOSi chain, where a hydroxyl group in the threesilicon ring forms two hydrogen bonds with OH groups in the four-silicon ring, increasing even more the rigidity of the cluster. The three-silicon and four-silicon rings keep the usual chair and ˚. crown conformations, but the two hydrogen bonds appear to be too short, i.e., 1.62–1.63 A ˚ The bridging SiOb bond length changes considerably (1.62–1.65 A), due to the three diﬀerent silicon environments ( Q32, Q22, and Q21) present in the edge-bonded cluster. In the edge-bonded tetramer-trimer ring, the SiOSi bond angle is larger (148.2j) in the more relaxed tetramer ring edge opposite to the trimer ring than in the other cyclic bonds (125.9–130.4j). The condensation energy obtained for this cluster, 13.6 kcal mol1, is probably too negative, even considering that this cluster is widely found in experimental sol-gel solutions. The corrected condensation energy, 7.0 kcal mol1, seems to be a more acceptable value for such a strained double ring. c.



Corner-Bonded Trimer-Tetramer Ring



The corner-bonded trimer-tetramer double ring (Fig. 12, top left) diﬀers from the above cluster in that the fragment containing the ﬁfth silicon atom is bonded to two opposite corners of the four-silicon ring, instead of two adjacent ones. Due to this diﬀerent construction, the crown conﬁguration of the tetramer ring becomes distorted, though two hydrogen bonds are still ˚ ). In this cluster, each bridging oxygen forms a shorter bond formed (O: : : H = 1.81–1.82 A ˚ ˚ ). The Q32 silicons belonging to both rings have (1.62–1.63 A), and a longer one (1.65–1.66 A two short and one long SiOb bonds, while the other Q22 bridging silicons have two long bonds and the ﬁfth Q21 silicon two short ones. The ObSiOb angles change also considerably (106.6– 117.6j). Due to the ring structure, the SiOSi angles change considerably, becoming smaller in the four-silicon ring (126.6–135.5j) than in the upper chain (see Fig. 12) formed by the ﬁfth silicon atom (136.3–140.9j). The corresponding total condensation energy (8.6 kcal mol1) is higher than for the edge-bonded ring described above, which is expected, as to form the additional chain over the four-silicon ring should be energetically less favorable than to form a lateral threesilicon ring, as before. When corrected in the usual way, the energy is estimated as 2.0 kcal mol1, which is probably insufﬁciently negative, when compared with the double trimer rings, which have almost the same energy and are much less commonly observed in experimental work.
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3. Complex Multiple-Rings: Octamer Cage, Double Hexamer Cage, and Sodalite Cage In this section we analyze the largest silica cluster considered so far: the six-silicon, eightsilicon, 12-silicon, and sodalite cages. a. Octamer Cage The most important conformations of the octamer cage are shown in Fig. 13. In one conformation, the rings have a crown arrangement, as in the tetramer ring, whereas in the other they have a nonplanar hexagonal arrangement, where each oxygen is in the plane of one face of the cube and out of the plane of the adjacent face. Each ring in the cage defines a ˚ ) and window, which is almost circular in the crown arrangement (of dimensions 3.8  3.8 A ˚  rectangular in the hexagonal arrangement (of dimensions 4.2 3.1 A). At the DFT-BHL/DNP level of approximation, the ‘‘six-hexagon’’ conformation is +1.6 kcal mol1 more stable than the ‘‘six-crown’’ conformation. Replacing the hydroxyl groups by hydrogen atoms, the diﬀerence in energy between the two conformations decreases to only 0.5 kcal mol1. The condensation energy to form Si8O12(OH)8 from the monomer, though positive (+4.1 kcal mol1), is still smaller than the energy of a single hydrogen bond, which is reasonable for this relatively strained cluster. 29Si NMR experimental evidence shows that this species is relatively stable in solution, at least for high pH values, though it has been found only in small concentrations (20,24,25). The corresponding Hartree-Fock result of Hill and Sauer (32) for the crown conformation, 4.9 kcal mol1 per mole of SiO bonds, is surprising for such a constrained cage, which cannot form intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Experimental OSiH, OSiO, SiOSi bond angles for Si8O12H8, (f110–112j, 107–109j, and 149–154j) are reviewed by Bornhauser et al. (51). Bond lengths are also given but change considerably in diﬀerent studies. b.



Prismatic Hexamer, Double Hexamer Cage, and Sodalite Cage



Some of the clusters discussed here, plus the double trimer ring, the double hexamer ring, and the sodalite cage, have been studied recently using Hartree-Fock ab initio techniques (32,34).



Fig. 13



Si8O12(OH)8 conformations, optimized at the DF-BHL/DNP level of approximation.
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The double trimer ring (prismatic hexamer), Si6O15H6, can be formed from two trimer rings, positioned one above the other, replacing the three SiOH groups of each ring that interact with the other ring by three SiOSi chains linking the two rings, as if three condensation reactions had occurred. Three lateral tetramer rings are thus formed, producing a considerably strained cluster. The double hexamer ring, Si12O30H12, can be formed from two hexamer rings, positioned one above the other, replacing the six SiOH groups of each ring that interact with the other ring by six SiOSi chains linking the two rings, as if six condensation reactions had occurred. Six lateral tetramer rings are thus formed, producing a relatively strained cluster, though less than the cluster before. The sodalite cage, Si24O60H24, contains eight hexamer rings and six tetramer rings (similar to the Wigner-Seitz cell of a body-centered cubic lattice) and has been studied by ab initio methods (30,32), due to its importance in zeolite studies. The double tetramer ring (the octamer cage), the double hexamer ring, and the sodalite framework are all so-called secondary building units that can be used to construct complex zeolite structures. According to these studies (32), the stability increases with increasing ring size as expected from decreasing strain. There is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between SiO bonds that connect two SiO4 tetrahedra and SiO bonds connected with a terminal hydroxyl group. The ˚ longer, but the deviations of these bond lengths are the same in both latter are nearly 0.01 A cases. In all molecular models the OH bond has nearly the same length. The lengths of the SiO ˚ , as bonds between the SiO4 tetrahedra in an Si-O-Si-O-Si chain alternate by nearly 0.02 A found experimentally in quartz (32). The average SiO bond length per SiO tetrahedron remains almost constant, although stretching of one SiO bond leads to shortening of the other SiO bonds of the same tetrahedron. While the OSiO and SiOH angles fall into the comparatively small ranges of 103–113j and 118–122j, respectively, the SiOSi angle seems to be very ﬂexible. The SiO4 tetrahedron is obviously a very rigid unit, and the ﬂexibility of the SiOSi angle is responsible for the structural variety of zeolites. D.



Silica Clusters: Summary



Table 2 summarizes the calculated condensation energies discussed above. Overall, when we use corrected energies (i.e., values adjusted for overestimation of the hydrogen bond strength by methodologies based on LDA), the qualitative agreement with experiment is satisfactory in that the clusters with the larger (negative) condensation are observed in silicate solutions. As described in later sections, however, the condensation energies are satisfactorily modiﬁed by the eﬀect of hydration, and a full account of the equilibrium distribution of silica clusters in solution will require these eﬀects to be included in detail. Hydration will also modify the hydrogen bonding structure whose importance has been emphasized by the analysis just presented. However, detailed knowledge of the structure and energetics in vacuo is, an essential prerequisite to understanding the properties of the clusters in solution. E.



Aluminosilicate Clusters



Although the majority of both computational and experimental studies have focused on silicate clusters, the properties and stabilities of aluminosilicate clusters are clearly of crucial importance. Indeed, a recent computational study (52) suggested that there is an important inﬂuence of the energetics of small aluminosilicate clusters on controlling Si/Al distribution in zeolites. In
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Table 2 Condensation Energy (kcal mol1) for Optimized Silica Clustersa Cal 0



Q1 Q21 Q21Q12 Q32 Q22Q21 Q31Q13 Q22Q13Q11 Q23Q22 Q42 Q32Q21 Q31Q13Q12 Q41Q14 Q22Q13Q12Q11 Q22Q21Q14 Q23Q21Q12cis Q23Q21Q12trans Q23Q13Q12Q11 Q22Q14Q13Q11 Q42Q14 Q32Q13Q11 Q22Q23Q12e Q22Q23Q12c Q52 Q62 Q83 a



Cor



Cal/n



Cor/n



Cal/s



Cor/s



2.8 6.0 0.5 7.2 8.0 1.5 +1.3 3.1 7.6 6.8 5.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4 0.2 +0.5 +0.3 3.6 1.2 0.3 3.7 4.8 +0.3



4.7 6.2 0.5 9.5 7.7 1.5 +1.6 6.4 8.7 8.0 6.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 6.2 2.7 1.7 5.0 8.1 +0.5



1.4 4.0 0.5 5.4 6.0 1.5 +1.6 3.1 6.1 5.4 4.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4 0.2 +0.6 +0.3 3.6 1.4 0.4 3.7 4.8 +0.5



-



-



-



9.4 18.5 1.6 38.2 30.6 6.0 +6.4 25.7 43.6 40.2 32.0 11.0 11.3 11.0 10.5 2.1 0.2 1.6 31.0 13.6 8.6 25.2 48.7 +4.1



2.8 11.9 1.6 21.7 24.0 6.0 +6.4 12.5 30.4 27.0 22.1 11.0 11.3 11.0 7.2 +1.2 +3.1 +1.7 17.8 7.0 2.0 18.5 28.9 +4.1



9.4 9.3 0.5 12.7 10.2 1.5 +1.3 6.4 10.9 10.1 8.0 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 6.2 2.3 1.4 5.0 8.1 +0.3



1 Si 2 Si 3 Si 4 Si



5 Si



6 Si 8 Si



˚ , see text; n = number of (Cal = calculated; Cor = corrected with 3.3 kcal mol1 per H-bond when O: : :H < 1.85 A condensation reactions to form the cluster; s = number of silicons in the cluster.)



particular, DFT calculations show that the condensation of a silica monomer (Si(OH )4) with an [Al(OH)4] monomer via the reaction: SiðOHÞ4 þ ½AlðOH Þ4  ! ½SiOAlðOH Þ6  þ H2 O



ð2Þ



1



is energetically favorable by 27 kcal mol , whereas the formation of Al-O-Al bridges by, for example, 2½AlðOH Þ4  ! ½Al2 OðOHÞ6  þ H2 O



ð3Þ



is endothermic by 41 kcal mol1. Catlow et al. (52) therefore argued that the origin of Lowenstein’s rule (53), which forbids Al-O-Al bridges in zeolitic and related solids, is probably more associated with the energetics of the reactions involved in forming small clusters, in particular the unfavorable energetics of small clusters and rings containing Al-O-Al bridges, rather than with the energetics of the ﬁnal aluminosilicate crystal structures.



V.



HYDRATION EFFECTS



All of the calculations discussed earlier relate to clusters in vacuo. As noted, solvation will, of course, exert a crucial inﬂuence on the structures and stabilities of the clusters. However,
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calculation of solvation energies is a very difﬁcult problem in theoretical chemistry. A number of diﬀerent approaches are available ranging from methods in which the solvent is treated as a continuum dielectric to methods in which the solvent is described explicitly (54), but little attention has been paid to the application of these techniques to studying the interaction of silicate fragments with an aqueous environment. The problem of cluster hydration is addressed in this section using a variety of techniques. First, we brieﬂy describe studies of the interaction of small numbers of water molecules with silicate species using ab initio and combined molecular mechanics/ab initio techniques. We then discuss eﬀorts being made to describe the bulk eﬀect of solvation on silicate fragments using both ab initio and (more routinely) molecular mechanics methods. A.



Methods: Techniques and Previous Studies



Considerable attention has been paid to investigating the interaction of silicate species with small numbers of water molecules. The interaction of water molecules with SiOH can in general be of two types, with H2O acting as a proton donor in a hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom of SiOH (type I) or H2O acting as a proton acceptor in a hydrogen bond to the hydrogen of SiOH (type II). Calculations using semiempirical methods have indicated that structures of type I are more stable than those of type II (55). However, ab initio calculations (except for those at the STO-3G level) have suggested that the type II structures are more stable than those of type I. Ugliengo et al. (56) have carried out calculations on the interaction of a water molecule with silanol H3SiOH as a model of the isolated hydroxyl of amorphous silica. In addition to the type I and type II structures, they also investigated a bifurcated structure in which both hydrogen atoms of the water molecule interact with the silanol oxygen atom. They conﬁrmed that structure II is most stable, that structure I has a nonplanar stable conﬁguration, and that the bifurcated type II structure is very weakly bound and unstable. Calculations using a 6-31G basis set give interaction energies of 36 kJ mol1 for structure II (57), which is in excellent agreement with the value estimated by Moravetski et al. (34) of 30 to 36 kJ mol1 for the average hydration of Si(OH)4 per molecule of H2O in neutral H4SiO4nH2O complexes. One method that can be used to model the eﬀect of a solvent with ab initio (or even semiempirical) calculations is the COSMO method developed by Klamt and Schu¨u¨rmann (58). This method has been introduced into the ab initio DFT code DMol by Andzelm et al. (59). The COSMO model is a continuum solvation model where the solute forms a cavity within the solvent of permittivity that is represented by the dielectric continuum. The dielectric medium is polarized by the charge distribution of the solute, and the response of the dielectric medium is described by screening charges on the surface of the cavity. The free energy of solvation DG can be calculated as DG ¼ ðE þ DGnonestatic Þ  E 0



ð4Þ



where E 0 is the total energy of the molecule in a vacuum, E is the total energy of the molecule in the solvent. DGnonestatic is the nonelectrostatic contribution from the dispersion and cavity formation eﬀects, which were obtained from ﬁtting the free energies of hydration for linear chain alkanes as functions of surface area (60). For polar, neutral molecules, the calculated hydration energies were in general found to be within 2 kcal mol1 of the experimental value after taking into account the nonelectrostatic contributions, although the agreement was found to be less good for solute ions. Application of the technique to the problem of fragments in solution will be discussed in greater detail below. Another technique that can be used to estimate solvation energies is the so-called embedded cluster technique (61). Here the bulk solvent is modeled by using a molecular
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mechanics (MM) force ﬁeld and the solute using quantum mechanical (QM) methods. The interaction between the QM and MM regions can be modeled using either mechanical embedding or electrostatic embedding. In mechanical embedding the interactions between the QM and MM regions are modeled using a classical MM force ﬁeld. In electrostatic embedding the electrostatic potential due to the MM region is included in the QM Hamiltonian. For electrostatic embedding to be successful, the point charges included in the force ﬁeld have to give a good description of the electrostatic potential, which is unusual since force ﬁelds are usually designed to give an accurate description of the total potential and not the individual components of the nonbonded potential. Electrostatic embedding allows polarization eﬀects to be taken into account. Alternatively, polarization due to the environment can be accounted for by using polarizable MM models (62). For QM/MM embedding techniques to be successful the MM force ﬁeld should be derived using calculations of approximately the same accuracy as those used for the QM region. One such method (63) incorporates solvation polarization using a classical ﬂuctuating charge method, using molecular dynamics to treat the ﬂuctuating charges as dynamic variables. It gave reasonable agreement with high quality ab initio results for a number of dimers involving water. QM/MM techniques have also been used to study the interaction of water with a Brønsted acid site (64). The binding energy of 79.4 kJ mol1 for a water/Si2AlO4H9 cluster calculated using a large basis set was found to be in good agreement with a value calculated for the interaction of faujasite with water (65). B.



Calculation of Solvation Energies Using the COSMO Methodology



We have used the ab initio DFT program DMOL together with the COSMO method to estimate the solvation energies for a number of small silicate fragments, shown in Fig. 14. We use a



Fig. 14 Silicate fragments used in DMOL/COSMO ab initio and cvﬀ molecular mechanics calculations of solvation energy.
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Table 3 Calculated Solvation Energies (kcal mol1) per Silicon Using DMOL/COSMO and cvﬀ Structure



COSMO energy



MM energy



Monomer Dimer Trimer 3-ring Tetramer 4-ring 5-ring



11.3 11.1 8.4 7.8 8.6 7.9 5.4



11.1 8.0 6.2 7.5 5.1 2.6 6.9



double numerical atom basis set with polarization (DNP) at the BLYP level of approximation with a medium grid for integration. The resulting solvation energies are reported in Table 3, which shows that there is a general trend for decreasing solvation energy with increasing silicon content. This is to be expected because the number of OH groups able to form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules decreases. The eﬀect of the solvent on the structure is shown for the ﬁve-ring fragment in Fig. 15. The structure in the gas phase is much more open than that in the solvent, and the orientation of the OH groups is different. We also note that the DFT/COSMO methodology available in DMOL has been used recently to study the mechanism of condensation of silicate monomers to form a dimer species (66). These calculations provided detailed information on the energetics of SN2-like mechanisms and other activation energies for reactions in the region of 11–16 kcal mol1. These values accord well with those obtained in recent studies of zeolite nucleation using synchrotron radiation techniques.(67) C.



Molecular Mechanics Methods



By far the most widely used approach to modeling silicate systems and their interactions is to use molecular mechanics force ﬁelds. Such methods are widely employed as they are efﬁcient in terms of computer resources and the force ﬁelds are parameterized for many diﬀerent kinds of interactions. Both energy minimization (to obtain energy minima) and molecular dynamics techniques (to sample phase space) are widely employed. Since the energy calculated using a molecular mechanics force ﬁeld is a sum of bonding (representing the deviations from ideal bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles) and nonbonding (representing van der Waals and



Fig. 15



Comparison of gas phase and DMOL/COSMO optimized ﬁve-ring fragment.
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electrostatic interactions between nonbonded atoms) terms, it is strictly not correct to compare calculated energies for diﬀerent molecules, since the ‘‘energy zero’’ calculated using molecular mechanics will be diﬀerent for diﬀerent molecules. Comparisons of the energies of diﬀerent conformations of the same molecule are, however, valid. In this section we describe recent work that has used molecular mechanics methods to explain the solvation of silicate systems in terms of the eﬀect of fragment size and conformation on the calculated solvation energy. D.



Hydration of Small Fragments: Comparison with DFT



When calculating solvation energies, an appropriate model for a solvated system must be constructed. Here there are two choices: either a model where the fragment is surrounded by a ‘‘droplet’’ of water or, alternatively, a calculation employing periodic boundary conditions where the long-range electrostatic interactions in the solvent are taken into account. The solvation energy Esolv can then by calculated using the following equation: DEsolv ¼ Esoln  ðEsolv þ Efrag Þ



ð5Þ



where Esoln is the total energy of the solvent–solute system, Esolv is the energy of the solvent, and Efrag is the energy of the solute in the gas phase. We have calculated the solvation energies for the fragments in Fig. 14 using the ˚ using the following method. First, each fragment was solvated out to a distance of 15 A ‘‘soak’’ procedure in the INSIGHTII (12) modeling package, which places the solute in a droplet of water obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and removes the solvent molecules that overlap with atoms of the solute. The total energy of the solute– solvent system was then minimized, whereupon the solute was removed and the minimization repeated to obtain an energy for the pure solvent system. The solvation energy was then calculated according to Eq. (5). In a number of cases the solute–solvent system was subjected to dynamics after which the minimization procedure was repeated. As noted earlier, dynamics was used in an attempt to ﬁnd the global energy minimum in the solvent–solute system. The force ﬁeld used was a variant of the standard cvﬀ force ﬁeld available in the Discover code (11), which was used to perform the energy minimization and molecular dynamics calculations. The modiﬁcations introduced improved the accuracy of the Si-O bond lengths (52). The charges used are shown in Table 4. The calculated hydration energies are shown in Table 3. These results show that the hydration energy per silicon decreases with increasing fragment size —a consequence of the decreasing number of OH groups available for hydrogen bonding with the water molecules for the larger fragments. It is also interesting to note that, in general, similar trends are found in the solvation energies calculated using the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld and those obtained using the ab initio DMOL/COSMO method. Table 4 Atom type Si O H a
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Modiﬁed Charges in cvﬀ Force Fielda Q (e) 0.46 0.29 0.175



For the monomer Si(OH)4 the above charges were used. For the other fragments, the same charges for O and H were used and the charge on Si was varied to ensure electroneutrality.



Calculations to be discussed in greater detail below have also explored solvation eﬀects using an alternative molecular mechanics potential, cﬀ 91_czeo (32,68). Here the hydration energies obtained are higher by a factor of 2–3 than those found using the modiﬁed cvﬀ force ﬁeld. We consider those obtained using cﬀ 91_czeo to be signiﬁcantly less reliable than those reported in this section, which are in line with the results of the calculations employing the COSMO technique. However, the cﬀ 91_czeo force ﬁeld may yield more accurate structures for the silica fragments. The sensitivity of the calculated hydration energies to the choice of interatomic potential parameters (particularly to the choice of charges) emphasizes the difﬁculty of obtaining deﬁnitive values for these important quantities. However, we consider that the energies reported in Table 3 represent, reasonable and useful estimates. They will be used in subsequent studies, in combination with the results in Table 2, in order to estimate the equilibrium distribution of clusters in solution. Next we will discuss the eﬀect of solvation on larger fragments, i.e., those that may form nucleation centers. We will also consider the role of organic templates in stabilizing such prenucleation species. We consider ﬁrst the geometrical and energetic trends found when fragments are considered as gas phase and solvated species, compared with their ‘‘crystalline’’ state. All the calculations use the cﬀ 91_czeo (68,32) force ﬁeld unless otherwise noted. VI.



TEMPLATE-FRAGMENT INTERACTIONS



A.



Interactions Between Neutral Silica Fragments, Solvent, and Organic Templates



What eﬀect do water and the organic templates have on the structure and stability of silica clusters, such as those present in a zeolite synthesis gel? We have focused on a speciﬁc zeolite, NU-3 (69), isostructural with the mineral levyne (IZA structure code LEV) since there is accurate structural information on the template geometry in the synthesized material for direct comparison. Two templates that are commonly used, 1-aminoadamantane and N-methylquinuclidinium (referred to as ADAM and MEQN, respectively), lead to frameworks with a relatively low aluminum content. We have therefore restricted discussions to neutral, silica-only fragments. We have used energy minimization methods to determine the equilibrium geometries and energies of components of the structure of the levyne structure in crystalline, gas phase (i.e., the isolated fragment in a vacuum), solvated, and templated environments. Based on these calculations we will discuss the eﬀect of these various environments on the fragments. We have constructed 12 diﬀerent silica fragments that can be extracted from the ﬁnal crystalline material. These fragments range from the monomeric Si(OH)4 species to entire cages that are present in the structure; the fragments are described in Fig. 16 and Table 5. They were constructed by taking the (energy-minimized) coordinates of the crystalline material and terminating all dangling oxygen bonds with protons. 1. Effect of Crystalline Field We consider ﬁrst the stability of the various clusters with respect to the crystalline structure by determining the change in energy and geometry (Table 6) between the fragments constrained to the geometry found in the extended solid (with only the terminating OHs being optimized) and that obtained on full energy minimization in the gas phase (in vaccuo). We ﬁnd, in general, that not surprisingly the constrained structures are less stable than those in the gas phase by up to 15 kcal mol1 per Si, although typically about 7 kcal mol1 per Si. Note that we cannot make meaningful comparison between the energies of diﬀerent
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Fig. 16 Silica clusters constructed from the LEV framework structure. Additional descriptions are given in Table 5. Silicon atoms are shown as small spheres.



Table 5 Description of the Fragments Constructed from the LEV Structure Considered in our Calculations Fragment name



Molecular formula



Molecular mass



Description



Monomer Dimer 4-ring fused4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4



Si(OH)4 Si2O(OH)6 Si4O4(OH)8 Si6O7(OH)10 Si6O6(OH)12 Si8O9(OH)14 Si8O8(OH)16 Si10O12(OH)12



96.1 174.2 312.4 450.6 468.6 606.8 624.8 745.0



d6ring Half-cage



Si12O18(OH)12 Si18O24(OH)24



829.2 1297.8



Half-cage+d6



Si24O36(OH)24



1433.6



Cage Cage+d6



Si30O45(OH)30 Si36O47(OH)30



2073.0 2433.6



Monomeric species Bridged dimer 4-membered ring (MR) Two 4-MRs edge sharing 6-MR 6-MR edge shared with 4-MR 8-MR 6-MR edge shared with two 4-MR at opposite sides Double 6-MR Half of an LEV cage consisting of 4 6-MR and 3 4-MR As above but with additional 6-MR below base Complete LEV cage Complete LEV cage with additional 6-MR below base
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Table 6 Energies Diﬀerences (DE) and Surface Areas Changes (DSA) Between the Fragments in their Gas Phase (gp), Solvent (solv) and in the Gas Phase in the Presence of the Template 1-Aminoadamantane (ADAMgp) Conﬁgurations with Respect to that in their Crystalline Conﬁguration (xtl)a Fragment



DE (xtl-gp)



DSA (xtl-gp)



DE (xtl-solv)



DSA (xtl-solv)



DE (xtl-ADAMgp)



DSA (xtl-ADAMgp)



Monomer Dimer 4-ring Fused-4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4 d6ring Half-cage Half-cage+d6 Cage Cage+d6



0.4 11.9 4.8 7.8 16.2 13.2 9.5 11.1 2.1 6.1 5.3 7.7 7.7



1.37 0.65 3.34 1.29 0.33 0.70 0.11 1.01 0.37 0.12 0.58 1.30 2.09



0.2 10.0 4.4 7.5 16.2 13.0 9.0 11.0 1.9 5.8 5.2 7.5 7.6



2.4 1.1 0.1 2.4 6.9 0.3 1.6 10.8 6.2 6.2 4.3 0.4 2.9



0.4 2.8 2.7 7.8 2.2 13.1 9.3 11.0 2.0 5.8 5.1 7.6 7.7



0.28 0.34 4.09 34.88 0.58 0.36 0.40 1.45 0.77 0.09 0.39 1.44 1.88



˚ 2. Energies are in kcal mol1 and areas in A



a



structures, only between diﬀerent conformations of the same structure, owing to the deﬁnition of the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld: such a comparison is precluded by the fact that each molecule has a unique energy zero within the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld. The wateraccessible (Connolly) surface area (70) also expands on relaxation, mainly as a consequence of relaxation of the Si-O-Si bond angles from their constrained crystalline conﬁguration. However, there are notable exceptions, such as the eight-membered ring, whose structure changes radically from that present in the solid, with the ring collapsing. Once rigidity is added to the 8-ring, e.g., by the formation of a cage, the structure of this ring is stabilized, suggesting therefore that isolated eight-membered rings are unlikely to feature in the gel and form only as a consequence of condensation between other ring structures. We note that NMR studies have not identiﬁed such a structure in silicate solutions. It is also interesting to note the behavior of the 6-ring containing fragments (6-ring, 6_4, and 6_two4): the more open structures containing four-membered rings undergo signiﬁcant relaxation from their crystalline structure (Fig. 17). In



Fig. 17 Geometrical changes in diﬀerent environments for the 6-two-4 fragment—a single 6-ring with a 4-ring fused at either end (see Fig. 16). (a) Geometry in the crystalline environment, (b) gas phase structure, (c) in solvent, and (d) in solvent and in the presence of the organic template 1-aminoadamantane.
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the context of these calculations alone, it is evident that small components of the framework structure are metastable, not only with respect to dense structures but also with respect to the fragments from which they form. Thus, it is necessary to stabilize these fragments in structures in which that they can undertake the geometrical changes required to form the extended lattice. We now consider how solvation affects the conformation and stability of these fragments. 2. Effect of Solvent Using the same fragments, we have simulated the eﬀect of solvation by placing the fragment in ˚ -radius sphere of water and then performing energy minimization. The water-accessible a 15-A Connolly surface areas and the changes in total surface area on solvation for the fragments considered are given in Table 6. The main feature of these results is the eﬀect of the hydrophobic nature of the silica species resulting in the collapse of the open structure of the fragment. Figure 18 illustrates these changes in terms of the different types of surface area as defined by Connolly (70). In the calculation of the Connolly surface, the probe (water) molecule is in contact with three atoms of the surface in a concave area, two in a saddle area and one in a convex area. Particular emphasis should be made on the contribution of the change in the concave surface area with respect to the total change in surface area clearly showing the hydrophobic nature of the inner surfaces of these clusters. Thus, large open structures, which are not made rigid by the interconnection of rings and cages, collapse inward, reducing their surface area—an effect exemplified by the half-cage fragment. Conversely, the more rigid units, which are self supporting (such as the whole cage fragment), maintain their surface area. The change in surface area appears correlated to the solvation energy of the fragment, as shown in Fig. 19. The energy gained on solvation generally increases with fragment size, corresponding to the increase in the number of sites, which can form stabilizing (hydrogen bonding) interactions between the solvent and the fragment. Solvation also results in conformational changes in the fragments, resulting in their have a having a higher intramolecular energy than their gas phase structures. The changes in energy from the crystalline conﬁguration of the solvated fragments are lower than those for the gas phase structures (Table 6), i.e., the intramolecular energy of the



˚ 2) of the LEV fragments on solvation relative to the Fig. 18 Changes in water-accessible surface area (A surface area in the gas phase conﬁguration.
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˚ 2) of Fig. 19 Correlation between the solvation energy (kcal mol1) and the change in surface area (A the LEV fragments.



fragments is higher in the solvent than in the gas phase. Thus, the solvation process goes some way to driving the energy and the geometry of the inorganic species to that in the metastable crystalline structure. We should note that these calculations do not include any water inside the cage. However, the inside of the cage is usually ﬁlled with other species during formation; either the organic template during synthesis or hydrated alkali metal cations (e.g., during the natural formation of levyne). We now consider the eﬀect of organic templates on these fragments. 3. Effect of Template Both templates, ADAM and MEQN, are encapsulated in the cage of the structure, one molecule per cage, and their geometries have been characterized by X-ray diﬀraction studies (69). We now consider the interactions of the various fragments with these organic species, ﬁrst in the gas phase. We have energy minimized the fragment–template assembly, starting from the conﬁguration found in the crystalline structure, and calculated a binding energy deﬁned as: Eblind ðftÞ ¼ EðftÞg  Eðf Þg  EðtÞg



ð6Þ



where E( ft)g is the energy of the fragment–template assembly and E( f )g and E(t)g are the energies of the fragment and template considered in isolation, respectively. We present in Table 7 the binding energies together with the change in total surface area from the untemplated fragments of the resulting fragment geometries. From the binding energies we note diﬀerent trends for the two templates. For the neutral ADAM, we see little increase in the binding energy with fragment size until total encapsulation of the organic occurs. The binding energy of the cationic MEQN, on the other hand, varies considerably with fragment. Here the Coulombic interactions clearly have a greater inﬂuence; such eﬀects will be discussed in the next section. However, there is little diﬀerence in the eﬀect of the two templates on the structure of the fragments. Figure 20 shows the change in the total surface area of the fragments when the crystalline configurations are optimized with and without the
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Table 7 Eﬀect of Template on the LEV Fragmentsa Binding energy (kcal mol1) Fragment



1-Aminoadamantane



Solvated aminoadamantane



1- NMethylquinuclidiunium



51.5 52.0 57.7 56.9 55.5 56.2 55.9 58.3 56.0 56.9 54.8 72.4 73.0



3.8 16.9 2.4 59.2 31.0 — 23.3 — — 17.5 19.8 2.8 2.6



0.4 11.8 4.5 7.7 15.9 13.1 9.5 11.0 2.1 5.7 4.9 7.7 7.7



Monomer Dimer 4-ring Fused-4 6-ring 6-one-4 8-ring 6-two-4 d6ring Half-cage Half-cage+d6 Cage Cage+d6 a



Shown are the binding energies changes in surface areas and the change in the fragment intramolecular energy (DE) from the crystalline conﬁguration.



template being present. In the case of the smaller fragments the presence of the template has little effect, as might be expected. But for the larger fragments, which possess some degree of cage structure, the templates allow the fragments to maintain their open structure, which results in increases in the surface area over the gas phase configuration. However, there does not appear to be a correlation between the binding energy of the templates and this geometrical effect; furthermore, the two templates generally result in similar changes in geometry in the fragments. We can therefore suggest that the short-range van der Waals forces dominate the effect a template has on the structure. A similar conclusion is drawn when considering



˚ 2) from the crystalline conﬁguration to the gas phase conﬁguration, in Fig. 20 Change in surface area (A the presence and absence of the templates.
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˚ 2) of the solvated Fig. 21 The eﬀect of the template, 1-aminoadamantane, on the surface area (A fragments.



the interaction of templates with the crystalline structure, where here again it is possible to correlate the efficacy of a template at forming a particular structure with the van der Waals interactions between the template and the crystalline framework (71,72). On the other hand, it is clear that the charged nature of the template will have a significant effect on the binding of the template to different fragments. This factor will have a direct bearing on the formation of extended structure since the template and fragment must remain ‘‘bound’’ together if further assembly of the framework is to occur. The electrostatic interaction between the template and the fragment will be the dominant contribution to this binding. We shall see later how molecular dynamics simulations can provide additional insights into this phenomenon. We should also note the eﬀect of the template on the intramolecular energy of the fragment. The change in intramolecular energy of the fragments from the crystalline conﬁguration can be compared to that for the gas phase and in solvent (Table 6). The presence of the template, particularly the charged MEQN, increases the intramolecular energies of the fragments closer to the energy found in the crystalline conﬁguration. Thus, the template provides a further driving force, similar to that seen by solvation (discussed above), by which the inorganic species can be stabilized to allow formation of the metastable crystalline structure. 4. Combined Template ^ Solvent Effect We now consider the combined eﬀect of the template and solvent on the fragment and how they interact. It is clear from our discussion to date that the template and solvent have opposing eﬀects on the structures of the fragments considered; the hydrophobic fragments collapse in water, whereas such a collapse is prevented in the presence of the template. Further understanding of these eﬀects is provided by simulation of the eﬀects of adding the template to the solvated fragments (Fig. 21). Again it is clear how the template prevents the decrease in the surface area of the open-structured fragments; the template shields the hydrophobic fragment from the water, preventing collapse of the structure. However, the shielding is not sufficient to compensate for the loss of solvation of the template as illustrated by the reduction in binding energy of the ADAM template and the fragment in solvent given in Table 7. Here we are considering the following process: ðFragmentÞH2 O þ ðtemplateÞH2 O ! ðfragment þ TPAÞH2 O
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ð7Þ



For the unsolvated system we see (Table 7) that for ADAM the binding energy is about 50 kcal mol1 regardless of fragment size. However, upon solvation, the binding energy is reduced, in some cases signiﬁcantly so. Thus, the removal of solvent from around the template and fragment is not compensated for here by the interactions between the template and the fragment. Thus, these results suggest that neutral templates and neutral silica fragments will not be bound and are, therefore, unlikely to grow further in nucleation centers. Coulombic interactions are therefore seen as crucial to the successful binding and subsequent growth of such fragments. This is discussed further in the next section. B.



Stability of Template–Fragment Complexes in a Hydrated Environment



If synthesis is to proceed via the condensation of monomers and/or small fragments around the template, then it is necessary for such template–fragment complexes to be stable in an aqueous environment. In particular, the complexes must remain bound for a sufﬁcient period of time to permit subsequent reactions to occur. Although the above work has shown that such complexes are often bound, no consideration was taken of the evolution over time of these fragment– template complexes. We have therefore investigated various aspects of the stability of a range of complexes using both molecular mechanics energy minimization and molecular dynamics techniques. The clustering of monomeric species around tetrapropylammonium, a template used in the synthesis of zeolite ZSM-5, was taken as a typical case. During the synthesis of ZSM-5 the tetrapropylammonium (TPA+) is encapsulated so that it lies at the intersection of the system of straight and sinusoidal channels in the structure. These calculations were performed using the modiﬁed cvﬀ force ﬁeld described earlier. We therefore note that it is difﬁcult to compare these results with those obtained above. First, we calculated the binding energy between the TPA+ cation and Si(OH)4 monomers. A neutral TPA species was also created by adjusting the charges on the N, C, and H atoms. In practice the cation will in many circumstances be associated with a charge-compensating ion, particularly when all-silica systems are considered. Energy minimizations were performed on the isolated species. Between one and 16 monomers were then introduced around the TPA cation, energy minimized, and the binding energy obtained. The results for one, eight, and 16 bound monomers are given in Table 8. We note that the complexes are only weakly bound with a binding energy of about 3–5 kcal mol1 per monomer. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences are found in the binding energies and geometries for the TPA and TPA+. Next we investigated the binding of water to the TPA cation. As noted in Table 8, the binding of a single water molecule to TPA+ at about 9 kcal mol1 is considerably greater than



Table 8 Binding Energy of Neutral Si(OH)4 Monomers and Water to TPA+ and Neutral TPA Complex TPA+/[Si(OH)4] TPA/[Si(OH)4] TPA/8[Si(OH)4] TPA/16[Si(OH)4] TPA+/H2O a
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Binding energy (kcal mol1) 2.6 2.5 31.9 (4.0)a 85.1 (5.3)a 8.9



Value in parentheses is the binding energy per monomer.



Table 9 Calculated Hydration Energies for the Monomeric Silica Species and the TPA Cation Species [Si(OH)4] [Si(OH)3O] TPA+



Hydration energy (kcal mol1) 11.1 149.5 60.2



that of the neutral Si(OH)4 monomer. The substantial interaction of water with the cation is further underlined by estimates of the hydration energy using the ‘‘soaking’’ procedure described above. The values reported in Table 9 are far greater than the total binding energy of the 16 monomers to the TPA+ cation. The simple but signiﬁcant conclusion of these calculations is that neutral monomers will be unable to compete with water of hydration surrounding the TPA cation in order to form stable complexes. The conclusion is underwritten by and ampliﬁed by a series of MD simulations performed on hydrated complexes, where the simple TPA+–monomer complex ˚ radius of water, after which MD of the hydrated species was hydrated in a ‘‘droplet’’ of 10 A (including full dynamics of the water molecules) was undertaken for 50 ps. We should stress that these simulations are in the truest sense ‘‘computer experiments.’’ The inherently chaotic nature of the complex system simulated results in diﬀerent detailed trajectories for the diﬀerent simulations. However, the qualitative conclusions of all these experiments were the same. In every case the complex dissociated, with the monomer being expelled to the edge of the droplet with the hydrated TPA remaining in the center. Similar MD simulations on the cluster ˚ radius showed again that the comprising TPA+ with 16 Si(OH)4 monomers hydrated to 15 A complexes comprising neutral monomers are unstable; in this case, extensive cluster dissociation had occurred after only 5 ps. We next explored the stability of complexes comprising TPA+ and silicate anions. Linear silicate fragments containing between one and three Si atoms and ring clusters containing four



Fig. 22 Charged silica fragments. For the doubly negatively charged species, the second proton removed is indicated by an asterisk (*).
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Table 10 Calculated Binding Energies for TPA+ Complexes with Charged Silica Fragments Complex [Si(OH)3O]/TPA+ [Si2(OH)5O2]/TPA+ [Si3(OH)7O3]/TPA+ [Si4(OH)7O5]/TPA+ [Si5(OH)9O6]/TPA+ [Si(OH)2O2]2TPA+ [Si2(OH)4O3]2/TPA+ [Si3(OH)6O4]2/TPA+ [Si4(OH)6O6]2/TPA+ [Si5(OH)8O7]2/TPA+



Binding energy (kcal mol1) 82.8 81.8 88.5 78.0 86.7 161.4 156.4 153.5 130.8 146.6



and ﬁve Si atoms were investigated; their structures are shown in Fig. 22; doubly charged anions were, however, also studied. Calculated binding energies of these species to TPA+ are reported in Table 10. They are now, as might be expected, substantial. Large increases in hydration energies for the anions as opposed to the neutral species might also be anticipated. The results reported in Table 9 for the singly charged monomer bear out these expectations. To test the stability of these complexes comprising charged silicate fragments, a series of ˚ ‘‘droplets’’ were performed as described above. The results are MD simulations on 10-A complex but interesting. If we ﬁrst take the singly charged species, we see that the TPA+– (monomer)- complex dissociates over a period of about 30 ps during which the anion is expelled to the edge of the droplet. Over the same period the complex with the dimer anion is more stable but the anion again slowly moves to the edge of the droplet. The trimer complex stays associated over the period, but in longer runs the complex began to dissociate. In 30-ps runs the TPA+– (tetramer)- complex also dissociated at the end of the simulations. The complex with the pentamer anion again appears to dissociate slowly over a period of 20 ps. Overall, it appears that complexes with singly charged silicate anions may show some greater stability than neutral fragments; however, in general, they tend to dissociate over periods of about 20–30 ps. If we now consider complexes with doubly charged anion species, for the monomer we again ﬁnd dissociation over a period of 30 ps. For the dimer, the complex stays loosely associated but after about 25 ps it has diﬀused toward the edge of the droplet. However, the complex with the doubly charged anionic trimer stays associated over a period of 30 ps but then begins to dissociate. The complexes comprising the TPA+ and the double-charged tetramer and pentamer were found to be stable over 30–50 ps, although there is a tendency for the complex to move toward the edge of the droplet. The conclusions we can draw from these experiments are necessarily very tentative. More simulations are needed on larger systems; and it would be desirable to repeat some of the work using periodic boundary conditions. It is clear, however, that stable template–fragment complexes will not form in aqueous solution when the latter are neutral. The stability of the complexes with single-charged anions also seems questionable. It does appear possible, however, that with doubly charged species (which are likely to be present in high pH solutions) complexes with modest-sized fragments may be sufﬁciently stable to permit further condensation and growth of the silicate fragment. Additional work on the stability of these fragments and their behavior in an aqueous environment is encouraged by these results.
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VII.



MODELING GROWTH



In previous sections the subject of nucleation has been addressed from a number of perspectives so as to explain the ﬁrst steps in the formation of gel particles or nanostructures. Once the ordered nanocluster is formed, the crystal enters a growth regime that is largely unexplored via simulation methods but has been extensively studied experimentally. For example, using a combination of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray deffraction it has been shown that for speciﬁc cases such as zeolite L (73) and LTA (74), the ordered nanoclusters do not appear to Ostwald ripen (75). Ageing of these particles leads to the growth of faceted crystals, often with extremely well-deﬁned crystal morphology. In the postnucleation regime, the crystal growth is clearly dictated by the relative growth rate of oriented faces. Thus, by using the atomistic techniques that have been widely and successfully applied to study the morphology of metal oxides (76) and minerals, interesting new insights into the growth of microporous crystals are being revealed. In order to perform meaningful calculations to assess the relative stability of morphologically important faces, it is essential that the surface structure be known or be predicted with certainty. For over a decade, two powerful methods have been used to investigate the exact external surface structure of zeolites: atomic force microscopy (AFM) and HRTEM. Increasingly, the resolution of these techniques is giving important information about the topology of zeolites on the angstrom scale, and analysis of the data reported so far reveals some systematic features. HRTEM data reported by Terasaki (77) and coworkers indicate the presence of welldeﬁned features, which are indicative of nanostructures on faceted surfaces of FAU(111) for example. These observations are further supported by AFM work by Anderson et al. (78) and Agger et al. (79) on materials such as LTA and FAU, which suggest systematic step heights which can be related structural units or sub-units of the unit cell. However, because of the resolution of the techniques, the exact termination of these structures is not always unequivocal. By using computer simulation methods, one can assess the thermodynamic stability of the proposed surface structures using the thermodynamic stability of surface, or surface energy. In recent work, these techniques have been used to address the surface structure of zeolite beta C (80), a highly topical 12-membered ring zeolite (81). Terasaki reported exceptionally high-quality HRTEM data indicating the presence of two well-deﬁned surface structures on the (110) face. In Fig. 23, the surface topology of zeolite beta C is shown. The first surface structure is that defined by the light gray framework only (termination 1), whereas the second structure is double 4 ring (D4R) terminated and shown in dark gray, and is clearly related to the initial surface structure by the addition of the D4R. A question prompted by this these observations is; why are no intermediate structures observed? For instance, following work described earlier in this chapter, it is conceivable that a multitude of oligomeric species could react with the termination 1 surface structure to produce a variety of different terminations. In particular, why is the single 4 ring (S4R)–terminated surface structure not formed, which could be formed by the condensation of a Q4 or related open-ring species onto termination 1? Using classical simulation methods, based on the Born model of solids and the MARVIN code (76), we have explored the possible terminations of the (110) surface described in greater detail elsewhere (80). Screening based on selection of surface cuts with the lowest surface energy gives rise to three possible structures. Two of the cuts are identical to those observed experimentally, but a third cut, which corresponds to an S4R-terminated structure, is found to have identical surface energy (and hence thermodynamic stability) to the two experimentally observed structures. This result implies that observance of all three structures would be expected which is clearly not the case. To understand the origin of this apparent discrepancy between theory and experiment, the direct condensation of S4R and D4R species onto termination 1 was
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Fig. 23 Surface structure of zeolite beta C (110), where the dark gray layer deﬁnes the surface plane. Only the siliceous framework is depicted. The light gray structure has been observed experimentally, as has a second termination generated by condensation of a double 4 membered ring (Q8) on the growth surface, shown in dark gray.



considered. Using plane wave–based, ﬁrst-principles methods (82), the direct condensation of an S4R onto the termination 1 surface was found to be thermodynamically unfavorable, though additional condensation of an S4R onto the S4R-terminated structure was found to be energetically viable. In contrast, direct condensation of a D4R onto termination 1 was found to be thermodynamically favorable. These results suggest that a possible explanation for the absence of an intermediate surface structure with S4R termination is that the reaction does not occur, or that it is kinetically unstable with respect to condensation of an additional S4R to give the D4R terminated structure. Direct condensation of the D4R species is viable under reaction conditions and, in combination with the results of the S4R-mediated reaction pathway study, provides strong evidence that D4R condensation onto the growing surface is an important step in crystal growth of this surface. Furthermore, this observation adds weight to the proposition that zeolite growth may be controlled by the oligomeric species present in the reaction mixture. Although these ﬁndings relate to crystal growth on highly crystalline faces, it will be interesting to investigate whether growth on higher index, more reactive faces shows similar behavior and thus whether insight into amorphous gel to crystallite transformations can be obtained by investigation of growth on crystalline surfaces. In addition, these atomistic computational techniques are being used to investigate how varying the stoichiometry of zeolites leads to substantial changes in observed crystal morphology and how one might eﬀect control of the crystal habit by use of inhibitors or promoters. More generally, the utility of computer simulation methods to understand processes in crystal growth is underlined and illustrates how atomic scale simulation is providing elementary insight into zeolite chemistry in an increasingly predictive manner. VIII.



CONCLUSIONS



We are still some way from having a detailed understanding of the mechanisms of nucleation and growth of zeolites during their hydrothermal synthesis. What we hope to have shown in this chapter is that modeling methods have already made a signiﬁcant contribution to an understanding of silica cluster structures in synthesis gels and the ways in which they interact
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with water and templates. The reader is referred to Refs. 83 and 84 for additional details about the work described here. Progress is now underway in the simulation of the key processes involved in the growth of zeolites. Improving the understanding of the latter is one of the challenges of the ﬁeld. Developing good models for structures and energetics of critical nuclei is also a key requirement. As commented in the Introduction, the ultimate goal must be to implement this knowledge of structures and energetics into a kinetic model for the whole nucleation and growth process.
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5 Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Zeolite Crystal Growth Boris Subotic´ and Josip Bronic´ Rud¯er Bosˇkovic´ Institute, Zagreb, Croatia



I.



INTRODUCTION



Although most of the applications of the zeolites are closely connected with their structural and chemical properties (i.e., type of zeolite, modiﬁcation by ion exchange and/or isomorphous substitution, etc.), size and morphology of zeolite crystals can play a signiﬁcant role in the mode and eﬃciency of their application (1,2). Here are shown some characteristic examples of the inﬂuence of size and shape of zeolite crystals in their applications as ion exchangers, catalysts, adsorbents, coatings, and so forth. In order to control particle properties such as size and shape, it is necessary to understand crystal growth, which is the focus of this chapter. One of the most important applications of zeolites as ion exchangers is as water softeners in laundry detergents (3–8). Eﬃciency of water softening by zeolites depends on both the speciﬁc exchange capacity (e.g., milligrams of CaO bonded per gram of zeolite) and the rate of the exchange process (3,8). In contrast to insensitivity of the exchange capacity to zeolite crystal size, the rate of the exchange process considerably depends on the crystal size (8), e.g., the rate of exchange of calcium ions from solution with sodium ions from zeolite 4A increases with decreasing crystal size (Fig. 1). Although the diminishing of the crystal size of zeolite exchanger is favorable with respect to the exchange eﬃciency, the crystals of zeolite A used in laundry detergents must not be too small because crystals smaller than 0.1 Am may be retained in the damaged textile ﬁbers (7,8). On the other hand, the crystals larger than 10 Am may be retained in textile material and thus increases the incrustations of textile by insoluble mater (4,7,8). Besides by choosing of the appropriate crystal size distribution, the incrustations of textile by zeolite may be reduced by controlling the crystal shape (4,6,8); the sharp-edged crystals portrayed in Fig. 2B are not appropriate as builders because they may become entangled in textile ﬁbers. On the other hand, speciﬁcally prepared zeolite A with rounded-oﬀ corners and edges (Fig. 2A) has a tendency to decrease the deposition on textile material, as compared with the deposition of the sharp-edged crystals (4,6,8). In addition, the morphology of zeolite crystals plays a more important role, especially when considered in relation to the abrasive attack on various machine parts. With reference to this problem, the rounded-oﬀ crystals of zeolite A are less abrasive than the sharp-edged type (4).
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Fig. 1 Kinetics of exchange of sodium ions from zeolite A samples having an average crystal size 1.85 Am (o) and 2.8 Am (5), respectively, with calcium ions from solution at 20jC. GCaO is the amount of calcium ion (expressed in mg of CaO bonded per gram of dehydrated zeolite A), and tE is the time of exchange. (Adapted from Ref. 8.)



For catalytic applications, both small and large zeolite crystals are desirable (9). It is well known that the smallest crystals are the most eﬀective as catalysts as long as the catalytic reaction proceeds in the intercrystalline void volume (1), as shown in Fig. 3. Upon decreasing the crystal size, the diﬀusional paths of the reactant and product molecules inside the pores become shorter, and this can result in a reduction or elimination of undesired diﬀusional limitations of the reaction rate (9,10). Typical estimated diﬀusitivity of gas oil molecules in 0.1-Am zeolite Y crystals leads to eﬀectiveness factors of 0.8–1 for the gas oil cracking, while use of 1-Am crystals leads to eﬀectiveness factors of 01–0.25 (11). However, for very small crystals (below 0.1 Am) the external crystal surface increases relative to the internal crystal surface, and this is particularly undesirable if shape selectivity eﬀects are to be exploited (9). Although increased crystal size may result in an increase in pore length and thus may cause a reduced eﬀectiveness factor, e.g., reduced actual rate of reaction (1); however, upon increasing the crystal size, the diﬀusional paths of the molecules inside the pores are lengthened, and this may, under certain circumstances, aﬀect the selectivity in a desirable manner (9,10). An illustrative example of simultaneous but opposite inﬂuence of zeolite crystal size on the rate of reaction and shape selectivity is m-xylene disproportionation on H-mordenite; H-mordenite having larger crystallite size exhibits a higher shape selectivity but a faster catalyst deactivation, and thus slower reaction rate for m-xylene disproportionation (12). On the other hand, the study of the inﬂuence of zeolite particle size on selectivity during ﬂuid catalytic cracking have shown that the catalyst (zeolite NaY) containing smaller crystals exhibited improved activity and selectivity to intermediate cracked products, like gasoline as well as light cycle oil (13). In some cases, both the maximal catalytic rate and the best selectivity may be achieved for just speciﬁc particle size. For example, an optimal compromise between stability, activity, and selectivity of cracking catalysis with zeolite h has been found for a sample with an average crystal size of 0.4 Am; while selectivity of gases increases (Fig. 4B) and selectivity of gasoline decreases (Fig. 4D) with crystal size, the activity increases (Fig. 4A) and selectivity increases (Fig. 4E) or decreases (Figs. 4C and 4F) when zeolite h having smaller (0.17 Am) or larger (0.70 Am) average crystal size, was used as catalysts (14). Hence, it seems that under some general
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Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrograph of spray-dried zeolite A: (A) with rounded corners and edges, and (B) with sharp edges. (Adapted from Ref. 6.)



rules (e.g., increase of catalytic activity with the decrease of crystal size; increase of selectivity with the increase of crystal size), the optimal compromise between activity and selectivity may depend on both the catalytic process and the type of zeolite used as catalyst. In some cases the catalytic activity and selectivity are aﬀected not by crystal size only but by morphological properties of zeolite crystals used as catalysts (1,10,15). Study of the inﬂuence of crystal size and morphology on the coke formation on ZSM-5 after hexane cracking led to the conclusion that when polycrystalline grains or agglomerates characterize the
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Fig. 3 Eﬀect of crystal size on catalyst utilization value CUV in propene oligomerization over ZSM-5. (Adapted from Ref. 1.)



morphology of ZSM-5, the grains contain second-order pores in addition to the ﬁrst-order pores in the zeolite channels (1). When the polycrystalline grains are large, intercrystalline mass transport eﬀects can become signiﬁcant and result in a considerable reduction of catalytic activity (1). In the study of eﬀect of grain size of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 catalysts on the alkylation of toluene with methanol, it was observed that a higher selectivity to p-xylene was obtained when the grain size of ZSM-5 zeolite increases, as expected, but this did not seem to hold true for ZSM-11 samples (10). Since ZSM-5 samples were mainly single crystal type or twinned crystals, and ZSM-11 were indeed formed of aggregates of tinny particles (10–50 nm), the low shape selectivity of ZSM-11 samples for p-xylene formation is attributable to the morphology of the grains rather than to the diﬀerence in channel tortuosity between ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 zeolites (10). Adsorption of gases, vapors, and liquids on zeolites has many applications in puriﬁcation (drying, CO2 removal, sulfur compound removal, pollution abatement, etc.) and bulk separations (normal/isoparaﬁn, xylene, oleﬁn, O2 from air, and sugar separation) (16). When other transport resistances are absent, the uptake rate, mt/me, of adsorbate molecules on spherical particles under isothermal conditions is a function of eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, and particle (crystal) size, r (17), that is, l X ð1=n2 Þexpðn2 p2 De t=r2 Þ ð1Þ mt =me ¼ 1  ð6=p2 Þ n¼1



where mt and me denote the adsorbed amount of adsorbate at time t and equilibrium, respectively. Hence, if for a given type of zeolite De = constant (18,19), the uptake rate is strongly dependent on the zeolite crystal size as it is expressed by Eq. (1). Experimental evidences were shown by the adsorption of N2 on diﬀerent size fractions of 4A zeolite (Fig. 5), and adsorption of o-xylene on diﬀerent size fractions of MFI zeolite (Fig. 6). However, in some absorption systems the eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, changes (increases) with zeolite crystal size. For example, the uptake rate of n-hexane on the HZSM-5 crystals (20) having diﬀerent crystal sizes (20–50 nm, 0.5–0.7 Am, and 4–6 Am) does not change with the crystal size (Fig. 7A), as the consequence of the constancy in the De /r2 ratio (see Table 2 in Ref. 20.) This means that the eﬀective diﬀusivity, De, increases proportionally to the second power, r2, of the spherical
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Fig. 4 Inﬂuence of crystal size on (A) total conversion, and selectivity to (B) gases, (C) C1+C2, (D) gasoline, (E) diesel, and (F) coke during the cracking of oil catalyzed by zeolite h. (Adapted from Ref. 14.)



crystals. On the other hand, since the ratio De / r 2 of cyclohexane in HZSM-5 crystals decreases with increased crystal size (see Table 2 in Ref. 20), the uptake rate increases with the decrease in the crystal size of HZSM-5 zeolite (Fig. 7B.) Except in some rare cases, the crystal sizes of zeolites used in the above-presented ‘‘classical’’ applications are mainly in the micrometer range, as is characteristic for the most of the standard synthesis procedures (21,22). However, due to the requirements for single-crystal structure analysis, ﬁne-structure analysis, studies of crystal growth mechanisms, determination of (an)isotropic magnetic and optical characteristics, utilization of zeolite single crystals as matrices to create arrayed microclusters, model substances for investigation of diﬀusion, catalytic and sorption processes, and so forth (23–25), diﬀerent techniques for the synthesis
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Fig. 5 Uptake curves of N2 at 273 K on the 4A zeolite crystals having the size 7.3 Am (4), 21.5 Am (5), and 34 Am (o). Symbols represent the measured values, and curves represent the values calculated according to the diﬀusional equation with De = 4.05  1010 cm2 s1. (Adapted from Ref. 18.)



of large single crystals of zeolite A (25–29), zeolite X (25–28,30), ZSM-5 (23–25,31–34), ZSM39 (32), analcime (34), sodalite (25,34,35), mordenite (25,36), AlPO4-5 (25), AlPO4-34 (25), and oﬀretite (37) were developed. On the other hand, many zeolites, including A (38–43), FAU (38,40,43,44–46), L (47), hydroxysodalite (48), beta (43,49,50), AlPO4-5 (51), and MFI (43,52–56), can be made in colloidal form with particle size in the nanometer range. The existence of nanocrystalline zeolites has been well known since the early days of zeolite synthesis (21,57), but the use of colloidal science principles was consistently developed recently by Schoeman et al. (38). Therefore, intensive scientiﬁc work in the synthesis of diﬀerent nano-sized zeolites (38,39,48, 52,58–60) was followed by attempts in their use for preparation of zeolite ﬁlms which can be



Fig. 6 Uptake curves for o-xylene at 120j C on the MFI zeolite crystals having the size 0.2 Am (o), 0.5 Am (5), 1.0 Am (4), and 4.0 Am ( w ). (Adapted from Ref. 17.)
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Fig. 7 Uptake curves of (A) n-hexane and (B) cyclohexane at 298 K on the HZSM-5 zeolite crystals having the size 20–50 nm (x), 0.5–0.7 Am (n), and 4–6 Am (). (Adapted from Ref. 20.)



used as membranes, catalysts, sensors, components for optical and electronic devices, etc. (44,46,50,51,53,56,57,61–63). It is well known that the ﬁnal crystal size distribution in batch crystallization strongly depends on the total number of nuclei formed during the crystallization and on the rate of their formation (rate of nucleation) (21,64,65). However, due to strong interdependence between critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites) (see Sec. III), the kinetics of crystal growth may frequently be a critical process in controlling both the size (distribution) and shape of zeolite crystals. This is of particular importance in the crystallization of both micro- and nanometer-sized zeolites from homogeneous systems (clear solutions), where all nuclei are formed at the very start of the crystallization process, and the crystal size may also be controlled by the duration of the crystallization process. Thus, the knowledge of the mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth as well as the inﬂuence of crystallization conditions on the crystal growth of zeolites has great importance in the control of the particulate properties (crystal size, crystal size distribution, crystal shape) of zeolites, and thus on the designing of the product(s) having desired particulate properties needed for speciﬁc application(s). II.



CRYSTAL GROWTH OF ZEOLITES: AN OVERVIEW



A.



General Features of Zeolite Crystal Growth



Despite the large number of zeolite types having diﬀerent structures, chemical compositions, and crystal shapes (66), the general feature of zeolite crystal growth does not depend on the type of zeolite, and a single type of zeolite may be synthesized under a variety of conditions (39,52,53,55,58–60,64,65,67–101). There is abundant experimental evidence that the size, L, of zeolite crystals increases linearly during the main part of crystallization process from both gels (64,65,67–71,73–78,80–89) and clear aluminosilicate solutions (39,52,53,55,58– 60,72,79,80,81,90–101), as is schematically presented in Fig. 8, and supported by the examples shown in Figs. 9–22, that is, dL=dtc ¼ Kg



ð2Þ



where L is the size of crystals at the crystallization time tc, and Kg is the slope of the linear part of the growth process, proportional to the growth rate constant. However, three diﬀerent cases may
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the change in (A) fraction fz of crystallized zeolite and (B) relative size L/Le of zeolite crystals during crystallization process. L is the crystal size at any crystallization time tc, and Le is the crystal size at the end of the crystallization process. Meanings of the symbols Lo and H are explained in the text.



be recognized with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process as discussed in the following paragraphs. (1) L = Lm = 0 at tc = 0 (solid curve in Fig. 8B): This case is characteristic for the crystallizing systems in which the nuclei formed at very start of the crystallization process (at tc c 0) start to grow immediately. In this case, the linear part of the growth process may be expressed as (21,67): tc



Lm ¼ Kg m dtc ¼ Kg tc



ð3Þ



0



Fig. 9 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 80jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 6.071 Na2O/Al2O3/2SiO2/444.44H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 86.)
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Fig. 10 Change in the diameter of the crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 60jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution (10Na2O/0.2Al2O3/SiO2/200H2O) aged for 6 days at 25jC. (Adapted from Ref. 39.)



where Lm is the size of the largest crystals formed by the growth of the nuclei originated at tc = 0 (21,64,67). Some speciﬁc examples of the case (1) of the crystal growth of diﬀerent types of zeolites during its crystallization from both gels (64,65,67,68,70,73,79,81,82,85–89) and clear solutions (39,52,53,72,79–81,91,96–98,101) are shown in Figs. 9–14. (2) L = Lm = 0 at 0 < tc V H (dashed curve in Fig. 8B): Although this case is more characteristic for crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from clear solutions (39,52,58,59, 72,90,92–96,98–101) (see examples in Figs. 15 and 16), the ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth relative to the beginning of the crystallization process is also observed during the crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from gels (64,69,74–77,81) (see examples in Figs. 17–20.)



Fig. 11 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 100jC, from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 4.12Na2O/Al2O3/3.5SiO2/593H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 64.)
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Fig. 12 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite Na, TPA-ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 8Na2O/6TPABr/60SiO2/0.3Al2O3/ 1.8NaNO3/7000H2O/240EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 82.)



The ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth may be explained in several ways: Twomey et al. (100) assumed that initial germ, or nonviable nuclei formed in clear homogeneous solution, were being generated from (alumino)silicate species in solution and had not yet reached the critical size necessary for further growth to occur spontaneously. On the other hand, Li et al. (98) explained the ‘‘induction time’’ H (the time at which the extrapolated linear part of the growth curve intersects the x axis; see Figs. 15 and 16) of the crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1 from the clear solution by the presence of colloidal amorphous silica particles stabilized by surface-adsorbed TPA+ cations, which cannot act as the nuclei. Thus, the amorphous silica must be depolymerized to produce soluble silica species that are arranged around TPA+ cations



Fig. 13 Change in the average particle size of zeolite (Na,TPA)ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 98jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution with the molar composition 0.1Na2O/25SiO2/0.125Al2O3/480H2O/ 100EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 52.)
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Fig. 14 Change in the linear dimension of analcime crystals during its crystallization at 160jC from clear aluminosilicate solution with the molar composition 87Na2O/Al2O3/84SiO2/2560H2O, using Cab-OSil (5), puratronic silica (4), sodium silicate nonahydrate (o), and sodium silicate pentahydrate (+) as silica sources. (Adapted from Ref. 91.)



to form inorganic-organic composite species. Just these inorganic-organic composite species or their aggregates have been proposed as nuclei or the origin of nuclei for TPA-silicalite-1 crystal growth. In this context, the duration of the ‘‘induction period’’ H is determined by the rate of dissolution of colloidal amorphous silica and the rate of formation of the speciﬁc precursor species (see Sec. III.B). Recent scattering studies of clear solutions demonstrate that in some cases zeolite crystals nucleate in amorphous gel particles formed in the ﬁrst step of the crystallization process (39–41,45,58,100). In these cases, the ‘‘delaying’’ of the growth process may be connected with the time needed for (a) formation of gel particles, (b) formation of



Fig. 15 Change in the diameter of the crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 60jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution (10Na2O/0.2Al2O3/SiO2/200H2O) aged for 1 min. (Adapted from Ref. 39.)
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Fig. 16 Change in the diameter of the crystals of silicalite-1 during its crystallization at 96jC from the freshly prepared (nonaged) clear aluminosilicate solution (Na2O/9TPAOH/25SiO2/450H2O). (Adapted from Ref. 100.)



nuclei in the gel particles, and (c) release of the nuclei from the gel particles during their dissolution (for more details, see Section III.B). Finally, induction times for solutions aged beyond a certain period may be due solely to the heating time (39,78). The inﬂuence of the rate of heating of the reaction mixture may have an important signiﬁcance for the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth, especially from gels (78), as will be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.B.2. Since both cases (1) and (2) are observed during crystallization from both clear solutions and gels, even for the same types of zeolites, the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth controlled by some of above-mentioned factors, or their combination, is determined by the crystallization



Fig. 17 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/409H2O. The gel was aged for 8 h at 0jC before crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 76.)
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Fig. 18 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 3.7Na2O/Al2O3/3.5SiO2/542H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 64.)



conditions rather than by the type of zeolite crystallized. Regardless of the controlling mechanism of ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth, the linear part of the growth process for case (2) may be expressed as: tc



Lm ¼ Kg m dtc ¼ Kg ðtc  sÞ



ð4Þ



0



(3) L = Lm = (Lm)0 > 0 at tc = 0 (dash-dotted curve in Fig. 8B): This case is characteristic for the growth of either seed crystals added to the crystallizing system (55,84,96) (see an example in Fig. 21), or zeolite crystals formed during the aging of the reaction mixture at the



Fig. 19 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite Na, TPA-ZSM-5 during its crystallization at 170jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 5Na2O/8.8(TPA)2O/100SiO2/ 0.626Al2O3/1250H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 75.)
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Fig. 20 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite SAPO-5 during its crystallization at 190jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition Al2O3/P2O5/3.1TEA/0.2SiO2/750H2O/ 0.85H2SO4. (Adapted from Ref. 77.)



temperature lower than the crystallization temperature (76,78) (see an example in Fig. 22.) In this case, the linear part of the growth process may be expressed as: tc



Lm ¼ ðLm Þo þ Kg m dtc ¼ ðLm Þo þ Kg tc



ð5Þ



0



where (Lm)o = Lo = Ls is the size of the seed crystals added to the crystallizing system at the beginning of the crystallization process (tc = 0), or the size of the crystals formed in the systems prior to the crystallization at elevated reaction temperature T = TR (e.g., during aging of the reaction mixture at the aging temperature Ta < TR). The speciﬁc proﬁle of the Lm vs. tc curves (see Figs. 8–22) is caused by the constancy or slow changes of the concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase during the main part of



Fig. 21 Change of the size of TPA-silicalite-1 seeds during crystallization at 90jC from the clear aluminosilicate solution having the batch molar compositions 10SiO2/9TPAOH/9500H2O/20EtOH (o) and 20SiO2/9TPAOH/9500H2O/80 EtOH (). (Adapted from Ref. 55.)
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Fig. 22 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite X during its crystallization at 90jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 3.72Na2O/Al2O3/2.8SiO2/351H2O. The gel was aged for 72 h at 60jC (o) and 80jC (5), respectively, before crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 76.)



the crystallization process, and their rapid change (decrease) at the end of the crystallization process (65,67,69,73,82,84–89). The linear relationship between time of crystallization, tc, and size, Lm, of the largest zeolite crystals (Figs. 9–22) indicates that growth of zeolite crystals is size independent (21,64,72,73,76), i.e., ‘‘that not only during the period of constant linear growth rate, but also during the ﬁnal decay period, crystals of all sizes grew at the same but declining linear rate’’ (21). Such postulation may be justiﬁed by a linear growth of the seed crystal of zeolite Y added to hydrogel (102) as well as by linear growth of monodisperse crystals of diﬀerent types of zeolites during their crystallization from clear aluminosilicate solutions (39,52,53,55,58– 60,72,79–81,90–101). The same conclusion was outlined on the basis of a direct measurement of the growth rate of silicalite-1 single crystal (72,79). The rate of crystal growth starts to decrease (decline from the linear rate) at the end of the crystallization process



Fig. 23 Kinetics of the ﬁlm formation on copper substrates for: silicate-1 (4), zeolite Y (5), and silicalite-1 on plastically pretreated substrate (o). (Adapted from Ref. 104.)
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Fig. 24 Thickness of faujasite-type ﬁlms formed at 60jC ( w ), 80jC (4), and 100jC (5) as a function of the synthesis time tc. (Adapted from Ref. 46.)



(Fig. 8A) and the crystals attain their ﬁnal (maximal) size (Fig. 8B) when the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor is completely dissolved and/or the concentrations of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species reach their characteristic values for solubility of zeolite formed under the given synthesis conditions (65,67,69,73,82,84–89). As expected, the growth proﬁle of zeolite ﬁlms on various substrates is similar to the growth proﬁles during the crystallization from gels and clear solutions (46,103–105), i.e., thickness of ﬁlm increases linearly during the main part of the crystallization process and attains the constant value at the end of the crystallization process (see Fig. 23). In some cases, the linear increase of the ﬁlm thickness is followed by its decrease upon prolonged crystallization (see Fig. 24). In the case of the growth of faujasite-type ﬁlm on a-alumina



Fig. 25 Change in the average size of silicalite crystals during crystallization at 180jC from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.55Na2O/5TPABr/100SiO2/2800H2O under diﬀerent gravitational ﬁelds: 1G (4), 30G (o), and 50G (5). (Adapted from Ref. 106.)
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wafers, this phenomenon can be explained by the formation of zeolite P that grows at the expense of the faujasite-type crystals formed in the synthesis solution as well as the crystals constituting the ﬁlm (46). The crystal growth kinetics of zeolites synthesized under speciﬁc synthesis conditions and/or by special methods may deviate considerably from the ‘‘standard’’ growth proﬁle. Figure 25 shows the change in the size of silicalite crystals during crystallization in diﬀerent gravitational ﬁelds (106). Under normal gravity of 1G (4), trace amounts of crystallized product, having an average crystal length of 93 Am, appeared after one day. This initial growth occurred heterogeneously on the Teﬂon-lined vessel walls. At longer times, silicalite was found to crystallize homogeneously in the gel. These crystals have an average size from 45 to 60 Am. Appearance of larger silicalite crystals (some exceeding 100 Am in length) at longer times (e.g., 7 days) suggests a secondary crystallization forming these larger crystals (106). At 30G (o) and 50G (5), the average crystal length was found to be 160 and 156 Am, respectively, for reaction times of 2–7 days. Synthesis under high gravity gives large crystals formed in one day that are of comparable size to those of the 1G synthesis. With increasing reaction times, average crystal length increased to the maximum of 192 and 198 Am in the 30G and 50G experiments, respectively. In both elevated gravity experiments there was an initial formation of relatively large crystals, followed by a second growth of larger crystals 2–3 days later. These results suggest dissolution of smaller crystallites providing nutrients for the continued growth of the larger crystals (106). Figure 26 shows the eﬀect of crystallization time on the average particle diameter of zeolite TS-1 obtained by capillary hydrodynamic fractionation (107). In all syntheses at diﬀerent reaction temperatures there is an abrupt increase of average particle diameters from 30 nm to 60–80 nm at a particular time. These results suggest that decrease in the number of smaller particles takes place by aggregation of several particles of 30 nm via particle intergrowth mechanism (107). Use of reverse micelle droplets provides a potentially novel environment for zeolite synthesis, considering that the structure of water–cation complexes as well as water is diﬀerent from that of bulk systems (108). Applying this technique, Dutta et al. (108) studied



Fig. 26 Change in the average size of TS-1 crystals during crystallization at 60jC (5), 80jC (o), and 100jC (4) from the reaction mixture having the batch molar composition 0.03Ti/0.32TPAOH/Si/25H2O/ 1.5isopropanol. (Adapted from Ref. 107.)
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Fig. 27 Change in the average size of sodalite ZnPO during crystallization in the presence of (A) Igepal and (B) AOT. (Adapted from Ref. 108.)



the growth rate of ZnPO silicalite using Igepal (the brand name for nonionic detergents consists of polyoxyethylene nonylphenylethers) and AOT [12 bis(2-ethyl hexyloxycarbonyl)1-ethanesulfonate] to make reverse micelles. Figure 27A shows that upon mixing of two micellar solutions, Zn(NO3)2/H2O/Igepal/cyclohexane and H3PO4/NaOH/TMAOH/H2O/Igepal, there was immediate growth in the size of micelles (from f0.53 Am to >1.2 Am after 60 min). The solid phase separated from the solution had the diﬀraction patterns of ‘‘sodalite’’ framework. Figure 27B shows that particle growth mechanism is completely diﬀerent when AOT is used instead of Igepal. The initial period involves exchanging of reactants and formation of zincophosphate particles (108). Only after a critical size is reached (20 nm) does agglomeration to form large particles occur. Since nucleation and crystal growth of zincophosphates is very rapid, sodalite-like crystals were detected almost immediately after agglomeration. B.



Influence of Various Factors on Zeolite Crystal Growth



The physicochemical processes occurring during zeolite crystallization are very complex, and the rate of crystallization, types of zeolite formed, and their particulate properties (crystal size distribution, morphology) depend on a large number of parameters (21,66). Di Renzo (2) classiﬁed these parameters as crystallization conditions (temperature, stirring, seeding, gel aging) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, template concentration, ionic strength, presence of crystallization poisons). Since all of the mentioned parameters may inﬂuence both the rate of nucleation and the rate of crystal growth, the crystal size distribution of the ﬁnal product of crystallization depends on both mentioned critical processes (nucleation, crystal growth). Although the interrelation between nucleation and crystal growth may be very complex (see Sec. IV. A), the independency of the growth rate of zeolites on the crystal size (21,64,72,73,76) enables the determination of the growth kinetics by measuring the change in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals during crystallization by the method proposed by Zhdanov (64,68). In this way, the inﬂuence of crystal growth kinetics on the crystal size of zeolite(s) crystallized under diﬀerent crystallization conditions and composition-dependent parameters may be followed independently of the kinetics of nucleation. The inﬂuence of the most important crystallization conditions (temperature, aging, seeding) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, presence of inorganic cations,
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and organic template concentration) on the kinetics of crystal growth and/or particulate properties (size, shape) of diﬀerent types of zeolites is presented below, as characteristic examples. 1. Crystallization Temperature Crystallization temperature is one of most frequently studied crystallization condition that inﬂuences the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites. Measurements of the kinetics of the crystal growth of zeolite A (39,68,88,97,110), analcime (91), hydroxysodalite (109), Dodecasil 1H (78), faujasites (46,64,112,113), mordenite (110), omega (74), silicalite-1 (55,59,60,79,92,96,114), and ZSM-5 (71,80,81,111) as a function of crystallization temperature have shown that in all cases the crystal growth rate increased with the crystallization temperature (see Fig. 28 as an example) in accordance with the Arrhenius law, that is, lnKg ¼ ln A  Ea ðgÞ=RT ð6Þ where Kg is the rate constant of linear crystal growth [see Eqs. (2)–(5)] at the reaction temperature T, R = 8.3143 J K1 mol1 is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, A is the appropriate constant, and Ea(g) is the activation energy of the crystal growth process. Hence, in accordance with Eq. (6), the activation energy of the crystal growth process may be determined as the slope of the 1n Kg vs. 1/T straight line (Fig. 29), that is, ð7Þ Ea ðgÞ ¼ RDðln Kg Þ=Dð1=T Þ Studies of crystal growth of zeolites under diﬀerent conditions (65,67,73,86,88,109) have shown that the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = kg f (C) = Kg depends on two groups of factors: kinetic (energetic) factors that determine the value of the constant kg, and chemical factors that determine the value of the concentration function f (C) (88,109). Recent analysis of the inﬂuence of crystallization temperature on the crystal growth of zeolite A has shown that the activation energy Ea(K) = 76.9 kJ/mol, calculated from the 1n Kg vs. 1/T plot (Fig. 29A), is larger than the value of the activation energy Ea(k) = 60.3 kJ/mol, calculated from the 1n kg vs. 1/T plot (Fig. 29B); Ea(K)  Ea(k) = 16.6 kJ/mol. This is probably due to the activation energy Ed c 15 kJ/mol of dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor (115). Since the value of the concentration function f (C) depends on both the rate of dissolution of the



Fig. 28 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization at 70jC (o), 80jC (4), 85jC (.), and 90jC (5), from a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.2 M NaOH solution. (Adapted from Ref. 88.)
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Fig. 29 The values of (A) ln kg and (B) ln Kg, which correspond to the crystal growth processes represented in Fig. 28, plotted against the corresponding values of 1/T. The meanings of the symbols kg, Kg, and T are explained in the text. (Adapted from Ref. 88.)



Table 1 Apparent Activation Energies Ea(g) of Crystal Growth of Diﬀerent Types of Zeolites Measured During Their Crystallization from Hydrogels (HG) and Clear Solutions (CS) Type of zeolite



Ea(g) (kJ mol1)



System



Ref.



A A A A Analcime Hydroxysodalite Dodecasil 1H X Y Y Mordenite Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 Silicalite-1 ZSM-5 ZSM-5



44 76.9 71–75 79.5 75 102 30 62.5 60.4–63.3 49.4–65.3 58.6–62.8 90 42 70 83 48.5 80 89.8



HG HGa CS HG CS HGb HG HG HG HG HG CS CS CS CS HG HG HG



68 88 97 110 91 109 78 64 112 113 110 55 59 60 96 114 81 111



a b
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Dried gel dispersed in NaOH solution. Hydrothermal transformation of zeolite A into hydroxysodalite.



amorphous aluminosilicate precursor and the rate of crystal growth (116), the diﬀerence Ea(K)  Ea(k) c Ed indicates that the increase of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A with increasing temperature is aﬀected to a greater extent (f70%) by kinetic (energetic) than by chemical (f30%) factors (88). Although the extent of kinetic factors in the value of the activation energy of crystal growth of zeolites is dominant over the extent of the chemical factors (88,109), the real inﬂuence of the mentioned factors on zeolite crystal growth probably depends on the type of zeolite and the crystallization conditions. Table 1 shows activation energies of crystal growth of diﬀerent types of zeolites synthesized under diﬀerent conditions from both hydrogels (HG) and clear solutions (CS). The data in Table 1 show that the activation energy of the growth process probably depends on the type of zeolite, but also that Ea(g) does not have a unique value for a given type of zeolite. This means that the activation energy of zeolite crystal growth depends on the synthesis conditions rather than on the type of zeolite crystallized. Even for some types of zeolites activation energies of the growth in diﬀerent directions may diﬀer considerably (see Table 2); thus, crystallization temperature inﬂuences not only the rate of crystal growth but also the crystal morphology (74,80,81,92,117,118). Diﬀerent growth rates of (001) and (hk0) faces, and thus diﬀerent apparent activation energies for the crystal growth of (001) and (hk0) faces of zeolite omega (see Table 2), cause formation of diﬀerently shaped (spheres, cylinders, hexagonal prisms) crystals of zeolite omega, depending on crystallization temperature and concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (74). Figure 30 shows the variation of length (L) and width (W) ratio of silicalite crystals during crystallization of silicalite-1 at various temperatures (80). In contrast to slow changes of L/W with crystallization time (expect at 180jC), L/W increases considerably with crystallization temperature as a consequence of the higher apparent activation energy for crystal length relative to the apparent activation energy for crystal width (see Table 2.) This means that the increase of crystallization temperature favors the formation of the more elongated silicalite-1 crystals. Although L/W of the MFI-type crystals generally increases with crystallization temperature, the ﬁnal size and shape of the crystals formed at a given temperature depend on many parameters that aﬀect the values of the apparent activation energies, and thus the growth rates of diﬀerent crystal faces (see Table 2) (92).



Table 2 Apparent Activation Energies Ea(g) of the Crystal Growth for Diﬀerent Crystal Faces of Zeolites Omega, Silicalite-1, and ZSM-5 Type of zeolite



Ea(g)1 (kJ mol1)



Ea(g)2 (kJ mol1)



Ea(g)3 (kJ mol1)



System



Ref.



96.2 52 61 52 70



125.5 28 36 28 55



— — — 44 44



HG CS CS CS CS



74 81 80 92 92



Omega ZSM-5 Silicalite-1a Silicalite-1b Silicalite-1c



Omega: Ea(g)1 and Ea(g)2 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001) and (hk0) faces of zeolite omega. a ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1 and Ea(g)2 are the apparent activation energies for the length and width growth of ZSM5 and silicalite-1 crystals. b ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1, Ea(g)2 and Ea(g)3 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001), (100), and (010) faces of silicalite-1 crystallized from the system: 0.1 TPABr/0.05 Na2O/SiO2/300 H2O. c ZSM-5, Silicalite-1: Ea(g)1, Ea(g)2, and Ea(g)3 are the apparent activation energies for the growth of (001), (100), and (010) faces of silicalite-1 crystallized from the system: 0.1 TPABr/0.05 Na2O/SiO2/100 H2O.
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Fig. 30 Variation of length to width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals during their crystallization at 135jC (o), 150jC (4), 165jC (5), and 180jC ( w ) from the reaction mixture having the batch molar composition 0.1TPABr/0.05Na2O/SiO2/300H2O. (Adapted from Ref. 80.)



Strong variation of the crystal habit of laumontite (117), analcime (118), and vise´ite (118) with the crystallization temperature may be explained by the same principles as above, i.e., by diﬀerent apparent activation energies for the growth of diﬀerent crystal faces of laumontite, analcime, and vise´ite. 2. Aging of the Reaction Mixture It is well known that the low-temperature aging of aluminosilicate gel precursor markedly inﬂuences the course of zeolite crystallization at the appropriate temperature (64,65,69,70, 73,76,119–125). The primary eﬀects of gel aging are shortening of the ‘‘induction period’’ of crystallization (64,65,70,73,119,120), acceleration of the crystallization process (64,65,70,73, 119,120), and lowering of the crystal size (64,65,73,120,125). However, in some cases gel aging also inﬂuences the type(s) of zeolite(s) formed (69,121,123,125). Figures 31 and 32 show the inﬂuence of gel aging at ambient temperature on the size of silicalite-1 crystals. Eﬀect of aging is the most intense in the ﬁrst 48 h, when the length of the silicalite-1 crystals decreased from about 18 Am (nonaged gel) to about 8 Am (see Fig. 32). Prolonged aging to 192 h resulted in crystallization of silicalite-1 crystals having about 4.5 Am length (Figs. 31 and 32). Aging did not markedly inﬂuence morphology of the silicalite-1 crystals (see Table 1 in Ref. 125.) In the study of zeolite A crystallization from the hydrogel (2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/ 516H2O) aged at ambient temperature for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days, Zhdanov and Samulevich found that the time of aging did not inﬂuence the rate of linear crystal growth, whereas the duration of crystallization at 90jC and the size of crystals in ﬁnal products decreased with the time of aging (64). Figure 33 shows that a similar independence of the crystal growth rate on the gel aging was observed during crystallization of zeolite A at 80jC from the more concentrated aluminosilicate system (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O) (65,73). While the crystal growth rate dLm/dtc = Kg = 2.74 Am/h was independent of the time of gel aging ta, the size (Lm)e of the largest crystals at the end of the crystallization process decreased with the increasing aging time ta; (Lm)e c 13.3 Am for ta = 0, (Lm)e c 11 Am for ta = 3 d, (Lm)e c 8 Am for ta = 9 d, and (Lm)e c 4.7 Am for ta = 17d (65).
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Fig. 31 Scanning electron micrographs of the silicalite-1 crystals obtained by crystallization at 170jC for 24 h from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.5 Na2O/8TPABr/60SiO2/800H2O aged at ambient temperature for (a) 0 h, (b) 6 h, (c) 12 h, (d) 24 h, (e) 48 h, and (f ) 192 h. (Adapted from Ref. 125.)



Study of the crystal growth rate of zeolites A and X (76) from the gels aged for 8 h at diﬀerent temperatures (0 to 80jC for zeolite A, and 12 to 80jC for zeolite X) prior the crystallization at 90jC, showed that the aging temperature determines the growth proﬁle (Lm vs. tc function) with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process (case 1, 2, or 3; see Fig. 8), but does not inﬂuence the crystal growth rate dLm/dtc = Kg of the linear part of the growth process (see Fig. 34 as an example). The presented results indicate that both kinetic and chemical factors of the growth of zeolite crystals from hydrogels do not depend either on the aging time or on the temperature of aging, and that the development of nucleation during aging is the only reason (64,65,73) for the eﬀects observed (64,65,69,70, 73,76,119–125).
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Fig. 32 Average value of the length Lm of silicalite-1 crystals obtained by crystallization at 170jC for 24 h from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.5Na2O/8TPABr/60SiO2/800H2O aged at ambient temperature for diﬀerent times tA. (Adapted from Ref. 125.)



In contrast to the independency of the crystal growth rate on the aging of hydrogels (64,65,73), the growth rate of silicalite (100) and zeolite A (97,101) crystallized from clear (alumino)silicate solutions considerably depends on the aging of the reaction mixture (see Fig. 35 as an example). The increase in growth rates with aging time is probably an indication that nuclei had agglomerated and the growth rate measured by quasi-elastic light scattering was the apparent rate of growth of the agglomerate, which was higher because of the increased surface area (100,101). This phenomenon probably does not occur in the gel systems because the amorphous gel suspends and isolates the crystallites



Fig. 33 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O aged at 25jC for 0 (5), 3 (o), 9 (.), and 17 days (5) prior to crystallization at 80jC. (Adapted from Ref. 65.)
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Fig. 34 Change in the size Lm of the largest crystals of zeolite A during its crystallization from the hydrogel having the batch molar composition 2.76Na2O/Al2O3/1.91SiO2/409H2O, aged at 0jC (o), 7jC (o|||| ), 27jC (5), 40jC (+), 60jC ( w ), 70jC (5), 80jC (4) and 90jC (P) for 8 h prior to the crystallization at 90jC. (Adapted from Ref. 76.) |



|



until very near to the end of the process when settling of macroscopic single crystals occurs (101). 3. Seeding Seeding (addition of small amount of zeolite into the synthesis system, usually just before the hydrothermal treatment) was the method used sometimes in order to direct crystallization toward a desired type(s) of zeolite(s) and control the size of the ﬁnal crystals (2,55,83,84, 96,102,126–129). The crystal growth rate of seed zeolite crystals generally does not diﬀer



Fig. 35 Change in the diameter of the silicalite-1 crystals during crystallization from the clear solution (Na2O/25SiO2/9TPAOH/450H2O) aged at room temperature for 0 (.), 4 (5), and 9 days ( w ) prior to crystallization at 96jC. (Adapted from Ref. 100.)
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from the crystal growth rate of nuclei in ‘‘conventional’’ syntheses, i.e., the size of the seed crystals increases linearly during the main part of the crystallization process (55,83,84,96) (see Fig. 21); thus, the crystal growth rate of the seed crystals may be expressed by Eq. (2). The ﬁnal size of the seed crystals grown in an appropriate system depends on both the size Ls of the seed crystals (83,84) and their amount added to the system (55,96), but kinetics of crystal growth of seed crystals does not depend either on size Ls (83) or the amount of the seed crystals having the appropriate size Ls (55,96). Hence, the size Lm = (Ls)t of the seed crystals at any crystallization time tc may generally be expressed by Eq. (5). In contrast to somewhat decreased interest for using the seeding in the conventional syntheses, there is an increased interest for use of seeding in the preparation of zeolite ﬁlms, which can be used as membranes, catalysts, sensors, components for optical and electronic devices, and so forth (44,46,50,51,53,56,57,61–63). 4. Alkalinity of Crystallizing System The alkalinity in the synthesis batch is one of the most important parameters for control of the crystallization of zeolites. The increase in alkalinity causes an increase in the crystallization rate (21,67,68,72,73,86,102,109,113,131–135) via an increase in the crystal growth rate (67,68,71,72,109,113,130,131,133) and/or nucleation (68,86,131,133) consequent to an increasing concentration of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (67,68,73,86,102,109,130,132). The increase in the concentration of the reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system with increasing alkalinity of the reaction mixture (hydrogel) is caused by the more rapid increase in the solubility Sg of amorphous (alumino)silicate precursor than the increase in the solubility Sz of crystallized zeolite(s) with increasing alkalinity A (i.e., Sg/Sz increases with increasing A). The data in Tables 3–7 show that the crystal growth rate of zeolites is proportional to a power of alkalinity A, that is, Kg ¼ dL=dtc ~Ap ð8Þ as predicted by Lindner and Lechert (112), and later on by Iwasaki et al. (134). Here the alkainity A is expressed as the concentration CNaOH of sodium hydroxide in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (Tables 3, 4, and 6), the batch molar ratio [Na2O/H2O]b in the reaction mixture (Tables 5 and 7), or an excess alkalinity, i.e., the molar ratio OH/SiO2 in the liquid phase (112). Although Lindner and Lechert indicated that the power p in Eq. (8) is related to the molar ratio Si/Al in the faujasite (112) crystallized from the reaction mixtures having diﬀerent Si/Al batch molar ratios (112), it seems that this is not a general rule. Although p c 1 for crystallization of zeolite A (Si/Al = 1) described in Ref. 67 (Table 3), p = 1.36 and p = 1.55



Table 3 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 Source: Ref. 67.
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Kg = dLm/dtc (Am min1)



Kg/A (Am min1 mol1 dm3)



0.0155 0.0190 0.0188 0.0220 0.0215



0.013 0.014 0.012 0.012 0.011



Table 4 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3)



Kg = dLm/dtc (Am day1)



Kg/A (Am day1 mol1 dm3)



1.25 1.80 2.25 3.05



4.14 4.20 4.89 5.45



0.302 0.428 0.460 0.560 Source: Ref. 68.



for crystallization of the same type of zeolite described in Refs. 68 (Table 4 and Fig. 36) and 131 (Table 5). On the other hand, p c 1 for crystallization of zeolite P (Si/Al = 1.4–1.5, Refs. 133 and 136) (Table 6) and silicalite 1 (Si/Al ! l, Ref. 72) (Table 7). In addition, the power p depends on the growth direction, e.g., p = 0.52 for the length growth rate, and p = 1.05 for the width grow rate of silicalite-1 crystals (Si/Al ! l) at 165jC (134). This is a possible reason for obtaining elongated ZSM-5 crystals at lower alkalinities of the reaction mixture (Fig. 37a and 37b), and more rounded ZSM-5 crystals at higher alkalinities of the reaction mixture (Fig. 37c and 37d) (137). In contrast to an increase of the crystal growth rate with increasing alkalinity of hydrogels, as indicated in Tables 3–7, it seems that in some cases of the crystallization of zeolites from clear solutions, there is a value of the alkalinity below which the crystal growth rate is essentially independent of the synthesis mixture alkalinity (53,58), whereas above this threshold value the crystal growth rate decreases with increasing alkalinity (52). It is likely that the observed crystal growth rate is determined by the diﬀerence between the rates of two competing phenomena: a surface reaction, on the one hand, and crystal dissolution, on the other hand (52,59). The almost constant crystal growth rates in the systems where the alkalinity is lower than the threshold value (OH/H2O = 0.013–0.017) are probably due to the fact that the rate of dissolution at low alkalinity is negligible compared with the rate of surface reaction (52). Since TPA+ is present in excess, the alkalinity (supplied as TPAOH and, to a lesser extent, as NaOH) is not the limiting factor in the crystal growth process (52). The ratio of the rate of crystal growth relative to the rate of crystal dissolution is expected to be lower at alkalinities higher than the threshold alkalinity, thus explaining the lower observed growth rates at high alkalinity (52). In other words, an increase of alkalinity in the clear (alumino)silicate solutions does not aﬀect the concentration of reactive species but at the same time increases the solubility of the crystallized zeolite(s). The consequence is a decrease in the supersaturation, and thus a decrease in the crystal growth rate with increasing alkalinity of crystallizing system.



Table 5 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio [Na2O/H2O]b on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite A Crystals A = [Na2O/H2O]b 0.0250 0.0333 0.0500 Source: Ref. 131.
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Kg = dL/dtc (arbitrary units)



Kg/A



0.017 0.027 0.050



0.68 0.81 1.00



Table 6 Inﬂuence of the Concentration CNaOH in the Liquid Phase of the Crystallizing System on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Zeolite P Crystals A = CNaOH (mol dm3)



Kg = dLm/dtc (Am h1)



Kg/A (Am h1 mol1 dm3)



0.0054 0.0075 0.0092



0.0045 0.0042 0.0046



1.204 1.798 1.993 Source: Ref. 133.



5. Dilution of Crystallizing System Following a general principle that the rate of crystal growth is proportional to the concentration of reactants, expressed by the concentration function f (C) (67,88), that is, dL=dtc ¼ kg f ðCÞ ð9Þ it is not unexpected that dilution of crystallizing system (e.g., an increase of water content) causes a decrease of the concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase, and thus a decrease of the crystal growth rate. Iwasaki et al. (92) found that the growth rates for all faces of silicalite-1 crystals crystallized at 150jC from reaction mixture 0.1TPABr/0.05Na2O/ SiO2:xH2O decreased with an increase of the ratio x = H2O/SiO2 (increased dilution), although the dependence of the growth rate was slightly diﬀerent for each face (Fig. 38). The observed inﬂuence of dilution of the system on the crystal growth rate is caused by the fact that the growth condition of silicalite crystals is mainly characterized by the superasaturation of the primary building units for the crystallization (134). By systematic study of the inﬂuence of the ratio x = H2O/SiO2 (x = 100–1000) on the length [Kg(L)] and width [Kg(W)] growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals at 160jC it was found that the growth rates are proportional to a power of x (134), that is: Kg ðLÞ~x0:75 ð10Þ Kg ðW Þ~x1:12



ð11Þ



Kg ðLÞ=Kg ðW Þ~x0:37



ð12Þ



Hence, Thus, the formation of elongated crystals with a high length-to-width ratio occurred at high H2O/SiO2 ratio, and the formation of cubic crystals at low H2O/SiO2 ratio (134) is in accordance with the relation (12). On the other hand, Twomey et al. (100) observed that the growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals from the system 25SiO2/Na2O/9TPAOH/yH2O (x = y/25 = H2O/SiO2 = 12– 120) remained almost constant for any given temperature, and even that in some cases crystal Table 7 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio [Na2O/H2O]b on the Growth Rate Kg = dLm/dtc of Silicalite-1 Crystals at 140jC [Kg(140)] and 160jC [Kg(160)], Repectively A = [Na2O/H2O]b 6.667 9.333 6.667 6.667



   



104 104 104 104



[TPABr/H2O]b 1.333 1.333 1.000 6.667



Source: Ref. 72.
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103 103 103 104



Kg(140) (Am h1)



Kg(140)/A (Am h1)



Kg(160) (Am h1)



Kg(140)/A (Am h1)



0.23 0.42 0.27 0.24



345 450 405 360



0.70 1.00 0.66 0.66



1050 1072 990 990



Fig. 36 Inﬂuence of the concentration CNaOH in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system on the growth rate Kg = dLm/dtc of zeolite A crystals. Symbols (o) corresponds to the data from Table 4, and the curve represents the values of Kg calculated by the relation: Kg = 6.38  (CNaOH)1.38.



growth rate of silicalite-1 increases with increasing H2O/SiO2 ratio (Kg ~ xn with n > 0) (53,58). Although this eﬀect is in contrast with the general principle expressed by Eq. (9) and the ﬁndings expressed by Eqs. (10) and (11), the increase of the crystal growth rate with the increasing H2O/SiO2 ratio is probably related to the relatively high SiO2 concentrations in the examined systems where most of silica is probably present in colloidal form. Since colloidal silica negligibly aﬀects the growth behavior (134), formation of the primary building units by depolymerization of colloidal silica in the diluted systems may cause the increase in the growth rate of silicalite-1 crystals. The decrease of the crystal growth rate of NH4-ZSM-5 (71) and silicalite-1 (134) crystals with increasing SiO2 batch concentration [SiO2] by the law (134), ð13Þ Kg ~½SiO2 n where n < 0, corroborates such an assumption. 6. Ratio Between Si and Al (and Other Tetrahedron-Forming Elements) Although the silica/alumina ratio of the synthesis mixture used to crystallize a zeolite governs both the silica/alumina ratio of the zeolite product and the framework structure (25,66,138), here will be presented some examples of the inﬂuence of batch silica/alumina ratio on the crystal growth rate and/or morphology of selected types of zeolites. An analysis of the eﬀect of aluminum concentration on the crystal size and morphology in the synthesis of an NaA zeolite (139) has shown that the variation in the molar ratio x = SiO2/Al2O3 ranging from 1.48 to 2.69 has no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the rate of global crystallization process (see Figure 2 in Ref. 139), but markedly inﬂuences both crystal size (Table 8) and crystal morphology (Figure 1 in Ref. 139.) As can be seen in Table 8, smaller beveled cubic crystals (similar to those shown in Fig. 2A), formed for lower values of x, become larger and sharp edged (similar to those shown in Fig. 2B) with increasing value of x. This result is in accordance with the results of the recent study of the control of crystal size distribution of zeolite A (140). An increase in the particle size with the increasing value of x (Table 8) for an approximately constant rate of crystallization indicates that the number of nuclei formed in the system decreases, and the rate of crystal growth increases (Kg is proportional to the ﬁnal crystal size) with decreasing value of x. This is contradictory
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Fig. 37 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals obtained from reaction mixtures having alkalinities (A = OH/H2O): 3.66  108 (a), 1.92  106 (b), 1.39  104 (c), and 2.25  102 (d). (Adapted from Ref. 137.)



to the ﬁndings that an increase of aluminum concentration in the liquid phase (and thus a decrease of the batch molar Si/Al ratio) increases the crystal growth rate of zeolite A (141), faujasites (112,142), zeolite omega (74), and SAPO-5 (143), and cannot be explained at present. The concentration of aluminum [Al] in the liquid phase inﬂuences the crystal growth rates Kg(001) of (001) faces, and Kg(hk0) of (hk0) faces of zeolite omega in diﬀerent ways (74), that is, Kg ð001Þ ¼ k1 ½A10:8



ð14Þ



1:6



ð15Þ



Kg ðhk0Þ ¼ k2 ½A1



with k1 = 5.5 and k2 = 0.94 at 105jC, k1 = 13 and k2 = 3.94 at 115jC, k1 = 37.4 and k2 = 11.7 at 130jC, with apparent activation energies Ea(001) = 191.2 kJ/mol and Ea(hk0) = 249.4 kJ/mol. This causes the crystal habit of zeolite omega to change from hexagonal prisms to cylinders to spheres with increasing [Al] (74). In contrast to the observed increase of the crystal growth rate of low- and medium-silica zeolites with increasing aluminum content in both overall reaction mixture and in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system, the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture decreases
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Fig. 38 Eﬀect of starting H2O/SiO2 ratio on the growth rate of (001) (5), (100) (.), and (010) (o) crystal faces of silicalite-1 at 150jC from the synthesis mixture 0.1 TPABr/0.05Na2O/SiO2/xH2O. (Adapted from Ref. 92.)



the crystal growth rate of high-silica zeolites (71,75). An analysis of the inﬂuence of the eﬀect of Al2O3 content in the reaction mixture on the crystal growth rate of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 at 180jC from the system 4(TPA)2O/60(NH4)2O/xAl2O3/90SiO2/750H2O (71) showed a linear decrease in the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = Kg with increasing aluminum concentration, that is, Kg ¼ Kg ð0Þ  0:104x



ð16Þ



in the range of x = 0 (SiO2/Al2O3 = l) to x = 2.5 ((SiO2/Al2O3 = 36), where Kg(0) = 0.38 Am/h is the crystal growth rate in an aluminum-free system (x = 0), and x = 90SiO2/Al2O3. A similar



Table 8 Crystal Size and Morphology of Zeolite A Crystallized from the Reaction Mixtures SiO2/Al2O3 = x, Na2O/SiO2 = 1.01, H2O/Na2O = 53 (run series 1) and Na2O/SiO2 = 0.58, H2O/Na2O = 91 (run series 2) Run no.



x = SiO2/Al2O3



Crystal size (Am)



Morphology in accordance with Fig. 2



1.48 1.58 1.99 2.18 2.41 2.69 1.48 1.58 1.99 2.18 2.41 2.69



1.5–2.5 2.5–3 3–3.5 3–4 5–6 8–10 2–4 3–4 4–5 6–8 8–10 10–15



A A A A,B A,B B A A A A,B A,B B



1a 1b 1c 1d 1e 1f 2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f Source: Ref. 139.
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Fig. 39 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals crystallized at 170jC from the reaction mixture 2.5Na2O/8TBABr/xAl2O3/60SiO2/800H2O with (a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.1, (c) x = 0.5, (d) x = 1, and (e) x = 2. (Adapted from Ref. 145.)
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but not strongly linear relationship between x (100SiO2/Al2O3) and Kg was observed during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-5 at 170jC from the system 5Na2O/8.8(TPA)2O/xAl2O3/ 100SiO2/1250H2O, with x = 0.125–0.987 (75). Reduction of the growth rate of ZSM-5 crystals by the presence of aluminum is probably caused by the OH–Al interactions and therefore reduction of the ability of OH to form active silicate species (by depolymerization of polysilicates) needed for nucleation crystal growth (71). It was found that the length growth rate of ZSM-5 crystals decreases with increasing Al2O3/ SiO2 ratio of synthesis mixtures, whereas the width growth rate increases slightly (144). The width growth rate shows complex behavior, especially; it increases with the small addition of aluminum and then decreases with further addition. In either case, the aspect ratio of the crystals decreased with the addition of aluminum (144). Thus, the consequence of the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture is rounding of ZSM-5 crystals (145,146) (Fig. 39). The increase of the length-to width ratio with the increasing SiO2/Al2O3 ratio in the reaction mixture is also observed during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-12 (147). Another eﬀect of the presence of aluminum in the reaction mixture is roughening of the surfaces of ZSM-5 crystals (Fig. 39). The SEM pictures indicate that roughening is possibly caused by the formation of twin elements during the synthesis from the batches with higher aluminum content (145). However, the relation between the impurity eﬀect due to aluminum and kinetic roughening is unclear at present. Substitution of silicon with other framework atoms (B, Al, Ga, Ti, V, Cr, Fe) substantially inﬂuences the crystal growth rate of zeolite ZSM-5 (148). The crystal growth rates of B-, Al-, and Ga-ZSM-5 zeolites are by far higher than those of Ti-, V-, Cr-, and FeZSM-5 zeolites, whereas the crystal growth rates among the former or the latter are similar to one another (147). By comparing the gel dissolution rates for B-, Al-, and Ga-ZSM-5 zeolites with those for Ti-, V-, Cr-, and Fe-ZSM-5 zeolites (Table 9), it may be concluded that in accordance with the liquid phase transportation mechanism of zeolite formation, the rates of crystal growth for the various zeolites are correlated with those of gel dissolution for them, i.e., the larger gel dissolution rate is correlated with the larger crystal growth rate (148). 7. Inorganic Cations and Templates Besides acting as counterions to balance the zeolite framework charge, the inorganic cations present in a reaction mixture often appear as the dominant factors determining which structure is obtained (66,138), and at the same time may inﬂuence the pathway of the crystallization



Table 9 Rate Constants of the Crystal Growth of Zeolites B-, Al-, Ga-, Ti-, V-, Cr-, and Fe-ZSM-5 Compared with the Rate Constants of Dissolution of the Corresponding Gels Zeolites M-ZSM-5 B-ZSM-5 Al-ZSM-5 Ga-ZSM-5 Ti-ZSM-5 V-ZSM-5 Cr-ZSM-5 Fe-ZSM-5 Units are arbritary. Source: Ref. 148.
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Crystal growth rate constant



Gel dissolution rate constant



102.02 155.39 163.38 31.71 18.83 18.70 28.43



224.56 263.67 218.96 37.55 39.63 39.08 39.27



process. For instance, the presence of K+ ions considerably decreases the rate of crystallization of zeolite A, which is the product of crystallization for RK = K2O/(K2O + Na2O) V 0.2 (131,127). Further increase of RK additionally decreases the rate of crystallization and at the same time causes simultaneous crystallization of zeolites A and K-F (about 70% of zeolite A and about 30% of zeolite K-F is formed at RK = 0.3, and about 90% of zeolite K-F and about 10% of zeolite A is formed at RK = 0.5) (127). Thus, it is interesting that crystal size of zeolite A increased considerably with increasing RK, indicating that the presence of K+ ions depresses the nucleation of zeolite A (127). On the other hand, the crystal size of zeolite K-F is comparable with the crystal size of zeolite A formed in the absence of K+ ions and did not depend on RK (137). Although there are no data on the inﬂuence of RK on the crystal growth rates of the crystallized zeolites (A, K-F), it is possible that the presence of K+ ions decreases not only the rate of nucleation but also the rate of crystal growth, especially in the case of zeolite K-F as may be evidenced by the decrease of crystallization rate of zeolite K-F with increasing RK. The presence of inorganic cations can also alter the morphology of zeolite crystals, either by favoring nucleation of new crystals or by selectively enhancing the crystal growth in a given direction (66,138). This has been extensively studied for numerous systems, but more particularly for ZSM-5. Figure 40 shows that morphology and size are dependent on the cations present in the reaction mixture. Structure-breaking cations (K+, Rb+, Cs+) favor the formation of large (15–25 Am) single crystals or twins, whereas in the presence of structureforming cations (Li+, Na+) a rapid nucleation yields homogeneously distributed ZSM-5 crystals within the 5- to 15-Am range (149). The particular role of NH4+ ions is explained in terms of its preferential interactions with aluminate rater than with silicate anions during the nucleation stage (149). While the size of ZSM-5 crystals formed in the presence of diﬀerent cations is related to the nucleation process, the shape of crystals is obviously connected to the inﬂuence of the cations on the crystal growth process, e.g., by speciﬁc adsorption of diﬀerent cations on diﬀerent crystal faces, and thus by decreasing the growth rate in particular direction(s) (144). Unfortunately, the real inﬂuence of diﬀerent cations on the crystal growth rates of diﬀerent crystal faces cannot be discussed because of the lack of the kinetic data. The role of inorganic or organic species as ‘‘templating’’ or ‘‘structure directing’’ has been thoroughly investigated in numerous zeolitic systems. Indeed, an ionic or neutral species is usually recognized as a structure-directing agent when its addition to the synthesis mixture results in the formation of zeolite that would not have been formed without the agent (138). In order to grow the zeolite lattice around the templating agent a relation between the templating agent and shape of the channels or cavities in a zeolite subunit is required. Thus, the templating agent inﬂuences both nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites, as is elaborated in the studies of crystallization of MFI-type zeolites (ZSM-5, silicalite-1) in the presence of TPA+ ions (31,52,53,55,58,71,99,134,140–152). Table 10 shows the eﬀect of TPA+ content on the crystal growth rate dL/dtc = Kg of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 crystallized at 180jC from the reaction mixture x(TPA)2O/60(NH4)2O/Al2O3/90SiO2/750H2O, as a representative example (71). It is evident that the crystal growth rate of zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 increases almost linearly with the increasing content of TPA in the reaction mixture for Z1 = TPA/SiO2 V 0.088 but that the crystal growth rate keeps a constant value (about 0.4 Am/h) for Z1 > 0.088. Knowing that a TPA/SiO2 value of 0.08 (4 TPA+ ions per unit cell) is required to ﬁll the whole pore volume of the MFI-type zeolites (150–152), and following the thesis that building blocks (153) or germ nuclei (100) needed for nucleation and crystal growth of the MFI-type zeolites may be formed only in the presence of TPA+ ions (153) and that the building blocks contains several tetrapods that have a structure similar to those connecting the straight and sinusoidal channels in the ﬁnal crystalline
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Fig. 40 Scanning electron micrographs of ZSM-5 type crystals crystallized at 125jC from the reaction mixture 28.8Na2O/8.9TBABr/Al2O3/96.5SiO2/17.3H2SO4/47.1MCl/1888H2O with (a) M = Li, (b) M = NH4, (c) M = Na, (d) M = K, (e) M = Rb, and (d) M = Cs. (Adapted from Ref. 149.)



MFI structure (153), one can conclude that the concentration of the building blocks at an ‘‘excess’’ of silicon (Z1 < 0.08) is proportional to the concentration of TPA+ ions in the reaction mixture. On the other hand, for Z1 > 0.08 at high alkalinity of the reaction mixture (OH/SiO2 = 1.33) (71), a complete amount of soluble silicate species is spent in the formation of the building blocks, and thus an ‘‘excess’’ of TPA+ ions does not participate in the formation of new building blocks. Now, taking into consideration that the crystal growth rate of the MFItype zeolites is proportional to the concentration of the building blocks in the reaction mixture (59,134), the linear relationship between the ratio TPA/SiO2 and the crystal growth
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Table 10 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio Z1 = TPA/SiO2 on the Crystal Growth Rate Kg = dL/dtc of Zeolite NH4-ZSM-5 Z1 = TPA/SiO2



Kg = dL/dtc (Am/h)



0.022 0.048 0.088 0.133 0.178 0.222



0.08 0.16 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.40



Source: Ref. 71.



rate for TPA/SiO2 V 0.08, and constancy of the crystal growth rate for TPA/SiO2 > 0.08 (see Table 10 and Refs. 52,53,71,72), was expected. However, at relatively low alkalinity of the reaction mixture (OH/SiO2 = 0.024) (152), the amount of soluble silicate species, which can form the building blocks, may be low. In that case, the concentration of building blocks and therefore the rate of crystal growth are controlled by the concentration of soluble silicate species rather than by the TPA/SiO2 ratio (see Table 10.) Morphology of the MFI-type crystals is also dependent on the TPA content in the reaction mixture, as is shown in Table 11. The length-to-width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals decreases slightly when the TPA/SiO2 ratio increases from 0.005 to 0.16. This is in accordance with the ﬁnding of Iwasaki et al. (134) that TPA+ ions inﬂuence both the length growth rate Kg(L) and width growth rate Kg(W) of silicalite-1 crystals in accordance with the relations: Kg ðLÞ~ðTPABrÞa Kg ðW Þ~ðTPABrÞ



ð17Þ b



ð18Þ



where a < b < 1, indicating that the length-to-width ratio of silicalite-1 crystals decreases slightly with the increasing content of TPA+ ions in the reaction mixture, that is, ð19Þ Length  to  width ratio~ðTPABrÞc where c = a  b < 0.



Table 11 Inﬂuence of the Batch Molar Ratio Z1 = TPA/SiO2 on the Length Growth Rate Kg(L), Width Growth Rate Kg(W), Size, and Morphology of Silicalite-1 Crystals Z1 = TPA/SiO2



Kg(L) (Am/h)



Kg(W) (Am/h)



Length (Am)



Width (Am)



Length-to-width



1.3 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.2



0.6 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7



75 60 50 50 32 18



28 30 25 26 16 10



2.7 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 1.8



0.005 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16 Source: Ref. 152.
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III.



MECHANISM AND KINETICS OF ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH



A.



Overview to General Models of Crystal Growth



Rate of crystal growth from a supersaturated solution is most frequently expressed as a function of the concentration(s), f (C) of ions or molecules in solution (67,87,88,154), as is generally expressed by Eq. (9). The growth rate may be controlled by the rate of transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals, the rate of reaction of ions or molecules from the liquid phase on the surfaces of the growing crystals, and/or the rate of incorporation of ions or molecules into crystal (154–157). Transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals may be determined by convection and/or diﬀusion (154). In the case when the growing crystals do not move relative to solution (unstirred systems), the transport of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals is controlled by their diﬀusion through the concentration gradient formed around the growing crystals. In this case, the growth rate, Rg = dr/dt, of spherical particles having radius r is directly proportional to the absolute supersaturation, f (C)1 = C  C(eq), and inversely proportional to the particle (crystal) size r (154,156), that is, dr=dt ¼ DVm ½C  CðeqÞ=r ¼ kg ð1Þ½C  CðeqÞ=r ¼ kg ð1Þf ðCÞ1 =r



ð20Þ



where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of reactive ions or molecules in the solution, Vm is their ionic (molecular) volume, C is the concentration of the reactive ions or molecules in the solution (the salt solution concentration), C(eq) is the salt solubility, and kg(1) = DVm. In the case when the concentration gradient around the growing particles is disturbed (i.e., during sedimentation in gravitation and/or centrifugal ﬁeld, or by stirring), the diﬀusioncontrolled crystal growth may be expressed as: dr=dt ¼ DVm ½C  CðeqÞ=d ¼ kg ð2Þf ðC1 Þ



ð21Þ



where kg(2) = kg(1)/d = DVm/d, and d is the thickness of the stationary diﬀusion layer (hydrodynamic boundary layer) around growing particles, determined by particle size, viscosity of the solution, diﬀerence between densities of solid and liquid phases, and the relative speed of particles (156). This expression is based on the so-called unstirred layer theory, which assumes that the liquid closer to the surface then some distance d is immobile, and the concentration at the distance d is the bulk concentration. Hence, for small crystals (r < 10 Am) carried with the bulk, d = r, whereas for large crystals (10 Am < r < 1 mm), growing in an aqueous solution at ambient temperature, d could be approximated by (154,156) dcr=ð1 þ PeÞ0:285



ð22Þ



where Pe is the Pelcet number for mass transference. For crystals larger than about 1 mm, d becomes constant and proportional to r0.15 (154,156). When the system is vigorously stirred, the concentration gradient around the growing particles may be reduced to a negligible value, and then the rate of crystal growth is controlled by the rate of transport (e.g., convection) of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals, that is, dr=dt ¼ kg ð3Þ½C  CðeqÞ ¼ kg ð3Þf ðCÞ1



ð23Þ



where kg(3) is a constant determined by the diﬀerence between the densities of the solid and the liquid phase, and the rate of motion of the solution, but not by the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the reactive ions or molecules. Equation (23) was widely used to interpret and predict of the crystal growth rate of many solids (158–160), including zeolites (130,161–166). A
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similar relationship between the crystal growth rate Rg and the concentration function f (C), that is, Rg ¼ dr=dt ¼ Vm d½Cmad  Kad CðeqÞmds  ¼ Vm dmad CðeqÞðS  1Þ ¼ kg ð4ÞðS  1Þ ð24Þ is valuable for the crystal growth processes in which the rate-determining step is a surface process or, more speciﬁcally, the transition of ions from the bulk of solution to the adsorption layer of crystals (154), where d is the thickness of the adsorption layer, rad and rds are jumping frequencies of adsorption and desorption, Kad = rad/rds, S = C/C(eq), and kg(4) = VmdradC(eq). Equations (20), (21) and (23) are valid for simple monomolecular compounds (154), but diﬀusion-controlled growth of the electrolytes of AB type or double salts is described by a more complex equation (154,156), that is, dr=dt ¼ Vm fCA DA þ CB DB  ½ðCA DA  CB DB Þ2 þ 4DA DB Ksp 1=2 g=2r



ð25Þ



where DA and DB are diﬀusion coeﬃcients of the ions A and B, and Ksp is the solubility product. Since the values of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients DA and DB are usually close, i.e., DA c DB = D, Eq. (25) may be written in a simpliﬁed form, that is, dr=dt ¼ DVm fCA þ CB  ½ðCA  CB Þ2 þ 4Ksp 1=2 g2r ¼ kg ð5ÞfCA þ CB  ½ðCA  CB Þ2 þ 4Ksp 1=2 g=r ¼ kg ð5Þf ðCÞ2 =r



ð26Þ



where kg(5) = DVm/2 and f (C)2 = {CA + CB  [(CA  CB) + 4Ksp] }. Applying the conventional kinetic arguments (167,168) to chemically controlled surface growth of the solid AaBb, i.e., aAb+(aq) + bBa(aq) Z AaBb leads to: Rg ¼ dL=dt ¼ k1 C n  k2 A ð27Þ 2



1/2



where L is the crystal size of the solid at time t, k1Cn is the rate of formation of the solid, k2A is the rate of its dissolution, C = CA or CB, A is the total surface area of the solid phase in contact with solution and n = a + b for the lattice AaBb, as proposed by Davies and Jones (167). In equilibrium, k2A = k1[C(eq)]n, and hence, ð28Þ dL=dt ¼ k1 fC n  ½CðeqÞn g where C(eq) = CA(eq) or CB(eq) is the salt solubility. Equation (28) is usually not used for the analysis of the crystal growth rate because it fails to explain the concentration dependence, whereas Eq. (29) dL=dt ¼ k½C  CðeqÞn ð29Þ frequently used for the description of the rate of surface-reaction-controlled crystal growth (167,169–171), including the crystal growth processes controlled by surface nucleation and screw dislocations (154). On the other hand, the relationship between the crystal growth rate, dL/dt, and the concentration dependence in Eq. (29) may be explained by the Davies and Jones model of dissolution and growth (167,172), which predicts the formation of monolayer of solvated ions with a constant composition at the surface of the growing/dissolving crystals. In accordance with this model, the rate of crystal growth of a solid AaBb is proportional to the product of ﬂuxes of the ions (molecules) that participate in the surface reaction, that is, dL=dt ¼ k3 ½CA  CA ðeqÞa ½CB  CB ðeqÞb ¼ k3 ðAÞðb=aÞ1=b ½CA  CA ðeqÞaþb ¼ k3 ðBÞða=bÞ1=a ½CB  CB ðeqÞaþb ¼ kg ðAÞ½CA  CA ðeqÞn ¼ kg ðBÞ½CB  CB ðeqÞn
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ð30Þ



where kg(A) = k3(A)(b/a)1/b and kg(B) = k3(B)(a/b)1/a are factors proportional to the growth rate constant kg, and n = a + b. B.



Critical Evaluation of the Existing Models of the Crystal Growth of Zeolites



Due to the important role of mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth in understanding zeolite synthesis as well as in controlling crystal size, eﬀorts have been made in physicochemical and mathematical modeling of zeolite crystal growth. The ﬁrst attempts to elucidate mechanism of zeolite crystallization were made more than 35 years ago by pioneering work of Barrer (173), Breck (174), and Ingri (175,176) who assumed formation of soluble aluminosilicate species in the crystallizing system, which are precursors for nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites. Based on this assumption, Kerr (177) postulated that crystals of zeolite A grow by deposition of dissolved sodium aluminosilicate species, S, on the surface of growing zeolite crystals. Accepting this idea, Ciric (130) derived the ﬁrst mathematical description of the kinetics of zeolite (A) crystal growth, namely: ð31Þ dL=dtc ¼ DðSa  Sc Þ=d where Sa is the concentration of S species in the liquid phase which are in equilibrium with amorphous phase, Sc is the concentration of S species at crystal surface, D is diﬀusion coeﬃcient of S species, and y is diﬀusion ﬁlm thickness. Note that Eq. (31) is very similar to Eq. (21), used for mathematical description of so-called unstirred layer theory of the crystal growth. For assumed constancy of D and y, i.e., D/y = k c constant (130), Eq. (31) reduces to a simple form: ð32Þ dL=dtc ¼ kðSa  Sc Þ similar to Eq. (32) which describes the rate of crystal growth controlled by the rate of transport (e.g., convection) of ions or molecules from the liquid phase to the surfaces of the growing crystals. Due to its simplicity connected with an attractive idea about the existence of zeolite building blocks such as S species, unit cells and/or pseudocells, or, more generally, reactive (aluminosilicate) species and their simple transport from the liquid phase to the surface of the growing zeolite crystals, as is schematically presented in Fig. 41, Eq. (32) was, in original (116,161,162–165,178–183) or slightly modiﬁed form (166,178,179,182,184), used in many studies of zeolite crystallization processes. The growth equation, ð33Þ dL=dtc ¼ Q ¼ k4 ðG*  G*Þ s where G* is the concentration of unit cells (pseudocells) (116,161,162,165,178), or generally concentration of reactive (alumino)silicate species (163,164,166,179–184) in the liquid phase at any crystallization time tc, G*s is the equilibrium concentration of the corresponding reactive species in the liquid phase, and k4 is the growth rate constant, was most often used in population balance analyses of crystallization of zeolite A (116,161,162,164–166,178–181), X (164), mordenite (179), and ZSM-5 (163,164) from hydrogels, as well as in the analyses of the crystal growth of ZSM-5 (182) and silicalite-1 crystals (182,183) from clear solutions with G* = Cb and G*s = CeqL (183) and G* = M and G*s = Me (184). For assumed constant superstauration, S = ( G* c constant during the main part of the crystallization process (39,52,53,55,58–  G*) s 60,64,65,67–101,116,161–166,178–183), integration of Eq. (33) gives, ð34Þ L ¼ k4 ðG*  G*Þt s c ¼ Kg tc Equation (34) is same as Eq. (3), thus describing the experimentally where Kg = k4( G*  G*). s evidenced linear growth of zeolite crystals during the main part of crystallization process. Here it is interesting that both diﬀusion-controlled (116,161–166,178–182) and surface reaction–con-
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Fig. 41 Schematic presentation of the crystal growth by an arrangement of the aluminosilicate species (S species, unit cells, pseudocells) from the liquid phase on the surface of the growing zeolite crystal.



trolled (178,183,184) crystal growth of zeolite(s) are assumed, and then described by Eq. (32) and (33), respectively. However, in accordance with Eq. (20), a strictly deﬁned diﬀusion-controlled growth of zeolite is a function of both the supersaturation ( G*  G*) s of the liquid phase with reactive (alumino)silicate species (S species, unit cells, pseudocells, soluble aluminosilicates) and crystal size L. Hence, for assumed constant superstauration, f (C)1 = C  C(eq) = ( G*  G*) s c constant during the main part of the crystallization process, integration of Eq. (20) gives L ¼ Kg ðdÞðtc Þ1=2



ð35Þ



where Kg(d) = [2kg(1) f (C)1] = [2k4( G*  G*)] . It is evident from Eq. (35) that a linear s relationship between tc and L cannot be expected for diﬀusion-controlled crystal growth, that also can be shown in Fig. 42 which represents the changes in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals calculated by Eq. (34) (solid curve) and Eq. (35) (dashed curve) for simulated values of ( G*  G*) s = 0.05 mol dm3 and kg(1) = k4 = 40 Am h1 mol1 dm3, and thus Kg = Kg(d) = 2 Am h1. In addition, according to Barrer (21), a growth mechanism governed by diﬀusional control can be ruled out because of the high activation energies (30–130 kJ/mol) obtained by measuring the linear growth rates of diﬀerent types of zeolites (see Tables 1 and 2), whereas a diﬀusional mechanism would be expected to yield an activation energy of 12–17 kJ/mol. According to Zhdanov (68), the apparent activation energy of crystallization corresponds to that of crystal growth. Later on (185) it was found that the apparent activation energies of the 1/2
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1/2



Fig. 42 Changes in the size Lm of the largest zeolite crystals calculated by Eq. (34) (solid curve) and Eq. 3 1 mol1 (35) (dashed curve) for simulated values of ( G*  G*) s = 0.05 mol dm and kg(l) = k4 = 40 Am h dm3, and thus Kg = Kg(d) = 2 Am h1.



crystallization of zeolite A (40.16 kJ/mol) and ZSM-5 (40.3 kJ/mol) are almost the same as the apparent activation energies of the crystal growth of the zeolites, namely, 43.7 kJ/mol for zeolite A and 40.3 kJ/mol for zeolite ZSM-5. Based on the ﬁnding that the apparent activation energies for the crystal growth of mordenite and zeolite A (42–45 kJ/mol) corresponds to the apparent activation energy of two hydrogen bonds, Zhdanov (68) concluded that the apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth is connected to the necessity of dehydration of the silicate and/or aluminate ions in the solution before the condensation reactions between the ions could take place in the surface reactions. Studies of silicate species (186) yielded the value of 93 kJ/mol for the activation energy of dimerization of orthosilicate ions, almost the same value as found for apparent activation energy (94–96 kJ/mol) of the crystal growth of silicalite-1 (100). Besides the chemical interactions between the reactive species from the solution and the surface of growing crystals (dehydration, condensation), rearrangements of the reactive species on the crystal surface (55,60,79) and repulsive forces between the reactive species and crystal surface (55,67,79) may also contribute the relatively high apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth. Following these arguments, most authors consider surface reaction (surface integration step) as the rate-limiting step of the crystal growth of zeolites (53,55,58,59,65,67, 72,79,80,84–88,91, 96,99,100,109,111–113,133,141,178,183,184). Since ‘‘the growth process is dependent upon both diﬀusion (convection) of precursor species to the growing surfaces and their incorporation to zeolite framework’’ (80), diﬀusion [Eq. (20)] or, more probably, convection [Eqs. (23), (32)–(34)] of the soluble species in the liquid phase is a requisite (but not rate-limiting) step needed for the transport of the reactive soluble species from the liquid phase to the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals, as schematically presented in Fig. 41. Hence, in accordance with the general equation describing the surface-controlled crystal growth [Eq. (29)], Eq. (23) may be used for mathematical description of the kinetics of zeolite crystal growth controlled by the ﬁrst-order (m = 1) surface reaction (53,59). This implies the formation of certain building blocks [S species, unit cells, pseudocells, or generally (alumino)silicate species having the chemical composition and/or ‘‘structure’’ similar to the crystallized zeolite], their convectionand/or diﬀusion-controlled transport from the liquid phase to the surface of the growing zeolite crystals, and incorporation in the growing crystals by speciﬁc chemical reactions.
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In contrast to a complex inﬂuence of the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase on the crystal growth of aluminosilicate-type zeolites, as will be shown later, the chronomal analyses of the crystal growth of TPA-silicalite-1 from clear solution (59) has shown that the kinetics of crystal growth at 98jC during the period of liner growth correlates well with what one would expect if a ﬁrst-order surface reaction–controlled growth mechanism is operative: ‘‘Unfortunately, no information can be obtained concerning the reacting species responsible for crystal growth from this evaluation of the growth mechanism’’ (59). Some authors (72,79,100,183) suggested that the most suitable building units for silicalite-1 growth are the smaller silicate species, most probably monomer. For example: ‘‘In TPA-silicalite-1 crystallization the dominant feature is the high stability aﬀorded by the incorporation of TPA template; the actual structure of the silicate species involved in the crystal growth is of secondary importance, and it is likely that all of those available in the solution take part in the reactions at the crystal surface. Those which become attached to the framework at suitable sites for incorporation in the crystal will be retained, whereas unsuitable oligomers, or oligomers attached at unsuitable sites must be released or broken up before the crystallization can proceed. With this in mind, it is suggested that the most suitable units are the smaller silicate species, most probably monomer’’ (72). Thus, it is possible that the whole process is governed by the ordering of silicates around the pertinent template species adsorbed at the crystal surface (187). However, the recent studies of crystallization of silicalite-1, applying more sophisticated experimental methods such as quasi-elastic light scattering spectroscopy (QELSS), cryotransmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), show some very interesting peculiarities of these systems, as schematically represented in Figs. 43 and 44. 1. Based on the solid-state 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR it was found that upon heating of the synthesis gel, a close contact between the protons of TPA and the silicon atoms of the inorganic phase is established by the van der Waals interaction, prior to the formation of the long-range order of the crystalline zeolite structure (188,189). It was proposed that silicate is closely associated with the TPA molecules, thus forming inorganic–organic composite species that are the key species for the self-assembly of Si-ZSM-5 (188,189). 2. Presence of subcolloidal primary units with an average size of 2–4 nm (see Figs. 43a and 44) formed in the synthesis solution at early stage of synthesis (after mixing of reactants at room temperature and/or immediately after the beginning of heating the reaction solution) (55,93– 96,153,190–193). The subcolloidal particles were ﬁrst identiﬁed by cryo-TEM (153) and later by in situ SANS, SAXS, and WAXS analyses at the early stage of crystallization of silicalite-1 from both heterogeneous (gel) (190) and homogeneous (clear solution) (190,191) systems. QELSS analysis of the undiluted TPA-silicalite precursor solution prior to hydrothermal treatment (93) showed that subcolloidal particles are present in the solution as an essentially monodisperse population with an average particle size of 2–4 nm. Figure 45 shows that the average particle size increases initially from 2–3 nm, at room temperature, to 3.5 nm at 70jC. ‘‘The particle size continues to increase to ca. 6 nm during the ﬁrst 12 hours of hydrothermal treatment during which period, the particle size distribution (PSD) is monomodal. After ca. 12 hours, a second particle population appears, the PSD changes to a bimodal PSD and the average particle size of the small size-fraction (primary particles) reverts to the original size of 3.5 nm. A reasonable interpretation of these results is that the monomodal PSD’s initially observed actually represent the average of two separate particle populations that are not resolved by the light scattering technique’’ (93). Using diﬀerent experimental techniques such as TEM, dynamic light scattering, (DLS), WAXS, SAXS, and USAXS (ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering), the ﬁndings of Regev et al. (153), Dokter et al. (190,191), and Schoeman (93) relating to the formation of subcolloidal primary
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Fig. 43 Mechanism of microstructural random packing, subsequent ordering, and crystallization. (a) Silicalite/TPA clusters in solution, (b) primary fractal aggregates formed from the silicalite/TPA clusters (6.4 nm, Fig. 1a), (c) densiﬁcation of these primary fractal aggregates (Fig. 1b), (d) combination of the densiﬁed aggregates into a secondary fractal structure and crystallization (Fig. 1c), and (e) densiﬁcation of the secondary aggregates and crystal growth. (Adapted from Ref. 190.)



units were recently revealed by Nikolakis et al. (55) and de Moor et al (95,96,192–194,198). The presence of the primary units (subcolloidal particles) is independent of the structural directing agent, alkalinity, and presence of gel phase (192–194). The powdered extracted sample of the subcolloidal particles was shown to possess microporosity, entrapped TPA+ cations, and short-range order by Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and electron diﬀraction (93). TPA is also clearly identiﬁed as being present in the subcolloidal particles from contrast variation SANS experiments on synthesis mixtures (60). This clearly indicates that the TPA molecules and silica are interacting in the primary particles and that TPA aﬀects the short-range ordering of the silicon atoms (192). Since the primary particles are present in the synthesis solution prior to hydrothermal treatment, it is assumed that they are
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Fig. 44



Scheme for the crystallization mechanism of Si-TPA-MFI. (Adapted from Ref. 193.)



formed by aggregation of several inorganic-organic composite species (192,193) at the start of the crystallization process (see Fig. 43), even at room temperature (93,153,190,191). Therefore, several authors (53,55,93,95,96,99,153,184,190–196) concluded that just the primary subcolloidal particles are precursors for nucleation and growth of silicalite and other siliceous zeolites. 3. Recent scattering studies of crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites demonstrate the presence of nanoscale amorphous (alumino)silicate gel agglomerates (39,41,45,55,62,93, 95,96,99–101,190–194,196–198). Based on cryo-TEM and SAXS analyses of the liquid phase of the silicalite-1 synthesis solution, Regev et al. (153) identiﬁed so-called globular structural units in the freshly prepared synthesis solution. These globular structural units, having a diameter of 5 nm, may be formed only in the presence of TPA+ ions and at pH > 11.6; otherwise only nonreactive globular particles of about 2.5 nm in diameter can be formed. The authors assumed that each structural globular unit, which may be amorphous and/or crystalline, is composed of several tetrapods constructed of an aluminosilicate skeleton wrapped around TPA+ cation, so that the tetrapods have a similar structure to those connecting the straight and sinusoidal channels the ﬁnal crystalline ZSM-5, as is schematically presented in Fig. 46. Similar ‘‘globular’’ particles of about 7.2 nm in diameter that have been formed by ‘‘densiﬁcation’’ of the aggregates of the primary particles less than 3.2 nm in diameter (Fig. 43 a and b) were identiﬁed by in situ SANS, SAXS, and WAXS analysis at the early stages of crystallization of silicalite-1 from both heterogeneous (gel) (190) and homogeneous (clear solution) (190,191) systems. Recently, using the combination of WAXS, SAXS, and USAXS,
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Fig. 45 Change in the average particle size of small fraction (5) and large fraction (o) during crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1 at 70jC from clear solution having the batch molar composition 9TPAOH/25SiO2/480H2O/100EtOH. (Adapted from Ref. 93.)



de Moor et al. (95,96,99,192–194) provided the ﬁrst complete image of the nanometer scale assembly process of an organic-mediated synthesis of pure-silica zeolite. The process starts with the formation of the primary units with an average diameter of 2.8 nm (see Figs. 43 and 44) by aggregation of several inorganic–organic composite species (see Fig. 44). In the next step of the process, the primary 2.8-nm units aggregate into 10-nm amorphous particles (aggregates) (see Figs. 43 and 44). In contrast to invariance of the primary 2.8-nm units, the formation of the amorphous 10-nm secondary units (aggregates of primary units) was changed by variation of the alkalinity of the synthesis mixture (see Fig. 47) (96,192,193). In the case of relatively low alkalinity (Si/OH = 3.02; Fig. 47A), the formation of aggregates with a size of approximately 10 nm is facilitated. At increasing alkalinity, the ability of the synthesis mixture to form such structures decreases (96,192,193), while there is no indication that particles larger than 2.8 nm primary units are present at high alkalinities (Si/OH = 2.42; Fig. 47B). This is



Fig. 46 A schematic representation of the structure of the structural globular unit. (Adapted from Ref. 153.)
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Fig. 47 Time-dependent scattering intensity at ﬁxed angles, corresponding with d spacing of 2.8 nm (primary units) and 10 nm (aggregates), together with the area of the Bragg reﬂections of the product SiTPA-MFI crystals, for Si-TPA-MFI synthesis mixtures with Si/OH ratios (A) 2.42 and (B) 3.02. The scattered intensity of the aggregates () was plotted because their presence could be demonstrated clearly from the scattering curve, and was divided by 2 for clarity. (Adapted from Ref. 96.)



probably connected with an increased solubility of the aggregates at relatively high alkalinity of the synthesis mixture (Si/OH > 2.65) (193). 4. The correlation between presence of aggregates of primary units and the rate of nucleation (95,96,99,153,190–194) shows that the critical process of crystallization is formation of the amorphous aggregates, even in clear solutions (39,41,45,55,62,93,95,96,99– 101,190–194,196–198): After reorganization and condensation, the amorphous aggregates transform to viable nuclei (95,96,99,153,190–194). However, this process is not quite clear in the models described in the cited papers and schematically presented in Figs. 43 and 44. On the other hand, there is abundant experimental evidence that, due to high supersaturation of constituents (Na, Si, Al, template) in gel (39,41,62,101), nuclei are formed inside amorphous matrix in both heterogeneous (gel) (62,123,190,199–210) and homogeneous (solution) (39,41,45,101,191,192,211,212) systems. Although nuclei may be formed very rapidly in heterogeneous systems (e.g., during gel precipitation), the increase in number of nuclei during room temperature aging of both gels (64,65,120,123,125) and clear solutions (39,97,100, 101,197) indicates that reorganization and condensation reactions that form viable nuclei inside gel matrix are time-dependent processes. In the case of nanoscale, amorphous (alumino)silicate gel agglomerates, the possibility of the formation of crystalline phase is probably determined by the critical mass of material, i.e., the size of the agglomerate. Taking into consideration the described peculiarities of the systems, the nucleation and crystal growth of the MFI-type zeolites from the clear solutions may be considered as follows: Heating of the reactant solution induces formation of 2.8-nm primary units by aggregation of several inorganic–organic composite species and aggregation of the 2.8-nm primary units into 10-nm aggregates (Fig. 44). In contrast to very rapid formation of the 2.8-nm primary units, their aggregation into 10-nm aggregates is substantially slower process (see Fig. 47A). It can be assumed that the 2.8-nm primary units used for the formation of 10-nm aggregates are compensated by the unreacted inorganic–organic composite species. In this way, the ‘‘concentration’’ of the primary units keeps constant or even increases slightly during the main part of the crystallization process (see Fig. 47). After the amorphous aggregates reach the ‘‘critical’’ size (e.g., 10 nm), part of gel nutrient transforms into crystalline phase. The strong decrease of the scattered intensity from the aggregates shows that only a small fraction
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transforms into the crystalline phase and that the vast majority dissolves to 2.8-nm primary units (192). In this way, nuclei are surrounded by amorphous ‘‘shell,’’ as is clearly shown in Figure 3 in Ref. 41. The nuclei lie dormant in the amorphous gel phase until they are released into the solution by dissolution of gel phase and become active growing crystals (65,73,75,85,123,187,213,214). Prolonged heating of the reactant solution causes dissolution of the amorphous shell around nuclei. The dissolution is evidenced by the decrease in the scattering intensity of the 10-nm aggregates as shown in Fig. 47. When the amorphous shell is completely dissolved, nuclei are in full contact with the liquid phase; the nuclei having the size lower than the critical size dissolve together with the amorphous phase, whereas the nuclei having the size larger than the critical size start to grow as is indicated by the increase of crystallinity that takes place simultaneously with the decrease in the ‘‘concentration’’ of 10nm aggregates (see Fig. 47). Figure 48 shows the crystal growth of silicalite-1 seeds from the system containing only the primary 2.8-nm units but not their aggregates (at least in the amount detectable by the applied techniques) (96,192). In contrast to unseeded systems, the growth starts immediately, with the constant rate independent of the amount of seed crystals added. This clearly indicates that the 10-nm aggregates are not precursors for the growth process but that growth occurs by integration of the primary 2.8-nm units on the surfaces of growing silicalite-1 crystals. Hence, the primary 2.8-nm units are assumed as the precursor species for the crystal growth of silicalite-1 and other siliceous zeolites (e.g., Si-BEA, Si-MTW) from both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems (96,192,193). The primary 2.8-nm units spent for the growth of nuclei (crystals) are replaced by the dissolution of an appropriate amount of the amorphous material from the 10-nm aggregates. Hence, a constant ‘‘concentration’’ (e.g., Cpu) of the primary 2.8nm units during the part of the crystallization process when the 10-nm aggregates are still present in the system (Fig. 47A) probably corresponds to the solubility of the amorphous phase. When the amorphous phase is completely dissolved, as it is indicated by disappearance of the 10-nm aggregates (Fig. 47A), the concentration of the primary 2.8-nm units starts to



Fig. 48 Mean crystal diameter as determined from ﬁtting the calculated scattering pattern of a polydisperse system of spheres to the experimental USAXS patterns for a synthesis mixture with Si/OH = 2.12 with seed added. The weight percentage of seeds (grams of SiO2 seeds per gram of SiO2 in the synthesis mixture) is denoted at the curves. (Adapted from Ref. 96.)
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decrease as the consequence of their continuous but uncompensated integration into growing * , corresponds to the solubility of silicalite-1 when silicalite-1 crystals. The constant value, Cpu the process of crystallization is ﬁnished. On the other hand, according to Carlsson et al. (184), the nucleation was hypothesized to involve secondary amorphous 10-nm silica particles (aggregates), which grow slightly by addition of soluble silicate species, probably inorganic– organic composite species (cs), to form activated complexes. These complexes transform into crystalline nuclei, which grow by additional deposition of soluble silica (inorganic–organic composite species). Both nucleation and crystal growth were considered to be reaction controlled. In this way, regardless to the choice of the key precursor species (ps), crystal growth of silicalite-1 and other siliceous and high-silica zeolites from both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems is controlled by the ﬁrst-order reaction (integration of ps in the surface of growing crystals), that is, dL=dtc ¼ kg ðDpsÞ ¼ kg ðps  ps*Þ ð36Þ where (Dps) = ( ps  ps*) = (Cpu  C*pu ), or (Dps) = ( cs  cs*) is the driving force of the growth process in accordance with the results of the chronomal analysis (93). Polydispersity of the products (TPA-silicalite-1) (192) indicates that the nuclei are released from the gel matrix (and start to grow) at diﬀerent times, s, of the crystallization process, thus showing that nucleation in homogeneous (solution) systems takes place by the same mechanism (autocatalytic nucleation) as in heterogeneous (gel) systems (65,73,75,85, 123,187,213,214). However, while in most heterogeneous systems and seeded homogeneous systems part of the nuclei are in the systems present at s = tc = 0, and thus the crystal growth starts at tc = 0 (cases 1 and 3; see Figs. 12–14 and 48), s > 0 in most homogeneous systems. In these systems, s is a sum of times needed for the formation of amorphous aggregates, formation of crystalline phase inside gel matrix of the amorphous aggregate, and dissolution of the amorphous shell around dormant nuclei. This rationally explains the observed ‘‘delaying’’ of the growth process in the crystallization of zeolites from clear solutions (39,52,58,59,72,90, 92– 101,192,194; see examples in Figs. 15 and 16.) Hence, for Dps = constant (see Fig. 34), integration of Eq. (36) from so to tc gives Lm ¼ kg ðDpsÞðtc  so Þ ¼ Kg ðtc  so Þ



ð37Þ



as observed experimentally, where Lm is the size of the largest crystals formed by the growth of the nuclei which are released from the gel before all others (at s = so). In contrast to more or less deﬁned precursor species or ‘‘building blocks’’ (primary 2.8nm units) for the growth of siliceous zeolites, similar structures were not deﬁnitively found in the reaction mixtures relevant for the crystallization of aluminum-rich zeolites. Although some authors assumed formation of ‘‘structured’’ aluminosilicate blocks [S species (130,177), unit cells (116,161,162,165,178)] in the liquid phase and their transport from the solution onto the surfaces of the growing crystals, there is no evidence of the existence of the complex silicate and aluminosilicate structures in the liquid phase of the reaction mixtures. The structures relevant to some secondary building units (e.g., bicyclic hexamer, D3R; cubic octamer, D4R) were found in slightly alkaline solutions at room temperature (66) or in TMAaluminosilicate solutions (66,215–218). However, at increased temperatures and alkalinities characteristic for the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites these structures are not stable, so that in neither case has there been evidence for a direct conversion of any of the proposed building units to the ﬁnal zeolite structure (66,215,217,219). On the other hand, spectroscopic analyses of the liquid phase during crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites have shown that the liquid phase contains Al(OH)4 monomers and diﬀerent low molecular weight silicate and aluminosilicate anions (21,66,122,133,216,218,220–242). Among 15 possible silicate (Qn; n = 0–4) and aluminosilicate anions (Qn(mAl); m = 1 to n) that may be found in
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aluminosilicate solutions (217), monomers and dimers are most common or even the only species present in the liquid phase during crystallization of aluminum-rich zeolites (21,122,133,221–223,225,230,234, 237–243). Depending on Si and Al concentrations, alkalinity, and temperature, each silicate and aluminosilicate anion may have diﬀerent degrees of hydroxylation, so that 15 diﬀerent anions (Al(OH) 4 , SiO i (OH) i ni , j Si2Oi+1(OH)i 6i, AlSiOj(OH) 7j) may be present in diﬀerent proportions in the liquid phase containing monomers and dimers only (239,240,242). Since more than one selected anion is expected to be involved in the surface reaction, and changes in concentrations as the synthesis proceeds (39,64,65,67–69,74,85–88,91, 102,109,113,121,132,135,140,244–247), the concept of a ‘‘supersaturation’’ as deﬁned by Eq. (33) may be ambiguous in the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites (187). In an attempt to solve this problem, Sˇefcˇik et al. (239) expressed both the concentration product k, and solubility product ks as complex functions of all the anions (aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate) present in the liquid phase (239,240,242), and then deﬁned the crystal growth rate as (239): dL=dtc ¼ GðtÞ ¼ kg ½pðtÞ  pS 



ð38Þ



where k(t) is the concentration product at the crystallization time tc. Although this approach represents an improvement relative to the concept of unit cells (116,161,162,165,178), Eq. (38) again assumes a ﬁrst-order integration of an undeﬁned precursor on the surfaces of growing crystals, and thus fails the abundant ﬁnding (64,65,67,68,74,85–88,109,112,133,141,142,248) that the crystal growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites depends on the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase (see Figs. 49–57). In their study of crystallization of zeolites A (64) and X (64,68), Zhdanov and Samulevitch found that the rate of the crystal growth could be expressed as: dL=dtc ¼ k V ½CA1 ½CSi n



ð39Þ



where [CAl] and [CSi] are molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon dissolved in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system, and kV is a constant proportional to the growth rate constant. Figure 49 shows that crystal growth rate of zeolite A is a linear function of the product [CAl][Csi].



Fig. 49 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A on the product [CAl][CSi] of molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system.
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Fig. 50 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y on the molar concentration, [CAl], of aluminum in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 142.)



Lechert et al. (112,142) found that the rate of crystal growth of zeolite Y is a linear function of the concentration, CAl (from 2  103 to 1.44  102 mol dm3; Ref. 142), of aluminum in the liquid phase (Fig. 50). Due to constancy of the concentration, CSi (from 0.4 to 0.515 mol dm3; Ref. 142), of silicon in the liquid phase, the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y is also a linear function of the product [CAl][CSi] (Fig. 51). Fajula et al. (74) found that the rate of crystal growth of zeolite omega depends on the concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase (Fig. 52), in accordance with Eqs. (14) and (15). Concentration of aluminum in the liquid phase, at high and constant concentration of silicon in the liquid phase, is also the rate-controlling factor of the crystal growth of hydroxysodalite from clear solution (48).



Fig. 51 Inﬂuence of the crystal growth rate of zeolite Y on the product [CAl][CSi] of molar concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 142.)
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Fig. 52 Growth rates of the (001) (o) and (hk0) (.) faces of zeolite omega at 115jC, as a function of aluminum concentration, [CAl], in the liquid phase. (Adapted from Ref. 74.)



Lindner and Lechert (112) assumed that only monomeric silicate (uSi-O, uSi-OH) and aluminate (Al(OH)4) species are responsible for crystal growth by nucleophilic attack on the aluminate centers ([ZeouAl-OH]Na+) at the zeolite surface: ½ZeouAl  OH Naþ þ O  SiuZ½ZeouAl  O  Siu Naþ þ OH



ð40aÞ



½ZeouAl  OH Naþ þ HO  SiuZ½ZeouAl  O  Siu Naþ þ H2 O



ð40bÞ



by condensation reaction with a silanol group at the surface: ZeouSi  OH þ HO  SiuZZeouSi  O  Siu þ H2 O ð40cÞ and by incorporation of aluminum as a nucleophilic substitution reaction between deprotonated silanol groups on the surface and solvated aluminate species:   ZeouSi  O Naþ þ AlðOHÞ ð40dÞ 4 Z½ZeouSi  O  AlðOHÞ3  þ OH which at the same time explains why both the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase inﬂuence the growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites, in a simple way described by Eq. (39).



Fig. 53 Schematic representation of the growth structure of zeolite A comprising four layers of sodalite cages and D4Rs. Part (a) shows the surface terminated in sodalite cages whereas part (b) shows it terminated in D4Rs. In both cases a kink site may be seen in the third layer counting upward from the bottom. These are pinpointed by arrows. (Adapted from Ref. 250.)
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Fig. 54 Dependence of the crystal growth rate dL/dtc of zeolite A on the concentration function f(C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)]. (Adapted from Ref. 85.)



Studies of crystal growth of zeolites A, Y, silicalite, ferrierite, and ETS-10 (218,248,249) and dissolution of heulandite (250,251) of zeolites by atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that both the crystal growth and dissolution in alkaline and acidic solution occurred via a layerby-layer mechanism, and that the height of the layer is consistent with the dimensions of important cage structures—the sodalite cage in zeolites A and Y (Fig. 53) and the double 5-ring MFI chain in silicalite (219). Growth occurs via a terrace-ledge-kink (TLK) mechanism (252) with propagation of the surface terraces by reaction of the silicate and aluminate anions from the liquid phase with the functional groups of the kink sites (Fig. 53) at the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals (250) in accordance with Eqs. (40a)–(40d). Such a mechanism of the crystal growth explains the observed linear relationship between the crystal size L and time of crystallization (see Figs. 9–22, 28, 33–35, 45, and 48) at constant supersaturation. However, since the crystal growth rate depends not only on the actual concentration of reactive species in the liquid phase but on the solubility of the formed crystalline phase under the synthesis conditions [see Eqs. (20), (21), (23), (24)–(26), (28)–(34), and (36)–(38)], Eq. (39) represents only an empirical relationship between the rate of crystal growth and the concentrations [CAl] and [CSi], but not a mathematical description of the growth kinetic based on a well-deﬁned growth mechanism. Analysis of the growth kinetics of the hydroxysodalite crystals formed during heating of zeolite A in alkaline solutions (109,248) showed that the crystal growth rate may be expressed as: dL=dt ¼ kg ½CA1  CA1 ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ ð41Þ where CAl and CSi are concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase during the transformation process, and CAl(s) and CSi(s) are concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, which correspond to the solubility of the crystallized hydroxysodalite at the transformation conditions. Since the concentrations CAl and CSi changed congruently during the transformation (see Figure 1B in Ref. 109), i.e., CAl = 1.15CSi, CAl(s) = 1.1CSi(s), Eq. (41) may be rewritten as: dL=dtc ¼ kg ðAlÞ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ2 ¼ kg ðSiÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ2



ð42Þ



where kg(Al) = 1.51kg and kg(Si) = 0.87kg. Later on, Eq. (41) was used for the analysis of the crystal growth rate of zeolite A synthesized under diﬀerent conditions (65,67,85,86,87,
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Fig. 55 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (o) and CL = CSi (.) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03 Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.6 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



88,141,185). Figure 54 shows that the crystal growth rate is a linear function of the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)]. An analysis of the relationship between the concentration factor f (C), relevant to diﬀerent growth models expressed by Eqs. (20), (23), (26), and (30), and the growth rate constant kg of zeolite A (141) showed that only the constant kg = k3 [see Eq. (30)] does not change with the value of f(C) during the entire course of the crystallization. Hence, it is evident that assuming the aluminosilicate framework of zeolites as chemical compound of the ABn type (i.e., AlSin, where n is the molar (Si/Al)z ratio of the zeolite), and taking into consideration the
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Fig. 56 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (.) and CL = CSi (o) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 1.8 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



particularities of zeolite-crystallizing systems, the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites can be in accordance with the model of Davies and Jones [see Eq. (30)] deﬁned as dL=dtc ¼ kg f ðCÞ ¼ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞn



ð43Þ



with n = 1 for (Si/Al)z = 1 (zeolite A, hydroxysodalite). Analysis of the inﬂuence of alkalinity (67,141) and temperature (88,141) on the crystal growth rate of zeolite A showed that kinetics of crystal growth may be in all cases (1.2–2 M NaOH in the liquid phase in the temperature range 70–90j C) satisfactorily described by Eq. (43) with n = 1. However, it was observed that the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)] is not always strictly constant (Fig. 55C) during the main part of the crystallization process, but it increases slightly (b > 0; Fig. 56C) or decreases (b < 0; Fig. 57C) as a linear function of tc, that is, f ðCÞ ¼ f ðCÞo þ btc
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ð44Þ



Fig. 57 Changes in (A) the fraction fA of zeolite A, (B) the concentrations CL = CAl of aluminum (o) and CL = CSi (.) of silicon in the liquid phase, (C) the concentration factor f (C) = [CAl  CAl(s)][CSi  CSi(s)], and (D) the size Lm of the largest crystals during hydrothermal treatment of a suspension (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/1.66H2O) in 2 M NaOH solution at 80jC. The solid curves in (C) and (D) represent the f (C) vs. tc and Lm vs. tc functions calculated by Eqs. (44) and (46). tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



up to the end of the crystallization process, due to the decrease in the concentrations of aluminum in the liquid phase, and converges to the value of f (C) ! 0 when CAl ! CAl(s) [see Eq. (43)]. A combination of Eqs. (43) and (44) gives dL=dtc ¼ Kg ¼ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ ¼ kg ½ f ðCÞo þ btc 



ð45Þ



and thus, L ¼ kg ½ f ðCÞo tc þ bðtc Þ2 
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ð46Þ



Using Eq. (46), the corresponding values of kg were calculated as kg ¼ Lm =½ f ðCÞo tc þ bðtc Þ2 



ð47Þ



where Lm is the size of largest crystals of zeolite A (see Figs. 55D–57D) at the corresponding crystallization time tc (67,141). The constancy of the value kg calculated by Eq. (47) using the values of Lm measured at various crystallization times tc and the corresponding numerical values of the constants f (C)o and b (see Table 12) indicates that the growth rate of zeolite A crystals depends on the concentrations CAl and CSi, as deﬁned by Eq. (45). In addition, using the corresponding numerical values of f (C)o, b, and kg (see Table 12), the changes of Lm were calculated by Eq. (46) and correlated with the measured values of Lm. Figures 55D–57D show that the calculated (curves) and measured (symbols, O) changes of Lm are in excellent agreement in the time interval for which Eq. (46) is valid (compare C and D in Figs. 55–57) (47). This conﬁrms the assumption that crystal growth of zeolite A (and possibly other aluminum-rich zeolites) takes place in accordance with the model of Davies and Jones for growth and dissolution (167,172), and that the rate of crystal growth depends on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase as deﬁned by Eq. (43). It is interesting that in contrast to an increase of the starting value of f (C) = f (C)o for a factor of 3 (see Table 12), the rate dL/dtc = kg f (C) = Kg increased only for factor of 1.4 (see Table 3) when the concentration of NaOH in the liquid phase increased from 1.2 to 2.0 mol dm3. This disproportionality between the changes in f (C) and dL/dtc is obviously caused by the increase in the value of f (C) (see Table 12) and the simultaneous decrease of the value kg (see Table 12 and Fig. 58), respectively, with an increase in the alkalinity of the liquid phase of the crystallizing system (67,141). The decrease in the value of kg with decreasing alkalinity of the liquid phase may be explained as follows: The increase in alkalinity increases the number of negatively charged OH groups in the coordination spheres of Si and Al of both the reactive species (aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate anions) (68,239,240,242,253) in the liquid phase and the surfaces of the growing zeolite crystals (68,253). An increase of the negative charge of both reactive species in the liquid phase and the surface of growing zeolite crystals increases the repulsive forces between the reactive species themselves as well as between the reactive species and the crystal surfaces, and consequently retards the reactions relative for the growth process, as is indicated by the decrease of the value of the growth rate constant kg with the increase of alkalinity. In this context, the decrease in the value of kg with increasing alkalinity of the liquid phase is an additional argument that the growth of zeolite crystals is governed by the reactions of monomeric and/or low molecular weight aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anion from



Table 12 Numerical Values of the Constants f (C)0 and b in Eq. (45) and of the Constant kg of the Linear Growth of Zeolite A Crystals in Systems I-Va System I II III IV V



CNaOH (mol dm3) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0



a



f (C)0 (mol2 dm6) 8.960 1.071 1.600 2.186 2.773



    



104 103 103 103 103



b (mol2 dm6 min1) 1.091 8.771 6.750 0 1.019



 106  106  106  105



kg (Am mol2 dm6 min1) 18.61 12.24 9.63 10.25 8.64



The systems I-V represent suspensions (8 wt %) of an amorphous aluminosilicate (1.03Na2O/Al2O3/2.38SiO2/ 1.66H2O) heated at 80jC in 1.2–2 M NaOH solutions. Source: Ref. 67.
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Fig. 58 Change in the value of the constant kg of the rate of crystal growth of zeolite A microcrystals with the concentration CNaOH of NaOH in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. (Adapted from Ref. 67.)



the liquid phase on the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals. A good correlation between the measured values of Lm and the values of Lm calculated with Eq. (46) (see Figs. 55D–57D) leads to an assumption that all aluminum and silicon dissolved in the liquid phase participates in the surface reaction, or at least that the fractions fAl * and fSi* of the reactive aluminate and * ~ CAl and fSi* ~ CSi. silicate species are proportional to their total concentrations, i.e., fAl This is in accordance with the ﬁnding that only monomeric and dimeric anions predominate in highly alkaline systems relevant to crystallization of zeolite A (225,238–242). At the same time, this may be limiting factor in the use of Eq. (45). Speciﬁcally, if the ‘‘reactivity’’ of the anions present in the liquid phase diﬀers as a function of their size (monomers, dimers, oligomers), mutual reactions (formation of aluminosilicate anions), degree of hydroxylation (charge), and surface ordering of the growing zeolite crystals (type of zeolite), then the rate of crystal growth would be determined by the ﬂuxes of the most reactive species. In additions the inﬂuence of the less reactive species on the overall growth rate cannot be neglected. Finding the solution to this problem is a challenge. IV.



MODELING OF ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH



A.



Interdependences of the Critical Processes of Zeolite Crystallization



A typical hydrothermal crystallization of zeolites includes (a) formation of a ‘‘clear’’ aluminosilicate solution and/or precipitation of an amorphous aluminosilicate precursor (gel), by mixing together alkaline aluminate and silicate solutions with or without additives (inorganic salts, organic templates, etc.); (b) presynthesis treatment of the reaction mixture (homogenization, room temperature aging, seeding, etc.); and (c) crystallization of zeolite(s) by heating of the reaction mixture (clear aluminosilicate solution, or particles of precipitated gel dispersed in supernatant) at elevated temperature (21,66,138,174,254). In contrast to simplicity of the procedure, the physicochemical processes occurring during the crystallization are very complex, and the rate of crystallization, types of zeolite formed, and their properties depend on a great number of factors such as concentration and structure of starting aluminate and silicate solutions, presence of additives (inorganic salts and/
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or organic templates), mode of preparation and treatment of the amorphous aluminosilicate gel precursor, and crystallization conditions (pH, temperature, pressure, mode of mixing, time of crystallization, etc.) (21,66,138,174,254). Chemical composition of the solid phase (xNa2O/ Al2O3/ySiO2/zH2O) and equilibrium distribution of silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate anions in the liquid phase of the system depend on many factors, such as chemical composition and concentration of starting silicate and aluminate solutions, volume ratio of silicate and aluminate solutions, order of mixing of the starting solutions, time and temperature of gel precipitation, mode and intensity of mixing during precipitation, presence of additives in the starting solution, and so forth (21,66,68,138,174,200,238,241,254,255). Equilibrium established during the precipitation may be changed by aging of the gel at elevated temperature (lower than is the temperature of crystallization), additional fragmentation of the solid phase, addition of diﬀerent additives, etc. Heating of the reaction mixture causes dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate (gel) and thus increases the concentrations of silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase as well as a redistribution of silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate anions in the liquid phase of the crystallizing system. Study of the dissolution of the amorphous aluminosilicate gel precursors in hot alkaline solutions has shown that the kinetics of dissolution may be expressed as (115,256,257): dmG ðLÞ=dtc ¼ Kd ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½mG ðeqÞ  mG ðLÞ ¼ Kd ðAlÞ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½CAl ðeqÞ  CAl  ¼ Kd ðSiÞ½moG  mG ðLÞ2=3 ½CSi ðeqÞ  CSi 



ð48Þ



where mG(L) is the amount of precursor dissolved up to the dissolution/crystallization time tc; mGo is the starting amount (at tc = 0) of the precursor in the reaction mixture (hydrogel); mG(eq) is the amount of the precursor that corresponds to its solubility at given synthesis conditions; Kd, Kd(Al), and Kd(Si) are lumped constants proportional to the rate constant of the dissolution process; and mGo  mG(L) ~ CAl(eq)  CAl ~ CSi(eq)  CSi. After the reaction temperature is established, the liquid phase is saturated with respect to the aluminosilicate precursor and at the same time supersaturated with respect to the zeolite. Supersaturation of the liquid phase with the reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species makes the condition for the formation of primary zeolite particles (nucleation) and their growth. Solubility of gels is two to four times higher than the solubility of zeolites (73,86,130,225,245,258). Thus, the gel is a ‘‘reservoir’’ of the reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species needed for nucleation and crystal growth of zeolites; the reactive species are transferred from the gel, through the liquid phase, to the growing zeolite particles (crystals) until the entire amount of gel is dissolved and transformed to zeolite(s). Since the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase depend on the rate of gel dissolution (formation of the soluble aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate species), on the one hand, and on the crystal growth rate of zeolite(s) (spending of soluble aluminate, silicate, and/or aluminosilicate species from the liquid phase), on the other hand, and since both critical processes (gel dissolution and crystal growth) depend on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase [see Eqs. (43) and (48)], it is evident that both processes are directly interdependent (Fig. 59). If the formation of primary zeolite particles (nuclei) occurs by autocatalytic nucleation (65,73,75, 85,123,187,213,214), the rate of nucleation (release of the nuclei from the dissolved part of the gel matrix) is directly dependent on the rate of gel dissolution (65,73,85,86,89,111,163– 165,181,185,213,214,259,260), that is, dN =dtc ¼ f ðN Þ½dmG ðLÞ=dtc 
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ð49Þ



Fig. 59 Schematic presentation of the interdependences of the critical processes of zeolite crystallization.



where N is number of nuclei (particles of quasi-crystalline phase) released from the mass mG(L) of the gel dissolved up to the crystallization time tc, and f (N) is a function of the distribution of nuclei (particles of quasi-crystalline phase in the gel matrix), and at the same time indirectly depends on the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase [see Eq. (48)]. Since the rate of removal of reactive species from the liquid phase depends on the number of growing nuclei (crystals), the rate of nucleation directly inﬂuences the concentrations of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, and therefore the rates of gel dissolution [see Eq. (48)] and crystal growth rates [see Eq. (41)]. Hence, all critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites) are interdependent. For this reason, the growth equation [Eq. (9)] cannot be strictly solved for the entire course of the crystallization process, and only the population balance methodology enables the modeling and simulation of crystallization processes using diﬀerent mechanisms of gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites based on fundamental theories of the particulate processes that occur during crystallization (116,161,261).



B.



Population Balance of Zeolite Crystallization



Starting with Thompson and coworkers (116,161,164,181,182), the population balance model ﬁrst developed by Randolph and Larson (261) has been widely used in the description of zeolitecrystallizing systems, including autocatalytic nucleation (65,111,163,165,185,259,260), studying the signiﬁcance of ‘‘induction period’’ of crystallization (185), evidence of memory eﬀect of the amorphous aluminosilicate precursors (259), modeling of zeolite crystallization from clear aluminosilicate solutions (183,184), and so on.
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The population balance for zeolite crystallization in a well-mixed, isothermal, constant volume batch crystallizer is (116,261): @n @n þQ ¼0 @t @L



ð50Þ



where n = n(L,t) is the number density function representing crystal size distribution as a function of time. In order to simplify the solution of this partial diﬀerential equation, the moment transformation into a set of ordinary diﬀerential equations was applied (116,161,261): dmo =dt ¼ B



ð51Þ



dm1 =dt ¼ Qmo dm2 =dt ¼ 2Qm1



ð52Þ ð53Þ



dm3 =dt ¼ 3Qm2



ð54Þ



where mi (i = 0, 1, 2, and 3) are the moments of particle (crystal) size distribution at the crystallization time t, deﬁned as l



mi ¼ m Li ½dN ðL; tÞ=dLdL



ð55Þ



0



B ¼ dN =dt



ð56Þ



is the rate of nucleation, and Q ¼ dL=dt ¼ kg f ðCÞ



ð57Þ



is the crystal growth rate deﬁned by appropriate kinetic expression [e.g., right-hand side of Eqs. (36) and (41), or by appropriate empirical equation (260)]. In accordance with Eq. (55), the mass mz of zeolite formed up to the crystallization time t = tc is proportional to the third moment of the crystal size distribution established at the time tc and can be expressed as l



mz ¼ GU m L3 ½dN ðL; tÞ=dLdL ¼ Gqm3



ð58Þ



0



where G and U are geometrical shape factor and density of growing zeolite crystals. Since all the critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolite) depend on the concentration(s) of the precursor species in the liquid phase (e.g., inorganic–organic composite species, primary 2.8-nm particles and their aggregates in the synthesis of siliceous zeolites, and reactive aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anions in the synthesis of aluminum-rich zeolites), the material balance of the precursor species must also be included in the population balance model. The behavior of the crystallizing system deﬁned by particular kinetics of gel dissolution [e.g., Eq. (48)], nucleation [e.g., Eq. (49)], and crystal growth [e.g., Eqs. (36) and (43)] may be simulated by simultaneous solution of the moment equations (51)–(54) and the corresponding material balance equations. Use of the population balance methodology in modeling and simulation of zeolite crystallization, with special emphasis on crystal growth kinetics and inﬂuence of the heating rate of the reaction mixture on the crystal growth, are shown below as examples. 1. Crystallization of Zeolite A from Hydrogel Zeolite A was crystallized at 80jC from the hydrogels (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O), aged for 0, 3, 9, and 17 days at 25jC (65,73). For assumed homogeneous distribution of nuclei
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Fig. 60 Correlation between simulated (curves) and measured (symbols) changes in (A) fractions fA of zeolite A, (B) concentrations CAl of aluminum (solid curves) and CSi of silicon (dashed curves) in the liquid phase, and (C) size Lm of the largest crystals during crystallization of zeolite A at 80jC from the hydrogels (2.04Na2O/Al2O3/1.9SiO2/212H2O), aged for 0 (5), 3 (o), 9 (.), and 17 (5) days at 25jC. (Adapted from Ref. 65.)



(particles of quasi-crystalline phase) in the gel matrix (65,73,213,214), the rate of nucleation is deﬁned as dmo =dtc ¼ B ¼ dN =dtc ¼ N¯ ðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ 3GqN¯ Qm2 ¼ 3GqN¯ kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞm2 ð59Þ ¯ is the number of nuclei released from the mass of gel needed for the crystallization of where N a unit mass of zeolite, dmz/dtc = GU(dm3/dtc) = 3GUQm2 is the kinetics of crystallization, and Q = dL/dtc deﬁned by Eq. (41). Hence, in accordance with Eqs. (52)–(54), dm1 =dtc ¼ mo kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ
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ð60Þ



dm2 =dtc ¼ 2m1 kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ



ð61Þ



dm3 =dtc ¼ 3m2 kg ½CAl  CAl ðsÞ½CSi  CSi ðsÞ



ð62Þ



Changes dCAl/dtc and dCSi/dtc in the concentration of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase are deﬁned as (65): dCAl =dtc ¼ aðdmG =MG dtc Þ  2ðdmz =Mz dtc Þ ¼ aðdmG =MG dtc Þ  6GUQm2 =Mz



ð63Þ



dCSi =dtc ¼ bðdmG =MG dtc Þ  2ðdmz =Mz dtc Þ ¼ bðdmG =MG dtc Þ  6GUQm2 =Mz



ð64Þ



where a = 2 and b = 2.106 are moles of aluminum and silicon in 1 mole of the amorphous solid phase (gel); MG = 317.54 g/mol and Mz = 365.17 g/mol are oxide formula molecular weights of gel and zeolite A; and dmG/dtc is expressed by Eq. (48). Behavior of systems during crystallization of zeolite A from the aged hydrogels was simulated by simultaneous solution of diﬀerential equations (41), (48), and (59)–(64) by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method using the corresponding numerical values of constants kg, ¯ and initial values mi(0) = N(0)[L(0)]i, L(0), CAl(s), CSi(s), Kd, moG, CAl(eq), CSi(eq), G, U, and N mG(0), CAl(0), and CSi(0), indicated in Ref. 56. The results of simulation presented in Fig. 60 by curves are in good (B) or even excellent (A and C) agreement with corresponding measured values (symbols). The increase in the rate of crystallization with increasing time of gel aging, ta, is caused by the increase in the number of nuclei (65,73) at constant rate of crystal growth (see Fig. 60C). In contrast to unrealistic values of L and mz at the end of the crystallization process (i.e., L ! l and consequently mz ! l when tc ! l) calculated by the models in which the crystal growth rate is deﬁned by Eq. (37) [ f (C) = constant] (21,67,68,70,73,75,85,87,109,123,130,131,133,136,213,214,248), the use of the growth equation (41) gives a realistic feature of the change in L (Fig. 60C), and thus of the change in fz = mz/(mz + mG) (Fig. 60A), during the entire course of the crystallization process. 2. Crystallization of Zeolite ZSM-5 from Hydrogel Zeolite ZSM-5 was crystallized at 160jC from the system (hydrogel) having the batch composition 30.6Na2O/44.51,6-hexanediol/106.4SiO2/4759.2H2O (111). Hydrogel was prepared at room temperature (25jC) and then heated to the reaction temperature (160jC) with the initial heating rate Rh0 = 50–60jC (111). An analysis of the nucleation process has shown that the formation of primary ZSM-5 particles (nuclei) occurred by autocatalytic nucleation (111, 260) and that, in accordance with Eq. (49), the kinetics of nucleation may be expressed as (260): B ¼ dmo =dtc ¼ dN =dtc ¼ f ðN Þðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ N¯ k1 ½expðk2 mz Þðdmz =dtc Þ ¼ 3GUQm2 N¯ k1 ½expðk2 GUm3 Þ



ð65Þ



Since the original paper (111) contains neither the graphical presentation of the crystal growth function nor the complete growth data, but only its linear change Kg = 0.45 Am/h at the



Fig. 61 Changes in (A) size Lm of the largest crystals, (B) temperature T of the reaction mixture, and (C) growth rate constant Kg(T) during crystallization of zeolite ZSM-5 at 160jC, simulated by the procedure described in the text with Kh = 0.01, 0.015, 0.025, 0.03, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 (curves from right to left). The Lm vs. tc function represented by symbols (o, Fig. A) was constructed by Zhdanov’s method (64) using the corresponding crystal size distribution (ﬁgure 3 in Ref. 111) and nucleation data (ﬁgure 4 in Ref. 111.) tc is the time of crystallization. (Adapted from Ref. 260.)
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reaction temperature (160jC), the appropriate kinetics of the crystal growth (symbols in Fig. 61A) was constructed by Zhdanov’s method (64) using the corresponding crystal size distribution (Figure 3 in Ref. 111) and nucleation data (Figure 4 in Ref. 111.) The constructed change of the crystal size (symbols in Fig. 61A) has the proﬁle characteristic for the most of zeolite growth kinetics (see Figs. 8–22) with the slope of the linear part Kg = 0.45, as elaborated in the original paper (111). Analyses of many kinetics of crystal growth of zeolites (B Subotic´, J. Bronic´, unpublished data) resulted in a ﬁnding that the typical proﬁle of zeolite growth rate curves (see Figs. 2A and 4A) can be perfectly simulated by a solution of the diﬀerential equation: Q ¼ dL=dtc ¼ Kg f1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg



ð66Þ



where Kg has the same meaning as in Eqs. (2)–(6), (8), (10)–(18), (35), and (37) (e.g., the slope dL/dtc of the linear part of the L vs. tc curves), Lmax is the crystal size at the end of the crystallization process (plateau of the L vs. tc curves; see Figs. 8, 9, 11 12–13, 17–20, 22, 33, 34, 55D 56–57D, 60C, and 61A), and Kd is a factor that determines the deviation of the L vs. tc function from linearity. Figure 61A shows that the linear part of the growth kinetics starts not at tc = 0 but at tc c 2 h. It was assumed that this shift in the linear growth rate is caused by the heating of the reaction mixture from the ambient temperature Ta = 25jC to the reaction temperature TR = 160jC (260). Since the dependence of Kg on temperature T may be expressed by the Arrhenius equation (88,141,185,259), the change in the crystal growth rate during heating up of the reaction mixture may be expressed as (260): Q ¼ dL=dtc ¼ Kg ðT Þf1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg ¼ A exp½Ea =Rð273 þ T Þf1  exp½Kd ðL  Lmax Þg



ð67Þ



where Kg(T ) is the growth rate constant at temperature T (in jC), R = 8.3143 J K1 mol1, and A is the pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius equation. The temperature T may be calculated by the solution of the empirical diﬀerential equation (260): Rh ¼ dT =dtc ¼ Roh f1  exp½Kh ðT  TR Þg



ð68Þ



where Rho is the initial rate of heating up of the reaction mixture, TR is the (maximal) reaction temperature, and Kh is a factor that determines the deviation of the T vs. tc function from linearity. Behavior of systems during crystallization of zeolites ZSM-5 (111,260) was simulated by simultaneous solution of diﬀerential equations (52)–(54), (65), (67), and (68) by a fourth-order ¯ , G, U, Kg, Kd, Runge-Kutta method using the corresponding numerical values of constants N Lmax, A, Ea, Rho, Kh, and TR, and initial values mi(0) = N(0)[L(0)]i, L(0), and T(0) as indicated in Ref. 260. Results of simulation presented in Fig. 61 show that the change in Lm during the crystallization (symbols o in Fig. 61A) may be perfectly simulated only for Kh z 0.06 (solid curve in Fig. 61A). This implies an almost linear increase in the temperature of the reaction mixture during its heating from Ta = 25jC at tc = 0 to TR = 160jC at tc c 3 h and its constancy (160jC) at tc > 3 h (solid curve in Fig. 61B, simulated with Kh = 0.06). Corresponding change in the value of the constant Kg(T) during the heating of the reaction mixture is presented by the solid curve in Fig. 61C. Figure 62 shows the correlations between measured (symbols) and simulated (curves) kinetics of nucleation (Fig. 62A) as well as crystal size distribution of the crystalline end product (Fig. 62B). Here must be
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¯ dtc of nucleation (o) and fx = fz of Fig. 62 (A) Simulated (curves) and measured kinetics fx = dN/N crystallization (.) of zeolite ZSM-5 at 160jC. (B) Simulated (curve) and measured (symbols) crystal size distribution of zeolite ZSM-5 in the crystalline end product. ND is the number of the ZSM-5 crystals having the size (length) L, and (ND)max is the number of crystals having the modal size. (Adapted from Refs. 111 and 260.)



pointed out that ‘‘the time at which the reaction temperature reached the required level has been taken as the zero time’’ (111), i.e., (tc)o. Thus, the excellent agreement between the calculated (simulated) values for both the kinetics of nucleation and crystallization (Fig. 62A) for tc = (tc)o + 3 h is in accordance with the ﬁnding that the reaction temperature TR = 160jC, and consequently the maximal value of the growth rate constant Kg(160) = 0.45 Am/h, was reached at tc = (tc)o = 3 h (see Fig. 61). Results of the simulation also show that the rate of heating of the reaction mixture may have important signiﬁcance in the ‘‘induction’’ time of crystal growth (see also the example in Fig. 63) and thus oﬀer an rational explanation of the ‘‘delaying’’ of the crystal growth relative to the beginning of the crystallization process. Results of study of the inﬂuence of the heating rate on the



Fig. 63 Controlled growth of silicalite-1 at 5% seeding level (t = 0 at start of heating. Reaction temperature (., o) or crystal size (E, 4); thermal (o, 4) or microwave (., E). (Adapted from Ref. 262.)
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growth rate of silicalite-1 seed crystals (262) supports this explanation as it is illustrated in Fig. 63. V.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION



A signiﬁcant role of the particulate properties (size, shape, size distribution) of zeolites in the mode and eﬃciency of their application, and the possibility of controlling the particulate properties through knowledge of the mechanism and kinetics of crystal growth as well as the inﬂuence of crystallization conditions on the crystal growth of zeolites, is outlined in the Introduction section (Sec. I). Analysis of the crystal growth kinetics during crystallization of diﬀerent types of zeolites from both hydrogels and clear aluminosilicate solutions (Sec. II) showed that the general feature of zeolite crystal growth does not depend on the type of zeolite, and a variety of conditions under even a single type of zeolite may be synthesized. The size, L, of zeolite crystals increases linearly during the main part of crystallization process. It starts to decrease (decline from the linear rate) near the end of the crystallization process. The crystals attain their ﬁnal (maximal) size when the amorphous aluminosilicate precursor is completely dissolved and/or the concentrations of reactive silicate, aluminate, and aluminosilicate species reach the values characteristic for the solubility of zeolite formed under the given synthesis conditions. Three characteristic proﬁles of the growth curves with respect to the origin of the crystal growth process, i.e., L = Lm = 0 at tc = 0, L = Lm = 0 at 0 < tc V H , and L = Lm = (Lm)0 > 0 at tc = 0 are discussed and rationally explained in accordance with the synthesis conditions. The crystal growth kinetics of zeolites synthesized under speciﬁc synthesis conditions and/or by special methods may deviate from those characteristic proﬁles. Inﬂuence of the most important crystallization conditions (temperature, aging, seeding) and composition-dependent parameters (alkalinity, dilution, ratio between Si and other tetrahedron-forming elements, presence of inorganic cations, and organic template concentration) on the kinetics of crystal growth and/or particulate properties (size, shape) of diﬀerent types of zeolites is presented and explained whenever possible (Sec. II.A). Existing models of the crystal growth of zeolites are critically evaluated in accordance with the known growth theories, taking into consideration the particularities of zeolitecrystallizing systems (Sec. III). Based on the ﬁndings that A linear relationship between tc and L caused by a layer-by-layer growth of zeolites cannot be expected for diﬀusion-controlled crystal growth, The activation energies (30–130 kJ/mol) obtained by measuring the linear growth rates of diﬀerent types of zeolites are considerably higher than the activation energy (12–17 kJ/mol) of diﬀusion, and Besides the chemical interactions between the reactive species from the solution and the surface of growing crystals (dehydration, condensation), rearrangements of the reactive species on the crystal surface and repulsive forces between the reactive species and crystal surface may also contribute to the relatively high apparent activation energy of zeolite crystal growth, most authors consider surface reaction (surface integration step) as the rate-limiting step of the crystal growth of zeolites. Analysis of the interactions between diﬀerent species [TPA-Si inorganic–organic composite species, primary 2.8-nm species formed by aggregation of the inorganic–oragnic composite species, and secondary aggregates (10 nm) of the primary species] existing in the reaction mixtures during crystallization of siliceous zeolites (silicalite-1, Si-BEA, Si-MTW) leads to the conclusion that the crystal growth of these zeolites occurs by the ﬁrst-order surface integration of the precursor species (inorganic–organic
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composite species and/or primary 2.8-nm species) to the growing zeolite crystals. On the other hand, abundant ﬁndings that the crystal growth rate of aluminum-rich zeolites depends on the concentrations of both silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase lead to an assumption that diﬀerent aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate species from the liquid phase participate in the surface reactions. Analysis of the kinetics of crystal growth of zeolite A in accordance with the existing growth theories shows that the crystal growth rate of zeolite A is proportional to the ﬂuxes of aluminum and silicon in the liquid phase, and thus that the growth of zeolite crystals (at least zeolite A) is governed by the reactions of monomeric and/ or low molecular weight aluminate, silicate, and aluminosilicate anions from the liquid phase on the surfaces of growing zeolite crystals in accordance with the Davies and Jones model of dissolution and growth. In Sec. IV it was shown that due to manifold interdependencies between critical processes of zeolite crystallization (gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites), only the population balance methodology facilitates the modeling and simulation of crystallization processes using diﬀerent mechanisms of gel dissolution, nucleation, and crystal growth of zeolites based on fundamental theories of the particulate processes that occur during crystallization. Based on the general principles of the population balance, modeling and simulation of crystallization of zeolites A and ZSM-5 from hydrogels, with special emphasis to crystal growth kinetics and inﬂuence of the heating rate of the reaction mixture on the crystal growth, are shown as examples. Although the general and many speciﬁc principles of the crystal growth of zeolites are known, as it is elaborated in this chapter, some very important question such as: (i) which species (silicate monomers, inorganic-organic composite species and/or primary 2.8 nm species) are real precursors for the growth of siliceous zeolites, (ii) what is (are), among diﬀerent aluminate, silicate and aluminosilicate species in the liquid phase, key precursor(s) for the crystal growth of diﬀerent aluminum-rich zeolites, and (iii) how in reality the reaction(s) between the reactive species from the liquid phase and the surface of growing zeolite crystals occur(s), are still open, and are excellent challenges for the continuation of the work in this exciting area. REFERENCES 1.
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6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Zeolites Clare P. Grey State University of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York, U.S.A.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been widely used to characterize zeolite structure, acidity, and binding sites, and to study catalytic reactions or sorption processes that occur within the pores of zeolites. NMR is a probe of local structure and often serves as a complementary tool for the probe of long-range order, namely, diﬀraction. The NMR spectra are sensitive to a range of local interactions, which provide detailed spatial and chemical information. Furthermore, NMR spectroscopy is a quantitative probe of the whole sample and, thus, can be used or to follow the fate of molecules inside the pores of the zeolite, during a catalytic reaction or following gas sorption, or to determine, for example, the extent of aluminum substitution into the zeolite framework. The time scale of the interactions probed by NMR spectroscopy can be close to the time scale of many motional processes, and so NMR can be used to study the dynamics of molecules sorbed in the pores of the zeolites or to study longer range diﬀusional processes (see Chapter 10). More than 3500 papers involving the application of NMR spectroscopy to the study of zeolites were published in or before 1993, and by the end of 2001 the number had risen to over 6000. The ﬁeld was reviewed by Fyfe et al. in 1991 (1) and by Klinowski in 1993 (2). Thus, this chapter will focus primarily on some of the more recent uses of NMR, which make use of some of the newer NMR methodology developed during the last 10 years. However, the routine use of, for example, 29Si magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR to determine aluminum framework content or to count the number of crystallographic sites in purely siliceous materials, and 27Al MAS NMR to investigate the framework and extraframework species, still remain the most widely applied NMR methods. Therefore, these methods will also be discussed brieﬂy. This chapter is not intended as a review of the entire subject but rather as an introduction to the use of the method to study zeolites and as an outline of some of the applications of NMR spectroscopy in this ﬁeld. Examples are provided to illustrate how NMR can be used to tackle diﬀerent problems or research projects, along with a brief description of the theory of some of the experiments. This chapter will focus primarily on zeolite structural characterization and on the characterization of binding sites in the zeolite channels or pores. Applications of particular experiments to other molecular sieves, such as aluminum phosphates (or AlPO4s), are mentioned only brieﬂy. The applications of NMR to study catalytic processes or of solution NMR methods
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Table 1 Summary of Some of NMR Approaches Used to Study Zeolitesa Method 29



Si MAS



27



Al MAS



1



H MAS



13



C MAS



2



H



27 19



14



Al, 31P, F, 14N



N



23



Na MAS, MQMAS and DOR



23



Application



Ref.



General Characterization of Zeolite Structures Quantiﬁcation of aluminum content or nature of the heteroatom substituted in the framework Estimation of Si-O-Si bond angles Quantifying the number of crystallographic sites and identiﬁcation of space group or symmetry Measure of crystallinity Identiﬁcation of extraframework aluminum oxide species Determination of coordination number for Al in molecular sieves (e.g., ALPO4s) Dealumination and realumination of frameworks Characterization of Lewis acid sites Characterization and quantiﬁcation of Brønsted acid sites Investigation of reactivity of molecules in the zeolite pores Catalytic studies of reactivity (both in situ and ex situ) and of the intermediates formed during a reaction Combination with ab initio studies of 13C chemical shifts Investigation of mobility of sorbed molecules Characterization of Brønsted acid sites



179



215–217 52



In-situ NMR studies of zeolite synthesis under hydrothermal conditions In situ measurement of pH during zeolite synthesis



218 219



Characterization of interactions between the templates and fragments of the zeolite framework formed during synthesis Characterization of number and locations of Na+ cations in fully and partially exchanged sodium zeolites Identiﬁcation of the cation sites involved in binding Changes in cation occupancies on gas sorption and temperature



Na, 29Si, 27Al Characterization of alkali metal clusters in zeolite cages Cs MAS Characterization of Cs+ positions as a function of Cs+ exchange level and dehydration temperature Determination of the cation sites available for binding Characterization of superbasic sites



220–225



133



19



17



F MAS



O MAS, DOR, and MQMAS



Characterization of ﬂuoride ions in highly siliceous zeolites Identiﬁcation of ﬁve-coordinate silicon Characterization of ﬂuoride species following reaction with ﬂuorine-containing gases Characterization of framework oxygen sites in siliceous zeolites or zeolites where Si/Al = 1 Separation of the Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al oxygen sites (Continued on next page)
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Table 1 Continued Method



Application



11



B/10B, V, 6Li/7Li, 71 Ga



Characterization of heteroatom substitution in zeolite frameworks



207



Characterization of extraframework cations and cation exchange reactions (Ag+, Cd2+, Pb2+, Ca2+)



Ref.



51



Pb, ( H)



113



Cd,



1



129



Xe



Sorption of O2



27



Al/31P



1



H/27Al



27



Characterization of pore sizes and shapes, and cation distributions



228–230



Identiﬁcation of lithium, sodium, cesium, and proton sites available for gas binding (in combination with 6Li, 7Li, 23Na, 133Cs, or 1H NMR)



121,126



Double-Resonance and Two-Dimensional Correlation Experiments Assignments of resonances due to framework sites in AlPO4’s and investigation of their connectivity to diﬀerent Al/P sites (from SEDOR, TRAPDOR and REAPDOR experiments) Identiﬁcation of Lewis and Brønsted acid sites in zeolites, by using phosphorus-containing probe molecules (TRAPDOR) Investigation of coordination number of Lewis acid sites (INEPT) Indirect detection of Brønsted acid sites Assignment of 1H resonances Characterization of extraframework sites (TRAPDOR and REAPDOR) Measurement of H-Al distances (SEDOR)



27



Al/15N and Al/14N



Identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites (REDOR and TRAPDOR) Measurement of Al-N distances to characterize binding of basic probe molecules (REDOR)



23



Na/29Si



Characterization of the location of Na+ cations (REAPDOR)



29



Si



Connectivity of diﬀerent framework sites, by using (COSY and INADEQUATE two-dimensional experiments)



1



H/29Si



13



1



C/27Al



H/13C



a



94,226,227



Location of molecules in the channels of highly siliceous zeolites (CP) Characterization of template/zeolite precursor interactions during the synthesis of siliceous ZSM-5 (CP) Characterization of probe molecule/zeolite interactions (TRAPDOR, REDOR, and REAPDOR)



231,232



233



Binding of (deuterated) carbon-containing template molecules to protonated defect sites (REDOR, CP)



The pulse sequences used in the experiments are given, where relevant, in parentheses. References are provided for topics that will not be covered in Secs. II–IV or will only be discussed very brieﬂy.
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to follow the zeolite nucleation and growth reactions that occur during zeolite synthesis are largely outside the scope of this chapter. For completeness, however, some examples in this area are documented in Table 1 and some of the challenges are discussed in Sec. III. This chapter will be presented as follows: We ﬁrst present a summary of some recent uses of zeolites in the form of a table. Many of these applications are then outlined in Sec. II. A more detailed but by no means comprehensive description of the NMR experiments, along with some speciﬁc examples of variants of particular sequences that have been applied to zeolites, is provided in the theory section presented at the end of the chapter (Sec. IV). The aim of Sec. IV is to provide the reader with a brief background to some of the principles behind the experiments and an explanation of some of the terms routinely used in NMR. This section attempts to address the large disconnect between the detailed NMR papers that describe the theory behind the NMR experiments and the more qualitative descriptions of these experiments, often provided in papers written for the zeolite community. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of solidstate NMR and terms such as magic angle spinning (MAS), and 90j (or k/2) pulses. The section on 1/2-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei is somewhat more detailed, since these nuclei are widely found in zeolites; the acquisition of NMR spectra from these systems can sometimes be nontrivial and, more importantly, can often be misleading. Thus, we have attempted to outline some of the pitfalls and solutions to some of the problems. The sections are written, insofar as is possible, so that Secs. II and III are still approachable for a reader who is less interested in the underlying NMR theory. II.



APPLICATIONS OF NMR SPECTROSCOPY TO STUDY ZEOLITE STRUCTURE



A.



29



Si MAS NMR Studies



1. Aluminum Substitution and Framework Structure In as early as 1980, Lippmaa, Engelhardt, and coworkers showed that the 29Si MAS NMR of aluminum-containing zeolites contain well-resolved 29Si resonances whose shift depend on the number of aluminum atoms in the silicon local coordination sphere Si(OSi)4x(OAl)x (3,4). The introduction of each aluminum atom into the silicon coordination sphere results in a shift of approximately 5–6 ppm from the typical chemical shift position of a Si(OSi)4 local environment at approximately 102 to 110 ppm. Typically, up to ﬁve resonances can be observed corresponding to x = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Fig. 1). The intensity of the resonances can be used to quantify the concentration of each local environment and then determine the amount of aluminum substituted into the framework, and thus the Si/Al ratio (5–7). Since the substitution of aluminum in zeolite frameworks is not random and ‘‘Loewenstein’s rule’’ is generally observed (i.e., no Al-O-Al linkages are formed in the framework), this needs to be taken into account when calculating the Si/Al ratio: Si=Al ¼



4 X



ISiðOAlÞx =



x¼0



4 X



0:25  ISiðOAlÞx



ð1Þ



x¼0



The total silicon concentration is proportional to the total intensity of all ﬁve potential 4 resonances in the 29Si spectrum (i.e., x=0 S ISi(OAl)x, where Si(OAl)x represents the local environment Si(OSi)4x(OAl)x). The total aluminum content is proportional to the weighted sum of the intensities of all the resonances due the environments Si(OSi)4x(OAl)x, where the intensity of each resonance is weighted by the number of aluminum atoms in the local environment. The
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Fig. 1 The 29Si MAS NMR experimental and simulated spectra of zeolites NaX and NaY showing the ﬁve diﬀerent resonances from the local environments Si(OSi)4-x(OAl)x, x = 0–4. Values of x are marked above the resonances. (Reproduced from Ref. 214.)



sum must then be divided by 4 to account for the fact that each silicon atom is connected to four other silicon or aluminum atoms. The aluminum framework content determined by this method is more accurate than that determined by analytical (ICP) methods for the whole sample, since the latter method cannot distinguish between framework and extraframework aluminum. The presence of extraframework aluminum species can be conﬁrmed by 27Al NMR (see Sec. II.B). Note also that the isoelectronic Si4+ and Al3+ ions cannot be distinguished by X-ray diﬀraction. The silicon shift has been correlated with the mean Si-O-Si bond angle, u (8–11), the bond angle controlling the s/p character of the oxygen orbitals used to bind to the two adjacent silicon atoms (12). This observation can be used to assign the diﬀerent resonances if the structure is known or, conversely, provide structural information for an unknown structural type. A series of correlations have been developed by plotting the shift, y, vs. u, sin(u/2), and cos u/(cos u1), all these approaches providing reasonable correlations, primarily because all of these angular functions are close to being linear over the angular ranges typically exhibited by the materials that have been investigated. Ramdas and Klinowski proposed a general relationship (13): d=ppm ¼ 143:03 þ 7:95n  20:34vdTT



ð2Þ



where n is the number of aluminum atoms in the silicon local coordination sphere and vdTT is the sum of the four average Si-T distances (T indicates a tetrahedrally coordinated atom such as
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˚, Si or Al) around the central Si atom, assuming Si-O and Al-O bond lengths of 1.62 and 1.75 A respectively, and is deﬁned as: ˚ ¼ ½3:37n þ 3:24ð4  nÞsinðu=2Þ vdTT =A



ð3Þ



The eﬀect of aluminum substitution on the shift is included in the expression via the ‘‘7.95n’’ term. The use of ab initio calculations to calculate chemical shifts directly from the crystallographic structure is starting to become more routine (14–17). The level of accuracy that can be obtained by these methods is steadily increasing, in part due to increased computer power and the consequent ability to study larger zeolite fragments or unit cells and to use higher level basis sets to describe the atomic orbitals. It is extremely likely that this approach will become more widely used to help assign resonances and to optimize, or to provide a check on, the bond angles obtained from diﬀraction experiments (14). 2. Dealumination Studies Silicon NMR can be used to monitor dealumination, since changes in the Si/Al ratio can be detected (18) along with the formation of defects in the form of silanols (2). Silanols can be formed via reactions involving the destruction of the framework of the form: Si-OðHÞ-Al þ H2 O ! Si-OH þ HO-Al which can occur during dehydration or steaming. Substitution of one -O-Si linkage by an -OH group (converting a so-called Q4 group to a Q3 group) results in a shift of the 29Si resonance by approximately +10 ppm. Thus, resonances with local environments Si(OAl)x(OSi)4x and Si(OH)(OAl)y(OSi)3y where x = y + 1 [i.e., Si(OAl)(OSi)3 and Si(OH)(OSi)3, when y = 0] often overlap; this can lead to errors in the determination of the Si/Al ratio. The 1H/29Si crosspolarization (CP) double-resonance experiment can be used to select for 29Si nuclei that are nearby protons, particularly if short contact times are used (Fig. 2). Although this experiment is not quantitative unless a series of calibration experiments are performed, CP can be used to



Fig. 2 The 1H to 29Si cross-polarization NMR experiment used to select for silicon atoms that are nearby protons. The distance over which the 1H magnetization is transferred may be controlled by varying the contact time (c.t.). Shorter values of the c.t. are used to select for protons nearby silicon. 1H decoupling may be applied, if required, during the acquisition of the 29Si free induction decay (FID).
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identify the silanol defect species and to determine whether they are present in large concentrations and, thus, need to be taken into account when determining the Si/Al ratio. For example, two Si(OH)(OSi)3y(OAl)y, y = 0 and 1, groups were observed with 1H/29Si CP in a mildly dealuminated faujasite. The presence of an aluminum atom in the silicon local coordination sphere for the x = 1 group was conﬁrmed with a 29Si/27Al double-resonance NMR experiment (19). 3. Highly Siliceous Zeolites Fyfe and coworkers showed that the resolution observed in the 29Si spectra of zeolites could be dramatically improved by studying extremely crystalline samples of highly siliceous zeolites (1). The materials were synthesized directly, obtained chemically via treatment of samples with SiCl4 and water vapor, or subjected to hydrothermal treatment. The broadening due to aluminum is associated with the local disorder in the lattice (i.e., small variations in bond angles and bond lengths) caused by framework substitution and interactions with the extraframework cations or protons. Perhaps some of the most classic applications of this approach can be found in the 29Si MAS NMR of MFI and related zeolites. Analysis of the 29Si of highly siliceous ZSM-5 (Sil-ZSM-5) showed that there were 25 independent, crystallographically distinct silicon atoms (or T atoms) in the unit cell (20,21); the result conﬁrmed that this material adopts a monoclinic space group. 29Si could then be used to follow the monoclinic to orthorhombic phase transition that occurred on sorption of some organics such as paraxylene (22). The approach has been used to study the phase transitions that occur with other gases such as pyridine and on heating of the sample (21). Fyfe et al. used two-dimensional COSY and INADEQUATE experiments to probe longer range structure (1,23–28). Both of these NMR experiments exploit the J coupling between the silicon nuclei of the zeolite framework and thus can be used to study the connectivities between diﬀerent framework sites. Initial experiments were performed on 29Si-enriched samples of ZSM-39 by using a 1H! 29Si CP experiment to enhance the signal of the silicon atoms 1H spin lattice relaxation times (T1’s) are 3s in comparison to the 29Si T1’s of 650s (29). Once the size of the J couplings had been established, experiments on nonenriched samples became feasible (24). These experiments have been reviewed in detail in Ref. 1. Koller et al. have investigated the eﬀect of synthesizing high-silica zeolites (beta, SSX-23, ITQ-3, ZSM-12, silicalite) in the presence of ﬂuoride ions as mineralizing agents (30). The ﬂuoride ions serve to charge balance the templating agents (protonated amines) and prevent theformation of signiﬁcant concentrations of defects. The ions are actually incorporated into the framework, to form SiO4F- units. The 29Si shift for this ﬁve-coordinated environment for silicon was found to lie between 140 and 150 ppm. 19F MAS NMR studies showed that the ﬂuoride ions were mobile at ambient temperatures in some of the systems studied. For example, in silicalite, the sample had to be cooled to 140 K before the ﬂuoride ion motion was frozen out, on the 19F chemical shift time scale. The 29Si NMR spectra for the mobile systems contain much broader resonances with shifts between 120 and 150 ppm. This is consistent with rapid exchange between four- and ﬁve-coordinate silicon, caused by the ﬂuoride ion motion. Highly siliceous zeolites synthesized in the absence of ﬂuorine contain defects in the framework to charge compensate for the cations used as templating agents. These defects take the form of Si-O groups (i.e., nonprotonated silanol groups). The interactions between these groups and the templating agents have been studied in detailed by Shantz and Lobo, by using 1 H/2H CP and heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) NMR experiments (31–33). The formation of the defect can involve the loss of a silicon atom from the framework, with the loss of a central silicon atom in the Si(-O-Si)4 local environment resulting in four Si-O- species. The
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Si-O- oxide ions are basic and may be readily protonated forming a hydroxyl nest comprising, in theory, up to four framework SiOH groups: ðSi-Ofram Þ4 Si þ 4H2 O ! 4 ðSi-Ofram Þ3 Si-OH þ SiðOHÞ4 Double-quantum and triple-quantum two-dimensional 1H MAS NMR spectroscopies were used to show that the defect formed in Sil-ZSM-12 synthesized with deuterated benzyltrimethylammonium cations consists of a charge compensating Si-O- group, hydrogen bonded to three Si-OH groups in the defect or hydroxyl nest (34). Average distances between ˚ ) were obtained, assuming that the protons are rigid at room the protons of 3.1 (F0.1A temperature. The Si-O group is strongly hydrogen bonded to the nearby Si-OH groups, resulting in a very large 1H shift for the silanols of 10.2 ppm (34). A 1H to 2H HETCOR experiment was used to show that the proton(s) in this defect site are located close to the structure-directing agents (SDAs). For example, Fig. 3 shows a 1H to 2H HETCOR experiment for nonasil synthesized in the presence of the partially deuterated SDA N,N,N-trimethylcyclopentylammonium-d9 hydroxide. A cross-peak is observed between the protons of the silanol defect (10.2 ppm) and the deuterated methyl groups of the SDA, indicating that the methyl groups are in proximity to the defect. 4.



29



Si NMR Studies of Heteroatom Substitutions in Frameworks Other Than Al



29



Si NMR has now been shown to be sensitive to the substitution of a range of other heteroatoms or T atoms into the framework, and can often be used to prove that these ions have been substituted. This is sometimes diﬃcult to show conclusively by diﬀraction methods. Even the observation of a short Si-M distance in an extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) experiment, where M is the heteroatom, does not deﬁnitely prove that the heteroatom is incorporated into the framework: short Si-M distances can often be observed between framework and extraframework cations. Examples where the 29Si chemical shift is signiﬁcantly shifted by substitution of T atoms into the Si local coordination sphere include T = Li in lithosilicates (35,36), T = Ga in gallosilicates (37), and T = Zn in zincosilicates (38,39). The eﬀect of cation substitution on the 29 Si MAS NMR spectra has been studied in detail by Weller et al. for Ge, Ga, Al, and Be substitution of a series of sodalites (40). Shifts of 3.2 ppm from Si(OAl)4 to Si(OGa)4 for the same T-O-T angle were observed (i.e., O-Ga for O-Si substitution results in a shift of about 6 ppm), while even larger shifts were observed for Be substitution, e.g., the 29Si resonance for the Si(OBe)4 local environment in beryllium silicon sodalites lie between 67.8 and 74 ppm depending on the nature of the cation and anions in the sodalite cages. These authors also established correlations between 27Al, 71Ga shifts and the T-O-TV bond angles. A similar 29Si shift of 6.7 ppm for gallium substitution for Si in six diﬀerent topologies (ABW, SOD, FAU, LTL, MAZ, and CGS) was determined by Cho et al. (37). Unfortunately, there are a series of heteroatoms whose substitution does not appear to be associated with a very large shift (i.e., the changes in 29Si chemical shift are smaller than or comparable to the distributions of chemical shifts for the diﬀerent crystallographic sites found in the purely siliceous materials). Examples of systems that fall into this category include vanadium-, boron-, and titanium-substituted zeolites (41–44). Fortunately, many of these heteroatoms are NMR active, providing an alternative approach for probing their local environments in the framework (see II.C). B.
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Al Studies of Framework and Extraframework Sites



27



Al MAS NMR spectroscopy has been widely used to study aluminum substitution in zeolites (45). 27Al is a spin-5/2 quadrupolar nucleus with a moderately large quadrupole moment. This
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Fig. 3 (a) The 1H MAS NMR spectrum and (b) two-dimensional 1H to 2H HETCOR NMR spectrum of nonasil synthesized by using N,N,N-trimethylcyclopentylammonium-d9 hydroxide as the SDA. A crosspolarization sequence, with a contact time of 300 As, was used to transfer 1H magnetization to the 2H spins (which were then detected) in the HETCOR experiment. (Adapted from Ref. 54.)



has important implications, particularly for characterizing the dehydrated, acidic forms of many zeolites, which tend to contain highly distorted aluminum local environments. Distorted local environments are typically associated with large electric ﬁeld gradients (EFGs), and thus large quadrupole coupling constants (QCCs). This has two important implications of which the reader must be aware: (a) Not all 27Al signals may be detected, particularly if ‘‘standard,’’ one-pulse NMR methods are used at lower ﬁelds. (b) The isotropic shift of the resonance is a sum of the chemical shift and the quadrupole-induced shift. For environments with large QCCs, and at low magnetic ﬁelds strengths, the latter contribution may be large and must be estimated (e.g., by running the spectra at diﬀerent ﬁeld strengths or by measuring the QCC) before an accurate value of the chemical shift can be extracted. The implications, potential pitfalls, and solutions are discussed in considerable detail in the theory section.
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Al spectra show distinct chemical shift ranges for tetrahedral, pentacoordinate, and octahedral environments, and so can be used to distinguish between aluminum framework and extraframework species. Aluminum tetrahedral framework atoms typically resonate at 60–50 ppm, and can be clearly distinguished from ﬁve- and six-coordinate extraframework species at approximately 25 and 13 to 17 ppm, respectively (45). The highly symmetrical fourcoordinate AlO45- anion that is sometimes formed in the sodalite cages of X and Y zeolites following mild dealumination or calcination resonates at a higher frequency of 70–90 ppm and can, therefore, be easily resolved (Fig. 4) (46,47). The quadrupole coupling constants for the hydrated, cation-exchanged forms of zeolites are typically moderately small (0.6–2 MHz) (45), and spectra are readily acquired from these materials. The QCCs increase noticeably on dehydration, as the water molecules that hydrogen bond to the framework and bind to the cations are removed. Broad resonances are observed with shoulders (or tails) to lower frequencies (Fig. 4a). These lineshapes are characteristic of a distribution of QCCs, due to the range of local environments that occur in these materials. In general, the QCC of a zeolite increases as the charge on the extraframework cation increases, which is presumably a consequence of the lower numbers of cations coordinated to the nearby oxygen atoms and the higher charge on the cations. Two-dimensional multiple-quantum MAS (MQMAS) methods (48,49) have now been applied to the study of zeolites and aluminophosphates (AlPO4’s), with the method allowing the diﬀerent crystallographic sites for aluminum in many AlPO4’s to be resolved (50,51). The dehydrated proton forms are associated with very large QCCs of more than 13–16 MHz (52). To a ﬁrst approximation, this is a consequence of the large diﬀerences in charge between the one protonated oxygen and the three other nonprotonated oxygen atoms



Fig. 4 (a) The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of dehydrated Zn2+-exchanged NaY, collected at a ﬁeld strength of 8.4 MHz, showing the resonance due to the extraframework AlO45 species, and the broadening of the resonance due to the tetrahedrally coordinated framework aluminum atoms. (Spinning speed = 10 kHz; asterisks denote spinning sidebands). (b) The location of the AlO45 species and cations obtained from X-ray diﬀraction. (Adapted from work published in Ref. 68.)
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coordinated to the central aluminum atom in this Al(-O-Si)3(-O(H)-Si) local environment (53). These local environments are diﬃcult to observe by one-pulse MAS methods, since the broadening caused by the second-order quadrupolar interaction is larger than the spinning speed, and broad featureless resonances are observed, which are diﬃcult to distinguish from the baseline. These aluminum spins are often termed ‘‘invisible,’’ but they can be observed in a ‘‘wideline’’ spectrum by using a spin echo. Ernst et al. were able to detect the 27Al central transition of various dehydrated H zeolites under nonspinning conditions and to extract a value of, for example, 16 MHz for the QCC for dehydrated H-ZSM-5 (52). An alternative approach to detect the invisible spins is to use the TRAPDOR (TRAnsfer of Populations in DOuble Resonance) NMR method (54,55). The experiment has been used to determine the 27Al quadrupole coupling constants of diﬀerent ‘‘invisible’’ aluminum environments in steamed and unsteamed zeolites, and to characterize the aluminum Lewis and Brønsted acid sites (55–57). These environments have now been directly observed in MQMAS methods, by using a combination of very high ﬁeld strengths and very large spinning speeds. The Al-O(H)-Si resonance, more importantly, could be separated from extraframework environments that are either partially rehydrated or coordinated to extraframework cations, such as Na+, which remain due to incomplete ion-exchange processes (58). 27 Al has been used extensively to study the extraframework aluminum species formed during synthesis, ion exchange, calcination, or following chemical modiﬁcation (2). Interest in this area stems in part from the Lewis acidity is associated with these species, and the possible interaction between the extraframework aluminum oxide/hydroxide clusters and the remaining Brønsted acid sites. Care is required before the concentration of these species can be determined from the 27Al MAS NMR spectra (see Sec. IV), even when the samples are fully hydrated. Four-, ﬁve-, and six-coordinate extraframework species may be present, giving rise to overlapping resonances in the one-pulse 27Al MAS spectra. Nonetheless, these spectra typically show very characteristic features and peaks that have been assigned to ﬁve- and six-fold coordinated species, allowing diﬀerent local environments to be identiﬁed. High-ﬁeld 27Al MQMAS NMR experiments have recently been used to separate the resonances due to two four-coordinate aluminum species in ultrastable Y (US-Y) (59). MQMAS studies of steamed and acid-washed faujasite zeolites, performed at moderate ﬁeld strengths (9.4 T) have suggested that the 27Al resonance at approximately 32 ppm, which is often assigned to ﬁvecoordinated Al, is due to a distorted four-coordinated site (60). Fields corresponding to 1H frequencies of 600 and 800 MHz were used in the former study (59), and it is clear that the use of steadily higher ﬁelds in this research area will make such experiments increasingly more routine and yield fewer ambiguous results. Furthermore, simple one-pulse experiments will also yield spectra with higher resolution at these high ﬁelds, and the concentrations of the diﬀerent species will become more straightforward to extract. C.



Heteronuclear NMR Studies of Heteroatom Substitution in Frameworks



The nuclei that have been most extensively studied include boron (10B and 11B), gallium (71Ga), and vanadium (51V) (61,62). 49Ti has been used to study a number of titanates (63,64), but the (I = 5/2) nucleus has a large quadrupole moment, which results in extremely broad resonances for distorted local environments. The Ti site in zeolites is typically invisible, but extremely high ﬁeld strengths may make these experiments more feasible. 1. Boron Although boron substitution does not appear to result in a signiﬁcant shift in the 29Si resonance, following substitution in the framework, both 11B and 10B are amenable to NMR studies
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(61,62,65–69). The as-synthesized zeolites contain four-coordinate BO45- groups. These groups show a characteristic sharp 11B resonance due to the relatively symmetrical environment for boron. Calcination to remove the templating agent and dry these materials appears to result in the formation of trigonal boron groups (BO33-) via reactions of the form: Si-OðHÞ-BðOSiÞ3 ! Si-OH þ BðOSiÞ3 This reaction is accompanied by the growth of a broader 11B resonance, shifted to higher frequencies, with a characteristic second-order quadrupolar lineshape due to the more distorted trigonal environment. The boron is readily removed from the framework. 2. Gallium 71



Ga has been used to study gallium substitution in zeolites and gallophosphate molecular sieves, and resonances due to tetrahedrally coordinated gallium (with similar lineshapes to those seen for aluminum framework sites in 27Al spectra) have been observed (70,71). In the case of a gallosilicate with the NAT topology, a lineshape dominated by the second-order quadrupolar interaction was seen. This was ascribed to an unusual degree of local order due to a nonrandom distribution of Si and Ga in the framework (37). 3. Lithium Both 6Li and 7Li have been used to investigate lithium substitution in lithosilicates (36); although the 6Li (I = 1) nucleus has a lower natural abundance, higher resolution spectra can be obtained with 6Li in comparison with 7Li. The application of this method is hampered by the very small chemical shift range of lithium, and sometimes by the rapid exchange of the lithium between the diﬀerent framework and extraframework sites. However, recent studies have shown, that the resolution is signiﬁcantly improved if the 6Li spectra are acquired at higher ﬁelds, allowing framework and extraframework sites to be distinguished (72). 4. Vanadium Vanadium substitution in zeolites has been studied by using the I = 5/2 51V isotope. Although a quadrupolar nucleus, 51V has a very small quadrupole moment; thus, only small or negligible broadening of the central transition is observed. The second-order quadrupolar-induced contribution to the shift may be found by extracting the 51V isotropic resonance as a function of the ﬁeld strength. Vanadium environments are typically extremely distorted and, hence, the 51 V NMR resonances typically show large chemical shift anisotropies (CSAs). The relationships between 51V chemical shifts, CSAs, and local coordination environments have been studied in some detail, in part due to the role that many vanadates play in catalysis (73). Although correlations have been established, the shifts for four-, ﬁve-, and six-coordinate vanadium environments do not show well-separated chemical shift ranges. A detailed electron spin resonance (ESR) and NMR study of V-substituted ZSM-12 has been reported (41). A 51V resonance (at 610 ppm) could only be detected in the calcined sample, with a quadrupole coupling constant that is consistent with a distorted coordination environment such as 3(Si-O-)V=0, where the vanadium atom is coordinated to three framework oxygen atoms. Silanol groups were observed by 29Si NMR, consistent with the presence of this vanadium species. No signal was observed for the as-synthesized materials. ESR of the assynthesized samples revealed the presence of a vanadium environment due to the paramagnetic V(IV) species VO2+. A second V(IV) tetrahedral species was also postulated to be present, which could not be detected by either ESR or NMR. 51V NMR studies of a wider range of
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zeolites have suggested that other species may be present, which depend on the synthesis method and the level of hydration of the zeolites (74,75). D.



17



O MAS NMR Studies of Oxygen Framework Sites



The I = 5/2 quadrupolar 17O nucleus may be used to probe the local environment of oxygen in a zeolite framework. This nucleus is extremely sensitive to its local coordination environment (with a chemical shift range of >1000 ppm), large chemical shift diﬀerences being observed as a function of the Si-O-Al environment, and between Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al environments (76–78). Enriched samples are generally required, a factor that has limited the number of studies in this ﬁeld to date. A number of studies have shown that 17O can be readily introduced into the framework by heating the zeolites at 500–750jC in 17O2 gas. For example, Sil (siliceous)-FER was exchanged by heating the sample for 18 h at 750jC in 17O2 (14). Lower temperatures may be used for aluminum-containing zeolites (79). An alternative approach involves steaming the zeolites in H217O at approximately 250jC (77). Stebbins et al. have studied the kinetics of oxygen exchange with H217O between 157jC and 197jC for the natural zeolite stilbite and have shown that the Si-O-Al oxygen atoms are exchanged more rapidly (80). For example, approximately 30% of the Si-O-Si and 60% of Si-O-Al sites were exchanged, following reaction in H217O at 197jC for 80 h. However, both approaches appear to lead to some exchange of all the oxygen sites, provided the exchange is performed for suﬃciently long time. The preferred method will depend on the stability of the particular zeolite under investigation under steaming vs. high-temperature conditions. The 17O nucleus has a large quadrupole moment, and the one-pulse spectra of this nucleus are typically very broad, consisting of a large number of overlapping resonances. This is a particular problem for aluminum-containing zeolites that do not contain strictly alternating Si and Al atoms (i.e., when both Si-O-Al and Si-O-Si oxygen atoms are present). Double rotation (DOR) (81,82), dynamic angle spinning (DAS) (83), and MQMAS have been used to obtain high-resolution 17O spectra for zeolites with Si/Al ratios of one, in which the individual resonances due to the diﬀerent crystallographic sites may often be resolved (76,77). The purely siliceous materials also yield high-resolution spectra because only SiO-Si linkages are present. One challenge in this ﬁeld lies in correctly assigning the observed signals to the diﬀerent crystallographic sites. The 17O QCCs of the Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al groups are very diﬀerent and strongly depend on the nature of the nearest-neighbor (Si or Al) atoms (76). Smaller QCCs (of approximately 3.2–3.6 MHz for the sodium-exchanged zeolites) are generally seen for Si-O-Al groups (76,77), whereas larger QCCs of more than 5 MHz are seen for Si-O-Si groups (14,78). There is a weak correlation between the QCC and the Si-O-Si bond angles in the siliceous materials, with the QCC increasing from approximately 5.1 MHz to 5.6 MHz as the angle increases from 137j to 167j. However, QCCs of 5.6 and 5.4 MHz were obtained for sites in ferrierite and faujasite with Si-O-Si bond angles of 165j and 167j, respectively (14). The results indicate that the correlation is not strong enough to allow the resonances to be assigned based solely on the bond angle. These results are consistent with Hartree-Fock (HF) ab initio calculations for a series of zeolite topologies (ABW, CAN, CHA, EDI, and NAT) (84). A correlation between the chemical shift and the Si-O-Al bond angle has been proposed based on results obtained for NaA and Na-LSX (77). Use of a similar correlation by Bull et al. for Sil-FER did not lead to the correct assignment of the resonances, and no simple correlation between the shift and any geometrical parameter (bond angles and bond lengths) could be established (14). The correlation similarly does not hold for Sil-Y and a number of other
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silicates. Ab initio calculations of the chemical shifts with both HF and density functional theory (DFT) methods for Sil-FER showed that the calculations were only accurate to approximately 2 ppm (14). A major source of error was shown to arise not from the level of calculation but from the structural model used for the calculation, with small changes in bond angles between diﬀerent models of only 1.2j leading to changes in the chemical shifts of as much as 3.6 ppm. Better ﬁts between the calculated and experimental shifts of Sil-FER were obtained for 29Si; the larger vibrations of the oxygen atoms were thought to be one source of the larger error for 17O. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the calculated 17O shifts and QCCs for the 10 crystallographic sites were suﬃcient to assign the spectrum partially. The authors suggested that a comparison between calculated and experimental chemical shifts (17O and 29Si) could lead to a method for more accurate structure determination, particularly when the approach is incorporated into a structure reﬁnement based on diﬀraction data. The shifts also vary signiﬁcantly as a function of the hydration level and the nature of any nearby extraframework cations. This further complicates the assignments of the spectra but should lead to more detailed chemical information, providing that factors controlling the shifts and the QCCs are correctly unraveled. The MQMAS spectra of hydrated and dehydrated CaA (Si/Al = 1) are shown in Fig. 5. Unlike NaA, the calcium-exchanged forms of A contain ‘‘bare’’ oxygen atoms that are not coordinated to a cation [the O(1) sites in CaA]. These sites will be hydrogen bonded to water in the hydrated zeolite, providing one explanation for the large shift of the resonance at 45 ppm in the isotropic dimension of the MQMAS spectrum, to 75 ppm on dehydration (79). 17O/23Na double-resonance (TRAPDOR) NMR experiments for partially exchanged Ca(Na)A zeolites, which still contain signiﬁcant numbers of residual sodium cations (i.e., with compositions such as Ca4Na4A), conﬁrmed that the sodium cations are not directly bound to this oxygen site, consistent with the assignments (79). Similar behavior was found for the Sr2+-exchanged form of NaA. E.



Use of Double-Resonance Experiments to Measure Connectivity and Internuclear Distances



1. Applications to Framework Structures Many of these double-resonance experiments exploit the heteronuclear dipolar couplings between sets of spins, whose magnitudes are proportional to the inverse third power of the internuclear distance (see Sec. IV) and are therefore extremely sensitive to the distance between the coupled spins. These methods have been used (a) as a tool to assign the resonances due to diﬀerent local environments and (b) to determine the connectivities between diﬀerent sites in the structure. For example, spin-echo double resonance (SEDOR) has been used to determine the 27 Al-31P distances in aluminophosphate molecular sieves (85). The high-resolution (MAS) methods termed rotational echo double resonance (REDOR) (86) and transferred echo double resonance TEDOR (87) have been applied to probe Al/Si connectivities in zeolites (88). Larger dipolar couplings were seen for silicon local environments containing larger numbers of aluminum atoms in the neighboring tetrahedral site. Connectivities between the diﬀerent framework sites could then be inferred from the distance measurements extracted from these studies. INEPT experiments, which directly probe bonding between the two atoms of interest (via the J coupling), have been used to study 29Si/27 Al connectivities (89). Fyfe and coworkers used a combination of methods (1H-29Si CP-INADEQUATE and 1H/19F/29Si triple-resonance CP, REDOR, and TEDOR NMR) to study the siliceous zeolites tetrapropylammonium ﬂuoride silicalite-1 (90) and octadecasil (91). The location of the ﬂuoride ion was determined by measuring a series of F-Si distances between the ﬂuoride ion and the diﬀerent framework sites (90).
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional, triple-quantum, 17O MQMAS spectra of (a) hydrated and (b) dehydrated CaA after shearing. Spectra were acquired at a ﬁeld strength of 14 T, with the z-ﬁlter pulse sequence Ref. (191).
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Reimer and coworkers have made use of the SEDOR experiment to measure distances between framework aluminum sites and extraframework cations. An Al-H bond length of 2.43 ˚ between the Brønsted acid proton and the nearby framework aluminum atom was (F0.03) A measured with a 1H-27Al SEDOR experiment (92). 27Al-35Cu SEDOR NMR has been used to ˚ from the show that the Cu+ cations in copper-exchanged ZSM-5 are located only 2.3 (F0.2) A 27 207 aluminum framework sites (93) and are thus associated with these sites. Al- Pb SEDOR NMR has also been used to study a series of lead-exchanged zeolites and the measured Pb-Al distances were consistent with XRD studies (94). The 207Pb spectra were strongly aﬀected by hydration level, and the presence of both PbOH+ and Pb2+ cations (in equilibrium) was proposed. The PbOH+ species is similar to that found in CaY that has not been completely dehydrated (95). Rotational echo and adiabatic passage double resonance (REAPDOR) (96) has been used to measure 29Si/23Na distances between framework atoms and extraframework Na+ cations in titanosilicates (97). 2. Applications to Gas Binding and Cluster Formation in the Zeolite Pores These methods can be used, in principle, to determine how a molecule coordinates to the framework of the zeolite by measuring a series of key internuclear distances. For example, Lobo and coworkers have used 1H/27Al and 1H/29Si REDOR and 1H/29Si CP experiments to investigate Al-ZSM-12 synthesized by using the selectively labeled deuterated benzyltrimethylammonium cation as the SDA (32). A series of REDOR decay curves were obtained for samples loaded with either SDA cations containing deuterated methyl groups or benzyl groups or the fully deuterated SDA. The methylene protons were found to be preferentially located near Si(OSi)3(OAl) silicon atoms, suggesting that the aluminum atoms themselves must be directly associated with the SDAs. Ba et al. have used 29Si-27Al REAPDOR methods to investigate the formation of silicon nanoclusters inside the pores of zeolite Y (98). Even if accurate internuclear distances may not be readily obtained [due to residual motion of the molecules, or multiple spin systems (99)], measurement of the relative distances (or dipolar couplings) between sets of spins is often suﬃcient to distinguish among diﬀerent structural models. 19F/23Na CP MAS NMR experiments have been used to study the binding of the hydroﬂuorocarbon CF3CFH2 (HFC-134a) and CF3CF2H (HFC-125) and CF2HCFH2 (HFC143) to zeolite NaY. Individual CP buildup curves for the two end groups of the asymmetrical molecules could been determined by exploiting the very large diﬀerences in 19F chemical shifts for the two ends of the molecules (Fig. 6). These double-resonance experiments showed very diﬀerent binding for the diﬀerent end groups and demonstrated that the hydrogen-containing groups are bound more strongly to the zeolite framework in the order CF3 to |1/2>; see below) for noninteger spin quadrupolar nuclei is not broadened to ﬁrst order by the quadrupolar interaction, and relatively narrow resonances may be observed. The presence of the outer satellite transitions is often ignored, and the noninteger spin is treated as a so-called ﬁctitious spin-half system. The validity of this assumption will depend on both experimental parameters and the sample. There are a variety of consequences that result from the presence of these outer transitions, with diﬀerent practical implications for obtaining quantitative spectra of zeolites. Acquiring NMR spectra of these nuclei requires an understanding of some of the underlying theory, so that the experimentalist is aware of the limitations of the method or to assure that the spectra obtained are quantitative. For this reason, the theory describing NMR experiments involving these nuclei will be provided below. For more detailed reviews of the theory of NMR of noninteger spin nuclei, the reader is referred to reviews by, for example, Freude and Haase (45) and Vega (in the Encyclopedia of NMR) (183). 1. First-Order Quadrupolar Interaction The Hamiltonian for a quadrupolar nucleus in a magnetic ﬁeld, with quadrupole moment Q, is a sum of the Zeeman and quadrupolar terms: H ¼ NL Iz þ HQ ð4Þ
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where Eq. (4) is written in frequency units. Standard symbols for frequencies are used throughout, where N, r, and y denote frequencies expressed in radians, Hz, and ppm, respectively. The ﬁrst-order quadrupolar interaction, HQ(1), is given by: HQð1Þ ¼ ð1=2ÞQV ðu; fÞfIz2  IðI þ 1Þ=3g



ð5Þ



where Q V, the quadrupolar splitting, is a function of u and f, the polar angles that deﬁne the orientation of the principal axis system of the quadrupole tensor (deﬁned by the principal components, Vxx, Vyy, and Vzz) in the Zeeman ﬁeld (or laboratory frame) (Fig. 14) and the asymmetry parameter, D, [D = (Vxx-Vyy)/Vzz]: QV ðu; fÞ ¼ ðNQ =2Þ½ð3 cos2 u  1Þ  D sin2 u cos 2f ð6Þ NQ, the quadrupole frequency, depends on the quadrupole coupling constant (QCC), e2qQ/h (or CQ in some texts): NQ ¼ 3e2 qQ=½2Ið2I  1Þh



ð7Þ



(where eq = Vzz). Note that the QCC is zero for a nucleus located at a site with cubic, octahedral, or tetrahedral point group symmetry. The energy levels of the quadrupolar nucleus, Em, in the Zeeman ﬁeld are given by: Em ¼ mI NL þ QV ðu; fÞfm2I  IðI þ 1Þ=3g2



ð8Þ



The spectrum of a single crystal is split by the quadrupolar interaction, to ﬁrst order, into 2I evenly spaced resonances with splittings, given by Q’, and intensities that are proportional to: < mI j IX j mI þ 1 >2 ¼ fIðI þ 1Þ  mI ðmI þ 1Þg=4



ð9Þ



Thus, when u = 0j and the principal axis of the EFG tensor is aligned along the static magnetic ﬁeld, the quadrupole splitting Q’(0,f) is given by NQ. When u = 90j and D = 0, Q’(0,f) = -NQ /2. One of the most important consequences that follows from Eq. (6) for noninteger spins is that the frequency of the m = 1/2 to m = 1/2, or central transition, does not depend on Q’ and



Fig. 14 The angles that deﬁne the orientation of the quadrupole tensor (Vxx, Vyy, Vzz) and the rotor axis, with respect to the static magnetic ﬁeld, B0.
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is therefore unaﬀected to ﬁrst order by the quadrupolar interaction. The outer, or satellite, transitions occur at FQ’, F2Q’, etc., where Q’ varies between NQ and -N Q/2, depending on the orientation of the quadrupole tensor in the magnetic ﬁeld. For a powder, characteristic lineshapes are observed, from which the QCC and D can be extracted. In practice, however, it is diﬃcult to excite the whole spectrum with a single pulse for large QCCs. If necessary, spectra can be acquired at diﬀerent resonance oﬀsets, and the diﬀerent spectra combined, taking into account eﬀects such as the ﬁnite pulse width and the bandwidth of the probe, which both result in a reduction of the signal at large frequency oﬀsets. [There is considerable inconsistency in the notation used in this ﬁeld, and so some care is required in reading papers in this ﬁeld. In some texts, the symbol NQ(u,f) is used for the quadrupole splitting and is a variable. In others, NQ is used to denote (1/2)Q’(0,f) and represents the principal component of the quadrupole interaction.] The ﬁrst-order quadrupolar interaction can be averaged by MAS and the broad resonances from the satellite transitions are split into evenly spaced sidebands, separated by the spinning speed, that can spread over many kilohertz or megahertz. The isotropic resonance, or center band, is a sum of the central transition resonance, and the center bands of the (2I - 1) satellite transitions. Quadupolar lineshapes for spinning at ﬁnite speeds have been calculated, and QCCs and D can be extracted from the simulations of the experimental spectra (184,185). 2. Second-Order Quadrupolar Interaction A quadrupolar nucleus (with QCC > 0) does not align exactly along the static magnetic ﬁeld (B0), but along a ﬁeld that is a combination of the static and quadrupolar ﬁelds (i.e., the quadrupolar nucleus is no longer quantized along B0). Since the standard spin states |m> (|F3/ 2>, |F1/2>, etc.) used in NMR are those for nuclei quantized along B0, oﬀ-diagonal elements (i.e., terms that do not commute with IZ) appear in the Hamiltonian, HQ. These terms can be ignored to ﬁrst order and Eq. (5) results. For large QCCs, these terms have to be considered, and the full Hamiltonian is required: HQ ¼ ð1=6ÞNQ f3Iz2  IðI þ 1Þ þ DðIx2  Iy2 Þg



ð10Þ



Second-order perturbation theory can be used to calculate the second-order correction to the energy levels, NQ(2), which is proportional to NQ2/NL. Hence, NQ(2) decreases at higher ﬁelds. The powder lineshapes that result from the second-order energy shifts have been calculated and are discussed in detail in many reviews and papers (45,183). For example, for I = 3/2, the second-order correction to the frequency of the central transition is given by: ð2Þ NQ ¼ ð3N2Q =16NL Þð1  cos2 uÞð9 cos2 u  1Þ ð11Þ when D = 0. The important implication of Eq. (11) is that higher resolution spectra of quadrupolar nuclei may be obtained at higher ﬁelds. This is particularly important for the 17 O spectra of zeolites, where QCCs of 3–5.5 MHz, and thus broad resonances, are observed at low ﬁelds. The analysis of the one-pulse 23Na MAS NMR spectra of NaY and NaX zeolites actually becomes more diﬃcult at higher ﬁelds, due to a reduction in NQ(2) and increased overlap of the resonances due to the diﬀerent cation sites. 3. Magic Angle Spinning Unlike the ﬁrst-order term of the quadrupolar interaction, the second-order term is no longer a second-rank tensor and is not averaged to zero by MAS. This can be seen by expressing NQ(2) in
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terms of the zero-, second-, and fourth-order Legendre polynomials Pn(cos u), where n = 0, 2, and 4, respectively: P2 ðcos uÞ ¼ ð3 cos2 u  1Þ P4 ðcos uÞ ¼ ð35 cos4 u  30 cos2 u þ 3Þ



ð12Þ



A second-rank tensor contains terms with n = 0 and 2 only; the n = 0 terms are the isotropic terms (i.e., they do not vary as a function of the orientation in the magnetic ﬁeld). Suﬃciently fast spinning at an angle u, such that 3 cos2 u  1 = 0 (the ‘‘magic angle’’), averages the P2(cos u) terms to zero. The averaged value for NQ(2) under sample rotation, rot, is given by: < N2Q >rot ¼ A0 þ A2 P2 ðcos hÞ þ A4 P4 ðcos hÞ



ð13Þ



where A0 is the isotropic shift, and A2 and A4 are functions of NQ, NL, D, and the relative orientation of the quadrupolar tensor and rotor axis. h is the angle between the rotor axis and the static magnetic ﬁeld (see Fig. 14). P2(cos h) and P4(cos h) are averaged to zero and 7/18, respectively, for sample rotation at the magic angle. Thus, MAS only reduces the linewidths of the resonances obtained from powdered samples by approximately one-third, and for large QCCs signiﬁcant second-order quadrupolar line broadening remains. Characteristic lineshapes are observed from which the QCC and D can be extracted (46,183,186). Examples of this are found in the 23Na MAS NMR spectra of sodium-exchanged zeolites (Fig. 7) (109) and in the 11B MAS NMR of boron-exchanged zeolites (61). A shift in the center of gravity of the resonance to lower frequencies also occurs. This is called the second-order quadrupolar shift and is given by A0 (or NQiso(2)): ð2Þ



A0 ¼ NQiso ¼ ðIðI þ 1Þ  3=4Þð1 þ D2 =3ÞN2Q =30NL



ð14Þ



NQiso depends on the Larmor frequency, and it is sometimes necessary to acquire spectra at more than one magnetic ﬁeld, before the chemical shift, yCS, and NQiso(2) can be separated. Note that NQiso(2) is the value for the shift in radians. The shift in units of ppm, y(2), can be calculated (y(2) = 106  NQiso(2)/NL). The quadrupolar shift can shift resonances out of the typical chemical shift ranges observed for diﬀerent environments. This is particularly important for 27Al NMR, where a large QCC can, for example, shift the resonance of a tetrahedrally coordinated aluminum atom into the chemical shift range typically observed for ﬁve- and sixcoordinated aluminum atoms. This has complicated the interpretation of, for example, extraframework aluminum sites in zeolites. The second-order broadening can sometimes be so large that the central transition resonances are no longer detected under conditions of MAS or are only observable as broad humps in the baseline. These spins are often termed ‘‘invisible.’’ It is sometimes diﬃcult to distinguish between these broad components and any baseline distortions that may be present. It is especially diﬃcult when a range of QCCs is present and no sharp discontinuities are visible in the second-order quadrupolar lineshapes; this is often the case in the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the extraframework aluminum species or Brønsted acid sites in dehydrated zeolites. In addition, when narrower resonances are also present, the sidebands from these resonances may spread out over many ppm, making quantiﬁcation of the broad humps extremely diﬃcult. (2)



4. Removing the Second-Order Quadrupolar Broadening There are now four major approaches to reducing or removing the second-order quadrupolar broadening. The most straightforward approach is to work at as high ﬁelds as possible, since the broadening is inversely proportional to NL. Two other approaches involve mechanical averaging of the second-order broadening [DAS (83) and DOR (82)]. The most recent technique, MQMAS (48,49), makes use of the diﬀerent second-order
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quadrupolar broadenings of the single and triple or ﬁve-quantum transitions to accomplish the averaging. a. DOR Averaging of the second-order quadrupolar broadening can be achieved by simultaneous spinning at two angles (82,83). These angles, h1 and h2, are chosen such that both the secondand fourth-order Legendre polynomials are reduced to zero: P2 ðcos h1 Þ ¼ 0



h1 ¼ arc cosð1=31=2 Þ ðthe ‘‘magic angle’’Þ



P4 ðcos h2 Þ ¼ 0



h2 ¼ 30:55 or 70:12B



ð15Þ



In practice, this achieved with a small rotor containing the sample (the inner rotor), which spins inside another rotor (the outer rotor). The axis of rotation of the inner rotor is inclined at angle of 30.55j to the axis of rotation of the outer rotor. The outer rotor is then spun at the magic angle. The isotropic shift, y, observed under conditions of DOR is a sum of the chemical shift, yCS, and the second-order quadrupolar shift, yQiso(2), deﬁned in Eq. (14), (where yQiso(2) = NQiso(2)/NL), and is therefore ﬁeld dependent. yQiso(2) must be determined independently (e.g., from studies at diﬀerent ﬁelds) in order to obtain yCS. The ﬁeld dependence of yQiso(2) can be exploited to separate resonances with similar values for yCS but with diﬀerent QCCs. A major limitation to the technique remains the spinning speed of the outer rotor: speeds of not more than 1.2 kHz are typically achieved, and the spectra often contain many overlapping resonances. However, rotor synchronization will eliminate half of the spinning sidebands (187). The poor ﬁlling factor of the coil also results in long acquisition times for lowsensitivity nuclei such as 17O. b.



DAS



The DAS experiment works by spinning separately about two DAS complementary angles (83) such that the second-order quadrupolar broadening is of equal magnitude for the two angles, but opposite in sign. A two-dimensional experiment is performed wherein the spins are returned to the z direction to preserve the magnetization while the ﬂip between the two angles is implemented. The evolution due to NQ(2) is refocused when t1 = t2, and an echo forms. Data acquisition is started at the echo maximum at t2. A Fourier transform along t1 yields the isotropic resonance, and quadrupolar second-order lineshapes are obtained after a Fourier transform along t2. The DAS complementary angles can be found by ﬁnding solutions to the two simultaneous equations: P2 ðcosh1 Þ þ kP2 ðcos h2 Þ ¼ 0 P4 ðcosh1 Þ þ kP4 ðcos h2 Þ ¼ 0



ð16Þ



For example, when k = 5, h1 = 0j and h2 = 63.32j. Thus, spinning ﬁrst about h1 = 0j and then about h2 = 63.32j will produce an echo at 5t1 = t2. DAS is only eﬀective for nuclei with suﬃciently long spin-lattice relaxation times, so that signiﬁcant magnetization is not lost during the time used to ﬂip the rotor. In addition, DAS will not remove the homonuclear dipolar couplings. Spin exchange may occur during the ﬂipping time, which will result in broadening of the DAS spectra. Since this is a two-dimensional experiment, the experiment times are typically longer than for DOR. c. Multiple-Quantum MAS NMR In addition to the central transition, all odd-order multiple-quantum (MQ) transitions of quadrupolar nuclei (i.e., 3Q, 5Q etc.) are unaﬀected by the ﬁrst-order quadrupolar interaction. These MQ transitions are not directly observable but can be observed indirectly if the MQ coherence is transferred back to the observable single (1Q) coherence (188). The MQ
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transitions are aﬀected to second order by the quadrupolar interaction, NQ(2), by an amount that depends on the order of coherence. Both the A2 and A4 terms deﬁned in Eq. (13) depend on the order of coherence. For example: A4ð1Þ =A4ð3Þ ¼ 54=42



ð17Þ



for I = 3/2, where A4(1) and A4(3) are the A4 terms for the 1Q and 3Q coherences, respectively. Frydman et al. demonstrated that the dependence of NQ(2) on coherence order could be exploited to average the second-order interaction (48) and thus developed the MQMAS experiment. The experiment is performed under conditions of MAS, so that the A2P2(cos h) terms are averaged to zero. Averaging of the A4P4(cos h) terms is then achieved by allowing the spins to evolve for diﬀerent time periods in the single and multiple quantum time dimensions, t1Q and tMQ, respectively, such that the A4 terms average to zero, i.e., for I = 3/2, t1Q/t3Q = 42/54. The experiment can be considered analogous to DAS, except that now the averaging is achieved by allowing the spins to evolve in two diﬀerent MQ coherences; the experiment is also performed in a similar fashion. A single pulse, f1, is used to excite the 3Q (or MQ) transition (Fig. 15), in the simplest form of this experiment. Appropriate phase cycling of f1 and f2 is used to select the order of MQ coherence (e.g., 3 or 5). The spins are allowed to evolve for t1, whereupon the 3Q coherence is then converted to a 1Q coherence (i.e., observable magnetization). Echo formation occurs in the t2 dimension, when the A4 terms cancel. Performing the Fourier transform along the echo maximum as a function of t1 provides a spectrum free from secondorder quadrupolar broadening. A Fourier transform performed in a direction perpendicular to the echo provides the second-order lineshape. A shearing transformation can be applied to the data, S(t1, t2), that rotates the two-dimensional free induction decay, so that the isotropic and anisotropic spectra are observed in F1 and F2, respectively, after the Fourier transform. The method is relatively straightforward to implement on a conventional MAS probe and does not require any additional hardware; thus, there have already been a considerable number of applications of this experiment to zeolites. The 3Q coherence can be excited with the highest eﬃciency, and thus MQMAS experiments using this coherence are more widely used. Clearly, for I = 3/2 nuclei, this represents



Fig. 15 The simplest variant of the MQMAS pulse sequence, showing the MQ (3Q or 5Q) and singlequantum coherences that evolve in t1 and t2, respectively.
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the only MQ coherence. The triple-quantum nutation frequency is inversely proportional to the quadrupolar splitting, Q V, and is given by 2N13/3Q V2. Thus, the ﬂip angle of the triple-quantum excitation pulse will depend on Q V, and will not be constant for the whole powder, resulting in nonuniform excitation of the sample. Thus, the method is less successful for large QCCs (and, hence, larger values of Q V), especially at lower ﬁelds. However, even in these cases quantitative spectra may be obtained by using the parameters obtained from the MQMAS spectra to simulate the one pulse spectra, where the intensities are more readily quantiﬁed (Fig. 7). Many variants of the initial MQMAS experiment have been developed that allow pure absorption spectra to be acquired in two dimensions [the shifted-echo (189,190), z-ﬁlter (191), and rotor synchronized z-ﬁlter (192) methods] and to improve the eﬃciency of the creation of MQ coherences, and their reconversion to 1Q coherences, by exciting a higher fraction of spins in the powder, such as the fast-amplitude modulation (FAM) shifted-pulse sequences developed by Vega et al. (193,194), and methods based on sweeping the rf oﬀset [the double-frequency sweep sequence developed by Kentgens et al. (195,196)]. Some of these methods are compared in Ref. 197. The new sequences have been widely applied to study zeolites. For example, FAM pulses have been shown to improve the sensitivity of the 17O MQMAS spectra of zeolites (198). Higher resolution spectra were obtained by using 5Q, as opposed to 3Q, sequences (198). However, the signal-to-noise ratio obtained with this sequence is much lower than that of the 3Q sequence, due to the lower eﬃciency of the 5Q excitation. The double-frequency sweep sequence was used to study dehydrated HZSM-5 (58). 5. Acquiring Spectra Two extreme cases can be distinguished for single-pulse excitation at small resonant oﬀsets, which depend on the relative magnitudes of the QCC and N1. When N1 >> QCC, the whole quadrupole spectrum is excited. In contrast, when QCC >> N1, only the central transition is aﬀected by N1. The transition can then be treated as an isolated or so-called ﬁctitious spin-half transition. Unfortunately, the nutation frequency of the spins (i.e., the frequency with which the spins precess around the applied rf ﬁeld) is diﬀerent for these two cases. The signal intensity for I = 3/2 spins varies as 2 sin N1t and sin 2N1t for Q V = 0 and |Q V| >> N1, respectively, for a pulse of length t. The intensity of a resonance is thus dependent on Q V (Fig. 16). In many cases, the



Fig. 16 The signal intensity versus pulse length for zero and a large quadrupolar spitting, Q V. The k/2 and k pulse lengths for QV = 0 are shown.
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QCC is of the same order as N1 (the intermediate regime). The orientation dependence of Q V then results in a spread of nutation frequencies, which can vary from N1 to 2N1 for I = 3/2. The second-order quadrupolar lineshape is also distorted, since the powder is no longer uniformly excited. The situation is more complex under MAS as Q V is partially averaged during the pulse, and Q V appears smaller (199). Thus, the nutation frequency will also depend on the spinning speed. Since sin 2uc2 sinu for small ﬂip angles, u, quantitative spectra and undistorted lineshapes can be obtained with short excitation pulses. This can be seen in Fig. 16, where the signal intensity obtained for large QCCs and Q = 0 can be seen to be very close, if pulses of 15j or less are used. More generally, the nutation frequencies for all noninteger spins vary between sin(I + 1/2)N1t and (I + 1/2)N1t for |Q V|N1, respectively, and quantitative spectra can similarly be obtained with short ﬂip angles. The spread in nutation frequencies obtained in the intermediate regime can be used to determine the QCC and D; this is the basis of nutation spectroscopy (200,201), which has been used to study sodium sites in zeolites (202). 6. Spin Counting Since it is sometimes diﬃcult to observe all of the spins in the sample, it is important to be able to estimate the number of spins that are actually observed. Without accurate spin counting, it is not always clear whether the species observed in the NMR spectra are representative of the whole sample, or whether they comprise a small subset of the spins that are present in the least distorted local environments. This is particularly important when obtaining 27Al NMR spectra of dehydrated zeolites, where a large fraction of the sample is not always detected. Careful spin counting has also been shown to be important in 23Na NMR. For example, in the assignment of the 23Na spectra of faujasite zeolites, the concentrations of the diﬀerent extraframework cation sites were shown to be very close to those obtained from diﬀraction data, after the intensities were scaled to account for the diﬀerences in the QCCs of the diﬀerent sites (203). Typically, spin counting is performed by comparing the intensity of the isotropic resonance in a spectrum of a sample of known weight, with the intensity from a standard sample whose spectrum was acquired under identical conditions. The theoretical intensity of each of the transitions can be calculated from Eq. (9) and will depend on I. Those for the central transition are shown in Table 3. Unfortunately, the total number of spins that contribute to the isotropic resonance will depend on the QCC. Three regimes can be identiﬁed: ðiÞ NQ ¼ 0 This will be the case, for example, in liquids, for nuclei in sites with cubic site symmetry, or for mobile species (e.g., hydrated cations in molecular sieves). In this case, all transitions



Table 3 Intensity of Central Transition of a Noninteger Spin Quadrupolar Nucleus as a Percentage of Total Intensity
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Spin



Intensity (%)



3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2



40 26 19 15



will be excited, and the center band, in the absence of other anisotropic interactions, will contain intensity from 100% of the spins. ðiiÞ 0 < NQ2 < NL Nr This is typically the case for 23Na and 7Li. Spinning sidebands from the satellite transitions are now visible, and the contribution of these satellites to the isotropic resonance needs to be estimated. Since the spinning speed is greater than the static linewidth of the central transition (as NQ2/NLNr < 1), the contribution to the intensity of the spinning sidebands from the central transition will be small, and can often be ignored. Note that other interactions, such as the CSA or dipolar coupling, may result in intensity in the sidebands. Fast spinning will clearly increase the intensity of the central transition in the center band (i.e., isotropic resonance) but will also increase the contribution of the satellites to the center band. Both contributions can be conveniently estimated with the graphical method proposed by Massiot et al. (204) or by simulation. The sideband intensities from the satellite transitions are often fairly constant close to the center band, allowing the contribution to the center band to be estimated from the intensity of other nearby sidebands. Having obtained the absolute intensity of the central transition resonance, the total number of spins in the sample can then be calculated from Table 3. ðiiiÞ Nr N1S Þ



ðaÞ



N1S



ð18Þ



As for single-pulse excitation, case a applies when the whole quadrupole spectrum is excited, whereas case b applies when the isolated ﬁctitious spin-1/2 system is excited. In the intermediate regime, |Q V|cN1S, and a range of nutation frequencies is observed; thus, the Hartmann-Hahn condition is poorly deﬁned in this regime. Continuous on- or close-to-resonance irradiation (i.e., the spin-locking ﬁelds) is applied to both nuclei during the contact time. The outer satellite transitions for large QCCs (i.e., case b) are unaﬀected by the rf ﬁeld, N1, in the absence of MAS, and S-spin magnetization buildup occurs along the direction of the spin-locking ﬁeld for the central transition coherence only. Additional complications arise under conditions of MAS, which may also result in ineﬃcient
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CP (54,205,206). These arise from the time dependence in Q V introduced by the sample spinning. Q V(t) depends on the orientation of the quadrupolar tensor (Vxx, Vyy, Vzz) with respect to the static magnetic ﬁeld (deﬁned by the polar angles u and f). This orientation varies continuously under MAS and Q V(t) oscillates between positive and negative values (Fig. 17), with Q’ crossing through zero two or four times per rotor period, depending on the relative orientation of the quadrupolar tensor and the rotor axis (the zero crossings). A clearer understanding of the eﬀect of MAS can be obtained by considering Fig. 17b, which shows a plot of the eigenvalues and eigenstates of an I = 3/2 nucleus as a function of Q V for close-to-resonance irradiation. For large values of |Q V| the eigenstates are given by {|1/2> F |1/2>} and |F3/2>, and spins present in these states are said to be spin locked. Under MAS, Q V varies continuously. Near the zero crossings of Q’, N1 is greater than |Q V|, and the rf ﬁeld induces transitions between all |m> Zeeman levels. A sweep from -Q V to +Q V, for example, results in a smooth conversion of the central transition coherences {|1/2> F |-1/2>} to the outer Zeeman levels |F3/2>. If this sweep is performed suﬃciently slowly (i.e., is adiabatic), all of the spins that populate the central transition coherences {|1/2> F |1/2>} are transferred to the |F3/2> states. Similarly, the populations in the |F3/2> states are transferred to the central transition coherences. In contrast, a very fast sweep will leave the



Fig. 17 (a) Plots of the variation of Q V as a function of time in the rotor period, for NQ = 1 MHz, and two diﬀerent values of h; D = 0 and the initial orientation of the quadrupolar tensor at time = 0 is chosen such that the rotation axis, B0 and Vzz all lie in the same plane. (b) The eigenvalues for an I = 3/2 nucleus as a function of Q V, for close to on-resonance irradiation. The eigenstates for large Q V are marked.
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populations unchanged in their original states. A sweep performed at some intermediate rate will result in the transfer of populations into non-spin-locked coherences. Magnetization associated with these coherences decays rapidly. An adiabaticity parameter for the zero crossing, aV, can be deﬁned for a powder (206), which gives a measure of the eﬃciency of the population transfers: aV ¼ N21 =Nr NQ



ð19Þ



Fast, intermediate, and adiabatic passages occur for aV 1, respectively. Magnetization builds up in one of the spin-locked coherences {|1/2> F |1/2>}, during the spin-locking period of the CP experiment, assuming the Hartmann-Hahn condition is adequately matched. Under MAS, however, the magnetization will not necessarily remain in this coherence. Very slow MAS (i.e., adiabatic passages) results in the transfer of the magnetization into the |F3/2> states at the zero crossings for Q V. At the next zero crossing, all of the magnetization returns to the {|1/2> F |1/2>} and no magnetization is lost. This will be the case at the end of a rotor period, where an even number of crossings will have occurred. CP for values of aV in the intermediate regime will result in a rapid decay of the spin-locked magnetization, and ineﬃcient or no CP. Fast MAS will leave the magnetization associated with the {|1/2> F |1/2>} coherence unaﬀected, and CP will again be eﬃcient. The eﬀect of MAS on the spin-locked magnetization has been demonstrated experimentally by Vega (205). In conclusion, obtaining CP spectra of noninteger spin nuclei is not necessarily straightforward, even if the Hartmann-Hahn condition is matched. As a result, the inability to transfer magnetization from I = 1/2 to quadrupolar S spins does not necessarily indicate that the S spins are not dipolar-coupled to the I spins, but the converse (i.e., the detection of S-spin magnetization) can be used to demonstrate the proximity of S and I spins. It is relatively straightforward to calculate aV and to determine the conditions required for eﬃcient CP. In general, it is easier to perform the experiment in the fast regime (aV state, while in (b), I is coupled to the |1/2> state. The arrows on the two nuclei represent magnetization vectors oriented along the direction of the static magnetic ﬁeld, B0.
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D is the dipolar coupling constant (in hertz) and is given by gIgSh/2kr3. gI and gS are the gyromagnetic ratio of the I and S nuclei and h is Planck’s constant. Thus, the dipolar coupling constants will be greatest and easiest to measure for coupling involving nearby nuclei with large values of g (e.g., 1H and 31P). The operator IzSz in Eq. (20) indicates that the interaction involves a coupling between the I- and S-spin magnetization oriented along the direction of the static magnetic ﬁeld (deﬁned by convention as the z direction). The angular dependence of this interaction, (3 cos u - 1), is identical to that observed earlier for the ﬁrst-order quadrupolar interaction, when D = 0, i.e., the dipolar interaction can also be written in terms of a secondorder Legendre polynomial, P2(cos u). This holds true for all interactions that can be described by a second-rank tensor (e.g., chemical shift anisotropy). 2. Direct Measurements of Dipolar Couplings from the NMR Spectrum The dipolar coupling between two sets of spin-1/2 nuclei (I and S) gives rise to a characteristic static spectrum for the powder (a so-called powder pattern) called a Pake doublet. The shape arises because each I spin has an essentially equal probability of being coupled to a ‘‘spin-up’’ or ‘‘spin-down’’ S spin (i.e., the S |+1/2> and |1/2> states) (shown schematically in Fig. 18a and b). (Note the diﬀerence in spin populations between the |+1/2> and |1/2> states is very small; nonetheless it is this diﬀerence in populations that gives rise to the small net magnetization that is detected in the NMR experiment in the sample coil.) As was discussed previously for the quadrupolar interaction, the dipolar coupling may also be removed by suﬃciently fast MAS. Slow MAS will result in characteristic sideband patterns, which may be simulated to extract values for the dipolar coupling and hence the internuclear distance. For example, a 31P-1H dipolar-coupling constant of 17.5 kHz was measured by simulating the 1H MAS NMR sidebands observed for deuterated TMP adsorbed on HY (151). ˚ and indicated that a The measured coupling constant is consistent with a distance of 1.4 A transfer of the acidic protons from the framework to the sorbed probe molecule to form TMPH+ had occurred. In practice, this approach tends only to be feasible for couplings involving directly bound atoms because the analysis of the sidebands becomes much less straightforward when additional anisotropic interactions of similar magnitudes need to be included in the simulation. For example, the spinning sidebands in the 31P spectra of the same system could only be well reproduced in a simulation when the 31P CSA of the TMPH+ phosphorus atom was included (along with the dipolar coupling) in the simulation (209). 3. Experiments Designed to Measure Dipolar Coupling A diﬀerent approach needs to be taken to measure distances involving smaller dipolar couplings. The majority of these experiments are based on the SEDOR NMR experiment developed by Hahn et al. in the 1950s (Fig. 19) (210). The experiment is performed by applying a spin-echo experiment to one set of nuclei. In the normal spin-echo experiment, the magnetization evolves in the x-y plane, following the ﬁrst k/2 pulse, under the inﬂuence of a number of interactions (e.g., the chemical shift and the dipolar coupling interactions). The k pulse applied at the end of the ‘‘evolution period’’ serves to refocus the magnetization and an echo is formed at the end of the ‘‘refocusing period.’’ For example, magnetization represented by the operator Iy evolves under the dipolar Hamiltonian at a frequency given in angular units by ND = 2kD(3cosu - 1) to produce the coherence represented by the operator IxSz. That is, the coherence IxSz, which now involves both the I and S spins, has been created by the dipolar coupling interaction. The magnetization appears to decay because diﬀerent spins in the powdered sample are associated with diﬀerent values of u. A (k)y pulse applied to the I spins now converts the Ix term of the operator IxIz to -Ix, so that the overall term changes in sign.
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Fig. 19 The SEDOR experiment involving two sets of spins I and S. The spin-echo experiment is shown in (a), which serves as the control experiment. The double resonance experiment is shown in (b), where a k pulse is now applied to the S-spin channels.
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The I-spin magnetization continues to evolve in the same direction, but the eﬀect is now to refocus the magnetization to produce an echo. This is shown schematically in Fig. 19 by using both the operator and magnetization vector description. The experiment is modiﬁed in the SEDOR experiment by simultaneously applying a second pulse simultaneously to the S spins. This k pulse now inverts the S-spin magnetization (which can be represented by Sz), i.e., Sz ! -Sz. Thus, the magnetization of the I-S coupled I spins continues to evolve in the same direction and appears to be unaﬀected by the application of the two k pulses, no longer refocusing to form an echo. Other I spins that are not coupled to nearby S spins will be refocused by the k pulses, forming an echo. The loss of intensity at the I-spin intensity at the echo is then measured as a function of the evolution time. The larger the dipolar coupling constant, the more rapidly the echo intensity decays, as the evolution period is increased. This eﬀect can be readily calculated using expressions derived using the operator notation shown in Fig. 19 and the dipolar coupling constant extracted. a.



REDOR



The REDOR experiment is the MAS variant of the SEDOR experiment, as it is designed to reintroduce the dipolar coupling removed by the MAS (211). Since MAS works by refocusing the signal or magnetization every rotor period (i.e., when the rotor has made one complete evolution), k pulses are now introduced half-way through the rotor period to prevent the refocusing. In order to prevent the dephasing that has occurred in one rotor period from being refocused in the next rotor period, k pulses are also inserted at the end of every rotor period. For example, the 27Al/31P REDOR pulse sequence used to study the interaction with the base TMP with the zeolite framework is shown in Fig. 20. The 27Al spins were monitored by applying short pulses to ensure that the whole solid sample was uniformly excited. This represents one of the three main REDOR pulse sequences; for more details, the reader is referred to two review articles (86,212). The TEDOR NMR experiment is a variant of the REDOR experiment that uses the REDOR pulse sequence to transfer magnetization from one set of coupled spins to the other, allowing the REDOR experiment to be performed in a two-dimensional fashion (213).



Fig. 20 The 27Al/31P REDOR NMR sequence. A spin echo is applied to the are applied to the 31P spins. 1H decoupling may also be applied.
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Al spins, while k pulses



b.



TRAPDOR (Transfer of Populations in Double-Resonance) NMR



This experiment is designed to measure dipolar coupling involving one (or more) quadrupolar nuclei, by making use of the population transfers (discussed in detail for the CP experiment) that occur between the Zeeman levels of a quadrupolar nucleus under conditions of slow MAS and continuous rf irradiation of the quadrupolar nucleus, S (54,55). For example, in 1H/27Al TRAPDOR NMR (Fig. 21), 27Al irradiation is applied during the evolution period of the 1H spin-echo experiment. The population transfers between the S spin (27Al) Zeeman levels alter the evolution of the dipolar coupled I = 1/2 (1H) magnetization and prevent refocusing of the 1H magnetization at the spin echo, causing a TRAPDOR ‘‘eﬀect.’’ As in the REDOR and SEDOR experiment, the TRAPDOR fraction, deﬁned as (1 - I/I0), where I and I0 are the intensities at the spin echo with and without irradiation of the S spins, will depend on the dipolar coupling between spins: the greater the dipolar coupling, the greater the dephasing of the I spins, and thus the greater the TRAPDOR eﬀect. Slower spinning ensures that the passages between the S spins are closer to being adiabatic, resulting in more eﬃcient population transfers and a larger TRAPDOR fraction. Values of aV > 1 [where a’ was deﬁned in Eq. (19)] ensure that most of the passages that occur for the whole powder sample are adiabatic, but even values for aV as low as 0.27 have been shown to give signiﬁcant TRAPDOR dephasing in the 1H/27Al TRAPDOR experiment (55). A TRAPDOR eﬀect can only be determined if the S-spin irradiation frequency lies within the S-spin (e.g., 27Al) ﬁrst-order quadrupole spectrum. Thus, the size of the QCC for the quadrupolar nucleus, S, can be estimated by mapping out the intensity of the I echo, as a function of the S irradiation frequency oﬀset, and determining where the TRAPDOR fraction drops to zero (55). For I = 5/2 nuclei, the edge of the ﬁrst-order quadrupole spectrum occurs at F2rQ = (3/10) QCC. The TRAPDOR NMR experiment can be applied to probe internuclear distances in two situations where the REDOR NMR experiment may prove diﬃcult. First, the TRAPDOR experiment can detect dipolar coupling to ‘‘invisible’’ spins. Second, the TRAPDOR experiment is designed to measure coupling involving quadrupolar nuclei, where it is not often possible to use a k pulse to excite the whole sample. The dipolar coupling measured in the TRAPDOR experiment is larger than that measured in the REDOR experiment because the TRAPDOR experiment probes the coupling to spins in all the Zeeman levels of the quadrupolar nucleus. Hence, the TRAPDOR experiment may be more sensitive to longer range dipolar couplings.



Fig. 21 The 1H/27Al TRAPDOR NMR pulse sequence. The intensities (at the echo) are determined with (I) and without (I0) 27Al irradiation.
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c.



REAPDOR (Rotational Echo and Adiabatic Passages Double Resonance) NMR



This experiment involves a combination of the TRAPDOR and REDOR methods (96). This experiment does not require multiple rotor periods of S-spin irradiation to detect weak I-S coupling (cf. TRAPDOR), and consequently the REAPDOR fractions are simpler to calculate (208). The REAPDOR dephasing is also less sensitive to the relative orientation between the QCC and dipolar tensors. Thus, this experiment typically yields more accurate internuclear distances than can be obtained from the TRAPDOR experiment. 4. Two-Dimensional NMR Studies of Framework Connectivities Based on J Coupling The ability to resolve the diﬀerent T sites in a zeolite framework allowed two-dimensional NMR experiments to be employed to probe the proximity between diﬀerent sites. These twodimensional experiments, and their one-dimensional variants, require a method or interaction that connects the diﬀerent sites (or NMR-active nuclei). Experiments based on the J coupling have been most widely used to study zeolites (1). The basic 29Si COSY and CP-COSY sequences are shown schematically below. The ‘‘(CP)’’ pulse length (the contact time) is optimized for maximal 1H ! 29Si polarization transfer. COSY : CP  COSY
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The Hamiltonian that describes the J-coupling interaction has the form HJ = 2kJI1zI2z, where I1 and I2 represent two diﬀerent 29Si nuclei that are coupled via J coupling of size J (measured in hertz). Thus the magnetization will evolve during the t1 and t2 periods under the Hamiltonian, HJ (and the Hamiltonians that describe the chemical shifts of the two nuclei). For example, the ‘‘x-y’’ magnetization due to the I1 nucleus that is produced following an initial (k/2)x pulse (or via the CP sequence) (I1x or I1y) will evolve under HJ to form coherences represented by operators of the form I1yI2z. The second k/2 pulse will convert this coherence to -I1zI2y. This coherence then evolves in the t2 period to produce observable I2 spin magnetization (i.e., I2x). Hence, this sequence converts I1 spin magnetization to I2 spin magnetization (and vice versa) for two sets of spins that are connected via the J coupling. This produces a crosspeak in the two-dimensional spectrum connecting resonances from the I1 and I2 spins. The INADEQUATE variant of the experiment has also been used to study zeolites (27,28,90). This is a less sensitive experiment since it involves the creation of double-quantum coherences. However, no ‘‘diagonal’’ peaks are seen in the two-dimensional experiment allowing coupling between spins with very similar (or identical) chemical shifts to be resolved. V.



CONCLUSIONS



This chapter has outlined many of the varied NMR experiments that have been applied to study zeolite structure, gas binding, and reactivity. Each experiment, particularly if combined with another technique, or a series of other NMR experiments, can result in extremely detailed chemical and/or structural information. New NMR experiments have permitted increasingly higher resolution spectra to be obtained, even in the presence of considerable disorder. By exploiting J or dipolar coupling, three-dimensional models of structure may be built up; these, coupled with diﬀraction experiments, are playing an increasingly important role in deﬁning structure. Methods for studying catalytic reactions under increasingly realistic conditions have
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I.



ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE BACKGROUND



Electron spin resonance (ESR) or electron magnetic resonance is a type of magnetic resonance spectroscopy that deals with transitions between magnetic energy levels associated with different orientations of an electron spin in an atom or molecule, generally in an external magnetic ﬁeld. Measurement of the allowed transitions between the electron magnetic energy levels produces a spectrum of an atomic or molecular system with net electron spin angular momentum. Generally such systems are deﬁned as those having one or more unpaired electrons. Analysis of the ESR spectrum can give information about the identiﬁcation of the species, the geometrical structure, the electronic structure, and the internal or overall rotational or translational motion of the species. The most common types of systems studied are free radicals, which can be regarded as atoms or molecules containing one unpaired electron, and transition metal ion and rare-earth ions. The speciﬁcity of ESR spectroscopy for species containing unpaired electrons is particularly valuable for the study of chemical reaction intermediates. Experimentally it is found that isolated electrons in a magnetic ﬁeld absorb a quantized amount of energy, which means that they must have at least two energy levels. These are not translational energy levels because the amount of energy absorbed does not depend on the kinetic energy of the electron. However, the magnitude of the energy absorbed does depend on the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld to which the electrons are exposed. To explain the existence of these magnetic energy levels, it is postulated that an electron has an intrinsic angular momentum, called spin angular momentum. When this spin angular momentum interacts with a magnetic ﬁeld, two diﬀerent energy levels are produced whose diﬀerence accounts for the absorption of energy by the unpaired electron system. The Hamiltonian energy operator for the electron spin transition we have just discussed is given by: Hspin ¼ ghS  H



y



Deceased.
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ð1Þ



where Hspin is the spin Hamiltonian energy operator. S is the spin angular momentum, H is the magnetic ﬁeld, and gh is a proportionality constant where g = 2.0023 and is called the g factor or spectroscopic splitting factor, which is dimensionless, and h is the Bohr magneton, which has a value of 9.27  1024 J/T. This spin Hamiltonian operates only on spin wave functions and not on orbital wave functions that are commonly associated with electronic energy levels. For an electron there are two spin wave functions, typically denoted by a and b, which are characterized by+1/2h and 1/2h where h is Planck’s constant divided by 2k and gives the unit of spin angular momentum. The two energy levels associated with an electron in a magnetic ﬁeld are thus given by +1/2 ghH and 1/2 ghH. The diﬀerence between these two energy levels is ghH, so that the transition energy is given by hr = ghH. Typically, electron magnetic resonance is carried out in a magnetic ﬁeld of about 3000 G (gauss) or 0.3 T (tesla). This corresponds to an energy absorption frequency of about 9 GHz. This frequency is in the microwave range. As for any spectral transition, the number of systems or electrons in the upper and lower energy states at thermal equilibrium is given by a Boltzmann distribution. The real power of ESR spectroscopy for structural studies is due to interaction of the unpaired electron spin with nuclear spins in molecular species. This gives rise to a splitting of the energy levels and generally allows the determination of the atomic or molecular structure of the radical species. In this situation the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) involves additional terms corresponding to the nuclear spin interacting with the magnetic ﬁeld, to the nuclear spin interacting with the electron spin, and, if the nuclear spin is z1, to a nuclear quadrupole interaction. This more complete spin Hamiltonian may be written as follows: X HS  An  I n Hspin ¼ hH  g  S þ 
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In Eq. (2) the summations are taken over all of the nuclei in the molecular species. The new symbols in Eq. (2) are deﬁned as follows: gn is the nuclear g factor, which is dimensionless; hn is the nuclear magneton, having units of joules per gauss or per tesla; the nuclear spin angular momentum operator In; the electron-nucleus hyperﬁne tensor An; the quadrupole interaction tensor Qn; and Planck’s constant h. The general spin Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (2), in which the interaction parameters are written in the general tensor form. The components of the diagonalized hyperﬁne tensor consist of an isotropic part A0 with three identical principal values and a purely anisotropic part AV, with three principal values whose sum (orientational average) is zero. The theoretical expression relating the isotropic hyperﬁne coupling constant for atoms is given by hA0 ¼ ð8=3ÞkghgN hN jcð0Þj2



ð3Þ



where the units are joules on both sides of the equation and |c(0)|2 is the probability density of the electron being at the nucleus. From a quantum mechanical point of view, the unpaired electron is in contact with the nucleus, and hence the isotropic hyperﬁne coupling is called a ‘‘contact’’ interaction. Only s orbitals have ﬁnite electron density at a nucleus; p, d, and f orbitals all have nodes at the nucleus. Thus, contact interaction depends on the s-electron character of the unpaired electron, and the hyperﬁne constant for a given nucleus provides a measure of the contributions of the s orbitals on the corresponding atom to the total many-electron wavefunction of the atom or molecule.
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The physical interpretation of the principal values of the anisotropic part of the hyperﬁne tensor is given by the classical magnetic dipolar interaction between the electron and nuclear spin angular momenta. This interaction energy is given by    1  3ðcos2 fÞ  I  S ð4Þ Haniso ¼ ghgN hN   r3 where r is the vector between the unpaired electron and the nucleus with which the interaction occurs and f is the angle between r and the electron spin angular momentum vector S, which is in the direction of the external magnetic ﬁeld. The AV principal values are given by   2   1  1  3ðcos fÞ  ð5Þ AV ¼ ghgN hN h  av 3 r where av denotes a spatial average over the electronic orbital of the unpaired electron. The three components of AV are given by three diﬀerent values of the angular average of corresponding to rotation in three mutally perpendicular planes of the principal axis system. The dipolar function [1  3(cos2f)/r3]av can be evaluated from known wavefunctions of electrons in s, p, d, etc., orbitals on diﬀerent atoms. For s orbitals the dipolar function is zero because of spherical symmetry. The cylindrical symmetry of p orbitals gives three components, AVO, AV?, and AV?, which are related by AVO = 2AV?. Note that the dipolar angular function changes sign at f = 54j44 VV. Thus, the space around a nucleus can be divided into four regions alternating in sign. In the determination of the hyperﬁne tensor, a set of signs of the components will be obtained so that the sum of the diagonal principal values is zero. In the general spin Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2), the g factor given in the electron Zeeman energy term is written as a tensor connecting the electron spin angular momentum operator S and the magnetic ﬁeld vector H. A free electron has only spin angular momentum, and its orientation in a magnetic ﬁeld is determined only by this physical property. However, in general, in atomic and molecular systems there will be some contribution from orbital angular momentum to the total unpaired electron wavefunction. In this case, the orbital and spin angular momentum vectors interact, and by convention this interaction is incorporated into an ‘‘eﬀective’’ anisotropy in the g factor. In this representation the spin angular momentum vector S no longer represents ‘‘the true spin’’ because the true spin has only spin angular momentum and is associated with an isotropic g value. Instead, when g is written as a tensor the spin angular momentum vecor represents an eﬀective spin, which instead of being oriented along the magnetic ﬁeld direction is oriented along the vector H  g. For most purposes this nuance will not aﬀect our utilization of the g-tensor formulation. The general experimental determination of the g tensor is carried out by a procedure analogous to that for determination of the anisotropic hyperﬁne tensor for a single crystal sample. Measurements are required as a function of angle in three mutually perpendicular planes. From this data, a general g tensor is obtained, which is diagonalized to ﬁnd the principal values. The principal axes of the g tensor are often the same as for the hyperﬁne tensor, but they do not have to be. The interpretation of the principal values of the g tensor can be conveniently discussed by Eq. (6). CE ð6Þ gobs ¼ ge þ DE In this expression ge is the g factor for an isolated spin (2.0023), E is the spin-orbit coupling constant, C is a proportionality constant calculated from the electronic wave functions, and DE is the energy diﬀerence between the ground state and the ﬁrst excited state. Values of E have been
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obtained for a number of atoms and ions from atomic spectra, but the particular value to be used in a molecular system can only be approximated by this. In general, g values increase with atomic number. The values of DE can sometimes be deduced from electronic spectra. Thus, the g anisotropy is related to the electronic wavefunction, and if suﬃcient information is known about the electronic wavefunction the principal E components can be calculated and compared with experiment. The diﬃculty is that information about the excited-state energy levels need to be known to properly calculate the g tensor and this is only generally known for simple molecular systems. In a few cases, such as for the CO-2 radical ion, detailed calculations have been carried out and the experimental g anisotropy has given information about the molecular wavefunction. The largest g anisotropy occurs for transition metal ions, where the g anisotropy is very useful for discriminating between transition metal ions in diﬀerent types of environments. The range of g anisotropy can be rather large. Typical values for axial g anisotropy range from g? = 2.04 and gO = 2.17 for copper complexes to g? = 6 and gO = 2 for some ferric complexes. II.



PULSED ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE BACKGROUND



Transient spin echoes are produced in response to suitable resonant microwave pulse sequences in magnetic resonance. The pulse sequences reorient the magnetic dipoles such that they dephase and rephase while subject to all time-dependent magnetic interactions in the system. The rephasing of the magnetic dipoles to reform macroscopic magnetic moments constitutes the echo. A two-pulse sequence involves a 90j pulse followed by a 180j pulse followed by the echo at the same interpulse time after the 180j pulse. As the time between the two pulses (H ) is varied, the echo amplitude traces out a decay envelope, which may be modulated due to weak electron-nuclear hyperﬁne interactions. Analysis of this modulation aﬀords a way to measure weak hyperﬁne interactions and allows determination of the number and distance of these interacting magnetic nuclei. This pulsed ESR method is called electron spin echo modulation (ESEM) (1,2) or electron spin-echo envelope modulation (ESEEM). Two-pulse and three-pulse echo sequences are most commonly used. In the three-pulse sequence the second 180j pulse of a two-pulse sequence is essentially divided into two 90j pulses. This means that there are two experimentally controllable times in the experiment, H between the ﬁrst and second pulses and T between the second and third pulses. It is therefore possible to suppress one nuclear modulation frequency by appropriate selection of one of these times. This allows us to study hyperﬁne interactions of adsorbate molecules relative to a paramagnetic probe while suppressing hyperﬁne interactions with framework nuclei. It is also possible to easily see deuterium modulation while suppressing protium modulation when both nuclei are present in the same molecule by selecting the proper pulse amplitude. This occurs because of the signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the nuclear frequency of protons versus deuterons. This is quite useful because it allows the determination of the orientation of an adsorbed molecule with respect to a paramagnetic probe by using selective deuteration in diﬀerent parts of the molecule. An example is methanol adsorbate in which the hydroxyl or the methyl group can be deuterated, and thus distances to two diﬀerent positions in the methanol molecule can be measured. In a disordered system one determines an average structure by a spherical approximation analysis (3,4) of the ESEM pattern which primarily involves the nearest magnetic nuclei surrounding the paramagnetic species. When more than one molecule is arranged equivalently around the paramagnetic species in the ﬁrst solvation shell, an average structural analysis of this type is valid if the nearest nuclear distances are greater than about 0.25 nm. If there are magnetic nuclei that are close enough to give detectable magnetic interactions and they are arranged in more than one shell around the solvated species, they can be resolved in favorable circumstances. The general simulation procedure is to analyze the spin-echo modulation pattern in
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terms of a number N of equivalent magnetic nuclei located at a distance R from the paramagnetic species with a small overlap of the unpaired electron wavefunction on the closest nuclei to give isotropic hyperﬁne coupling A0. The basic simulation procedure in the absence of quadrupole interaction is well developed (5,6). Three approximations typically made for application to powder systems are the point dipole approximation for the dipolar hyperﬁne interaction, the spherical approximation for averaging over N uncorrelated nuclei, and neglect of the quadrupole interaction. The point dipole approximation is generally adequate for transition metal ions in oxides. In disordered systems, where ESEM analysis has been most widely used, one must average over all orientations. For N equivalent nuclei arranged in a known geometry the explicit angular correlation can be incorporated before orientational averaging. However, for the typical disordered experimental system the explicit nuclear geometry is unknown. So a spherical approximation was developed involving three-dimensional averaging assuming uncorrelated nuclei (3), which has been widely used with satisfactory results and has undergone detailed evaluation (7,8). Thus, in disordered systems where essentially nothing is known about the nuclear geometry surrounding a paramagnetic species, signiﬁcant information can be obtained about the number of nearest interacting nuclei at distance R from an ESEM analysis. It is not diﬃcult to formally include a quadrupole interaction in the Hamiltonian used for simulation of echo modulation patterns. However, this introduces several additional parameters that must be determined by the ﬁt of simulated patterns to experimental patterns. Especially in the time domain, the sensitivity of the pattern in the presence of large quadrupole interactions is often insuﬃcient to determine a particular set of magnetic parameters. However, for the much studied case of deuterium modulation the quadrupole interaction is relatively small. Therefore, its neglect can be reasonably well justiﬁed for analysis over interpulse times less than about 2 As. At longer interpulse times for both two- and three-pulse echoes, deuterium modulation can have signiﬁcant eﬀects. Several approximation methods involving perturbation theories have been developed to account for the quadrupole interaction eﬀect on the time domain ESEM pattern (9–12). More recent developments in the practical applications of ESEM spectroscopy involve HYSCORE (13) and pulsed electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) (14,15). There are not new methods, but only recently have practical applications been developed (16). HYSCORE is an acronym for hyperﬁne-sublevel correlation experiment and uses a four-pulse sequence, which is like the three-pulse sequence with an additional k pulse introduced within the second interpulse period T. T is then divided into two periods, t1 after the second pulse before the k pulse and t2 after the k pulse to the end of period T. The HYSCORE experiment is a twodimensional experiment because the echo is recorded as a function of both t1 and t2 where these two times are not equal. Fourier transform is carried out with respect to both t1 and t2. In HYSCORE the spectrum exhibits cross peaks only between nuclear frequencies corresponding to diﬀerent electron spin manifolds. The intensity of the cross-peaks is a complex function of the hyperﬁne interaction, but they are symmetrical with respect to the diagonal of the two time axes. The advantage of HYSCORE is that the resolution is improved since the spectrum is spread over two dimensions instead of one, and most importantly, that it provides correlations that are important and sometimes essential for proper ESEM frequency assignments. This is particularly true when several coupled nuclei are present and when the nuclear spin is greater than one. ENDOR is an important continuous wave (CW) magnetic resonance technique. Recently it has also been developed as a useful pulsed technique. ENDOR simply involves the simultaneous application of electron and nuclear resonance frequencies to a sample with detection via the ESR transition. In CW ENDOR a particular ESR transition is saturated with high microwave power
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while the radiofrequency is swept. When a nuclear magnetic resonance transition matches the radiofrequency, it causes a desaturation of the ESR transition. An increased ESR signal appears that is detected as an ENDOR response. The CW ENDOR response depends sensitively on the balance of various magnetic relaxation processes. One advantage of pulsed ENDOR is that it is free of this limitation and one is more generally able to detect pulsed ENDOR signals. This allows one to simplify spectra and to detect particular hyperﬁne transitions. Two common pulse sequences are used for pulsed ENDOR. The Mims ENDOR sequence is a three-pulse sequence in which a radiofrequency k pulse is introduced during the second microwave pulse sequence time interval T (14). When the radiofrequency matches a nuclear transition the intensity of the echo changes, which is a pulsed ENDOR response. A Mims ENDOR sequence is most useful for systems with weak nuclear coupling. A second ENDOR sequence, called Davies ENDOR, is eﬀective for larger hyperﬁne coupling (15). In Davies ENDOR a radiofrequency k pulse is applied after an initial microwave k pulse with subsequent k/2 and k microwave pulses. In general, pulsed ENDOR experiments are tricky and signals may not be observed due to short spin lattice relaxation time or other factors. Also the instrumentation is complex and more expensive. Nevertheless, ENDOR is very useful when it can be applied because of the speciﬁcity of the information that can be obtained (16). III.



APPLICATIONS TO PARAMAGNETIC METAL IONS IN MICROPOROUS AND MESOPOROUS OXIDE MATERIALS



In this section we will give several case studies concerning the use of electron magnetic resonance involving metal ions in these materials. Initially, we will consider some examples with zeolites. A ﬁrst question is, where is the cation located within a zeolite and how can this be controlled? Control is important if the cation is an active site for a catalytic reaction. A second question is how is the cation coordinated to absorbates and how can this be controlled? This involves the possible detection of catalytic reaction intermediates. A third question is, how are the cation location and geometry related to its catalytic activity or eﬃciency? A.



Determination of Ion Location



The ﬁrst case study involves the location of a cupric ion in zeolite A (17). The structure of zeolite A showing the cation sites is given in Fig. 1. Cupric ion is paramagnetic and it is substituted to a very small extent for Cs+ in Cs-A zeolite. Electron spin-echo modulation involving the interaction between the cupric ion and the cesium nuclei generates 133Cs modulation, which is then analyzed to determine the location of the cupric ion. Based on previous studies it is known that the most probable site for Cu2+ to substitute by ion exchange for Cs+ is near an S2 site as shown in Fig. 1. Site S2 is in a 6-ring between the small beta cage and the large alpha cage of A zeolite. Sites S2V and S2* are displaced from the S2 site into the beta cage (S2V) and into the alpha cage (S2*). Figure 2 shows the cesium modulation that is expected for a cupric ion in site S2 and displaced at two distances into the alpha cage, which would be a S2* site, and displaced at two distances into the beta cage, which would be a S2V site. One can see that the 133Cs modulation depth is quite sensitive to the location of the cupric ion. This model is based on interaction with three cesium ions, which are quite large ions and are known to be located by X-ray diﬀraction at site S5. One cannot locate the copper ion by x-ray diﬀraction because its concentration is too small. One can see that the cesium modulation depth is larger for the copper located in the alpha cage where it is closer to cesiums at site S5. The modulation depth also shows that the sensitivity to distance is good enough to locate the cupric one to about 0.01 nm. An ESR spectrum can be observed by detecting the echo at a given interpulse time and sweeping the
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Fig. 1 Crystal structure of zeolite A showing cation positions. Site S2 is at the center of a six-ring face with site S2V and S2* displaced into and out of the h cage along the triad axis, respectively. Site S3 is adjacent to the 4-ring in the a cage while site S5 is at the center of the octagonal window. (From Ref. 17.)



Fig. 2 Theoretical three-pulse ESEM spectra for Cu2+ cation located on the triad axis near site S2 and interacting with three nearest-neighbor cesium cations. (From Ref. 17.)
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Fig. 3 (a) Field-swept ESEM spectrum of fresh CuCs2.2Na-A. Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra of fresh CuCs2.2Na-A recorded at 4 K and at (b) g? = 2.266 and (c) gO = 1.997 for Cu2+ coordinated to two waters and at (d) g? = 2.055 and (e) gO = 2.449 for Cu2+ coordinated to three waters. Distances in brackets indicate displacement of Cu2+ from S2. (From Ref. 17.)



magnetic ﬁeld. This produces an echo-induced ESR spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that there are two sets of g anisotropic parameters corresponding to two diﬀerent cupric ion sites. By dehydrating the CuCs-A and rehydrating with deuterated water, one can analyze the two-dimensional ESEM modulation to distinguish these sites structurally by setting the magnetic ﬁeld at the two g? positions corresponding to the two copper sites. One ﬁnds that the site with g? = 2.07 corresponds to copper coordinated to two water molecules, which is denoted as CuII. The other copper site at g? = 2.05 corresponds to copper coordinated to three water molecules denoted as CuIII. Now the copper location for each of these sites can be determined by analyzing the cesium modulation, as shown in Fig. 3. The modulation for the CuII species corresponds to the cesium modulation depth for an S2 site in the 6-ring between the alpha and beta cages. This site is consistent with the coordination of cupric ion to only two water molecules and to three oxygens of the 6-ring to give a trigonal bipyramidal structure. This structure is also supported by the so-called reversed g-value order of g? > gO. This means that one water coordinated to Cu(II) extends into the alpha cage and the other water extends into the beta cage, with Cu(II) also coordinated to three oxygens of the 6-ring. So the cupric ion location determined from the cesium modulation is totally consistent with the adsorbate geometry of the cupric ion. The other cupric ion site corresponding to g? = 2.055 has shallower cesium modulation and corresponds to cupric ion displaced into the beta cage and hence in an S2V site. The matching of the simulated modulation with the experimental modulation corresponds to a distance of 0.09 nm extension into the beta cage. This example shows quite clearly the power of electron spin-echo modulation for determining the location of a metal ion that is substituted in very low abundance into a zeolite as long as there is an appropriate nuclear modulation to analyze. It is also necessary to know the
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location of the nuclei that produce the nuclear modulation. In this case, the cesium ion positions at S5 in A zeolite are known by X-ray diﬀraction. In other materials, such as microporous aluminophosphate materials, analysis of the 31P modulation is particularly useful in determining the location of an ion-exchanged or framework-substituted paramagnetic ion. One might also think that the 27Al modulation could be analyzed. This is true, but it is complicated by a large quadrupole interaction that adds additional parameters so that analysis of aluminum modulation has not been as useful as analysis of phosphorus modulation in determining the location of a particular metal ion site. B.



Determination of Adsorbate Geometry



The second case study of how electron magnetic resonance can be used to study aspects of zeolites and other microporous or mesoporous materials involves the determination of adsorbate geometry. The most powerful procedure has been to use partially or fully deuterated adsorbates and analyze deuterium modulation to determine the number of closest interacting deuteriums and consequently the number of directly coordinated molecules (18). Typically one analyzes ﬁrstshell molecules but in some cases one can detect two shells of deuteriums. For speciﬁcally deuterated adsorbates one can determine the orientation of the adsorbate. For example, with methanol as absorbate one can look at the orientation of the methanol by analyzing the deuterium modulation for deuteration of the hydroxyl proton and separately for deuteration of the methyl group (19). The two distances to the speciﬁc deuteriums and the known geometry of methanol enables determination of the orientation of the methanol relative to a paramagnetic ion that it solvates. Adsorbate deuteration thus enables determination of the number of equivalent coordinated adsorbates, the probable adsorbate geometry, and in some the cases adsorbate orientation. The following example shows how the absorbate geometry can be controlled by thermal means and can be detected by electron of spin-echo modulation analyses (20). This example involves ion-exchange of cupric ion into ZSM-5 zeolite, which has an intersecting channel type of structure. In this case, the ZSM-5 zeolite has an Si/Al ratio of about 30 with sodium ions and protons as charge-compensating ions. Into this ZSM-5, a small amount of cupric ion was incorporated by ion exchange. One interesting aspect, since the aluminum abundance is relatively low, is that aluminum modulation was not seen by electron spin echo, which indicated, based on simulations, that the Cu2+ to Al distance was greater than about 0.6 nm. Figure 4 shows how one can control the absorbate coordination geometry (20). The upper spectrum in Fig. 4a shows the deuterium modulation in a three-pulse ESEM experiment with Cu-ZSM-5 with fully hydrated D2O. One can see that the modulation is quite deep, indicating strong interactions with deuterium. The anlaysis gives 12 deuteriums at 0.28 nm, which corresponds to a typical distance for direct solvation of a cation by water. This corresponds to six approximately equivalent waters coordinated to the cupric ion or a fully hydrated Cu2+ with an approximate octahedral conﬁguration. Furthermore, such a bulky species can only be located at the ZSM-5 channel intersections where there is suﬃcient space for this species. By evacuating at room temperature one can remove the waters that are least strongly coordinated to Cu2+. The waters are not all equally strongly coordinated or they would all be removed at room temperature, which is not the case. They can all be removed by evacuation at 400jC. If one evacuates at room temperature for the order of 10 h, one obtains a deuterium modulation pattern that is much less deep and that corresponds to six deuteriums at a similar distance of 0.27 nm, corresponding to three waters coordinated to Cu2+ as shown in Fig. 4b. So it is possible to control the number of waters coordinated to the cupric ion by thermal and evacuation treatment. One can reduce the number of coordinated waters to two or one by
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Fig. 4 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra recorded at 4 K of CuNaHZSM-5 (a) with adsorbed D2O and (b) with adsorbed D2O followed by evacuation at room temperature. (From Ref. 20.)



evacuation at 60jC or 100jC, respectively. If one evacuates at 400jC one sees no deuterium modulation, meaning that the Cu2+ has lost all of its coordinated waters. This is a very important example because it shows that one can actually follow the stepwise loss of multiple adsorbates coordinating to a metal ion in a zeolite or in other microporous and mesoporous materials. This is true for other adsorbates as well and is consequently important for understanding how a catalytically active metal ion is coordinated when it participates in a catalytic reaction. C.



Control of Transition Metal Ion Site



This case study involves control of the ion exchange site adopted by a paramagnetic cupric ion in zeolite X (21). Figure 5 shows the structure of zeolite X and shows typical cation ion exchange locations as roman numerals. Zeolite X has a larger alpha cage than zeolite A and has similar size beta cages. Typical exchangeable ion sites are site II which is the 6-ring between the alpha and beta cages, II’ recessed into the beta cage, II* recessed into the alpha cage, and I in the
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Fig. 5 Cation sites and their designations in X zeolite. (From Ref. 22.)



hexagonal prism connecting two beta cages. The point of this example is that the ion-exchange site of a small amount of cupric ion can be controlled by the major charge-compensating cation present in the zeolite. For example, in CuNa-X zeolite in the fully hydrated state the cupric ion has no waters directly coordinated to it. This is determined by rehydrating with deuterated water and ﬁnding no deuterium modulation. This indicates that the cupric ion is in site SI in a hexagonal prism where there is no space to coordinate to water molecules. In this site, cupric ion is coordinated to six oxygens, three from the upper 6-ring of the hexagonal prism and three from the lower 6-ring of the hexagonal prism. If one heats this CuNa-X zeolite to 400jC to dehydrate the zeolite, one sees that the ESR and ESEM patterns remain the same. This supports that Cu2+ is not coordinated to any waters even in hydrated CuNa-X zeolite. For CuNa-X zeolite the major cocation is sodium ion, which is reasonably small so that a small amount of cupric ion exchanged into Na-X zeolite can penetrate into site SI in a hexagonal prism where it is most stable. However, if one exchanges a small amount of cupric ion into K-X zeolite, the potassium ion is larger than sodium ion and its location in sites SII, SII*, and SII’ blocks the entrance of cupric ion into a hexagonal prism SI site. So for Cu2+ exchange in D2O into K-X zeolite, the Cu2+ shows deuterium modulation from coordinated waters. The deuterium modulation analysis shows that Cu2+ is coordinated to three water molecules and other information indicates that Cu2+ is located in the alpha cage in the SII* position. After heating to 50–100jC the cupric ion coordination reduces to two waters, and this and the g values indicate that Cu2+ is in a SII position in a 6-ring betweeen the alpha and beta cages with pentagonal bipyramidal coordination involving three oxygens of the 6-ring and two waters. With further heating to 400jC no deuterium modulation is detected indicating that complete dehydration has occured. The Cu2+ g values are then consistent with distorted octahedral coordination in site SI. Cu2+ has been able to move into site SI with the additional thermal energy available and squeeze past the blocking potassium ions.
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These contrasting Cu2+ site locations in CuNa-X and CuK-X are summarized by the following equations. 400jC CuNa  X: Hydrated Cu0 ðSIÞ  ! Cu0 ðSIÞ 100jC 400jC ! CuII ðSIIÞ  ! Cu0 ðSIÞ CuK  X: Hydrated CuIII ðSII*Þ 



One sees that the location in the X zeolite contrasts the location of a transition metal ion such as cupric ion. Consequently, the location can be used to control the site of a potentially catalytically active metal ion in X zeolite and other materials. D.



Observation of Reaction Intermediates



Next, we show how electron spin-echo modulation can be used to detect a catalytic reaction intermediate (22). The example here involves deuterated ethylene dimerization on PdCa-X zeolite where some Pd2+ is reduced to paramagnetic Pd+, which is the active site. The major cocation, Ca2+, controls the location of Pd+ to sites SII and SII*, where it can coordinate with ethylene and eﬀect ethylene dimerization. Figure 6 shows the inset ESR spectra after reaction is initiated and one can see that there are several Pd+ species present as indicated by three resolved gO features. Feature B corresponds to an isolated Pd+ ion. Feature C, for which the electron spinecho modulation is shown together with a simulation and the simulation parameters, indicates that the Pd+ is coordinated to one molecule of deuterated ethylene. This seems consistent with pbond interaction since there are four equivalent deuteriums interacting with Pd+ at 0.40 nm. This is a typical coordination p-bond coordination distance for second-row transition metal ions. This is the ﬁrst reaction intermediate of Pd+ interacting with ethylene.



Fig. 6 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra at 4 K of NaPd12.5-X with adsorbed C2D4 at 50jC at gO = 2.53 indicated by an asterisk inset ESR spectrum at 77 K. (From Ref. 22.)
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Fig. 7 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra at 4 K of CaPd9.6-X with adsorbed C2D4 at gO = 2.33 as indicated by an asterisk on the inset ESR spectrum at 77 K. (From Ref. 22.)



Fig. 8 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra at 4 K of CaPd9.6-X with adsorbed C2D4 at gO = 2.40 as indicated by an asterisk on the inset ESR spectrum at 77 K. (From Ref. 22.)
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Fig. 9 Pd+-catalyzed ethylene dimerization mechanism on PdCa-X zeolite.



It should be noted that the use of Ca-X zeolite is critical here because the calcium ion controls the location of the Pd+ ion to be in site SII or SII* where it can coordinate with ethylene. Thus, the information shown in the section on control of metal ion site has been used for this study of a catalytic reaction. If one uses Na-X zeolite, the ion-exchanged Pd2+ locates into the beta cage or into the hexagonal prism, and Pd+ formed after activation cannot coordinate with ethylene and consequently does not cause ethylene dimerization. Figure 7 shows the deuterium modulation associated with Pd+ at site D. This modulation is somewhat deeper and corresponds to Pd+ interacting with two ethylene molecules at a later stage in the reaction mechanism. Furthermore, the two molecules seem to be at somewhat diﬀerent distances indicated by two sets of parameters, four deuteriums coordinated at 0.40 nm (one ethylene) and four more deuteriums interacting at 0.47 nm (second ethylene). This asymmetry may possibly facilitate the ﬁnal rearrangement of the two coordinated ethylenes to the ﬁnal butene product. After the reaction has proceeded until product butene is observed by gas chromatography in a ﬂow system, the PdCa-X sample is quenched to 77 K and ESR shows a new gO feature F in Fig. 8. The deuterium modulation is analyzed to show two deuteriums at 0.41 nm and six deuteriums at 0.45 nm, which is consistent with Pd+ coordinated with the butene product as shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9 summarizes the ethylene dimerization reaction mechanism showing the three intermediate species that have been detected by deuterium electron spinecho modulation. First, species C shows the initial interaction of one molecule of ethylene with Pd+. Then species D shows the interaction of a second ethylene coordinated directly with
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Fig. 10 Three-pulse ESEM spectrum with corresponding ESR spectrum of Rh0.5Ca-X (A) followed by C2D4 adsorption at 77 K and warming to 195 K for 2 min. The ESEM was measured at H = 3043 G with H = 0.30 As. The dashed trace is a calculated spectrum, and the corresponding best-ﬁt parameters are shown. (From Ref. 23.)



Pd+ with asymmetrical coordination relative to the ﬁrst coordinated ethylene. This structure D rules out the possibility that Pd+ distorts the electronic distribution of the ﬁrst coordinated ethylene so that a second ethylene coordinates to the ﬁrst ethylene. Then, a rearrangement of the two ethylenes occurs for which we do not see a separate isolated intermediate. Finally, the butene product forms which is seen as intermediate species F where the Pd+ is coordinated to a molecule of butene. The butene then desorbs and the catalytic reaction continues the cycle. Ethylene can also be dimerized by Rh2+ but the mechanism is quite diﬀerent (23). Figure 10 shows an ESR spectrum of Rh2+ and deuterium electron spin-echo modulation for RhCa-X zeolite with adsorbed ethylene. In this case, the ESEM spectrum of the intermediate gives much diﬀerent parameters for ethylene coordination, with only two deuteriums interacting at a very close distance of 0.28 nm. This indicates that the Rh2+ has not a k-bond interaction with the ethylene but a j-bond interaction with only one end of the ethylene, so that two ethylene deuteriums are closer to Rh2+ than the other two. Thus, the ethylene dimerization mechanism is quite diﬀerent for Rh2+ vs. Pd+. Furthermore, the coordination of ethylene to Rh3+ originally in RhCa-X seems to be reductive to produce Rh2+, which is paramagnetic and actually coordinates to one ethylene as observed. As shown in Fig. 11, it is possible that Rh+ is formed by reductive addition when a second ethylene coordinates to the Rh+–ethylene complex and that an Rh+ complex is the active valence state for the actual dimerization. Overall one can see that if one is fortunate enough to isolate one or more paramagnetic reaction intermediates, ESEM can determine the geometry of the stepwise intermediates in a
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Fig. 11



Rh2+-catalyzed ethylene dimerization mechanism on RhCa-X zeolite.



catalytic reaction to a degree that is seldom accomplished by other techniques. Of course, other spectroscopic and scattering techniques are also advantageously used to study such isolated reaction intermediates. E.



Cupric Ion Movement During Dehydration



This case study involves the use of electron spin-echo modulation to follow changes in the location of cupric ion during dehydration in microporous silicoaluminophosphate-18 (SAPO18) by analyses of 31P modulation (24). Figure 12 shows the framework structures of SAPO18 and a view of the largest pear-shaped cavity, which is located between eight hexagonal prisms. Figure 13 shows the three-pulse 31P modulation associated with cupric ion exchanged into SAPO-18 for completely hydrated and completely dehydrated Cu-SAPO-18. It can been seen that the modulation is deeper in dehydrated Cu-SAPO-18, indicating that Cu2+ has moved closer to the phosphorus nuclei during the dehydration process. The simulation parameters for the 31P modulation show that the Cu2+-P distance decreases from 0.44 nm in the hydrated material to 0.32 nm in the dehydrated material. When the dehydrated material is rehydrated the copper moves back close, but not quite to, its ‘‘original’’ position at 0.42 nm for the Cu2+-P distance.
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Fig. 12 SAPO-18 structure (AEI type): (a) hexagonal prisms surrounding the pear-shaped supercage, and (b) the pear-shaped supercage. (From Ref. 24.)



Based on Cu2+ locations in other SAPO-n materials, the most probable location for Cu2+ in SAPO-18 is on a line perpendicular to a hexagonal prism displaced into the large, pearshaped cavity. In that location Cu2+ can be fully hydrated by six water molecules, which is independently veriﬁed by analysis of deuterium modulation. Then, as dehydration proceeds one can envision that the cupric ion moves toward the 6-ring plane at the end of the pear-shaped cavity and interacts more strongly with the three phosphorus atoms of the 6-ring. Actually somewhat fewer than three phosphorus atoms interact because silicon substitutes for some phosphorus. Analyses show an average of 2.7 phosphorus atoms for a 6-ring plane interacting with the cupric ion. So from the known structure of SAPO-18, one can calculate the distance of cupric ion from the plane of the 6-ring window by the plot shown in Fig. 14. The 31P modulation parameters ﬁt a distance of 0.36 nm from the 6-ring for Cu2+ displaced into the pear-shaped cavity for hydrated Cu-SAPO-18. As dehydration occurs the cupric ion moves to site I, which is 0.17 nm displaced from the 6-ring into the pear-shaped cavity. So the cupric ion ˚ in the process of dehydration. Furthermore, when dehymoves a remarkable 0.19 nm or 1.9 A drated Cu-SAPO-18 is rehydrated, the cupric ion moves back further into the pear-shaped cavity, to 0.33 nm from the 6-ring which is almost, but not quite, back to its original position in initially hydrated Cu-SAPO-18. This is shown schematically in Fig. 15. By using deuterated water one can analyze the deuterium modulation to determine the hydration structure of the cupric ion in fully hydrated Cu-SAPO-18. Cu2+ is found to be coordinated to six water molecules in a distorted octahedral conﬁguration as expected. In the dehydrated state no interaction with deuterium from deuterated water is observed by deuterium modulation. This veriﬁes that the cupric ion has been completely dehydrated and is predominantly intereacting with three oxygens, which are puckered upward in a 6-ring at the end of the pear-shaped cavity in SAPO-18. This is an excellent example of how analyses of the appropriate
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Fig. 13 Three-pulse 31P ESEM at 5 K (solid line) and simulation (dashed line) for (a) fresh Cu-SAPO18 after ion exchange and (b) Cu-SAPO-18 dehydrated at 400jC overnight. (From Ref. 24.)



nuclear modulation cannot only locate a paramagnetic metal ion within a microporous oxide structure but can also show quantitatively where and how much it moves during a process of dehydration or of general desolvation. F.



Distinguishability of Two Metal Ion Sites



Another example of the use of 31P modulation to assign diﬀerent metal ion locations in SAPO materials is shown by the determination of two diﬀerent ion-exchange locations of Pd+ in SAPO-11 (25). Figure 16 shows the ESR spectra of Pd+ in SAPO-11 where paramagnetic Pd+ has been produced by thermal activation in which water reduces Pd2+ to Pd+. The two gO values
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Fig. 14 Displacement of Cu2+ ion from the plane of the hexagonal ring in the supercage of Cu-SAPO-18 from three pulse 31P ESEM simulations. The second shell curve (solid squares ) is an average of the curves for the distances to the bottom of the hexagonal prism (+) and the distances to T sites located on the wall of the cavity (x). (From Ref. 24.)



show that there are two diﬀerent Pd+ sites designated A and B. By treating these with oxygen, it is seen that the ESR intensity of Pd+ in site B decreases to a greater extent and hence site B is more accessible to a reactive adsorbate like oxygen than is Pd+ in site A. Figure 17 shows the experimental and simulated 31P modulation for Pd+ in SAPO-11 where the magnetic ﬁeld position has been selected for site A at gO = 2.9. The 31P modulation corresponds to ﬁve phosphorus nuclei interacting at 0.38 nm. The presence of ﬁve phosphorus nuclei suggests that this Pd(I) is located in a site where it interacts with two 6-rings (there are an average of about 2.5 phosphorus per 6-ring since some of the phosphorus is replaced by silicon in SAPO-11). This is consistent with site I in Fig. 18. In contrast, the lower section of Fig. 17 shows weaker phosphorus modulation for Pd+ at site B at gO = 2.6. The simulation parameters correspond to 2.5 31P
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Fig. 15 Schematic of ﬁrst (circles) and second (squares) shell T-site positions around Cu2+ in CuSAPO-18 from three-pulse 31P ESEM data and the Cu2+ positions in (I) Cu-SAPO-18 dehydrated at 400jC overnight, (II) Cu-SAPO-18 rehydrated at 100jC overnight, and (III) fresh Cu-SAPO-18 after ion exchange. (From Ref. 24.)



at a distance of 0.36 nm. Interaction with only 2.5 phosphorus nuclei indicates interaction of Pd+ species B with only one 6-ring, which is consistent with site II* projected into the large channel in Fig. 18. These two site assignments are also consistent with Pd+ species B being in a more exposed site as shown by the eﬀect of oxygen. As shown in Fig. 18, site SII* is much more exposed to an adsorbate like oxygen than is site I in a hexagonal prism. Thus, these analyses have been able to distinguish between two diﬀerent locations of paramagnetic Pd+ when produced in SAPO-11 microporous oxide. G.



Distinguishability of Metal Ions in Oxide Framework vs. Nonframework Sites



In comparison with the determination of paramagnetic ion locations in ion-exchange sites in microporous oxide materials, a contrasting example where a paramagnetic ion is located in a
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Fig. 16 ESR spectra at 77 K of (a) PdH-SAPO-11 activated at 600jC (b) after subsequent adsorption of 0.5 Torr of oxygen at room temperature for 5 min or (c) after further heating at 600jC for 5 h. (From Ref. 25.)
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Fig. 17 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra at 4 K of activated PdHSAPO-11 at the magnetic ﬁeld corresponding to (a) the gO value of Pd+ species A and (b) the gO value of Pd+ species B showing 31P modulation. (From Ref. 25.)
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Fig. 18 (a) View along the elliptical 10-ring channel axis of SAPO-11 where the dashed lines show the edges of six-ring windows that form the surfaces of a 10-ring channel. (b) A simpliﬁed structure of SAPO11 showing possible cation positions. (From Ref. 25.)



framework site is now shown (26). Clear-cut framework siting is diﬃcult to determine by physical techniques in general. But ESEM seems to play a role in locating whether a paramagnetic metal ion is in a framework site with tetrahedral coordination to oxygen like other tetrahedral (T) atoms in contrast to an ion-exchange site. A key comparison to make is to carry out experiments on synthesized material where the metal ion may be in a framework site and on ion-exchanged material where the metal ion is clearly not in a framework site. The example here involves Ni2+ in SAPO-5. SAPO-5 has a structure related to that of SAPO-11 shown in Fig. 19. SAPO-5 has a larger 12-ring channel compared with a 10-ring channel in SAPO-11. Since SAPO-5 has some ion-exchange capacity, Ni2+ can be introduced
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Fig. 19



SAPO-5 structure showing possible cation positions.



Fig. 20 Experimental (——) and simulated (----) three-pulse ESEM spectra showing 31P modulation for (a) NiH-SAPO-5 and (b) NiAPSO-5 after hydrogen reduction and subsequent 10-min evacuation at room temperature. Spectra recorded at 4 K with H = 0.27 As to suppress 27Al modulation. (From Ref. 26.)
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by ion exchange. Also it can be introduced by direct synthesis by including a nickel salt in the synthesis gel. At low concentration of nickel ion, it may be incorporated into a framework site substituted for an aluminum or phosphorus. Some Ni2+ is reduced to paramagnetic Ni+ by thermal or hydrogen reduction. Figure 20 shows the 31P modulation of paramagnetic Ni+ in ionexchanged NiH-SAPO-5 and in synthesized NiAPSO-5 where the hyphen after the metal ion symbol indicates ion-exchanged material. The simulation parameters are somewhat diﬀerent. The parameters for the ion-exchanged material NiH-SAPO-5, where the Ni+ is produced by reduction with gaseous hydrogen, are 5.2 phosphorus nuclei at 0.33 nm, which is consistent with ion exchange in site I as just discussed for the case of Pd+in SAPO-11. In contrast, the parameters for Ni+ in synthesized NiAPSO-5 correspond to 8.8 phosphorus nuclei at 0.51 nm, which is consistent with Ni+ in a framework site substituting for phosphorus. If Ni+ substituted for a framework aluminum site, the 31P modulation would be much deeper corresponding to a Pd+ to 31P distance of about 0.31 nm. To conﬁrm this diﬀerence between framework and ion-exchange sites, adsorbate geometry has been determined for both ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5 and synthesized NiAPSO-5 with both methanol and ethylene. Figure 21 a and b shows the absorbate geometries deduced by deuterium modulation from speciﬁcally deuterated methanol, namely, separately deuterated in the methyl group and at the hydroxyl proton position. Analyses of ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5 give rise to two directly coordinated methanols with distances from Ni+ to the average deuterium positions in the methyl group of 0.34 nm and 0.29 nm to the deuterium in



Fig. 21 Schematic diagram of Ni+coordinated to methanol in (a) NiH-SAPO-5 and (b) NiAPSO-5 and to ethylene in (c) NiH-SAPO-5 and (d) NiAPSO-5. (From Ref. 26.)
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Fig. 22 ESR spectra at 77 K of (a) TS-1, (b) TiMCM-41, (c) ETS-10, and (d) ETS-4 after g irradiation at 77 K of activated samples. (From Ref. 28.)



the hydroxyl group. Together with the known geometry of methanol, the adsorbate geometry for NiH-SAPO-5 is as shown in Fig. 21a, with the dipole of the methanol molecule oriented toward the cationic Ni+ species. This geometry has been typically found for solvation of metal ions by methanol in a variety of microporous materials. In contrast, the geometry of adsorbate methanol molecules around the Ni+ in synthesized NiAPSO-5 material is quite diﬀerent since there is a short Ni+-D distance of 0.25 nm to the hydroxyl deuterium indicating that the OH or OD bond of the methanol is oriented toward the Ni+. This bond orientation is what one expects from a locally negative site. This is the way that methanol solvates a localized electron in glassy methanol (27). This orientation seems rational if the Ni2+ that is converted to Ni+ has in fact substituted for a P5+ species in the framework since this site will be locally negative and this local charge will control the geometry of the methanol orientation around Ni+ in a framework site. So the diﬀerence in methanol adsorbate geometry between ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5 and synthesized NiAPSO-5 is consistent with diﬀerent Ni+ sites. The detailed analyses of the geometry determined by the deuterium modulation of
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adsorbate methanol is totally consistent with the Ni+ in NiAPSO-5 being in a framework phosphorus site and with Ni+ in NiH-SAPO-5 being in an exposed ion-exchange site. Finally, Fig. 21c and d shows the geometry determined for ethylene adsorbate interacting with Ni+ in ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5 and in synthesized NiAPSO-5. In the ionexchanged NiH-SAPO-5 material one molecule of ethylene interacts with the Ni+ with four equivalent deuteriums from one molecule of ethylene at an Ni+ to D distance of 0.35 nm. This is a typical distance found for k-bonded ethylene interaction with ion-exchanged ﬁrst-row transition metal ions in microporous materials. In contrast, the Ni+ in synthesized NiAPSO-5 shows a quite diﬀerent geometry. It shows that the Ni+ interacts with deuteriums at two diﬀerent distances. One is 0.31 nm and the other is 0.55 nm. This can only be rationalized in terms of non-k-bonded interaction of the ethylene as shown in Fig. 21d, with Ni+ in a framework site. Ni+ in a framework site in NiAPSO-5 is suﬃciently crowded by its environment so that a k-bonded interaction with ethylene is energetically unfavorable. Instead, the Ni+ interacts with a j-type bonding interaction to give the geometry shown in Fig. 21d. This kind of geometry has been found before for Rh2+ in X zeolite interacting with ethylene. So this geometry is not unprecedented. The diﬀerences in the ESR spectra are very small for Ni+ complexes with adsorbates between synthesized NiAPSO-5 vs. ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5. So one cannot say from the ESR spectrum alone that these diﬀerent materials correspond to Ni+ at diﬀerent sites. But 31P ESEM modulation clearly shows that there are diﬀerent site positions for Ni+ in synthesized NiAPSO-5 vs. ion-exchanged NiH-SAPO-5. Furthermore, the 31P simulation parameters support framework substitution of Ni+ for phosphorus in NiAPSO-5. Finally, analyses of deuterium modulation for the methanol and ethylene adsorbates conﬁrm diﬀerent adsorbate geometries for Ni+ in NiAPSO-5 vs. NiH-SAPO-5. These diﬀerent geometries are consistent with Ni+framework substitution in NiAPSO-5. H.



Application of g Anisotropy to Determine Coordination Geometry



The anisotropy of g values of a paramagnetic metal ion is related to the symmetry of the electrostatic ﬁeld surrounding the metal ion, which reﬂects its local coordination to adjacent atoms. For idealized coordination geometries the g anisotropy can distinguish and identify the coordination geometry. However, when distortion of the idealized geometry occurs, as is common in oxide materials, the interpretation of the g anisotropy may be ambiguous. However, for Ti(III) in microporous and mesoporous oxide materials the g anisotropy has been successfully analyzed to distinguish between tetrahedral and octahedral coordination. This has been made possible by the existence of well-characterized titanosilicates with both tetrahedral (TS-1) and octahedral (ETS-10 and ETS-4) oxide coordinations (28). Both hydrated and activated samples of various titanosilicates do not show any ESR signal for Ti(III) ions so the titanium exists as Ti(IV). Isolated Ti(III) ions, however, can be generated in all titanosilicates by g-ray irradiation at 77 K of activated samples. Figure 22 shows ESR spectra at 77 K after g-ray irradiation of several activated titanosilicate samples. The observed spectra are characterized by signals from radiation-induced hole centers known as V centers and from Ti(III) centers. The ESR spectra of TS-1 and TiMCM-41, a mesoporous silica, show a strong orthorhombic signal at g = 2 from V centers and an axial signal with gO = 1.970 and g? = 1.919 from Ti(III) ions. The Ti(III) ions observed in ETS-10 and ETS-4 are diﬀerent from those of TS-1 or TiMCM-41. A rhombic signal with g1 = 1.944, g2 = 1.916, and g3 = 1.891 in ETS-10 and an axial signal with g? = 1.923 and gO = 1.862 in ETS-4 are observed for the Ti(III) ions. The assignment of Ti(III) in various titanosilicates is based on two observations. Ti(III) centers in several titanium-containing compounds are reported to have
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ESR in the same region. For example, in alkali titanates, more than one Ti(III) center is observed after g irradiation. A broad signal with g? = 1.975 and gO = 1.890 and a sharp signal with g? = 1.990 and gO = 1.981 occur. They are identiﬁed as Ti(III) centers formed in TiO6 units having one and two nonbridging oxygens, respectively (29). Also, when silicalite-1 or SiMCM-41 without Ti(IV) is g-irradiated under the same conditions, only a signal due to V centers as in TS-1 or TiMCM-41 is observed. The observed g components of the Ti(III) ion in various titanosilicates can be correlated to the speciﬁc crystalline ﬁeld experienced by this ion. If titanium in TS-1 and TiMCM-41 occupies a framework site, tetrahedral site symmetry is expected for Ti(III) in dehydrated samples. On the other hand, in ETS-4 and ETS-10, the framework titanium is in octahedral coordination. The ground state of Ti(III) with a 3d1 conﬁguration is 2D. When this ion is subjected to a perfect cubic crystalline ﬁeld from tetrahedral or octahedral coordination, its ﬁvefold degeneracy is lifted into a doublet and a triplet. In a tetrahedral ﬁeld, the doublet lies lower in energy, while in octahedral coordination the triplet has the lower energy as shown in Fig. 23. An additional trigonal or tetragonal distortion is necessary to lift the degeneracy of the low-lying doublet (tetrahedral) or triplet (octahedral) and is responsible for the g anisotropy and the deviation of gav from the free electron value ge = 2.0023. In a tetragonally distorted tetrahedral ﬁeld, the g values calculated to ﬁrst order are as follows (30): g ¼ ge and g? ¼ ge  6E=D ðtetragonal compressionÞ gcge  8E=D and ge  2E=Dðtetragonal elongationÞ Here g is the spin orbit coupling constant and D is the energy splitting between the degenerate triplet and doublet levels in a cubic tetrahedral ﬁeld (Fig. 23b). From the ordering of the g values observed for Ti(III) in TS-1 and TiMCM-41 after g irradiation, the most likely situation is one of tetragonal compression. However, there are wide variations in the values reported for the ESR parameters of Ti(III) centers in various compounds. It has been observed that in a trigonal ﬁeld, Ti(III) in octahedral coordination generally yields a spectrum for which the value of gO is larger than g? (31). But this is not the case observed in both ETS-4 and ETS-10. The observed ESR signals of Ti(III) in ETS-4 and ETS-10 can be explained on the basis of tetragonal or rhombic distortions to the octahedral crystal ﬁeld of Ti(III) similar to that observed for several 3d1 ions in a rutile structure (32). The anisotropy of the ESR signal of Ti(III) arises by distortion of the cubic ﬁeld due to displacement of one or both of the axial oxygens or displacement of one or more of the four planar oxygens. The ﬁrst possibility gives the required tetragonal ﬁeld. The second possibility produces a crystal ﬁeld of symmetry lower than tetragonal. The anisotropy can also arise due to distortion caused by strong interaction from nearby cations such as Na+ or K+. Thus, upon assuming tetragonally distorted octahedral symmetry for Ti(III) ion in ETS-4, the g values calculated to the ﬁrst order are g? c ge - 8E/D and gO c ge - 2E/y. Using the values for E = 154 cm1, and the observed g values, the calculated values of energy splitting are D = 15,700 cm1 and y = 2700 cm1. The fact that Ti(III) in ETS-10 has a rhombic ESR signal with three g components indicates that the crystal symmetry is lower than tetragonal. Thus, the second possibility of distortions caused by displacement of planar oxygens or by interactions from nearby ions seems to be more likely in this case. As a result of this distortion, the degeneracy of the ground-state triplet level is lifted. Assuming a D2h site symmetry for Ti(III) ion in ETS-10, provided the spin orbit interaction is not too high, the g values calculated to the ﬁrst order are g1 = ge 8E/D; g2 = ge2E/y+; g3 = ge2E/y. Here, D, y+, and y- are, respectively, the energy separations of the upper doublet eg (dz, dxy), and the middle lying dxz and dyz states from the ground-state dx-y (Fig. 23a). Substituting the experimentally observed g values into the above expressions, one obtains
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Fig. 23



Energy levels of a 3d1 ion in (a) octahedral and (b) tetrahedral cubic ﬁelds. (From Ref. 28.)



D = 23,000 cm1, y+ = 3800 cm1, and y- = 2700 cm1. The octahedral ﬁeld splitting D is still predominant, and additional separations of about 1000 wavenumbers among the lower triplet component are enough to explain the observed g tensor. The diﬀerence in coordination of titanium in TS-1 and TiMCM-41 compared with ETS-4 and ETS-10 is further reﬂected by their behaviors toward adsorption of various adsorbates. Upon adsorption of molecules such as D2O, CH3OD, and C2D4 on TS-1 and TiMCM-41, new ESR signals are observed for Ti(III) suggesting signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the crystal ﬁeld around this ion by interaction from these molecules. Deuterium electron spin-echo modulation shows that these adsorbates can directly coordinate to Ti(III) in these tetrahedrally coordinated systems. On the other hand, no signiﬁcant change in the ESR signal for Ti(III) is observed in ETS-10 after adsorption of these molecules. This suggests that there is no direct coordination or strong interaction between Ti(III) and these molecules in ETS-10 where the Ti(III) is octahedrally coordinated. This conclusion is veriﬁed by the ESEM measurements on these samples with deuterated adsorbates showing little deuterium modulation. IV.



APPLICATIONS TO PARAMAGNETIC ORGANIC SPECIES



A.



Organic Radical Structure



Radicals and radical ions can often be stabilized in the spatially constrained environments of microporous materials. Often a single radical species can be nearly exclusively formed in such environments by photoirradiation or by ionizing radiation (X rays, g rays, etc.). This allows
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determination of the radical structure to a great degree of detail by determination of hyperﬁne and g anisotropies. It is also of interest to determine whether a radical on an oxide surface or in an oxide cage has a slightly diﬀerent structure and hence diﬀerent magnetic anisotropy than that in a bulk crystal or frozen solution. One example is the naphthalene radical cation produced by X irradiation in H-ZSM-5 zeolite with the ESR spectrum shown in Fig. 24. It been studied in detail by ESR, ENDOR, and ESEM (33), and the g tensor and ring proton hyperﬁne tensors were determined. In addition, by using naphthalene-d8 in H-ZSM-5 the deuterium nuclear quadrupole tensors were determined by ESEM. This determination of the magnetic radical structure facilitated the excellent ESR simulation in Fig. 24. In this case it was found that the radical structure was identical to that in frozen solution. Related CW ESR studies have focused on the reactions of radiation-produced radical ions in ZSM-5 zeolites. Acetylene radical anion is stabilized in H-ZSM-5 but not in Na-ZSM-5 (34). This is shown by the diﬀerent spectra in Figs. 25 and 26. Thus, the strength of the electrostatic ﬁeld within the zeolite can control the reaction pathway. Formation of the hydrocarbon radical anion in zeolite radiolysis is a rare ﬁnding and contrasts with results for other unsaturated hydrocarbons adsorbed on H-ZSM-5, for which radical cations only are formed. The ESR spectrum of HCCH- with an isotropic hyperﬁne coupling of 65 G in H-ZSM-5 shows the radical anion to be in the cis-bent form.



Fig. 24 Comparison of experimental (upper) and simulated (lower) powder ESR spectra of the naphthalene-h8 radical cation at 77 K in H-ZSM-5 zeolite. (From Ref. 33.)
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Fig. 25 ESR spectra obtained at 70 K after 77 K g irradiation of (a) H-ZSM-5(Si/Al = 400), (b) H-ZSM5(Si/Al = 240), and (c) H-ZSM-5(Si/Al = 50) containing 0.1% acetylene. (From Ref. 34.)



The benzene radical cation was observed in both acetylene-loaded H-ZSM-5 and Na-ZSM5 zeolites. This radical cation can be formed via two mechanisms. In Na-ZSM-5 it can be formed by ionization of acetylene and subsequent ion–molecule reactions with neutral acetylene molecules. In H-ZSM-5 Brønsted acid sites can convert acetylene to trimers (benzene), which are ionized upon radiolysis. B.



Organic Radical Reorientation



Molecular reorientation of organic radicals in zeolites can also be studied not only by ESR lineshape analysis vs. temperature but also by the temperature dependence of the electron phase memory time measured by electron spin-echo decay. This has been applied to the phenalenyl radical in X and Y zeolites with various alkali metal ions (35). There is a good correspondence between the temperature dependencies of the electron spin phase memory time and the CW ESR spectra. Both display evidence of a thermal activation from a stationary, nonrotating molecular state to a low-temperature state of in-plane rotation. The rate of in-plane rotation is an activated
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Fig. 26 ESR spectra obtained at 70 K after 77 K g irradiation of (a) Na-ZSM-5(Si/Al = 1000), (b) NaZSM-5(Si/Al = 170), and (c) Na-ZSM-5(Si/Al = 40) containing 0.1% acetylene. Part (d) shows the ESR spectrum obtained at 130 K after 77 K g irradiation of Na-ZSM-5(Si/Al = 40) containing 0.1% acetylene. (From Ref. 34.)



process with a larger activation energy for K-X vs. Na-X, which correlates with cation size. The rotation appears to be about an axis along which the half-ﬁlled, nonbonding k orbital interacts with the exchanged cation in the alpha cage. Both CW and pulsed ESR also show a higher temperature activation from the in-plane rotating state to an eﬀectively isotropic state of rotation in which the phenalenyl-cation bond is thought to be broken. The strength of the phenalenylcation bonding decreases with increasing cation size, and the peripheral repulsion or crowding of phenalenyl also increases with cation size.
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Related studies using only ESR lineshape analysis have dealt with NO2 rotation in X and Y zeolites which diﬀer in the Si/Al ratio and consequently the internal electrostatic ﬁeld (36). ESR spectra of NO2 adsorbed on X and Y zeolites were observed in the temperature range 77– 346 K. Based on ESR spectral simulation using a Brownian diﬀusion model, the motional dynamics of NO2 adsorbed on zeolites was analyzed quantitatively. For X zeolite, it was found that the ESR spectra for adsorbed NO2 below 100 K are near the rigid motional limit. At higher temperature, the average rotational correlation time decreased from 1.7  109 s at 230 K to 7.5  1010 s at 325 K. For Y zeolite, the temperature-dependent ESR spectra for adsorbed NO2 show more axially symmetrical motion about the axis through the center of mass and parallel to the two oxygens in comparison with X zeolite. Also, the activation energy for rotational diﬀusion is much smaller in Y zeolite than in X zeolite. The motional dynamics of NO2 adsorbed on Na-ZSM-5 with diﬀerent Si/Al ratios to change the internal electrostatic ﬁeld was also studied by the temperature dependence (3 - 160 K) of the ESR spectral lineshape (37). The lineshape changes were quantitatively analyzed with slow-motion ESR theory. Computer analysis with Heisenberg spin exchange reveals that the spin exchange rate of NO2 below 160 K increases as the Si/Al ratio is increased. It was concluded that the diﬀerence in the amount of Na+, which depends on the Si/Al ratio, is the main reason for the variation in spin exchange rates. This is the same trend found in X vs. Y zeolite in which the motional activation energy decreases with increasing Si/Al ratio. REFERENCES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25.
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8 Structural Study of Microporous and Mesoporous Materials by Transmission Electron Microscopy Osamu Terasaki* and Tetsu Ohsuna Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan



I.



INTRODUCTION



Porous materials are classiﬁed in three diﬀerent categories based on the size of pores rpore, i.e., ˚ , mesoporous for 20 A ˚ < rpore < 500 A ˚ , and macroporous for rpore > microporous for rpore < 20 A ˚ 500 A. Here we conﬁne ourselves in micro-and mesoporous materials. Microporous crystals (hereafter called zeolites) with more than 130 diﬀerent framework-type structures have been reported. Recently, new ordered mesoporous silicas have also been synthesized in acidic or basic condition by using self-organization of amphiphilic molecules, surfactants, and polymers, and macroporous materials have been synthesized by using a diﬀerent type of bead as a mold. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can provide detailed structure of zeolites. In this chapter, we use the word ‘‘characterize’’ or ‘‘characterization’’ for structural study on a unit cell scale, such as various kinds of structural defects and basic structural units, and ‘‘determine’’ or ‘‘determination’’ for obtaining atomic coordinates within the unit cell for all atoms of a crystal. A simple text or reviews for structural characterization of porous materials can be found in a book or review articles (1–5). Now we are in a new era, i.e., we can determine new structures of micro-and mesoporous materials only by electron microscopy (EM), an area called electron crystallography (EC) (6–9). In this chapter, we cover the basic principles of TEM, discuss a few examples of structural characterization by the traditional approach, and then document the latest progress in EC for structure determination of micro- and mesoporous materials. TEM has several advantages for structural studies of porous materials over X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and can overcome the following problems: 1. Most porous materials synthesized are microcrystalline with particle dimensions of 1 Am or less, and are too small for structural determination by single-crystal XRD experiment. 2. Microporous and mesoporous crystals may often contain diﬀerent kind of faults and tend to form intergrowths. Therefore, the ﬁrst task is to characterize structural units followed by analysis of the defects or intergrowths and then to derive/speculate ideal structure(s) from the observations.



* Current aﬃliation: Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
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3.



In the case of microporous crystals, the diﬃculties in solving crystal structures from powder XRD are that the three-dimensional structural information is projected to one dimension (d spacing). Without having a reasonable initial structure model, it is hard to decompose the heavily overlapped powder XRD proﬁle into individual reﬂections and to reﬁne atomic coordinates. 4. In case of mesoporous materials, it is hard to synthesize a single phase. This is because mesoporous materials show local structural variations caused by local ﬂuctuations in synthesis conditions. Even for a single-phase material it is diﬃcult to determine the crystal class, let alone determine the structure by powder XRD experiment, because only a few reﬂections with large broadening are observed at the small scattering angles in powder XRD pattern. Bearing these problems in mind, we discuss below the fundamental issues of TEM. Readers seeking additional information should consult one of general textbooks of TEM (10). II.



TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY



As far as we are concerned, (TEM) is a method to obtain information of electrostatic potential distribution within a specimen by scattering of incident electrons through the electron distribution at the exit surface of the specimen. The distribution is formed by transmitted and scattered electrons in a specimen from an incident plane wave, and a simpliﬁed illustration is shown in Fig. 1. The major advantage of TEM is that structural study can be done from very small regions of the specimen. That is, one can obtain structural information with high S/N ratio even from an area as small as a few tens of square nanometers. This is because interaction between electron and matter is strong, and a highly-coherent and bright electron gun can be used to obtain TEM images and electron diﬀraction (ED) patterns. Modern TEM has many



Fig. 1 Simpliﬁed schematic electron beam diagram inside and outside of the material and a schematic drawing of electron distribution at the exit surface.
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electromagnetic lenses under the specimen position and focal distances of the lenses are variable by adjusting lens current. Therefore, from the same area one can obtain both TEM images with a magniﬁcation from 1000  to 2  106  and electron diﬀraction (ED) patterns with diﬀerent camera lengths just by changing lens current. Incident electrons pass through the specimen by elastic or inelastic scattering process, and structural information can be obtained from the elastically scattered electrons. For the elastic scattering process within the specimen, we assign the term kinematical if the scattering crosssection for electrons by the specimen is so small or specimen thickness is so thin that the electrons are scattered once in the specimen. In this case, the eﬀect of multiple scattering is negligible comparable to ordinary X-ray scattering. We assign the term dynamical when the multiple scattering process cannot be neglected. When kinematical scattering is appropriate, the electron distribution at the exit surface is proportional to the projected crystal potential. In general, however, the scattering power of electron is so strong that the electron density distribution is modulated from that of the projected potential by dynamical scattering eﬀect, which we know in detail and can estimate well. The dynamical scattering eﬀect increases with crystal thickness, density of the crystal, atomic number of the element in the specimen, and wavelength of the incident electrons. The wavelength of electrons E (in angstroms) is given by de Broglie at an accelerating voltage E, which is measured in volts; ˚ ¼ ðh =2meÞ1=2 ½1=Eð1 þ eE=2mc2 Þ1=2 EðAÞ ¼ 12:26=½E 1=2 ð1 þ 0:9778  106 EÞ1=2 



ð1Þ



The role of the objective lens is to bring the Fourier transformation of the electron density distribution at exit surface from inﬁnity to the back focal plane of the lens (as an ED pattern) and to make Fourier inverse transformation at the image plane as shown in Fig. 2. The image at the plane is enlarged by the successive intermediate and projection lenses onto the image screen. The high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) image, which shows the electron density distribution at the exit surface and corresponds to the ﬁne structure of the specimen in



Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of electron optics to show the relation among the exit wave, ED pattern, and image.
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atomic scale, can be obtained by interference between the direct beam and diﬀracted beams under an observation condition. Therefore, in order to take a HREM image, the following factors should be adjusted: 1. EM is electron optically aligned. 2. Specimen must be tilted to the right orientation. 3. Objective lens (OL) condition, defocus value, and OL aperture size must be properly chosen. The HREM image shows ﬁne structure corresponding to a projection of the crystal potential. However, the image might be modiﬁed by dynamical scattering eﬀects within the crystal and aberration of OL. Once the crystal structure is derived from the HREM image, it is important to compare the HREM image and the simulated one. There are some general simulation methods, including the eﬀect from dynamical scattering, i.e., eigenvalue method or multislice method, and some software packages are available. Because of the advantages of the smaller memory size and shorter calculation times, the multislice method is more popular and is demonstrated below for characterization. By changing the mode of imaging lenses, the ED pattern is easily obtained from the same area by using selected area aperture. Generally, the ED pattern does not equate with a Fourier transform of the projected crystal potential when dynamical scattering eﬀects are not negligible. A.



Overview of TEM Applications for Zeolite and Mesoporous Materials



The problems to be studied by TEM are shown schematically in Fig. 3. 1. Three-dimensional structures of porous materials, i.e., framework structures for zeolites, and pore sizes and pore arrangements for mesoporous 2. Surface structures 3. Fine structures of various defects, including intergrowths B.



Experimental Remarks Especially for Zeolite and Mesoporous Materials



Sample preparation for TEM observation is usually not diﬃcult for powder materials with enough hardness. That is, specimen is crushed by an agate mortar and dispersed in solvent, then dropped



Fig. 3



Schematic drawing to show the problems to be studied by TEM.
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on a microgrid (holey carbon ﬁlm). We can prepare TEM samples easily in this way for zeolites or silica-based mesoporous materials. Ionization, knock-on, and phonon excitation processes of electrons in the specimen cause irradiation damage. Sometimes crystalline specimen converts to an amorphous state by the irradiation damage. In particular, zeolites are very electron beam sensitive, with the transformation from crystalline to amorphous occurring so easily that it is not easy to obtain an HREM image of zeolites. In order to obtain an HREM image of zeolite, it is better to use (a) an acceleration voltage higher than 200 kV to reduce the damage and (b) highly sensitive electron micrograph ﬁlm to reduce the necessary number of electrons (or density) for recording. For all observations in this chapter, we used high-voltage TEMs (300, 400, and 1250 kV), highlysensitive ﬁlm (MEM, Mitsubishi Paper Mills Ltd.), and a slow-scan CCD camera (for quantitative analysis). III.



STRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION



A.



Sharp Spots and Diffuse Streaks



When the crystal is perfect and a selected area aperture for ED pattern does not include specimen edge, all diﬀraction spots have sharp proﬁles at reciprocal lattice points and no extra intensity is observed in the ED pattern. Sometimes the ED pattern includes diﬀuse intensity distribution that is produced either by crystallite shape or crystal defects. If linear defects exist in the area, planar diﬀuse scattering is produced, and planar defect makes linear diﬀuse scattering (Fig. 4). Since the diﬀuse streak is easily discernible and the direction of the streak is normal to the plane of defect, the streak observation gives useful information for characterization of crystal defects. However, it is hard to observe it when the defect density is low. Taken as an example, ETS-10 is a titanosilicate crystal and has three-dimensional channel system in the framework structure (11–13). A SEM image suggests that the crystal has a pseudofourfold axis (along the z axis), and this was also conﬁrmed by an HREM image taken with the z axis and corresponding ED pattern. If there are defects in the stacking sequence in a crystallite, streaks appear in the ED pattern perpendicular to the stacking plane. Strong streaks, observed in an ED pattern shown in Fig. 5 in the vertical direction exist across hkl reﬂections with h = even. HREM image taken in the x direction is shown in Fig. 6a and the same image as Fig. 6a was taken along the y axis. The schematic drawing of the image is shown in Fig. 6b. The rod structure was obtained from analysis of the image together with the observed ratio of



Fig. 4 Schematic drawing to show the relation between two typical defects in a crystal and ED patterns at back focal plane.
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Fig. 5



An ED pattern of ETS-10. Strong diﬀuse streaks are observed vertically at every two rows.



Si/Ti = 5 from chemical analysis as shown in Fig. 7a. The framework consists of a stacking sheet that is constructed from a rod unit as shown in Fig. 7b. The feature of streaks corresponds to the manner of sheet stacking with a shift of 1/4 period to the right or left side as observed in Fig. 6a. Many polytypes are observed in the images, and two structures with ABCD stacking and ABAB stacking can be derived as end members of polytypes (Fig. 8a and b). B.



HREM Image, Fourier Diffractogram, and ‘‘Mask Filtering’’



In this section, processes of obtaining a Fourier diﬀractogram from HREM image and of enhancing information of certain objects by ‘‘mask ﬁlering’’ are shown. Fourier diﬀractogram is deﬁned by a two-dimensional map of magnitudes of Fourier transform of HREM image as a function of wave vectors, i.e., in reciprocal space. In an HREM image, contrast of crystal defects can be enhanced by a technique of mask ﬁltering. This is inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier diﬀractogram that is masked except for characteristic reﬂections of the crystal defects. Both MFI [space group (SG): Pnma] and MEL (SG: I 4 m2) framework structures contain the same structural units, i.e., pentasil chain and pentasil sheet. The pentasil sheet is constructed with two pentasil chains (L & R) connected each other by mirror symmetry (Fig. 9a and b) (14– 16). Both MFI and MEL can be produced by the stacking of the pentasil sheet in the [100] direction. MFI consists of pentasil sheet stacking with inversion symmetry, and MEL with mirror symmetry as shown in Fig. 9c and d, where the symmetry elements are marked. B-MEL (boron-containing MEL) has a planar fault in the framework structure perpendicular to {100}; therefore, weak streaks parallel to the directions are observed in ED patterns taken with incident beam parallel to the [100] and [001] directions as shown in Fig. 10a and b (12). To enhance the visibility of planer fault in the HREM image (Fig. 11a), the mask
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Fig. 6



(a) An HREM image taken along x or y axis and (b) schematic drawing of the image.



ﬁltering method was applied. That is, inverse Fourier transform was performed after all reﬂections in a Fourier diﬀractogram, except equivalent reﬂections of 110 and 000, are masked in Fig. 11b. Figure 11c shows some planar defects parallel to the {001} plane, and also the defect planes are regarded as antiphase boundary. According to this observation, we can conclude that the structure of B-MEL is built up as shown in Fig. 12, and this suggests that the crystal growth unit of the pentasil chain (rod) and that way of producing MFI nuclei in MEL as defects. C.



Surface Structure



When crystallite has sharp facets with well-deﬁned surface with Miller index hkl, one can observe the projected surface termination structure of the crystallite by taking HREM images with incident beam parallel to the facet plane, i.e., edge-on view. Because the image contrast
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Fig. 7 (a) Schematic drawing of an essential structural unit of ETS-10. Rod structure and (b) stacking of sheet formed by the rods.



near the specimen edge is sensitive to defocusing of OL as well as crystal thickness, in order to determine the surface termination structure of the framework of zeolite, the observed HREM images must be compared with the simulated ones based on diﬀerent surface-terminated framework structures. In some cases, the possibility of a mixed surface, involving mixtures of diﬀerent termination types along the beam, must be considered. Studies on two surface structures of FAU and LTL are shown here. 1. Surfaces of FAU and EMT The ideal framework-type structure of FAU has a space group of Fd 3m. The structure is described by sodalite cages linked via D6R to four other sodalite cages in such a way that all the sodalite cages are related by inversion at the centers of D6R. According to the point group symmetry, the crystallite’s shape for FAU structure is frequently of octahedral morphology surrounded by {111} surface (Fig. 13a). If one of four connectivities of sodalite cages of FAU along the direction is changed to mirror, then a framework-type structure of EMT, which is hexagonal, is obtained (Fig. 13c d). Therefore structures of both FAU and EMT can be described by a common structure unit, the so-called faujasite sheet, and the {111} surface of FAU and the (001) of EMT are the same in the framework structures. EMT is regarded as a polytype of FAU (17–19). Crystallite’s shape of EMT is a hexagonal prism with facets of (001) and



Fig. 8



Schematic drawings of two end members of polytypes (a and b).
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Fig. 9 Schematic drawings of (a) pentasil chains of L and R, (b) pentasil sheet formed by L and R rods and framework type structures of (c) MFI and (d) MEL.



{100} surfaces (Fig. 13b). Figure 13e and f shows schematic drawings of the projected framework along to the [110] direction of FAU and the [100] direction of EMT. HREM images are taken with incident beam parallel to the [110] and the [100] direction of FAU (Fig. 14a b) and EMT (Fig. 14c), respectively. Arrows in Fig. 14a–c indicate the step positions. Three types of framework termination model of the faujasite sheet were supposed (Fig. 15), and multislice simulation images were calculated by using the models. From comparison between observed images and simulated ones, the surface termination of FAU is identiﬁed as type 1 or type 3 and that of EMT is type 3 (18,19). These results suggest that D6R plays an important role in crystal growth process.
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Fig. 10 ED patterns taken with incidence (a) and [001] incidence. Diﬀuse streaks are observed along [010] in (a) and along [100] and [010] in (b).



2. Surface Structure of LTL High-quality synthesized LTL crystal has clean surface and cylindrical shape consisting of (001) surface on the top and the bottom plane and (100) and (110) on the sidewall. Figure 16 shows HREM images taken with incident beam parallel to the [001], [100], and [110] direction. Three diﬀerent models (I, II, and III) for termination of (001) and two (IV and V) for termination of sidewall were considered (Fig. 17). Model I shows that the framework is terminated with D6R on the (001) surface, and models II and III have the cancrinite (CAN) cages and without the D6R (same as incomplete CAN cage), respectively. On the sidewall, models IV and V correspond to the termination structures with the CAN cages and with only four-membered rings, respectively. Best-ﬁtted framework models and simulated images are inserted in the images. These results indicate that the surface termination on the (001) plane has D6R and that on the sidewall has CAN cage as shown in Fig. 18 (20,21). D.



Mesoporous Materials



Silica mesoporous materials have the following characteristic features: 1. Disorder on the atomic scale (short range). This can be seen as diﬀuse intensity at medium range of scattering angles. 2. Distinct order on the mesoscopic scale (long range). In other words, mesoporous materials consist of periodically arranged cages/channels separated by amorphous silica walls. The local structural variations in mesoporous materials that are commonly observed produce a small number of reﬂections and large peak widths in powder XRD patterns. This situation can be shown by an example for powder XRD of MCM-41 in Fig. 19a. From the powder XRD pattern, it is hard to determine the crystal structure or even the crystal system. However, from the TEM image, it is straightforward to show one-dimensional character channels and their twodimensional hexagonal arrangement (p6mm) and to measure channel shape and wall thickness (22,23). Kresge and coworkers were thoughtful to combine EM observations in order to solve the
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Fig. 11 (a) An HREM image taken with [001], (b) its Fourier diﬀractogram, and (c) ‘‘mask-ﬁltered’’ image, which is Fourier inverse transformed from the encircled beams.



structures with powder XRD experiments; however, many papers have been published since then, unfortunately mixing up speculative structural models and structure solutions. Figure 19b shows a TEM image of MCM-41 taken with the incident beam parallel to the channel direction. Independently from MCM series, Kuroda et al. and Inagaki et al. reported mesoporous materials with two-dimensional channel systems, KSW-1 and FSM-16, respectively (24,25). Figure 19c shows another example of one-dimensional channels in two-dimensional rectagular of KSW-2, and from the powder XRD pattern it is rather diﬃcult to characterize this deviation from p6mm (26). The most diﬃcult aspect of the structural studies of silica mesoporous materials is that it is hard to obtain single-structure type or large domains of one type with high regularity. It is easy from the TEM image to judge whether a silica mesoporous material is single structure or not—an issue of considerable importance for characterization of the mesoporous materials. The TEM image shown in Fig. 20 indicates that the material is the result of intergrowth of two diﬀerent structures in ﬁne scale. In general, we can determine the structure of any three-dimensional-object by thousands of projected images from diﬀerent directions obtained by Fourier analysis, so-called tomography, which is widely used for medical imaging. However, if the material is crystalline, we can apply crystallography instead of tomography; then we can reduce number of images required dramatically and also enhance the S/N ratio by collecting information only at reciprocal points.
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Fig. 12 Schematic drawing of structure of MEL showing how MFI is formed as defects by using essential structural unit of pentasil chains of L and R.



In order to determine the three-dimensional-structure of silica mesoporous materials at ˚ resolution, electron crystallography (described below) may be the only method about 10 A available. IV.



STRUCTURE DETERMINATION (ELECTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY)



A crystal is a three-dimensional periodic array of unit cells, each of which contains the same arrangement of atoms. Even in a case of periodic mesoporous materials, there will be no basic change except continuous object rather than discrete atoms as long as we are concerned with mesoscale structure. To determine the distribution of scattering density, V(r), in a unit cell is a central problem for structure analysis. V(r) can be obtained from analysis of crystal structure factor (CSF), F(h), for h reﬂection, which is a Fourier coeﬃcient of V(r) as FðhÞ ¼ mV ðrÞexp 2ki h r dr ¼ jFðhÞjexpfiuðhgg ð2Þ where u(h) is phase of CSF and h is a reciprocal vector. h is given by a set of (h,k,l) and reciprocal lattice vectors, a*, b*, c*, h ¼ h a* þ k b* þ lc*: ð3Þ CSF is complex in general. Once the three-dimensional dataset of F(h) is obtained, then structure V(r) can be determined by an inverse Fourier transform straightforwardly as V ðrÞ ¼ mFðhÞexpð2pi r hÞdh ð4Þ Diﬀraction intensity I(h) for h reﬂection is given by IðhÞ ¼ FðhÞ*FðhÞ ¼ jFðhÞj2
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Fig. 13 SEM images of (a) FAU and (b) EMT. Schematic drawings showing that FAU and EMT framework-type structures are formed by sodalite cages (c and d). The structures of FAU and EMT can be described by successive ‘‘faujasite sheets’’ connected through D6R via inversion along (c) and mirror along (d) [001]. Projected framework structure of FAU along (e) and that of EMT along (f) [100].
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Fig. 14



(a, b) HREM images of FAU [110] incidence and (c) EMT [100] incidence.



and loses phase information. Therefore, we can obtain only absolute value of moduli F(h) from diﬀraction intensity. For a centrosymmetrical crystal, we can make F(h) real, that is phases of F(h) are either 0 (+) or k (-) by taking an origin at inversion center. In the case of zeolite, the problem is how to ﬁnd atomic position r from observed V(r) in the unit cell by fractional coordinates with lattice vectors a, b, c, as X V ðr Þ ¼ vi ðrÞ i



r ¼ xa þ yb þ zc ð6Þ where vi(r) is the ith atom scattering density being referred to the unit cell origin. Framework structure determination or characterization of zeolites is usually carried out by the single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) method, if large single crystallites can be synthesized. In most cases, however, synthesized crystallites are in the micrometer range and contain planar defects and multiphase (including polytypes). In such cases, the crystal structure is diﬃcult to
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Fig. 15



Schematic drawing of three types of framework termination for FAU and EMT.



determine by the ordinary XRD method. TEM is the only method for solving framework structure in the above cases because both the ED pattern and the HREM image can be easily obtained from a single crystalline region. Some framework structures were derived from HREM images (27,28), but without quantitative intensity analysis. Since recent high-resolution electron microscopes have a point resolution of about 0.18 nm or higher, determination of framework structures from HREM images is straightforward. However, zeolites are too sensitive under a high density of electron irradiation, which is necessary for taking images at high magniﬁcation,



Fig. 16 HREM images of LTL surface taken with the (a) [001], (b) [100], and (c) [110] direction, respectively.
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Fig. 17



Schematic drawings of surface terminations of LTL.



and consequently the point resolution of an observed HREM image of a zeolite is lower than 0.2 nm. Therefore, the positions of the T atoms cannot be derived directly from HREM images. In previous work, T-atom networks were extracted from HREM images based on trial and error together with deep insights. During the past 20 years, quantitative and wide dynamic range recording systems for TEM have become available, i.e., imaging plate and slow-scan CCD camera. These instruments make it possible to quantitatively analyze ED patterns and HREM images. Electron crystallography is a method for solving crystal structure by the use of quantitative analysis of ED pattern and/or HREM image intensity, and this has been developed following big improvements in the recording systems. When an ED pattern is taken from the thin region where dynamical scattering eﬀect can be negligible, i.e., weak phase object approximation (WPOA), diﬀracted intensity in the ED pattern is proportional to the square of the crystal structure factor.



Fig. 18



Three-dimensional schematic drawing of the surface structure of LTL.
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Fig. 19 (a) Powder XRD pattern and (b) TEM image of MCM-41.
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Fig. 19 (c) TEM image of KSW-2.



Furthermore, for HREM images taken from such a thin region, the value of the intensity with phase, which is obtained from Fourier diﬀractograms of the HREM image, can be regarded as proportional to crystal structure factor F(h) multiplied by contrast transfer function (CTF). Iimage ðhÞ ¼ FTfIHRTEM ðxÞgðhÞ~CTF  FðhÞ; for h p 0 ð7Þ where, F(h) is crystal structure factor, FT is Fourier transformation, IHRTEM(x) is the intensity at x in the HRTEM image, and Iimage(h) is a complex value (with modulus and phase) obtained from the Fourier diﬀractogram. That is, when the CTF is known and dynamical scattering is negligible, crystal structure factor can be obtained from an HREM image. Figure 21 shows the EC process for structure analysis.
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Fig. 20



TEM image of a three-dimensional mesoporous structure with an intergrowth.



Fig. 21
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Schematic drawing of EC process for structure analysis.



A.



Fourier Reconstruction



A three-dimensional potential distribution is obtained by merging several projected distribution (two-dimensional information)with diﬀerent projection direction. Usually, to merge several projections for making three-dimensional distribution, Fourier reconstruction is applied. That is, Fourier diﬀractograms are obtained from each HREM image. Two-dimensional CTF data sets, obtained from the diﬀractogram, are merged to make a three-dimensional CTF data set with concerning of intensity normalizing by common reﬂection and phase matching (corresponding to ﬁnd a proper position of the origin for each HREM image) allowing space group. Then the three-dimensional CTF data set is inversely Fourier transformed. By noticing three-dimensional mesoporous material as crystalline, we have developed a new method for solving the structures with mesoscale ordering without assuming any structural models. The resolution for the structure is primarily limited by the quality of the HREM images, which depends on the long-range mesoscale ordering and treatment of the EM image processing. Further progress in HREM images may give better resolution, but no change in the conclusions about structure will be necessary because the validity of a solution does not depend on the resolution (7,8,29). Figure 22 shows a real procedure for solving the three-dimensional structure of SBA-6 suggested in Fig. 21. From a set of observed HREM images, Fourier transforms of each image give a two-dimensional crystal structure factor datum, both amplitudes and phases. Fourier diﬀractograms, which display only amplitude term, give extinction conditions and therefore possible space groups. Point group symmetry was determined by crystal morphology, SEM image, as m3¯m and the space group of SBA-6 was uniquely determined to be Pm3¯n. The twodimensional crystal structure factor data were merged into a three-dimensional data set after ad-



Fig. 22



A detailed procedure to solve three-dimensional structure of SBA-6.
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Fig. 23 Three-dimensional structure of SBA-6.



justment of the origin of two-dimensional datum and correction of an eﬀect of objective lens contrast transfer function. The basic structure of SBA-6 can be obtained only from two HREM images of [100] and [110] incidences. The images of [111] and [210] incidences improved ﬁne details of structures of cages and tunnels between them (8). The cages are arranged in A3B ˚ at (1/2,0,1/4), type as shown in Fig. 23, where the A cage is the larger with a diameter of 85 A (1/2,0,3/4), (0,1/4,1/2), (0,3/4,1/2), (1/4,1/2,0), and (3/4,1/2,0), and the B cage is the smaller ˚ at (0,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,1/2). A B cage is surrounded by 12 A cages that with a diameter of 73 A ˚ , whereas the openings between A cages are about are connected through openings of 20 A ˚ 33  41 A. B.



ED Intensity and Direct Method



Direct method, the most powerful approach to determining the crystal structure by single-crystal XRD method, retrieves atom positions from lattice parameters, space groups, and data sets of diﬀraction intensity. Software packages including the method, such as SHELEX and SIR, are well known and used widely. In general, direct method seems to be inapplicable to ED intensity because dynamical scattering is not negligible. However, when the density of material is low (as zeolite) and specimen thickness is thin enough, the direct method seems appropriate. A success case is a framework determination of SSZ-48 (framework type SFE) (6). The integrated intensities in ED patterns are quantitatively measured from 11 zones for 600 reﬂections (326 unique reﬂections). From these observations, unit cell parameters of a = ˚ , b = 4.99 A ˚ , c = 13.65 A ˚ , and h = 100.7j (V = 748.6 A ˚ 3) and a space group P21 (No. 4) 11.19 A were obtained. Excitation error (curvature of the Ewald sphere) was neglected, kinematical treatment was ﬁrst applied, and then the eﬀect of dynamical scattering was checked. Reﬂections with normalized structure factors between 0.65 and 10.0 were used in the direct methods
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Fig. 24 Structure solution of SSZ-48. Model obtained by electron crystallography (a) and framework with the organic structure-direct agent after energy minimization (b).



structure solution, resulting in 157 reﬂections that were employed to calculate 2588 unique triple-product relations. The phases obtained from the direct methods structure solution were used to generate a three-dimensional potential map that easily revealed the seven silicon atoms in the basis set of the framework structure for SSZ-48. The three-dimensional potential map also contained the positions of 5 of the 14 oxygen atoms. Additional scattering material in the potential map was located in the channel system of the model and is attributed to the occluded organic structure-directing agent N,N-diethyldecahydroquinolinium (Fig. 24a). The remaining oxygen atoms in the framework were located using distance least-squares reﬁnement (DLS) (30) to optimize Si-O bond distances and O-Si-O bond angles, and the DLS-reﬁned model (R = 0.0028) contains 7 silicon and 14 oxygen atoms in the asymmetrical unit as shown in Fig. 24b, including template molecules. In order to clarify a condition of crystal thickness to obtain framework structure by the direct method, two ED patterns were taken with incident beam parallel to the [110] direction from nanocystallites of FAU, the regions taking the ED patterns have average crystal thicknesses of about 40 nm and 60 nm, respectively. After application of the direct method, only a datum measured from the ED pattern of the thinner one gave the correct framework structure with one O-atom position missing. Concerning the case of SSZ-48, we can conclude that the crystal thickness, at least, must be thinner than 50 nm to obtain framework structure. C.



Framework Enhancement



Zeolites are more sensitive to high-density electron irradiation than mesoporous materials constructed of amorphous walls; therefore, it is diﬃcult to take several HREM images of zeolite with diﬀerent incident directions. A few HREM images produce a blurred threedimensional potential distribution, and retrieval of atom positions in the framework is diﬃcult. In such cases, if several ED patterns are obtained, sometimes the framework structure can be enhanced in the blurred distribution by using the ED information.
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Fig. 25 Structure solution of BEC. Projected structure along [100] direction (a) and three intersecting straight channels (b).



BEC, a new phase of zeolite h, was synthesized in a multiphase h sample, and the structure was solved by the Fourier reconstruction and framework enhancement method (31). Seven ED patterns and two HREM images were scarcely obtained from a thin region of about 30 nm in the new phase. After determining the space group as P42/mmc, direct method was applied, but the structure could not solved. Fourier reconstruction was performed by using the HREM images and three-dimensional potential density distribution was obtained. However, because the number of HREM images was insuﬃcient, the density distribution was too blurred to retrieve Si atom positions in the framework. Then we developed a new atom position enhancement method (9). Using only the new method, the reasonable framework topology was retrieved. Finally, after O atoms were put temporally at the centers of two neighboring Si atoms, all atom positions were reﬁned by using a simple molecular mechanics calculation similar to DLS, which is a least-squares minimization of Si-O bond length and O-O distance in each SiO4 tetrahedron for the given mean bond length, 0.16 nm and 0.26 nm, respectively. Figure 25 shows a schematic drawing of the resultant framework projected along the [100] direction. This is the same structure as hypothetical polytype C of h (32,33), and recently the isotype framework structure of BEC was reported in a GeO2 system (34). V.



CONCLUSIONS



Electron microscopy is very powerful approach for characterizing structures of both microporous and mesoporous materials by some examples together with some basic background. Recent progress in electron crystallography structural solutions is shown, and this approach should be extended to tackle structures of novel materials with orders in both atomic and mesoscopic scales.
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9 Simulating Adsorption of Alkanes in Zeolites Berend Smit and Rajamani Krishna University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands



I.



INTRODUCTION



A proper description of adsorption phenomena is essential in the design of zeolite-based separations and catalysis. Transport and chemical reactions of molecules within zeolites are also signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by their adsorption characteristics. Though experimental data on adsorption of pure components in various zeolites are available, experimental data on mixture adsorption are scarce (1–3) due to the diﬃculty of experimentation with mixtures. In order to interpret the experimentally observed product distributions from zeolite-catalyzed processes, we need insights into the energetics and siting of intermediate molecular species formed during the reaction; it is very diﬃcult to obtain such information from experiments. Molecular simulations, in conjunction with experiments, have played an important role in the past few years in developing our understanding of the relation between microscopic and macroscopic properties of guest molecules in zeolitic hosts (4). Molecular dynamics (MD), Monte Carlo (MC), transition state, and rare-event simulation techniques have been used to study adsorption and diﬀusion in zeolites (4–11). Though molecular simulations have been applied to calculate the adsorption characteristics of a variety of molecules in zeolites (4), we restrict our discussions to alkanes. The reasons for this narrowed focus are as follows: (a) description of alkane adsorption is of great importance in the petroleum and petrochemical industries for processes such as catalytic isomerization; (b) many experimental investigations are available for alkane adsorption and these provide validation of molecular simulation strategies; and (c) many new ideas and concepts for separation and reaction have emerged from simulation studies on alkanes, as we shall demonstrate later in this chapter. The reader is referred to the recent review of Fuchs and Cheetham (4) for entry points into the literature for simulation studies of other types of molecules (alkenes, aromatics, inorganic molecules, etc.). In adsorption studies, one would like to know the number of moles, or molecules, adsorbed within a given mass of zeolite as a function of the pressure and temperature of the reservoir in contact with the zeolite. One approach would be to use MD to simulate the experimental situation, i.e., a zeolite crystal in contact with, say, the gas phase; see Fig. 1a. In the actual experiments the equilibration may take minutes or several hours, depending on the type of molecule. These equilibration times will be reﬂected in an MD simulation; 1 min of experimental time would translate to about 109 on a computer. In most cases we are not interested in the properties of the gas phase, yet a signiﬁcant amount of the CPU time consumed for an MD simulation will be spent on simulating the gas phase. Another complicating factor is
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Fig. 1 Simulating adsorption of molecules in a zeolite using (a) molecular dynamics and (b) grandcanonical Monte Carlo techniques.



the proper modeling of the interface between the gas and the zeolite. Most of the aforementioned problems with MD simulations are circumvented by the use of MC simulations. In MC simulations the zeolite crystals are allowed to exchange molecules with a reservoir of molecules at a ﬁxed chemical potential in the grand canonical (or A, V, T ) ensemble; see Fig. 1b. In this ensemble, the temperature, volume, and chemical potential are ﬁxed. The equilibrium conditions dictate that the temperature and chemical potential of ﬂuid phase inside the zeolite and in the external reservoir must be equal. Therefore, we need to know only the A and T of the gas in the reservoir in order to determine the equilibrium concentration of molecules
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within the zeolite; this equilibrium is not aﬀected in principle by the resistance of the gas–zeolite interface to transport of molecules. Care must be taken to compare equilibrium simulations with well-equilibrated adsorption measurements. In an MC simulation one does not have to follow the ‘‘natural’’ path of the molecule, as in a MD simulation, and one can perform ‘‘moves’’ to locate a molecule within an arbitrary position within the zeolite. The naı¨ve (unbiased) implementation of this technique works very well for small molecules such as methane. In an MC simulation for methane adsorption, we observe that of the 1000 attempts to place a methane molecule to a random position within a zeolite, 999 attempts will be rejected because the methane molecule overlaps with an atom the zeolite matrix. For ethane, only one move in 106 attempts will be successful. Clearly, the strategy of randomly inserting molecules within a zeolite matrix will not work for long-chain alkanes. To make MC simulations of long-chain molecules feasible, the conﬁgurational bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) technique has been developed (12). We ﬁrst discuss the principles of the CBMC technique. Later, we show that CBMC simulations can provide new insights into the adsorption behaviors and provide clues to the development of novel separations relying on these insights. II.



CBMC SIMULATION TECHNIQUE



The principal idea of the CBMC technique is to grow an alkane chain, atom by atom, instead of attempting to insert the entire molecule at random. Figure 2 shows one of the steps in this algorithm; four atoms have been inserted successfully, and an attempt is made to insert the ﬁfth. A number of candidate positions (denoted by arrows in Fig. 2) for insertion of the ﬁfth atom are generated. Then one of the positions is selected in such a way that those trial positions with the lowest energy have the highest probability of being selected. Clearly a position that overlaps



Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the growing of an alkane in a zeolite in a CBMC move. The octagons represent the atoms of the zeolite and the circles represent the atoms of the alkane. Four atoms have been inserted successfully, and an attempt is made to insert the ﬁfth.
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with the zeolite structure is not an acceptable candidate. Important to note is that this growing procedure introduces a bias such that only the most favorable conﬁgurations are being generated. If one were to use the ordinary Metropolis acceptance rule, such a bias in the conﬁgurations of the molecules would lead to an incorrect distribution of conﬁgurations. This bias can be removed exactly by adjusting the acceptance rules (12). Computational details of the implementation of the CBMC algorithm are to be found in Vlugt et al. (13,14). These simulations are performed in cycles and in each cycle an attempt to perform one of the following moves was made: 1. Displacement of a randomly selected chain. 2. Rotation of a chain around its center of mass. 3. Partly regrowing of a chain; a chain is selected at random and part of the molecule is regrown using the CBMC scheme. 4. Exchange with a reservoir; it is decided at random whether to add or to remove a molecule from the zeolite following the acceptance rules derived in Vlugt et al. (13,14). 5. Change of identity (only in the case of mixtures); one of the components is selected at random and an attempt is made to change its identity (13,14). Typically the number of MC cycles performed is of order 107. Of these, about 15% are displacements, 15% rotations, 15% partial regrowths, 50% exchanges with the reservoir, and the remaining 5% of the moves were attempts to change the identity of a molecule. These probabilities can be further optimized depending on the details of the simulations. A simple approach to describe the alkane molecules is to use the united-atom model, in which CH3, CH2, and CH groups are considered as single interaction centers. When these pseudoatoms belong to diﬀerent molecules or to the same molecule but are separated by more than three bonds, the interaction is given by a Lennard-Jones potential. The Lennard-Jones parameters are chosen to reproduce the vapor–liquid curve of the phase diagram as shown in Siepmann et al. (15). The bonded interactions include bond bending and torsion potentials; details for the alkane model can be found in Vlugt et al. (13,14). For the calculation of the adsorption isotherms of alkanes in silicalite, Macedonia and Maginn (16,17) have adopted a more detailed all-atom model to represent the alkanes. Both the united-atom model and the all-atom model gave comparable results for the prediction of adsorption of C1–C3 alkanes in silicalite (16,17). Most simulation studies follow the approach of Kiselev and coworkers (18) and assume the zeolite lattice to be rigid and that interactions of an alkane with the zeolite are dominated by the dispersive forces between pseudo atoms of the alkane (within the framework of the unitedatom description) and the oxygen atoms of the zeolite. These interactions have been described by a Lennard-Jones potential (13,14). Several authors have performed simulations on a ﬂexible lattice [see the review by Demontis and Suﬀritti (5)]. These simulations show that a ﬂexible lattice can inﬂuence the diﬀusion properties. To diﬀuse through the zeolite the molecules have to pass through narrow windows that form energy barriers. In a ﬂexible zeolite one may observe ﬂuctuations in the size of the window that could lower this energy barrier to a signiﬁcant extent. However, for the calculation of thermodynamic equilibrium properties, the focus of the present chapter, such ﬂuctuations in the window size would have a much less signiﬁcant eﬀect because these involve much lower energy barriers. Therefore, we expect that for simulation of adsorption isotherms of alkanes the use of a ﬂexible zeolite would not change the results signiﬁcantly. For simulating the adsorption of tight-ﬁtting molecules in zeolitic hosts, it may be necessary to take account of lattice ﬂexibility. Clark and Snurr (19) have studied the inﬂuence of lattice ﬂexibility on the adsorption of benzene in silicalite and found that small changes in the zeolite structure can bring about large changes in the macroscopic behavior. For example, a diﬀerence of a factor of 3.1 in the Henry’s law constant was observed.
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A second aspect associated with the use of a ﬂexible lattice is that the adsorbed molecule may induce a phase transition in the zeolite. Such a phase transition has been observed in H-ZSM5 for p-xylene (20), which molecules ﬁt very snugly at the intersections of H-ZSM5. To the best of our knowledge such a transition has not been observed for linear and branched alkanes; this can be understood from the fact that alkanes do not have such a tight ﬁt in silicalite. Put another way, the adsorption of linear and branched alkanes is not likely to induce phase transitions in the zeolite. A further implication is that the adsorption properties of alkanes are not very sensitive to the choice of the eﬀective channel, or window, size within the zeolite matrix. The eﬀective channel or window size is determined by the positions of the atoms of the zeolite matrix, as determined from the crystal structure, and the zeolite–alkane (e.g., Lennard-Jones) interactions. However, the recent work of Vlugt et al. (10) has shown that the choice of LennardJones j has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the diﬀusion of isobutane in silicalite; this choice is of less critical importance for calculating adsorption isotherms (14). For the CBMC simulations the required crystallographic data were obtained from the Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types of the International Zeolite Association (http://www.iza-online.org/ ). We shall demonstrate in the following that CBMC simulations yield adsorption isotherms that are in quantitative agreement with experimental data. If one is interested in more qualitative aspects of adsorption, such as to study the eﬀect of two competing adsorption sites on the shape of the adsorption isotherm, one may choose to use much simpler approaches such as lattice models (21,22). III.



SORPTION OF PURE ALKANES



The CBMC simulations of adsorption isotherms of pure components in zeolites usually fall into the type I or type IV category in the IUPAC classiﬁcation (1). We consider ﬁrst CBMC simulations for adsorption of alkanes in the one-to four-carbon-atom range in MFI zeolite



Fig. 3 Schematic structure of MFI (silicalite-1). The cross-sections of the straight and zig-zag channels are shown in the inset.
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(silicalite-1) (23,24). Figure 3 shows a schematic of the structure of silicalite-1, which consists of a system of intersecting channels composed of zig-zag channels along x, cross-linked by straight channels along y. Both channels are deﬁned by 10-rings. The straight channels are approximately elliptical in shape having a 0.53 nm  0.56 nm cross-section while the zig-zag channels have a 0.51  0.55 nm cross-section; see Fig. 3. These length scales are obtained from crystallographic coordinates by calculating distances between oxygen atoms on opposite sides of channels and subtracting estimates of oxygen radii. The pure component isotherms at 300 K for methane, ethane, propane, and n-butane are shown in Fig. 4. Strictly speaking, the x axes of the data shown in Fig. 4 refer to the fugacities of the components, as these are the entities that are calculable from the chemical potentials that are used in grand canonical MC simulations. Nonideality eﬀects come into play at very high pressures, and the appropriate equation of state needs to be used in order to determine the ‘‘corrected’’ pressures, as has been discussed by Vlugt et al. (23). The CBMC simulations are seen to be in very good agreement with the experimental data of Sun et al. (25) and Zhu et al. (26).



Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental data (Refs. 25,26) for pure component isotherms for (a) methane, (b) ethane, (c) propane, and (d) n-butane in MFI at 300 K with CBMC simulations (Refs. 23,24).
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Fig. 5 (a) Comparison of experimental data (Refs. 25,26) for pure component isotherm for isobutane in MFI at 300 K with CBMC simulations (Refs. 23,24). (b) Loadings of isobutane at 300 K in intersection sites, straight channels, and zig-zag channels. The cutoﬀ radius of sphere deﬁning the intersection site is 0.3 nm. Simulation results from Ref. 24.



Fig. 6 Schematic showing preferential location of isobutane molecules at the intersections between the straight and zig-zag channels.
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CBMC simulations provide much more insight into adsorption behavior than available from experiments alone. In order to illustrate this let us consider the experimental data for adsorption of isobutane in MFI at 300–303 K (25,26); the adsorption isotherm shows a pronounced inﬂection at a loading of four molecules per unit cell; see Fig. 5a. This inﬂection behavior is nicely reproduced by CBMC simulations. By actually counting the molecules in the various locations in the MFI structure, straight channels, zig-zag channels, and intersections we can develop the isotherms for each individual location; see Fig. 5b. It is clear from Fig. 5b that isobutane molecules prefer to locate at the intersections. Up to a system pressure of 1 kPa, the isobutane molecules are exclusively located at the intersections, which have a maximum capacity of four molecules per unit cell. This means that zeolite loadings in excess of four molecules per unit cell can only be achieved by pushing isobutane into the straight and zig-zag channels. Only when the pressure is signiﬁcantly increased beyond 10 kPa do the zig-zag channels and straight channels tend to get occupied. Due to its branched conﬁguration, isobutane demands an extra ‘‘push’’ to locate within these channels. This extra push is the root cause of the inﬂection behavior. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the siting of isobutane molecules within MFI. All monobranched alkanes, in the ﬁve- to eight-carbon atom range are found to exhibit inﬂection behavior (14,27–30). Interestingly, n-hexane also shows a slight inﬂection at a loading of four molecules per unit [see, e.g., Fig. 7(a); this inﬂection is due to ‘‘commensurate freezing’’ (31) caused by the fact that the length of the n-hexane molecule is commensurate with the length of the zig-zag channel; see Fig. 7b. Dibranched alkanes, typiﬁed by 2,2-dimethylbutane (22DMB), also prefer to locate at the intersections of MFI; see Fig. 8a. However, these molecules are much bulkier than monobranched alkanes and, consequently, they cannot be pushed into the channel interiors. The maximal loading of dibranched alkanes, such as 22DMB, in MFI is restricted to four molecules per unit cell; see Fig. 8b. The inﬂection behavior of monobranched alkanes in MFI at a loading of four molecules per unit cell, as well as the restriction of the maximal loading of dibranched alkanes to this loading, is a consequence of conﬁgurational diﬀerences. This conﬁgurational entropy eﬀect causes the molecular loadings of hexane isomers in MFI to follow the hierarchy linear > monobranched > dibranched. With other zeolite structures the conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects may act in a completely diﬀerent manner. Consider the adsorption of hexane isomers n-hexane (nC6), 3-methyl pentane (3MP), and 22DMB in AFI. AFI is aluminophosphate AlPO4-5 and has a diﬀerent charge distribution than siliceous materials, such as silicalite-1, for which the potentials have been developed. Since it is assumed that the interactions with alkanes are dominated by the dispersive interaction with the O atoms of the zeolite, one may assume that to a ﬁrst approximation the same parameters can be used. At present there are not enough experimental data to verify whether this assumption leads to suﬃciently accurate results. The CBMC simulations of the adsorption isotherms at 403 K are shown in Fig. 9. The adsorption hierarchy is found to be dibranched > monobranched > linear, which is opposite to the hierarchy for MFI. AFI consists of cylindrical channels of 0.73 nm diameter. The channel dimension is large enough to accommodate the bulky 22DMB and there is therefore no conﬁgurational penalty for these molecules. However, the length of the molecules decreases with increased degree of branching (Fig. 10); this implies that the number of molecules that can be accommodated into the channels increases with the degree of branching. The increased adsorption strength with increased branching can be termed a length entropy eﬀect, arising as it does with decreasing linear dimension of the molecule. The length entropy eﬀect has also been highlighted by Talbot (32) in a more general, but idealized, manner.
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Fig. 7 (a) CBMC simulations of pure component isotherm for n = hexane in MFI at 398 K. (b) Schematic showing location of n-hexane molecules within MFI network.
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Fig. 8 (a) Schematic showing preferential location of 2,2-dimethylbutane (22DMB) at intersections between straight and zig-zag channels of MFI network. (b) CBMC simulations of pure component isotherm for 22DMB in MFI at 398 K.
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Fig. 9 Adsorption isotherms for nC6, 3MP, and 22DMB in AFI at 403 K determined by CBMC simulations.



Fig. 10 Schematic of length entropy eﬀect during adsorption of nC6, 3MP, and 22DMB in the cylindrical channels of AFI.
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IV.



SORPTION OF ALKANE MIXTURES



Almost all applications of adsorption involve mixtures (3), yet the number of experimental studies on adsorption of mixtures is very limited due to the diﬃculty of experimentation. Often in practice, the adsorption selectivity of mixtures is estimated on the basis of the values of the Henry coeﬃcients, i.e., the adsorption strengths at near-zero loadings (33,34). For adsorption of alkanes in MFI at 300 K, the Henry coeﬃcients, calculated from molecular simulations (14) are shown in Fig. 11; the Henry coeﬃcients increase with increasing C number. We shall demonstrate below that using Henry coeﬃcients to estimate the adsorption selectivity of mixtures is fraught with danger. Let us ﬁrst consider adsorption of an equimolar (50:50) mixture of C3 and nC4 in contact with MFI at 300 K. The component loadings obtained using CBMC simulations are shown in Fig. 12a. The loading of C3 increases continually with increasing pressure. On the other hand the loading of nC4 reaches a plateau value for pressures in the 10- to 100-kPa range. Increasing the total system pressure beyond 100 kPa leads to a decline in the loading of nC4! In Fig. 12b we plot the adsorption selectivity, which is the ratio of the loading of nC4 to that of C3. For mixture loadings below 8, the adsorption selectivity of nC4 with respect to C3 is practically constant and equals that calculated from the corresponding Henry coeﬃcients (from Fig. 11), i.e., 13. However, as the mixture loading increases beyond 8, the adsorption selectivity decreases dramatically to values just above unity. Near saturation loadings, the vacant spaces in the zeolite are more easily occupied by the smaller propane molecule. This is a manifestation of the size entropy eﬀect that favors smaller molecules. It is clear that size entropy eﬀects counter the eﬀect of C number, which favors adsorption of the larger molecule. MFI membrane permeation data of C1/C2, C1/C3, C2/C4, and C1/nC4 mixtures in the published literature (35–37) provide conﬁrmation of the importance of size entropy eﬀects at high loadings. As will be shown in Chapter 23 by Krishna, we need to take proper account of size entropy eﬀects in order to model the membrane permeation data.



Fig. 11 Henry coefﬁcients of alkanes in MFI at 300 K, calculated using CBMC simulations (from Ref. 14).
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Fig. 12 (a) Adsorption loadings of equimolar binary mixture of C3 and nC4. (b) nC4/C3 adsorption selectivity.



Let us now consider the separation of hexane isomers, an important separation problem in the petroleum industry (34,38,39). Based on the adsorption selectivity in MFI dictated by the Henry coeﬃcients (Fig. 11), we would conclude that it is not possible to separate the linear and the monobranched alkanes. In order to test this conclusion, let us consider CBMC simulations (14,27) for adsorption of a 50:50 mixture of nC6 and 3MP in MFI at a temperature 362 K. The component loadings in the mixture are shown in Fig. 13a for a range of pressures. It is
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Fig. 13 (a) CBMC simulations of 50:50 mixture isotherm for nC6–3MP at 362 K in MFI. (b) Adsorption selectivity as a function of total system pressure.
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Fig. 14 (a) Adsorption selectivities calculated by CBMC simulations of 50:50 mixture of nC6–3MP at various temperatures in MFI, keeping the total pressure at 15 kPa. (b) Adsorption selectivities based on pure component loadings at various temperatures, keeping the total pressure at 15 kPa. Also shown are the experimentally determined membrane permeation selectivities of Funke et al. (Ref. 40).
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Fig. 15 (a) CBMC simulations of 50:50 mixture isotherm for nC6–22DMB at 398 K in MFI. (b) Adsorption selectivity as a function of total mixture loadings. (c) Comparison of loading of 22DMB with ﬂuxes measured by Gump et al. (Ref. 41).



interesting to note the maximum in the loading of 3MP at about 100 Pa. When the pressure is raised above 100 Pa the loading of 3MP reduces virtually to zero. The nC6 molecules ﬁt nicely into both straight and zig-zag channels (Fig. 7), whereas the 3MP molecules are preferentially located at the intersections between the straight channels and the zig-zag channels, as in the case of 22DMB (Fig. 8). Below a total loading of four molecules per unit cell, there is no real competition between nC6 and 3MP. The nC6 locates within the channels and 3MP at the intersections. When all the intersection sites are occupied, to further adsorb 3MP the system needs to provide an extra ‘‘push.’’ Energetically, it is more eﬃcient to obtain higher mixture loadings by "replacing" the 3MP with nC6; this conﬁgurational entropy eﬀect is the reason behind the curious maximum in the 3MP loading in the mixture. The nC6/3MP adsorption selectivity is plotted in Fig. 13b. We see that the adsorption selectivity increases from near-unity values for pressures below 100 Pa to values of around 50 near saturation loadings.
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Funke et al. (40) measured the permeation selectivities for 50:50 mixtures of nC6 and 3MP at various temperatures, keeping the upstream hydrocarbon pressure at 15 kPa; see Table 3 of their paper. At 362 K, they observed a membrane permeation selectivity for a 50:50 mixture SP of 24 whereas SP is 1.3 for the pure components. This high mixture selectivity can be explained by examination of Fig. 13b; the pressure of 15 kPa corresponds to conditions where there is a sharp increase in adsorption selectivity. The adsorption selectivity increases sharply beyond a total loading of four molecules per unit cell, corresponding to the situation in which all the intersections are occupied. Beyond this loading of 4, 3MP suﬀers a penalty from conﬁgurational entropy considerations and is practically excluded from the MFI matrix. The experimental permeation selectivities SP, measured by Funke et al. (40), are compared with the adsorption selectivities S in a 50:50 mixture in Fig. 14a for a range of temperature conditions keeping the pressure constant at 15 kPa. The close agreement between the two sets of results conﬁrms that conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects are the cause of the high selectivities observed at lower temperatures. Such eﬀects diminish with increasing temperatures, while the pressure is maintained constant at 15 kPa. The corresponding results for the selectivities based on pure component data is shown in Fig. 14b. Comparison of Fig. 14a and b underlines the danger of trying to estimate adsorption or membrane permeation selectivities for mixtures using pure component adsorption data.



Fig. 16 CBMC simulations of adsorption selectivity in 50:50 mixture of nC6–22DMB at 403 K in MFI, FAU, and AFI.
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Exactly analogous is the situation for adsorption of a mixture of nC6 and 22DMB; the component loadings at 398 K calculated with CBMC simulations are shown in Fig. 15a. We note that the double-branched isomer is virtually excluded at pressures exceeding 1 kPa due to conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects. The adsorption selectivity increases dramatically beyond a total mixture loading of four molecules per unit cell; see Fig. 15b. A direct veriﬁcation of the curious maximum in the component loading of 22DMB at a system pressure of 1 kPa is provided by the membrane permeation data of Gump et al. (41). Gump et al. reported the permeation ﬂuxes of 50:50 mixtures of nC6 and 22DMB across a silicalite membrane at 398 K for various upstream hydrocarbon pressures; see ﬁgures 5 and 6 of their paper. Since the ﬂux of any component is proportional to the loading at the upstream face, we would expect the ﬂux of 22DMB to go through a maximum as the upstream compartment pressure is increased, in steps from 100 to 1000 Pa. This is precisely what Gump et al. (41) have observed in their experiments. The experimental ﬂuxes of 22DMB are compared in Fig. 15c with the 22DMB loadings obtained from CBMC simulations. It is heartening to note that the experimentally observed maximal ﬂux of 22DMB is obtained at the same pressure at which the 22DMB exhibits a maximum in its loading. Our explanation of the membrane permeation experiments is diﬀerent from that proposed by Funke et al. (40) and Gump et al. (41), who consider the n-hexane to eﬀectively ‘‘block’’ the permeation of branched isomers. These authors do not oﬀer an explanation of their membrane permeation experimental results in terms of the conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects explained here. The important message learned from the CBMC mixture simulations is that mixture adsorption, especially at high loadings, is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by interactions between diﬀerent species in the mixture, manifested by entropy eﬀects. Ignoring entropy eﬀects will cause us to pass up some important and interesting separation possibilities. Molecular simulations can also help us to screen promising zeolite structures for a given separation task. For the separation of a 50:50 mixture of nC6 and 22DMB, the adsorption selectivity in three diﬀerent zeolite topologies—MFI, FAU, and AFI—are shown in Fig. 16. In FAU, which has large cages, entropy eﬀects do not come into play and the separation selectivity is about unity over the whole pressure range. In MFI, conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects penalize 22DMB at high pressure (mixture loadings exceeding four molecules per unit cell), leading to high selectivities favoring the linear isomer. In AFI, consisting of straight cylindrical channels, length entropy eﬀects (see also Fig. 10) favor 22DMB at high pressures. V.



SHAPE SELECTIVITY IN ZEOLITE CATALYSIS



In commercial practice, high selectivity is usually more valuable than high activity (42). Due to the crystallographically deﬁned, uniform pore size, zeolites show unique and high degrees of selectivities. The selectivity originates from the shape (or conﬁguration) of the particular guest molecules and the pore size and channel topology of the zeolitic hosts. It is usual to distinguish among three types of shape selectivities (42): 1. Diﬀusion controlled. It depends on the relative rates of diﬀusion of reactants and/or products, i.e., the kinetics of mass transfer. 2. Sorption controlled. The governing principle is the diﬀerence in the relative adsorption constants of the competing species, a thermodynamic rather than a kinetic property. 3. Transition state controlled. In systems where the intermediate or transition state of at least one of the reactions is larger than the reactants and products, the relative rate of competing reactions is inﬂuenced by the size of the pore size, and topology, of the zeolite.
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Fig. 17 Reaction pathways during hydrocracking of n-C10. Equilibration between isomers is denoted by lines with black dots at either end. Hydrocracking is denoted by arrows. As the methyl nonanes can hydroisomerize into 2,4-dimethyloctane and 4,4-dimethyloctane by three diﬀerent routes, these two methyloctanes are kinetically favored. This is the simpliﬁed reaction scheme adapted from Maesen et al. (44).



The power of molecular simulations in rationalizing experimentally observed reaction pathways, and shape selectivity, has been demonstrated in the recent works of Maesen, Smit, and coworkers (43–45). In order to illustrate these ideas, let us consider the zeolite catalyzed hydrocracking of n-decane (nC10). The nC10 ﬁrst undergoes hydroisomerization to a mixture of monobranched nonanes and dibranched decanes before getting cracked to linear and monomethyl paraﬃns; see Fig. 17. It is clear that if the intermediate 2,4-dimethyoctane is favored in a particular zeolite catalyst, the reaction product would contain isobutane. On the other hand, if the intermediate 4,4-dimethyoctane is favored, the reaction product would contain n-butane. Diﬀerences in the Gibbs free energy of formation of various reaction intermediates (shown in Fig. 17) determine the equilibrium concentration of reaction intermediates. If we use the tabulated free energies in the gas phase, we would predict that all reaction pathways shown in Fig. 17 are of comparable importance and that all of the alkanes shown at the bottom of Fig. 17 will form. Maesen et al. (43–45) used CBMC techniques to determine the free energies of formation in various zeolites. These CBMC calculations are shown in Fig. 18 for the important reaction intermediates for nC10 hydrocracking; the free energies are calculated for individual molecules, relative to nC10. We note that for large-pore FAU the free energies of formation relative to nC10 of the various reaction intermediates are virtually identical; this zeolite does not distinguish between the various species, and the complete spectrum of products shown in Fig. 17 is obtained in practice. Put another way, the large-pore FAU does not diﬀerentiate between the reaction intermediates because all of these can enter and occupy the FAU cages with equal ease.
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Fig. 18 The Gibbs free energy of formation of 2-methylnonane, 5-methylnonane, 2,4-dimethyloctane, 4,4-dimethyloctane, and 3,3,5-trimethylheptane, relative to n-decane in the zeolites FAU, TON, MFI, and MEL. Calculations from CBMC simulations (Refs. 44 and 45).



Fig. 19



(a) Siting of 4,4-dimethyloctane within MFI. (b) Siting of 2,4-dimethyloctane in MEL.
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The situation changes dramatically when we consider zeolites with smaller pore dimensions such as MFI, MEL, and TON. In MFI, MEL, and TON we observe large diﬀerences in the Gibbs free energy between the reaction intermediates. For example, the Gibbs free energy of formation of the tribranched 3,3,5-trimethylheptane, with proximate methyl groups, is large. The formation of these isomers will therefore be suppressed. Of the dimethyloctanes which are possible reaction intermediates (see Fig. 17), those with methyl groups attached to the same C atom or separated by one methylene (-CH2-) group hydrocrack more easily than the other dimethyloctanes; this is because they form secondary and tertiary carbocation transition states instead of only secondary carbocation transition states. Thus, 2,4-dimethyloctane and 4,4-dimethyloctane are the more reactive intermediates. We note from Fig. 18 that the free energy of formation of these two molecules is higher in TON than in MFI or MEL. This is the reason for the higher hydrocracking activity of MFI and MEL relative to TON. Another interesting observation is that the free energy of formation of 4,4-dimethyloctane is lower in MFI than in MEL. This can be explained from the ease with which 4,4dimethyloctane can be located within the MFI matrix. As can be seen from Fig. 19a, the octane backbone occupies the straight channels and two methyl groups protrude into the two zig-zag channels. The MEL structure consists of large and small intersections. The large intersections, formed by the channels that are perpendicular to each other, provide a perfect ﬁt for the 2,4dimethyloctane molecule; see Fig. 19b. Since hydrocracking of 2,4-dimethyloctane yields isobutane, whereas hydrocracking of 4,4-dimethyloctane yields n-butane (see reaction scheme in Fig. 17), we can rationalize why hydroconversion on nC10 using MEL yields twice as much isobutane as that using MFI-type zeolites (43–45). VI.



CONCLUDING REMARKS



In this chapter we have shown the demonstrated the power of CBMC simulations in determining the adsorption isotherms for pure alkanes and their mixtures in various zeolites. Besides providing useful data for zeolite process design, molecular simulations provide insights not possible by experiments alone. The inﬂection in the isotherm of branched alkanes in MFI is due to preferential location at the intersections between straight and zig-zag channels. CBMC simulations also help to highlight subtle entropy eﬀects. For binary mixtures of linear alkanes, size entropy eﬀects come into play at high mixture loadings and these counteract chain length eﬀects to reduce separation selectivities; see Fig. 12. The molecule of the smaller size is preferentially adsorbed at high loadings because the few empty voids can be more easily ﬁlled. For adsorption of linear and monobranched isomers in MFI the selectivity increases in favor of the linear isomer for mixture loadings greater than 4; see Fig. 13. This is due to conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects. This eﬀect is so strong that the monobranched alkanes are virtually excluded from the MFI matrix at saturation loadings. For binary mixtures of linear and dibranched isomers in MFI, the adsorption selectivity is strongly in favor of the linear isomer; no branched isomer is adsorbed for mixture loadings greater than 4 (see Fig. 15). This is again due to conﬁgurational entropy eﬀects. There is experimental veriﬁcation of the importance of entropy eﬀects during membrane permeation (35–37,40,41). The entropy concept can be exploited in practice to separate a mixture of linear and branched isomers in the ﬁve-to seven-carbon-atom range (29). In AFI zeolites, the length entropy eﬀect comes into play, and this favors the adsorption of the double-branched isomer; see Fig. 10. For any separation task, CBMC simulations can be used to screen promising zeolite structures on the basis of their adsorption selectivities; see, e.g., 16. The more conventionally used method of using Henry coeﬃcients to screen zeolites is fraught with danger because it does not reﬂect the subtle entropy eﬀects that manifest at higher loadings.
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CBMC simulations can also be used to throw light on the shape selectivity in catalysis. By determining the free energy of formation of reaction intermediates in various zeolites using CBMC techniques, we can rationalize experimentally observed product distributions. A more tantalizing prospect is the use of CBMC simulations to screen zeolite structures on the basis of their reaction selectivities.
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I.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION



The dynamic properties of adsorbed molecules play a central role in reactions and separations that take place within the cavities of zeolites and other shape-selective, microporous catalysts. Selectivity may be strongly inﬂuenced, e.g., by the diﬀusivities of reactant and product molecules. However, with this selectivity comes a price: signiﬁcant transport resistance. Zeolite scientists are thus interested in better understanding diﬀusion in zeolites to optimize the balance between high ﬂux and high selectivity. These interests have resulted in a burgeoning ﬁeld of both experimental and theoretical research, which we review in this chapter. Although diﬀusion coeﬃcients for molecular liquids typically fall in the range of 109– 8 10 m2s1, diﬀusivities for molecules in zeolites cover a much larger range, from 1019 m2 s1 for benzene in Ca-Y (1) to 108 m2 s1 for methane in silicalite-1 (2). Such a wide range oﬀers the possibility that diﬀusion in zeolites, probed by both experiment and simulation, can provide an important characterization tool complementary to diﬀraction, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), infrared (IR), etc., because diﬀusive trajectories of molecules in zeolites sample all relevant regions of the zeolite–guest potential energy surface. We believe that studying diﬀusion in zeolites can also provide information about structural defects and disorder in zeolite–guest systems, which are very diﬃcult to detect by ‘‘conventional’’ characterization methods (see, e.g., Chaps. 3, 6, 7, and 8 in this volume). In addition to the application-oriented reasons for studying diﬀusion in zeolites, signiﬁcant eﬀort has been devoted to revealing the fascinating physical eﬀects that accompany such diﬀusion systems, including molecular nanoconﬁnement, connected and disconnected channel systems, ordered and disordered charge distributions, cluster formation, and single-ﬁle diﬀusion. The experimental and theoretical concepts presented and illustrated in this chapter refer mainly to diﬀusion in zeolites as the most important example of microporous materials. In most cases, however, these concepts can easily be transferred to less ordered or totally amorphous microporous materials as well (3,4). We hope that this chapter provides a launching point for scientists new to the ﬁeld of diﬀusion in zeolites. Toward that end, two excellent monographs (5,6), one collection (7), and several penetrating reviews have been written that address both the experimental (8,9) and theoretical (10–14) issues that arise when studying diﬀusion in zeolites. To distinguish this
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chapter from others on the subject, we critically review the most basic ideas in the ﬁeld and explore their most recent applications. For example, we present a critical (and hopefully balanced) comparison between the Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan formulations of diﬀusion. The particular subjects we have chosen to discuss in this chapter necessarily reﬂect our own interests and experiences in the ﬁeld; we regret that no review can be complete. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Sec. II we discuss the macroscopic phenomenologies used to describe diﬀusion in zeolites, and in Sec. III we review the microscopic dynamics that underlie these phenomenologies. In Sec. IV we describe the development and application of various experimental methods for probing diﬀusion in zeolites, and in Sec. V we outline recent eﬀorts to model the dynamics of molecules sorbed in zeolites. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize the basic insights gained so far and give concluding remarks about important areas of future research. II.



MACROSCOPIC PHENOMENOLOGY OF DIFFUSION IN ZEOLITES



A.



Basics of Mass Transfer in Applications of Zeolites



Diﬀusion is a mass transfer process in multicomponent systems that can be understood from both microscopic and macroscopic viewpoints. From the microscopic view, diﬀusion results from random thermal motion of molecules, which is also known as Brownian motion or stochastic motion. We treat this microscopic approach in much more detail later in the chapter; we now focus on the macroscopic phenomenology of diﬀusion. From the macroscopic view, diﬀusion arises from the tendency for each component in a multicomponent system to disperse homogeneously in space—a direct result of the second law of thermodynamics (15–17). Diﬀusion is typically monitored by measuring material ﬂux densities (hereafter denoted ﬂuxes), deﬁned as the number of molecules passing through a given surface area per unit time. The fact that such ﬂuxes typically vanish in the absence of concentration gradients motivates Fick’s ﬁrst law, which postulates that material ﬂuxes are proportional to concentration gradients when such gradients are relatively small (17). Below, we elaborate on this and other macroscopic formulations of diﬀusion; before doing so, we comment on the multicomponent nature of diﬀusion. Diﬀusion is inherently a multicomponent phenomenon (18). To see why, we imagine an extreme case of equilibration of a macroscopic concentration gradient in a single-component system, namely, the expansion of gas into vacuum. At a microscopic level, the particles composing the expanding gas do not move stochastically; rather, they move ballistically, i.e., in straight-line trajectories, until collisions with container walls ensue. At a macroscopic level, expansion into vacuum would better be modeled as ﬂow via the Navier-Stokes equation (18). The presence of other components in a homogeneous system, or an adsorbent in a heterogeneous system, gives rise to collisions that randomize velocities, thus producing stochastic rather than ballistic motion. Even self-diﬀusion (vide infra) in a single-component system is best conceptualized macroscopically as the equimolar mixing of tagged and untagged components, hence a multicomponent system. Zeolite–guest systems are by construction multicomponent. In most practical applications of zeolite-guest systems, the zeolite crystallites are bound to a ﬁxed macroporous support (19), usually silica or alumina, thus rendering the zeolite as a nondiﬀusing component. As such, it becomes meaningful to consider single-component diﬀusion in zeolites when we keep in mind that we are really talking about a multicomponent diﬀusion system with one ﬁxed component (zeolite) and another diﬀusing component (guest). Of course, practical applications of zeolites involve multicomponent sorbed guest phases, as arise in both separations (components to be separated, e.g., N2 and O2) and reactions (reactants and products, e.g., xylene isomers).
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The fact that applications of zeolites do not typically involve large zeolite single crystals, but rather employ supported zeolite crystallites, means that transport through beds of such supported zeolite particles involves many distinct types of diﬀusion, including diﬀusion on support surfaces and in support macropores, as well as diﬀusion on zeolite crystallite surfaces and in zeolite nanopores (see Fig. 1 in Chapter 23 of this volume). When using zeolites for separations and catalysis, one hopes for both high selectivity for and high ﬂux of the most valuable product(s). Unfortunately, high selectivity is usually obtained at the expense of high ﬂux, and vice versa. Because disposal and/or recycle of unwanted byproducts can be rather costly, one often settles for relatively low ﬂuxes if selectivities can be made high enough. Because selectivities are usually conferred by processes taking place in the intracrystalline spaces of zeolites, one expects that the (sometimes relatively low) molecular ﬂuxes emanating from zeolite membranes or beds are also controlled by intracrystalline transport processes. For this reason, we focus in the present chapter on intracrystalline diﬀusion of neutral molecules in dry zeolites. (In Chapter 21, Sherry discusses diﬀusion of ions in zeolites as it pertains to ion-exchange applications in hydrated zeolites. And in Chapter 23, Krishna discusses ‘‘external’’ transport resistances that generally arise in applications of zeolites.) The phenomenon of stochastic molecular motion is not limited to nonequilibrium systems. However, under typical equilibrium conditions, such stochastic motion does not lead to macroscopically observable ﬂuxes. Therefore, diﬀusion phenomena under equilibrium conditions only become visible if particles of the same type can be distinguished from each other. Conventionally, such experiments are carried out with isotopically labeled particles (15,20,21). As such, this type of particle movement is generally referred to as tracer diﬀusion or self-diﬀusion. In the next section, we explore the basic phenomenologies of these diﬀusion processes in zeolites. B.



Transport and Self-Diffusion via Fick’s Laws



As discussed above, Fick’s ﬁrst law postulates that material ﬂuxes are proportional to concentration gradients when such gradients are small, in the spirit of linear response theory (22,23). Such an ansatz can be pursued for single-component as well as multicomponent diﬀusion in zeolites. For the latter case, Fick’s ﬁrst law is given by: Nc X ! ! Ji ¼  Dij jcj ð1Þ j¼1



where Nc is the number of components, {Dij} are the generalized Fickian diﬀusion coeﬃcients, ! ! and Ji and jci are the ﬂux and local concentration gradient, respectively, of component i perpendicular to a given surface. Implicit in Eq. (1) is the assumption that the microporous host– guest system is quasi-homogeneous because the diﬀusivities are only labeled by components, and not by particular directions. As a consequence, the volume and plane elements used for the ! calculations of ci and Ji, respectively, must be large in comparison with the pore separation and small in comparison with the zeolite crystallite size. In addition to the linear response ansatz, Eq. (1) indicates that the ﬂux of component i is inﬂuenced by all the concentration gradients in the system, not just by the concentration gradient of component i. Despite the plausibility of Eq. (1), Krishna has argued persuasively that the diﬀusion coeﬃcients {Dij} are not physically illustrative transport coeﬃcients, i.e., that Dij does not represent any particular interaction between particles of components i and j (24). Indeed, we exploit Eq. (1) below only for the purpose of elucidating single-component self- and transport diﬀusion in zeolites. Diﬀusion of a multicomponent mixture of guests in zeolites is better characterized by the chemical potential– based approaches discussed in Sec. II.D.
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Depending on the experimental situation, the diﬀusivities in Eq. (1) are given various names. In the simplest case of only one component, Eq. (1) becomes: ! ! ð2Þ J1 ¼ D11 jc1 Being associated with matter transport, the coeﬃcient D11 is generally referred to as the transport diﬀusivity. In this chapter, we adopt the notation DT u D11, yielding: ! ! J ¼ DT jc ð3Þ which is the more usual expression of Fick’s ﬁrst law. As discussed above in Sec. IIA, the concept of single-component diﬀusion should be considered with great care. Indeed, if the system were composed of only a single component under the inﬂuence of a macroscopic concentration gradient, then there would also exist an overall pressure gradient as well. Mass transport in this situation would be characterized better by the macroscopic phenomenology of ﬂow than it would by diﬀusion (18). As such, implicit in the single-component expression of Fick’s ﬁrst law is the presence of another, nondiﬀusing component such as a zeolite or some other heterogeneous material. On the other hand, the Maxwell-Stefan formulation of diﬀusion in zeolites, which is discussed in Sec. II.D, explicitly includes the zeolite in its expressions. In practice, extracting transport diﬀusivities from ﬂux measurements through zeolite membranes is complicated by the fact that experimentalists usually do not measure concentrations gradients, but rather observe macroscopic reservoir properties such as partial pressures. As a result, experimentalists often report zeolite membrane permeances, P, or permeability coeﬃcients, P, given respectively by: ! J ¼ PDpˆz ð4Þ Dp zˆ ð5Þ L where zˆ is the transmembrane direction, Dp is the pressure drop across the membrane, and L is the measured membrane thickness. The permeance is useful when absolute ﬂuxes are required for a given membrane and pressure drop, while the permeability coeﬃcient is preferred when comparing properties of diﬀerent membranes, especially those with diﬀerent thicknesses. However, the permeability coeﬃcient is useful in this regard only when ﬂuxes scale as L1, which as we see below in Secs. II. C, III. B, and V.B.2, is by no means guaranteed. With two components involved, the diﬀusivities may pertain to rather diﬀerent physical phenomena depending on the particular experimental setup. For example, in the typical tracer (or self-) diﬀusion experiment, the properties of components 1 and 2 are essentially identical* (25), with the total concentration c1 + c2 kept uniform throughout the system. As a result, ! ! ! jðc1 þ c2 Þ ¼ 0 and hence jc1 ¼ jc2 , yielding: ! ! ! J1 ¼ D11 jc1  D12 jc2 ! ! ¼ ðD11  D12 Þjc1 u DS jc1 ð6Þ ¼ P



where DS = D11  D12 is deﬁned as the tracer or self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Both the transport and self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients are functions of temperature and concentration, which in the case of self diﬀusion is the total concentration of both components.



* Because the mass changes accompanying isotopic substitution change the statistical mechanics of molecular translation and rotation, such labelling does introduce very slight chemical potential gradients. These eﬀects are expected to be rather small and therefore are ignored by most researchers.
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The relationship between transport and self-diﬀusion can be clariﬁed further using Fick’s ﬁrst law by analyzing the diﬀusion modes for a two-component system of identical but labeled particles (25). In this case, the diﬀusion matrix ({Dij}i,j = 1,2) is asymmetrical, and has two eigenvectors that correspond to the two eigenmodes of diﬀusion for diﬀerently labeled, identical particles. The ﬁrst diﬀusion eigenmode involves components 1 and 2 diﬀusing together, with driving forces proportional to their occupancies, so that the labeling of particles does not aﬀect their transport. This is the so-called codiﬀusion eigenmode and corresponds precisely to transport diﬀusion. The second eigenmode corresponds to equimolar counterdiﬀusion, where ! ! J1 is equal and opposite to J2 at constant total loading. The resulting diﬀusivity for the counterdiﬀusion eigenmode is exactly the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. As such, the transport and self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients arise simply from Fick’s ﬁrst law, as two eigenvalues of the diﬀusion matrix for a two-component system of diﬀerently labeled, identical particles. By combining Eqs. (3) and (6) with the law of matter conservation given by: dc ! ! ¼ j  J ð7Þ dt the time dependencies of the intracrystalline concentrations due to transport and self diﬀusion are given by: dc !  !  ¼ j  DT jc ð8Þ dt and dc ¼ DS j2 c ð9Þ dt respectively, where c* indicates the concentration of labeled molecules. The general form of Eqs. (8) and (9) is referred to as the diﬀusion equation, and also as Fick’s second law. (In Sec. IV.A.1, we discuss the interpretation of experimental reaction–diﬀusion data by augmenting the diﬀusion equation with terms that model reactivity.) The slightly more complex structure of Eq. (8) in comparison with Eq. (9) is caused by the fact that transport diﬀusion experiments are carried out under nonuniform concentration conditions, so that DT—being generally a function of concentration—must remain within the parentheses in Eq. (8). By contrast, in self-diﬀusion experiments the total concentration remains constant. Since it is this total concentration (and not the concentration c* of only the labeled molecules) on which the self diﬀusivity depends, ! DS in Eq. (9) may be placed in front of the diﬀerential operator j. An important example where Eq. (8) reduces to the form of Eq. (9) involves diﬀusion in Langmuirian host–guest systems. Such systems involve regular lattices of identical sorption sites where particle–particle interactions are ignored, except for exclusion of multiple site occupancy. These model systems exhibit Langmuir adsorption isotherms and give singlecomponent transport diﬀusivities that are independent of loading (26). As a result, the Langmuirian transport diﬀusivity can be pulled to the left of the diﬀerential operator in Eq. (8), hence reducing to the form of Eq. (9). Solving Eq. (9) gives the time dependence of the concentration of labeled molecules; the initial condition is dictated either by convenience or by experimental circumstances. Solving ! ! ! ! for c ðr; tÞ with the initial condition c ðr; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ d½r  rð0Þ gives a quantity that is proportional to the probability density of the displacements of labeled molecules, i.e., to the ! ! conditional probability that a molecule is at r at time t given that it was at rð0Þ at time zero. This probability density is given by: 1



!



Pðr; tÞ ¼



ð4pDS tÞ
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3=2



ejrr ð0Þj
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=4DS t



ð10Þ



Armed with this probability distribution, also known as the propagator (5), the mean square displacement after time t becomes: !  ! j rðtÞ  rð0Þj2 ¼ 6DS t ð11Þ Equation (11) is known as the Einstein equation; as with Eq. (9), the Einstein equation can be considered as the deﬁning equation of the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. As with Eq. (1), the Einstein equation above assumes a quasi-homogenous host–guest system. Because many zeolites involve spatially inhomogeneous frameworks, e.g., MFI-type zeolites, it is often more illustrative to resolve displacements along x, y, and z directions according to:   ð12Þ j ra ðtÞ  ra ð0Þ j2 ¼ 2DaS t where a = x, y, or z, and DS = (DSx + DSy + DSz)/3. The self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient for homogeneous systems satisﬁes DS = DSx = DSy = DSz. It remains interesting to explore the extent to which diﬀerent zeolite–guest systems produce self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients that deviate from homogeneity. Below in Secs. IV and V we describe various experimental and theoretical methods for studying the time dependencies of local concentrations and mean square displacements of molecules in zeolites, for the purpose of describing intracrystalline diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Despite this focus on diﬀusion coeﬃcients, application-oriented zeolite scientists are generally more interested in quantifying material ﬂuxes through zeolite beds or membranes. While such ﬂuxes can be inﬂuenced by intracrystalline diﬀusion coeﬃcients, other factors may also play important roles. In particular, when zeolite particles are relatively small, and when zeolite membranes are relatively thin, ﬂuxes can be controlled by rates of desorption from zeolites. In the next section, we analyze the limiting cases of diﬀusion-limited and desorption-limited transport to reveal which fundamental processes ultimately control permeation through zeolites. C.



Desorption-Limited vs. Diffusion-Limited Fluxes



For the following analysis we assume the simplest possible model (27), namely, a Langmurian host–guest system, which involves a regular lattice of identical sorption sites where particle– particle interactions are ignored, except for exclusion of multiple site occupancy. Although corrections to this model change the precise magnitudes of ﬂuxes, the qualitative conclusions we draw remain unchanged (28). In order to explore how desorption rates inﬂuence permeation ﬂuxes, we consider transport through a perfect zeolite membrane that has a thickness of L + 1 sites from the top edge to the bottom edge. The model membrane is shown in Fig. 1a–c. Adsorption sites are represented by squares in Fig. 1a–c, while particles are shown as circles. For this diﬀusion system, it is more convenient to quantify concentrations using the concept of fractional occupancy (also known as loading), deﬁned by h u N/Nsites V 1, where N is the number of sorbed molecules and Nsites is the total number of sorption sites. A Langmuirian host– guest system at equilibrium with external ﬂuid reservoirs will have an equilibrium sorption isotherm of the form: 1 ð13Þ heq ¼ 1 þ kd =m where the equilibrium fractional occupancy, heq, is uniform throughout the membrane. kd is the rate coeﬃcient for desorption, via thermally activated hops of a molecule located in an edge site to the ﬂuid phase; m is the rate of insertion attempts of molecules from the ﬂuid phase into each exposed sorption site at the edges of the zeolite; and khop is the rate coeﬃcient for site-to-site jumps within the membrane. The fundamental diﬀusion coeﬃcient for this problem (vide infra) is given by D0 = khopa2, where a is the site-to-site jump distance. D0 is the single-component
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional Langmuirian zeolite membranes with various boundary conditions: (a) singlecomponent permeation into vacuum, (b) single-component permeation from high to low (but nonzero) pressure, and (c) tracer counterpermeation.
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transport diﬀusivity, as well as the low-loading limit of the self-diﬀusivity. In what follows we set a u 1, which is tantamount to giving membrane thicknesses in units of a. Case 1. Below we consider three diﬀerent situations, each depicted in Fig. 1a–c. The ﬁrst and simplest case, shown in Fig. 1a, involves transport diﬀusion through the membrane into vacuum, i.e., the rate of insertion attempts on the vacuum side vanishes. Our goal is to determine a formula for the steady-state ﬂux as a function of kd, m, D0, and L. For the following discussion, we express ﬂux as number of particles passing per time per edge site. To obtain this ﬂux, we write down formulas for the ﬂuxes at the high pressure side, J0, in the interior of the membrane, Ji, and at the low-pressure side, JL, all as functions of (kd, m, D0, L) as well as the average edge concentrations (h0, hL). By applying the steady-state constraints, J0 = Ji and Ji = JL, we solve the resulting 2  2 linear system for (h0, hL) to cast the steadystate ﬂux in terms of the desired quantities. Figure 1a suggests that J0, Ji, and JL satisfy: J0 ¼ mð1  h0 Þ  kd h0   hL  h0 Ji ¼ D0 L J L ¼ k d hL



ð14Þ



Equating the ﬂuxes in Eq. (14) gives the following steady-state ﬂux: J¼



kd heq D0 mkd D0 ¼ kd Lðm þ kd Þ þ D0 ðm þ 2kd Þ kd L þ D0 ð2  heq Þ



ð15Þ



where the second equality comes from substituting heq = m/(m+ kd), which is the loading of the corresponding equilibrium system with both reservoirs presenting insertion attempt frequencies of m. We consider the diﬀerent limiting forms of Eq. (15) by ﬁrst noting that, because 2  heq is always of order unity, the denominator is controlled by the relative magnitudes of kdL and D0. In the limit where kdL  D0, Eq. (15) reduces to: ! D0 heq h¯L  h¯0 ¼ D0 J¼ ð16Þ L L where h¯0 and h¯L are the edge concentrations assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium. In the present case, h¯ = h and h¯ = 0. In this limit, diﬀusion through the membrane is much slower 0



eq



L



than desorption from the edges, so that transport through the membrane is diﬀusion limited. Since the ﬂux scales with L1, the permeability coeﬃcient P in this limit is independent of membrane thickness, as is desired. We also note that in diﬀusion-limited transport, the ﬂux is directly proportional to the intracrystalline diﬀusion coeﬃcient, justifying the intense eﬀort to quantify this property. Inherent in this analysis is the assumption of a ﬁxed, ﬁnite jump length between adjacent sites. In the limit where this jump length vanishes while the membrane thickness remains constant, we have that L ! l and hence kdL  D0, which again produces the diﬀusion-limited case (29). This situation is best described by the (diﬀerential) diﬀusion equation, Eq. (8). In the opposite limit, where kdL  D0, Eq. (15) now reduces to:   heq J ¼ kd ð17Þ 2  heq which is the desorption-limited extreme because the ﬂux is proportional to the desorption rate, kd, and is totally independent of the intracrystalline diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Equation (17) reduces simply to kd when heq = 1. In desorption-limited transport, which applies to thin membranes
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(and by extension to small zeolite particles as well), the concentration is essentially uniform throughout the membrane, and the ﬂux is independent of membrane thickness. As such, the desorption-limited permeability coeﬃcient is proportional to the membrane thickness, L, rather than being independent of L. The most important message from this analysis is that zeolite scientists should endeavor to determine whether their systems fall into the diﬀusion-limited or desorptionlimited regime to ensure that the more important property is being studied (i.e. D0 vs. kd), and that proper comparisons are being made (i.e., L dependence of P). In practice, real systems often fall between these two extremes, giving transport that depends on both diﬀusion and desorption. Case 2. In the second case, depicted in Fig. 1b, we consider transport diﬀusion from high pressure to low (but nonvanishing) pressure. This problem is very similar to that in Case 1 except that in Case 2 the two reservoirs in contact with the membrane present diﬀerent insertion attempt frequencies, namely m0 and mL, with m0 > mL. The ﬂux expressions for J0 and Ji are unchanged except that for J0, m is replaced by m0. The ﬂux JL now becomes kdhL  mL(1  hL). The resulting steady-state ﬂux, expressed in terms of local thermodynamic equilibrium concentrations h¯0 and h¯L, is given by: J¼



kd D0 ðh¯0  h¯L Þ kd L þ D0 ð2  h¯0  h¯L Þ



ð18Þ



This expression reduces to that found in Case 1 by setting h¯L to zero. Although we argued in Case 1 that (2  h¯0) is always of order unity, and hence need not be considered in comparing kdL with D0, now in Case 2 we ﬁnd that (2  h¯0  h¯L) is not always of order unity, especially when both insertion attempt frequencies are relatively high. As a result, this concentrationdependent factor must be included when discriminating between diﬀerent limits. The diﬀusion-limited form of Eq. (18), which arises when kdL  D0(2  h¯0  h¯L), is given by: ! h¯L  h¯0 ð19Þ J ¼ D0 L which again is Fick’s ﬁrst law under conditions of local thermodynamic equilibrium of the edge concentrations. In the opposite limit of desorption-limited transport, Eq. (18) reduces to: ! h¯0  h¯L ð20Þ J ¼ kd 2  h¯0  h¯L Again, the desorption-limited ﬂux scales with kd, and is independent of D0 and L. As with Case 1, Eq. (20) reduces to kd when h¯0 = 1. Equation (20) appears to have a pathological limit, however, when both h¯0 and h¯L ! 1. In this case the driving force for diﬀusion vanishes; as a result so should the ﬂux. Indeed, Eq. (20) vanishes when h¯0 = h¯L ! 1, but that is not the only way to evaluate the limit. Alternatively, we might consider the case where h¯0 = 1 while h¯L ! 1. In this case the ﬂux does not vanish but instead becomes kd, a seemingly incongruous result. The conundrum is solved when we recall that in this limit, the system again becomes diﬀusion limited because kdL  D0(2  h¯0  h¯L), even if the membrane is very thin. We summarize the main conclusions regarding diﬀusion vs. desorption control of transport diﬀusion. Membrane transport is diﬀusion limited when kdL  D0(2  h¯0  h¯L), which reduces to kdL  D0 under typical circumstances when driving forces are high. Membrane transport becomes desorption limited when kdL  D0(2  h¯0  h¯L), which is especially important for thin membranes and for small zeolite particles. In this case permeability coeﬃcients from membranes with diﬀerent thicknesses are no longer comparable.
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Case 3. In the third case, depicted in Fig. 1c, we consider equimolar counterdiﬀusion of identical but labeled particles, i.e., tracer counterpermeation (TCP). As discussed above, such counterdiﬀusion of tagged particles (A particles) and untagged particles (B particles) is isomorphic to self diﬀusion. Here we derive the steady-state counterﬂux of one of the two components; the other component produces equal and opposite ﬂux. The fundamental ﬂux expressions for J0, Ji, and JL are essentially identical to those in Case 2, except that insertion rates are sensitive to the presence of both components at the edges. As such, m0(1  h0) ! m0(1  hT) and mL(1  hL) ! mL(1  hT), where hT is the total concentration of both components, which is uniform throughout the membrane. By the symmetry of TCP, hT u hA(z) + hB(z) = hA(z) + hA(L  z) = [1 + kd/(m0 + mL)]1, where z labels the location along the transmembrane direction. The only other change from Case 2 to the present one is that D0 is replaced by the selfdiﬀusion coeﬃcient, Ds, which depends upon hT in a nontrivial way. For the present Langmuirian system, Ds generally decreases with hT because blocking sites decreases the likelihood of counterdiﬀusion. Many other dependencies can arise for more complicated systems. Ka¨rger and Pfeifer have reported the ﬁve most common ways that Ds is found experimentally to depend on hT for diﬀusion in zeolites (31), which have also been seen in simulations (vide infra) (31,32). The steady-state TCP ﬂux of labeled particles is given by: J¼



Ds ð1  hT Þðm0  mL Þ kd L þ 2DS



ð21Þ



In diﬀusion-limited TCP, where kdL  DS, Eq. (21) reduces to: h¯L  h¯0 Ds ð1  hT Þðm0  mL Þ J¼ ¼ DS kd L L



! ð22Þ



where once again h¯ 0 and h¯ L are the edge concentrations consistent with local thermodynamic equilibrium. Desorption-limited TCP arises when kdL  DS; in this case Eq. (21) reduces to: J ¼ ð1  hT Þðm0  mL Þ=2 ¼ kd ðh¯0  h¯L Þ=2



ð23Þ



As in both previous desorption-limited cases, the desorption-limited TCP ﬂux is proportional to kd, and is independent of both the membrane thickness and the relevant diﬀusion coeﬃcient (in this case DS). The results in this section have been obtained with very few assumptions, most notably Fick’s ﬁrst law, which provides a useful approach for studying single-component transport through Langmuirian adsorbents. Despite the obvious power of Fick’s formulation, it can also break down in surprisingly simple circumstances, such as a closed system consisting of a liquid in contact with its equilibrium vapor. In this case, Fick’s law predicts a nonzero macroscopic ﬂux because of the concentration gradient at the vapor–liquid interface. The fact that no macroscopic ﬂux is observed suggests that the real driving force for diﬀusion is not the concentration gradient but rather the chemical potential gradient, which vanishes for this equilibrium two-phase system. Other curiosities can result from the Fickian treatment of multicomponent systems, such as negative Fickian diﬀusivities (24). Various transport phenomenologies have been developed based on chemical potential gradients; below we review the theories of Maxwell, Stefan, and Onsager.
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D.



Phenomenologies Based on Chemical Potential Gradients



1. Maxwell-Stefan Formulation What we presently call the Maxwell-Stefan formulation of diﬀusion was developed independently by Maxwell in 1866 and by Stefan in 1871 (24,33,34). In Chapter 23, Krishna discusses this phenomenology and its application to diﬀusion in zeolites. Because understanding this formulation is important for many of the ideas below, we brieﬂy review the Maxwell-Stefan picture of diﬀusion (see also Ref. 24 for the complete story). For pedagogical reasons, we ﬁrst develop the Maxwell-Stefan formulation for bulk systems; then we consider its application for surface diﬀusion as occurs in zeolites. Because the Fickian formulation discussed above in Secs. II.B and II.C tacitly assumes the presence of the zeolite, we compare below Fickian diﬀusivities with Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities. The Maxwell-Stefan formulation is especially useful when considering transport in multicomponent, multiphase systems, which is to say most industrially important circumstances. Indeed, the simplest system amenable to the Maxwell-Stefan formulation is a twocomponent bulk ﬂuid, which again points to the fundamentally multicomponent nature of diﬀusion. In the standard Maxwell-Stefan picture, it is assumed that the n-component ﬂuid under study has no net gradient in the total concentration. The presence of a net macroscopic (molar averaged) velocity is not ruled out; diﬀusive ﬂuxes are deﬁned relative to this net velocity so that the total diﬀusive ﬂux vanishes. Clearly the Fickian ansatz lacks this constraint, which makes the Fickian approach appear to be the more natural treatment of zeolite membrane permeation. In these experiments, the observables of interest are the permselectivities and the (hopefully nonvanishing) total diﬀusive ﬂux, all measured relative to the zeolite bed or membrane. However, we show below the ingenious way that the Maxwell-Stefan approach manages to treat single-component diﬀusion in zeolites while still providing the deﬁnitive treatment of multicomponent diﬀusion in zeolites. We begin by writing down the Maxwell-Stefan ansatz for a two-component bulk ﬂuid with a vanishing total diﬀusive ﬂux. By equating the driving force for diﬀusion of component 1 ! (i.e., jl1 ) with the frictional drag exerted by component 2, the macroscopic velocity of component 1 relative to that for component 2 satisﬁes (24): ! !  v1  v 2 ! jl1 ¼ RTx2 DMS 12



ð24Þ



v1 the where R is the gas constant, T the temperature, x2 the mole fraction of component 2, ! MS is deﬁned as the Maxwell-Stefan diﬀusion macroscropic velocity of component i, and D12 coeﬃcient. Equation (24) suggests that the relative velocity of a particular component is linearly proportional to its chemical potential gradient; as such the Maxwell-Stefan ansatz involves linear response theory in much the same way as the Fick ansatz in Eq. (1). However, whereas the Fick formulation focuses on calculating ﬂuxes, the Maxwell-Stefan picture focuses on balancing forces. In the Maxwell-Stefan approach, the frictional drag exerted by component 2 is assumed to be proportional to the mole fraction of component 2, with a proportionality MS coeﬃcient given by the friction coeﬃcient RT/D12 . Although the Maxwell-Stefan approach is still phenomenological, it seems to reveal the essential physics of multicomponent diﬀusion in ways that the Fickian approach cannot. To treat surface diﬀusion, while still constraining the total diﬀusive ﬂux to vanish, the Maxwell-Stefan equations are augmented by one additional component representing the adsorbent. However, since diﬀusive ﬂuxes are measured relative to the adsorbent, the latter cannot contribute diﬀusive ﬂux to balance the permeant ﬂuxes. This problem is solved by
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realizing that whenever a molecule jumps, a vacancy makes a counterbalancing jump. Thus, the additional component in the Maxwell-Stefan treatment of surface diﬀusion is vacant sorption sites. As discussed in Sec. II.C, it is more convenient in surface diﬀusion problems to express concentrations through fractional occupancies. In terms of these, the Maxwell-Stefan ansatz for a two-component sorbed phase takes the form: ! ! !  ! v1  v2 v1  ! vvac ! jl1 ¼ RT h2 ð25Þ þ RT hvac DMSs DMSs 12 1;vac vvac is the macroscopic vacancy velocity. where hvac = 1  h1  h2 is the vacancy loading, and ! MSs is the Maxwell-Stefan surface counterdiﬀusivity (note the augmented In Eq. (25), D12 MSs is the single-component Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity for composuperscript) and D1,vac nent 1. This picture is attractive in its ability to disentangle the zeolite–guest1 and guest1– MSs from the cross-component, guest1–guest2 forces that guest1 interactions that determine D1,vac MSs determine D12 . In the simple case of single-component diﬀusion in zeolites, Eq. (25) reduces to: ! ! v1  ! vvac ! jl1 ¼ RT hvac ð26Þ DMSs 1;vac Despite the beauty of the vacancy-based Maxwell-Stefan picture of surface diﬀusion, zeolite scientists need a formulation that allows the calculation of nonvanishing total diﬀusive ﬂuxes for comparison with permeation measurements. To arrive at such a Maxwell-Stefan vzeo is picture, the additional component must be the zeolite itself, whose macroscopic velocity ! taken to be zero. While this seems to make good conceptual sense, it also implies that hvac in Eqs. (25) and (26) should be replaced by hzeo, which itself does not make much physical sense. This issue is swept under the rug by deﬁning a new single-component Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity according to: DMSs 1;vac u



DMSs 1;zeo hzeo



ð27Þ



Considering that the fractional occupancies {hi} were originally derived from mole fractions {xi} in the Maxwell-Stefan formulation for bulk ﬂuids, and that the mole fraction of zeolite is likely to be nearly constant and relatively close to unity, the arbitrariness of the deﬁnition in Eq. (27) is not too disturbing. Now we compare the single-component Fickian transport diﬀusivity deﬁned in Eq. (3) with the single-component Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity deﬁned in Eq. (27). We begin by expressing the chemical potential gradient of component 1 in terms of its loading gradient and fugacity on the left-hand side of Eq. (26). Furthermore, we multiply both sides by h1/RT, and ! ! after simple algebra we identify the right-hand side as J1 =cs DMSs 1;vac , where J1 is the diﬀusive ﬂux of component 1 and cs is the number of moles of sorption sites per unit volume. Putting these results together yields: ! ! MSs ! ð28Þ J1 ¼ cs DMSs 1;vac Gjh1 ¼ D1;vac Gjc1 where c1 = csh1 is the local concentration of component 1. In Eq. (28), G is a ‘‘thermodynamic correction factor’’ given by G = (@lnf1/@lnh1)T, where f1 is the local fugacity of component 1. Comparing Eq. (28) with Eqs. (2) and (3) shows the relation between the Fickian transport and Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities, namely, that: DT ¼ DMSs 1;vac G
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ð29Þ



This result shows that the transport and Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities agree for thermodynamically ideal systems, i.e., those for which f1 ~ h1 and hence G = 1. Equation (29) has been interpreted as suggesting that the Fickian diﬀusivity actually represents a composite of both legitimate transport eﬀects and thermodynamic eﬀects. This perspective is buoyed by the diﬀusive properties of bulk ﬂuids, which tend to produce Maxwell-Stefan diﬀusivities with extremely mild concentration dependencies (24). Because the thermodynamic correction factors can have rather strong concentration dependencies, which are conferred to the Fickian diﬀusivities, the Maxwell-Stefan bulk diﬀusivities are rightly trumpeted as the proper bulk transport coeﬃcients because they are not corrupted by thermodynamically induced concentration dependencies. This viewpoint has even been carried over to diﬀusion in zeolites because for zeolite–guest systems with relatively weak conﬁnement [e.g., methane in silicalite (35)], the single-component Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity can also exhibit a rather weak loading dependence. For this reason, the single-component MaxwellStefan surface diﬀusivity is often reported as the ‘‘corrected diﬀusivity’’ (5,36) because it has been corrected by removing the thermodynamic eﬀects. In this context, Eq. (29) is sometimes called the Darken equation (5). However, we do not need to remind the reader that most interesting applications of zeolites involve rather strong conﬁnement, where the fundamental mechanism of transport involves infrequent jumps between well-deﬁned sorption sites. As discussed above, the simplest model to describe such strong conﬁnement is the Langmuirian model, for which it is the Fickian transport diﬀusivity that contains no loading dependence (DT = D0) (26), while G takes the form 1/(1  h1). As such, the Langmuirian Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity is MSs = D0(1  h1). In this case, one might regard the Fickian diﬀusivity as the given by D1,vac MSs can be removed by multi‘‘corrected diﬀusivity’’ because the loading dependence of D1,vac plying by G. Hence, the designation ‘‘corrected diﬀusivity’’ depends on the physics of the zeolite–guest system. MSs Below in Sec. III. A, we will argue that the (1  h1) loading dependence of D1,vac is identical to the loading dependence predicted for the Langmuirian self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient by MSs has prompted some researchers to use mean ﬁeld theory. This similarity between DS and D1,vac an approximate form of the Darken equation, also called the Darken equation for maximum confusion, where the Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity is replaced by the self diﬀusivity. When applied to Langmuirian systems, this approximation actually puts in correlations (see Sec. III.B.) that do not belong. A much better context in which to apply this approximation is MSs for weakly conﬁned diﬀusion in zeolites, for which D1,vac is nearly independent of loading, MSs so that one can replace D1,vac by the inﬁnite-dilution limit of DS. This perspective is supported by molecular dynamics simulations performed by Maginn et al. (35), and by Skoulidas and Sholl (37). The Maxwell-Stefan diﬀusion equations for a general n-component sorbed phase can be recast through matrix algebra into the (nn) Fickian form of Eq. (1). Although these manipulations do not shed much more light on the problem, they show in practice that negative Fickian diﬀusivities can arise from a positive-deﬁnite set of Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities (24), which casts doubt on the meaningfulness of the multicomponent Fickian formulation. What is perhaps more interesting is the fact that, through the Maxwell-Stefan formulation, measured multicomponent sorption kinetics have been predicted from data on single-component sorption kinetics and multicomponent sorption isotherms (24,38,39). Using this approach, one predicts that the faster diﬀusing component is generally slowed down to the mobility of the slower diﬀusing component. Measured deviations from this prediction usually indicate diﬀusion at grain boundaries, which facilitate unexpectedly rapid motion (40,41) (see also Chapter 17 by Nair and Tsapatsis in this volume).
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These predictions of multicomponent sorption kinetics have been facilitated by Krishna’s suggestion to estimate cross-component Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities according to the following empirical relation (42): hi =ðhi þhj Þ MSs MSs ½Dj;vac ðhj ¼ 0Þhj =ðhi þhj Þ DMSs ij i½Di;vac ðhi ¼ 0Þ



ð30Þ



Equation (30) generalizes the empirical relation, ﬁrst proposed by Vignes (43) to describe multicomponent diﬀusion in bulk liquid mixtures, for the case of surface diﬀusion. Paschek and Krishna tested Eq. (30) by comparing transport coeﬃcients obtained from kinetic Monte Carlo (see Sec. V.B.2) to those obtained from Maxwell-Stefan theory assuming Eq. (30) (44). Although excellent agreement was found, the sensitivity of this agreement to the assumed form of DijMSs was not tested. As such, it remains to be seen whether this empirical formula embodies the extent to which actual cross-component interactions perturb the dynamics (e.g., barrier crossings) of multicomponent surface diﬀusion. In summary, then, the analyses in Secs. II.C and II.D suggest that the Fickian formulation provides a powerful description of single-component diﬀusion in zeolites, especially for Langmuirian zeolite–guest systems; while the Maxwell-Stefan formulation is preferred for multicomponent diﬀusion in zeolites, by virtue of the empirical relation Eq. (30). Because both formulations involve linear constitutive relations between driving forces and ﬂuxes, all this analysis begs the question of whether diﬀusion in zeolites proceeds outside of the linear response regime. The fact that zeolite membranes and crystallites used in experiments and applications tend to be relatively large on a molecular scale may convert relatively large pressure drops into relatively small concentration and chemical potential gradients, thus keeping diﬀusion in zeolites in the linear response regime. As zeolite scientists explore the use of thinner zeolite membranes and smaller zeolite crystallites for the purpose of reducing or eliminating transport bottlenecks that arise in catalytic applications (45,46), the question of whether diﬀusion in zeolites still proceeds in the linear response regime will have to be explored with more rigor. 2. Onsager Formulation Yet another formulation of multicomponent surface diﬀusion exists, due to Onsager (47), which blends many of the virtues of the Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan approaches (5). In particular, as with the Maxwell-Stefan approach, the Onsager formulation postulates that diﬀusive ﬂuxes in a multicomponent system are linearly proportional to chemical potential gradients. And, as with the Fickian approach, Onsager’s picture focuses on calculating ﬂuxes and not on balancing forces. The Onsager ansatz takes the form: c X ! ! Ji ¼  Lsij jlj



N



ð31Þ



j¼1



where {Lijs} are the Onsager coeﬃcients for surface diﬀusion, which are postulated by microscopic reversibility (48) to obey the ‘‘reciprocity relations’’ Lijs = Ljis. By again expressing the chemical potential gradients in terms of concentration gradients, the Onsager coeﬃcients can be related to both Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivities. For the s G/c1, which implies case of single-component diﬀusion in zeolites, one ﬁnds that DT = RTL11 MSs s that D1,vac = RTL11/c1. For the multicomponent case, one ﬁnds that the Onsager and MaxwellStefan surface diﬀusivities are related through a simple matrix relation (33). Through this relation one can deduce that the Maxwell-Stefan cross-component surface diﬀusivities, {DijMSs}, also obey reciprocity: DijMSs = DjiMSs. The real virtue of the Onsager coeﬃcients is
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that they are related to microscopic dynamic quantities through Green-Kubo correlation function expressions, as discussed below in Sec. III.C. III.



MICROSCOPIC UNDERPINNINGS OF DIFFUSION IN ZEOLITES



The macroscopic treatments of diﬀusion discussed above serve the following purposes: (a) Given that diﬀusivities are provided from other sources, macroscopic diﬀusion theories can predict the transport properties of zeolite–guest systems; (b) given that the transport properties of a particular zeolite–guest system are known, the relevant diﬀusivities can be extracted by interpreting the transport behavior in light of a macroscopic diﬀusion theory. Such theories, however, cannot predict diﬀusivities a priori. Zeolite scientists are generally interested in predicting the temperature, loading, and composition dependencies of diﬀusivities, as well as their overall magnitudes, for various zeolite–guest systems. Microscopic approaches that contain information about stochastic molecular motion in zeolites are required for making such predictions. Below we review the basic microscopic underpinnings—the statistics and dynamics—that control diﬀusion in zeolites. A.



Stochastic Motion and Jump Diffusion



Diﬀusive motion in zeolites arises from collisions with the environment (zeolite and other guests) that cause the direction of motion to become randomized. Although such stochastic motion is fundamentally smooth and continuous on the relatively short time scales considered by molecular dynamics (11), on the longer time scales associated with diﬀusion, stochastic motion can be modeled as jumps chosen randomly in accord with prescribed probabilities. Such approaches are called jump diﬀusion models (10,12,14), which provide simple pictures of diﬀusion that turn out to be remarkably relevant to diﬀusion in zeolites. As will be discussed in detail in Sec. V.B.1, jump diﬀusion models assume that molecules spend relatively long periods of time vibrating in well-deﬁned sorption sites (e.g., zeolite cages), with jumps between sites themselves taking negligible time. Below we explore simple jump diﬀusion models to reveal the basic temperature and loading dependencies expected for diﬀusion in zeolites. We begin by considering the simplest class of lattices in d-dimensional space, namely, cartesian Langmuirian lattices (see also Sec. II.B), which form linear, square, or cubic sets of identical sorption sites. Such systems ignore particle–particle interactions, except for exclusion of multiple site occupancy. These lattices give Langmuir sorption isotherms and singlecomponent transport diﬀusivities that are independent of loading (26). The two-dimensional case is pictured in Fig. 1a–c, each with nearest–neighbor sites separated by the length a. The probability to make a particular site-to-site jump is 1/2d because the coordination number for each site in d-dimensional space is 2d, and each of the 2d possible jumps occurs with the same fundamental rate coeﬃcient, khop. As discussed above in Sec. II.B, the mean square displacement (MSD) provides a measure of the spatial extent of self diﬀusion as a function of time. After n jumps of a single random walker, the MSD for the d-dimensional lattice can be written as: 2 + * * + * + * +  X n n  2 n X X! ! X !  ! 2 2 l ¼ li  lj ¼ a ¼ na2 ð32Þ hR ðnÞX u   li  þ  i¼1 i  ip j i¼1 i¼1 ! Here li is the displacement vector for the random jump at the ith step, which is averaged in h: : : i according to the Bernoulli distribution (16,49). In Eq. (32) we have used the fact that the term with i p j vanishes when jumps are completely uncorrelated from one another.
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The result in Eq. (32) is independent of dimensionality and, indeed, holds for any regular lattice in any dimension consisting of only one site type and one jump length scale, e.g., the tetrahedral lattice. However, when expressed as an explicit function of time, the MSD depends on dimensionality as well as lattice topology. To see why, we assume that the average jump time is H , i.e., that n = t/H . Equation (32) then becomes hR2(t)i = a2t/H , which shows that in normal diﬀusion the MSD is proportional to time. This should be contrasted to ballistic motion where the MSD is proportional to t2. The inverse of the mean site residence time, H 1, is the total rate of leaving a site, which for cartesian Langmuirian lattices is given by 2dkhop because there are 2d identical ways to leave each site. Recalling the Einstein equation, which deﬁnes the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient in one and three dimensions, namely, Eqs. (11) and (12), we have that hR2(t)i = 2dDSt = 2d(khopa2)t, which shows that DS = khopa2 for cartesian Langmuirian lattices. This is a truly remarkable result, demonstrating how the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be reduced to fundamental length and time scales. We will show in Sec. III.B that when local correlations arise, the MSD retains its proportionality with time, but when global correlations become important, e.g., in single-ﬁle diﬀusion, the MSD becomes proportional to t1/2 (9,50). We will show below in Sec. III.C that the Maxwell-Stefan and self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients are identical at inﬁnite dilution for single-component diﬀusion on surfaces (35). We have already shown in Sec. II.D that the Maxwell-Stefan and Fickian diﬀusion coeﬃcients agree at inﬁnite dilution. As such, all three diﬀusion coeﬃcients take the form khopa2 at inﬁnite dilution for cartesian Langmuirian lattices. We now explore the temperature dependence of this expression. Because the length scale a has little temperature dependence until the zeolite melts, we focus on khop. According to transition state theory (10,12,14), we have:  xðT Þ DSðTÞ=kB TST khop ¼ e ð33Þ  ebDEðT Þ 2p where T is temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, b = 1/kBT, N(T) is the temperaturedependent site vibrational frequency, DS(T) is the temperature-dependent activation entropy, and DE(T) is the temperature-dependent activation energy. When considering a broad temperature range including temperatures for which bDE(T)  1, the Boltzmann factor in Eq. (33) dominates the temperature dependence of khop, rendering the factor in brackets an apparent preexponential constant usually denoted by the apparent frequency, m. In this case, the three diﬀusivities exhibit an Arrhenius temperature dependence taking the form D0ebEa, where D0 = ma2 and Ea is an apparent activation energy. On the other hand, when bDE(T) ] 1, the temperature dependence of the pre-exponential factor can become important. In this case, the resulting temperature dependence of the diﬀusivities is not obvious and can depend strongly on the details of the zeolite–guest system. Other temperature dependencies can also arise for diﬀusion in zeolites when the site lattice contains diﬀerent types of sites, e.g., cation sites and window sites (51). In this case the competition among diﬀerent mechanisms of cage-to-cage motion can produce non-Arrhenius behavior, even when the fundamental site-to-site rate coeﬃcients obey the Arrhenius temperature dependence (52–54). The analysis above assumes diﬀusion at inﬁnite dilution, with only a single molecule in the zeolite. In Sec. II.D, we discussed the loading dependence of the transport and MaxwellStefan diﬀusivities for Langmuirian lattices. Now we estimate the loading dependence of the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. In general this is not easy, even for Langmuirian systems, because of correlations and their dependence on site topology. A simple esimate can be provided by mean ﬁeld theory (23), which considers the average environment surrounding each random walker. Using mean ﬁeld theory we obtain DS(h) i DS(0)(1  h) = khopa2(1  h). The factor (1  h) is the fraction of jump attempts that are successful because they are directed to vacancies.
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Although this mean ﬁeld theory estimate can be semiquantitative when each site is connected to several nearest neighbors (e.g., z6) (55), it can exhibit signiﬁcant error for lattices with low connectivity, e.g., those used to model diﬀusion in MFI-type zeolites (56). In summary, we have used a simple lattice model to reveal the fundamental consequences of stochastic motion in an eﬀort to explore the basic temperature and loading dependencies that can be expected for self diﬀusion in zeolites. These results hold for diﬀusion in most microporous materials, as well as diﬀusion on two-dimensional surfaces such as metals (57). However, the results in this section were obtained by completely ignoring the complications due to correlations. In the next section, we discuss three diﬀerent kinds of correlations and their impact on diﬀusion in zeolites. B.



Correlations and Single-File Diffusion



1. Kinetic Correlations Diﬀusion in zeolites can be inﬂuenced by correlations that arise from kinetic eﬀects, geometrical eﬀects, and vacancy eﬀects (5,54). Kinetic correlations arise from the inertial tendency toward ballistic molecular motion, i.e., Newton’s ﬁrst law applied to zeolite science: a guest molecule moving in a zeolite will tend to move freely until it is forced to do otherwise. Including kinetic correlations generally increases the MSD; indeed, when kinetic correlations dominate motion, the MSD becomes proportional to t2. In this situation the macroscopic phenomenology changes from diﬀusion to ﬂow. When diﬀusion is perturbed only slightly by kinetic correlations, such eﬀects serve to increase the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. In the context of the cartesian Langmuirian models discussed above in Sec. III.A, kinetic correlations are manifested through ‘‘multisite’’ jumps, i.e., jumps that begin and end at sites other than nearest neighbors. One can show that the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient for a cartesian Langmuirian model with multisite jumps becomes (57): a2 X ! ! ! ! DS ¼ khop ð m0 ! m Þ j m  m0 j2 ð34Þ 2d ! ! m p m0



! where the sum is over all lattice sites indexed by the integers m, excluding the reference site ! ! ! m0 , and fkhop ð m0 ! m Þg are the multisite jump rate coeﬃcients. Ignoring multisite jumps reduces Eq. (34) back to DS= khopa2, where khop is the nearest-neighbor jump rate coeﬃcient. Including multisite jumps clearly increases the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The convergence ! ! properties of this sum are revealed by deﬁning m u j m  m0 j. By the isotropy of space present in cartesian Langmuirian models, the summand in Eq. (34) depends only on m. For large m, the degeneracy in m scales with md1, where d is the dimension of space. As such, to retain the phenomenology of diﬀusion, the multisite rate coeﬃcients must decay faster than 1/md+2. In practice, we expect multisite jumps in zeolites to gain importance at high temperatures and low loadings, where molecular energy dissipation is relatively ineﬃcient. Moreover, multisite jumps should be more prevalent in channel-type zeolites (53,54) than in cage-type zeolites (58) because channels are more conducive to ballistic trajectories. 2. Geometrical Correlations Kinetic and vacancy correlations can inﬂuence diﬀusion in zeolites, as well as diﬀusion in a wide variety of other homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Geometrical correlations, on the other hand, pertain especially to zeolites as well as any other anisotropic microporous host. In the language of jump diﬀusion models, geometrical correlations arise when the sum of jump vectors from a given site does not vanish. As such, the lattices we have considered thus far in
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Fig. 2 Channel and site structure of silicalite-1 showing intersection sites (I ), straight-channel sites (C ), and zig-zag channel sites (Z ).



this chapter typically do not exhibit such correlations. Chabazite provides an interesting exception to this rule; diﬀusion in this zeolite can exhibit geometrical correlations even when jump vectors cancel (59). Geometrical correlations can arise for other reasons as well, as diﬀusion in MFI-type zeolites provides the prototypical example of geometrical correlations. A schematic of the MFI framework topology is shown in Fig. 2. In this ﬁgure, we see that the jumps from each straight channel site (C) cancel, as do the jumps from each zig-zag channel site (Z); thus, these sites present no geometrical correlation. The jumps from each intersection site (I), on the other hand, do not cancel and thus do present geometrical correlations. Because of this diﬀusion anisotropy, Ka¨rger has suggested the beneﬁt of studying the individual cartesian components of the self-diﬀusivity—DSx, DSy, and DSz —whose average is the overall self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Indeed, assuming that subsequent jumps from channel intersections are uncorrelated in time, Ka¨rger derived the following geometrical correlation rule: a2 b2 c2 ð35Þ x þ y ¼ DS DS DSz where a, b, and c are the lattice constants along the x, y, and z directions, respectively (60,61). While this simple correlation rule was found to be in reasonable agreement with numerous molecular dynamic simulations (62–65), from experimental studies the only conclusion that could be drawn is that the measurements are not inconsistent with the correlation rule (66,67). Geometrical correlations can also be important for diﬀusion in zeolites with cubic unit cells, especially in cation-containing zeolites (54). In these cases, molecules can jump away from but not into cations, thus producing geometrical correlations. Jousse et al. have shown that ignoring geometrical correlations can result in overestimating self diﬀusivities by an order of magnitude for benzene in Na-Y and can change the qualitative loading dependence as well (54). 3. Vacancy Correlations Vacancy correlations are analogous to kinetic correlations, but opposite in sign, since an atom in a metal has a larger probability to move backward to the site it just vacated than it does
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to move onward. A completely analogous eﬀect gains importance for diﬀusion in zeolites at high loadings. Figure 3 schematically depicts a site-to-site jump in a zeolite cage at high loading, which leaves behind a vacancy, i.e., produces particle–vacancy exchange. Subsequent jumps are more likely to ﬁll this vacancy, thus producing correlations that reduce self diﬀusivities. Since mean ﬁeld theory ignores correlations, these vacancy eﬀects give self diﬀusivities lower than mean ﬁeld theory estimates. The loading dependence of self diﬀusivities is thus written as: ð36Þ DS ðhÞ ¼ DS ð0Þð1  hÞf ðhÞ; where f(h) V 1 is the so-called correlation factor. Since Bardeen and Herring’s seminal work, a large body of research has been devoted to calculating correlation factors for a variety of lattice geometries using theory and Monte Carlo simulations (68). Although no generally applicable, closed-form expression exists, results have been obtained for a number of diﬀerent Langmuirian lattices (69,70). Here we give the ﬂavor of how correlation factors can be estimated. The simplest approach for estimating correlation factors comes from the Maxwell-Stefan formulation of tracer diﬀusion on surfaces (24,71), involving equimolar counterdiﬀusion of two identical but labeled species (see also Fig. 1c for an illustration of tracer counterpermeation). The self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient from the Maxwell-Stefan approach takes the form: 1 ; ð37Þ DS ðhÞ ¼ MSs 1=D1;vac þ h=DMSs 12 MSs is the Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity that where h = h1 + h2 is the total loading, and D12 controls the facility of exchange between labeled and unlabeled particles. Such exchange is related to vacancy correlations, as we shall illustrate by considering the Langmuirian transport MSs MSs = D0(1  h). Multiplying the top and bottom of Eq. (37) by D1,vac model, where D1,vac shows that the Maxwell-Stefan correlation factor can be written as: 1 : ð38Þ f ðhÞ ¼ MSs 1 þ ðDMSs 1;vac =D12 Þh MSs MSs /D1,vac ! l, the correlation factor approaches unity, indicating that In the limit where D12 facile exchange washes out vacancy correlations. Along these lines, Nelson and Auerbach have



Fig. 3 Schematic depiction of a molecular site-to-site jump; subsequent jumps of molecules (dark) are likely to ﬁll the newly formed vacancy (light).
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reported simulations of tracer counterpermeation in anisotropic zeolite membranes, which show that vacancy correlations vanish when transport in the plane of the membrane is fast compared with transmembrane diﬀusion (27). Such in-plane transport provides a conceptual picture for the mechanism of identical particle exchange. MSs , the correlation factor in Eq. (38) is less than 1 as desired. For ﬁnite values of D12 MSs for tracer Unfortunately, no theory exists for estimating the loading dependence of D12 MSs diﬀusion. Indeed, application of Eq. (30) gives D12 = D0 which yields f(h) = 1/[1 + h(1  h)], predicting erroneously that vacancy correlations vanish as h ! 1. In the absence of theoretical MSs MSs foundation, Paschek and Krishna suggest a practical approach (71), namely, that D12 = D1,vac , which in essence equates the rate of particle–vacancy exchange with that of particle–particle exchange. Although the physical validity of this assumption is questionable, the resulting correlation factor, f(h) = 1/(1+ h), gives remarkably good agreement with the results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (71). One can also estimate the role of vacancy correlations using statistical mechanics. We begin by recalling the general formula for the MSD given in Eq. (32); the second term, with i p j, contains the correlations we seek to understand. To obtain the self diﬀusivity in the form of Eq. (36), we factor out the ﬁrst term in Eq. (32), which gives uncorrelated MSDs proportional to DS(0)(1  h). As such, the correlation factor becomes: f ðhÞ ¼ 1 þ 2



n XD n D X ! !E. X ! !E li  lj li  li i¼1 j>1



¼1þ2 ¼1þ2



n D! !E. D! !E X ðn  k þ 1Þ l1  lk n l1  l1 k¼2 n D X k¼2



ð39Þ



i¼1



n D! !E.D! !E ! !E.D! !E 2 X l1  l1 þ l1  l1 ; l1  lk ð1  kÞ l1  lk n k¼2



ð40Þ ð41Þ



where in Eq. (39) we have exploited the fact that the oﬀ-diagonal sum contains two identical copies of every i p j combination. Equation (40) arises by viewing the quantity ! ! h li  lj i as an equilibrium correlation function (5,23,56), which depends only on ij. As ! ! such, the oﬀ-diagonal sum in the numerator gives (nk+1) terms equal to h l1  lk i for each ! ! value of k, while the denominator gives n identical terms equal to h l1  l1 i. In the long-time limit required by diﬀusion, where n!l, the third term in Eq. (41) is of order 1/n compared with the second term, and as such is ignored. The second term in Eq. (41) (without the factor of 2) was identiﬁed by Coppens et al. as a correlation function–type expression, denoted Cn, which describes the persistence of correlations as a function of time (56). The sequence Cn converges to a ﬁnite value for large n, denoted Cl, which is negative when vacancy correlations dominate. The correlation factor is thus given as f(h) = 1+ 2Cl. Coppens et al. studied the convergence of Cn to Cl for various lattice topologies and loadings by performing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (vide infra) (56), observing three interesting results. First, correlation factors are smaller for lattices with lower connectivities, especially for the MFI lattice which has an average connectivity of Z = 8/3 despite its threedimensional structure (Z = 6 for simple cubic). Second, the more poorly connected lattices exhibit slower convergence of Cn to Cl, suggesting longer correlation lengths and times for such systems. Third, for a given lattice topology, the normalized correlation function, Cn/Cl, could be ﬁtted to the stretched-exponential 1e[(n1)/nc]g, where nc and g depend on the lattice topology but were found to be independent of loading, thus providing a universal characteristic of each lattice type.
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Although evaluating Eq. (41) analytically remains challenging in general, progress can be made by assuming the Langmuirian model described above. In this case, Cn reduces to: n D n1 X ! !E.D! !E XD! ! E.D! !E l1  l1 ¼ l1  l1 Cn ¼ l1  lk l1  lkþ1 k¼2 n1 X



k¼1 n1 X



hcosh1 i  hcosh1 in ð42Þ 1  hcosh1 i k¼1 k¼1 ! ! where hk is deﬁned as the angle between the jump vector li and liþk , which implies that h1 is the angle between successive jump vectors for a given molecule. For lattices with suﬃcient symmetry, one can show that hcoshki = hcosh1ik (5), as has been assumed in Eq. (42). To obtain the correlation factor, f(h) = 1 + 2Cl, we note that because jhcosh1 ij < 1, hcosh1in vanishes in the limit n ! l. Thus we obtain the classical expression for the correlation factor: 1 þ hcosh1 i : ð43Þ f ðhÞ ¼ 1  hcosh1 i u



hcoshk i ¼



hcosh1 ik ¼



Equation (43) deserves several remarks: First, this result shows that vacancy correlations in simple lattices result from correlations between successive hops only. Second, the loading dependence of the correlation factor arises from the loading dependence contained in hcosh1i. Third, if kinetic correlations dominate (at low loadings), then hcosh1i is positive, which increases the self diﬀusivity from the mean ﬁeld estimate. Next, when hcosh1i is negative, which is expected at higher loadings when vacancy correlations are important, the correlation factor is indeed less than 1. In practice, the quantity hcosh1i can be evaluated from Monte Carlo simulations or with simple probabilistic arguments (72). 4. Single-File Diffusion The correlation function approach of Coppens et al. shows that vacancy eﬀects can be associated with ﬁnite correlation lengths, which grow when considering lattices with smaller connectivities. Vacancy correlations take on a whole new demeanor in single-ﬁle self-diﬀusion, where molecules can only diﬀuse in one dimension and cannot move past one another (9). In this case the correlation length becomes macroscopic, which changes the phenomenology of diﬀusion. In particular, one can show that the MSD becomes proportional to t1/2 for single-ﬁle diﬀusion in inﬁnitely long ﬁles (51,73–75). It is interesting to note that the propagator characterizing molecular displacements during single-ﬁle diﬀusion remains Gaussian (76), even though the time dependence of the second moment of this propagator (i.e., the MSD) deviates from that found in normal diﬀusion. The prediction of single-ﬁle diﬀusion has spurred great interest in observing experimentally the signature and consequences of single-ﬁle diﬀusion in zeolites, culminating in two reports of ethane single-ﬁle diﬀusion in AlPO4-5 by pulsed-ﬁeld gradient (PFG) NMR (77,78). Despite these reports, some controversy remains because of quasi-elastic neutron scattering data consistent with normal diﬀusion for this same system (79). (These experimental methods are discussed in Sec. IV.) The neutron scattering data for cyclopropane in AlPO4-5 did show the single-ﬁle diﬀusion signature, but only for suﬃciently high cyclopropane loadings so that guest–guest collisions were likely on the experimental time scale. Complicating the unambiguous identiﬁcation of single-ﬁle diﬀusion are (at least) two phenomena occurring on widely diﬀerent time scales. First, although particle exchange may be unlikely, experimental observation on the time scales of such exchange may obfuscate or even eliminate the t1/2 signature of single-ﬁle diﬀusion (80,81). Second, real zeolite single ﬁles are ﬁnite in length, which introduces the possibility of a new, ‘‘compound’’ diﬀusion mode that
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becomes important on the time scale for vacancies to permeate through the single ﬁle (80,82,83). For times shorter than the vacancy diﬀusion time, i.e., t < tc = L2/kD0 where L is the ﬁle length, particle transport proceeds via the non-Fickian, single-ﬁle diﬀusion mode, with MSDs increasing with the square root of time. For times longer than tc, however, Nelson and Auerbach have shown that self diﬀusion in single-ﬁle systems is completely described by Fick’s laws, except that the ‘‘Fickian’’ self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient depends on ﬁle length according to (83): D0 hT kd2 L ; ð44Þ DSF ¼ ð1  hT ÞmLðmL þ 2D0 Þ  2D0 hT kd where the parameters (kd, m, hT) pertain to TCP as shown in Fig. 1c. Equation (44) was obtained by analyzing steady-state TCP ﬂuxes under single-ﬁle conditions and was veriﬁed by opensystem kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (see Sec. V.B.2). When single-ﬁle transport is diﬀusion limited, i.e., for large L, Eq. (44) reduces to (80,83): D0 ð1  hT Þ ; ð45Þ lim DSF ¼ L!l LhT which was originally derived by Hahn and Ka¨rger (80). Equation (45) shows that the correlation factor for ﬁnite single ﬁles is given by f(h) = 1/Lh, thus unifying vacancy correlations with single-ﬁle diﬀusion. The L dependence of this correlation factor also shows the seeds of the t1/2 signature of single-ﬁle diﬀusion, namely, that dividing the diﬀusivity by L in a diﬀusion problem is essentially the same as dividing the linear time dependence of the MSD by t1/2. Nelson and Auerbach found that the fraction of time in the single-ﬁle diﬀusion mode scales inversely with ﬁle length for long ﬁles, suggesting that Fickian self-diﬀusion dominates transport in longer single-ﬁle zeolites. They predicted that the crossover time between (medium-time) single-ﬁle diﬀusion and (long-time) Fickian diﬀusion is just above the experimental window for PFG NMR experiments, suggesting that longer-time PFG NMR would observe this transition. We close this section by discussing another type of correlation that has been predicted to arise in single-ﬁle systems, involving correlated cluster dynamics where instead of imagining molecules jumping one at a time, they are predicted to jump together (84). Several characteristics of the zeolite–guest system must conspire for this mechanism to gain importance. In particular, the guests must feel suﬃcient guest–guest attractions, the lattice of sites for an individual guest must be such that many guests cannot simultaneously ﬁll diﬀerent sites without crowding, and, ﬁnally, the guests must be constrained to diﬀuse in one dimension. Assuming these all hold, Sholl and Fichthorn found that activation energies for these cluster jumps are strongly size dependent and are lower than the barriers for monomer diﬀusion. Having now discussed the various types of correlations that can arise for diﬀusion in zeolites, we now discuss the most powerful way to quantify such eﬀects, and indeed the diﬀusion coeﬃcients themselves, through the use of statistical mechanical correlation functions. C.



Correlation Functions



The relationships between transport coeﬃcients and correlation functions are made explicit by using linear response theory and the ﬂuctuation–dissipation theorem (23), which in turn are motivated by Onsager’s regression hypothesis (47). This hypothesis, ﬁrst articulated in 1931, asserts that correlations between spontaneous equilibrium ﬂuctuations decay according to the same phenomenology (e.g., the diﬀusion equation or facsimile) as do externally induced nonequilibrium disturbances. This relationship between equilibrium ﬂuctuations and nonequilibrium relaxation only holds strictly when the nonequilibrium disturbances are relatively small, since spontaneous equilibrium ﬂuctuations are themselves very small in macroscopic systems. The interested reader is
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referred to the authoritative sources on correlation functions (85,86), and also to the lucid review on correlation functions as they pertain to diﬀusion in zeolites by Theodorou et al. (10). To feign completeness, we review below the ideas most relevant for understanding how correlation functions can shed light on diﬀusion in zeolites. 1. Self Diffusion We begin by rewriting the Einstein equation, which serves to deﬁne the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient, in an eﬀort to express DS in terms of a correlation function. Following Chandler’s approach (23), we write the classical MSD as:



Z t  Z t ! ! ! ! 2 2 dt V vðt VÞ  dt W vðt WÞ ; ð46Þ hR ðtÞi ¼ hj rðtÞ  rð0Þ j i ¼ 0 0 R ! ! ! t where in the last equality we have exploited the fact that ½ rðtÞ  rð0Þ ¼ 0 dt V vðt VÞ, where ! vðtÞ is the velocity of the tagged particle at time t. Next we diﬀerentiate the Einstein equation with respect to time and divide by 6 to obtain:



Z t  Z t 1 d 2 ! ! ! ! ! DS ¼ lim dt V vðt VÞ  dt W vðt WÞ ¼ lim h vðtÞ  ½ rðtÞ  rð0Þi ð47Þ t!l 6 t!l dt 6 0 0 Z 1 1 0 ! ! ! ! ! ¼ lim h vð0Þ  ½ rð0Þ  rðtÞi ¼ dth vð0Þ  vðtÞi 3 t!l 3 l Z 1 l ! ! dth vð0Þ  vðtÞi: ð48Þ ¼ 3 0 The last equality in Eq. (47) comes from diﬀerentiating the square using the fundamental theorem of calculus; the ﬁrst equality in Eq. (48) arises from the stationarity property of equilibrium correlation functions (23); the ﬁnal equality in Eq. (48) is valid because by stationarity, equilibrium autocorrelation functions are even functions of time. We have thus arrived at a so-called Green-Kubo formula, which relates a transport coeﬃcient to an integrated (velocity) autocorrelation function (VACF). In practice, using the ﬁnal result in Eq. (48) is only really useful when studying stochastic molecular motion in the absence of large energy barriers, e.g., in bulk ﬂuids or very weakly conﬁning zeolite–guest systems. For strongly conﬁned zeolite–guest systems, with large energy barriers separating sorption sites, Eq. (48) is much less useful because velocity correlations typically decay well before rare jump events occur. When relatively large barriers are present, the VACF reveals vibrational information, which can be understood by comparing the GreenKubo relation in Eq. (48) to the so-called vibrational power spectrum, G(x), given as: Z l ! ! 1 h vð0Þ  vðtÞi ixt GðxÞ ¼ dt ! ð49Þ e ! pc 0 h vð0Þ  vð0Þi where x is the vibrational frequency. Comparison of Eqs. (48) and (49) shows that using the integrated VACF to calculate the self diﬀusivity for a trapped particle will reveal instead the low-frequency vibrations of the trapped guest molecule. We gain some insight into the physical origins of the Maxwell-Stefan formulation by supposing that the VACF decays exponentially according to the functional form (see Fig. 4): D! ! E 3kB T gt=m vð0Þ  vðtÞ ¼ e ; ð50Þ m where m is the particle mass and g is a friction coeﬃcient describing the drag felt by the particle from its environment. Indeed, the exponential relaxation posited in Eq. (50)
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arises from the phenomenology of friction. The pre-exponential factor results from the second moment of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Plugging this VACF into the Green-Kubo formula gives DS = kBT/g or, alternatively for the friction coeﬃcient, g = kBT/DS, which is the basic physical assumption in the Maxwell-Stefan picture of diﬀusion. This may explain why the Maxwell-Stefan formulation is so natural for describing diﬀusion in bulk ﬂuids and in weakly conﬁned zeolite–guest systems, where the phenomenology of friction works best. The assumption of simple exponential relaxation considered above breaks down at both short and long times. At long times, the VACF is found to decay as td/2 in d-dimensional space, which implies by further analysis that diﬀusion as a phenomenology is invalid in two dimensions (86). At short times, simple exponential decay ignores the molecularity of dense ﬂuids, where back-scattering on picosecond time scales produces negative lobes and subsequent oscillations in the VACF, as shown in Fig. 4. A simple VACF expression to account for this short-time eﬀect is given by: D! ! E 3kB T gt=m e cosðxtÞ; vð0Þ  vðtÞ ¼ m



ð51Þ



where m and g are the same as before, and x is an eﬀective vibrational frequency in the ﬂuid. The resulting self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient takes the form:   kB T g=m : ð52Þ DS ¼ m ðg=mÞ2 þ x2 In the limit where several vibrations are required to produce velocity relaxation, i.e., x  g/m, the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient reduces to DS = kBTg/(mx)2, which is now quite diﬀerent from the Maxwell-Stefan type of expression. As is typical with constitutive relations, the phenomenology associated with the Maxwell-Stefan formulation [cf. Eq. (24)] is consistent with long-time dynamics but breaks down for shorter-time phenomena.
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When considering self diﬀusion at ﬁnite loadings, one might tag a particular guest molecule and evaluate Eq. (48) from its center-of-mass VACF. Instead, one might utilize all of the statistics available from this many-body system according to: N Z l 1 X ! ! DS ¼ dth vi ð0Þ  vi ðtÞi ð53Þ 3N i¼1 0 ! where N is the number of molecules and vi ðtÞ is the velocity of the ith molecule at time t. This form will be useful for comparison with other diﬀusivities below. 2. Transport Diffusion The above analysis demonstrates the power of correlation functions to elucidate the dynamics underlying self diﬀusion. What is really impressive is the ability of correlation functions to shed light on transport diﬀusion of both single-component (35,37,87–90) and multicomponent systems in zeolites (91,92). In particular, one can use linear response theory (93) to show that the single-component Onsager coeﬃcient takes the form (85): Z l D 1 ! ! E s L11 ¼ dt J ð0Þ  J ðtÞ ; ð54Þ 3VRT 0 ! where V is the system volume and J ðtÞ is the spatially averaged, collective ﬂux of the sorbed phase at time t, given by: N X ! ! J ðtÞ ¼ vi ðtÞ: ð55Þ i¼1



Substituting Eq. (55) into Eq. (54) gives: N X N Z l 1 X ! ! s L11 ¼ dth vi ð0Þ  vj ðtÞi 3VRT i¼1 j¼1 0



ð56Þ



which shows that transport diﬀusion arises from velocity correlations between diﬀerent s molecules. Recalling the relation between L11 and the single-component Maxwell-Stefan MSs s : surface diﬀusivity, D1, vac = RTL11/c1, we obtain for D1,MSs vac DMSs 1;vac ¼



N X N Z l 1 X ! ! dth vi ð0Þ  vj ðtÞi 3N i¼1 j¼1 0



Z N Z l 1 X 1 X l ! ! ! ! dth vi ð0Þ  vi ðtÞi þ dth vi ð0Þ  vj ðtÞi 3N i¼1 0 3N i p j 0 Z 1 X l ! ! dth vi ð0Þ  vj ðtÞi ¼ Ds þ 3N i p j 0 ¼



ð57Þ



ð58Þ ð59Þ



This last result deserves several remarks. First, as with self diﬀusion, using the velocity correlation function in Eq. (57) to evaluate diﬀusivities is practical only for systems conﬁned by relatively small barriers. Second, in the limit of low loading where correlations between diﬀerent particles are unlikely, the second term in Eqs. (58) and (59) can be ignored, conﬁrming our assertion made in Sec. III.A that the self diﬀusivity and Maxwell-Stefan surface diﬀusivity MSs agree at inﬁnite dilution (35). Third, the fact that D1,vac can be expressed through such a correlation function, arising purely from dynamics, gives further credence to the idea that MSs D1,vac is a ‘‘proper’’ transport coeﬃcient, while the Fickian diﬀusivity involves a composite of transport and thermodynamics.
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MSs The same steps that relate DS to the VACF can be reversed for D1,vac to give the following mean collective displacement: N X N 1 dX ! ! ! ! lim DMSs h½ ri ðtÞ  ri ð0Þ½ rj ðtÞ  rj ð0Þi ð60Þ 1;vac ¼ 6N t!l dt i¼1 j¼1



This expression is useful in numerical simulations for both ﬂuid motion and jump diﬀusion, which can be modeled with molecular dynamics and kinetic Monte Carlo, respectively (we discuss these simulation methods in Sec. V). However, despite the versatility of Eq. (60), its evaluatation is complicated relative to that for self-diﬀusion for two reasons. First, as opposed to the MSD, which averages a quantity that is either positive or zero, the collective displacements that are averaged in Eq. (60) can be negative, which can complicate statistical convergence. Second, further complicating the statistics is the fact that, whereas for self diﬀusion all molecules contribute separate statistics, here for collective motion the entire system contributes one batch of statistics. In general, these challenges arise from the common origin that Eq. (60) attempts to describe nonequilibrium relaxation by averaging spontaneous equilibrium ﬂuctuations, which is a formidable statistical task. Despite these challenges, Sanborn and Snurr successfully used Eq. (60) to simulate transport diﬀusion in siliceous FAU under a variety of conditions (91,92), by performing many independent simulations and averaging the results. For multi-component systems, Onsager’s approach leads to the following correlation s , which couples components a and b (86): function for the coeﬃcient Lab Z l D 1 ! ! E Lsab ¼ dt Ja ð0Þ  Jb ðtÞ ; ð61Þ 3VRT 0 ! where Ja ðtÞ is the collective ﬂux for component a at time t. Assuming there are Na and Nb s molecules in components a and b, respectively, Lab becomes Z N Na X b l 1 X ! ! dth via ð0Þ  vjb ðtÞi; ð62Þ Lsa;b ¼ 3VRT i¼1 j¼1 0 which shows that multicomponent transport diﬀusion is controlled by velocity correlations between diﬀerent molecules in diﬀerent components. In practice, Sanborn and Snurr found it s } coeﬃcients using Eq. (62) averaged by molecular most convenient to calculate the {Lab simulations, and then to transform these to Fickian transport diﬀusivities, {Dab}, for phenomenlogical interpretation (91,92). Having now explored the macroscopic phenomenologies and microscopic underpinnings of diﬀusion in zeolites, we now focus on perhaps the most important task at hand: measuring diﬀusion in zeolites. IV.



METHODS OF MEASURING DIFFUSION IN ZEOLITES



Conceptually understanding zeolitic diﬀusion is not only complicated by the various physical situations under which diﬀusion phenomena may occur. It is also complicated by the fact that the ranges over which diﬀusion phenomena may be perceived can be dramatically diﬀerent for diﬀerent experimental techniques. It has become common to distinguish between macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic techniques (4,6,94). In macroscopic techniques, intracrystalline transport phenomena are recorded by analyzing the response of an assembly of crystals to welldeﬁned changes in the surrounding atmosphere. Mesoscopic techniques focus on an individual crystal without being able to resolve intracrystalline molecular transport. Only in the microscopic techniques, the primary experimental data directly result from transport phenomena with
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molecular displacements smaller than the zeolite crystallites. It should be noted that this latter deﬁnition of a microscopic technique must not be confused with a convention generally used in statistical thermodynamics where concentrations and ﬂuxes—being mean values over many particles—are considered to be macroscopic quantities, while microscopic quantities are characteristics of the individual particles. However, in zeolite science and technology it has also become common for concentration- or ﬂux-based techniques to be called microscopic, as soon as a resolution within the crystallites, i.e., over microscopic dimensions, becomes possible. This section presents a short description of the fundamentals of the various experimental techniques of diﬀusion measurement, together with typical examples of the results obtained. A.



Macroscopic Methods



1. Steady-State Methods a.



Membrane Permeation



With zeolite material being synthetically available nowadays as membranes (see Chapter 17 by Nair and Tsapatsis in this volume), diﬀusion measurements may immediately be based on Fick’s ﬁrst law, by determining the ﬂux through the membrane for a given diﬀerence in the sorbate concentrations in the membrane faces. Diﬀusion measurements of this type assume that transport through the membrane is diﬀusion limited (see Sec. II.C), which implies that observed ﬂuxes are proportional to diﬀusivities, and that intracrystalline concentrations in the membrane faces can be calculated from sorption isotherms given the gas phase pressures (or concentrations) of the diﬀusants. By rearranging Fick’s ﬁrst law, the diﬀusivity results simply from ! j J jL ð63Þ DT ¼ Dc where L is the membrane thickness and Dc is the concentration drop across the membrane, estimated from the pressure drop and the sorption isotherm. Permeation studies can be carried out to determine both transport and self diﬀusivities. In the latter case, the ﬂux and concentration diﬀerence refer to the labeled component in, e.g., tracer counterpermeation experiments. When studying transport diﬀusion, one has to take into account that Eq. (63) only applies strictly for a suﬃciently small concentration diﬀerence over the membrane, so that for concentration-dependent transport diﬀusivities, the diﬀusivity within the membrane can be taken as a constant equal to its eﬀective mean value. Permeation studies with zeolites have been carried out with both compact polycrystalline membranes (95–97) and single crystals suitably involved in impermeable foils (98–100). The data on intracrystalline diﬀusion provided from permeation studies with polycrystalline membranes are still heavily corrupted by membrane defects (28,97). However, as a consequence of their substantial potential for advanced technologies in separation and catalysis (101), there is no doubt that the quality of zeolite membranes will improve rapidly in the next few years. At least from the view of fundamental research, permeation studies with embedded single crystals appear to provide more reliable data on intracrystalline zeolitic diﬀusion. Measurements of this type, which may be referred to as mesoscopic, shall be presented in Sec. IV.B. b. Reaction under Diffusion Control Another class of steady-state experiments for diﬀusion measurement is based on the involvement of chemical reactions (102,103). In the simplest case of a unimolecular, irreversible
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Fig. 5 Measured eﬀectiveness factors (g) for the conversion of 2,2-dimethylbutane over H-ZSM-5 catalysts, as a function of the Thiele modulus (A). Data are calculated from diﬀusivities, obtained by conventional sorption studies, and compared with the theoretical curve that relates the two. (From Ref. 103.)



reaction A!B of ﬁrst order (5,6,104), the evolution of concentration of species A obeys the relation: dcA !  !  ¼ j  DT jcA  krxn cA ð64Þ dt which results from Eq. (8) by adding the ﬁrst-order reaction term. Under steady-state conditions, i.e., for dcA/dt = 0, the distribution cA (and hence the total number) of the reactant molecules over the individual crystallites becomes a function of the intrinsic diﬀusivity. Thus, from the eﬀective reactivity (the ‘‘eﬀectiveness factor’’) being proportional to the total number of A-type molecules, one is able to determine their intracrystalline diﬀusivity. More correctly, one determines the mutual diﬀusivity of the A and B molecules, which—by assuming their microdynamic equivalency—has to coincide with their self diﬀusivities. As an example, Fig. 5 demonstrates the excellent agreement between the experimentally determined eﬀectiveness factor for the conversion of 2,2-dimethylbutane over ZSM-5 with the theoretical dependence determined on the basis of gravimetric diﬀusion measurements (103). Conversely, the eﬀectiveness factor of catalytic conversion may thus be used to determine intracrystalline diﬀusivities. 2. Transient Methods a.



Uptake Methods



The conventionally most common technique of diﬀusion measurement is following the response of the zeolitic host–guest system to a change in the pressure and/or composition in the surrounding atmosphere. For recording the response, a large variety of techniques are in use. The most direct one is following the molecular uptake by, for example, a gravimetric
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device. For a spherical particle of radius R, subject to a step change in sorbate concentration at the external surface, molecular uptake M(t) under isothermal conditions and diﬀusion control is given by (105): l M ðtÞ 6 X 1 n2 p2 DT t=R2 ¼1 2 e ; ð65Þ M ðlÞ p n¼1 n2 which exhibits the short-time limit of: rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ M ðtÞ 6 DT t lim ¼ ; t!0 M ðlÞ R p and the long-time limit of: M ðtÞ 6 2 2 ¼ 1  2 ep DT t=R : lim t!l M ðlÞ p



ð66Þ



ð67Þ



The corresponding expressions for other particle shapes may be found, e.g., in (5,105,106). There is in fact little numerical diﬀerence between the response from a spherical particle and that from a diﬀerent geometry, but with the same (external) surface-to-volume ratio. As discussed in Sec. II.C, transient uptake adsorption/desorption measurements yield the most reliable diﬀusivity data for large crystals and small diﬀusivities, where transport is diﬀusion limited. Regardless of whether transport is limited by diﬀusion or desorption, such measurements provide important time scales for zeolite scientists to gauge rates of molecular sorption. Detailed information on the inﬂuence of other processes on molecular uptake can be found in the literature (5,36,106,107); in what follows, we give a short introduction to these processes. Any adsorption process gives rise to a temperature enhancement of the sample as a consequence of the release of the heat of adsorption. In parallel to the particle ﬂux into each individual crystallite, establishment of equilibrium therefore as well requires heat dissipation toward the surroundings. For suﬃciently fast intracrystalline diﬀusion, this latter process may become rate limiting for the overall phenomenon. Its analysis on the basis of Eqs. (65–67) would lead to completely erroneous diﬀusivities. During desorption experiments, temperature reduction as a consequence of the consumed heat of desorption leads to completely analogous eﬀects. Note that this eﬀect cannot be remedied by reducing the pressure step, since the reduced temperature changes would be paralleled by corresponding reductions in the internal concentration gradients (108–110). Heat eﬀects do not occur in tracer exchange experiments, since here adsorption (or desorption) of the labeled component is exactly counterbalanced by desorption (or adsorption) of the unlabeled one (cf. Sec. IV.A.3). The real structures of zeolites are likely to diﬀer substantially from the ideal textbook structures. This is particularly true for the external surfaces of the zeolite crystallites. As a zone of pronounced structural heterogeneity, the external crystal surface is predestined to collapse, e.g., under hydrothermal treatment (111,112). Simultaneously, the external crystal surface is a favorite location of coke deposition (113,114). In both cases, the uptake rates can be limited by the permeation through the outer surface rather than by intracrystalline diﬀusion. Molecular uptake then should follow the simple exponential expression (5): M ðtÞ ¼ 1  e3kd t=R ; M ðlÞ



ð68Þ



where kd is the surface permeativity as shown in Fig. 1a–c. When deducing intracrystalline diﬀusivities from macroscopic uptake measurements, it is generally assumed that immediately after the change in the surrounding atmosphere, the concentration in the surface layers of an individual crystallite attains its new equilibrium value. Such an assumption is clearly only valid for suﬃciently fast mass transfer through the bed of
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crystallites (115). To quantify this eﬀect one has to relate the dimension of individual crystallites (radius R) and that of the bed (‘‘radius’’ Rb) with the respective diﬀusivities. The eﬀective bed diﬀusivity is given by (4,94): Dp ep ð69Þ Db ¼ ep þ ð1  ep ÞK where ep and Dp are the volume fraction of and diﬀusivity in the macropores, respectively. The equilibrium constant K is the ratio of the concentrations in the sorbed and gaseous phases. Uptake is limited by intracrystalline diﬀusion under the condition Rb2/Db  R2/DT. In the opposite limit, uptake is limited by bed diﬀusion. Equations (65–67) still apply to bed-limited diﬀusion, except with DT and R replaced by Db and Rb, respectively. In this case, interpreting the uptake results in terms of intracrystalline diﬀusion would lead to completely erroneous results. As a ﬁnal pitfall, uptake measurements under ‘‘piezometric’’ conditions, i.e., constant volume–variable pressure conditions, can be corrupted signiﬁcantly by the ﬁnite rate at which the atmosphere around the sample follows the pressure step in the gas reservoir. Consideration of this ‘‘valve’’ eﬀect in the calculation of the intracrystalline diﬀusivity from the observed pressure data (116–118) can impede the rigor of the experimental procedures (119). According to Eq. (65), the time constant of molecular adsorption/desorption (when limited by intracrystalline diﬀusion) should be proportional to R2/DT. This time constant can be expressed as: Z l sintra ¼ dt½1  M ðtÞ=MðlÞ ð70Þ 0



which is denoted as the ﬁrst moment of the uptake curve (106,120,121), and also as the mean intracrystalline molecular residence time. Evaluating Eq. (70) using Eq. (65) gives: R2 sintra ¼ ð71Þ 15DT Assuming that uptake is limited by intracrystalline diﬀusion and that the distribution of zeolite particle sizes is reasonably monodisperse, Eq. (71) predicts that the uptake time constant should vary with the square of the crystal radius. As an example, Fig. 6 shows this proportionality as found in uptake measurements with 2,2-dimethylbenzene in ZSM-5. The constancy of DT with varying crystal size can thus be used as a criterion for the validity of the determined diﬀusivities. b.



Zero Length Column



A number of disadvantages of the conventional uptake method are overcome by the zero length column (ZLC) technique. In this technique, one follows the desorption of sorbate from a previously equilibrated sample of adsorbent into an inert carrier stream (122,123). The concentration of sorbate in the gas stream is usually recorded by chromatographic detection. The time dependence of this concentration is a direct image of the residence time distribution of the molecules within the sorbate particles, which directly provides the intracrystalline diﬀusivity. The sensitivity of ZLC is high enough that the amount of adsorbent can be reduced to a few milligrams. Mass transfer resistances by bed eﬀects can thus be excluded. Moreover, the carrier gas excludes any heat eﬀects. As a consequence of the very principle of ZLC, during measurements the intracrystalline sorbate concentration drops to zero from the initial value as determined by the partial pressure of the sorbate in the carrier gas. In order to circumvent ambiguities due to concentration-dependent diﬀusivities, the measurements are therefore generally performed at concentrations close to zero. Variants of the ZLC technique have been applied to the measurement of zeolitic diﬀusion under liquid phase conditions (124). In some
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Fig. 6 Variation of the (gravimetric) diﬀusional time constant, R2/DT, with the square of the crystal radius, showing conformity with the diﬀusion model. (From Ref. 103.)



cases, e.g., branched alkanes in silicalite-1, these diﬀusivities were found to be dramatically larger than in gas phase measurements (125). This behavior seems to indicate that under fully saturated conditions, the silicalite-1 framework swells slightly so that these species are no longer as severely hindered by interactions with the pore wall. Another variant, tracer ZLC, shall be presented in Sec. IV.A.3. c.



Frequency Response



Both features of a steady-state and a transient method may be recognized in the frequency response (FR) technique (126–128). In this technique one follows the response of the sample to a regular periodic perturbation, such as a sinusoidal variation of the system volume with frequency x. As a consequence, both the induced pressure variation and the amount adsorbed are also sinusoidally varying functions. They are interrelated by a complex factor of proportionality, which is a function of the frequency of the volume variation. Its real and imaginary parts are commonly referred to as the in-phase and out-of-phase characteristic functions, respectively. They may be calculated from experimentally directly accessible quantities, i.e., the amplitude of pressure variation and the phase shift between volume and pressure variation. The diﬀusivities are determined by matching the experimental curves to the theoretical expressions for a given model. As a rule of thumb, the out-of-phase characteristic function passes through a maximum at x = DT/L2, where L is the characteristic length of the particles under study. The out-of-phase characteristic function is also expected to approach zero
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Fig. 7 Corrected diﬀusivities [cf. Eq. (2.29)] of propane in silicalite-1 obtained by the frequency response technique (o: 323 K, : 363 K, *: 348 K) by uptake measurement (i.e., ‘‘single-step frequency response’’) (D: 333 K) and by PFG NMR (E: 333 K). (From Ref. 128.)



for frequencies both much larger and much smaller than this ‘‘resonance frequency’’ (4). There is essentially no instrumental limitation to apply the frequency response technique at very large frequencies, corresponding to time constants in the millisecond regime. As a nonequilibrium technique, however, the frequency response method is subject to thermal eﬀects, which may become rate determining (128,129). d. Infrared Detection Methods By combining the frequency response (FR) method with temperature measurement by an infrared (IR) sensor, heat eﬀects can actually be used for an even more complete recording of the parameters varying during the adsorption/desorption measurement cycles (129–131). Using this thermal FR (TFR) method, experimental observables should more reliably be attributed to the corresponding models of mass transfer. Figures 7 and 8 present typical results of the application of the frequency response and the TFR methods to diﬀusion studies with zeolites. The extrapolation of the pulsed-ﬁeld gradient (PFG) NMR results in Fig. 7 to smaller concentrations yields satisfactory agreement with the results obtained by the FR techniques. In all these studies, the diﬀusivity is found to decrease with increasing concentration. This type of concentration dependence (consistent with patterns 1 and 2 of the concentration dependencies presented in Figure 7.2 of Ref. 5) is common for zeolite–guest systems with no speciﬁc adsorption sites. The decrease of the diﬀusivity with increasing concentration can be explained qualitatively by the (1  h) volume exclusion factor discussed in Sec. III.A. The same general tendency of decreasing diﬀusivity with increasing loading is reﬂected by the data in Fig. 8. In addition, the presence of water molecules is found to lead to a much more pronounced decay in the propane diﬀusivities. This behavior can be explained by the formation of ion–water complexes in the windows between adjacent supercages, which can signiﬁcantly reduce propane propagation rates. We note that the PFG NMR and TFR data are in reasonable agreement in both their qualitative trends and their absolute values. When carrying out diﬀusion measurements by PFG NMR and the TFR method in the same concentration range, satisfactory agreement between the data obtained by these two techniques can also be seen in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Corrected diﬀusivities [cf. Eq. (2.29)] of propane in NaX at 303 K in an anhydrous (*) and a hydrated (o) sample, compared with PFG NMR diﬀusivities (E). (From Ref. 131.)



Following molecular uptake by recording the time-dependent mass of the zeolite–guest system (gravimetric methods), or the pressure and/or temperature responses (piezometric and frequency response measurements, respectively) only provides information about overall adsorption/desorption kinetics. In many cases of practical application, however, one is interested in the mobility of individual components. Therefore, the application of IR spectroscopy to the study of sorption phenomena has aﬀorded a signiﬁcant breakthrough for diﬀusion studies in multicomponent zeolite–guest systems (132–134). Figure 9 shows the evolution of the primary data (IR bands) in a counterdiﬀusion experiment with H-ZSM5 where, under the inﬂuence of a concentration step of ethylbenzene in the surrounding atmosphere (bands at 1496 cm1 and 1453 cm1 for the adsorbed ethylbenzene), a substantial fraction of the previously adsorbed benzene molecules (band at 1478 cm1) is forced out of the crystallites. Figure 10 shows the kinetics of the replacement of benzene by ethylbenzene in H-ZSM-5, together with the diﬀusivities calculated by matching the kinetic curves to the appropriate solutions of Fick’s second law. Diﬀusivities deduced under such conditions are referred to as coefﬁcients of counterdiﬀusion. The quantity b is a ﬁtting parameter, which accounts for the fact that the sorbate partial pressures are not instantaneously established at the location of the sample. The diﬀusivities shown in Fig. 10 indicate that adding the ethyl substituent onto benzene does not greatly alter its transport properties, presumably because the ‘‘kinetic diameter’’ of the molecule is not greatly altered. A bigger change is expected when comparing benzene to ortho- or meta-xylene, which do have signiﬁcantly greater eﬀective diameters. In addition to the conventional chromatographic methods (135), other more sophisticated experimental techniques have recently been applied to the study of molecular diﬀusion in assemblages of zeolite crystallites, including positron emission proﬁling (PEP) (136,137), temporal analysis of products (TAP) (138,139), and (nuclear) magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) (140,141). Since reliable information about intracrystalline diﬀusion can be obtained only if the observed processes are strongly inﬂuenced by intracrystalline mass transfer, these
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Fig. 9 Set of IR spectra for successive replacement of preadsorbed benzene by ethylbenzene. (+) Strongest benzene band; (*) bands of ethylbenzene. (From Ref. 134.)



Fig. 10 Uptake curves of counterdiﬀusion as derived from the evolution of IR spectra (cf Fig. 9) for ethylbenzene vs. benzene in H-ZSM-5. (From Ref. 134.)
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techniques measure intracrystalline diﬀusion in zeolites only under rather special conditions (138,142,143). 3. Tracer Methods By involving isotopically labeled and unlabeled molecules, most of the procedures described in Secs. IV.A.1 and IV.A.2 can be adapted to diﬀusion measurements under equilibrium, i.e., to the measurement of tracer of self-diﬀusion. Tracer permeation measurements necessitate diﬀerent partial pressures of the labeled component on the two sides of the membrane (preferably zero on one side), while the total pressure of the sorbate, i.e., the sum of the partial pressures of the labeled and unlabeled components, must be the same on both sides of the membrane. In Sec. II.C, we refer to this experimental setup as tracer counterpermeation (TCP), as shown in Fig. 1c. In tracer uptake measurements, the process of measurement is initiated by replacing a certain fraction of the sorbate molecules in the surrounding atmosphere by labeled ones (144). Flux or uptake analyses are generally performed by mass spectrometry, which readily allows discrimination between labeled and unlabeled molecules. a.



Tracer Zero Length Column



By performing ZLC with labeled and unlabeled particles, i.e., tracer ZLC or TZLC, the range of applicability of the ZLC technique can be greatly enhanced. In TZLC, the sorbate in the carrier gas is switched from a labeled (e.g., deuterated) to an unlabeled species (145,146). Under these conditions, the purging rate of the labeled component directly yields the intracrystalline selfdiﬀusivity. In contrast to ZLC, which is essentially conﬁned to very low sorbate concentrations, TZLC can probe the whole concentration range from zero to saturation. As an example, Fig. 11 shows the results of self-diﬀusion measurements of methanol in Na-X by TZLC in comparison



Fig. 11 Self diﬀusivities of methanol in NaX at 373 K measured by TZLC and PFG NMR, compared to the transport diﬀusivity at inﬁnite dilution determined by (normal) ZLC. (From Ref. 146.)
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with ZLC and PFG NMR data. The self-diﬀusivities in Fig. 11 have magnitudes of order 1011 m2 s1. These data represent an example where satisfactory agreement between various techniques, in particular between macroscopic and microscopic measurements, has been observed. We have presented herein additional examples of satisfactory agreement between the results of diﬀerent techniques, e.g., in Figs. 7 and 8. The loading dependence of the diﬀusivities in Fig. 11 exhibits an initial increase at low to medium loadings, followed by a subsequent decrease at high loadings. This behavior indicates the presence of special adsorption sites for methanol in Na-X, presumably over supercage Na cations, because ﬁlling these sites increases the rate of self diﬀusion. However, when the system approaches saturation, the blocking of sites takes over and the self diﬀusivity begins to decrease with loading. However, there are also systems that reveal systematic discrepancies between the results obtained by diﬀerent techniques. As an example, Fig. 12 shows the results of diﬀusion studies with benzene in zeolite Na-X by TZLC, FR, and PFG NMR (147). The decreasing loading dependence observed by both FR and PFG NMR is consistent with the absence of particularly stable adsorption sites, whereas the increasing loading dependence observed by TZLC signals the presence of such stable sites (31,32). Until now, no fully satisfactory explanation of this discrepancy has been reported. As discussed below in Secs. IV.D and V.C, this discrepancy is most likely caused by structural heterogeneities in the Na-X zeolites considered. Defects in the framework topology and/or disorder in the Al/Na distributions can produce diﬀerent self diﬀusivities, depending on the length scales probed by diﬀerent experimental methods (148,149). Other variants of nonequilibrium measurements, which have been applied to selfdiﬀusion studies by the use of labeled molecules, include the measurement of molecular uptake from a surrounding liquid (150) and in closed-loop recycling (151,152). Being sensitive to the concentrations of, e.g., deuterated and nondeuterated substances, spectroscopic methods such as IR (132–134) and NMR (153) allow the direct monitoring of labeled and unlabeled molecules in the sorbed phase.



Fig. 12 Comparison of benzene diﬀusivities in NaX obtained by TZLC, frequency response (FR) and PFG NMR. (From Ref. 147.)
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Fig. 13 Uptake kinetics of n-heptane on a single crystal of H-ZSM-5 as measured by micro-FTIR spectroscopy. (From Ref. 134.)



B.



Mesoscopic Methods



The ﬁrst mesoscopic measurements of diﬀusion in zeolites were carried out by Wernick and Osterhuber (154) and by Hayhurst and Paravar (155), who measured molecular ﬂuxes through crystallites embedded in impenetrable polymer matrices. In addition to permeation measurements through ordered arrangements of MFI-type zeolites in metallic membranes (156), Caro and coworkers considered the rate of molecular uptake by restricting access to only one side of the membrane, while the crystallite faces on the other side remained covered by a metal foil. In these measurements the diﬀusivities were found to depend strongly on the crystallographic direction (99). Recently, molecular uptake by individual crystals has been monitored by microFourier transform (FT) IR (134). The uptake curve of n-heptane by an individual H-ZSM-5 crystal in Fig. 13 presents an example of such measurements, showing that uptake in such systems requires on the order of 10 s to reach saturation.



C.



Microscopic Methods



1. Transport Diffusion a.



Interference Microscopy



Using interference microscopy, the microscopic measurement of transport diﬀusion in zeolites has been achieved for the ﬁrst time (157,158). In this technique, one determines the change in sorbate concentration integrated along the observation direction through the crystallite, by following the change of the optical density of the zeolite crystallites during transient molecular adsorption or desorption. This information can be resolved down to pixels of about 1  1 Am2 over the cross-section of the crystal under study. For crystals of cubic symmetry, these integrated data can be translated into concentration maps by deconvolution (158). As an example, Fig. 14 shows the evolution of methanol concentration in zeolite NaCa-A during adsorption, plotted as
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Fig. 14 Concentration proﬁles c(x, y, z; t) of methanol in an NaCaA-type single crystal of edge length L at 293 K at diﬀerent times t = 0, 40, 80, and 160 s (from bottom to top) after the sorption has started. Data are represented for diﬀerent planes parallel to one outer face at z values indicated on top of the ﬁgures. (From Ref. 157.)



concentration maps over three diﬀerent cross-sections through the crystallites, parallel to and at diﬀerent distances from one of the external faces. These data permit the direct determination of intracrystalline transport diﬀusivities by interpreting the spatial-temporal dependence of measured concentrations using Fick’s second law, Eq. (8). The data in Fig. 14 probe adsorption on time scales of 40-s multiples and give a transport diﬀusivity for methanol in NaCa-A of (8 F 2)  1014 m2 s1, which is in reasonable agreement with PFG NMR data. This diﬀusivity is less than that for methanol in Na-X by more than three orders of magnitude, presumably because of the much smaller windows in A zeolite, but also because of the stronger charge-dipole attraction between methanol and Ca ions in NaCa-A. Moreover, interference microscopy provides a sensitive tool for probing structural properties of zeolite crystallites, which are important in determining their transport behavior and which are diﬃcult to detect by other techniques. MFI-type zeolite crystals are well known to have an internal hour-glass-like structure, indicating that they are of twinned rather than of monocrystalline structure (159,160). In order to evaluate the importance for molecular transport of the internal intersections separating diﬀerent intergrowth components of the crystals, the results obtained by interference microscopy have been compared with corresponding integral concentrations resulting from Monte Carlo simulations (161). In the case of isobutane, such comparisons provide clear evidence that molecular uptake proceeds mostly via the external crystal surface. In this case, the internal interfaces serve as mild transport resistances for diﬀusion of isobutane from one intergrowth component to another rather than as additional diﬀusion paths enhancing the penetration rate into the zeolite particles. Such a situation is diﬀerent from that found in solid-state diﬀusion with grain boundary eﬀects (162). The ﬁndings reported in Ref. 161 are in contrast to observations with iodine, where the iodine molecules have been found to permeate slowly from the gas phase along the internal interfaces of the crystals ﬁlled with large aromatic molecules (163). 2.



Self-Diffusion



As a consequence of the microscopic size of typical zeolite crystallites, the conventional techniques of isotopic labeling have thus far failed to be applied to the direct observation of intracrystalline self diﬀusion. The only techniques that have been applied to this purpose are
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spectroscopic methods, which provide information about the propagation probabilities of guest molecules within the zeolite sample. a.



Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering



Diﬀusion measurement by quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) is based on analysis of the (quasi-elastic) broadening in the energy distribution of an outgoing neutron beam. The broadening is a consequence of the Doppler shift caused by the interaction of the neutrons with the diﬀusants. In this way, the diﬀerent rates of motion of the diﬀusants are recorded in the spectra of neutron energy transfer. The relevant experimental observable is the so-called doublediﬀerential cross-section (@ 2j/@V@E), which represents the fraction of neutrons scattered into a solid angle in the interval [V, V + dV], and with energies in the interval [E, E + dE]. This crosssection can be split into incoherent and coherent contributions according to (164,165): @2r ¼ rinc Sinc ðk; xÞ þ rcoh Scoh ðk; xÞ; ð72Þ @V@E where rinc (rcoh) denotes the incoherent (coherent) cross-section, which is a characteristic quantity for each type of nucleus. The functions Sinc (k, x) and Scoh (k, x) denote the incoherent and coherent scattering functions, respectively, given by (166): Z Z !! 1 ! ! dr dt eiðk  rxtÞ Gs ð r; tÞ Sinc ðk; xÞ ¼ ð73Þ 2p Z Z !! 1 ! ! Scoh ðk; xÞ ¼ dr dt eiðk  rxtÞ Gð r; tÞ ð74Þ 2p These are the double Fourier transforms of the correlation functions of particle propagation, ! ! with the momentum transfer t k and energy transfer tx as the Fourier variables conjugate to r ! and t, respectively. In Eq. (73), Gs ð r; tÞ denotes the self-portion of the density–density ! ! ! ! autocorrelation function in space and time, i.e., Gs ð r; tÞ~hdqi ð 0; 0Þdqi ð r; tÞi. For r ¼j r j ! large compared to zeolite unit cells, Gs ð r; tÞ corresponds to the propagator in Eq. (10), which solves the diﬀusion equation with a y-function initial condition. Inserting Eq. (10) into Eq. (73) leads to a neutron energy distribution whose width is given by (164,165): ! DE u tDxð kÞ ¼ tk 2 DS ð75Þ Equation (75) shows that plotting the energy distribution DE of the scattered neutrons as a ! function of k 2 ¼j k j2 yields a straightforward means for determining the self diﬀusivity Ds. For jump diﬀusion one obtains (167): i th 2 2 1  ek hl i=6 ; ð76Þ DE ¼ s 2 where s is an apparent mean residence time, and hl i is an apparent mean square jump length. These quantities may correspond to fundamental jump lengths and times, but they may also represent composites of fundamental jump processes, depending on the underlying dynamics. Interpreting QENS data via Eq. (76) allows the determination of both the mean residence time (for large values of k) and the self diﬀusivity (for small values of k), where Eqs. (75) and (76) coincide. Combining both types of information thus allows the determination of the mean square jump length. ! The function Gð r; tÞ is proportional to the full density autocorrelation function, ! ! ! i.e., Gð r; tÞ~hdqð 0; 0Þdqð r; tÞi, which is related to the probability density that after time t, ! a particle is found at a displacement r from the position where this or any other particle was located at time t = 0. In this way, the coherent scattering function probes collective motions, giving rise to the measurement of transport diﬀusivities.
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Table 1 Diﬀusivities and Root Mean Square Displacements Accessible by QENS and PFG NMR Observable 2



1



DS (m s ) pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ hR2 ðtÞiðmÞ



PFG NMR >10



15



>107



QENS >1014 1.5. Many groups have investigated the distribution of Al and Si atoms in zeolites to determine whether there is any local arrangement of these atoms (215–220). Since X-ray crystallography does not distinguish Si from Al, this is necessarily determined from indirect techniques such as Si or Al NMR. Lo¨wenstein’s rule forbids any Al-O-Al bonds, which brings perfect ordering for Si:Al = 1, such as in Na-A. In most other cases, no local ordering has been found in the studies mentioned above. An exception is zeolite EMT, where rich Si and Al phases have been found from crystallographic measurements, when synthesized using crown ethers as templates (221). In zeolite L, aluminum atoms preferentially occupy T1 rather than T2 sites, as demonstrated by neutron crystallography (222). In the absence of local ordering, a common modeling procedure involves neglecting the local inhomogeneity of the Si:Al distribution, and replacing all Al or Si by an average tetrahedral atom T, which is exactly what is observed crystallographically. The Si:Al ratio then is reﬂected by the average charge of this T atom, the charges on framework oxygen atoms, and the number of charge compensating cations. This T-site model has been used in many recent modeling studies and performs very well for reproducing adsorptive properties of zeolites (223,224). Indeed, few studies of guest adsorption in zeolites consider explicit Al and Si atoms (225–227). The most important inhomogeneity inside cation-containing zeolites comes from the cation distribution. Indeed, except for very special values of the Si:Al ratio, the possible cation sites are not completely or symmetrically ﬁlled, and crystallographic measurements only give
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average occupancies. A common procedure is to use a simpliﬁed model, with just the right Si:Al ratio that allows complete occupancy of the most probable cation sites and no cations in other sites. This has been used, e.g., by Santikary and Yashonath in their modeling of diﬀusion in zeolite Na-A: instead of Si:Al = 1, they used a model Na-A with Si:Al = 2, thus allowing complete occupancy of cation site I, which gives cubic symmetry of the framework (228). Similarly, Auerbach and coworkers used a model zeolite Na-Y with Si:Al = 2 in a series of studies on benzene diﬀusion, so that the model would contain just the right number of Na cations to ﬁll sites IV and II, thereby giving tetrahedral symmetry (58,196,229). In studying Na-X, which typically involves Si:Al = 1.2, they used Si:Al = 1 so that Na(III) would also be ﬁlled (196). This type of procedure is generally used to level oﬀ inhomogeneities that complicate the analysis. It is instructive to observe the eﬀect of the Si:Al ratio of FAU-type zeolites on the behavior of benzene diﬀusion, as determined from modeling (196,229,230). For very high Si:Al ratios no cations are accessible to sorbed benzene, which only experiences a weak interaction with the framework, and hence diﬀuses over shallow energetic barriers. These reach only 10 kJ mol1 between the supercage sites and window sites, where benzene adsorbs in the plane of the 12 Tatom ring (12R) window separating two adjacent supercages (230). As the Si:Al ratio decreases toward Na-Y, cation sites II begin to ﬁll in as indicated in Fig. 17. These Na(II) cations at tetrahedral supercage positions create strong local adsorption sites for benzene (the SII site), while the window site remains unchanged. As a consequence, the energetic barrier to diﬀusion increases to about 40 kJ mol1 (229). The spread in measured activation energies for benzene in Na-Y shown in Fig. 17 reﬂects both intracage and cage-to-cage dynamics (198) because both NMR relaxation data (intracage) and diﬀusion data (cage-to-cage) are shown. When the Si:Al ratio further decreases toward Na-X, the windows are occupied by strongly adsorbing site III cations. As a consequence, the window site is replaced by a strong SIII site where benzene is facially coordinated to the site III cation, so that transport is controlled by smaller energy barriers reaching only about 15 kJ mol1 (196). Figure 17 (top and middle) schematically presents this behavior, while on the bottom part we compare the expected behavior of the activation energy (full line) as a function of the Si:Al ratio to the available experimental observations (points). The correlation between simulation and experiments is qualitatively reasonable considering the spread of experimental data. Figure 17 shows the success of using a particular Si:Al ratio to simplify the computation, and furthermore shows that adding cations to the structure does not necessarily result in increased diﬀusion activation energy. Despite the success of treating disordered charge distributions as being ordered, Chen et al. have suggested that electrostatic traps created by disordered Al and cation distributions can signiﬁcantly diminish self diﬀusivities from their values for corresponding ordered systems (148). In addition, when modeling the dynamics of exchangeable cations (231) or molecules in acidic zeolites (227), it may be important to develop more sophisticated zeolite models that completely sample Al and Si heterogeneity, as well as the possible cation distributions. For example, Newsam and coworkers proposed an iterative strategy allowing the placement of exchangeable cations inside a negatively charged framework (232), implemented within MSI’s Cerius2 modeling environment. In addition, Jousse et al. constructed a model zeolite H-Y (Si:Al = 2.43) by randomly placing aluminum atoms in the frame, and distributing protons using the following three rules: (a) protons are linked to an oxygen close to an Al atom; (b) no two ˚ hydroxyl groups can be linked to the same silicon atom; (c) no proton can be closer than 4.0 A from another (227). Although these rules do not completely determine the proton positions, they found that several diﬀerent proton distributions were broadly equivalent as far as sorption of benzene is concerned. It is clear from the above examples that the real issue in modeling the dynamics of sorbed molecules in zeolites comes from the interaction potentials, also known as force ﬁelds when computed from empirical functional forms. Before discussing these force
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ﬁelds in the context of dynamics, however, we examine a hot topic among scientists in the ﬁeld: whether framework vibrations inﬂuence the dynamics of guest molecules in zeolites. c.



Framework Flexibility



This question has long remained an open one, but many recent studies have made systematic comparisons between ﬁxed and ﬂexible lattice simulations, based on several examples: methane and light hydrocarbons in silicate-1 (64,233–236), methane in cation-free LTA
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(237), Lennard-Jones adsorbates in Na-A (228) and in Na-Y (238), benzene and propylene in MCM-22 (239), benzene in Na-Y (240–242), and methane in AlPO45 (243). In cation-free zeolites, these recent studies have found that diﬀusivities are virtually unchanged when including lattice vibrations. Fritzsche et al. (237) explained earlier discrepancies on methane in cation-free LTA zeolite by pointing out that inappropriate comparisons were made between rigid and ﬂexible framework studies. In particular, the rigid studies used crystallographic coordinates for the framework atoms, while the force ﬁeld used to represent the framework vibrations gave a larger mean window size than that in the rigid case, thereby resulting in larger diﬀusivities in the ﬂexible framework. By comparing with a model rigid LTA minimized using the same force ﬁeld, they found almost no inﬂuence on the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Similarly, Demontis et al. have studied the diﬀusion of methane in silicalite-1, with rigid and ﬂexible frameworks (234). They conclude that the framework vibrations do not inﬂuence the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, although they aﬀect local dynamic properties such as the damping of the velocity autocorrelation function. Following these ﬁndings, numerous recent diﬀusion studies of guest hydrocarbons or Lennard-Jones adsorbates in cation-free zeolites keep the framework rigid (81,166,175,185,212,244–248). However, there are some counterexamples in cation-free zeolites. In a recent MD study of benzene and propylene in MCM-22 zeolite, Sastre et al. found diﬀerences between the diﬀusion coeﬃcients calculated in the rigid and ﬂexible framework cases (239). Bouyermaouen and Bellemans also observe notable diﬀerences for i-butane diﬀusion in silicalite-1 (236). Snurr et al. used transition state theory (TST) to calculate benzene jump rates in a rigid model of silicalite-1 (249), ﬁnding diﬀusivities that are one to two orders of magnitude smaller than experimental values. Forester and Smith subsequently applied TST to benzene in ﬂexible silicalite-1 (250), ﬁnding essentially quantitative agreement with experiment, thus demonstrating the importance of including framework ﬂexibility when modeling tight-ﬁtting guest–zeolite systems. Strong framework ﬂexibility eﬀects might also be expected for molecules in cationcontaining zeolites, where cation vibrations strongly couple to the adsorbate’s motions, and where diﬀusion is mostly an activated process. However, where a comparison between ﬂexibleand ﬁxed-framework calculations has been performed, surprisingly little inﬂuence has been found. This has been shown by Santikary and Yashonath for the diﬀusion of Lennard-Jones adsorbates of varying size in Na-A. They found a notable diﬀerence on the adsorbate density distribution and external frequencies, but not on diﬀusion coeﬃcients (228). Mosell et al. found that the potential of mean force for the diﬀusion of benzene in Na-Y remains essentially unchanged when framework vibrations are included (240). Jousse et al. also found that the site-tosite jump probabilities for benzene in Na-Y do not change when including framework ﬂexibility, in spite of very strong coupling between benzene’s external vibrations and the Na(II) cation (242). The reasons behind this behavior remain unclear, and it is also doubtful whether these ﬁndings can be extended to other systems. Nevertheless, direct examination of the inﬂuence of zeolite vibrations on guest dynamics suggests the following: a strong inﬂuence on local static and dynamic properties of the guest, such as low-frequency spectra, correlation functions, and density distributions; a strong inﬂuence on the activated diﬀusion of tight-ﬁtting guest–zeolite systems; but a small inﬂuence on diﬀusion of smaller molecules such as unbranched alkanes. The preceding discussion on framework ﬂexibility, and its impact on molecular dynamics, has the merit of pointing out the two important aspects for modeling zeolites: structural and dynamical. On the structural side, the zeolite cation distribution, channel diameters, and window sizes must be well represented. On the dynamic side, for tight-ﬁtting host–guest systems, the framework vibrations must allow for an accurate treatment of the activation energy for molecular jumps through ﬂexing channels and/or windows. Existing zeolite framework force ﬁelds are numerous and take many diﬀerent forms, but they are
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generally designed for only one of these purposes. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to review all zeolite framework force ﬁelds (11); we simply wish to emphasize that one should be very cautious in choosing the appropriate force ﬁeld designed for the properties to be studied. d.



Guest–Zeolite Force Fields



The guest–framework force ﬁeld is the most important ingredient for atomistic dynamic models of sorbed molecules in zeolites. Force ﬁelds for guest–zeolite interactions are at least as diverse as those for the zeolite framework—even more so, in fact, as most studies of guest molecules involve a reparameterization of potential energy functions to reproduce some typical thermodynamic property of the system, such as adsorption energies or adsorption isotherms. Since force ﬁelds are but an analytical approximation of the real potential energy surface, it is essential that the underlying physics is correctly captured by the analytical form. Every researcher working in the ﬁeld has a diﬀerent opinion on what the correct form should be; therefore the following discussion must necessarily remain subjective, and we refer the reader to the original articles to sample diﬀerent opinions. Physical contributions to the interaction energy between host and guest are numerous. Most important are the short-range dispersive and repulsive interactions, and the electrostatic multipolar and inductive interactions. Nicholson and coworkers developed precise potentials for the adsorption of rare gases in silicalite-1, including high-order dispersive terms (251), and have shown that all terms contribute signiﬁcantly to the potential energy surface (252), with the largest contributions coming from the two- and three-body dispersion terms. Cohen de Lara and coworkers developed and applied a potential function including inductive terms for the adsorption of diatomic homonuclear molecules in A-type zeolites (253,254). Here also the induction term makes a large contribution to the total interaction energy. A general force ﬁeld would have to account for all of these diﬀerent contributions, but most force ﬁelds completely neglect these terms for the sake of simplicity. Simpliﬁed expressions include only a dispersiverepulsive short-ranged potential, often represented by a Lennard Jones 6–12 or a Buckingham 6-exponential potential, possibly combined with electrostatic interactions between partial charges on the zeolite and guest atoms, according to: ( ) X X qI qj AIj BIj  6 þ 12 : ð80Þ UZG ¼ rIj rIj rIj j I In general, parameters A and B are determined by some type of combination rule from ‘‘atomic’’ parameters and adjusted to reproduce equilibrium properties such as adsorption energies or adsorption isotherms. It is unlikely, however, that such a potential is transferable between diﬀerent guest molecules or zeolite structures. As such, the ﬁrst step of any study utilizing such a simple force ﬁeld on a new type of host or guest should be the computation of some reference experimental data, such as the heat of adsorption, and eventually the reparametrization of force ﬁeld terms. Indeed, general-purpose force ﬁelds such as CVFF do not give generally adequate results for adsorption in zeolites (255,256). The simpliﬁcation of the force ﬁeld terms can proceed further: in all-silica zeolite analogs with small channels, the electric ﬁeld does not vary much across the channel and as a consequence the Coulombic term in Eq. (80) can often be neglected. This is of course not true for cation-containing zeolites, where the cations create an intense and local electric ﬁeld that generally gives rise to strong adsorption sites. Since evaluating electrostatic energies is so computationally demanding, neglecting such terms allows for much longer dynamics simulations. Another common simpliﬁcation is to represent CH2 and CH3 groups in saturated hydrocarbons as united atoms with their own eﬀective potentials. These are very frequently used to model hydrocarbons in all-silica zeolites (175,237,244,245,257). There is, however,
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active debate in the literature about whether such a simpliﬁed model can account for enough properties of adsorbed hydrocarbons (258–260). The standard method for evaluating Coulombic energies in guest–zeolite systems is the Ewald method (261,262), which scales as nlnn with increasing number of atoms n. In 1987 Greengard and Rokhlin (263) presented the alternative ‘‘fast multipole method’’ (FMM) which only scales as n, and therefore oﬀers the possibility of simulating larger systems. In general, FMM only competes with the Ewald method for systems with many thousand atoms (264) and therefore is of little use in zeolitic systems where the simulation cell can usually be reduced to a few hundreds or a few thousand atoms. However, in the special case where the zeolite lattice is kept rigid, most of the terms in FMM can be precomputed and stored; in this case, Jousse and Auerbach have shown that FMM becomes faster than Ewald summation for benzene in Na-Y (58). This section would not be complete without mentioning the possibility of performing atomistic simulations in zeolites without force ﬁelds (265), using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) (266,267). Following the original work of Car and Parrinello, most such studies use density functional theory and plane wave basis sets (268). This technique has been applied recently to adsorbate dynamics in zeolites (269–277). Beside the obvious interest of being free of systematic errors due to the force ﬁeld, this technique also allows the direct study of zeolite catalytic activity (269–271). However, AIMD remains so time consuming that a dynamic simulation of a zeolite unit cell with an adsorbed guest only reaches a few picoseconds at most. This time scale is too short to follow diﬀusion in zeolites, so that current simulations are mostly limited to studying vibrational behavior (269–274). Similarly, catalytic activity is limited to reactions with activation energies on the order of thermal energies (269,271,275). However, the potential of AIMD to simulate transport coeﬃcients has been demonstrated for simpler systems (278,279) and will likely extend to guest–zeolite systems in the near future as computers and algorithms improve. 2. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Molecular Dynamics Since the ﬁrst application of equilibrium MD to guest molecules adsorbed in zeolites in 1986 (280), the subject has attracted growing interest (10–14,281,282). Indeed, MD simulations provide an invaluable tool for studying the dynamic behavior of adsorbed molecules over times ranging from picoseconds to nanoseconds, thus correlating atomistic interactions to experiments that probe molecular dynamics, including solid-state NMR, PFG, NMR, inelastic neutron spectroscopy (INS), quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS), IR and Raman spectroscopy. The molecular dynamics of guest molecules in zeolites is conceptually no diﬀerent from MD simulations of any other nano-sized system. Classical MD involves numerically integrating classical equations of motion for a many-body system. For example, when using cartesian coordinates, one can integrate Newton’s second law: Fi = miai where mi is the mass of the ith particle, ai = d2ri/dt2 is its acceleration, and Fi =  DriV is the force on particle i. The crucial inputs to MD are the initial positions and velocities of all particles as well as the system potential energy function V(r1, r2,. . .,rn). The output of MD is the dynamic trajectory [ri(t), vi(t)] for each particle. All modern techniques arising in the ﬁeld can be applied to the simulation of zeolites, including multiple time scale techniques, thermostats, and constraints. The interested reader is referred to textbooks on the method (262,283,284), and to modern reviews (285,286). In this section we shall describe only those aspects of MD that are especially pertinent to molecules in zeolites. A comprehensive review on MD of guest molecules in zeolites was published in 1997 by Demontis and Suﬀritti (11). Because the review by Demontis and Suﬀritti discusses virtually all applications of the method up to 1996, we will limit our examples to the most recent MD studies.
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a.



Parameters



We estimate that the current limiting diﬀusivity below which adsorbate motion is too slow for equilibrium MD, is around Dmin c 5  1010 m2 s1, obtained by supposing that a molecule ˚ during a 20-ns MD run. This value of Dmin is higher than most travels over 10 unit cells of 10 A measured diﬀusivities in cation-containing zeolites (5), explaining why so many MD studies focus on hydrocarbons in all-silica zeolite analogs. Even then, the simpliﬁcations discussed above are required to perform MD runs of several nanoseconds in a manageable time: simple Lennard-Jones force ﬁelds on united atom interaction centers without Coulombic interactions, bond constraints on C-C bonds allowing for longer time steps, and the use of ﬁxed frameworks. b.



Ensembles



A ﬂexible zeolite framework typically provides an excellent thermostat for the sorbate molecules. The framework temperature exhibits minimal variations around its average value, whereas the sorbate energy ﬂuctuates in a way consistent with the canonical ensemble. This is valid either for a microcanonical (NVE) ensemble run, or a canonical (NVT) ensemble run involving mild coupling to an external thermostat. We caution that coupling the system too strongly to an external bath will almost surely contaminate the actual sorbate dynamics. The problem is clearly more complex when the zeolite framework is kept rigid. Ideally, one should run the dynamics in the canonical ensemble, with just the right coupling constant to reproduce the ﬂuctuations arising from a ﬂexible framework. However, when these ﬂuctuations are unknown, it is not obvious whether a canonical or microcanonical run is better. In the NVE ensemble, the sorbate does not exchange energy with a bath, which may lead to incorrect energy statistics. This is particularly true at low loading but may remain true for higher loadings as well. Indeed, in a direct study of the kinetic energy relaxation of Lennard-Jones particles in Na-Y, Schrimpf et al. found that thermalization due to interactions with the framework is considerably faster than thermalization due to mutual interactions between the adsorbates (238). Therefore, it is probably better to run the dynamics in the NVT ensemble, with suﬃciently weak coupling to an external thermostat to leave the dynamics uncontaminated. On the other hand, Jousse et al. have shown that for nonrigid benzene in Na-Y, there is very rapid energy redistribution from translational kinetic energy into benzene’s internal vibrational degrees of freedom (242), which proceeds on a time scale comparable to the thermalization due to interactions with the ﬂexible frame. This suggests that for suﬃciently large, ﬂexible guest molecules, the transport behavior can be adequately modeled in the NVE ensemble even at inﬁnite dilution. Although most simulations of diﬀusion in zeolites have focused on self diﬀusion for computational simplicity, we note growing interest in performing nonequilibrium MD (NEMD) simulations on guest–zeolite systems to model transport diﬀusion. As an aside, we note that MD experts would classify thermostatted MD, and any non-Newtonian MD for that matter, as NEMD (287,288). We shall be much more restrictive and limit the nonequilibrium behavior to studies involving an explicit gradient along the system, resulting in a net ﬂow of particles. This is especially interesting in zeolite science because most applications of zeolites are run under nonequilibrium conditions, and also because of recent progress in the synthesis of continuous zeolite membranes (289,290) (see also Chapter 17 by Nair and Tsapatsis in this volume). In this case we seek the Fickian or transport diﬀusivity, discussed thoroughly in Sec. II.B; here we only wish to discuss ensembles relevant to this NEMD. A seminal study was reported in 1993 by Maginn et al., reporting NEMD calculations of methane transport diﬀusion through silicalite-1 (35). They applied gradient relaxation MD as well as external ﬁeld MD (EFMD), simulating the equilibration of a macroscopic concentration gradient and the steady-state ﬂow driven by an external ﬁeld, respectively. They found that EFMD provides a more reliable method for simulating the linear response regime. Fritzsche et al.
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applied NEMD methods to calculate the transport diﬀusivity of methane in cation-free LTA (zeolite A) (291), obtaining results in excellent agreement with the Darken equation [Eq. (29)]. Since then, NEMD methods in the grand canonical ensemble have been reported. Of particular interest is the dual-control volume–grand canonical molecular dynamics (DCVGCMD) method, presented by Heﬀelﬁnger and van Swol (292). In this approach the system is divided into three parts: a central and two boundary regions. In the central region, regular molecular dynamics is performed, whereas in the boundary regions creation and annihilation of molecules are allowed to equilibrate the system with a given chemical potential, following the grand canonical Monte Carlo procedure. This or similar methods have been applied to the simulation of ﬂuid-like behavior in slit pores of very small dimensions (down to a few molecular diameters) (293–298). Martin et al. applied DCV-GCMD to the simulation of methane permeation through thin silicalite membranes (299). They found that for very thin membranes the external surface resistance is signiﬁcant, requiring large spatial separations between external surfaces and grand canonical control volumes to avoid interferences with the grand canonical statistics. Arya et al. (90) compared the computational efﬁciencies and accuracies of DCV-GCMD and EFMD, both applied to transport diﬀusion in AlPO4-5. The accuracies of both methods were benchmarked against equilibrium MD (EMD) calculations of the Onsager coeﬃcient according to Eq. (56). Arya et al. found that EMD and EFMD yield identical transport coeﬃcients for all systems studied. However, the transport coeﬃcients calculated using DCVGCMD were lower than those obtained from EMD and EFMD unless (a) a large ratio of stochastic to dynamic moves is used for each control volume, and (b) a streaming velocity is added to all inserted molecules. In general, these authors found that DCV-GCMD is much less eﬃcient than either the EMD or EFMD techniques (90). c.



Data Analyses



Although MD becomes ineﬃcient for modeling activated diﬀusion, MD can provide useful information about such transport when barriers are comparable to kBT. In this case, MD can be used to deﬁne a coarse-grained model of diﬀusion (300,301). This coarse graining requires two inputs: the lattice of sites on which diﬀusion takes place, and the kinetic law governing the motions between those sites. The analysis of MD trajectories as a jump diﬀusion process allows one to determine the adsorption sites by monitoring the positions of maximal probability of the adsorbate during the dynamics (301), as well as the details of the kinetic law. It has generally been found that residence time distributions follow a simple exponential dependence, characteristic of random site-to-site jumps. In Fig. 18, we present such a residence time distribution for the example of benzene diﬀusing in zeolite LTL that clearly shows this signature. These observations support the usual assumption of Poisson dynamics, central to many lattice models of guest diﬀusion in zeolites (see Sec. V.B.1). However, one often ﬁnds correlations between jumps that complicate the coarse-grained representation of diﬀusion (53,54,301). d.



Dynamics of Hydrocarbons in Silicalite-1 and 10R Zeolites



Zeolite ZSM-5 is used in petroleum cracking, which explains the early interest in modeling the diﬀusion of alkanes in silicalite-1, the all-silica analog of ZSM-5 (62,64,65,233,234,300,302). This early work has been reviewed by Demontis and Suﬀritti in 1997 (11); therefore, we only wish to outline recent studies. As pointed out earlier, the relatively rapid diﬀusivity of alkanes in the channels of allsilica zeolites, at room temperature or above, makes these systems perfect candidates for MD simulations. In general, very good agreement is found between MD self diﬀusivities and those of microscopic types of experiments, such as PFG NMR or QENS. Figure 19 gives an example of this agreement for methane and butane in silicalite-1 at 300 K (MD data slightly spread for
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Fig. 18 Cage residence time distribution of benzene in zeolite LTL showing agreement with Poisson statistics, computed from a 1-ns molecular dynamics simulation at 800 K with a single benzene molecule in the simulation cell.
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Fig. 19 Self-diﬀusion concentration dependence of methane and butane in silicalite-1 at 300K, from PFG NMR, QENS, and MD simulations, showing good agreement with the (1u) loading dependence predicted by mean ﬁeld theory. Crosses are NMR data from Caro et al. (Ref. 2) for methane and Heink et al. (Ref. 169) for butane, while the star shows QENS butane data from Jobic et al. (Ref. 404). In all cases, error bars represent an estimated 50% uncertainty. Letters are MD results (slightly spread for clarity): a-1 for methane and m-s for butane, from the following references: (a) June et al. (Ref. 62), (b) Demontis et al. (Ref. 64), (c) Catlow et al. (Ref. 233), (e) Goodbody et al. (Ref. 65), (f) Demontis et al. (Ref. 234), (g) Nicholas et al. (Ref. 405), (h) Smirnov (Ref. 235), (i) Jost et al. (Ref. 185), (j) Ermoshin and Engel (Ref. 406), (k) Schuring et al. (Ref. 175), (l) Gergidis and Theodorou (Ref. 248), (m) June et al. (Ref. 300), (n) Herna´ndez and Catlow (Ref. 407), (o) Maginn et al. (Ref. 171), (p) Bouyermaouen and Bellemans (Ref. 236), (q) Goodbody et al. (Ref. 65), (r) Gergidis and Theodorou (Ref. 248), and (s) Schuring et al. (Ref. 175).
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clarity). This good agreement, in spite of the crudeness of the potentials used, shows that the diﬀusivity of light alkanes in silicalite-1 depends on the force ﬁeld properly representing the host–guest steric interactions, i.e., on the size and topology of the pores. Recognizing this, many recent studies focus on comparing diﬀusion coeﬃcients for diﬀerent alkanes in many diﬀerent zeolite topologies, in an eﬀort to rationalize diﬀerent observed catalytic behaviors. Jousse et al. studied the diﬀusion of butene isomers at inﬁnite dilution in 10R zeolites with various topologies: TON, MTT, MEL, MFI, FER, and HEU. They observed in all cases, except for the structure TON, that trans-2-butene diﬀuses more rapidly than all other isomers (303). Webb and Grest studied the diﬀusion of linear decanes and n-methylnonanes in seven 10R zeolites: AEL, EUO, FER, MEL, MFI, MTT, and TON (212). For MEL, MTT, and MFI, they observe that the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient decreases monotonically as the branch position is moved toward the center (and the isomer becomes bulkier), whereas for the four other structures, Ds presents a minimum for another branch position, suggesting that product shape selectivity might play some role in determining the zeolite selectivity. More recently, Webb et al. studied linear and branched alkanes in the range n = 7–30 in TON, EUO, and MFI (247). Again they observe lattice eﬀects for branched molecules, where Ds presents a minimum as a function of branch position dependent on the structure. They note also some ‘‘resonant diﬀusion eﬀect’’ as a function of carbon number, noted earlier by Runnebaum and Maginn (170): the diﬀusivity becomes a periodic function of carbon number, due to the preferential localization of molecules along one channel and their increased diﬀusion in this channel. Schuring et al. studied the diﬀusion of C1 to C12 in MFI, MOR, FER, and TON for diﬀerent loadings (175). They also ﬁnd some indication of a resonant diﬀusion mechanism as a function of chain length. Their study also indicates that the diﬀusion of branched alkanes is signiﬁcantly slower than that of their linear counterparts, but only for structures with small pores where there is a tight ﬁt between the adsorbates and the pores. Another current direction of research concerns the diﬀusion of mixtures of adsorbates. Although the currently preferred atomistic simulation method applied to the adsorption of mixtures is grand canonical Monte Carlo (304–308), MD simulations are also used to determine how the dynamics of one component aﬀects the diﬀusion of the other (185,248,257,309). Sholl and Fichthorn investigated how a binary mixture of adsorbates diﬀuses in unidirectional pores (309), ﬁnding a dual mode of diﬀusion for certain mixtures, wherein one component undergoes normal unidirectional diﬀusion while the other performs single-ﬁle diﬀusion. Jost et al. studied the diﬀusion of mixtures of methane and xenon in silicalite-1 (185). They ﬁnd that the diﬀusivity of methane decreases strongly as the loading of Xe increases whereas the diﬀusivity of Xe is nearly independent of the loading of methane, which they attribute to the larger mass and heat of adsorption of Xe. On the other hand, Gergidis and Theodorou in their study of mixtures of methane and n-butane in silicalite-1 (248) found that the diﬀusivity of both molecules decreases monotonically with increasing loading of the other. Both groups report good agreement with PFG NMR (185) and QENS experiments (257). e. Single-File Diffusion Single-ﬁle diﬀusion designates the particular collective motion of particles diﬀusing along a one-dimensional channel and unable to pass each other. As already mentioned, in that case the long-time motions of the particles are completely correlated, so that the limit of the MSD depends on the boundaries of the system. Exact treatments using lattice models show that the MSD has three limiting dependencies with time (310,311): plateau pﬃfor ﬁxed boundaries, linear with t for periodic boundaries or open boundaries (83), and t for inﬁnite pore length. Experimental evidence for the existence of single-ﬁle behavior in unidimensional zeolites (76,78,180,312) has prompted renewed interest in the subject during the last few years
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(83,84,245,246,313–316). In particular, several MD simulations of more or lessprealistic singleﬃ ﬁle systems have been performed in order to determine whether the single-ﬁle t regime is not an artifact of the simple lattice model on which it is based (81,245,246,315,316). Since the long-time motions of the particles in the MD simulations are necessarily correlated, great care must be taken to adequately consider the system boundaries. In particular, when using periodic boundary conditions, the system size along the channel axis must be suﬃciently large to avoid the linear behavior due to the diﬀusion of the complete set of molecules. Hahn and Ka¨rger studied the diﬀusion of Lennard-Jones particles along a straight tube in three cases: (a) without external forces acting on the particles from the tube, (b) with random forces, and (c) with a periodic potential from the tube (316). They ﬁnd for the no-force case that the MSD ispproportional to t, whereas for random forces and a periodic potential it is ﬃ proportional to t , in agreement with the random walk model. Keﬀer et al. performed MD simulations of Lennard-Jones methane and ethane in an atomistic model of AlPO45 (315). The methane molecules, which are able to pass each other, display undirectional but otherwise normal diﬀusion with the MSD linear with t whereas ethane molecules, which have a smaller pﬃ probability to pass each other, display single-ﬁle behavior with an MSD proportional to t. For longer times, however, the nonzero probability to pass each other destroys the single-ﬁle behavior for ethane. Similar behavior was found by Tepper et al. (81). Sholl and coworkers investigated the diﬀusion of Lennard-Jones particles in a model AlPO45 (84,245,246) and found that diﬀusion along the pores can occur via concerted diﬀusion of weakly bound molecular clusters, composed of several adsorbates. These clusters can jump with much smaller pﬃ activation energies than that of a single molecule. However, the MSD retains its singleﬁle t signature because all of the adsorbates in a ﬁle do not collapse to form a single supramolecular cluster. These MD simulations of unidirectional pﬃ and single-ﬁle systems conﬁrm the lattice gas prediction that the MSD is proportional to t. They also show that whenever a certain crossing probability exists, this single-ﬁle behavior disappears at long times, to be replaced by normal diﬀusion. Similar ‘‘anomalous’’ diﬀusion regimes, with the MSD proportional to t at long times and to ta with a < 1 at short times, have also been found in other systems that do not satisfy the single-ﬁle criteria, such as n-butane in silicalite-1 at high loadings (248). Therefore, one should be very careful to deﬁne exactly the time scale of interest when working with single-ﬁle or other highly correlated systems. 3. Transition State Theory and Dynamical Corrections As discussed above in Sec. V.A.2, the smallest diﬀusivity that can be simulated by MD methods is well above most measured values in cation-containing zeolites (5), explaining why so many MD studies focus on hydrocarbons in all-silica zeolite analogs. This issue has been addressed by several groups within the last 10 years (317), by applying reactive ﬂux molecular dynamics (23,318) (RFMD) and TST (319), to model the dynamics of rare events in zeolites. This subject has been reviewed very recently (12,14); as a result, we give below only a brief outline of the theory. a.



Rare Event Theory



The standard ansatz in TST is to replace the dynamically converged, net reactive ﬂux from reactants to products with the instantaneous ﬂux through the transition state dividing surface. TST is inspired by the fact that, although a dynamic rate calculation is rigorously independent of the surface through which ﬂuxes are computed (320), the duration of dynamics required to converge the net reactive ﬂux is usually shortest when using the transition state dividing
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surface. The TST approximation can be formulated for gas phase or condensed phase systems (23,318,321), using classical or quantum mechanics (322). The rate coeﬃcient for the jump from site i to site j can be expressed classically as (23,318): TST  fij ; ki!j ¼ ki!j



ð81Þ



TST is the TST rate constant, and fij is the dynamic correction factor also known as the where ki!j classical transmission coeﬃcient. The TST rate constant is given by:   1 2kB T 1=2 Qz ; TST ð82Þ ki!j ¼ 2 pm Qi



where m is the reduced mass associated with the reaction coordinate, Qz is the conﬁgurational partition function on the dividing surface, and Qi is the conﬁgurational partition function in the reactant state i. The last expression can be evaluated without recourse to dynamics, either by Monte Carlo simulation (323) or in the harmonic approximation by normal-mode analysis (324). The dynamic correction factor is usually evaluated from short MD simulations originating on the dividing surface. For classical systems, fij always takes a value between 0 and 1, and gives the temperature-dependent fraction of initial conditions on the dividing surface that initially point to products and eventually give rise to reaction. When one has an educated guess regarding the reaction coordinate but no knowledge of the transition state or the dividing surface, a reliable but computationally expensive solution is to calculate the free-energy surface along a prescribed path from one free-energy minimum to another. The free-energy surface, F(x0), which is also known as the potential of mean force and as the reversible work surface, is given by: Fðx0 Þ ¼ kB T ln½Lhdðx  x0 Þi ¼ kB T ln Qðx0 Þ;



ð83Þ



where x is the assumed reaction coordinate, x0 is the clamped value of x during the ensemble average over all other coordinates, the length L is a formal normalization constant that cancels when computing free energy diﬀerences, and Q(x0) is the partition function associated with the free energy at x0. In terms of the free-energy surface, the TST rate constant is given by:   z 1 2kB T 1=2 ebFðx Þ TST R ¼ ð84Þ ki!j bFðxÞ 2 pm i dxe where the integral over x is restricted to the reactant region of conﬁguration space. Computing TST rate constants is therefore equivalent to calculating free-energy diﬀerences. Numerous methods have been developed over the years for computing ebF(x), many of which fall under the name umbrella sampling or histogram window sampling (23,284). While Eqs. (80–83) are standard expressions of rare event theory, the exact way in which they are implemented depends strongly on the actual system of interest. Indeed, if the transition state dividing surface is precisely known (as for the case of an adatom), then TST provides a good ﬁrst approximation to the rate coeﬃcient, and the dynamic correction ki!j factor accounts for the possibility that the particle does not thermalize in the state it has ﬁrst reached but instead goes on to a diﬀerent ﬁnal state. This process is called dynamic recrossing if the ﬁnal state is identical to the original state, and otherwise is called multisite jumping. The importance of dynamic recrossing or multisite jumping depends on a number of factors, of which the height of the energy barriers and the mechanism of energy dissipation are essential. For example, the minimal energy path for benzene to jump from a cation site to a window site in Na-Y is shown in Fig. 20, alongside the corresponding energy plot (229). Despite benzene’s anisotropy, a reasonable model for the cation X window dividing surface turns out to
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Fig. 20 Cation X window path for benzene in Na-Y (transition state indicated in bold), with a calculated barrier of 41 kJ mol1. (From Ref. 229.)



be the plane perpendicular to the three-dimensional vector connecting the two sites. This simple approach yields dynamic correction factors mostly above 0.5 (58). In a complex system with many degrees of freedom it might be diﬃcult, or even impossible, to deﬁne rigorously the dividing surface between the states. In this case, the transition state approximation may fail, requiring the calculation of fij. Indeed, TST assumes that all trajectories initially crossing the dividing surface in the direction of the product state will eventually relax in this state. This statement will be qualitatively false if the supposed surface does not coincide with the actual dividing surface. In this case, the dynamic correction factor corrects TST for an inaccurately deﬁned dividing surface, even when dynamic recrossings through the actual dividing surface are rare. The problem of locating complex dividing surfaces has recently been addressed using topology (325), statistics (326), and dynamics (327,328). b.



Siliceous Zeolite



June et al. reported the ﬁrst application of TST dynamically corrected with RFMD for a zeolite–guest system in 1991 (317), modeling the diﬀusion of Xe and ‘‘spherical SF6’’ in silicalite-1. This system is suﬃciently weakly binding that reasonably converged MD simulations could be performed for comparison with the rare event dynamics, showing excellent quantitative agreement in the diﬀusivities obtained. The dynamic correction factors obtained by June et al. show that recrossings can diminish rate coeﬃcients by as much as a factor of about 3 and that multisite jumps along straight channels in silicalite-1 (53) contribute to the well-known diﬀusion anisotropy in MFI-type zeolites (60). Jousse and coworkers reported a series of MD studies on butene isomers in all-silica channel zeolites MEL and TON (301,329). Because the site-to-site energy barriers in these systems are comparable to the thermal energies studied in the MD simulations, rare-event dynamics need not apply. Nonetheless, Jousse and coworkers showed that even for these relatively low-barrier systems, the magnitudes and loading dependencies of the MD diﬀusivities could be well explained within a jump diﬀusion model, with residence times extracted from the MD simulations. As discussed in Sec. V.A.1, Snurr et al. applied harmonic TST to benzene diﬀusion in silicalite-1, assuming that benzene and silicalite-1 remain rigid, by using normal-mode analysis for the six remaining benzene degrees of freedom (249). Their results underestimate
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experimental diﬀusivities by one to two orders of magnitude, probably more from assuming a rigid zeolite than from using harmonic TST. Forester and Smith subsequently applied TST to benzene in silicalite-1 using constrained reaction coordinate dynamics on both rigid and ﬂexible lattices (250). Lattice ﬂexibility was found to have a very strong inﬂuence on the jump rates. Diﬀusivities obtained from the ﬂexible framework simulations are in excellent agreement with experiment, overestimating the measured room temperature diﬀusivity (2.2  1014 m2 s1) by only about 50%. These studies suggest that including framework ﬂexibility is very important for bulkier guest molecules, which may require framework distortions to move along zeolite channels or through windows separating zeolite cages. c.



Cation-Containing Zeolites



Mosell et al. reported a series of TST and RFMD calculations on Xe in Na-Y (330,331) in 1996, and benzene and p-xylene in Na-Y (240,241) in 1997. They calculated the reversible work of dragging a guest species along the cage-to-cage (110) axis of Na-Y and augmented this version of TST with dynamic corrections. In addition to computing the rate coeﬃcient for cageto-cage motion through Na-Y, Mosell et al. conﬁrmed that benzene window sites are freeenergy local minima, while p-xylene window sites are free-energy maxima, i.e., cage-to-cage transition states (240,241). Mosell et al. also found relatively small dynamic correction factors, ranging from 0.08 to 0.39 for benzene and 0.24 to 0.47 for p-xylene. At about the same time in 1997, Jousse and Auerbach reported TST and RFMD calculations of speciﬁc site-to-site rate coeﬃcients for benzene in Na-Y (58), using Eq. (81) with jump-dependent dividing surfaces. As with Refs. 240 and 241, Jousse and Auerbach found that benzene jumps to window sites could be deﬁned for all temperatures studied. Jousse and Auerbach were unable to use TST to model the window ! window jump because they could not visualize simply the anisotropy of the window ! window-dividing surface. For jumps other than window ! window, they found dynamic correction factors mostly above 0.5, suggesting that these jump-dependent dividing surfaces coincide closely with the actual ones. Although the ﬂavors of the two approaches for modeling benzene in Na-Y diﬀered, the ﬁnal results were remarkably similar considering that diﬀerent force ﬁelds were used. In particular, Mosell et al. used MD to sample dividing surface conﬁgurations, whereas Jousse and Auerbach applied the Voter displacement-vector Monte Carlo method (323) for sampling dividing surfaces. The apparent activation energy for cage-to-cage motion in our study is 44 kJ mol1, in very reasonable agreement with 49 kJ mol1 obtained by Mosell et al. d.



Finite Loadings



Tunca and Ford reported TST rate coeﬃcients for Xe cage-to-cage jumps at high loadings in ZK-4 zeolite, the siliceous analog of Na-A (structure LTA) (332). These calculations deserve several remarks. First, because this study treats multiple Xe atoms simultaneously, deﬁning the reaction coordinate and dividing surface can become quite complex. Tunca and Ford addressed this problem by considering averaged cage sites, instead of speciﬁc intracage sorption sites, which is valid because their system involves relatively weak zeolite–guest interactions. They further assume a one-body reaction coordinate and dividing surface regardless of loading, which is tantamount to assuming that the window separating adjacent a cages in ZK-4 can only hold one Xe at a time and that cooperative many-Xe cage-to-cage motions are unlikely. Second, Tunca and Ford advocate separate calculations of Qz and Qi for use in Eq. (82), as opposed to the conventional approach of calculating ratios of partition functions, i.e., free energies (323). It is not yet obvious whether separation of these calculations is worth the eﬀort. Third, Tunca and Ford developed a recursive algorithm for building up (N + 1)-body partition functions from N-body partition functions, using the ‘‘test particle’’ method developed for
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modeling the thermodynamics of liquids. Although the approach of Tunca and Ford has a restricted regime of applicability, it nonetheless seems promising in its direct treatment of many-body diﬀusion eﬀects. e.



Free Energy Surfaces



Maginn et al. performed reversible work calculations with a TST ﬂavor on long-chain alkanes in silicalite-1 (171), ﬁnding that diﬀusivities monotonically decrease with chain length until about n-C8, after which diﬀusivities plateau and become nearly constant with chain length. Bigot and Peuch calculated free-energy surfaces for the penetration of n-hexane and isooctane into a model of H-mordenite zeolite with an organometallic species, Sn(CH3)3, grafted to the pore edge (333). Bigot and Peuch found that Sn(CH3)3 has little eﬀect on the penetration barrier of n-hexane, but they predict that the organometallic increases the penetration barrier of isooctane by 60 kJ mol1. Sholl computed the free-energy surface associated with particle exchange of Ar, Xe, methane, and ethane in AlPO45, a one-dimensional channel zeolite (334), suggesting time scales over which anomalous single-ﬁle diﬀusion is expected in such systems. Jousse et al. modeled benzene site-to-site jumps in H-Y zeolite (Si:Al = 2.43) using a force ﬁeld that explicitly distinguishes Si and Al, as well as oxygens in Si-O-Si, Si-O-Al, and Si-OH-Al environments (227). Such heterogeneity creates many distinct adsorption sites for benzene in H-Y. Multiple paths from site to site open as the temperature increases. To simplify the picture, Jousse et al. computed the free-energy surface for benzene motion along the (110) axis in H-Y, which produces cage-to-cage migration. Due to the multiplicity of possible cageto-cage paths, the temperature dependence of the cage-to-cage rate constant as computed by umbrella sampling exhibits strong non-Arrhenius behavior. These calculations may help to explain intriguing NMR correlations times for benzene in H-Y, which also exhibit striking nonArrhenius temperature dependencies (195). f. Quantum Dynamics Of all the dynamics studies performed on zeolites, very few have explored the potentially quantum mechanical nature of nuclear motion in micropores (335–338). Quantum modeling of proton transfer in zeolites (336,338,339) seems especially important because of its relevance in catalytic applications. Such modeling will become more prevalent in the near future, partially because of recent improvements in quantum dynamics approaches (338), but mostly because of novel electronic structure methods developed by Sauer and coworkers (340,341), which can accurately compute transition state parameters for proton transfer in zeolites by embedding a quantum cluster in a corresponding classical force ﬁeld. To facilitate calculating quantum rates for proton transfer in zeolites, Fermann and Auerbach developed a novel semiclassical transition state theory (SC-TST) for truncated parabolic barriers (338), based on the formulation of Hernandez and Miller (342). Our SC-TST rate coeﬃcient is stable to arbitrarily low temperatures as opposed to purely harmonic SC-TST, and has the form kSC-TST = kTST  G where the quantum transmission coeﬃcient, G, depends on the zero-point corrected barrier and the barrier curvature. To parameterize this calculation, Fermann et al. performed high-level cluster calculations (339) yielding an O(1) ! O(4) zeropoint corrected barrier height of 86.1 kJ mol1, which becomes 97.1 kJ mol1 when including long-range eﬀects from the work of Sauer et al. (340). Using this new approach, Fermann and Auerbach calculated rate coeﬃcients and crossover temperatures for the O(1) ! O(4) jump in H-Y and D-Y zeolites, yielding crossover temperatures of 368 K and 264 K, respectively. These results suggest that tunneling dominates proton transfer in H-Y up to and slightly above room temperature, and that true proton transfer barriers are being underestimated as a result of neglect of tunneling in the interpretation of experimental mobility data.
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B.



Lattice Models



When modeling strongly binding or tight-ﬁtting guest–zeolite systems, theoretical methods specialized for rare event dynamics such as TST and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) are required. These methods are applied by coarse graining the molecular motions, keeping only their diﬀusive character. In zeolites, the well-deﬁned cage and channel structure naturally orients this coarse-graining toward lattice models, which are the focus of this section. The simplest such model was proposed by Ising in 1925 (343). Many variants of the Ising model have since been applied to study activated surface diﬀusion (57). Although in principle a lattice can be regarded simply as a numerical grid for computing conﬁgurational integrals required by statistical mechanics (344), the grid points can have important physical meaning for dynamics in zeolites, as shown schematically in Fig. 21. Applying lattice models to diﬀusion in zeolites rests on several (often implicit) assumptions on the diﬀusion mechanism; here we recall those assumptions and analyze their validity for modeling dynamics of sorbed molecules in zeolites. 1. Basic Assumptions a.



Temperature-Independent Lattice



Lattice models of transport in zeolites begin by assuming that diﬀusion proceeds by activated jumps over free-energy barriers between well-deﬁned adsorption sites, i.e., that site residence times are much longer than travel times between sites. These adsorption sites are positions of high probability, constructed either from energy minima, e.g., next to cations in cationcontaining zeolites, and/or from high volume, e.g., channel intersections in silicalite-1. Silicalite-1 provides a particularly illustrative example (249): its usual description in terms of adsorption sites involves two distinct channel sites, where the adsorbate is stabilized by favorable energy contacts with the walls of the 10R channels; and an intersection site at the
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Fig. 21 Schematic lattice model for molecules in cage-type zeolites, showing cages, intracage sites, and window sites (left), as well as the speciﬁc lattice geometry for benzene in Na-Y zeolite (right).
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crossing between the two-channel systems, where the large accessible volume compensates entropically for less favorable contacts (see Fig. 2). Depending on the temperature, one or both types of sites can be populated simultaneously. The silicalite-1 example points to the breakdown of the ﬁrst assumption inherent in lattice models, namely, that adsorption and diﬀusion of guests in zeolites proceeds on a ﬁxed lattice of sites, independent of external thermodynamic variables such as temperature. Clearly this is not the case. Indeed, when kBT becomes comparable with the activation energy for a jump from site i to site f, a new lattice that subsumes site i into site f may be more appropriate (53). Alternatively, one may retain site i with modiﬁcations to the lattice model discussed below, taking into account so-called kinetic correlations that arise from the relatively short residence times in site i (53,54,301). b.



Poisson Statistics



The second assumption inherent in most lattice models of diﬀusion, which is related to the ﬁrst, is that subsequent jumps of a given molecule are uncorrelated from each other, i.e., that a particular site-to-site jump has the same probability to occur at any time. This assumption results in a site residence time distribution that follows the exponential law associated with Poisson statistics (345). In Fig. 18 we have seen that such a law can result from the analysis of MD trajectories. Consequently, lattice models can often be mapped onto master rate equations such as those in the chemical kinetics of ﬁrst-order reactions (345,346). This fact highlights the close connection between reaction and diﬀusion in zeolites, when modeled with lattice dynamics. Deviations from Poisson statistics would also arise if a molecule were most likely to jump in phase with a low-frequency zeolite framework vibration, such as a window breathing mode (347), or if a molecule were more likely to jump in concert with another guest molecule. An extreme case of this latter eﬀect was predicted by Sholl and Fichthorn (84,245), wherein strong adsorbate–adsorbate interactions in single-ﬁle zeolites generated transport dominated by correlated cluster dynamics instead of single-molecule jumps. In this case, a consequence of Poisson statistics applied to diﬀusion in zeolites at ﬁnite loadings ceases to hold, namely, there no longer exists a time interval suﬃciently short that only one molecule can jump at a time. c.



Loading-Independent Lattice



The ﬁnal assumption, which is typically invoked by lattice models of diﬀusion at ﬁnite loadings, is that the sites do not qualitatively change their nature with increasing adsorbate loading. This assumption holds when adsorption sites are separated by barriers such as windows between large cages (332), and also when host–guest interactions dominate guest– guest interactions. This loading-independent lattice model breaks down when the eﬀective diameter of guest molecules signiﬁcantly exceeds the distance between adjacent adsorption sites, as high loadings create unfavorable excluded-volume interactions between adjacent guests. This eﬀect does not arise for benzene in Na-Y (52), which involves site-to-site distances ˚ , but is predicted for Xe in Na-A by classical density and guest diameters both around 5 A functional theory calculations (348). Despite these many caveats, lattice models have proven extremely useful for elucidating qualitatively and even semiquantitatively the following physical eﬀects regarding (a) host structure: pore topology (56,349,350), diﬀusion anisotropy (27,60), pore blockage (351), percolation (352), and open-system eﬀects (27,83); (b) host–guest structure: site heterogeneity (31,32) and reactive systems (353); and (c) guest–guest structure: attractive interactions (329,349,350), phase transitions (354,355), concerted cluster dynamics (84,245), single-ﬁle diﬀusion (9,83), and diﬀusion of mixtures (309,356,357). In what follows, we outline the theory and simulation methods used to address these issues.
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2. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Kinetic Monte Carlo Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) models diﬀusion on a lattice as a random walk composed of uncorrelated, single-molecule jumps as discussed above, thereby providing a stochastic solution to the dynamics associated with the lattice model. Although KMC models transport as sequences of uncorrelated events in the sense that jump times are extracted from Poisson distributions, KMC does account for spatial correlations at ﬁnite loadings. Indeed, when a molecule executes a jump at higher loadings, it leaves behind a vacancy that is likely to be occupied by a successive jump, thereby diminishing the diﬀusivity from the mean ﬁeld theory estimate, as discussed in Sec. III.B. KMC is isomorphic to the more conventional Monte Carlo algorithms (262), except that in a KMC simulation random numbers are compared to ratios of rate coeﬃcients, instead of ratios of Boltzmann factors. However, if the pre-exponential factors cancel in a ratio of rate coeﬃcients, then a ratio of Boltzmann factors arises, where the relevant energies are activation energies. KMC formally obeys detailed balance, meaning that all thermodynamic properties associated with the underlying lattice Hamiltonian can be simulated with KMC. In addition to modeling transport in zeolites, KMC has been used to model adsorption kinetics on surfaces (358), and even surface growth itself (359). a.



Algorithms



KMC can be implemented with either constant time-step or variable time-step algorithms. Variable time-step methods are eﬃcient for sampling jumps with widely varying time scales, while ﬁxed time-step methods are convenient for calculating ensemble averaged correlation functions. In the constant time-step technique, jumps are accepted or rejected based on the kinetic Metropolis prescription, in which a ratio of rate coeﬃcients, khop/kref, is compared with a random number (198,360). Here kref is a reference rate that controls the temporal resolution of the calculation according to Dtbin = 1/kref. The probability to make a particular hop is proportional to khop/kref, which is independent of time, leading naturally to a Poisson distribution of jump times in the simulation. In the ﬁxed time-step algorithm, all molecules in the simulation attempt a jump during the time Dtbin. In order to accurately resolve the fastest molecular jumps, kref should be greater than or equal to the largest rate constant in the system, in analogy with choosing time steps for MD simulations. However, if there exists a large separation in time scales between the most rapid jumps, e.g., intracage motion, and the dynamics of interest, e.g., cage-to-cage migration, then one may vary kref to improve efﬁciency. The cost of this modiﬁcation is detailed balance; indeed, tuning kref to the dynamics of interest is tantamount to simulating a system where all the rates larger than kref are replaced with kref. A useful alternative for probing long-time dynamics in systems with widely varying jump times is variable time-step KMC. In the variable time-step technique, a hop is made every KMC step and the system clock is updated accordingly (351,361). For a given conﬁguration of random walkers, a process list of possible hops from occupied to empty sites is compiled for all molecules. A particular jump from site i to j is chosen from this list with a probability of ki!j/ ktot, where ktot is the sum of all rate coeﬃcients in the process list. In contrast to ﬁxed time-step KMC, where all molecules attempt jumps during a KMC step, in variable time-step KMC a single molecule executes a jump every KMC step and the system clock is updated by an amount Dtn = ln(1  x)/ktot, where x a [0,1) is a uniform random number and n labels the KMC step. This formula results directly from the Poisson distribution, suggesting that other formulas may be used in variable time-step KMC to model kinetic correlations (301). In general, we suggest that simulations be performed using the variable time-step method, with data analyses carried
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out by mapping the variable time-step KMC trajectories onto a ﬁxed time-step grid (346), as discussed in Sec. V.B.2. b.



Ensembles



Guest–zeolite systems at equilibrium are inherently multicomponent systems at constant temperature and pressure. Since guest molecules are continually adsorbing and desorbing from more or less ﬁxed zeolite particles, a suitable ensemble would ﬁx Nz = amount of zeolite, AG = chemical potential of guest, p = pressure, and T = temperature, keeping in mind that AG and p are related by the equation of state of the external ﬂuid phase. However, constant-pressure simulations are very challenging for lattice models, since constant pressure implies volume ﬂuctuations, which for lattices involve adding or deleting whole adsorption sites. As such, constant-volume simulations are much more natural for lattice dynamics. Since both the volume and amount of zeolite is virtually ﬁxed during intracrystalline adsorption and diﬀusion of guests, we need to specify only one of these variables. In lattice simulations it is customary to specify the number of adsorption sites, Nsites, which plays the role of a unitless volume. We thus arrive at the natural ensemble for lattice dynamics in zeolites: the grand canonical ensemble, which ﬁxes AG, Nsites, and T. The overwhelming majority of KMC simulations applied to molecules in zeolites have been performed using the canonical ensemble, which ﬁxes NG = number of guest molecules, Nsites, and T. Although the adsorption-desorption equilibrium discussed above would seem to preclude using the canonical ensemble, ﬁxing NG is reasonable if zeolite particles are large enough to make the relative root-mean-square ﬂuctuations in NG rather small. Such closedsystem simulations are usually performed with periodic boundary conditions, in analogy with atomistic simulations (262,284). Deﬁning the fractional loading, h, by h u NG/Nsites, typical KMC calculations produce the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient Ds as a function of T at ﬁxed h for Arrhenius analysis, or as a function of h at ﬁxed T, a so-called diﬀusion isotherm. There has recently been renewed interest in grand canonical KMC simulations for three principal reasons: to relax periodic boundary constraints to facilitate exploration of single-ﬁle diﬀusion with lattice dynamics (83), to study nonequilibrium permeation through zeolites membranes (27), and in general to explore the interplay between adsorption and diﬀusion in zeolites (305,362,363). Grand canonical KMC requires that the lattice contain at least one edge that can exchange particles with an external phase. In contrast to grand canonical MC used to model adsorption, where particle insertions and deletions can occur anywhere in the system, grand canonical KMC must involve insertions and deletions only at the edges in contact with external phases, as shown in Fig. 1a–c. The additional kinetic ingredients required by grand canonical KMC are the rates of adsorption to and desorption from the zeolite (364). Because desorption generally proceeds with activation energies close to the heat of adsorption, desorption rates are reasonably simple to estimate. However, adsorption rates are less well known because they depend on details of zeolite crystallite surface structure. Qualitative insights on rates of penetration into microporous solids are beginning to emerge (365,366), as well as zeolite-speciﬁc models of such penetration phenomena (299,333,367). Calculating precise adsorption rates may not be crucial for parameterizing qualitatively reliable simulations because adsorption rates are typically much larger than other rates in the problem. For suﬃciently simple lattice models, adsorption and desorption rates can be balanced to produce the desired loading according to the adsorption isotherm (27). If one assumes that the external phase is an ideal ﬂuid, then insertion frequencies are proportional to pressure p. As such, equilibrium grand canonical KMC produces the selfdiﬀusion coeﬃcient as a function of p and T. Alternatively, for nonequilibrium systems involving diﬀerent insertion frequencies on either site of the membrane, arising from a pressure
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(chemical potential) gradient across the membrane, grand canonical KMC produces the Fickian or transport diﬀusion coeﬃcient, D, as a function of T and the local loading in the membrane. c.



Models of Finite Loading



The great challenge in performing KMC simulations at ﬁnite loadings is that the rate coeﬃcients {ki!j} should depend on the local conﬁguration of molecules because of guest– guest interactions. That is, in compiling the process list of allowed jumps and associated rate constants on the ﬂy of a KMC simulation, TST or related calculations should be performed to account for the eﬀect of speciﬁc guest conﬁgurations on the jump rate coeﬃcients. To date, this ‘‘ab initio many-body KMC’’ approach has not been employed because of its daunting computational expense. Instead, researchers either ignore how guest–guest interactions modify rate coeﬃcients for site-to-site jumps; or they use many-body MD at elevated temperatures when guest–guest interactions cannot be ignored (327,328). A popular approach for modeling many-body diﬀusion in zeolites with KMC is thus the ‘‘site-blocking model,’’ whereby guest–guest interactions are ignored, except for exclusion of multiple-site occupancy. This model accounts for entropic eﬀects of ﬁnite loadings but not energetic eﬀects. Calculating the process list and available rate coeﬃcients becomes particularly simple; one simply sums the available processes using rates calculated at inﬁnite dilution (368). This model is attractive to researchers in zeolite science (369) because blocking of cage windows and channels by large, aromatic molecules that form in zeolites, i.e., ‘‘coking,’’ is a problem that zeolite scientists need to understand and eventually control. The site-blocking model ignores guest–guest interactions that operate over medium- to long-length scales, which modify jump activation energies for site-to-site rate coeﬃcients depending on speciﬁc conﬁgurations of neighboring adsorbates. By incorporating these additional interactions, diﬀusion models reveal the competition between guest–zeolite adhesion and guest–guest cohesion (329,370,371). Qualitatively speaking, the diﬀusivity is generally expected to increase initially with increasing loading when repulsive guest–guest interactions decrease barriers between sites and to decrease otherwise. At very high loadings, site blocking lowers the self-diﬀusivity regardless of the guest–guest interactions. To develop a quantitative model for the eﬀects of guest–guest attractions, Saravanan et al. proposed a ‘‘parabolic jump model,’’ which relates binding energy shifts to transition state energy shifts (31,55). This method was implemented for lattice gas systems whose thermodynamics is governed by the following Hamiltonian: M M X 1X ! ni fi þ ni Jij nj ð85Þ Hð nÞ ¼ 2 i;j¼1 i¼1 ! where M is the number of sites in the lattice, n ¼ ðn1 ; n2 ; : : : ; nm Þ are site occupation numbers listing a conﬁguration of the system, and fi = qi  TSi is the free energy for binding in site i. In Eq. (85), Jij is the nearest neighbor interaction between sites i and j, i.e., Jij = 0 if sites i and j are not nearest neighbors. Saravanan et al. assumed that the minimal energy hopping path connecting adjacent sorption sites is characterized by intersecting parabolas, shown in Fig. 22, with the site-to-site transition state located at the intersection point. For a jump from site i to site j, with i, j = 1,. . ., M, the hopping activation energy including guest–guest interactions is given by: ! ! ð0Þ 1 dEij 1 ð0Þ 2 þ þ DEij ð86Þ Ea ði; jÞ ¼ Ea ði; jÞ þ DEij 2 kij a2ij 2kij a2ij where Ea(0)(i, j) is the inﬁnite dilution activation energy calculated using the methods of Sec. V.A.3, and aij is the jump distance. DEij is the shift in the energy diﬀerence between sites i and j
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Shifted by Lateral Interactions ∆E(i,j) a Fig. 22 Site-to-site jump activation energies perturbed by guest–guest interactions, approximated with parabolic jump model.



resulting from guest–guest interactions, and is given by DEij = (Ej  Ei)  (qj  qi), where Ek = M Jklnl. This method allows the rapid estimation of conﬁguration-dependent barriers qk + Sl=1 during a KMC simulation, knowing only inﬁnite dilution barriers and the nearest-neighbor interactions deﬁned above. The parabolic jump model is most accurate when the spatial paths of jumping molecules are not drastically changed by guest–guest interactions, although the energies can change as shown in Fig. 22. The inﬂuences of nearest-neighbor attractions have also been considered in the analytical treatment of tracer exchange and particle conversion in single-ﬁle systems (371). d.



Infinite Dilution Simulations



Most KMC simulations of diﬀusion in zeolites are performed at high guest loadings to explore the eﬀects on transport of guest–guest interactions. A handful of KMC studies have been reported at inﬁnite dilution to relate fundamental rate coeﬃcients with observable selfdiﬀusivities for particular lattice topologies. June et al. augmented their TST and RFMD study with KMC calculations of Xe and SF6 self-diﬀusivities in silicalite-1 (317). They obtained excellent agreement among apparent activation energies for Xe diﬀusion calculated using MD, KMC with TST jump rates, and KMC with RFCT jump rates. The resulting activation energies fall in the range 5–6 kJ mol1, which is much lower than the experimentally determined values of 15 and 26 kJ mol1 (117,372). van Tassel et al. reported a similar study in 1994 on methane diﬀusion in zeolite A, ﬁnding excellent agreement between self diﬀusivities calculated with KMC and MD (373). Auerbach et al. reported KMC simulations of benzene diﬀusion in Na-Y showing that the cation ! window jump (see Fig. 20) controls the temperature dependence of diﬀusion, with a predicted activation energy of 41 kJ mol1 (229). Because benzene residence times at cation sites are so long, these KMC studies could not be compared directly with MD but nonetheless yield reasonable agreement with the QENS barrier of 34 kJ mol1 measured by Jobic et al. (179). Auerbach and Metiu then reported KMC simulations of benzene orientational randomization in various models of Na-Y with diﬀerent numbers of supercage cations, corresponding to diﬀerent Si:Al ratios (198). Full cation occupancy gives randomization rates controlled by intracage
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motion, whereas one-half cation occupancy gives rates sensitive to both intracage and intercage motion. This ﬁnding prompted Chmelka and coworkers to perform exchange-induced sidebands NMR experiments on labeled benzene in the corresponding Ca-Y (Si:Al = 2.0), ﬁnding that they were able to measure both the cation ! cation and cation ! window jump rates within a single experiment (1). Finally, when Auerbach and Metiu modeled benzene orientational randomization with one-quarter cation occupancy, they found qualitative sensitivity to diﬀerent spatial patterns of cations, suggesting that measuring orientational randomization in zeolites can provide important information regarding cation disorder and possibly Al distributions. e. Finite Loadings Theodorou and Wei used KMC to explore a site-blocking model of reaction and diﬀusion with various amounts of coking (356). They showed that xylene isomerization catalyzed by ZSM-5 is biased toward production of the most valuable isomer, p-xylene, because the diﬀusivity of pxylene is much greater than that of m-xylene and o-xylene, thus allowing the para product to diﬀuse selectively out of the zeolite particle. This seminal study exempliﬁes the potential beneﬁts of understanding and controlling transport in zeolites. Nelson and coworkers developed similar models to explore the relationship between the catalytic activity of a zeolite and its lattice percolation threshold (374,375). In a related study, Keﬀer et al. modeled binary mixture transport in zeolites, where one component diﬀuses rapidly while the other component is trapped at sites, e.g., methane and benzene in Na-Y (352). They used KMC to calculate percolation thresholds of the rapid penetrant as a function of blocker loading and found that these thresholds agree well with predictions from simpler percolation theories (376). Coppens et al. used KMC to calculate the loading dependence of self diﬀusion for a variety of lattices for comparison with mean ﬁeld theories (MFTs) of diﬀusion (56). These theories usually predict Ds(h) i D0(1  h), where h is the fractional occupancy of the lattice and D0 is the self diﬀusivity at inﬁnite dilution. Coppens et al. found that the error incurred by MFT is greatest for lattices with low coordination numbers, such as silicalite-1 and other MFItype zeolites. Coppens et al. then reported KMC simulations showing that by varying the concentrations of weak and strong binding sites (32), their system exhibits most of the loading dependencies of self-diﬀusion reported by Ka¨rger and Pfeifer (30). Bhide and Yashonath also used KMC to explore the origins of the observed loading dependencies of self-diﬀusion, ﬁnding that most of these dependencies can be generated by varying the nature and strength of guest– guest interactions (349,350). f.



Benzene in Na-X



Auerbach and coworkers reported a series of studies modeling the concentration dependence of benzene diﬀusion in Na-X and Na-Y zeolites (31,52,55,72,368). These studies were motivated by persistent, qualitative discrepancies between diﬀerent experimental probes of the coverage dependence of benzene self diﬀusion in Na-X (5), as shown in Fig. 12. PFG NMR diﬀusivities decrease monotonically with loading for benzene in Na-X (377), while tracer zero-length column (TZLC) data increase monotonically with loading for the same system (147). Saravanan et al. performed KMC simulations using the parabolic jump model to account for guest–guest attractions (31,55). The KMC results for benzene in Na-X are in excellent qualitative agreement with the PFG NMR results, and in qualitative disagreement with TZLC. Other experimental methods yield results for benzene in Na-X that also agree broadly with these PFG NMR diﬀusivities (378–380). Although the evidence appears to be mounting in favor of the PFG NMR loading dependence for benzene in Na-X, it remains unclear just what is being observed by the TZLC measurements. To address this issue, Brandani et al. reported
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TZLC measurements for benzene in various Na-X samples with diﬀerent particle sizes. They found tracer exchange rates that exhibit a normal dependence on particle size, suggesting that their diﬀusivities are free from artifacts associated with unforeseen diﬀusion resistances at zeolite crystallite surfaces (147). Noting that molecular transport in TZLC measurements samples longer length scales than that in PFG NMR experiments, Chen et al. have suggested that the TZLC method may be more sensitive than is PFG NMR to electrostatic traps created by random Al and cation distributions (148). By performing a ﬁeld theory analysis of an augmented diﬀusion equation, Chen et al. estimate that such charge disorder can diminish the self diﬀusivity by roughly two orders of magnitude from that for the corresponding ordered system. This eﬀect is remarkably close to the discrepancy in absolute magnitudes between PFG NMR and TZLC diﬀusivities for benzene in Na-X at low loadings (147). This intriguing prediction by Chen et al. suggests that there should be a striking diﬀerence between benzene diﬀusion in Na-X (Si:Al = 1.2) and in Na-LSX (Si:Al = 1), since the latter is essentially an ordered structure. We are not aware of selfdiﬀusion measurements for benzene in Na-LSX, but we can turn to NMR spin-lattice relaxation data for deuterated benzene in these two zeolites (196,381). Unfortunately, such data typically reveal only short length scale, intracage dynamics (198), and as a result may not provide such a striking eﬀect. Indeed, the activation energy associated with the NMR correlation time changes only moderately, decreasing from 14.0 F 0.6 kJ mol1 for Na-X (196) to 10.6 F 0.9 kJ mol1 for Na-LSX (381), in qualitative agreement with the ideas of Chen et al. (148). It remains to be seen whether such electrostatic traps can explain the loading dependence observed by TZLC for benzene in Na-X. By varying fundamental energy scales, the model of Saravanan and Auerbach for benzene in FAU-type zeolites exhibits four of the ﬁve loading dependencies of self-diﬀusion reported by Ka¨rger and Pfeifer (30), in analogy with the studies of Coppens et al. (32) and Bhide and Yashonath (349,350). However, in contrast to these other KMC studies, Saravanan and Auerbach explored the role of phase transitions (354,355) in determining the loading dependencies of self diﬀusion (31). In particular, they found that Ka¨rger and Pfeifer’s type III diﬀusion isotherm, which involves a nearly constant self diﬀusivity at high loadings, may be characteristic of a cluster-forming, subcritical adsorbed phase where the cluster of guest molecules can extend over macroscopic length scales. Such cluster formation suggests a diﬀusion mechanism involving ‘‘evaporation’’ of particles from clusters. Although increasing the loading in subcritical systems increases cluster sizes, Saravanan and Auerbach surmised that evaporation dynamics remains essentially unchanged by increasing loading. As such, the subcritical diﬀusivity is expected to obtain its high loading value at low loadings and to remain roughly constant up to full loading. In addition, Saravanan and Auerbach found that Ka¨rger and Pfeifer’s types I, II, and IV are characteristic of supercritical diﬀusion and can be distinguished based on the loading that gives the maximum diﬀusivity, hmax. For example, the PFG NMR results discussed above for benzene in Na-X are consistent with hmax ] 0.3, while the TZLC data give hmax k 0.5 (see Fig. 12). The KMC simulations of Saravanan and Auerbach predict that hmax will decrease with increasing temperature, increasing strength of guest–guest attractions, decreasing the freeenergy diﬀerence between site types, and in general with anything that makes sites more equally populated (31). g.



Reactive Systems



Trout et al. applied electronic structure methods to calculate thermodynamic parameters for possible elementary reactions in the decomposition of NOx over Cu-ZSM-5 (382). Based on these insights, they developed a KMC model of reaction and diﬀusion in this system, seeking
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the optimal distribution of isolated reactive Cu centers (353). This hierarchical approach to realistic modeling of complex systems presents an attractive avenue for future research. h.



Open Systems



Gladden et al. developed a versatile open-system KMC program that allows them to study adsorption, diﬀusion, and reaction in zeolites simultaneously (363). They have applied their algorithm to model ethane and ethene binary adsorption in silicalite-1 (363), ﬁnding excellent agreement with the experimental binary isotherm. Nelson and Auerbach reported open-system KMC simulations of anisotropic diﬀusion (27) and single-ﬁle diﬀusion (83) (inﬁnitely anisotropic) through zeolite membranes. They deﬁned an anisotropy parameter, g, according to g = ky/kx, where kx and ky are the elementary jump rates in the transmembrane and in-plane directions, respectively. For example, the g < 1 case models p-xylene permeation through a silicalite-1 membrane (see Fig. 2) oriented along the the straight channels (b axis), while g > 1 corresponds to the same system except oriented along the zig-zag (a axis) or ‘‘corkscrew’’ channels (c axis) (289). The limiting case g = 0 corresponds to single-ﬁle diﬀusion. Nelson and Auerbach have studied how the self-diﬀusivity depends on membrane thickness L and anisotropy g. However, the long-time limit of the MSD may not be accessible in a membrane of ﬁnite thickness. Furthermore, the natural observable in a permeation measurement is steady-state ﬂux rather than the MSD. To address these issues, they simulated two-component, equimolar counterpermeation of identical, labeled species—i.e., tracer counterpermeation—which has been shown to yield transport identical to self diﬀusion (25). Such a situation is closely related to the tracer zero-length column experiment developed by Ruthven and coworkers (147). When normal diﬀusion holds the self diﬀusivity is independent of membrane thickness, while anomalous diﬀusion is characterized by an L-dependent self diﬀusivity. For g  1, Nelson and Auerbach found that diﬀusion is normal and that MFT becomes exact in this limit (27), i.e. Ds(h) = D0(1  h). This is because sorbate motion in the plane of the membrane is very rapid, thereby washing out any correlations in the transmembrane direction. As g is reduced, correlations between the motion of nearby molecules decrease the diﬀusivity. For small values of g, a relatively large lattice is required to reach the thick membrane limit such that particle exchange becomes probable during the intracrystalline lifetime. The extreme case of this occurs when g = 0, for which diﬀusion is strictly anomalous for all membrane thicknesses. As discussed in Sec. III.B, Nelson and Auerbach applied open-system KMC to study the nature of anomalous diﬀusion through single-ﬁle zeolites of ﬁnite extent (83). They found that open, single-ﬁle systems have diﬀusivities that depend on ﬁle length, L, according to Eq. (44). The intracrystalline lifetime during normal, one-dimensional tracer exchange obeys: L2 ~L2 ; ð87Þ sintra ¼ 12DT where the proportionality follows from the fact that, in normal diﬀusion, the diﬀusivity is independent of system size. However, to describe the intracrystalline lifetime during single-ﬁle self-diﬀusion, DT in Eq. (87) must be replaced by DSF from Eq. (44), giving (80,82,83): sintra ¼



L2 L!l L3 h ~L3 ; ! 12aD0 ð1  hÞ 12DSF



ð88Þ



where D0 is the inﬁnite dilution jump diﬀusivity, and a is the nearest-neighbor site-to-site or cage-to-cage distance. The L3 scaling in Eq. (88) plays an important role in the discussion below of molecular trafﬁc control.
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Direct experimental veriﬁcation of the L-dependence of the single-ﬁle self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient [Eq. (44)] will require careful tracer counterpermeation experiments on single-ﬁle zeolites of various particle sizes. Before this daunting task is achieved, more indirect means of veriﬁcation may prove useful. Along these lines, de Gauw et al. recently interpreted reactiondiﬀusion experiments on n-hexane and 2,2-dimethylbutane in Pt/H-mordenite (383). They found that the only way they could interpret their data was by assuming an intracrystalline lifetime scaling as L3, thus providing support for the ideas above. Rodenbeck et al. also found it necessary to interpret activation energies for reactions catalyzed in zeolites in light of singleﬁle diﬀusion (384). The general correlation between chemical reaction and molecular propagation in single-ﬁle systems is a challenging task of current experimental (314,385,386) and theoretical (384,387,388) research. i. Molecular Traﬃc Control The possibility of enhancing reactivity by ‘‘molecular trafﬁc control’’ (389,390) (MTC) emerges when considering diﬀusion and reaction in networks of single-ﬁle systems (391–393). The eﬀective reactivity can be enhanced by MTC if reactant and product molecules are adsorbed along diﬀerent diﬀusion paths in the interior of zeolite crystallites. Recent MD simulations have conﬁrmed that this assumption, which underlines MTC, can be realized for two components in an MFI-type zeolite (394). To explore the possible consequences of MTC, Ka¨rger and coworkers have developed lattice models that simulate the basic MTC assumption (392,393,395). In particular, the extreme case has been considered where channels of one type can accommodate only reactant molecules (A), while channels of a second type, perpendicular to those of the ﬁrst type, can accommodate only product molecules (B). Within this channel network, the channel intersections are assumed to give rise to an irreversible reaction, A!B. It is further assumed that the



Fig. 23 Ratio of overall reaction rates in MTC and reference (REF) systems, sMTC / sREF B B, for ﬁve channels as a function of the number l of sites in the channel segments between two neighboring intersections. (From Ref. 392.)
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network is in contact with a gas phase containing A molecules at a certain constant pressure and that there is no reentrance of B molecules. Figure 23 shows that the eﬀective reactivity in such a system can dramatically exceed the reactivity in a reference system, where both channels are equally accessible to both types of molecules. This enhanced reactivity can be understood by considering the mean lifetime in single-ﬁle systems as provided by Eq. (88). We imagine using this relation to estimate the mean time required for reactant and product molecules to diﬀuse from one-channel intersection to an adjacent one, with L being proportional to the number of sites between intersections. However, this estimate applies only to the reference system, where the total concentration (sum of reactant and product concentrations) is constant throughout the system. But under the condition of molecular trafﬁc control, the concentration of reactant molecules is found to drop from outside to the interior, while the concentration of product molecules (along the other set of parallel channels) drops from inside to outside. Under the inﬂuence of such concentration gradients, molecular transport in single-ﬁle systems proceeds under the conditions of normal diﬀusion (75,396), with mean lifetimes given by Eq. (87) rather than by Eq. (88). Thus, with an increasing number of sites between intersections, transport inhibition will become progressively more signiﬁcant because of the proportionality to L3 rather than to L2, leading to the observed reactivity enhancement with molecular trafﬁc control in comparison to that with the reference system. C. Mean Field and Continuum Theories Mean ﬁeld and continuum theories provide a way to analyze the behavior of systems on length scales that are too large for even coarse-grained models to handle (208). In the end, we come full circle to the Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan formulations of diﬀusion. 1. Lattice Topology The diﬀusion theory discussed above relies on the tetrahedral topology of FAU-type zeolites. Developing such a theory for general frameworks remains challenging. Braun and Sholl developed a Laplace-Fourier transformation method for calculating exact self-diﬀusion tensors in generalized lattice gas models (397), expanding on the matrix formalism originally introduced by Fenzhe and Ka¨rger (398). These methods generally involve quite heavy matrix algebra, which can sometimes hide the underlying physical meaning of the parameters. Jousse et al. developed an alternative method for deriving analytical self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients at inﬁnite dilution for general lattices by partitioning the trajectory of a tracer into uncorrelated sequences of jumps (54). This approach can be used to analyze both geometrical correlations due to the nonsymmetrical nature of adsorption sites in zeolite pores and kinetic correlations arising from insuﬃcient thermalization of a molecule in its ﬁnal site. This method was applied to benzene diﬀusion in Na-Y (geometrical correlations) and to ethane diﬀusion in silicalite-1 (geometrical and kinetic correlations), yielding quantitative agreement with KMC simulations (54). The new method was also extended to ﬁnite loadings using MFT, yielding a completely analytical approach for modeling diﬀusion in any guest–zeolite system. 2. Maxwell-Stefan and Fick Krishna and van den Broeke modeled the transient permeation ﬂuxes of methane and n-butane through a silicalite-1 membrane using both the Fick and Maxwell-Stefan formulations (399). Transient experiments showed that initially the permeation ﬂux of methane is higher than that of n-butane but that this methane ﬂux eventually reduces to a lower steady-state value. The Maxwell-Stefan formulation succeeded in reproducing this nonmonotonic evolution to steady state for methane; the Fick formulation failed qualitatively in this regard. This is attributed to
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the fact that multicomponent systems pose a challenge to the Fick formulation of diﬀusion, as discussed in Sec. II.D. van de Graaf et al. used the Maxwell-Stefan formulation to interpret permselectivity data for the separations of ethane/methane and propane/methane mixtures with a silicalite-1 membrane (38). Based only on separately determined single-component adsorption and diﬀusion parameters, the Maxwell-Stefan model gave permselectivities in excellent agreement with their experimental data. 3. Membrane Disorder Nelson et al. computed steady-state solutions of the diﬀusion equation to evaluate the inﬂuence of defects, voids, and diﬀusion anisotropy on permeation ﬂuxes through model zeolite membranes (28). Nelson et al. augmented the lattice conﬁguration shown in Fig. 1a with various kinds of defect structures and used a time-dependent, numerical ﬁnite diﬀerence approach for computing steady-state ﬂuxes in a variety of situations. They found that with a reasonable anisotropy and with a moderate density of voids in the membrane, permeation ﬂuxes can be controlled by jumps perpendicular to the transmembrane direction. This suggests that oriented zeolite membranes may not behave with the intended orientation if there is a suﬃcient density of defects in the membrane. 4. Charge Disorder As discussed in Sec. V.B.2, Chen et al. explored the extent to which static charge disorder in zeolites inﬂuences self-diﬀusivities on diﬀerent length and time scales. They focused on the eﬀects from random charge–polarization interactions for benzene in Na-Y zeolite using DebyeHu¨ckel correlation functions. Chen et al. augmented the standard diﬀusion equation [Fick’s second law, cf. Eq. (9)] with terms representing the eﬀects of these ﬂuctuating interactions. They analyzed the resulting equation in the hydrodynamic limit using time-dependent renormalization group theory (23), ﬁnding that such disorder can diminish benzene selfdiﬀusivities in Na-Y by one to two orders of magnitude. This ﬁeld theory approach appears promising for explaining qualitatively the data in Fig. 16, which shows that PFG NMR self-diﬀusivities can depend sensitively on the length scales probed. However, to explain quantitatively the data in Fig. 16, this approach will require much more accurate input from correlation functions describing the static charge disorder in zeolites. Such information can only come from careful, atomistic simulations, which in turn must be validated by experiments capable of measuring disorder in zeolites. VI.



SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE



In this chapter we have reviewed the basic ideas underlying diﬀusion in microporous solids, and have explored recent eﬀorts over the last two decades to measure and model the dynamics of molecules sorbed in zeolites. These studies have revealed many important insights regarding diﬀusion in zeolites; here we summarize a subset of these ideas. The basic theories of diﬀusion on two-dimensional surfaces and in dense solids have been successfully modiﬁed to produce new insights regarding transport in microporous materials. The relationships between the many diﬀusivities, including the Fickian, Maxwell-Stefan, Onsager, corrected, transport, and selfdiﬀusivities, have been elucidated. The temperature dependence of diﬀusion in zeolites most often exhibits Arrhenius behavior. Reliable activation energies for diﬀusion can be measured nowadays with increasingly sophisticated experimental techniques, such as those based on NMR or neutron scattering. The loading dependence of diﬀusion in zeolites is less predictable, although recent calculations have revealed how the interplay between host–guest and guest–
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guest interactions can give rise to diﬀerent loading dependencies. Regarding multicomponent diﬀusion in zeolites at high loadings, one generally expects that the faster diﬀusing component is slowed down to the mobility of the more slowly diﬀusing component. Good to very good agreement among various experiments and simulations has been obtained for the simplest zeolite–guest systems, often involving all-silica zeolites (e.g., silicalite) and simple hydrocarbons (e.g., methane or butane). For each of the generalizations above, myriad zeolite–guest systems exist that break the rules. This underscores the fact that, despite our increasing level of understanding, much remains unknown regarding diﬀusion in zeolites. For example, it is not clear whether permeation through zeolites occurs in the linear response regime for typical concentration drops and particle sizes. In addition, we do not generally know whether transport is diﬀusion or desorption limited in present applications of zeolites. We have much to learn about the coupling between reaction and diﬀusion in zeolites, especially in single-ﬁle systems capable of producing molecular trafﬁc control. Particularly intriguing are the persistent discrepancies among diﬀerent experimental probes of diﬀusion for certain zeolite–guest systems. For example, PFG NMR and tracer zero length column (TZLC) self diﬀusivities are in very good agreement for methanol in Na-X but in total disagreement for benzene in the same zeolite. Despite the careful experiments performed to validate the TZLC data, there appears to be mounting evidence in favor of the PFG NMR diﬀusivities. This raises the question: what exactly is TZLC measuring for this particular system? Furthermore, as simulation methods have become more reliable over the past decade, it becomes timely to ask what causes persistent discrepancies between certain experiments and simulations, e.g., between quasi-elastic neutron scattering and kinetic Monte Carlo self diﬀusivities for benzene in Na-Y? We must answer these questions before our knowledge of diﬀusion in zeolites can be used generally to develop new and improved processes in zeolite science. Many zeolite scientists have suggested that defects and disorder in zeolites can lead to the observed discrepancies discussed above. Given the intricate topologies that zeolites purportedly adopt, it seems highly unlikely that they do so without error. Discovering the nature of framework defects, and their role in inﬂuencing diﬀusion in zeolites, represents an important area for future zeolite research. In addition to framework defects, most zeolites are riddled with disordered charge distributions arising from disordered framework aluminum and accompanying charge-compensating ions. Measurement of correlations in these disordered charge distributions will be crucial for quantifying their impact on diﬀusion in zeolites. We can also consider external zeolite surfaces as defects, providing diﬀerent transport resistances that need to be understood. In general, such defects and disorder patterns can produce diﬀerent diﬀusivities depending on the length scales probed. Elucidating these eﬀects remains one of the great challenges for future zeolite research. In addition to thoroughly understanding diﬀusion in the more commonly studied host– guest systems, it is important to explore the properties of future diﬀusion systems as well. One can imagine remarkable properties of polymers or biomolecules intercalated into large-pore zeolites. Also of interest is the transport behavior of electronically active species in zeolites, such as metals or charge-transfer complexes. Much can be learned from drawing analogies between zeolite–guest systems and other nanoporous systems such as biological ion channels, which also exhibit intricate structures and impressive selectivities. We hope that this chapter provides the necessary launching point for the next generation to solve the mysteries we have discussed, as well as those we have not yet imagined. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We gratefully acknowledge our research coworkers for their invaluable contributions and for many stimulating discussions. S.M.A. especially thanks Dr. Fabien Jousse with expert assistance
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I.



INTRODUCTION



The characterization of microporous materials, more popularly called zeolitic materials, began with the discovery and synthesis of zeolites in the 1960s. Various spectroscopic techniques, i.e., X-ray diﬀraction (XRD), IR, Raman, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron spin resonance (ESR), and so forth have been used to characterize zeolites and/or zeolite-adsorbate systems. Among these techniques, vibrational spectroscopies, mainly IR spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, are most extensively employed for the investigation of zeolites and the interaction between zeolites and adsorbates. The properties of zeolites are mainly dependent on their structure, so that it is absolutely necessary to characterize the structure of zeolites, as well as the changes in the structure during the synthesis and use of zeolites. In principle, vibrational spectroscopies such as IR and Raman are the most powerful techniques to supply detailed information on the structure of molecules. Thus, vibrational spectroscopies have been most frequently used to characterize the microporous materials (mainly zeolites) since the beginning of zeolite discovery and synthesis. Another advantage is that several vibrational spectroscopies can be applied under in situ conditions and they can be very successfully used for studies of highsurface-area porous materials like zeolites. To date, IR and Raman spectroscopies have been successfully applied to the zeolite characterization in almost every aspect, such as (a) framework and extraframework structure, e.g., lattice vibrations related to structure type, cation vibrations related to cation nature and location; (b) sites in zeolites, usually characterized by using probe molecules; (c) adsorption and catalytic reactions on zeolites; and (d) the guest–host chemistry within zeolite channel and cavity. Many extensive reviews have been written on zeolite characterization by vibrational spectroscopies, but most are very speciﬁc and focused on research review; few papers are general and comprehensive. This chapter is intended to give a general introduction and to include the newly published literature (mainly in the last two decades) on the vibrational spectroscopic characterization of microporous materials, starting with the theoretical description of IR and Raman spectroscopy, followed by the application of IR and Raman spectroscopy to zeolites and zeolite-adsorbate systems, and ﬁnally the recent advances of UV-Raman spectroscopy in zeolite studies. Obviously, it is impossible to cover in depth
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the spectroscopic characterization of all microporous materials reported in the literature in a single chapter, but we try to be as exhaustive as possible and most published work will be listed in tabular form. II.



PRINCIPLE: VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPIES



A.



IR Spectroscopy



1.



Theory of IR Spectroscopy



Infrared spectroscopy is the most common form of vibrational spectroscopy. It has been for more than 30 years the most important and commonly used technique to characterize zeolites and zeolite-adsorbate systems (1–6). IR radiation falls into three categories, as illustrated in Table 1. Molecules possess discrete levels of rotational and vibrational energy. Transitions between vibrational levels usually occur by absorption of photons with frequencies m in the mid-IR range (Table 1). For small deviations of the constituent atoms from their equilibrium positions, the potential energy V(r) can be approximately expressed as that of a harmonic oscillator: VðrÞ ¼ kðr  req Þ2



ð1Þ



in which V(r) is the interatomic potential; r and req the distance between the vibrating atoms and the equilibrium distance between the atoms, respectively; and k the force constant of the vibrating bond. Figure 1 shows the plot of V(r) as a function of r (dotted line). This is a parabolic potential and such a vibrator is called a harmonic oscillator. The corresponding vibrational energy levels are equidistant and can be described as (7,8): Ev ¼ hmðv þ 1=2Þ=2



ð2Þ



where h is Planck’s contant, v is the vibrational quantum number, and it can have the values 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , and m is the frequency of the vibration: m¼



1 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ k=A kðm1 þ m2 Þ=m1 m2 ¼ 2k 2k



ð3Þ



with A as the reduced mass and mi the mass of the vibrating atoms. The simple relationship between frequency, force constant, and mass (or reduced mass) given in Eq. (3) is often used in conjunction with isotopic substitution to assign or interpret observed frequencies. The harmonic approximation is only valid for small deviations of the atoms from their equilibrium positions, and the separation between the two successive vibrational levels is aways the same (hm). Allowed transitions are those for which the vibrational



Table 1 Classiﬁcation of Infrared Radiation Region



Wavelength (Am)



Energy (meV)a



Wavenumber (cm1)



Detection of



Infrared Far Mid Near



1000–1 1000–50 50–2.5 2.5–1



1.2–1240 1.2–25 25–496 496–1240



10–10,000 10–200 200–4000 4000–10,000



— Lattice vibrations Molecular vibrations Overtones



a



1 meV = 8.0655 cm1.
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Fig. 1 Potential energy curve for a diatomic molecule. Solid line indicates a Morse potential that approximates the actual potential. Broken line is a parabolic potential for a harmonic oscillator. De and D0 are the theoretical and spectroscopic dissociation energies, respectively.



quantum number changes by one unit, namely, Dv = F1. Overtones, i.e., absorption of light at a whole number times the fundamental frequency, would not be allowed. This is not the case of an actual molecule whose potential is approximated by the Morse potential function shown in Fig. 1 (solid line). V ¼ De ð1  ehx Þ2



ð4Þ



where De is the dissociation energy and h is a measure of the curvature at the bottom of the potential well. If the Schro¨dinger equation is solved with this potential, then Ev ¼ hmðv þ 1=2Þ  he mðv þ 1=2Þ2 þ : : :



ð5Þ



where ce is the anharmonicity constant. Equation (5) shows that the energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator are no longer equidistant, and the separation decreases with the increase of v as shown in Fig. 1. And overtones, i.e., vibrational transitions with Dv > 1, become allowed. For polyatomic molecules with N atoms, the number of fundamental vibrations is 3N6 for a nonlinear and 3N5 for a linear molecule. In addition, there are overtones and combinations of fundamental vibrations. Fortunately, however, not all vibrations can be observed. Absorption of an IR photon occurs only if a dipole moment changes during the vibration. It is not necessary that the molecule possess a permanent dipole; it is suﬃcient if a dipole moment changes during the vibration. The intensity of the IR band is proportional to the change in dipole moment. This distinguishes IR from Raman spectroscopy where the selection rule requires that the molecular polarizability change during the vibration.
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In diatomic molecules, the vibration occurs only along the chemical bond connecting the two atoms. In polyatomic molecules like zeolite, the situation is complicated because all of the nuclei perform their own harmonic oscillations. This problem can sometimes be resolved by a technique known as a normal coordinate analysis. In this method, a functional group in a polyatomic molecule may be treated as independent oscillators, irrespective of the larger structure to which they belong. In other words, any of the complicated vibrations of a molecule can be expressed as a superposition of a number of ‘‘normal vibrations’’ that are completely independent of each other. For example, the vibrations of the TO4 tetrahedra (with, e.g., T = Si or Al) in the framework of zeolite consist of many modes, i.e., the asymmetrical stretching mode (p OT ! p O), symmetrical stretching mode (p OTO !), and T-O bending mode of the TO4 tetrahedra. However, for the application of IR spectroscopy in zeolite research, the spectra are usually not interpreted by comparison with theoretically derived frequencies but mainly on the basis of empirical data, e.g., via comparison with known spectra of solids, liquids, or gases. Only in a few cases are frequencies computed and related to experimentally obtained data. 2.



Experimental Techniques



a.



Transmission IR Spectroscopy



Transmission IR spectroscopy has been the most widely used technique to study the structure of zeolites and the adsorbed species. In this case, the sample consists typically of 10–100 mg of zeolite, pressed into a self-supporting or KBr-mixed disk of approximately 1 cm2 and a few tenths of a millimeter thickness. The disk is then placed perpendicular to a beam of IR radiation, and the spectrum is recorded by detecting the transmitted beam. Figure 2 illustrates the positions of the incident and transmitted beams in a typical transmission experiment. I0 represents the incident energy of radiation, I the transmitted energy, and T the transmittance, T = I/I0. The absorbance is deﬁned as: A ¼ ln T ¼ ln I0 =I



ð6Þ



Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a transmission experiment and the illustration of the method used to determine the incident and transmitted radiation from a transmission spectrum.
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For quantitative evaluation of the concentration, c, of the species involved, one may use the Lambert-Beer law: A ¼ em cd



ð7Þ



where e is the extinction coeﬃcient and d the thickness of the sample. For materials in which an absorbing functional group may be present in a variety of bonding environments, it is often preferable to work in terms of the integrated absorbance (Aint) rather than the absorbance at the band maximum. The integrated absorbance as a quantitative measure of the IR-absorbing species can be expressed as: m2



m2



m1



m1



Aint ¼ cd m e m dm ¼ cd m lnðI0 ðmÞ=IðmÞÞdm



ð8Þ



Equation (8) is strictly valid only for inﬁnitely diluted systems where em can be taken as a constant. For vibrations of a solid lattice or functional groups present at the surface (e.g., OH, SH, etc.), em is a constant. For spectrum of species adsorbed on a catalyst, em may be changed with changing the adsorbate concentration. For IR measurement of zeolites, em is usually unknown. Experimental determination of em is troublesome and practiced only in a few cases (8). Therefore, very often the absorbances are given in arbitrary units, and only relative concentrations or numbers of species are estimated. Mostly the band intensities are not integrated, and the maximal absorbance, Amax = ln (T*/Tmin), is used as a measure of the relative concentration. Scattering of the incident radiation can be signiﬁcant for samples prepared from powders. The eﬀect of scattering is to reduce the intensity of the transmitted beam, thereby making it harder to obtain a good spectrum. According to the theory of Rayleigh scattering, scattering is most severe for large particles and high wavenumbers. To avoid such artifacts, it is desirable to work with particles less than 1 Am in diameter, whenever possible (9). b.



Diﬀuse Reﬂectance IR (Fourier Transform) Spectroscopy (DRIFT)



For a long time, IR spectroscopic studies on zeolites were almost exclusively carried out in the transmission mode. More recently, Kazansky and coworkers (10,11) pioneered the work in employing diﬀuse reﬂectance spectroscopy (DRS), which used to be an important method for UV-visible spectroscopy of solid samples like zeolites. DRS is very helpful in exploring the near-IR region, where transmission techniques essentially fail due to the severe scattering of the zeolite samples. However, this region is of great interest because the overtone and combination modes of the hydroxyls appear in this region. Moreover, it brings larger diﬀerences in the frequencies in overtone of diﬀerent types of OH groups than in the mid-IR region. Also, the interference of water on the observation of the vibrations of OH groups in the mid-IR region could be avoided by this technique. To take the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of a powder sample, the sample is placed in a shallow cup and exposed to a beam of IR radiation, as shown in Fig. 3. The incident radiation passes into the bulk of the sample and undergoes reﬂection, refraction, and absorption before reemerging at the sample surface. The diﬀusely reﬂected radiation from the sample is collected by a spherical or elliptical mirror and focused onto the detector of the IR spectrometer. Two important requirements for successful diﬀuse reﬂectance measurements must be fulﬁlled: (a) the sample must be suﬃciently thick and large to avoid light loss by forward scattering and/or scattering at its edges; (b) scattering must be predominant compared with absorption so that illumination is essentially diﬀuse.
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Fig. 3 Scheme of a unit for diﬀuse reﬂectance infrared spectroscopy.



The interpretation of diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra is based on the phenomenologic theory developed by Kubelka and Munk (12,13) and has been well summarized in some books (6,9,14). The IR absorption spectrum is described by the Kubelka-Munk function: K=S ¼ ð1  Rl Þ2 =2Rl



ð9Þ



where K is the absorption coeﬃcient, a function of the frequency m S is the scattering coeﬃcient Rl is the reﬂectance of a very thick sample with zero backgroud reﬂectance, measured as a function of m. If S does not depend on the IR frequency, the Kubelka-Munk function transforms the measured spectrum Rl(m) into the absorption spectrum K(m). Unfortunately, up to now, no quantitative measurements of the diﬀuse reﬂectance are reported, mainly due to the lack of general standards as exists in UV-visible region. In situ cells for DRIFT studies and reﬂectance accessories have been described (6,9,14) and are commercially available. Other IR techniques, such as photoacoustic IR spectroscopy (PAS) (6,15,16), IR emission spectroscopy (17), attenuated total reﬂection (ATR) FTIR spectroscopy (18), have also been occasionally used to characterize zeolite systems. B.



Raman Spectroscopy



1.



Introduction



Raman spectroscopy is concerned with vibrational and rotational transitions, and in this respect it is similar to IR spectroscopy. However, in comparison with the vast amount of IR spectroscopy work, the ﬁeld of zeolite Raman spectroscopy has not attracted the same attention and is still evolving (19). The reason for this is that there is considerable diﬃculty in obtaining Raman spectra with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios from highly dispersed materials such as zeolites. Two main problems are responsible for this: the intrinsically low sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy because the Raman scattering is very weak, and the strong ﬂuorescence interference often obscuring the Raman spectrum of zeolite for Raman spectroscopy which uses visible laser as the excitation sources. In order to increase the sensitivity and to avoid the ﬂuorescence background, shifting the excitation frequency can often obtain successful Raman spectra of zeolite samples (20–26). Variation of the excitation frequency led to two recent instrumental advances: Fourier transform Raman (FT-Raman) spectroscopy and UV Raman spectroscopy. The advent of FT-Raman spectroscopy with excitation source in the near-infrared (NIR) region, and especially the
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employment of UV Raman spectroscopy with excitation in the UV region, oﬀers new perspectives in enhancing the sensitivity and avoiding ﬂuorescence background. 2.



Theory of Raman Spectroscopy



There exist extensive, detailed descriptions of Raman theory (10,11,27–30). When a molecule is irradiated by a light with frequency m, a small portion of it is scattered inelastically but most part is scattered elastically. The elastically scattered light with the same frequency r of the incident light is called Rayleigh scattering, and the inelastically scattered light with frequencies m F m1 is called Raman scattering. Light scattering arises from dipole moments induced in atoms or molecules by the incident ﬁeld, through the polarizability of the electrons. The static polarizability leads to Rayleigh scattering, whereas modulation of the polarizability by electronic, vibrational, or rotational motion leads to Raman scattering. Thus, the vibrational frequencies are observed as Raman shifts from the incident frequency m. The origin of Raman spectra can be explained by classical theory. Consider a light wave of frequency m with an electric ﬁeld strength E. E can be expressed as ð10Þ



E ¼ E0 cos 2pmt



where E0 is the amplitude of the incident light at t = 0 and t the time. When a diatomic molecule is irradiated by this light, the dipole moment P is given by P ¼ aE ¼ aE0 cos 2pmt



ð11Þ



Here a is called the polarizability. If the molecule is vibrating with frequency m1, the nuclear displacement q is written as q ¼ q0 cos 2pm1 t



ð12Þ



where q0 is the vibrational amplitude. If the polarizability changes during the vibration, its value for a small vibrational amplitude will be given by   @a a ¼ a0 þ q ð13Þ @q where a0 is the polarizability at the equilibrium position, and (Ba/Bq)0 is the rate of change of a with respect to the change in q, evaluated at the equilibrium position. Combining Eqs. (11)–(13), we have P ¼ aE0 cos 2pmt







 @a q0 E0 cos 2pmt cos 2pm1 t @q 0







 @a q0 E0 ½cos f2pðm þ m1 Þtg þ cos f2pðm  m1 Þtg=2 @q 0



¼ aE0 cos 2pmt þ ¼ aE0 cos 2pmt þ



ð14Þ



The ﬁrst term in Eq. (14) describes the Rayleigh scattering of frequency m, and the remaining term gives the Raman scattering of frequencies m + m1 (anti-Stokes) and m  m1 (Stokes). In addition, Eq. 14 tells that Raman scattering requires   @a p0 ð15Þ @q
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That is, the polarizability of the molecule must change during the vibration for a Raman active mode. In the quantum theory of Raman scattering, the vibrational energy of a molecule is recognized to be quantized. A nonlinear molecule with N atoms has 3N  6 normal vibrations and a linear molecule has 3N  5. The energy of each of these vibrations will be quantized according to the relationship in Eq. 2. Perturbation theory is used to introduce quantization into the Raman scattering theory. Put simply, this approach applies perturbations to the ground-state molecular wavefunctions until new wavefunctions are obtained that describe the vibrational excited state. The transition from ground state can then be regarded as being achived via a perturbing wavefunction, which is the sum of the perturbations applied. This perturbing wavefunction will have a corresponding energy and gives us a useful pictorial description of Raman scattering with the vibrational transitions occurring via this virtual energy level (Fig. 4). The Rayleigh scattering arises from transitions that start and ﬁnish at the same vibrational energy level. In the case of Stokes lines, the molecule at v=0 is excited to the v=1 state by scattering light of frequency m  m1. Anti-Stokes lines arises when the molecule initially in the v=1 state scatters radiation of frequency m + m1 and reverts to the v=0 state. Since the population of molecules is larger at v=0 than v=1 (the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law), the Stokes lines are always stronger than the anti- Stokes lines. For this reason, the Stokes Raman scattering is usually used in Raman spectroscopy. Theoretically, the intensities of Raman bands can be calculated as (30): X  ðaij Þ 2 Imn ¼ CI0 ðm0  m1 Þ4 ð16Þ mn ij



Where C is a constant, I0 the incident intensity, and aij the components of the polarizability tensor associated with the transition from m to n states.  i i 1X Mme Men Mme Men þ ðaij Þmn ¼ ð1617Þ h e mem  m0 þ iGe men þ m0 þ iGe



Fig. 4



Schematic mechanism for Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering.
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where mem and men are the frequencies corresponding to the energy diﬀerences between the states subscribed and h is Planck’s constant. MmeI, etc., are the electric transition moments. Ge is the bandwidth of the eth state. 3.



Experimental Techniques



a. Conventional Raman Spectroscopy A Raman spectrometer has ﬁve major components (11): 1. Excitation source. This is generally a continous wave (CW) gas laser such as Ar+ (351.1–514.5 nm), Kr+ (337.4–676.4 nm), or He-Ne (632.8 nm). 2. Sample illumination and scattered light collection system. In principle, Raman scattered light can be viewed at any angle with respect to the direction of propagation of the exciting beam. The three most often used experimental arrangements use an angle of 0j (forward scattering), 90j, and 180j (back scattering) between the excitation incidence and the collection of Ramans scattering. 3. Sample holder. In most cases, the sample holder can be rotated or vibrated when measuring the sample in order to avoid overheating by laser. For in situ Raman studies, various Raman cells were designed (7,28,32). Most cells used in studies to date have been made of glass or quartz, with optical ﬂats cemented in place. Standard glass vacuum line technology has been employed, and caution against the use of vacuum grease (which is highly ﬂuorescent) in connectors or stopcocks is recommended (32). 4. Monochromator or spectrograph. This disperses the light scattered from the sample and then Raman spectrum can be acquired by the detector. It is also used to reject Rayleigh lines and reduce the stray light so that weak Raman scattering can be observed. 5. Detection system. Several sensitive detection techniques are now commonly used: photon counting using photomultiplier (PM) tube, photodiode array detection, charge-coupled device (CCD) detection. b.



FT-Raman Spectroscopy



With the idea that ﬂuorescence may be reduced by shifting the exciting wavelength to longer wavelength, a new Raman technique, FT-Raman spectroscopy, was suggested in the 1960s (33) and became viable in the 1980s. Employing an exciting line in the near-IR region (1064 nm of Nd:YAG laser) where electronic transitions are rare, FT-Raman is very eﬀective in reducing or eliminating ﬂuorescence interference for many samples including biomolecules. FT-Raman spectroscopy can also achieve high resolution, which is diﬃcult for conventional Raman spectroscopy. Conventional Raman spectroscopy measures intensity vs. frequency or wavenumber. FT instruments, on the other hand, measure the intensity of light of many wavelengths simultaneously. The latter is often referred to as a time-domain spectroscopy. This spectrum is then converted to a conventional spectrum by means of Fourier transformation using computer programs. The distinctive feature of the FT technique, like FTIR, is that it sees all wavelengths at all times. This provides improved resolution, spectral acquisition time, and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) over conventional dispersive Raman spectroscopy. Although the interest in FT-Raman has increased signiﬁcantly, several limits of its capability remain (34): (a) FT-Raman cannot completely eliminate the ﬂuorescence background when samples absorb light strongly in the NIR region. For many zeolite samples,
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ﬂuorescence background in the NIR region is still too strong to obtain good FT-Raman spectra. (b) The sensitivity of FT-Raman spectroscopy is still low since the Raman scattering cross-section decreases as E increases (I ~ 1/E)4 although FT technique can improve the sensitivity somewhat. (c) A serious problem of FT-Raman is the diﬃculty to study samples at elevated temperatures. For most cases, temperature cannot be greater than 373 K because the thermal black-body emission from the sample becomes more intense (broad background) than the Raman signal. As a result, FT-Raman measurements of catalytic samples under reaction conditions are nearly impossible. c.



Resonance Raman Spectroscopy



Resonance Raman (RR) scattering occurs when the sample is irradiated with an exciting line whose energy corresponds to that of the electronic transition of a particular chromophoric group in a molecule. Under these conditions, the intensities of Raman bands originating in this chromophore (mostly m1 mode) are selectively enhanced by a factor of 103–105. This selectivity is important not only for identifying vibrations of this particular chromophore in a complex molecule but also for locating its electronic transitions in an absorption spectrum. The enhancement of the Raman bands in resonance Raman scattering can be explained theoretically by Eq. (17). In normal Raman scattering, the excitation frequency m0 is always from an electronic transition, i.e., m0 < mem. Namely, the energy of the incident light is smaller than that of an electronic transition. When is m0 approaches an electronic transition, mem, the denominator of the ﬁrst term in the brackets of Eq. (17) becomes inﬁnite. Hence, this term (‘‘resonance term’’) becomes so large that the value of the polarizability tensor components increases dramastically. This results in increases in the intensity of the Raman band of several orders of magnitude. This phenomenon is called resonance Raman scattering. Two broad types of resonance eﬀect can be identiﬁed: the preresonance Raman eﬀect and the resonance Raman eﬀect. Figure 5 shows the energy level diagram for these two Raman eﬀects. Figure 6 shows how to use resonance Raman spectroscopy to selectively study the local structure of a compound. Suppose that a compound contains two chromophoric groups that exhibit electronic absorption bands at mA and mB as shown in Fig. 6. Then, vibrations of chromophore A are resonance enhanced when m0 is chosen near mA, and those of chromophore B are resonance-enhanced when m0 is chosen near mB. Thus, the vibrations of the two diﬀerent chromophores can be selectively enhanced by choosing exciting lines in the regions of their electronic absorption. d.



UV Raman Spectroscopy



As the ﬂuorescence usually occurs in the visible or near-UV region, UV Raman utilizes an excitation laser line (using a frequency-doubled Ar+ ion laser) in the UV region, which shifts the excitation wavelength to the opposite direction of FT-Raman. It has been demonstrated that there are several advantages of UV Raman spectroscopy over conventional Raman spectroscopy: (a) The ﬂuorescence is avoided successfully in the UV region because most ﬂuorescence appears in the visible region. This is particularly important to zeolite characterization. (b) The sensitivity will be increased signiﬁcantly since the Raman scattering intensity is inversely proportional to the fourth power of wavenumber (E4). (c) Resonance Raman enhancement. As most electronic transitions occur in the UV region, there are more opportunities to make use of the resonance Raman eﬀect in the UV Raman
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Fig. 5 Comparison of energy levels for the normal Raman, preresonance Raman, and resonance Raman.



spectroscopy. (d) High excitation frequency leads to an important advantage when conducting high temperature in situ Rman experiments: the higher the excitation frequency, the lower the black-body radiation background. UV Raman spectrosocopy was ﬁrst introduced to catalysis research by Li and Stair (35–39) to measure Raman spectra from a variety of materials that would otherwise be very diﬃcult to measure by conventional Raman spectroscopy. Later on, UV Raman was



Fig. 6 Absorption spectrum of a compound containing two chromophoric groups (A and B).
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demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the characterization of zeolite systems that are particularly suﬀering from ﬂuorescence interference in the visible Raman spectroscopy (23–26,40–43). For example, the enhancement of Raman intensities by resonant scattering is very useful for detecting some species present at low concentrations in catalytic materials. Since the charge transfer between the framework metal atoms and the framework oxygen atoms occurs in the UV region, UVRRS is specially useful for identifying the transition metal species in the framework of zeolites, which is hard or impossible to be characterized by many other techniques. A problem with recording Raman spectra of samples is that laser heating may lead to the loss of hydration water, phase transitions, partial reduction, or even decomposition due to photochemical or thermal eﬀect. This problem may become more obvious in UV Raman measurements for some samples as the UV laser gives higher energy. Recently, a ﬂuidized-bed catalytic reactor for in situ Raman spectroscopy measurements was devised to avoid this problem (41). A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 7. For a detailed description of this reactor, see Ref. 41. It should be pointed out that solid-state NMR spectroscopy is as powerful a method (44,45) as vibrational (IR and Raman) spectroscopies, particularly after the recent development of 2D multiple-quantum MAS NMR techniques (46). Generally speaking, these two techniques are more complementary than competitive in the characterization of zeolites.



Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the in situ ﬂuidized bed reactor for UV Raman studies. (From Ref. 41.)
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III.



INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROPOROUS MATERIALS



The vibrational spectrum of a zeolite originates from several contributions, namely, the vibrations from the framework of the zeolite, from the charge-balancing cations, and from the relatively isolated groups, such as the surface OH groups. A.



Framework Vibrations



The zeolite framework is composed of the network formed by TO4 (T = Si or Al) with tetrahedra corners. Vibrations of the frameworks of zeolites give rise to typical bands in the mid-IR and far-IR regions. A distinction is made between external and internal vibrations of the TO4 tetrahedra. The terms internal and external have been used in the IR spectroscopy of zeolites to describe the vibrations in the tetrahedral building units and between them (i.e., double rings as in A-, X-, Y-type and pore openings as in mordenite), respectively. The vibrational frequencies of the so-called lattice modes of aluminosilicate zeolites (stretching and bending modes of the T-O linkages, plus speciﬁc vibrations of discrete structural units) were ﬁrst studied in detail by Flanigen et al. (47) 60 years ago. Spectral frequencies of a series of synthetic zeolites are available (47,48). An overall classiﬁcation of the lattice vibration of zeolites can be drawn as Fig. 8 (48). The most predominant bands occur in the ranges from 1250 to 950, from 790 to 650, and from 500 to 420 cm1, assigned tentatively to the asymmetrical stretching mode (p OTO !), the symmetrical stretching mode (p OTO !), and the T-O bending mode of the TO4 tetrahedra, respectively. Similarly, bands around 650–500 cm1 and 420–300 cm1 are due to external linkage vibrations, namely, vibrations of double four-membered rings (D4R), double ﬁve-membered rings (D5R), or double six-membered rings (D6R), and pore opening vibrations, respectively. For example, structural information can be easily identiﬁed by IR spectroscopy for zeolites containing ﬁve-membered rings (49). The absorption bands near 550 cm1 have been assigned to the presence of ﬁve-membered rings in the structure (50,51). There are three types of ﬁve-membered ring blocks: a 5-5 block (A), a 5-3 block (B), and a 5-3-1 block (C). The MFI and MEL topologies both contain A and B blocks, while the mordenite group [mordenite (MOR), ferrierite (FER), epistilbite (EPI), and dachiardite (DAC)] contains only B blocks. Bikitaite (BIK) contains only C-type ﬁve-ring blocks. The IR



Fig. 8 Lattice vibrations of zeolite Y. (From Ref. 48.)
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spectra of ﬁve-membered ring zeolites and molecular sieves have been reported and are listed in Table 2 (48–52). The structure-sensitive vibrations near 1200 and 550 cm1 provide information on the diﬀerentiation of the zeolite types and are also useful for identifying some framework features of zeolites of undetermined crystal structures. As an example, the vibrational band at 550 cm1 for siliceous MEL-type (silicalite-2) zeolite splits when the nano-sized silicalite-2 crystals are synthesized with average particle size less than 100 nm (53).



Table 2 IR Data Between 1500 and 400 cm1 of Aluminosilicates Containing Five-Membered Rings Asymmetrical stretcha



Symmetrical stretcha



Zeolite types



External



Internal



External



Internal



Silicate ZSM-5 Boralite ZSM-11 Mordernite Ferrierite Epistilbite Dachiardite Bikitaite ZSM-39 Melanophlogite ZSM-34 ZSM-35 Aerosil



1225(sh) 1225(sh) 1228(sh) 1225(sh) 1223(sh) 1218(sh) 1175(sh) 1210(sh) 1105(sh) — — — 1232(sh) —



1093(s) 1093(s) 1096(s) 1093(s) 1045(s) 1060(s) 1050(s) 1050(s) 968(s) 1090(s) 1118(s) 1060(s) 1070(s) 1100(s)



790(w) 790(w) 800(w) 790(w) 800(w) 780(w) 795(w) 775(w) 782(w) 790(w) 795(w) 785(w) 790(w) 810(w)



— — — — 720(w) 695(w) 690(w) 670(w) 680(w) — — — — —



Zeolite types Silicate ZSM-5 Boralite ZSM-11 Mordenite Ferrierite Epistilbite Dachiardite Bikitaite ZSM-39 Melanophlogite ZSM-34 ZSM-35 Aerosil



Double ringb,c



T-O bendb



550(m) 550(m) 550(m) 550(m) 580, 560(w) 563(w) 563(w) 558(w) — — — 635, 580, 550(w) 590(m) —



450(s) 450(s) 450(s) 450(s) 450(s) 455(s) 455(s) 440(s) 460(s) 460(s) 465(s) 465(s) 460(s) 468(s)



sh, shoulder; s, strong; w, weak. a IR assignments according to Ref. 48. b IR assignments according to Ref. 56. c 5-member ring block vibrations according to Refs. 52 and 53. Source: Ref. 51.
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Recently, Mozgawa (54) investigated in detail the vibrational (IR and Raman) spectra of natural zeolites belonging to six structural groups. It is concluded that the bands in the IR spectra of nature zeolites in the range of 760–700, 610–560, and 635–570 cm1 are due to four-membered rings, ﬁve-membered rings, and six-membered rings, respectively. In the region of the so-called pseudolattice vibrations (in the range of 800–300 cm1), increase in the number of ring members results in the shift of characteristic band positions toward lower wavenumbers in the IR spectra (55). Such a tendency is not so evident in the Raman spectra. This study also proves that vibrational spectra are useful for the identiﬁcation of zeolite structures. The assignments of the main IR bands in Fig. 8 are listed in Table 3 (48) and have been substantiated by data obtained for a large number of zeolites with a great variety in structure and composition. It turns out that the internal vibrations are not very sensitive to structure by comparison of spectral and structural features, whereas the position of the bands due to vibrations of external linkages is often very sensitive to structure. For example, the bands of internal tetrahedra vibrations persist when the structure of, say, a Y-type zeolite is successively destroyed by thermal treatment while the bands of the external linkage vibrations disappear following treatment. Zeolitic vibrational spectra are usually very complicated because, in addition to the framework structure, the spectra are also inﬂuenced by other factors such as the existence and the nature of charge-balancing cations, the degree of hydration, and the Si/Al ratio. However, theoretical attempts (56–59) in recent years have proposed a modiﬁcation of the approach by Flanigen et al. and a reassignment of the bands observed in the mid-IR of zeolite frameworks. Geidel and coworkers (56,57) carried out a normal coordinate analysis of the framework vibrations of NaX with the help of subunit cluster modeling. It was concluded that the Flanigen concept of strictly separated external and internal tetrahedral vibrations should be modiﬁed: Since the vibrations of zeolite framework are strongly coupled with each other, each mode is supposed to exhibit simultaneously the character of internal tetrahedral and bridging vibrations. Moreover, the coupling between adjacent tetrahedra is more signiﬁcant than that within a tetrahedron. The bands of framework vibrations are often sensitive to both the composition of the framework and the structure. For example, Jacobs et al. (60) showed that the T-O stretching frequencies of diﬀerent zeolites correlate with the average electronegativity of the zeolite framework. Campbell et al. (61) reported that the frequencies of lattice vibrations could be correlated to changes in the lattice aluminum content of HMFI zeolites after hydrothermal treatment or used as a catalyst in the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons. Figure 9 shows the plots (61) of the frequencies of the lattice modes at 544 and 790 cm1, due to deformation modes of the MFI lattice and the T-O-T stretching mode, respectively, vs. the lattice aluminum content determined by solid-state 27Al and 29 Si NMR for fresh and treated MFI zeolites. The correlation in this case is not linear but is useful to estimate the extent of lattice dealumination. Table 3 Assignments of Zeolite Lattice Vibrations Internal tetrahedra Asym. stretch Sym.stretch T-O bend Source: Ref. 48.
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Vibrations (cm1)



External linkages



Vibrations (cm1)



1250–920 720–650 500–420



Double ring Pore opening Asym. stretch Sym. stretch



650–500 420–300 1150–1050 870–750



Fig. 9 Dependence of lattice frequencies on lattice aluminum content for HMFI zeolites. (From Ref. 55.)



B.



Cation Vibrations



The bands of zeolites in the far-IR region (250–50 cm1) are mainly attributed to the stretching vibrations of the zeolite cations relative to the zeolite lattice. The positions of the corresponding IR bands of the cations depend on their charge, mass, as well as the interaction with the zeolite. Ozin and coworkers (62,63) carried out pioneering studies on the translational vibrations of extraframework cations in zeolites. For faujasite zeolites, they demonstrated (62,63) that a combination of the frequencies and intensities of far-IR modes of site-speciﬁc metal cation could be assigned reasonably to the metal cation vibrations for sites I, IV, II, IIIV, and IIIVVV, and distinguish diﬀerent cations and the occupancies and locations of cations in the zeolite framework. Esmann et al. (64) found that the IR bands of alkali metal ion-exchanged zeolites X, Y, and ZSM-5 shift to lower frequencies in the sequence of Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, i.e., with increasing cation size. The charge-compensating cations within the channels and cages of zeolite also have an inﬂuence on the position of framework bands (58). For example, the antisymmetrical stretching mode at 1000 cm1 in zeolite A shifts to 1080 cm1 upon replacement of Na+ by H+ (65). The band also shifts slightly upon substitution with K+, Li+, and divalent cations, while much smaller shifts were reported for the symmetrical stretching bands at 675 and 550 cm1, and for the bending modes at 465 cm1. Broclawik et al. (66) found that the frequency shift of antisymmetrical T-O-T vibration of oxygen rings is sensitive to both the framework interaction with cations and the interaction with adsorbed molecules. It has been measured and estimated theoretically from parameters characterizing framework distortion by Cu+and Cu2+, with MgZSM-5 and NaZSM-5 used as ‘‘reference samples.’’ It is found that the ordering of the cation-perturbing eﬀect was Na+ < Cu+ < Mg2+ < Cu2+. The cations in zeolites can be also identiﬁed and analyzed by employing probe molecules such as pyridine or carbon monoxide. The IR bands of pyridine coordinatively bonded to the various cations in diﬀerent zeolite structures have been well studied by Ward (67). The author found a close relationship between the position of the IR band, which originates from the m19b mode of pyridine attached to a cation and the Coulomb ﬁeld of this
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adsorbent site. For clarity, this relationship is illustrated in Fig. 10 for a series of alkalinemetal cations in Y-type zeolites. Similar relationships were found for alkaline earth metal cations using pyridine or water as a probe (67–69), whereas for transition metal cations no simple relationship between the IR band position of adsorbed pyridine and the physcial properties of the respective cations was observed (70). When CO is adsorbed on alkalimetal (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs)–exchanged zeolites (71), M+-CO adduct is formed showing a main (cation-speciﬁc) IR band in the range 2150–2180 cm1, due to the fundamental C-O stretching mode. Meanwhile, a weaker band is often observed some 90–140 cm1 higher than the main band. This weaker band can be assigned to the combination mode m(CO)+m(MC) [m(MC) is the vibration frequency of the cation–carbon bond]. This assignment is supported by direct observation of the corresponding band (at 139 cm1) for CO adsorbed on Na-Y, which was detected by using far-IR radiation from a synchrotron source (71). Observation of the combination mode is relevant to zeolite characterization by IR spectroscopy, since the cation–carbon stretching vibration is very sensitive to the speciﬁc cation present in the zeolite. C.



Hydroxyl Groups



Hydroxyl groups attached to zeolite surfaces are most important to the chemistry of the zeolitic materials because hydroxyls are associated with acidity and responsible for the catalytic activities of the acid sites of the materials. The IR spectra of hydroxyl groups have been studied extensively and described in several reviews (72,73). Hydroxyls



Fig. 10 Frequency of the IR band of pyridine coordinatively bound to alkali metal cations in M+Y. (From Ref. 69.)
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typically give rise to O-H stretching frequencies around 3600 cm1 as summarized in Table 4 (74–91). A problem in distinguishing diﬀerent IR bands of hydroxyls in this region of the IR spectrum is the presence of adsorbed water, which suppresses the desired hydroxyl features. So the samples examined must be rigorously dried and maintained in vacuum during acquisition of the IR spectra. A distinction is made among (a) lattice termination silanol groups, (b) OH groups occurring at defect sites (hydroxyl nests), (c) OH groups attached to extraframework T atom–containing species, (d) OH groups attached to multivalent cations that compensate the negative charge of the framework, and, most importantly, (e) bridging OH groups (e.g., ZAl(OH)SiZ groups with Brønsted acidic character). Hydroxyls of type a–e give rise to bands in the fundamental stretch region at about 3740, 3720, 3680, 3580–3520, and 3600–3650 cm1 (free bridging OH group), respectively. As an example, Fig. 11 shows the IR spectra of ZSM-5 (MFI) with diﬀerent Si/Al ratios and the resulting eﬀect on the development of the bands due to diﬀerent hydroxyls, such as the bands associated with surface silanols (f3700 cm1) and the broad band associated with hydroxyl defects within the structure (92). In fact, the relationship between mOH and Si/Al ratio may suggest a correlation between the acidic strength of the OH groups and its band wavenumber. The low values of rOH correspond to high acid strength and higher values to weak acid strength, and this semi-empirical approach has been frequently used to rationalize experimental results. However, Barthomeuf (93) concluded that the acid strength could not be correlated simply to the wavenumber of the band of acidic hydroxyl alone, but rather to the charge density of the framework that also depends on the aluminum content. Mortier (94) and Jacobs et al. (72,95) have correlated the wavenumbers of IR bands originating from acid hydroxyls in zeolites with the Sanderson electronegativity and the



Table 4 Hydroxyl Stretching Freqencies of Framework OH Groups of Zeolites Zeolite H-mordenite H-ZSM-5 H-Y H-ferrisilicate Al-HZSM-5



Ga-HZSM-5



Fe-HZSM-5 B-HZSM-5 H95Na5Y H90Na10Y H70Na30Y H40Na60Y H20Na80Y
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nSi/nMe3+ (lattice)



mOH (cm1) (bridged OH)



Ref.



23.8 35 65 24 13.6 29.5 99 34 35 42 2.90 2.47 2.50 2.50 2.50



3610 3610 3644 3630 3618 3610 3610 3617 3617 3622 3620 3615 3630 3725 3643 3640 3647 3648 3650



69 70 71 72 73 69 70 71 70, 71 70 73 74 73 73 73



Fig. 11 IR spectra of HZSM-5 (MFI) at varying SiO2/Al2O3 ratios: (a) 70, (b), 140, (c) 200, (d) 500, (e) 600, (f) 26,000. All spectra recorded at 298 K, 105 Torr. (From Ref. 81.)



acidity strengths. It was concluded that, in particular with siliceous zeolites, the rOH is not a direct measure of acidity strength (72). In general, the framework hydroxyl group exhibiting additional electrostatic interactions due to adjacent oxygens are indicated by lower wavenumbers, e.g., at about 3550 cm1 in the case of the hydrogen forms of faujasite type (X and Y) zeolites and at 3520 cm1 in the case of H-ZSM-5. The band position of the hydroxyl vibration also reﬂects the nature of the trivalent cations in the ZT(OH)SiZ conﬁguration and thus can provide further evidence for structural incorporation of the T element. It is, for instance, frequently observed that the respective wavenumbers decrease in the sequence of T=Al, Ga, Fe, B (96). Such a shift correlates well with the resultant acidities of these materials. Investigation of the overtone and combination vibrations of hydroxyl by DRIFT spectroscopy is a valuable means of characterization of zeolite materials since it frequently reveals more detailed features than those from the fundamental stretching region (97–100). The IR region above 4000 cm1 includes the overtone vibrations of the hydroxyls as well as their combinations with the hydroxyl bending modes and some lattice vibrations. For instance, this range is very interesting with respect to the construction of the potential curves of the oscillators, such as Si-OH. Kazansky et al. (97) investigated a series of zeolites, including very siliceous ones, using diﬀuse reﬂectance IR spectroscopy. The IR spectra obtained in the range from 3400 to 7400 cm1 are displayed in Fig. 12. It shows bands at 3610 (fundamental stretch of the bridging acidic hydroxyls, m[Si(OH)Al]), 3745 (fundamental stretch of silanol groups, m[SiOH]), 4540 (combination of stretching and bending, m + y[SiOH]), 4660 (m + y[Si(OH)Al]), 7065 (overtone, mO2[Si(OH)Al]) and 7325 cm1 (mO2[SiOH]). Beck et al. (99) were able to evaluate, by careful analyses of their DRIFT spectra, the Si-OH and Si(OH)Al bending modes that appear above 4000 cm1
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Fig. 12



Diﬀuse reﬂectance IR spectra of H-ZSM-5. (From Ref. 96.)



in combination with mOH and lattice vibration. The proposed assignments are shown in Table 5 (see also Ref. 100). D.



Acidity and Basicity Characterization



Acidity and basicity are paired concepts that are often invoked to explain the catalytic properties of zeolites. Usually, hydroxy groups (Brønsted acid or basic sites, BAS or BBS), coordinatively unsaturated (cus) cations (Lewis acid sites, LAS) and anions (Lewis basic sites, LBS, e.g., O2 ions) are exposed on the surface of a zeolite. As a consequence, the surface possesses acidobasic properties. Extensive reviews on acidobasic and catalytic properties of acidic (1,2,101–109) and basic zeolites (1,2,107–112) are available. A detailed understanding of acidic or basic zeolite-catalyzed reactions requires knowledge of the



Table 5 Assignments of Combination Bands Measured by DRFIT of H-ZSM-5 and Derived Lattice Vibrations Modes (cm1) Measured frequencies 3614 4060 4340 4661 4760 4800 5700



Combination vibrations m(OH) m(OH) m(OH) m(OH) m(OH) m(OH) m(OH)



Source: Ref. 79.
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of Si-OH-Al + y(OTO) + ms(TO) + y(OH) + mas(TO) + y(OTO)+ ms(TO) + 2y(OH)



Derived assignments — y(OTO): 446 ms(TO): 726 y(OH): 1047 mas(TO): 1146 y(OTO) + ms(TO): 1186 y(OH): 1043



Computed (80) — 470 765 — 1130 1196 —



surface acidobasic properties in terms of quality (nature of the sites), acid and base strength, and densities of the sites. 1.



Characterization of Acid Sites



An acid zeolite surface may provide protonic (Brønsted) sites and aprotonic (Lewis) sites. The former are typically structural OH groups in H forms of zeolites; the latter are cus surface cations or charge-compensating cations in zeolites. Thus, the acid sites are an integral part of the zeolite structure. Lewis acid sites can be derived due to several factors: (a) Heating treatment may lead to partial disintegration of the zeolite lattice and the formation of subnanoscale metal oxide particles within the channels of the microporous material (113). (b) The exchangeable metal cations aﬃliated with the tetrahedrally coordinated aluminum act as Lewis acid site (114). (c) Larger and, hence, accessible di-or trivalent metal cations, e.g., Co, Mg, Cr, are incorporated in the lattice (115). (d) Reversible hydrolysis of metal–oxygen bonds allows access of polar molecules to the metal cation (116). These acid sites may be detected and characterized by IR spectroscopy as such, owing to their vibration modes (OH fundamental, overtone, and combinational vibrations) or with the help of probe molecules. Direct investigations of the acid hydroxyl groups (bridging OH) have been described in detail above. This section will provide a description of the acidity of zeolites characterized by probing molecules. Acid sites and their properties are most eﬃciently analyzed at a molecular level by suitably selected probe molecules. Ammonia, pyridine, and less basic molecules (e.g., CO, benzene, alkanes, C2Cl4, H2, and N2) are often used to probe acid sites of zeolites. The spectral properties of diﬀerent probes are brieﬂy described as follows. a.



Ammonia



Ammonia is probably the most frequently used probe molecule for acidity assessment. Its small molecular size allows one to probe almost all acid sites of both micro- and mesoporous zeolites. In terms of Pearson’s hard and soft acid and base (HSAB) principle, ammonia is a relatively hard base and is, thus, expected to strongly interact with hard acid sites, such as protons of hydroxyl groups or small metal cations. The protonated (ammonium ion) molecule and the coordinatively bound ammonia can be diﬀerentiated spectroscopically by their NH deformation and stretching vibrations. The ammonium ion shows absorptions at 1450 and 3300 cm1, coordinatively bound ammonia at 1250, 1630, and 3330 cm1. The deformation vibrations at 1450 and 1630 cm1 are often used as most reliable indicators for the presence of BAS and LAS, respectively. Thus, adsorption of NH3 can be used to discriminate among BAS and LAS on zeolites. Such examples can be found in the recent literature (117–121). b. Aliphatic Amines Alkylamines are stronger bases than ammonia. Therefore, they can be used to determine the gross concentration of BAS or LAS but are not suitable for diﬀerentiation of acid strength. In general, it is possible to distinguish adsorbed protonated amines from unprotonated amines based on their IR spectra. The most frequently used molecule is nbutylamine. Lewis-bound n-butylamine gives rise to a characteristic band at 1605 cm1 (-NH2 deformation band), and protonated butylamine is characterized by IR bands at 15901 and 1510 cm1. Since the kinetic diameter of aliphatic amines can be varied by choosing diﬀerent alkyl groups, the accessibility of acid sites can be probed by selecting a series of amines with varied molecular size (122).
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c.



Pyridine and Substituted Pyridine



Pyridine is favored as a probe molecule for quantiﬁcation of BAS and LAS separately since its adsorption on BAS and LAS gives discrete IR bands. The frequencies of IR bands of pyridine interacted with acidic zeolites and their assignment are summarized in Table 6. Pyridinium ions formed via protonation of the pyridine molecule reacted with a BAS are most conveniently detected by an IR band at about 1540 cm1, whereas pyridine that is coordinatively adsorbed on a LAS gives rise to a well-resolved band at about 1450 cm1 (123). Thus, pyridine is the most frequently used probe molecule to characterize the acidic properties of zeolites, e.g., beta and ZSM-20 zeolites (124), HY (125), M-ZSM-5 (MBa2+, Al3+, and La3+) (126), MCM-41 (127,128), H-MCM-22 (129), SO42/ZrO2-modiﬁed and Al-containing SBA (130), NaHMOR (131), etc. Pyridine is a strong base, which can probe almost all of the Brønsted and Lewis acid sites with various strengths. From the IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine and the extinction coeﬃcients of the bands concerned (132), the concentration of the LAS and BAS of the zeolite can be estimated. Instead of absolute concentrations, a [BAS]/[LAS] ratio is often derived from the spectra: ½BAS=½LAS ¼ Apy-B =Apy-L ðepy-L =epy- B Þ



ð18Þ 1



where Apy-B and Apy-L represent the absorptions at about 1540 and 1450 cm , respectively, and epy-L and epy-B are the respective extinction coeﬃcients. An often used value for the extinction coeﬃcient ratio, epy-L/epy-B, is 1.50 (132). Alkyl substitution of pyridine in the 2- and 6-position enhances the base strength but induces steric constraints in coordination to acid sites, as the electronic lone pair of the nitrogen atom is shielded by the alkyl groups, This makes it very diﬃcult to achieve the optimal adsorption geometry necessary for strong bonding to LAS, especially to those located on low index surface planes. Adsorption of the bulky probe molecule on the more exposed and also mobile hydroxyl groups seems easier. Thus, it was suggested that 2,6dimethylpyridine be used as a speciﬁc probe molecule for characterizing BAS (133,134). In summary, pyridine and substituted pyridines are excellent probe molecules that allow us to diﬀerentiate the acidity and the strength of the acid sites and to tell the diﬀerences between BAS and LAS. d.



Nitriles



Nitriles are relatively weak bases and coordinate via the nitrogen of the nitrile group to the acid sites. Upon interaction, the IR band of the CN stretching vibration is shifted to higher wavenumbers. Coordination to accessible metal cations results in upward shifts of approximately 30–60 cm1 (135), whereas upon coordination to a hydroxyl group shifts of Table 6 IR Region (1700–1400 cm1) of Pyridine Adsorbed on Solid Acids Hydrogen-bound pyridine



Coordinatively bound pyridine



1400–1477 1485–1490



1447–1460 1488–1503



1580–1600



f1580 1600–1633
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Pyridinium ion 1485–1500 1540 f1640



approximately 10–30 cm1 are observed (136). Because of its small size, acetonitrile is frequently and successfully used for probing the acid sites of zeolites (91,137–139). e. Less Basic Molecules (Hydrocarbons, CO, N2, etc.) Due to their weak base strength, hydrocarbons, CO, and N2 are undoubtedly much more speciﬁc than strongly interacting probes. Therefore, in principle they can be used to detect the acid strength distribution via the diﬀerent interaction between the probe molecules and the acid sites. Upon interaction of a hydroxyl group with the k electrons of oleﬁns, CO, or N2, the O-H stretching frequency undergoes a bathochromic shift, with the extent of the shift increasing with the acid strength. CO, with its small kinetic diameter and molecular size, can reach all BA sites of many zeolites and can be used to probe zeolites with a high concentration of BAS. The carbonyl stretching frequency in CO is sensitive to the interactions with LAS and is suitable for the determination of the LAS strength (140). Due to its weak basicity, lowtemperature adsorption experiments are necessary for more quantitative studies (1,80,81,141–148). CO forms H-bonded complexes with hydroxyl groups. These Hbonding interactions can easily be detected by IR spectroscopy in the O-H and C-O stretching regions. Table 7 summaries the O-H stretching frequency shifts DmOH as induced by low-temperature adsorption of CO for several types of hydrogen-exchanged zeolites. By a comparison of the shifts, the following sequence of Brønsted acidities can be predicted: ½Al-HZSM-5>½Ga-HZSM -5c½Fe -HZSM -5 This sequence was found to be consistent with the catalytic activities of the three zeolites for the disproportionation of ethylbenzene (143). The data in Table 7 also demonstrate that the acid strength of HNa-Y zeolites increases with decreasing Na+content and that the acid strengths of [Ga]- and [Fe]-HZSM-5 fall into the range of the highly H+-exchanged Y zeolites.



Table 7 O-H Stretching Frequencies of Zeolites Prior to and After CO Adsorption at Liquid N2 Temperature and the Corresponding Frequency Shifts DmOH mOH/cm1 Zeolite



nSi/nMe



Free OH



O-H : : : CO



DmOH/cm1



Ref.



13.6 24 26.8 27 29.5 35



3617 3620 3618 3621 3622 3637 3609 3652 3643 3647 3650 3640



3305 3305 3305 3314 3330 3348 3315 3377 3347 3369 3385 3350



312 315 313 307 292 289 294 275 296 278 265 285



120 121 122 123 122 124 125 126 120 120 120 120



[Al]-HZSM-5



[Ga]-HZSM-5 [Fe]-HZSM-5 H-MOR H70Na30-Y H95Na5-Y H70Na30-Y H20Na80-Y H90Na10-Y
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2.90 2.90 2.50 2.50 2.47



CO can also interact with charge-balancing cations, which may be considered as LA sites. The cations in zeolite cages or channels act as strong electric ﬁelds and thus attract and polarize adsorbed CO, resulting in IR shift to higher frequency relative to the frequency in gas phase (2143 cm1). Figure 13A shows a series of IR spectra of adsorbed CO on LiY, NaY, KY, RbY, and CsY zeolites (2). As shown in Fig. 13B, the frequency shift DmCO linearly decreases with increase in cation radius. This suggests that the frequency of adsorbed CO is inﬂuenced by the electric ﬁeld strength of cations in zeolites. When adsorbing CO on M+-ZSM-5 (M+Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+), very similar spectra were obtained (149) and the DmCO values have a linear correlation with 1/(Rx + RCO)2 (this being proportional to the electric ﬁeld strength F), where Rx is the cation radius. The CO probe can thus be applied for the determination of the electric ﬁeld strength produced by cations in zeolite cages.



Fig. 13 Interaction of CO with exchangeable alkali metal cations in Y-zeolites: (A) carbonyl IR spectra of CO adsorbed on (a) LiY, (b) NaY, (c) KY, (d) RbY, (e) CsY at 0.5 mbar and f90 K; (B) Correlation of C-O stretching frequency shift with cation radius. (From Ref. 2.)
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Busca and coworkers carried out detailed studies on the interaction of hydrocarbons with zeolites (150–152). For the interaction of hydroxyl groups of HZSM-5 with diﬀerent classes of hydrocarbons, the shifts of the O-H stretching bands, DmOH (which can be taken as a measure of the strength of the hydrocarbon–site interaction), are reported in Table 8. Steric hindrance eﬀects have been observed for the interaction between aromatics and the internal OHs in HZSM-5. Analysis of the data reported in Table 8 provides further evidence for such steric hindrance eﬀects. In fact, the oleﬁns interact more strongly than aromatics with the internal OHs but less strongly than aromatics with the external OHs. This suggests that the aromatic–OH interactions are partly hindered in the internal zeolite cavities. The N2 molecule, isoelectronic with CO, is highly speciﬁc as a probe for strong acid site (2) and the gas phase N2 does not contribute to the IR spectra. It has often been used as a probe molecule at low temperatures for characterizing surface acidity of HY zeolites (153), H-mordenite (154), [Al]-HZSM-5 (143,155), [Fe]-HZSM-5 (156), CoAPO-18 (157), and MCM-22 (145). Makarova et al. (132) gave an elegant example of the use of IR spectroscopy for quantitative studies of zeolites and aluminophosphates by the adsorption of weak bases. Their results, summarized in Fig. 14, show that Ar, H2, O2, N2, CH4, C2H6, C3H8, CO, and C2H4 probe molecules interact with the Brønsted hydroxyl groups of H-ZSM-5 and form a kind of weak acid–base complex in the zeolite. The spectroscopic features are linearly correlated by the equation DA/A0 = 0.018DmOH, in which A0 represents the initial IR band intensity of OH groups (before the adsorption), and DA and DmOH represent the variation of the OH intensity and the frequency shift, respectively, after the interaction with the base molecules. In summary, the nature of the acid sites (BAS vs. LAS) of zeolites can be clearly distinguished by the adsorption of pyridine or ammonia, whereas the distribution of site strength can be determined by adsorption of weaker bases (benzene, CO, N2, etc.). 2.



Basicity Characterization



Basic sites on zeolite surfaces may be constituted by surface OH (Brønsted base, BB) or O2 (Lewis base, LB) anions. In aluminosilicate zeolites, BBS, i.e., framework basic OH



Table 8 Position and Shift of OH Stretching Bands of HZSM-5 upon Hydrocarbon Adsorption Bridging internal OHs (cm1)



Terminal external OHs (cm1)



Adsorbate



T(K)



mOH



DmOH



mOH



DmOH
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170 300 170 170 179 300 300 300 300 300 300 300



623 3612 ca.3000 ca.3080 ca.3230 3185 3612 3200 3250 3460 3485 3560, 3500
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Source: Refs. 130 and 131.
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Fig. 14 Variation of the OH intensity (DA = AOH. . .BAOH) after the interaction with Ar (1), H2 (2), O2 (3), CH4 (4), N2 (5), C2H6 (6), C3H8(7), CO (8), and C2H4 (9) plotted against the frequency shift (DmOH). A0 = AOH is the OH intensity before the interaction. (From Ref. 132.)



groups, do not occur. Hydroxyls with basic properties may behave as ligands coordinated to nonframework charge-compensating multivalent cations. There are several possible ways to produce basic sites in aluminosilicate zeolites, such as exchange of alkali metal cations, deposition of clusters of alkali metals in the pores of faujasite-type zeolites, and deposition of occluded oxides. The studies of basic sites are far less extensive than those of acidic sites because the acidic zeolites are more important in petroleum chemistry and a large number of basic molecular probes are available for characterizing the acid sites. Carbon dioxide and pyrrole are frequently used probes to characterize the basis sites of zeolites. IR studies on the adsorption of these two probes on zeolites are described as follows. a.



Carbon Dioxide



CO2 adsorption on alkaline zeolites has been widely studied. An IR band generally appears at about 2360 cm1 due to the asymmetric stretching vibration m3 of adsorbed CO2, and its intensity is pressure dependent. The higher the polarization strength of the cation (Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Rb+ > Cs+), the more pronounced is the shift of this band to higher frequencies. CO2 can also be chemisorbed on zeolites to form carbonate species (158–161). When CO2 is adsorbed on X-type zeolites, a pair of bands at 1711 and 1365 cm1 was observed. These bands have been assigned to the bicoordinated CO2 (species I) to both a T atom and a residual cation. The bicoordinated species can be converted to a true carbonate structure (species II) (shown in Fig. 15), characterized by bands at 1488 and 1431 cm1 (162).
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Fig. 15



Two species formed from CO2 adsorption on X-type zeolites. (From Ref. 162.)



The formation of carbonate species from CO2 adsorption proves that alkaline zeolites possess O2 basic sites. They are less abundant in Y than in X zeolites. This could be attributed to the higher Si/Al ratio in the former, leading to a lower average negative charge on the lattice oxygen anions. b. Pyrrole Barthomeuf (111) studied pyrrole adsorption on faujasite, L, and mordenite zeolites with diﬀerent alkali–metal cations. The frequency shift DmNH was used to monitor the framework basicity and correlated well with the charge on oxide ions as calculated with the Sanderson electronegativity equalization principle. The wavenumber of the rNH vibration mode decreases when the negative charge on oxide ion increases. Investigations by Huang et al. (163) and Lavalley (112) conﬁrmed that the basic strength of cationic zeolites increases in the order Li < Na < K < Rb < Cs, which is shown in Fig. 16 where a bathochromic shift of mNH is observed. They speciﬁed that basic sites are framework oxygens adjacent to the exchanged cations.



Fig. 16 IR spectra of the N-H stretching region of alkali metal exchanged X-type aluminosilicates (FAU topology) after adsorption of pyrrole. (From Ref. 163.)
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For faujasite zeolites exchanged with alkali metal cations, Barthomeuf (111) established a ranking according to acid and base strength using the pyridine and pyrrole probes by IR spectroscopy. Table 9 reﬂects that the faujasites constitute a family of solids with dual acid–base properties, since an increase in base strength is inevitably coupled with a decrease in acid strength (and vice versa). These materials can be regarded to have amphoteric properties. Using pyrrole as probe molecule, Murphy et al. (164) reported the basicity of NaEMT zeolites exchanged with alkali–metal cations. The envelope of mNH stretching vibrations of adsorbed pyrrole could be deconvoluted into diﬀerent components. By considering the relative intensities of these bands and the population of cations over the possible positions, the IR bands could be assigned to pyrrole interacting with speciﬁc cation coordination sites. The strongest basic sites are located in the supercages, the weakest ones in the hexagonal prisms and the sodalite cages. Some recent investigations using pyrrole as probe molecule to detect the basic properties of zeolites are reported (165–167). Liu et al. (168) showed that boric acid trimethyl ether (BATE) can be used as a novel probe molecule to detect LB sites of zeolites and their basic strength. B(OCH3)3 is a typical Lewis acid with a planar geometry. Strong interaction with surface oxygen anions would convert its planar structure into a pyramidal one, leading to the splitting of the degenerate vibration at 1360 cm1 involving the B-O bond into two bands and the shift toward higher wavenumbers of the mCO band at 1036 cm1. Figure 17 displays the IR spectra of BATE adsorbed on Al2O3/SiO2, NaY, and HY. The species in Y zeolites with bands at 1373 and 1320 cm1 are assigned to BATE interacting with the framework oxygen anions. The splitting of bands at 1373 and 1320 cm1 is stronger for HY than NaY, which is explained by the fact that the average basic strength of basic sites in NaY may be stronger than that in HY, but the basic sites in HY are not as uniform as NaY and the basicity of some sites in HY may be even stronger than that in NaY. This study shows that diﬀerent basic sites and diﬀerent forms of zeolites could be distinguished using BATE as a probe by IR spectroscopy. Other acid probes, e.g., SO2 (169), Cl3CH (170), acetylene (2), H2S (171), methanol (172), etc., were also employed to characterize the basicity of zeolites. SO2, being more acidic than CO2, is less speciﬁc for the adsorption sites (173). Chloroform does not appear to be a sensitive probe and it partially decomposes on basic sites, giving rise to surface formate species (174). Adsorption of molecules like alcohols and thiols on basic surfaces is unsuitable to the study of basic sites because spectra are not directly correlated with the



Table 9 Ranking of Alkali Meta–Exchanged Faujasite Zeolites According to Their Acid and Base Properties Acid
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Source: Ref. 111.
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Increasing basic strength



Fig. 17 IR spectra of BATE adsorbed on (a)Al2O3/SiO2 (1:2), (b) NaY, and (c) HY after evacuation at 298 K for 15 min. (From Ref. 168.)



surface basicity due to the dissociative adsorption of these molecules. In such case, IR spectroscopy is only informative on the nature of species formed (112). In conclusion, characterization of the acidity and basicity of zeolites can be established by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed probe molecules. Many potential probe molecules have been investigated in detail for a wide variety of zeolite samples. For most of these molecules consensus has been reached with respect to the interpretation of the IR spectra and their role in assessing the acid and base strength of zeolites. Currently, evaluation of the sorbate-sorptive interactions and the corresponding IR spectra by theoretical calculations (175,176) are becoming available. The strength of the interaction between probe molecules and the acidobasic sites is often taken as a measure of the acid–base strength and then the catalytic activity. For example, Sigl et al. (144) demonstrated that the strength of an H-bonding interaction between the acidic group and weak bases, e.g., H2, N2, and CO, correlates very well with the catalytic activity of isomorphously substituted MFI zeolites for the acid-catalyzed disproportionation of ethylbenzene. However, Farcasiu et al. (177) demonstrated that a correlation of the hydrogen bond donor ability with the acid strength and catalytic activity of acid catalysts is not cogent unless there is a close structural similarity of the participating acids and bases. Very recently, Kotrel et al. (178) compared the acid strength of four types of zeolites (by adsorption of H2, N2, and CO using IR spectroscopy) with their intrinsic activities for the acid-catalyzed cracking of n-hexane. It is found that
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catalytic and spectroscopic characterization of the acidity is consistent only within the same class of zeolites, e.g., comparison of diﬀerently pretreated faujasites. Spectroscopic and catalytic observations for diﬀerent types of zeolites do not match perfectly because additional eﬀects, such as interactions of larger molecules with pore walls and the stabilization of transition states and intermediates, can inﬂuence the course of an acidcatalyzed reaction. The discrepancies between spectroscopic and catalytic results draw attention to additional factors that would have been missed had the zeolitic acidity be monitored by only one of the two techniques. Therefore, although the use of IR spectra of adsorbed probe molecules allows general measurement of the strength and the concentration of acid and base sites of zeolites, it is not straightforward to use these data to estimate the turnover frequencies of a reaction or to predict catalytic behavior. This is due to the fact that the probe molecule and the reactant interact with the catalyst surface in a diﬀerent way. IR spectroscopy combined with proper probe molecules chemically similar (in shape, polarizability, and acid or base strength) to the reactants is an important way to understand the acid–base properties of zeolites (112). However, it is strongly recommended the reactant molecules themselves be used (if possible) to probe the acid–base properties of the catalyst, if the acidity or basicity scale can directly correlate to the catalytic activity. The combination of spectroscopic experiments with theoretical calculations should facilitate the assessment of the acidity and basicity of zeolites and, in turn, to provide ways of ﬁne tuning and optimizing their acid–base properties for a particular use in catalysis. E.



Adsorbed Molecules and Intermediates Formed in Microporous Materials



1.



H/D Exchange



H/D exchange between surface OH groups and adsorbate molecules is a valuable method for the investigation of acid strength of OH groups and the mechanism of acid-catalyzed reactions. Lee et al. (179) investigated the H/D exchange between several light alkanes, i.e., CH4, C2H6, C3H8, and C6H14, with the acidic OH groups of deuterated ferrierite. By comparison of the activation energies of the H/D exchange reaction determined experimentally (130–143 kJ/mol) with data calculated by quantum mechanical methods, the authors derived a reaction mechanism which involves a neutral transition state. Kondo et al. (180–183) studied the mechanism of the double-bond migration of 1butene on mordenite and ZSM-5 zeolites. With deuterated zeolites the authors were able to establish a mechanism in which a reaction to cis- and trans-2-butene occurred starting from the k complex of 1-butene on Brønsted acidic OD groups even below 230 K without an H/D exchange of the acidic OD groups. Namely, at temperatures below 230 K, the DBM of 1-butene occurs without the formation of protonated intermediate species. This process is depicted in Fig. 18A. The isotope exchange reaction of the hydrogen-bonded OD group took place above 230 K, as evidenced by the decrease in the intensity of the OD stretching band and the simultaneous increase of the OH stretching band of the k complex. In this temperature range almost all of the adsorbed 1-butene had already transformed to the adsorbed 2-butenes. Therefore, the isotope exchange reaction of the hydrogen-bonded OD to OH groups is regarded as a result of the reaction with the adsorbed 2-butenes (Fig. 18B). On D-ZSM-5 zeolite (183), H/D isotope exchange reaction of Brønsted acid sites with the adsorbed 2-butene proceeds in parallel with the cis-trans isomerizaton of
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Fig. 18 Mechanisms of DBM of 1-butene over ZSM-5 at temperatures (A) below 230 K and (B) above 230 K. (From Refs. 180 and 181.)



2-butenes below 270 K, and the existence of a common alkoxy intermediate is suggested. The adsorbed 2-butene is found to be mobile below the temperature of alkoxy formation, which results in a successive dimerization. The reaction of 2-butene adsorbed on Dmordenite is found to allow more bulky paraﬃnic alkoxy species even at temperatures as low as 230 K due to less restriction from the larger pore size. Kotrla et al. observed the formation of dimethylketimine [(CH3)2CjCNH, DMKI] in the reaction of acetone and ammonia on the acidic zeolites H-ZSM-5, H-Y, H-beta, and H-mordenite (184). An IR band at 1707 cm1 was assigned to the CjN stretching band of the >CjNH2+ group of the protonated DMKIH+, which forms ion-pair complexes with framework oxygen anions. This assignment was conﬁrmed by a H/D exchange between the catalysts and the reactants as the CjN stretching band shifts from 1707 to 1683 cm1 of the >CjNHD+ group. After a study of the low-temperature adsorption (175 K) of methane over H-ZSM-5 zeolite, Chen et al. (185) carried out the adsorption of deuterated methane (CD4) at high temperatures (673–873 K) on H-ZSM-5 in order to clarify whether the hydroxyl groups also play an important role in the activation of methane at high temperatures. The spectra are illustrated in Fig. 19. Reverse bands at 3757 and 3590 cm1 and new bands at 2750 and 2635 cm1 appear simultaneously when the temperature is higher than 773 K. The O-D bands at 2750 and 2635 cm1 are obviously from the exchange of CD4 with the terminal silanol hydroxyl groups at 3757 cm1 and the bridging hydroxyl groups at 3590 cm1, respectively. Thus, the authors supposed that during the interaction of CD4 with H-ZSM5, the C-D bond breaks ﬁrst, followed by the exchange with hydroxyl groups present on the zeolite. 2.



Adsorption and Reaction of Hydrocarbons



a.



Acid-Catalyzed Reactions



SKELETAL ISOMERIZATION OF N-BUTENES. Because of the need for isobutene in the synthesis of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), the isomerization of n-butene to produce isobutene has been the focus of many investigations (186–190) in recent years. Ferrierite
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Fig. 19 IR diﬀerence spectra depicting the exchange of CD4 with the OH groups of H-ZSM-5. (a) 673 K, (b) 773 K, (c) 873 K, 5 min and (d) 873 K, 20 min. (From Ref. 185.)



(FER) has exceptional selectivity for isobutene in the skeletal isomerization process of nbutene and gained a successful commercialization in 1993 (187). The speciﬁc pore structure of FER zeolite composed of 8- and 10-membered rings is considered to be a plausible cause bringing about the selective skeletal isomerization of n-butene (191). Seo et al. (192) investigated the adsorption of butene on four types of zeolites [FER, clinoptilolite (CLI), ZSM-5 (MFI), and beta (BEA)] with diﬀerent pore structures and acidities with an attempt to elucidate the reaction mechanism of the skeletal isomerization. The IR spectra of butene adsorbed on zeolites recorded with heating (shown in Fig. 20) are diﬀerent according to their pore structures. The formation of polymeric species on MFI and BEA zeolites (Fig. 20A) is conﬁrmed by a band at 1505 cm1 that is absent in the spectra on FER and CLI zeolites (Fig. 20B). IR spectra recorded under the reaction conditions suggest that the molecularity of the predominant reaction on zeolite catalyst is dependent on its pore structure, and the diﬀerence in the molecularity induces the diﬀerence in the selectivity. FER and CLI zeolites, both showing good selectivity to isobutene, have a similar two-dimensional channel system consisting of 10-rings intersected by 8-rings (193), so the cross-sectional area of the pore must be reduced periodically. The potential energy of an adsorbed butene molecule approaches its minimum at the channel intersection; thus, butene molecules are sparsely distributed in the pore of FER and CLI zeolites. The sparse distribution suppresses bimolecular oligomerization, enhancing the monomolecular skeletal isomerization. While the pore of the MFI zeolite is composed of 10-rings and that of the BEA zeolite 12-rings (194), the potential barrier of these two zeolites for transfer of the butene molecule along the pore is negligible compared to that of FER and CLI zeolites. The easy transfer of activated butene molecules brings
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Fig. 20 Three-dimensional IR spectra of adsorbed 1-butene on MFI (A) and FER (B) zeolites. Zeolite was exposed to 1-butene at 303 K and evacuated with temperature increasing to 823 K with a ramp of 16 K/min. (From Ref. 192.)



about collision with each other and formation of oligomers. Various hydrocarbons are produced from oligomers, thus showing low selectivity for isobutene. Ivanov et al. (195) compared the adsorption and reaction of 1-butene, cis- and trans-2butene, and isobutene on silicalite, H-ZSM-5, and H-FER by IR spectroscopy. On silicalite the diﬀerent butenes are only physisorbed and no interaction takes place. Over H-ZSM-5, hydrogen-bonded cis- and trans-2-butenes are initially formed followed by dimerization. Over H-FER, the adsorbed 1-butene is converted to cis- and trans-2-butenes which are hydrogen bonded to the acidic OH groups of the zeolite, and no further dimerization is found. Since the Brønsted acidity of H-FER and H-ZSM-5 is comparable, it is concluded that the pore size and pore structure but not the acidity play the important role for the observed behavior. A monomolecular mechanism is proposed for the isomerization of nbutenes to isobutene over the H-FER and H-ZSM-5 zeolites. Paze´ et al. (196) studied the interaction of 1-butene with zeolite H-FER at increasing temperatures (300–673 K) with the aim of isolating the precusor species to isobutene and high-temperature coke under in situ conditions. Since low branched C8 chains are observed, the bimolecular mechanism of coversion of butene to isobutene on the fresh catalyst is conﬁrmed. From the reaction of the protonated intermediate with butene, two reaction paths are hypothesized: (a) a butene hydride abstraction, with formation of dienic carbocations, and (b) dimerization to form octane carbocations and (by successive cracking) isobutene. The reaction of allylic carbenium ions with butene molecules, followed by H transfer, leads to the formation of long, unsaturated, resonant neutral and carbocationic chains. At temperatures z623 K, these unsaturated chains cyclize to form mono- and polycyclic aromatics, the precusors to coke. Wichterlova´ et al. (197) studied the eﬀect of the presence of Brønsted and Lewis sites in ferrierites on the skeletal iosmerization of n-butene to isobutene and other products. Results show that the formation of isobutene by skeletal isomerization of n-butene in H-FER is proportional to the concentration of bridging OH groups (Brønsted sites) present in
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10-member ring main channels of ferrierite accessible to isobutene molecules, in contrast to OH groups in eight-member ring channels. The presence of Lewis sites changes substantially the selectivity of the reaction, supporting their catalytic function in transformation of n-butenes, besides their possible enhancement of the strength of the Brønsted sites. XYLENE ISOMERIZATION. Xylene isomerization on zeolites has been often studied in situ by IR spectroscopy because it is a good model for hydrocarbon isomerizations and because of its industrial interest. Figure 21 shows time-resolved diﬀerence spectra measured on exposure of H-ZSM-5 to ﬂowing o-xylene at 473 K (198). These spectra show the rapid initial adsorption of the reactant onto Brønsted acid sites (the negative peak in the diﬀerence spectra at 3610 cm1) and slower development of bands due to adsorbed m-xylene. After 1 h on steam approximately 15% of the acid sites are covered with m-xylene molecules. Under steady-state conditions, all three isomers of xylene react at the same rate (gas chromatographic analysis) and give the same surface concentrations at 473 K, namely, at this temperature surface reaction and not reactant diﬀusion is the rate-limiting step. At higher temperatures (e.g., 573 K) the diﬀusivity of the reactant molecules begins to inﬂuence the overall reaction rate and the concentrations of adsorbed molecules increase in the order m-xylene < oxylene < p-xylene. The results are considered to be completely consistent with a unimolecular 1,2-methyl shift mechanism for the isomerization reaction. Mordenites have been applied industrially to xylene isomerization and the catalysts employed contain Na+ ions in such an amount as to eliminate acidic OH groups in the side pockets (199), acid being therefore only present in the main channels. Marie et al. (200), using an in situ IR approach, investigated the catalytic role of the various acid sites of acidic mordenites in o-xylene conversion. Xylene conversion measured in constant contact time or isoconversion conditions indicates an increase of initial disproportionation selectivity with proton content in NaH-Mor. The presence of acidic OH groups inside the side pockets seems to beneﬁt the disproportionation selectivity. However, accessibility measurements show that the OH groups located inside the side pockets are never



Fig. 21 Time-resolved diﬀerence IR spectra of the adsorption and reaction of o-xylene with HZSM-5 at 473 K under continuous-ﬂow conditions. (From Ref. 198.)
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accessible to the reactants. Moreover, the presence of Na+ ions inside the side pockets does not increase the strength of acid sites in the main channels. The presence of OH groups inside the side pockets has thus an indirect eﬀect on reaction selectivities, even leading to higher amounts of coke. It is proposed that the main eﬀect of Na+substitution by OH groups inside the side-pockets is a change of global accessibility in the micropores. Thibault-Starzyk et al. (201) applied 2D correlation IR spectroscopy (2D-COS) to the in situ IR study of o-xylene isomerization in H-MFI zeolite under working conditions. This approach led to improvement in the quantitative monitoring of xylene isomers in the micropores of the solid and to the detection of traces of coke in the catalyst. A correlation was found between coke and the perturbation of speciﬁc OH groups in the zeolite. ALKYLATION. For alkylation of aromatic compounds with oleﬁns, alcohols, and alkyl halogenids, acidic zeolites are suitable candidate catalysts (202). As the surface species generated upon adsorption of alkyl aromatics can be detected spectroscopically, Flego et al. (203) studied the adsorption of propene, benzene, their mixtures, and cumene on H-beta zeolites to follow the formation of cumene. It is found that when benzene is adsorbed alone on the zeolite surface, its adsorption is reversible up to 473 K. On the contrary, propene undergoes several transformations even at 295 K. Cumene behaves as propene, giving the same intermediates and products by decomposition at higher temperatures. Isopropyl cations formed upon chemisorption of propene on Brønsted acid sites are the key intermediates for the alkylation reaction and are responsible for the faster deactivation via unsaturated carbenium ion formation. Flego et al. (204) studied the hydrocarbon deposition arising during the alkylation of isobutane with 1-butene on a LaH-Y zeolite. They observed a decrease in oligomerization of 1-butene with an increase in the fraction of isobutane in the reaction mixture. Attempts at desorption of the coke deposition at temperatures above 523 K led to the formation of a band at 3050 cm1 attributed to aromatic compounds. DISPROPORTIONATION. Trombetta et al. (152) investigated the interaction of toluene with H-ZSM-5 in the temperature range 300–700 K by IR spectroscopy. At 300 K, toluene does not give rise to very evident perturbations in spectra, as far as their strong IR bands are concerned. But a slight shift upward of the out-of-plane C-H modes can be observed, which is evidence that toluene adsorbs, interacting through the k-electron cloud of the aromatic ring with the zeolite hydroxyl groups, which act as electron attractors. A sharp band at 672 cm1 clearly appears and grows by increasing temperature up to 673 K, typically due to the strongest IR-active band of benzene in gas phase. Also, a sharp band at 740 cm1 grows upon elevating the temperature, attributed to the C-H wagging of adsorbed o-xylene. Thus, the disproportionation of toluene on H-ZSM-5 is clearly identiﬁed and a scheme is given in Fig. 22.



Fig. 22



A scheme for the disproportionation of toluene on H-ZSM-5. (From Ref. 152.)
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The disproportionation of ethylbenzene on H-Y zeolite has been investigated by Arsenova et al. (205) under ﬂow conditions. It was found that from the start of the reaction to the establishment of the steady state the composition of the adsorbed species on the catalyst changes continuously, with a constant decrease in the ethylbenzene concentration. After an induction period of about 1 h the steady state is reached simultaneously on the adsorbent and in the gas phase. This experimental result suggests that the induction period in the disproportionation of ethylbenzene is caused by a delayed establishment of the equilibrium between the gas phase and the adsorbate species consisting of benzene, ethylbenzene, and the diﬀerent diethylbenzenes. Other acid-catalyzed reactions of hydrocarbons (206–213), recently studied by IR spectroscopy, are shown in Table 10 together with the reactions mentioned above. b. Base-Catalyzed Reactions Compared with the case on acid zeolites, rather few studies have been devoted to the development of zeolite catalysts for base-catalyzed reactions. One reaction investigated by several groups is the alkylation of toluene with methanol which is directed to side chain alkylation by basic zeolite catalysts. King et al. (214) studied the side chain alkylation of toluene with methanol over various alkali-exchanged X zeolites (Cs-X, Rb-X, K-X, Na-X, and Li-X). In the reaction of methanol on Cs-X, Rb-X, and K-X zeolites, IR bands of surface monodentate and bidentate formate species are observed. IR experiments show that only the surface monodentate formate species contribute to the side alkylation of toluene. Lercher and coworkers (215) also utilized in situ IR spectroscopy to study the adsorption and reaction of toluene and methanol over Cs-X, Rb-X, K-X, and Na-X zeolites. IR studies of adsorbed and coadsorbed toluene and methanol have shown that less basic alkali-exchanged zeolites (e.g., Na-X) preferentially adsorb methanol over toluene. Methanol interacts with the cation of the zeolite primarily via the lone electron pair of the alcohol oxygen and, secondly, via the hydrogens of the OH and the methyl group with the lattice oxygens of the zeolite. In this case, xylenes appear to be the main



Table 10



Some Acid-Catalyzed Reactions of Hydrocarbons Studied by IR Spectroscopy



Reaction Skeletal isomerization of n-butenes Xylene isomerization Benzene alkylation with propene Isobutane alkylation with 1-butene Toluene disproportionation Ethylbenzene disproportionation Propene oligomerization Polymerization of acetylene Polymerization of methylacetylene Polymerization of ethylacetylene Diels-Alder cyclodimerization of 1,3-butadiene Cracking of hepane Dimerization of isobutene Amination of methanol Rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime
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Catalyst



Ref.



H-ZSM-5, H-FER H-ZSM-5, H-MFI, NaH-Mor H-beta LaH-Y H-ZSM-5 H-Y H-mordenite H-ZSM-5 H-ZSM-5 H-ZSM-5 H-Y, Cu-Y, Cu-Beta, Cu-EMT



192–197 199–201 203 204 152 205 206 207 207 207 208



H-Y D-mordenite H-mordenite MFI, FAU zeolites



209,210 211 212 213



products formed. More basic zeolites (i.e., Cs-X and Rb-X) preferentially adsorb toluene over methanol. Toluene interacts with the cation of the zeolite primarily via the electrons of the aromatic ring and, secondly, via the hydrogens of the methyl group with the lattice oxygens. Here the main reaction products are the alkylation ones, styrene and ethylbenzene. The IR spectra of the surface species formed during the reaction of toluene and methanol on Cs-X and Na-X zeolites are shown respectively in Fig. 23A and B. With both



Fig. 23 (A) Diﬀerence IR spectra of Cs-X during the reaction of toluene and methanol as a function of the reaction temperature (T = 423–743 K). (B) Diﬀerence IR spectra of Na-X during the reaction of toluene and methanol as function of the reaction temperature (T = 423–743 K). (From Ref. 215.)
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samples studied, a new band is observed around 1660–1690 cm1 at 433 K. The disappearance of this band is correlated with the onset of the formation of formaldehyde in the gas phase, suggesting that this band may be due to the precursor species for the formation of formaldehyde. At 523 K, when the alkylation of toluene started, the spectra of the two zeolites show signiﬁcant diﬀerences. For Cs-X, apart for the relatively intense bands characteristic of adsorbed toluene, no additional bands appear, indicating that at reaction temperature a high coverage of toluene remains in the pores of the catalyst. With Na-X, as the band at 1687 cm1 disappears a new band appears at 1616 cm1, due to the formation of some type of formate on the catalyst. The diﬀerent IR results lead to the conclusion that the adsorption and activation of toluene (together with the formation of formaldehyde) are the critical factors initiating the side chain alkylation of the toluene. In a later study (216), Lercher and coworkers compared the adsorption and reaction of toluene and methanol over various basic catalysts (MgO, hydrotalcites, and alkaliexchanged X zeolites) with the purpose of knowing how to correlate the catalytic properties with the chemisorption and stabilization of the reactants at the surface of the diﬀerent basic materials. Based on the IR results three requirements for an active catalyst for side chain alkylation of toluene with methanol could be formulated: (a) suﬃcient base strength to dehydrogenate methanol to formaldehyde, (b) sites for the stabilization of toluene and for the polarization of the methyl group of this molecule, and (c) establishment of a suitable sorption stoichiometric relationship between toluene and methanol. CsX is the only material that fulﬁlls the former two conditions. The results demonstrate that side chain alkylation does not depend solely on basic properties of a catalytic material and is therefore inadequate for probing the base strength of unknown materials. 3.



Environmental Catalysis



a.



NOx Reduction



In the past decades, zeolite-based catalysts, such as Cu-ZSM-5, have been extensively investigated for the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NO (217). In an IR study (combined with ESR and TPD) of NO reduction with propane over Cu/ZSM-5 catalysts (218), the Cu2+-O-NO complex is formed on the surface of Cu-containing zeolites under reaction conditions. Its transformation rate to reaction products as measured by the spectrokinetic method appears to be equal to the reaction rate of the overall reaction. Coincidence of these two values implies that the Cu2+-O-NO complex is a true intermediate in the SCR process and takes part in the rate-determining stage. Isolated Cu2+ ions (Cuisol2+) in the catalysts are the centers where one of the ﬁrst stages of the reaction (NO activation) proceeds. The next stages occur possibly over other surface states of the copper. Thus, the Cuisol2+ ion is a necessary part of the complex active center of the reaction. On the adsorption of NO on Cu-ZSM-5 zeolite, Ganemi et al. (219) observed IR bands at 1631, 1589, 1575, and 2130 cm1 that are due to nitrate groups bridged to Cu2+-O-Cu2+ dimers, monodentate nitrate species bonded to isolated copper ions, and NO+ions on the zeolite framework. They postulated N2O3 species bound to dimmers as the reactive intermediates, which are not detectable spectroscopically because of their short lifetime. Konduru and Chuang (220) combined diﬀerent transient species techniques to study the dynamic behavior of adsorbates, reactants, and product proﬁles in the decomposition of NO on over- and underexchanged Cu-ZSM-5 zeolites. NO decomposition over overexchanged Cu-ZSM-5 zeolite allows a rapid equilibrium between gaseous NO and
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Cu+(NO)/Cu2+(NO3). The fact that N2 formation is accompanied by the presence of Cu+(NO) suggests that Cu+ initiates the NO decomposition process. Thus, due to the presence of more surface Cu+ sites, the overexchanged Cu-ZSM-5 shows higher NO decomposition activity at lower temperatures than the underexchanged sample. There exist two pathways for O2 formation during the NO decomposition: oxygen produced from the decomposition of Cu2+ (NO3) and oxygen from the desorption of adsorbed oxygen on Cu-ZSM-5. Recently, overexchanged Fe-ZSM-5 materials have received much attention (221–224) because they are not poisoned by water or sulfur dioxide. Signiﬁcant features of the catalytic reaction mechanism were elucidated by IR studies (223,225–228). Bell and coworkers (225) studied the interaction of NO, O2, and NO2 with Fe-ZSM-5, as well as the reduction of NO by C3H8 in the presence of O2 by in situ IR spectroscopy. Figure 24A and B, respectively, show the IR spectra acquired during the temperature-programmed reactions of NO + O2 and NO + C3H8 + O2. IR bands at 1620 and 1577 cm1, due to NO2 and NO3 species, respectively, persist up to 673 K without the addition of C3H8 (Fig. 24A), but they disappear by 523 K in the presence of C3H8 (Fig. 24B). This indicates that C3H8 reacts with adsorbed NO2/NO3 species at temperatures above 423 K. But the band at 1876 cm1, due to adsorbed NO species, behaves similarly under these two diﬀerent conditions. The authors proposed that the adsorbed NO2/NO3 species are active intermediates but adsorbed NO is not. NO2/ NO3 species are formed via the reaction of NO with adsorbed O2 and by the adsorption of NO2 formed in the gas phase via homogeneous reaction of NO with O2. The reaction of gas phase C3H8 with adsorbed NO2/NO3 species results in the formation of nitrogen-containing deposits that are oxidized to form N2 and CO2. Sun et al. (227), using isotopic labeling and IR spectroscopy, investigated the reduction of NO with ammonia on Fe/MFI catalysts. Results show that a preferred path for the reduction of NOx with ammonia is via ammonium nitrite, NH4NO2, which decomposes to N2CH2O. In this mechanism one N atom of the N2 products stems from NO, the other from NH3, and the consumption ratio of NO and NH3 is 1:1. Heinrich et al. (228) performed a ﬁrst DRIFT spectroscopy investigation of Fe-ZSM-5 catalyst with concomitant measurement of activities during the selective catalytic reduction of NO by isobutane. It was demonstrated that catalytic data obtained in a microcatalytic ﬂow reactor are in principle reproduced by employing the DRIFT spectroscopy cell as a ﬂow reactor. Stable adsorbates, transient intermediates, and interactions of zeolite OH groups have been monitored between 873 and 523 K, with concomitant NO conversion measurement. Studies of NOx reduction over non-metal-containing zeolites are helpful in understanding the promoting eﬀect of exchanged cations and may reveal the issues regarding zeolite structure that are essential for high SCR activity in zeolite-based catalysts. The mechanism of the SCR of NO with NH3 on H-ZSM-5 zeolites and H-mordenite has been investigated by Eng et al. (229). IR results show the appearance of an NO2-type intermediate in SCR on both H-ZSM-5 and H-mordenite. It is proposed that the mechanism involves NO2 interaction with pairs of adsorbed NH3 resulting in the formation of an active complex that then reacts with NO to form N2. An IR study of the reaction between NO2 and propene over H-MOR (230) shows that nitrosonium ions, NO+, formed upon reaction of NO2 with NO over acidic zeolites, are likely to be important intermediates of NOx reduction over this type of catalyst. They react rapidly with propene, thereby forming acrylonitrile. Hydrolysis of acrylonitrile yields adsorbed ammonium ions, which can reduce NOx to N2 eﬃciently. A reaction mechanism is suggested with 3-nitrosopropene and propenal oxime as intermediates.
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b.



Decomposition of Chloroﬂuorocarbons



In the 1990s, zeolites have been used as catalysts for the oxidative decomposition of chloroﬂuorocarbons (CFCs) (231). Hannus et al. (232) carried out spectroscopic investigations of the decomposition of CCl2F2 (CFC-12) on three diﬀerent types of zeolites (HY-FAU, HM-MOR, and H-ZSM-5). It is shown that CFC-12 decomposes over zeolites both with and without the presence of oxygen. While reactions take place in the cavities of zeolites and within the zeolite framework, surface reaction intermediates are formed. At the ﬁrst stage of transformation, phosgene-like surface intermediate bound to the acidic OH groups of zeolite is generated. The desorption and decomposition of CFC-12 results in the formation of gaseous phosgene, hydrogen chloride, and carbon dioxide. At the same time, it was found that aluminum removal from zeolite framework takes place upon the decomposition and reactions. It is suggested that the decomposition of CFC-12 over zeolites is a simple reaction resulting in the collapse of the crystal structure of the zeolites, which explains the possible reason for catalyst deactivation. 4.



Intermediates Formed in Zeolites



a.



Intermediates in Hydrocarbon Conversion



In zeolite-catalyzed reactions of hydrocarbons conversion, carbenium and carbanion ions are generally considered as the reaction intermediates over acidic and basic zeolite catalysts, respectively. Here we summarize recent progresses in detecting these intermediates using IR and UV-vis spectroscopies. Many eﬀorts have been made to identify and characterize the intermediates involved in the transformation of hydrocarbons catalyzed by Brønsted acid sites (BAS) of zeolites (181,183,233–243). Carbenium ions, which were well characterized in superacids (240), have been considered to play important roles in hydrocarbon transformations. However, due to high reactivity and transient existence, simple alkyl carbenium ions on zeolites usually fail to be detected by various techniques, such as NMR, UV Raman spectroscopy, and IR, whereas oligomers (183,206,236) or alkoxy species (211,234,235,238) are relatively easily observed. Recently, formation of alkenyl carbenium ions on zeolites was reported by NMR studies (241–244) because alkenyl carbenium ions are more stable, since the positive charge is delocalized over adjacent CjC bond. Very recently, to get additional information on the formation and transformation of alkenyl cations, Yang et al. (245–249), using in situ FTIR and UV-vis spectroscopies, investigated the adsorption of cyclic oleﬁns on various zeolites at 150–573 K. Upon the adsorption of cyclopentene (CPE), 1-methylcyclopentene (MCPE), methylenecyclopentane (MECP), cyclohexene (CHE), and 1,3-cyclohexadiene (diene) on faujasite (Y), ZSM-5, mordenite, and beta zeolites, the formation of alkenyl carbenium ions, characterized by an IR band at about 1490–1530 cm1, was observed over a wide temperature range. UV-vis absorption results also conﬁrm the formation of alkenyl carbenium ions (249). As an example, Fig. 25 show the IR results on the adsorption of MCPE on DY (246). The oleﬁnic



Fig. 24 (A) IR spectra taken during a temperature ramp while 5000 ppm NO and 1% O2 is passed over the catalyst after it had been exposed to this mixture for 20 min at room temperature. (B) IR spectra taken during a temperature ramp while a gas stream containing 5000 ppm NO, 5000 ppm C3H8, and 1% O2 is passed over the catalyst after it had been exposed to this mixture for 20 min at room temperature. (From Ref. 225.)
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Fig. 25 IR spectra of 1-methylcyclopentene adsorbed on DY at various temperatures: (b) 150 K; (c) 183 K; (d) 207 K; (e) 245 K; (f) 298 K; (g) 373 K; and (h) 473 K. The spectrum of 1methylcyclopentene adsorbed on SiO2 at 215 K (a) is given as reference. The reverse peaks indicate the consumption of the OH and OD groups (From Ref. 246).



C-H stretching band at 3032 cm1 and the mCjC band at 1637 cm1 (23 cm1 lower than that of 1-methylcyclopentene free molecules) can still be observed at 150 K, suggesting the presence of molecularly adsorbed species, i.e., k-OH complex. In the low-frequency region (1600–1300 cm1), a new band at 1513 cm1, which can be attributed to the formation of alkenyl carbenium ions, appears soon after introducing the adsorbate at 150 K. With increasing temperature, the bands at 2931, 2859, and 1513 cm1 grow in intensity, and the band at 3032 cm1 due to oleﬁnic C-H stretching almost disappears at 245 K due to desorption and/or reaction of the molecularly adsorbed species at higher temperatures. Upon heating to 373 K, the 1513 cm1 band reaches maximal intensity and disappears with further increase in temperature. UV-vis spectra of MCPE adsorbed on DY show that three bands at 323, 400, and 480 (shoulder) nm appeared after the sample was exposed to MCPE at liquid nitrogen temperature and then warmed to room temperature, attributed to p–p* transitions of mono-, di-, and trienylic carbenium ions, respectively. The intensities of the three bands clearly show that monoenylic carbenium ions are predominant on the surface, along with a considerable amount of dienylic ones and a small amount of trienylic ones. After an evacuation at 453 K, only dienylic and trienylic carbenium ions were left. This is in good agreement with IR results, which show that the band at 1513 cm1
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disappears at 423 K and above. The authors also proposed the possible pathways for the formation of alkenyl carbenium ions from 1-methylcyclopentene, in which alkyl carbenium ions are proposed to play an important role in the formation of alkenyl carbenium ions. Monoenylic carbenium ions are formed through hydrogen transfer between alkyl carbenium ions and 1-methylcyclopentene and its oligomers. Then they lose more hydrogen atoms to form di- and trienylic carbenium ions. The formed carbenium ions are stabilized in the cyclic structure and are very stable. By a comprehensive study of the adsorption of cyclic oleﬁns on diﬀerent zeolites, the authors (249) were able to draw following conclusions: (a) The ability to generate alkenyl carbenium ions ordered in the following sequence: diene zMCPE = MECP > CPE c CHE. For 1-methylcyclopentene, methylenecyclopentane and 1,3-cyclohexadiene adsorbed on zeolite Y, the IR band at 1490–1530 cm1 develops at temperatures as low as 150 K. The band increases in intensity with the elevation of temperature, and can be stable up to 373 K (b) Although alkenyl carbenium ions were formed on all of the acidic samples upon adsorption of cyclic oleﬁns, diﬀerent species may coexist on HZSM-5 and H-beta zeolites, which have smaller pores and stronger acidity than those of faujasite Y. Also, the small pores of zeolites like ZSM-5 can conﬁne the access of cyclic molecules to acidic OH groups at low temperatures. b. Intermediates in NOx Decomposition The reactive surface species that are formed during the decomposition of NO and the SCR of NOx on zeolites exchanged with diﬀerent metals are shown in Table 11. This table also gives the corresponding characteristic IR band(s) of these surface species. G.



Host–Guest Chemistry



Zeolites and zeolite-related microporous solids are ideal inorganic hosts for a large variety of guest species. Zeolite-based host–guest nanocomposites are a type of advanced material in which zeolites act as host for encapsulating and organizing molecules, crystalline nanophase, and supramolecular entities inside the zeolite pores. Space conﬁnement and host–guest interaction results in composite materials possessing novel optical, electronic, and magnetic properties. Host–guest chemistry and catalysis in zeolites have been previously reviewed (262). IR (5,263) and Raman (59,264) spectroscopic studies of the host–guest interaction in zeolites have also been reviewed recently. Here, only spectroscopic characterization on the following topics is presented: (a) cluster in cavity; (b) assembling semiconductor; and (c) immobilization of homogeneous catalysts. 1.



Cluster in Cavity



Crystalline zeolites and mesoporous supports have been widely used as stabilizing matrix for the preparation of highly dispersed metal particles because their microporosity/mesoporosity and molecular sieving behavior can provide selectivity in a variety of reactions. a.



Platinum-Based Clusters



Serykh et al. (265) investigated the electronic properties of Pt clusters in contact with the NaX zeolite matrix using DRIFT spectroscopy of chemisorbed H2 and CO. The Pt clusters were prepared by the decomposition of negatively charged Pt carbonyl Chini complexes [Pt3(CO)6]n2. According to the DRIFT and UV-vis spectroscopic data, the
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Table 11



Intermediates in NOx Decomposition and Reduction



Reaction, catalyst NO + propane + O2 on Cu/ZSM-5 NO on Cu-ZSM-5



Intermediates Cu2+-O-NO NO2, NO3-(monodentate), NO3 (bidentate) N2O3ads Cu+(NO)2, Cu2+(NO), Cu2+O (NO), NO+ads, Cu2+(NO3)



NO + propene + O2 On Cu-ZSM-5 NO + O2 On H-ZSM-5 NO + propane + O2 on Fe-ZSM-5 NO + NH3 + O2 on Fe/MFI NO + isobutane + O2 on Fe-ZSM-5 NO + NH3 + O2 on H-ZSM-5 and H-Mordenite NO2 + propene + O2 on H-MOR NO + CH4 On Co-FER



Ref.



Organic NO2



1630 1628, 1594, 1572 — 1816, 1910, 1895, 2123, 1624 1535–1630 1630–1600 1824, 1733 1811 1813, 1827, 1734 2133 1630, 1613, 1577 1570



NO+-Olattice NO2ads, NO3ads



2133 1620, 1577



259 225



NH4NO2



—



226



Fe(NO)



1880



228



NO2-type



1632



229



NO+



2202



230



Co(NO2)



1630, 1600



261



NO2-containing species ON-Cu2+-NO2 Cu+(NO)2 Cu+NO NOy, (NO)2y



NO + O2 on Cu-ZSM-5



Characteristic IR band (cm1)



NO2+-hydroxyl Nitrate species



218 250 219 220



251 252,253 254 255 256 257 258 260



decomposition of carbonyl complexes above 573 K in vacuum leads to the formation of small negatively charged metallic Pt clusters that can be reversibly carbonylated into the same initial Chini complexes. Adsorption of CO reveals that during evacuation of preadsorbed CO at elevated temperatures linear Pt-CO complexes are transformed into a new type of Pt-CO species with extremely low frequency of CO stretching vibrations at 1958–1976 cm1 and a stronger metal–carbon bond. This transformation is explained by the redistribution of the negative charge between desorbing bridged CO molecules and metallic platinum particles. Similar low frequencies of linearly adsorbed CO were also reported for metallic Pt dispersed on basic carriers, i.e., alkaline-earth forms of zeolites (266–269) and hydrotalcites (270). The strong decrease of the frequencies in those cases was also explained by negative charging of the supported Pt particles due to electron transfer from basic oxygen anions to the metal.
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Platinum-based bimetallic catalysts are of considerable importance for the petrochemical industry (271). Tkachenko et al. (272) studied the surface state of Pt particles in Pt/ZSM-5 and Pt-Cr/ZSM-5 catalysts by FTIR spectroscopy using CO as a probe molecule. Adsorbed CO on Pt/H-ZSM-5 catalysts gives a high-frequency band at 2089 cm1 related to CO adsorption at electron-deﬁcient Pt clusters inside the highly acidic zeolite matrix. This band shifts to 2120 cm1 when CO is adsorbed on Pt-Cr/H-ZSM-5 catalysts and is assigned to the adsorption of CO on Pt-Cr alloy particles. This indicates the additional electron deﬁciency of surface Pt atoms in an alloy in the zeolites. Rades et al. (269) gave the evidence of the formation of Pt-Pd alloy on NaY zeolite by diﬀuse reﬂectance IR spectroscopy. The spectroscopic study shows that both monometallic Pt/ NaY and Pd/NaY catalysts adsorb CO in linear and bridging forms. The stable form is linear for Pt and bridging for Pd, as usually observed. Pt/NaY contains a negatively charged Pt species in addition to the neutral one. Since the spectrum of the bimetallic catalyst is not the arithmetical superposition of Pt and Pd, it is concluded that the formation of a highly dispersed Pt-Pd alloy in or on the NaY zeolite. b.



Palladium



Sheu et al. (273) ﬁrst save evidence of the formation of Pd carbonyl culsters by adsorption of CO on Pd/NaY catalyst. FTIR spectra, shown in Fig. 26A, which are indicative of Pd carbonyl clusters located inside supercages of NaY, are obtained after adsorption of CO



Fig. 26 (A) IR spectra of CO adsorbed on Pd4NaY (500/200/20) after diﬀerent purging times with Ar at 298 K. Purging time (min): 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 80, 100. (B) IR spectra of CO adsorbed on Pd4NaY (500/500/60) after diﬀerent purging times with Ar at 298 K. Purging time (min): 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. (From Ref. 273.)
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on Pd/NaY reduced at 473 K. The spectra (Fig. 26B) of CO on the sample reduced at 773 K are characteristic of adsorbed CO on fairly large Pd particles that are presumably located at the external surface of NaY or voids. This is due to the migration of agglomerated Pd clusters. The geometry of the NaY supercages suggests that the core of the clusters could accommodate 13 Pd atoms; such clusters, including the bridging CO ligands, would ﬁt perfectly inside these cages, while the terminal CO ligands would point outward through cage windows. The IR spectra change drastically upon purging with Ar at room temperature (see Fig. 26A), indicating the release of CO from the clusters. The easy release of CO is incompatible with thermal desorption, attributed to a reaction involving zeolite protons. Changes in the IR spectra of the zeolite O-H band support this proposal. The process is suggested schematically as: PdnðCOÞa þ Hþ ! ½H  Pdn ðCOÞx þ þ ða  xÞCOgas Zhang et al. (274) made an IR study of the eﬀect of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions on the formation of electron-deﬁcient [PdnH]+ adducts in zeolite Y. The IR spectra of adsorbed CO on Pd particles in supercages of zeolite Y show that positively charged Pdn clusters are formed when the concentration of protons in the supercages is high. This conﬁrms that [PdnH]+ adducts are the electron-deﬁcient Pd clusters reponsible for catalytic superactivity. The fact that IR bands of adsorbed CO on PdMg-500 and PdCa-500 samples shift to higher frequencies than on PdNa-500 suggests that the formation of adducts is favored by a high concentration of divalent charge-compensating ions. The divalent ions preferentially populate sodalite cages and hexagonal prisms, thus preventing the migration of Pd2+ ions into these positions. The electronic modiﬁcation of supported Pd clusters in Pd/LTL by the addition of K into the zeolite was studied by Mojet et al. (275) using XPS and FTIR. The IR results show that both the bands of linear- and bridged-CO adsorption on Pd clusters shift to lower wavenumbers as the zeolite support varies from acidic to neutral to alkaline. The turnover frequency (TOF) of neopentane and propane hydrogenolysis increases with increasing support acidity from alkaline to acidic. The changes in spectroscopic and catalytic properties are proposed to be due to an electronic modiﬁcation of the small Pd clusters caused by modiﬁcation of the zeolite support. c. Other Metal Clusters Shen et al. investigated the intrazeolite anchoring of Ru carbonyl clusters (276) and Rh carbonyl clusters (277) by IR spectroscopy and other techniques. An in situ IR study (276) shows the formation of [H4Ru4(CO)12] guests in Na56Y zeolite by the reaction of [Ru3(CO)12] with hydrogen, and the formation of [Ru6(CO)18]2 clusters in Na56X zeolite is conﬁrmed by the thermal treatment of hexammineruthenium (III) complexes with a mixture of CO and H2. The shifts of IR bands of CO stretching imply that the [H4Ru4(CO)12] or [Ru6(CO)18]2 should be encapsulsted in the a cages of the zeolites. The deposition of [Rh(CO)2Cl]2 vapor into the Na56Y cavities followed by a reductive carbonylation under a mixed CO and H2O atmosphere produced [Rh6(CO)12(A3CO)4] clusters as evidenced by IR investigation (277). The decarbonylated species of the intrazeolitic [Rh6(CO)12(A3CO)4] is proposed to contain an Rh4 cluster, which reacts with CO at low temperatures, generating [Rh4(CO)9(A3(CO)3] clusters, and with CO and H2O at high temperatures to form[Rh6(CO)12(A3(CO)4] clusters. NMR and IR spectroscopy provided a direct picture of an interaction between clusters and the site II Na+cations in supercages through involvement of the oxygen end of the face-bridging
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carbonyl ligands. There are also many IR studies on other metal carbonyls or nitrosyls in zeolites, i.e., Cu (278), Co (279), W (280), Ir (281), and Au (282). 2.



Assembly of Semiconductor



The assembly of semiconductor nanoclusters in the pores of zeolite molecular sieves has been actively explored as a means of producing tunable light-emitting materials (283,284). Zeolite molecular sieves and mesoporous materials oﬀer a range of accessible pore sizes and channel morphologies that may allow an eﬀective packaging of the guests to form structures resembling semiconductor. a.



CdS-Y



Telbiz et al. (285) monitored the preparation of CdY and the sulﬁdation of CdY by IR spectroscopy. Changes of IR bands in the framework vibrational region (400–650 cm1) and hydroxyl region clearly indicate the interaction between Cd cation and the zeolite lattice. During the interaction of H2S with CdY, some changes of the vibrations of the zeolite framework are observed and can be explained in terms of framework charge delocalization caused by the CdS formation. b.



Selenium in Zeolites



Selenium has been loaded into a variety of molecular sieves like mordenite, faujasites (X, Y), zeolite A, and AIPO4-5 in order to study the inﬂuence of spatial conﬁnement on its structure using Raman spectroscopy (286–291) and other techniques. The structural analysis shows basically one-dimensional Se chains occupying the voids in the molecular sieves. Only for zeolite A do the experimental results support the formation of isolated clusters like Se8 rings (287). The recent Raman spectroscopic study on selenium incorporated in Nd-Y zeolite presents new aspects of the photochemistry of selenium (290). The formation of Se2 radical anion in the zeolite host was established from its resonance Raman spectrum, consisting of 10 almost equidistant bands between 328 and 3220 cm1 with the excitation laser at 476.24 nm. A broad band at 260 cm1 due to amorphous selenium and selenium chain structures encapsulated in zeolite is continously deleted under illumination with the laser radiation. Simultaneously, the intensities of the characteristic bands due to Se2 increase gradually. These indicate a photoinduced decomposition of the Se chains with accompanying formation of Se2 fragments. There are also reports on ZnSMCM-41 (292), BN-ZSM-5 (293), and Si cluster/NaHY (294) studied by FTIR, UV-vis, thermogrammetric analysis–mass spectrometry, and NMR spectroscopies. 3.



Immobilization of Homogeneous Catalysts



a. Chiral Salen Manganese(III)-A-MCM-41 The embedding of a enantioselective homogeneous catalyst—the chiral manganese(III) cationic complex of salen type (Jacobsen complex I)—into the pores of mesoporous was investigated by diﬀerent methods including TG-DTA (diﬀerential thermal analysis), UVvis, and FTIR (295). The comparison of the IR vibrational spectra of the free and the molecular sieve–loaded Jacobsen complex is shown in Fig. 27A. The appearance of the spectrum of the embedded complex is very similar to that of the free complex, indicating that the structure of the complex is maintained in the immobilized state. The frequency shifts and relative intensity changes of the IR bands can be interpreted by the changes of the electronic structure of the complex caused by guest–host interaction. The interaction of
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Fig. 27 (A) IR spectra of the Jacobsen complex I: (a) free (KBr pellet); and (b) loaded in A1-MS (self-supported pellet). (B) IR spectra in the range of hydroxyl stretching vibration mode of (a) calcined A1-MS sample; (b) as-synthesized A1-MS sample; (c) A1-MS sample loaded with Jacobsen complex I (in situ studies). (From Ref. 295.)



the complex with interior silanol groups is manifested in the OH vibrational spectra (Fig. 27B). After the complex embedding, the intensity of the band at 3740 cm1 decreases remarkably. For comparison, the template cetyltrimethylammonium, present in the assynthesized material, causes only a shift of this band to lower wavenumbers (3690 cm1). This shows conclusively that the Jacobsen complex interacts with the walls more strongly than the template. Catalytic tests in oleﬁn epoxidation prove that catalytic activity and stereoselectivity of the complex after the embedding are preserved. b. (salen)Mn-Y Sabater et al. (296) accomplished for the ﬁrst time the preparation of a chiral salen manganese complex analogous to the Jacobsen catalyst into the supercages of large-pore Y zeolite. The resulting salen Mn complex entrapped within Y zeolite exhibits similar catalytic activity as the same complex under homogeneous conditions. Characterization of this catalyst is made by TG-DSC, FTIR, and diﬀuse reﬂectance. The IR spectrum of the zeolite guest after the synthesis is compared with those recorded for authentic samples of the salen ligand and salen MnIIICl. The spectrum of the salen MnIII-Y sample coincides with that of the chloride half of the same complex, thus establishing the purity and identiﬁcation of the salen MnIII-Y zeolite. The most characteristic band associated with the salen ligand appearing at 1500 cm1 is absent for the zeolite sample, indicating that the amount of uncomplexed ligand is below the detection limit of IR spectroscopy. c. [Mn(salen)Cl] in EMT Ogunwumi and Bein (297) assembled and trapped the asymmetrical manganese salen catalysts in the cages of zeolite EMT through a multistep synthesis. The encapsulated Mn salen complexes were identiﬁed by UV-vis and IR spectroscopy. These heterogeneous catalysts produce high enantiomeric excess in the epoxidation of aromatic alkenes with NaOCl as the oxidant.
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d.



Co(salen)-MCM-41



New chiral (salen) complexes immobilized on MCM-41 were synthesized by multigrafting (298). The immoblized optically active Co(II) salen complexes show a very high enantioselectivity in the asymmetrical borohydride reduction of aromatic ketones. Both the homogeneous salen complex and the heterogenized one show an IR band at 1640 cm1 attributed to CjN stretching and this band is not found in the IR spectrum of pure MCM-41. Thus the author suggested that the salen complexes are trapped into MCM-41 since the band at 1640 cm1 is a characteristic band of the salen complex.



IV.



RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF MICROPOROUS MATERIALS



A.



Introduction



In the development of zeolite science, IR has been the major vibrational spectroscopy for structure and reactivity characterization. Like IR, Raman spectroscopy can also provide important information on the structure of zeolites and similar porous materials. Raman spectroscopy has been widely applied in the characterization of molecular sieve science during last decades (59,299). However, high-quality Raman spectra are diﬃcult to obtain because of the low sensitivity and strong ﬂuorescence interferences. These problems have been partly overcome since the invention of FT Raman spectroscopy; in particular, the recent progress of UV Raman spectroscopy makes it possible to completely avoid the ﬂuorescence problem. Consequently, an extremely rapid growth of Raman studies of zeolites and molecular sieves has been achieved and is expected to occur in the future. As summarized by Mestl and Kno¨zinger (300), the vibrational modes of zeolites can be described as the sum of three main contributions from the framework of zeolites, the charge-balancing cations in the framework, and the hydroxyl groups with chargecompensating protons. The ﬁrst two components can be conveniently determined by Raman spectroscopy, while the last one is usually studied by IR in most cases. At the beginning of development of Raman spectroscopy in the area of zeolite study, researchers focused their attention on framework vibrations in various zeolites with regular microporous structures. Based on a thorough understanding of the relationship between vibrational spectra and the framework structures, additional information on the synthesis of zeolites, the eﬀects of nonframework species, and host–guest interactions on the framework vibration appeared in the literature. B.



Framework Vibrations



The vibrational frequencies of zeolite lattice, which result from stretching and bending modes of the T-O (T=Si or Al) units, are observed in the range between 200 and 1500 cm1 (47,301), where three frequency regimes dominate, namely, 1000–1200 cm1, 700– 850 cm1, and 250–500 cm1, corresponding to localized and delocalized antisymmetrical stretching vibrations, localized and delocalized symmetrical stretching vibrations, and bending vibrations, respectively (58,302). Based on similar taxonomies, the lattice modes can also be divided into structure-sensitive and structure-insensitive vibrations as displayed in Table 12 (303). The position of the strong vibration around 500 cm1, resulting from mixed stretching and bending modes, strongly depends on the T-O-T angles and, therefore, can be used to characterize the aluminum content of the lattice. A more detailed classiﬁcation of framework vibrations was recently described (19).
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Table 12 Structure-Sensitive and Insensitive Lattice Vibrations of Zeolites Structure-insensitive vibrations Asymmetrical stretching vibrations Symmetrical stretching vibrations Bending vibrations Structure-sensitive vibrations Asymmetrical stretching vibrations Symmetrical stretching vibrations Double-ring vibrations Pore opening vibrations



1.



Wavenumber (cm1) 1200–1000 850–700 600–400 Wavenumber (cm1) 1050–1150 750–820 500–650 300–420



Structure-Sensitive Bands Between 300 and 600 cm1



The strongest and most structure-sensitive bands in the Raman spectrum of zeolites are generally between 300 and 600 cm1 and have been assigned to the motion of an oxygen atom in a plane, perpendicular to the T-O-T bond, representing the most characteristic vibrational information of framework structures (304–306). They have been well studied since the early application of Raman spectroscopy in the characterization of framework of zeolites, including 16 natural and synthetic zeolites (307). For example, the spectrum of mordenite has a band at 395 cm1, while it is at 480 and 520 cm1 for faujasite and chabazite (306), respectively. Extension to many other topologies later allowed derivation of a correlation between the frequency of this Raman band and the ring size, the average T-O-T angle, and the Si/Al ratio in the framework of zeolites (305). a. Ring Size In general, smaller rings correspond to higher frequencies. The precise band shifts depend on the type of rings present. Zeolites built of four-membered rings as the smallest building block exhibit the Raman band around 480–520 cm1 (304). Zeolites containing evennumbered rings (4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 MR) have the band around 500 cm1. The presence of 5membered rings leads to a shift of this frequency to 390–460 cm1. For example, ferrierite has a band at 430 cm1 for its 5-, 6-, 8-, and 10-membered rings. The absence of an 8 MR results in a band shift to 450 cm1, as in ZSM-23 and NU-10 with TON topologies. MFI and MOR aluminosilicates contain 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, or 12 MR, and have Raman frequencies of 390 and 460 cm1 (305). The T-O-T bending motion frequencies of several common zeolites are exhibited in Table 13 with their corresponding number of ring members (42). b. T-O-T Angle Determined by the sizes of rings in zeolites frameworks, the frequency of Raman band corresponding to the bending motion of the oxygen atom also depends on the value of the average T-O-T angle, deﬁned as the arithmetic mean of the four T-O-T angles around a T atom. A higher T-O-T angle results in a decreased bending force constant; thus, a lower mS(TOT) frequency is given. Dutta et al. studied the correlation between this Raman band and T-O-T angles in the structure of zeolites (304). Their results can be summarized in Table 14 and Fig. 28.
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Table 13



Observed Frequencies and Assignments in the UV Raman Spectra of Zeolites Band position (cm1) T-O-T bending motion



Samples NaX NaY NaA L ZSM-5 MOR Beta



8MR



280 225



6MR 290, 380 305, 350 338, 410 314 294



240 336



5MR



4MR



378 405 396



508 500 488 498 440, 470 470, 482 428, 468



T-O-T symmetrical stretching vibration



T-O-T asymmetrical stretching vibration 995, 1075 975, 1055, 1125 977, 1040, 1100 986, 1098, 1125 975, 1028, 1086 1145, 1165 1064, 1120



700 800 820 812



Source: Data from Ref. 42 and references cited therein.



c.



Si/Al Ratios



The basic building of common zeolites is the tetrahedral units sodalite cage, consisting of alternating corner-shared SiO4 and AlO4, which may be arranged to give many diﬀerent structures (19). In fact, one of the most immediate reasons for the diﬀerence of the number of ring members and the T-O-T angle is the incorporation of Al atoms in most aluminosilicate zeolites. Therefore, the Si/Al ratio is an important factor that aﬀects the Raman frequencies of zeolites as T-O-T angles and number of ring members. The incorporation of aluminum atoms at a low level in the faujasitic zeolite framework broadens the Raman bands at 298, 312, 492, and 510 cm1 for the purely siliceous zeolite. This broadening is attributed to the random distribution of Al3+ cations within the framework, which leads to the disorder interaction of the oxygen atoms in the T-O-T units with the charge-balancing cations and solvent molecules (308). The frequency of these vibrational modes depends mainly on the polarity and length of the Al: : : O: : : Si bonds, since Al and Si have similar masses (309). For the incorporation of aluminum atoms at high level, marked changes in band intensity as well as frequency shifts were observed for the most Raman-active bands. This eﬀect is most prominent for the antisymmetrical stretching modes around 500 cm1. Such frequency shifts in the Raman spectra of zeolites



Table 14 Material Cs-D Na-X Na-Y Li-A Na-A Na-P K-R Magadiite



Raman Frequencies and Structural Data Raman frequency (cm1)



T-O-T angle (degrees)



521 515 505 497 490 487 486 472



136.1 139.2 142.2 141.2 148.3 147.6 146.8 151 (predicted)



Source: Data from Ref. 304 and references cited therein.
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Fig. 28 Raman spectra of (a) Cs-D, (b) Na-X, (c) Na-Y, (d) Li-A, (e) Na-A, (f) Na-P, (g) K-R, and (h) synthetic magadiite; laser line, 457.9 nm; slit width, 6 cm1; power at the sample, 10–15 mW. (From Ref. 304.)



A, X, and Y were observed by Dutta and coworkers (308,310). For the zeolite A with LTA topology, the frequency increases with increasing Si/Al ratio (310), while for the FAU group including X, Y, and siliceous faujasite, the frequency tends to decrease (308). The diﬀerent trends indicate the opposite changes of the T-O-T angle determined by Si/Al ratio between the two topologies of LTA and FAU. Another example is shown in Fig. 29, the strong, sharp bands at 488 and 510 cm1 in the completely siliceous faujasite, corresponding to average Si-O-Si angles of 141j and 147j, are broadened and shift slightly to higher frequencies with the decreasing of the Si/Al ratio (308). 2.



High-Frequency Bands in 850–1210 cm1



The Raman bands in the range of 850–1210 cm1 are generally ascribed to the asymmetrical stretching vibration of the Si-O bond. In zeolite A, the diﬀerent frequencies of the Si-O stretching are related to the three crystallographically diﬀerent oxygen positions in the lattice (309,311). The vibrational coupling between the adjacent SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra in the NaA framework is expected to be small, and this allows consideration of the vibrations as being perturbed by those of the individual tetrahedra units. For a larger T-O-T angle and a shorter Si-O bond length, the coupling between adjacent SiO4
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Fig. 29 Raman spectra of faujasitic zeolites as a function of Si/A1 ratio in the region between 400 and 600 cm1. The Si/A1 ratios of the framework are (a) 1, (b) 1.3, (c) 2.6, (d) 3.3, (e) 4.5, and (f ) l. (From Ref. 308.)



and AlO4 tetrahedra increases, giving an increase of the Si-O stretch frequency and a decrease of the Al-O frequency. The two bands at lower frequency then correspond to the vibrations involving the O1 and O3 atoms. These assignments were conﬁrmed by studying the eﬀect of gradual exchange with other monovalent cations. The site preferences for mixed cation populations have been studied well and could be related satisfactorily to the observed changes of the Raman stretching bands. For faujasitic-type zeolites like X and Y with an Si/Al ratio of 1.0, the four bands in the 900–1250 cm1 region are assigned to the Si-O stretching vibrations of Si attached to the four diﬀerent oxygens of the framework (308). At intermediate Si/Al ratios, bands in the 900–1250 cm1 region show an increase in frequency as the Si/Al ratio increases. In zeolites X (Si/Al = 1.2), there are few Si-O-Si bonds, and the Si-O stretch vibrations can again be treated as those of individual SiO4 tetrahedra, with weak vibrational coupling to the adjacent AlO4 units. In analogy with the assignment in zeolite A, four bands in the Raman spectrum of zeolite X (between 954 and 1066 cm1) can be associated with four diﬀerent lattice O atoms, even if the diﬀerences are less marked than for A zeolites (308). An increase of the faujasite Si/Al ratio increases the number of adjacent SiO4 tetrahedra. Consequently, the four distinct framework sites are no longer distinguishable in the spectrum, and merging of bands is observed. Concurrently, a large shift toward higher
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frequencies results from the much stronger coupling between the adjacent SiO4 tetrahedra. For fully siliceous faujasite, the Si-O stretching vibrations are eventually shifted up to 1186 and 1209 cm1 (308). 3.



Other Framework Vibrations



In most zeolites, framework bands between 600 and 850 cm1 and at low frequency seem to be of little diagnostic value. The Raman bands of 703 and 738 cm1 of zeolite A were assigned to asymmetrical Al-O stretching modes at ﬁrst (309). In ZSM-5 spectra, symmetrical Si-O stretching bands are clearly observed between 800 and 900 cm1 (312). Later the bands were considered to be T-O1-T and O3-T-O3 bending modes in the presence of double rings instead (310). In the case of faujasitic zeolites, a group of three or four bands is observed in the region of 750–900 cm1, which is more sensitive to the ion-exchange ratio rather than the Si/Al ratio. These bands are related to the motion of Si atom in the tetrahedral cage (308). In the frequency scale of 300–450 cm1, the spectrum of zeolite A has two Raman bands at 337 and 410 cm1. They are insensitive to either the Si/Al ratio or diﬀerent cation exchange except Li+. So they can be assigned to the twisting motion and the ring breathing mode of the double ring involving the motion of oxygen atoms (313). There are also some Raman bands at lower frequency below 200 cm1 that have been well studied by Bre´mard and coworkers (314). They are corresponding to some r(TO-T) vibrational modes and the translation of exchanging cations. C.



Heteroatoms Incorporation



Raman spectroscopy has become one of the most powerful tools to identify the framework heteroatoms owing to the developments of novel technologies like FT Raman and UV Raman spectroscopies. The most common isomorphously substituted heteroatoms are Al atoms in the framework of aluminosilicate zeolites. The moderate incorporation of Al atoms in the framework of silicon-rich zeolites with the MFI structure can be described as a solid solution of [AlO4] in [SiO4]. This implies that the general features of the vibrational spectra of silicalites should not be altered substantially by the substitution of Si by Al (58,315,316). It is almost the same when other elements, such as Ga, Ge, Be, Fe, and Ti, are isomorphously substituted for Si in silicalite, although frequency shifts can occur due to the changing polarities and length of T-O bond and because of the diﬀerent masses of the heteroatoms. Scarano and coworkers (315) have investigated the IR and Raman spectra of pure and Al-, B-, Ti-, and Fe-substituted silicalites in the Si-O stretching region (1500–700 cm1) systematically (Raman spectra are given in Fig. 30). Along with the characteristic stretching modes of the zeolite skeleton, silicalites containing hydroxylated nests show also broad bands at about 960 cm1 (IR) and at about 976 cm1 (Raman), associated with O3Si-OH group modes, with prevailing Si-OH stretching character. The replacement of Si with transition metals (like Ti or Fe) causes the appearance of new IR- and Raman-active modes (a) at 960 cm1 (IR and Raman) and at 1127 cm1 (Raman) in Ti silicalite; (b) at 1015 cm1 (IR) and at 1020 cm1 (Raman) in Fe silicalite. Neither the Raman nor the IR spectra of the skeletal modes are substantially modiﬁed by the introduction of Al (ZSM5). The presence of boron induces the Raman bands at 1417 and 976 cm1 in the Raman spectra. Their assignments are shown in Table 15 (315). Prakash and Kevan studied Nb atoms in the framework of silicalite-1 using Raman spectroscopy (317). The Raman bands at 930 and 970 cm1 that are absent in the spectrum
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Fig. 30 Raman spectra of pure and substituted silicalites (pellets) outgassed at room temperature: (a) defect-free silicalite; (b) defective silicalite; (c) H-ZSM-5; (d) B silicalite; (e) Fe silicalite; (f ) Ti silicalite. (From Ref. 315.)



of silicalite-1 appear and were assigned to the stretching modes of Nb-O-Si and can be regarded as an evidence of tetrahedral Nb atoms in the framework. The eﬀect of isomorphous substitution of the MFI framework with Ge atoms has also been investigated by Kosslick et al. (318). Besides the most intensive Raman bands of Si-O-Si or Si-O-Ge deformation vibrations at 350–400 cm1, the Raman band at 685 cm1 was found to become stronger with increasing Ge content. Thus, it is due to the tetrahedrally coordinated Ge in the framework and was assigned to the corresponding symmetric Si-O-Ge stretching vibrations. With increasing Ge content, the T-O-T deformation band is shifted to higher wavenumbers, while the symmetrical Si-O-Si band is shifted to lower frequency by about 8 cm1, indicating a decrease in the T-O-T angle caused by the incorporation of Ge. The assignment of the Raman band around 960 cm1 for most isomorphously substituted zeolites has been in debate for a long time. It was once assigned to the localized ZSi-OH stretching mode of [O3Si-OH] groups by Scarano et al. (315). Based on quantum mechanical calculations on cluster models, it was proposed by de Man and
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Table 15



Raman Frequencies of Active Modes of Pure, Defective, and Substituted Silicalites Skeletal modes (cm1)



Sample



Asym.



Silicalite



1227–1174 1084 Defective 1227–1174 silicalite 1084 H-ZSM-5 1230–1174 1084 Ti-silicalite 1230–1176 f1080 Fe-silicalite 1230–1176 f1080 B-silicalite 1230–1180 1088



Stretching modes involving O3Si-OH (cm1) After interaction



Stretching modes involving heteroatoms (cm1) After interaction



Sym.



Before interaction



824–796



—



—



—



—



—



—



824–796



976



f982



f1050



—



-



-



824–796



f970



-



-



-



824–796



960



976



824–796



976



Disappears Disappears



824–796



976



f982



Disappears 976 1032 Disappears Disappears



Disappears 994 1036 Disappears Disappears



a



b



994



f1050



Before interaction



1127 960 1020 976 1417



a



b



Source: Ref. 315.



Sauer (319) that the mode is a simple antisymmetrical stretching of the Si-O-Ti bridge. Camblor et al. (320) have concluded that the 960 cm1 band is an Si-O vibration in defects. Deo et al. have attributed this band to the Si-O stretching vibration of a SiO4 tetrahedron with one nonbridging oxygen atom (321). Very recently, it has been proposed, based on UV Raman study (23), that the 960 cm1 band may be only a minor, secondary manifestation of the presence of heteroatoms in the framework. Detailed application of UV Raman to Ti, Fe, V, and B heteroatoms will be presented in Sec. V of this chapter. D.



Synthesis Mechanism of Zeolites



A detailed understanding at a molecular level of every step from the solution to solid state during zeolite synthesis is very important for optimal control of the synthesis process. Raman spectroscopy can detect amorphous zeolite units that do not yet have long-range order, which cannot be studied by XRD. Raman spectroscopy enables us to obtain vibrational spectra recorded from solution species as well as from solid phases presented during the zeolite synthesis since the minimal concentrations for detection of spontaneous Raman from liquids are typically 0.05–0.1 M (19,322) and the Raman cross-section of the Al(OH)4 species is much stronger than silicate or aluminosilicate anions (323). There have been extensive Raman spectroscopic studies on the mechanisms of structural formation of zeolites in both solid and liquid phases (19,22,306, 322–324). Usually the Raman study on the synthesis of zeolites includes two main parts. One is the framework vibration during the crystallization of zeolites, the other is the interaction between shape-directing templates and the solute silicate species that leads to the formation of the ﬁnal framework topology. The Raman investigations of the synthesis of some often used zeolites are presented in the following sections.
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1.



Zeolite A



McNicol et al. studied the synthesis of zeolites A using Raman spectroscopy (325). They found no changes in the vibrational spectra of the liquid phase during crystallization but observed a change in the position of the Raman band of the tetramethylammonium cation present in the solid phase of the gel. They postulated that crystallization took place in the solid gel phase. Angell and Flank (326), on the other hand, found a change in the concentration of the aluminate species during crystallization of zeolites A and suggested a solution transport mechanism. Later on, Roozeboom and coworkers also reported Raman studies of the crystallization process of zeolites A, X, and Y (323). A detailed investigation on the synthesis of zeolite A, including the formation of gels and their transformation to zeolite crystallite, was presented by Dutta et al. (306). Figure 31 clearly shows the evolution of Raman bands due to zeolite A at 336, 407, 491, 700, 733, 745, 970, 1040, and 1102 cm1 as a function of crystallization time. The XRD amorphous gel has a structure consisting of predominantly four-membered rings of SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra connected in random fashion with the corresponding Raman band at 504 cm1 in Fig. 31. During the gel-to-crystal transformation, the spectral changes include a decrease in intensity of the 450, 847, and 960 cm1 bands and a shift in frequency of the 504 and 496 cm1 bands. The shift of the 504 cm1 band to lower frequencies suggests an alteration in the structure of the four-membered rings by interaction between gel and those Al(OH)4 ions and forms nuclei of zeolite A during the nucleation period.



Fig. 31 Raman spectra of the solid phase during zeolite A synthesis at 50jC at various times (starting composition 8.6Na2OlAl2O31SiO2556H2O). (From Ref. 306.)
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2.



Zeolite X, Y



Faujasitic zeolites are denoted as zeolites X and Y and are distinguished by the Si/Al ratio of an identical framework. For frameworks of Si/Al ratio between 1.0 and 1.5, the zeolite is called zeolite X, and for values greater than 1.5, it is typically called zeolite Y (327). Roozeboom and coworkers studied the synthesis of zeolite X and Y together with zeolite A using Raman spectroscopy (323). In the Raman spectra of liquid phase, a Raman band at 620 cm1 was observed in the initial stage of both zeolite X and Y synthesis, and this band is assigned to the Al-O symmetrical stretching mode of aluminate species in solution. Unlike the case of zeolite A, this band does not disappear after crystallization. Furthermore, some soluble species having Raman bands around 448, 600, 777, and 936 cm1 for zeolite X, and 600, 777 cm1 for zeolite Y, are also observed in the course of crystallization, indicating the depolymerization of polymerized silicate species into monomeric and dimeric silicate ions. In the Raman spectra of solid phase in zeolite X and Y synthesis, the arising peaks at 512, 376, and 291 cm1 for zeolite X and 511, 369, and 298 cm1 for zeolite Y indicate the gradual formation of zeolite frameworks. Dutta and coworkers (22) reported the Raman spectra of the solution and solid phases during zeolite Y crystallization and have explored the eﬀects of aging. The strong Raman band at 620 cm1 is also observed at the beginning of crystallization. After aging for 6 h, a strong band at 780 cm1 and weaker bands at 441 and 919 cm1 appear, which are characteristic of monomeric silicate species (SiO2(OH)22). Weaker bands at 601 and 1025 cm1 due to dimeric silicate species appear in solutions at longer heat aging. All of these show a similar aluminate transport mechanism to the results of Roozeboom et al. (323). In the Raman spectra of solid phase in zeolite Y synthesis, the bands at 440 and 361 cm1 are typical of six-membered aluminosilicate rings, which show striking similarity to the Raman spectra between the solid phase and nepheline glass containing the sixmembered ring. Based on the correlation between ring-size and mS(TOT) frequency, this can be regarded as the evidence that six-membered rings are present in the amorphous aluminosilicate phase during zeolite nucleation. Figure 32 resembles the formation of nuclei of zeolite Y involving these rings as building blocks, which are connected via fourmembered rings to form sodalite cages. Although the ﬁnal framework topology is identical for zeolite X and Y, diﬀerent synthesis mechanisms are reported on two crystallization systems (22). For the zeolite X with Si/Al ratio less than 1.5, the crystallization process favors the formation of fourmembered aluminosilicate rings as main intermediate species, while six-membered rings dominate in the case of zeolite Y. Another Raman study found that the formation of faujasitic zeolites (X, Y) from two silica sources (Ludox and N-brand) was diﬀerent (328). Their Raman results indicate that the gel preceding the formation of crystals is composed of a solid phase with disordered four-membered aluminosilicate rings and soluble monomeric and dimeric silicate species.



Fig. 32 Scheme for the formation of nuclei of zeolite Y. (From Ref. 22.)
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The Ludox preparation has a more rapid crystallization rate than N-brand does, and zeolite X crystals are observed in the Raman spectrum at earlier times than by XRD, indicating more extensive nucleation in the early stage of the crystallization. Raman spectra recorded during synthesis of zeolite Y indicates that the structure of the solid phase in the initial stages of aging is diﬀerent for the Ludox and N-brand preparations. At later stages, the spectra are dominated by soluble silicate species in both cases. 3.



Mordenite



The formation of mordenite zeolites during crystallization was investigated by Dutta et al. using Raman spectroscopy (322). In the inorganic preparation, four-membered aluminosilicate rings are observed with the characteristic Raman band at 495 cm1 due to T-O-T symmetrical bending at the early stages of crystallization. It is followed by a ‘‘mordenitelike’’ amorphous phase, with disordered four- and ﬁve-membered aluminosilicate rings that then quickly connect to form zeolite crystals. Such framework is characterized by the bands at 470 and 400 cm1, corresponding to the T-O-T symmetrical bending modes. In the organic preparation, similar intermediates are also observed at the early stages of synthesis. The bands at 600, 780, and 1030 cm1 are characteristic of monomeric and dimeric silicate species trapped in the gel, which is in contrast to the inorganic synthesis without soluble silicate species. The band at 490 cm1 due to disordered four-membered rings is also observed as in the inorganic preparation. However, the bands at 390 and 470 cm1 characteristic of the mordenite framework appear before the actual crystals are detected. Therefore, it can be concluded that the basic units do not readily condense to form zeolite crystals, thereby suggesting that the role of the quaternary ammonium cation may be to stabilize the mordenite nuclei for extended periods of time until the proper connectivity is established to form zeolite crystals. 4.



Ferrierite



Ferrierite is distinct from other zeolites because it does not contain four-membered aluminosilicate rings, but is composed of ﬁve-, six-, eight-, and ten-membered rings. Thus, its Raman spectra do not show a strong band at higher frequency range (480–530 cm1) like those for zeolite A, X, Y. Similar to ZSM-5, mordenite and ZSM-48 with ﬁvemembered rings, the T-O-T bending mode results in a band at 435 cm1. It is diﬃcult to synthesize ferrierite from a completely inorganic system, whereas the addition of organic structure directing agents such as pyrrolidine greatly speeds up the process. The evolution of the ferrierite structure from an inorganic and organic gel system was investigated using Raman spectroscopy (324). In the inorganic system, Raman bands between 400 and 500 cm1 correspond to the gel state, which is primarily made up of fourmembered aluminosilicate rings. The addition of pyrrolidine results in rapid transformation of the gel to a more ferrierite-like structure characterized by the appearance of the Raman band at 438 cm1. The NH2+ rocking mode of the pyrrolidine associated with the gel at 898 cm1 undergoes signiﬁcant changes during nucleation. These data are consistent with a zeolite growth process that proceeds from a global ordering of the aluminosilicate gel at the initial stages to the subsequent buildup of smaller domains and ﬁnally to the assembly of the speciﬁc units with the characteristics of the zeolite itself. 5.



ZSM-5



Dutta and coworkers also studied the formation of ZSM-5 during its crystallization stages, in both solid and liquid phases (312). Figures 33 and 34 show the Raman spectra of the
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Fig. 33 Raman spectra in the region 300–650 cm1 of (a) 0.5 M tetrapropylammonium bromide, and solid samples present during various stages of zeolite crystallization: (b) 1 day, (c) 3 days, (d) 4 days, (e) 6 days, (f ) 9 days, (g) tetrapropylammonium bromide crystals. (From Ref. 312.)



solid phase between 300–650 cm1 and 650–1550 cm1 at various stages of the crystallization process. In the lower frequency region at the beginning period, a broad band centered at 460 cm1 due to the aluminosilicate framework is observed. As the most prominent feature in the Raman spectrum at the earliest stages of the synthesis, this band is typical of amorphous or vitreous silica and has been assigned to rs(Si-O-Si) of ﬁve- and six-membered silicate rings. The XRD-detectable crystals appear after 4 days of heating, with considerable changes in the Raman spectrum of solid phase. These changes include a marked increase in intensities of bands at 373, 432, 473, and 820–832 cm1 due to aluminosilicate zeolite framework. In the intermediate stages of zeolite A and Y synthesis, a prominent band at 500 cm1 emerges, which is assigned to the four-membered aluminosilicate rings (22,306,323,326). However, no such bands are observed in case of ZSM-5, indicating that there is no four-membered but ﬁve-membered ring structure that appears as the original structure units throughout the synthesis. E.



Charge-Balancing Cations



Charge-compensating cations exchanged within the channel and cage systems of zeolite structures give rise to the transitional vibrations which are located in the far-IR region
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Fig. 34 Raman spectra in the region 650–1150 cm1 of (a) 0.5 M tetrapropylammonium bromide, and solid samples present during various stages of zeolite crystallization: (b) 1 day, (c) 3 days, (d) 4 days, (e) 6 days, (f ) 9 days, (g) tetrapropylammonium bromide crystals. (From Ref. 312.)



(59,62), but they also have an inﬂuence on the position of framework Raman bands (58). Bre´mard and coworkers obtained the low-frequency Raman spectra of the fully dehydrated zeolites with the cubic faujasitic topology (314,329). At higher aluminum content the intensities of some minor bands increase and the most striking feature is the appearance of supplementary bands in the low-frequency range near 75 and 120 cm1, which can be assigned to the translatory motions of the extraframework Na+ cations (314,330). There are four positions for the extraframework cations in faujasitic zeolites: site I at the center of the prismatic cage, site IV in the sodalite cage and site II and III in the supercage (331). It has been observed by far-IR spectroscopy that some extraframework cation modes of fully dehydrated X and Y zeolites occur below about 200 cm1 (62,332). The supplementary degrees of freedom introduced by the translation of motions of the charge-balancing cations in the sites IV, II, and III are expected to be seen by Raman scattering according to the factor group analysis (314). The translational motions of the
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Fig. 35 Raman spectra (300 K) of the dehydrated exchanged Y zeolites: (a) Cs-Y, (b) Rb-Y, (c) KY, (d) Na-Y, (e) Li-Y. Excitation radiation: 568.2 nm. (From Ref. 314.)



cations located in the site I are not Raman active but IR active. The replacement of the Na+ cations by H+, Li+, Rb+, Cs+, Tl+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ produces signiﬁcant changes in the position and intensity of the most prominent bands corresponding to framework motions near 500 and 300 cm1 (Fig. 35). Nevertheless, depending on the nature and the number of the extraframework cations, all the high-frequency bands assigned to the framework vibrations hardly shift, whereas the relative intensity varies markedly. In contrast, the low-frequency bands whose frequencies are the most sensitive to the cation exchange are assigned to the translational motions of the extraframework cations (314). No Raman band can be detected in the 200– 100 cm1 region attributed to the IR-active translational motions. Only one or two features assignable to the translational motions of cations can be distinguished in the low-frequency region (Fig. 36). Their wavenumbers decrease progressively as the mass of the cation increases from Li+ to Cs+. The remaining lowest frequency Raman bands are representative mainly of the framework deformation motions including the ﬂuctuations of the pore windows (330,332,333). The frequency shifts around 300 and 500 cm1 could be attributed to slight structural changes of the framework upon exchange of the extraframework cations. Dutta and coworkers made a systematic study of the Raman spectra of hydrated zeolite A and the inﬂuence of exchangeable cations Li+, Na+, K+, Tl+, NH4+ (311). Figure 37 shows the Raman spectra of ion-exchanged hydrated zeolite A in 300–1200 cm1. The only bands observed above 1200 cm1 are due to lattice water bands at f1600 and 3300–3600 cm1. There are some signiﬁcant changes in the vibrational spectrum as Na+ is replaced by Li+, K+, Tl+, and NH4+ ions.
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Fig. 36 Low-frequency Raman spectra (300 K) of the dehydrated exchanged Y zeolites (a) Cs-Y, (b) Rb-Y, (c) K-Y, (d) Na-Y, (e) Li-Y. Excitation radiation: 568.2 nm. (From Ref. 314.)



The small size of Li+considerably increases the electrostatic interaction between the cation and the zeolite framework. Li+is also strongly polarizing and has a great tendency toward coordination. These eﬀects pull the zeolitic oxygen atoms toward the cation, distorting the framework structure and causing a decrease in Si-O-Al angles as compared to Na-A. The vibrations due to Si-O motion at 937 and 1084 cm1 are lower than in the Na-A, whereas the 730 cm1 band involving A1-O motion has increased in frequency. The increase in the SiO4 deformation mode at 497 cm1 on exchanging with Li+ is also a reﬂection of the increased Si-O bond order that would arise from a decrease of the Si-OAl angle. The Raman frequencies of Na-A, K-A, and Tl-A exhibit a pattern of decreasing frequency on going from Na+ through K+ to Tl+, e.g., 1099 > 1095 > 1084 cm1; 971 > 960 > 952 cm1; 699 > 694 > 665 cm1; and 490 > 487 > 482 cm1. The similar pattern of the Raman spectra of these ion-exchanged zeolites and the decrease in frequencies suggests that no major distortion of the lattice takes place and that these cations occupy similar sites. There is a striking similarity between the general Raman spectrum of Na-A and NH4-A, indicating that no distortion of the zeolite lattice takes place and the increase in frequencies is a reﬂection of the electronic environment of T-O bonds. F.



Raman Spectroscopic Studies of Adsorbed Molecules



The relatively low intensity of the Raman bands of zeolite in the low-frequency region may make it easy to detect the vibrational bands of adsorbed molecules in the far-IR region.
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Fig. 37 Raman spectra of hydrated zeolite A exchanged with Li+, Na+, K+, Tl+, and NH4+ ions: laser line, 4579 A˚; laser power, 150 mW; slit width, 5 cm1. (The asterisks denote plasma lines.) (From Ref. 311.)



This is in contrast to the situation of IR spectroscopy. The IR signals (below 1200 cm1) of the adsorbed molecules are often masked by the very strong adsorption bands of the zeolite framework, which restricts the IR study to the limited spectral region between 4000 and 1200 cm1. Since Raman spectra of the adsorbate–zeolite system are often obscured by strong ﬂuorescence in the visible region, the adsorption/reaction of molecules in zeolites has been studied mainly by FT Raman spectroscopy and UV Raman spectroscopy. FTRaman spectroscopy has been used to study the adsorption of a series of aromatic compounds, including benzene, chlorobenzene, toluene, p-dichlorobenzene, p-xylene, and p-chlorotoluene on completely siliceous zeolites with the MFI structure (334–341). The aromatic C-H stretching frequency was shown to be sensitive to the interactions with the pore walls and could be used to detect zeolite structural phase transitions as a function of adsorbate loading. Taking the adsorption of p-xylene (334) as an example, the spectrum of p-xylene on ZSM-5 with low loadings of 1.5–4 molecules/u.c. (unit cell) diﬀers mainly in frequencies from that of pure p-xylene in the ring C-H stretching region, i.e., the ring C-H stretching modes in the spectrum of adsorbed p-xylene shift to higher frequencies in contrast to those of the pure p-xylene. The observed large shifts to higher frequencies are attributed to the restriction of the C-H stretching motions from the surrounding framework. Interestingly, the frequencies of the C-H stretching modes for the methyl groups remain essentially unchanged upon adsorption. It is suggested that the long axis of p-xylene is oriented along
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the channel axis and, consequently, the methyl C-H stretching vibrations are much less restricted by the framework. With increasing the loading of p-xylene from 4 to 5 molecules/u.c., the spectrum of adsorbed p-xylene shows distinct changes, indicating the phase transition of the host framework at a loading of 5 molecules/u.c. The phase transition behavior of the ZSM-5 framework is readily followed by the changes in the linewidth of the vibrational modes of adsorbed p-xylene. For example, the width of m8 shows a sudden increase at a loading of 5 molecules/u.c. (see Fig. 38A). Also, many of the Raman modes of p-xylene show quite large shifts to higher wavenumbers upon transition from the low- to high-loaded form. Figure 38B shows an abrupt change in the wavenumber of the C-CH3 in-plane bending mode, where the phase transition occurring at a loading of 5 molecules/u.c. is evident. The phase transition of ZSM-5 is also evidenced by the changes of zeolitic framework vibrations upon p-xylene adsorption. The results of p-xylene/ZSM-5 system are in agreement with those of NMR and XRD (334). Subsequent experiments (335–341) show that similar phase transitions of the host zeolite occur with the other aromatic sorbates as well. These results demonstrate two important points. First, Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool for monitoring changes in zeolite structure. Second, the results show that transformations in the zeolite structure commonly accompany the adsorption of molecules into the zeolite pores. These structural transformations contribute to the adsorption energy, the activation energy, and



Fig. 38 (A) Plot of the full width at half height (FWHH) in cm1 of the Raman band m8 (1620 cm1), an aromatic C-C stretching mode, of p-xylene adsorbed in H-ZSM-5 as a function of the loading. (B) Plot of the frequency in cm1 of the C-CH3 bending mode of p-xylene adsorbed in H-ZSM-5 as a function of loading. (From Ref. 334.)
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enthalpy associated with zeolite-catalyzed reactions involving the formation of aromatic compounds such as in coke formation in the zeolite. The phase transitions of zeolite should be further studied in order to arrive at a complete understanding of zeolite catalysis (342). In recent years, Bre´mard and coworkers, using the situ FT Raman spectroscopy, studied the adsorption of several aromatic molecules in diﬀerent zeolites, e.g., benzophenone and benzil molecules in faujasitic zeolites (343), 2,2V-bipyridine in faujasitic zeolites (344), in nonacidic MFI zeolites (345), and in acidic ZSM-5 zeolites (346); biphenyl occluded in ZSM-5 (347), Al-ZSM-5 (348), faujasitic zeolites (349), NaX zeolites (350), nonacidic MFI-type zeolites (351), and nonacidic faujasitic Y zeolites (352); 4,4V-bipyridine in Na(n)ZSM-5 zeolites (353) and acidic ZSM-5 zeolites (346). In combination with theoretical calculation, these Raman investigations give information on the location, conformation, and diﬀusion of the guest molecules inside the pores or supercages of diﬀerent types of zeolites (e.g., acidic, nonacidic, and cation-modiﬁed zeolites). V.



UV RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF MICROPOROUS MATERIALS



A.



Difficulties of Visible Raman Spectroscopy in the Characterization of Microporous Materials



Raman spectroscopy is an important spectroscopic technique that is a powerful tool for characterizing the structures of microporous materials as well as many other materials (354). The visible laser lines are usually used as the excitation sources for conventional Raman spectroscopy. Unfortunately, the ﬂuorescence frequently occurs in the visible or near-UV region, and the intensity of the ﬂuorescence is much stronger than that of Raman signal by several orders of magnitude. As a result, the visible Raman spectra are often obscured by the strong ﬂuorescence interference. Another shortcoming of conventional Raman spectroscopy is the inherently low Raman scattering intensity. The ﬂuorescence interference is extremely severe for most microporous materials because the ﬂuorescence impurity, such as the templates, is frequently present in the samples. In particular, the hydrocarbon species, which has the strong ﬂuorescence, inevitably derives under working conditions if microporous materials are used as catalysts. It is hard to obtain the visible Raman spectra once the surface ﬂuorescence occurs. Therefore, avoiding or eliminating the ﬂuorescence interference and increasing the sensitivity are the urgent requirements for the eﬀective application of Raman spectroscopy in the characterization of microporous materials. B.



UV Raman Spectroscopy



It has been a challenging and important task to make the Raman spectroscopy more practical in the characterization of microporous materials, although there have been eﬀorts made before. A recent advance in the Raman spectroscopic studies is the successful application of UV Raman spectroscopy in the study on catalytic materials, including microporous materials (38). Several advantages of UV Raman spectroscopy have been explained in the theoretical section. The advantages of UV Raman spectroscopy over conventional Raman spectroscopy are conﬁrmed by a number catalyst examples (36): zeolites (ZSM-5, USY) (38), coke formation on zeolites (37), superacid catalyst (sulfated zirconia) (39), transition metal substituted zeolites (23,355), and supported oxides (356,357).
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C.



UV Raman Spectra of Microporous Materials



Figure 39 (42) shows the UV Raman spectra of various aluminosilicate zeolites. As compared with the visible Raman spectrum, the UV Raman spectrum exhibits the following obvious features: (a) Strong Raman bands with a high signal-to-noise ratio are obtained. The ﬂuorescence is completely avoided in the UV Raman spectra because ﬂuorescence interference does not normally occur in the UV region for aluminosilicate



Fig. 39 UV Raman spectra of aluminosilicate zeolites (a) X, (b) Y, (c) A, (d) L, (e) ZSM-5, (f ) MOR, and (g) beta (excitation at 244 nm). (From Ref. 42.)
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zeolite (358). (b) The UV Raman spectra were collected for the samples do not need any further pretreatments (e.g., heating, oxygen treatment, and evacuation). On the contrary, the visible Raman spectra were obtained only for the samples with careful pretreatments, such as calcination and dehydration (5–24 h) (359), and the ﬂuorescence was often present, even if the sample was well pretreated. The detailed assignment of the UV Raman spectra listed in Fig. 39 is described as follows. 1.



Zeolite X



The UV Raman spectrum of zeolite X with a Si/Al ratio of 1.08 shows bands at 290, 380, 508, 995, and 1075 cm1 (Fig. 39a). The strongest band at 508 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of the characteristic four-membered rings (58,299,306,360), and the bands at 290 and 380 cm1 are assigned to the bending mode of the six-membered rings (22,58,360–362). The bands at 995 and 1075 cm1 are assigned to asymmetrical stretching frequencies of T-O in zeolite X (361,363). 2.



Zeolite Y



The UV Raman spectrum of zeolite Y (Fig. 39b) shows bands at 305, 350, 500, 975, 1055, and 1125 cm1. The framework topology of zeolite X is the same as that of zeolite Y, and the only diﬀerence is the Si/Al ratio. Therefore, the assignments for zeolite Y are the same as those for zeolite X. As compared with the spectrum of zeolite X, the bands in the Raman spectrum of zeolite Y are shifted by several wavenumbers. For examples, the strongest band at 508 cm1 for zeolite X is shifted to 500 cm1 for zeolite Y; the band at 290 cm1 for zeolite X is shifted to 305 cm1 for zeolite Y. All these results are attributed to the change in the Si/Al ratio from 1.08 for zeolite X to 2.60 for zeolite Y. 3.



Zeolite A



Figure 39c shows the UV Raman spectrum of zeolite A with a Si/Al ratio of 1.0. The bands appear at 280, 338, 410, 488, 700, 977, 1040, and 1100 cm1. As with faujasite, zeolite A contains four- and six-membered rings (364). Therefore, the assignment of the bands in the UV Raman spectrum for zeolite A should be similar to the one for zeolites X and Y. The strongest band at 488 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of fourmembered Si-O-Al rings (267,313). The bands at 338 and 410 cm1 are attributed to the bending mode of six-membered Si-O-Al rings (22,361,362). The bands at 977, 1040, and 1100 cm1 are ascribed to asymmetrical T-O stretching motions (310,311,313,365). A new band at 700 cm1, which does not appear in the spectra of zeolites X and Y, could be assigned to the T-O stretching mode of zeolite A, in particular to the contribution of the four-membered rings present in zeolite A (310). Zeolite A exhibits a band at 280 cm1, in addition to the three bands at 290– 305, 338–380, and 500–508 cm1 assigned to four- and six-membered rings in zeolites X and Y. In early reports (304,305,310), no band at about 280 cm1 appeared in the visible Raman spectra for zeolite A due to the strong background ﬂuorescence. On the other hand, the correlation between the Raman bands in the region 300–600 cm1 and the size of the rings in silicate and aluminosilicate materials as well as in aluminosilicate zeolites has already been observed, and it was found that the smaller rings give bands at higher frequencies (299). Therefore, the band at 280 cm1 is attributed to the bending mode of higher rings than six- and four-membered rings, possibly of the eight-membered rings of zeolite A.
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4.



Zeolite L



The UV Raman bands of zeolite L are shown in Fig. 39d. Bands appear at 225, 313, 498, 986, 1098, and 1125 cm1. Again, the strongest band at 498 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of four-membered rings, and the band at 314 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of six-membered rings present in zeolite L (363). The bands at 986, 1098, and 1125 cm1 are also attributed to asymmetrical stretching vibration frequencies of the T-O bonds in the sample. Interestingly, zeolite L exhibits a band at 225 cm1, which has not been observed in visible Raman spectroscopy. The band at 225 cm1 should be assigned to the bending mode of eight-membered rings (T-O-T) of zeolite L (299). 5.



Zeolite ZSM-5



Figure 39e shows the UV Raman spectrum of zeolite ZSM-5 with bands at 294, 378, 440, 470, 800, 975, 1028, and 1086 cm1. The strongest band is observed at 378 cm1 rather than near 500 cm1 as for zeolites X, Y, A and L (Fig. 39a–d). We assign this band to the bending mode of ﬁve-membered rings (299,305,312). The band at 294 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of six-membered rings (22,299,361,362). The bands at 440 and 470 cm1 are assigned to four-membered rings (299,305). The band at 800 cm1 is assigned to symmetrical stretching, and the bands at 975, 1028, and 1086 cm1 to asymmetrical stretching vibrations of Si-O bonds in ZSM-5, which is consistent with previous assignments in visible Raman spectroscopy (312,361). 6.



Zeolite Mordenite



The UV Raman spectrum of zeolite mordenite is shown in Fig. 39f. Bands appear at 240, 405, 470, 482, 550, 820, 1145, and 1165 cm1. The framework structure of mordenite consists of four-, ﬁve-, and eight-membered T-O-T rings. Therefore, the band at 405 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of ﬁve-membered rings, and the bands at 470 and 482 cm1 are assigned to the bending modes of four-membered rings. The band at 820 cm1 is assigned to symmetrical stretching motions of T-O bonds, and the bands at 1145 and 1165 cm1 are assigned to asymmetrical stretching motions of T-O bonds. These assignments are in good agreement with those for mordenite in visible Raman spectroscopy (322). Notably, a broad band appears at 240 cm1, which has not been observed in visible Raman spectroscopy. Similarly, this band is assigned to the bending mode of eight-membered rings in mordenite, in agreement with our assignments for zeolite A and L. The Raman bands for zeolite mordenite are relatively broad, as compared with those of ZSM-5 and zeolites X and A. For example, the band near 480 cm1 (Fig. 39c) is split into two bands at 470 and 482 cm1 (Fig. 39f). This may be interpreted in terms of the order of the zeolite framework. The arrangement of zeolite building units in mordenite is not as uniform as in ZSM-5 and zeolites X and A, resulting in broad bands in Raman spectroscopy. 7.



Zeolite Beta



It is diﬃcult to obtain the Raman spectrum of zeolite beta by conventional Raman spectroscopy because of its low symmetry (299) and strong background ﬂuorescence. Zeolite beta is an intergrowth of two distinct but closely related structures. Polymorph A is a tetragonal system, whereas polymorph B is monoclinic (366). The UV Raman spectrum of zeolite beta shows obvious bands appearing at 336, 396, 428, 468, 812,
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1064, and 1120 cm1, as shown in Fig. 39g. According to the assignments of this work and results from the literature (299), it is suggested that the band at 336 cm1 is assigned to the bending mode of six-membered rings, the band at 396 cm1 is ascribed to the bending mode of ﬁve-membered rings, and the bands at 428 and 468 cm1 are attributed to four-membered rings. The band at 812 cm1 is due to the T-O symmetrical stretching mode, and the bands at 1064 and 1120 cm1 are assigned to T-O asymmetrical stretching mode. D.



Aluminosilicate Zeolites With Various Si/Al Ratios



It has been reported that the Si/Al ratio of zeolites strongly inﬂuences the band position and band intensity of Raman spectra (308,310,367), but it is diﬃcult to distinguish the species of Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al in Raman spectroscopy (308,367). Yu et al. (42) recorded the UV Raman spectra of two typical zeolites, zeolite X (with low Si/Al ratio) and ZSM-5 (with high Si/Al ratio). Figure 40 shows the UV Raman spectra of zeolite X with Si/Al ratios of 1.00–1.20. The sample with Si/Al=1.20 (Fig. 40a) exhibits the main band at 505 cm1 with broad bands at 300, 369, 958, and 1076 cm1. For Si/Al = 1.10, the spectrum (Fig. 40b) shows a stronger band at 507 cm1. When the Si/Al ratio is further decreased to



Fig. 40 UV Raman spectra of X zeolites with diﬀerent Si/A1 ratios: (a) 1.20, (b) 1.10, (c) 1.06, and (d) 1.00 (excitation at 244 nm). (From Ref. 42.)
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1.06, the spectrum (Fig. 40c) gives more intense bands at 287, 380, and 516 cm1 together with small bands at 463 and 788 cm1. At the same time, the bands at 958 and 1076 cm1 (Fig. 40a) are split into four bands at 953, 978, 1032, and 1068 cm1. Finally, for Si/Al = 1.00, the spectrum (Fig. 40d) shows still more intense bands at 289, 386, 463, 517, 794, 951, 976, 1026, and 1073 cm1. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the UV Raman spectra of zeolite X increases with decreasing Si/Al ratio. This phenomenon may be attributed to the change in the structural order of zeolite X with the Si/Al ratio. At an Si/Al ratio of 1.20, most T-O-T of the sample are Si-O-Al, but there are still some of Si-O-Si. In this case, the Raman spectrum mainly exhibits the bands associated with Si-O-Al vibrations. When the Si/Al ratio is 1.00, nearly all of the T-O-T are Si-O-Al. In this case, the structural order of zeolite X is highest, and the signal-to-noise ratio of UV Raman spectrum is the highest. Obviously, the bands at 1000 cm1 region associated with Si-O-Al become evident and distinct at an Si/Al ratio of 1.0. ZSM-5 has a high Si/Al ratio but with similar structure of X; however, the UV Raman spectrum of ZSM-5 (Fig. 39e) is completely diﬀerent from that of zeolite X (Fig. 40). For the Si/Al ratio of l (pure silica), the band intensity is strongest, and bands appear at 294, 378, 800, 975, 1028, and 1086 cm1. When the Si/Al ratio of ZSM-5 is reduced to 100, the bands are much weaker, and bands appear at 298, 384, 806, 980, 1050, and 1095 cm1. When the Si/ Al ratio of ZSM-5 is further decreased to 47, weak bands at 298, 384, 806, 980, and 1099 cm1 are observed. The band intensity and S/N in the UV Raman spectra of ZSM-5 increase remarkably with the Si/Al ratio, indicating that the structure order is improved with the higher Si/Al ratio. This is just reversed for zeolite X. The band position in the UV Raman spectra of ZSM-5 is insensitive to the Si/Al ratio, and this behavior is also diﬀerent from that of zeolite X. The amount of Al in ZSM-5 is relatively small, so that a change in the Si/Al ratio hardly inﬂuences the vibrations of Si-O-Si. E.



Crystallization of Microporous Materials



Raman spectroscopy is a potentially suitable technique to characterize the crystallization mechanism of microporous materials because Raman spectra can be recorded for the samples in aqueous solution and solid state. So it is possible to follow the whole procedure of a zeolite synthesis from the very beginning stage (aqueous solution) to the ﬁnal stage (crystallized solid), including the crystallization process, by using Raman spectroscopy. Although few visible Raman spectroscopic studies were reported for the crystallization of zeolites Y (22), MOR (322), and ZSM-5 (312), conventional Raman spectroscopy has not been well used to study the synthesis mechanism mainly because the ﬂuorescence interference often arises from the templates and other impurities in the synthesis system. In the UV Raman spectroscopic characterization of the crystallization of zeolite X (43), the ﬂuorescence was completely avoided so that the Raman spectra were recorded for both the liquid and solid phases of zeolite X during its crystallization. UV Raman spectra together with NMR spectra indicate that Al(OH)4species are consumed from the liquid phase and incorporated into the solid phase, accompanied by the depolymerization of polymeric silicate species from the solid phase into monomeric silicate species in the liquid phase. By condensation of Al(OH)4and depolymerized silicate species, amorphous aluminosilicate species composed mainly of four-membered rings are formed in the solid phase in the early stage of nucleation. The four-membered rings interconnect with each other via six-membered rings to form h cages. Finally, the zeolite X is formed through connecting the double six-membered rings of the h cages.
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F.



UV Resonance Raman Spectroscopic Identification of Transition Metal Ions Incorporated in the Framework of Molecular Sieves



1.



Introduction



Microporous materials incorporating transition metal ions in their framework are a class of new materials that show some unique properties that are particularly important in catalysis. The most useful property is their redox potential, which can be applied to creation of new catalysts for selective oxidation of a wide range of hydrocarbons, such as epoxidation of oleﬁns and hydroxylation of benzene using H2O2 as the oxidant. The most interesting question concerning the microporous materials incorporated with transition metal ions in their framework is how to identify the transition metal ions in the framework. There have been excellent reviews and articles addressing this issue. One of the advances in this research direction is that the framework transition metal ions can be selectively examined by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy. The transition metal ions substituted in the framework of molecular sieves show a charge-transfer transition between the transition metal ions and the framework oxygen anions, and these transitions are usually in the UV region. Therefore the UV resonance Raman spectra can be obtained by exciting these transitions with the UV laser. Accordingly, the framework transition ions can be selectively identiﬁed based on the resonance Raman eﬀect because the enhanced resonance Raman bands are directly associated with the framework transition metal ions. In the following sections, three typical examples—TS-1, Fe-ZSM-5, and V-MCM-41—are discussed and demonstrate how the framework transition metal ions can be characterized by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy. 2.



Characterization of TS-1 Zeolites



The titanium-substituted silicalite-1, TS-1 zeolite with a MFI structure, was ﬁrst prepared by Tarahasso and colleagues (368) in 1983. TS-1 zeolite has received great interest during the last decade because of its excellent catalytic properties in a range of selective oxidation reactions with aqueous hydrogen peroxide (30% H2O2) as oxidant under mild conditions (369–373). It is commonly believed that isolated titanium in the framework of the TS-1 zeolite, hereafter denoted as Ti-O-Si in this chapter, is the active site for the selective oxidation although the exact nature of the active site is still in dispute (374). There has been extensive characterization of TS-1 zeolite using the following techniques: FTIR and Raman spectroscopy (321,371,372,375–383), UV-vis absorption (377–379,383,384), NMR (379,385–387), EXAFS and XANES (381,382,388,389), ESR (385), XRD (380,390), ab initio (391), and so on. A band at 960 cm1 appeared in Raman and IR spectra, was assumed to be the characteristic vibration mode of the framework titanium species, Ti-OSi. However, this band sometimes appears for silicalite zeolites without substituted titanium or with substituted metals other than titanium, and there is also evidence indicating that this band may be from surface hydroxyl (e.g., Si-OH) (319,392) or defect sites (321). Thus, the key question remains how the framework titanium species can be identiﬁed unambiguously. Using UV resonance Raman spectroscopy (23,25), we have distinguished the framework titanium from framework silicon and nonframework titanium dioxide. It makes use of the resonance Raman eﬀect to selectively enhance the Raman bands associated with the framework titanium while keeping the rest of the Raman bands unchanged. The enhanced Raman bands are directly associated with the framework titanium species Ti-O-Si in the zeolite because the excitation line approaches the charge-transfer absorption of framework
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Ti-O-Si species in the UV region (200–250 nm). In addition, the Raman spectrum with the excitation lines in the UV region gives better signal-to-noise ratio than in the visible region, mainly because UV Raman spectroscopy can avoid most of the ﬂuorescence interference from zeolite samples (36–38). Therefore, UV resonance Raman spectroscopy is a potentially powerful technique to characterize the framework titanium in TS-1. This study also demonstrates that the UV resonance Raman spectroscopy is a general technique to identify other transition metals substituted in the framework of a zeolite or molecular sieves, based on the resonance Raman enhancement when there is an absorption due to the charge-transfer transition between the framework metal cations and oxygen anions (24,26). 3.



UV Raman Spectra of TS-1 Zeolite



UV–visible diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of TS-1 and silicalite (Fig. 41A) show that there is a typical absorption band centered at 220 nm for TS-1 while no electronic absorption band is observed for silicalite-1. The band at 220 nm originates from the charge transfer of the pk-dk transition between titanium and oxygen of the framework titanium species, Ti-O-Si, in the zeolite (377,384). This transition involves excitation of an electron from a k-bonding molecular orbital consisting essentially of oxygen atomic orbital to a molecular orbital that is essentially a titanium atomic orbital. The tail of the band centered at 220 nm actually extends to 300 nm due to the presence of extraframework titanium species, TiO2, in the TS-1 zeolite. Figure 41B shows the UV Raman spectra of TS-1 and silicalite-1 excited by the 244-nm line. There are Raman bands observed for TS-1 at 1170 (shoulder), 1125, 960, 530, 490, 380, 290 cm1 and some weak bands in the 600–800 cm1 region. Of particular interest is the fact that a very strong band at 1125 cm1 is observed for TS-1 although usually the bands in the 1000-cm1 region are diﬃcult to detect with normal Raman spectroscopy. The UV Raman spectrum of silicalite-1 is completely diﬀerent from that of TS-1. The strong Raman bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1, which appear for TS-1, are absent in the Raman spectrum of silicalite-1. These new bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1



Fig. 41 (A) UV-visible diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of TS-1 and silicalite-1. (B) UV resonance Raman spectra of TS-1 and silicalite-1 excited with the 244-nm line. (From Ref. 25.)
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must be from the framework titanium species in TS-1. Several common bands are observed at 290, 380, and 815 cm1 for both TS-1 and silicalite-1 zeolites indicating that these bands are characteristic of silicalite-1 zeolite. The weak band at 960 cm1 in the UV Raman spectrum appears at the same frequency as in FTIR and FT Raman spectra. Figure 42 exhibits the Raman spectra of TS-1 excited by three diﬀerent laser lines at 244, 325, and 488 nm, respectively. The strong bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 are observed only when excited with the line at 244 nm. Clearly these bands are due to the UV resonance Raman eﬀect because the 244-nm line is in the absorbance band of the electronic absorption of TS-1 whereas the 325- and 488-nm lines are outside of the absorption band of TS-1 (Fig. 41A). All three spectra have common bands at 290, 380, 815, and 960 cm1, suggesting that these bands are not due to the resonance Raman eﬀect but are the characteristics of silicalite-1, as shown in Fig. 41B. In the Raman spectra of TS-1 excited at 325 and 488 nm, three additional bands at 144, 390, and 637 cm1 are observed. These bands are readily attributed to TiO2 (anatase), indicating that there are extraframework titanium species in the TS-1 sample. However, these bands are absent in the UV Raman spectrum from the excitation at 244 nm. It appears that visible Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to extraframework titanium species, TiO2, whereas UV Raman spectroscopy is exclusively sensitive to the framework titanium species, Ti-O-Si.



Fig. 42 Raman spectra of TS-1 excited with laser lines at 244, 325, and 488 nm, respectively. (From Ref. 25.)
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The Raman spectra of silicalite-1 excited with lines at 244, 325, and 488 nm are almost identical. The interesting bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 are not detected for silicalite-1 for excitation lines from the visible to UV regions. There is no resonance Raman phenomenon observed for silicalite-1 as no enhanced Raman bands are detected for silicalite-1 when the excitation line varied from the visible to the UV regions. This is in good agreement with the UV-visible diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum in Fig. 41A where there is no electronic absorption band for silicalite-1. Thus, it is conﬁrmed that the bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 are solely associated with the framework titanium of TS-1 but not with silicalite-1. The Raman bands at 290, 380, and 815 cm1 do not vary with the diﬀerent excitation lines at 244, 325, and 1125 nm, indicating that these bands are the characteristic bands of silicalite-1 itself. In particular, the band at 380 cm1 is the identiﬁcation of the MFI structure (375). These bands also appear for TS-1, suggesting that TS-1 maintains the structure of silicalite-1. There are some weak bands in the 1000–1200 cm1 region that are also due to silicalite-1. These bands become evident when the excitation is shifted from 488 nm to 244 nm mainly due to less ﬂuorescence interference in the Raman spectrum when the excitation wavelength is shifted from the visible to the UV regions. The resonance-enhanced Raman bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 can be assigned simply from the analysis of the local unit of a [Ti(Osi)4], denoted as Ti-O-Si in this chapter. The bands at 490 and 530 cm1 are respectively assigned to the bending and symmetrical stretching vibrations of the framework Ti-O-Si species, and the band at 1125 cm1 is attributed to the asymmetrical stretching vibration of the Ti-O-Si (375,377). The band at 1125 cm1 is most enhanced in the UV resonance Raman spectrum because this vibration mode is more sensitive to the charge-transfer transition of Ti-O-Si. To rule out the possibility that nanoparticles of TiO2 in the zeolite may give the resonance Raman band, a sample of TiO2 with sizes from 1 to 10 nm was also characterized by UV Raman spectroscopy with the excitation at 244 nm. No detectable Raman bands were observed for the nanoparticle TiO2 in the UV Raman spectra. Therefore, the enhanced Raman bands observed at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 for TS-1 are solely from the framework Ti-O-Si species. The evolution of the framework titanium species in TS-1 was followed by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy during the crystallization of the zeolite. The relative intensities of the resonance Raman bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 signiﬁcantly increased with the crystallization time, while the other bands, e.g., 290, 370, and 960 cm1, are only slightly changed. In addition, these resonance Raman bands, particularly the band at 1125 cm1, become narrower for longer crystallization time indicating that the framework titanium becomes more uniform in the TS-1. The fact that the bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 develop with crystallization time strongly suggests that more framework titanium species are derived and/or the structure of the framework titanium becomes more compatible with the silicalite-1 structure. The relative intensities of the resonance bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 can be an estimation of how much framework titanium species is incorporated in the silicalite-1 structure and how well the crystal structure of TS-1 is formed. Prior to this work, the framework titanium in TS-1 was characterized mainly by the band at 960 cm1 when using FTIR and normal Raman spectroscopy (with the excitations at 488, 514, or 1064 nm). It was assumed that the appearance of the band at 960 cm1 is the indication that framework titanium is formed in the TS-1. However, the assignment of this band has been controversial so far. For example, this band was also assigned to titanyl group TijO (375,393), Ti-O stretching, silanol group Si-OH, titanium related defect sites (377), Ti-O-Si bridge (375), and others. This band is detected for TS-1 in this study by UV
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Raman and visible Raman spectroscopy (see Figs. 41 and 42), and also by FT Raman spectroscopy. But the relative intensity of this band is almost the same with the diﬀerent excitation lines (Fig. 42). This clearly means that the band is not a resonance-related Raman band. The fact that the relative intensity of the band at 960 cm1 remains almost unchanged with the crystallization time suggests that the band at 960 cm1 may not be directly associated with the framework titanium species of TS-1. Three resonance-enhanced Raman bands at 490, 530, and 1125 cm1 are observed exclusively for TS-1 zeolite in the UV resonance Raman spectra. These bands are the characteristics of the framework titanium species in TS-1 zeolite because they appear only when UV laser (244 nm) excites the charge-transfer transition of the framework titanium species in the TS-1 zeolite. The framework titanium in TS-1 can be successfully identiﬁed by the UV resonance Raman spectroscopy. The UV resonance Raman spectroscopy of this report also opens up the possibility of identifying the other transition metal cations incorporated into the framework of a zeolite or other molecular sieves. The assignment of the Raman band at 1125 cm1 due to framework titanium in TS-1 is conﬁrmed by the resonance, whereas the band at 960 cm1 is still controversial. A thorough analysis of the vibrational features of the TS-1 catalyst was made by Ricchiardi et al (394) based on quantitative IR measurements, Raman and UV resonance Raman experiments, quantitative XANES, and quantum chemical calculations on cluster and periodic models. The linear correlation of the intensity of the IR and Raman bands located at 960 and 1125 cm1 and the XANES peak at 4967 eV with the amount of tetrahedral Ti are quantitatively demonstrated. Raman and resonant Raman spectra of silicalite and TS-1 with variable Ti content are presented, showing main features at 960 and 1125 cm1 associated with titanium insertion into the zeolite framework. The enhancement of the intensity of the 1125 cm1 feature and the invariance of the 960 cm1 feature in UV Raman experiments are discussed in terms of resonant Raman selection rules. Quantum chemical calculations on cluster models Si[Osi(OH)3]4 and Ti[Osi(OH)3]4 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory provide the basis for the assignment of the main vibrational contributions and for the understanding of Raman enhancement. The resonance-enhanced 1125 cm1 mode is unambiguously associated with a totally symmetrical vibration of the TiO4 tetrahedron, achieved through in-phase antisymmetrical stretching of the four connected Ti-O-Si bridges. This vibration can also be described as a totally symmetrical stretching of the four Si-O bonds pointing toward Ti. The resonance enhancement of this feature is explained in terms of the electronic structure of the Ticontaining moiety. Asymmetrical SiO4 and TiO4 stretching modes appear above and below 1000 cm1, respectively, when they are achieved through antisymmetrical stretching of the T-O-Si bridges, and around 800 cm1 (in both SiO4 and TiO4) when they involve symmetrical stretching of the T-O-Si units. In purely siliceous models, the transparency gap between the main peaks at 800 and 1100 cm1 contains only vibrational features associated with terminal Si-OH groups, while in Ti-containing models it contains also the above-mentioned asymmetrical TiO4 modes, which in turn are strongly coupled with Si-OH stretching modes. Calculations on periodic models of silicalite and TS-1 free of OH groups using the QMPOT embedding method correctly reproduce the transparency gap of silicalite and the appearance of asymmetrical TiO4 vibrations at 960 cm1 in TS-1. 4.



UV Raman Spectra of Fe-ZSM-5



Yu et al. (26) reported the UV resonance Raman characterization of Fe-ZSM-5. The UV Raman spectra of three samples—silicalite-1, Fe-SZSM-5, and a mixture of silicalite-1 and Fe2O3—were recorded in order to compare their diﬀerence (Fig. 43). Silicalite-1 exhibits
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two bands at 380 and 802 cm1 (Fig. 43a), the band at 380 cm1 is assigned to ﬁvemembered building unit of MFI-structure zeolites (305,312), and the 802 cm1 band is assigned to the framework symmetrical stretching vibration in ZSM-5 (312,395). It is very interesting to note that Fe-ZSM-5 exhibits new bands at 516, 580, 1026, 1126, and 1185 cm1, in addition to the bands at 380 and 802 cm1 (Fig. 43b). The chemical analysis of silicalite-1 (Fig. 43a) and Fe-ZSM-5 (Fig. 43b) shows that the diﬀerence in chemical composition is only iron in these zeolites. Therefore, the new bands should be related to the contribution of the iron atoms in zeolite. Figure 43c shows the UV Raman spectrum of a mechanical mixture of Fe2O3 with silicalite-1, giving similar bands to those of silicalite-1 (Figs. 43a). These results indicate that UV Raman spectroscopy is insensitive to Fe2O3 material, and Fe2O3 does not exhibit UV Raman bands because the UV Raman bands of Fe2O3 are too weak to be detected. The UV-vis diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of silicalite-1, Fe-ZSM-5, and mechanical mixture of Fe2O3 with silicalite-1, which were prepared from fumed silica, were recorded. Silicalite-1 has no any bands in the 200–700 nm region, while Fe-ZSM-5 shows a strong absorption band centered at 240–250 nm. The band at 240–250 nm may be assigned to the dk-pk charge-transfer transition between the iron and oxygen atoms in the framework of Fe-O-Si in zeolite (396,397). Similar phenomena have been observed in Ti-O-Si species of TS-1 (23,384). The UV-vis diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of mechanical mixture of Fe2O3 with silicalite-1 exhibits an absorption band at near 500 nm, indicating that there is no strong absorption band in the UV region (below 300 nm). The UV-vis diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 with an Si/Al ratio of 23 and 100, which were prepared from sodium, silicate, show no obvious absorption bands at 240–250 and 500 nm, suggesting that UV-vis DRS technique is insensitive to a trace amount of iron atoms in zeolites.



Fig. 43 UV Raman spectra of (a) silicalite-1, (b) Fe-ZSM-5, and (c) mechanical mixture of silicalite-1 with Fe2O3, which were prepared from fumed silica as a silicon source. (From Ref. 26.)
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5.



UV Raman Spectra of V-MCM-41



Similarly, the framework vanadium species in V-MCM-41 was characterized by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy (24). In the UV-vis reﬂectance diﬀuse absorption spectra of Si-MCM-41 and V-MCM-41, no electronic absorption band is observed in the UV-vis absorption spectrum of Si-MCM-41. There are the electronic absorptions observed for V-MCM-41 at 270, 340, 410, and 450 nm. The electronic absorptions at 270 and 340 nm are assigned to the charge transfer between the tetrahedral oxygen ligands and the central V5+ ion of tetrahedral coordinated V5+ in the framework (398–400). Two bands at 410 and 450 nm indicate that the extraframework V5+ ions are formed in V-MCM41. However, the UV-vis electronic absorption of polymerized vanadium oxides supported on SiO2 also appears in the 250–350 nm region (401). The bands at 250 and 320 nm are observed in the UV-vis diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of supported vanadium oxides. Hence, the broad bands at 270 and 340 nm are the overlap of the UV-vis bands of both isolated tetrahedral (framework) and polymerized octahedral (extraframework) vanadium sites. A laser line at 244 nm is close to the electronic absorption of the vanadium ions species in both the framework and the extraframework simultaneously. Figure 44 shows the UV Raman spectra of Si-MCM-41 and V-MCM-41 excited by the 244-nm line. The bands at 490, 610, 810 and 970 cm1 are detected in the visible and UV Raman spectra of MCM-41. These bands are attributed to the fourfold siloxine, siloxane bridges, and silanol groups (399). Visible Raman spectrum of V-MCM-41 shows similar Raman bands to those of the MCM-41, and no Raman bands associated with the



Fig. 44 UV Raman spectra of V-MCM-41 and MCM-41 excited by 244-nm line radiation. (From Ref. 24.)
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vanadium species in the framework and extraframework are detected. In the UV Raman spectrum two additional bands at 930 and 1070 cm1 are detected as shown in Fig. 44. The band at 930 cm1 is assigned to the hydrated polymerized vanadium oxides in the extraframework (402). The band at 1070 cm1 is assigned to the V-O symmetrical stretching mode of the vanadium ions in the framework (399,402–404). Considering that the 244-nm line is close to the charge-transfer absorption of the vanadium ions, it is the Raman resonance eﬀect that makes the 930 and 1070 cm1 bands considerably enhanced. The bands at 930 and 1070 cm1 are assigned to the vanadium species in the extraframework and framework, respectively, because the Raman bands of vanadium species in the framework and extraframework are enhanced by resonance Raman eﬀect simultaneously. The framework vanadium species in MCM-41 is in the distorted tetrahedral form, and that in the extraframework is in the polymerized octahedral form. The concentration of framework vanadium atoms in the zeolite is limited to a certain amount. As the concentration of vanadium species is beyond the limit, the vanadium oxides in the extraframework begin to appear and their amount increases with increasing the concentration of vanadium atoms. G.



UV Raman Spectroscopic Studies of Adsorbed Molecules



Place and Dutta (405) showed the advantages of resonance Raman spectroscopy using visible excitation in distinguishing between acid and base forms in zeolites by adsorption of dye molecules. By taking advantage of the strongly allowed electronic transitions in the dye molecules (large extinction coeﬃcients) and the diﬀerent absorption maxima of the conjugate acid and base forms of the dye, selective enhancements of the Raman bands speciﬁc to each form were obtained. The focus has been on the dye molecule 4-(phenylazo)diphenylamine (PDA) adsorbed onto the faujasitic zeolite NaY. A calibration curve of Raman intensity (peak area) vs. number of protons in supercages was obtained. Because of the inner ﬁlter eﬀect, at loadings signiﬁcantly greater than one proton per supercage, the Raman intensity was found to decrease. The sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy for low proton loadings appears to be considerably better than IR spectroscopy used to estimate the acidity of zeolite surfaces. However, many of the dyes have radii that are larger than the cage openings of zeolites (typically 4–8 A˚). This may lead to size selectivity and may not accurately reﬂect true site acidity. Thus, it would be advantageous to use small molecules that could freely move about in the inner surfaces of the zeolite. Later, Jakupca and Dutta (406) used 4-aminopyridine to probe the weak acid sites present in NaY by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy. The normal Raman spectrum of this molecule adsorbed in NaY shows bands due to both the neutral molecule and the protonated adduct. However, the UV absorption band of the protonated adduct is shifted by 20 nm from that of the neutral molecule, to 264 nm. When the Raman spectrum is recorded using 266-nm laser excitation, the spectrum of the protonated adduct is resonance enhanced selectively. The study demonstrates that it is possible to detect low levels of weakly acidic sites on the zeolite and to selectively examine chemical changes of small molecules adsorbed on zeolites by using UV resonance Raman spectroscopy. Li et al. (40), using UV Raman spectroscopy, investigated the formation of coke during the methanol conversion to oleﬁns on diﬀerent zeolites, including ZSM-5, USY, and SAPO-34. The spectra show that the surface methoxyl species are produced when methanol is introduced into USY, ZSM-5, and SAPO-34 zeolites even at room temperature, but diﬀerent coke species are formed in these zeolites. Aromatic and polyaromatic
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species are easily formed in USY, polyoleﬁnic and monoaromatic species are dominant in ZSM-5, while only oleﬁn and polyoleﬁn species are formed in SAPO-34. The diﬀerences of coke formation in ZSM-5, USY, and SAPO-34 are attributed to the diﬀerent pore structures of the three zeolites. Chua and Stair (41) designed a ﬂuidized-bed catalytic reactor for UV Raman measurements for eliminating interference from thermal or photochemical decomposition products. This is demonstrated by the spectra for naphthalene adsorbed in H-USY shown in Fig. 45. The spectrum labeled naphthalene is recorded from the neat solid. The spectra labeled stationary, spin, and ﬂuidized bed are recorded from naphthalene adsorbed in an ultrastable Y zeolite when the sample pellet is stationary, spinning, and ﬂuidized powder, respectively. The Raman shifts for peaks from neat naphthalene measured using UV excitation compare well with those reported using visible radiation, showing several distinct Raman peaks. The spectrum measured from the stationary sample exhibits only a small peak at 1625 cm1, attributed to coke species. The band at 1620 cm1 and a broad band from 1300 to 1550 cm1 seen in the spectra recorded from the spinning sample are also signature coke peaks. The spectrum measured using the ﬂuidized bed method clearly shows that the dominant peaks are those of the undecomposed molecular adsorbate. The small shifts in peak position from the spectrum of neat naphthalene are similar to shifts



Fig. 45 (a) Spectrum of naphthalene recorded on a spinning disk. Laser power, 0.2 mW. Collection time, 1000 s. (b) Spectrum of naphthalene/H-USY recorded on a stationary disk. 0.3 mW; 300 s. (c) Spectrum of naphthalene/H-USY recorded on a spinning disk. 0.3 mW; 600 s. (d) Spectrum of naphthalene/H-USY recorded using the ﬂuidized-bed apparatus. 1.5 mW; 3600 s. (From Ref. 41.)
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observed for spectra from naphthalene in solution and suggest that the zeolite acts something like a solvent for adsorbed naphthalene. Thus, the authors suggest that the ﬂuidized-bed method is a major step forward for in situ catalytic reaction measurements using UV Raman spectroscopy. VI.



SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS



The use of vibrational spectroscopies, mainly IR and Raman, for zeolite characterization was highlighted in this contribution, including the framework and extraframework vibrations, nature of sites in zeolites probed by adsorbed molecules, mechanisms of reactions on zeolite surfaces, and host–guest chemistry within zeolite spaces. It was also shown how UV Raman spectroscopy can be used for identifying transition metals in the framework of zeolites and microporous materials. These examples studied by vibrational spectroscopies provide important information on structure and dynamics of zeolites and zeolite–adsorbate systems, leading to an improved understanding of zeolites and intrazeolite chemistry. Due to rapid developments in zeolite chemistry, many opportunities are provided for the fundamental progress for vibrational spectroscopies to further enhance our understanding of zeolite chemistry. Several prospects are brieﬂy given as follows. 1. As the application of zeolites depends on the ability to synthesize high-quality zeolites and to characterize zeolites and zeolite-based materials at the atomic level, in situ spectroscopic characterizations of the synthesis precedure of zeolites should be greatly improved. Also, in situ detection of the detailed changes of the structure and sites of zeolites during their use in adsorption, reaction, deactivation, and aging processes should receive more attention. 2. Much can be learned from the interplay between experimental research and computer-assisted calculations and modeling. For example, in the assignment of vibrational bands arising from zeolite units, it is possible by theoretical simulation to obtain the key parameters that aﬀect the vibrational modes of a unit in zeolite. Thus, it is possible to direct the synthesis process of zeolite. 3. Knowledge of zeolite chemistry will be improved signiﬁcantly by the systematic application of vibrational spectroscopies and other in situ techniques, such as NMR, EPR, and UV-vis spectroscopy. More sensitive and selective spectroscopic techniques are expected to diﬀerentiate the nature of sites in and on zeolites. Development of new vibrational spectroscopic techniques is also expected for identifying the ﬁne strutures of zeolites, including the pore structures and defect sites.
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Being inspired by and having realized the complexity of natural systems, chemists have utilized a number of organized/conﬁned media to study the photochemical and photophysical behavior of guest molecules (1–3). Examples of organized media in which the guest molecules behavior has been investigated include molecular crystals, inclusion complexes (both in the solid and solution states), liquid crystals, micelles and related assemblies, monolayers, Langmuir-Blodgett ﬁlms and surfaces, and natural systems such as DNA. In this chapter an overview of the activities in our laboratory, utilizing zeolite as a medium for photochemical and photophysical studies, is presented. No attempt is made to provide a comprehensive review of activities in this area. II.



STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIUM: ZEOLITES



A.



Structure



Most of our studies have utilized faujasites and pentasils as the media. Therefore, we focus our discussion only to those zeolites. Zeolites in general may be regarded as open structures of silica in which aluminum has been substituted in a well-deﬁned fraction of the tetrahedral sites (4–8). The frameworks thus obtained contain pores, channels, and cages of diﬀerent dimensions and shapes. The substitution of trivalent aluminum ions for a fraction of the tetravalent silicon ions at lattice positions results in a network that bears a net negative charge that is compensated by positively charged counterions. The topological structure of X- and Y-type zeolites (faujasites) consists of an interconnected three-dimensional network of relatively large spherical cavities, termed supercages (diameter of about 13.4 A˚; Fig. 1). Each supercage is connected tetrahedrally to four other supercages through 7.6-A˚ windows or pores. Charge-compensating cations present in the internal structure of X and Y zeolites are known to occupy three diﬀerent positions; the ﬁrst type (site I), with 16 cations per unit cell (both X and Y), is located on the hexagonal prism faces between the sodalite units. The second type (site II), with 32 per unit cell (both X and Y), is located in the open hexagonal faces. The third type (site III), with 38 per unit cell in the case of X type and only 8 per unit cell in the case of Y type, is located on the walls of the larger cavity.
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Fig. 1 Structures of zeolites: ZSM-5 and faujasites (X and Y). Position of cations in X and Y zeolites shown as type I, II, and III.



Only cations at sites II and III are expected to be readily accessible to the organic molecule adsorbed within a supercage. Charge-compensating cations are exchangeable, and such an exchange brings along with it a variation in a number of physical characteristics such as electrostatic potential and electric ﬁeld within the cage, the spin-orbit coupling parameter, and the vacant space available for the guest within the supercage. Pentasil zeolites (ZSM-5 and ZSM-11) also have three-dimensional pore structures (Fig. 1); a major diﬀerence between the pentasil pore structures and the faujasites described above is the fact that the pentasil pores do not link cage structures as such. Instead, the pentasils are composed of two intersecting channel systems. For ZSM-5, one system consists of straight channels with a free diameter of about 5.4  5.6 A˚ and the other consists of sinusoidal channels with a free diameter of about 5.1  5.5 A˚. For ZSM-11, both are straight channels with dimensions of about 5.3  5.4 A˚. The volume at the intersections of these channels is estimated to be 370 A˚3 for a free diameter of about 8.9 A˚. B.



Zeolite as a Reaction Cavity: Characteristics



One is accustomed to carrying out reactions in large reaction vessels that are disproportionately larger than the size of a molecule. However, when the size of the reaction vessel is nearly the same as that of the reactant molecule, one will have to consider factors that might normally be ignored. While a photochemical macromolecular reactor, such as a quartz cuvette, should play no role on the photochemical events occurring on the substrate of interest, a molecular-size enclosure would be capable of inﬂuencing the reactivity of the substrate. Zeolites similar to glasses and quartz vessels are made up of silica and alumina; therefore, generally one should be able to excite an organic molecule without perturbing the electronic structure of the zeolite. Reactions taking place within a zeolite can be envisioned to occur within an enclosed space called a ‘reaction cavity’ (9,10). The term ‘‘reaction cavity’’ was originally used by Cohen to describe reactions in crystals (11). He identiﬁed the reaction cavity as the space occupied by the reacting partners in crystals and used this model to provide a deeper understanding of the topochemical control of their reactions. According to this model, selectivity seen for reactions in crystals arises due to lattice restraints on the motions of the
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atoms in reactant molecules in the reaction cavity. In other words, severe distortion of the reaction cavity will not be tolerated, and only reactions that proceed without much distortion of the cavity are allowed in a crystal (Fig. 2). Crystals possess time-independent structures; the atoms that form the walls of the reaction cavity are fairly rigid and exhibit only limited motions (e.g., lattice vibrational modes) during the time periods necessary to convert excited state molecules to their photoproducts. Therefore, in the Cohen model, the space required to accommodate the displacement of reactant atoms from their original positions during a chemical reaction must be built largely into the reaction cavity. Packing of polyatomic molecules in crystals leaves some distances between neighboring nonbonded atoms greater than the sum of their van der Waals radii. This creates a certain amount of free volume, which may be so disposed as to allow the atomic motions required to eﬀect a reaction. In the usual case, a reaction product will also place some stress on the host crystal as is evidenced by the fact that crystals such as those studied by Schmidt and Cohen are usually reduced to powders as the reaction progresses. Can we extend the above reaction cavity concept, which emphasizes the shape changes that occur as the reactant guest transforms itself to the product, to understand and predict the photobehavior of guest molecules included in a zeolite? We believe that such an extension should be possible with some limitations. The concept of reaction cavity will serve well as a vehicle for discussion of results obtained in media in which organized structures of hosts have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the photochemical response to excitation of guests. A reaction cavity is deﬁned in terms of the factors such as ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘passive’’ and ‘‘free volume.’’ The concept of free volume is introduced into the reaction cavity model to accommodate the shape changes that occur as the reactants transform themselves to products. For example, the shape and the free volume of the supercage within X and Y zeolites will decide to some extent the nature of the product that



Fig. 2 The reaction cavity of a favorable (I) and unfavorable reaction (II) in an organized medium. Large shape change in II is resisted by the medium.
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Table 1 Cation Dependence of Supercage Free Volume in MY Zeolites Cation (M+) Li Na K Rb Cs a b



Ionic radius of the cation (A˚)a 0.6 0.95 1.33 1.48 1.69



Vacant spaceb in the supercage (A˚3) Y zeolite



X zeolite



834 827 807 796 781



873 852 800 770 732



RJ Ward. J Catal, 10:34, 1968. Calculations of polyhedral volumes were performed using a modiﬁcation of the POLYVOL Program [D Swanson, R C Peterson. The Canadian Mineralogist, 1980, 18(2), 153; D K Swanson, R C Peterson. POLYVOL Program Documentation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, VA] assuming the radius of the TO2 unit to be 2.08 A˚ (equivalent to that of quartz).



is obtained from a guest molecule. The volume available for an organic molecule in a supercage depends on the number and nature of the cation. As the calculated supercage volumes given in Table 1 show, the available volume for a guest decreases as the cation size increases from Li+ to Cs+ (12). Since surfaces of zeolites possess time-independent structures like crystalline materials, the free volume needed to accommodate shape changes that occur during the course of a reaction must be present intrinsically within the ﬁxed structure. Reaction cavities of such media possess ‘‘hard’’ walls. Therefore, it becomes very important to choose a proper zeolite (with adequate free volume) to steer a reaction toward a particular product. The above model leads one to conclude that ‘‘guests in hosts’’ are similar to balls in boxes. But this analogy is very deﬁcient. In addition to being hard or soft, cavity walls must be characterized as active or passive. A zeolite reaction cavity has been characterized as active. When the interaction between a guest molecule and the cavity is attractive or repulsive, the cavity is termed active and when there is no signiﬁcant interaction it is considered passive. Interactions may vary from weak van der Waal’s forces, to hydrogen bonds, to strong electrostatic forces between charged centers. Zeolite surfaces possess acidic silanol groups that may chemically interact with an adsorbed molecule. Furthermore, zeolite surfaces contain a large number of cations that can interact electrostatically with guests. Thus, the cation–guest interactions are expected to play a very signiﬁcant role in controlling the fate of an excited molecule. Factors that determine the photochemical processes of a guest in a conﬁned space include structural aspects of both the guest and the host zeolite and the nature of chemical and physical interactions between the two. III.



INTERNAL PROPERTIES OF ZEOLITES THAT ARE RELEVANT TO PHOTOCHEMISTS



A.



Micropolarity and Electric Field



In dehydrated X and Y zeolites many, if not all, cations are located near the inner surface of supercages. As mentioned in an earlier section, both sites II and III cations are present in supercages and are shielded only on one side, with the side exposed to the center of the supercage being unshielded. Consequently, these partially unshielded cations create a very
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large electric ﬁelds extending into the supercage. The ﬁelds generated by these cations have been theoretically estimated for a number of alkali and alkali earth cations and are summarized in Table 2. General conclusions from these studies are as follows: (a) The electric ﬁeld of a cation at site III is several times stronger than that of the same cation at site II. (b) Within the same row, divalent cations exhibit higher ﬁeld than monovalent cations. (c) For a ﬁxed distance from a given cation, the average ﬁeld increases with the silicon/aluminum ratio. For example, cations in zeolite Y show higher ﬁeld than in zeolite X. The above qualitative arguments lead one to following conclusions: (a) zeolite supercage can polarize the included guest molecule and thus distort the electron density of a guest molecule; (b) heterolytic bond cleavage leading to formation of ions and electron transfer leading to ions will easily occur within a zeolite; (c) divalent cations generate higher ﬁeld than monovalent cations; (d) smaller cations with lower atomic number (within the same group) generate higher ﬁeld. Thus, one would expect organic molecules to be polarized more readily in NaY than in CsY, and more easily in CaY than in NaY. Generally, organic chemists are not used to describing a medium in terms of its ﬁeld. A term that is close to ﬁeld is polarity, although they may not be synonymous. In a qualitative sense the changes caused by the local ﬁelds described above are similar to those observed when the molecule is dissolved in a polar solvent. But there is a diﬀerence. In solvents the dipole and quadrapole generated by solvent molecules ﬂuctuate whereas in a zeolite these are stationary. A number of organic probes have been used to measure the micropolarity of a supercage. During the last decade several attempts have been made to estimate the micropolarity of a zeolite interior. The earliest such study due to Baretz and Turro utilized pyrene aldehyde as the probe (13). Although this investigation was complicated by excimer formation due to high loading levels, supercages were inferred to be polar. Yoon and Kochi, based on the estimated reduction potential of dioxygen in a zeolite supercage and on the charge transfer absorbance of MV2+ (I) complex within a supercage, concluded that the polarity in supercages of methylviologen (MV2+)-exchanged NaY zeolite is comparable to that of 50% aqueous acetonitrile (14). Dutta and Turbeville have suggested on the basis of the absorption behavior of salicylidenes, probes sensitive to hydrogen bonding media, that supercages of NaX and NaY zeolites exhibit polarity similar to that of polar hydroxylic solvents (15). Iu and Thomas using pyrene as the probe have reported that the supercages of X and Y zeolites are polar (16). Our group, in addition to conﬁrming the above observations, provided information on the micropolarity of the supercage of a number of alkali cation exchanged X and Y zeolites (17). Our studies indicated that the supercages of Li+, Na+, and K+ X and Y zeolites have polarities



Table 2



Field Variation as a Function of Cation and Si/Al Ratioa Field at indicated distance from site II cation (V/A˚)



Field at indicated distance from site III cation



Cation; Si/Al



1 A˚



1.75 A˚



2.5 A˚



1 A˚



1.75 A˚



2.5 A˚



Na, 1.0 Na, 1.4 Ca, 1.0 Ca, 1.4



1.8 2.3 6.09 6.41



0.43 0.98 2.68 3.04



0.096 0.6 1.34 1.63



3.07 3.45



1.11 1.61



0.43 0.88



a



Adapted from E Dempsey. Molecular Sieves. Society of Chemical Industry, London, 1968, p 293.
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somewhere between that of water and methanol and that of Rb+ and Cs+ X and Y are less polar. A report coming from the group of Bhattachrayya concluded that Na+ X zeolites are more polar than Na+ Y zeolites and the polarity of these two zeolites are similar to that of aqueous methanol mixture (18). Although all the above studies generally agree on the polar nature of zeolite, interior variations in zeolite preparation in these studies are reﬂected in the measured polarity. It has been reported that at atmospheric pressure water adsorbed within LiY, NaY, KY, RbY, and CsY can be completely removed only at 550jC, 370jC, 360jC, 220jC, and 210jC, respectively. In our experience water can be removed by either activating the zeolite at 500jC at atmospheric pressure or heating at f120jC in conjunction with evacuation at lower pressure (104 torr). Many of the reported polarities are for zeolites containing diﬀerent amounts of water. In addition, the conclusion that X zeolites are more polar than Y zeolites is not consistent with the general belief that the X zeolites possess less electric ﬁeld than Y zeolites. If, in fact, electric ﬁeld and micropolarity are manifestations of the presence of cations within a zeolite, one would expect Y zeolite to be more polar than X zeolite. Recently, we have employed Nile red (Scheme 1) as a polarity probe for zeolite interior (20). This dye has been well established to be a good polarity probe and correlations between the polarity parameter such as E(T)30 and the absorption maxima have been published. The absorption and emission maxima and excited singlet lifetime of Nile red depend on the polarity. As shown in Table 3, the emission maxima in zeolites are independent of the cation, suggesting that polarity of the zeolite interior is in a range in which the emission maximum of Nile red is not sensitive to polarity. On the other hand, the absorption maximum of Nile red shows a dependence on the cation and water content. A comparison of the absorption maxima observed in zeolite with those in various solvents clearly shows that with Nile red as a probe all monovalent cation–exchanged dry Y zeolites investigated in this study are more polar than water (ET(30) water = 63.1). For example, the reported absorption maximum in aqueous solution (593 nm) is at a shorter wavelength than the ones observed in M+ Y zeolites (602–623 nm). Based on the established relationship between ET(30) and absorption maxima of Nile red in various solvents, we can narrow the polarity values (ET(30)) for the cation-exchanged zeolites to be between 68 (Cs+) and 78 (Li+). Clearly the alkali cation-exchanged Y zeolites are more polar than water and the polarity depends on the cation (unlike in the case of wet zeolites). As per Nile red the polarity of X zeolites is slightly lower than Y zeolites. This becomes apparent when the absorption maxima are compared for the same cationexchanged X and Y zeolites. The spread in the absorption values in X zeolites (606– 619 nm) is smaller than in Y zeolites (602–623 nm). The conclusion that Y zeolites are more polar than the corresponding X zeolites is consistent with theoretical calculations which suggest that the electric ﬁeld in a Y zeolite is larger than in a X zeolite.



Scheme 1
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Table 3 Zeolites



Absorption and Fluorescence Properties of Nile Red in Dry



Zeolite



Wet



Abs. max



Em. max



Abs. max.



Em. max.



LiY NaY KY RbY CsY



623 615 611 607 602



664 666 666 670 667



608 600 593 595 595



667 667 666 667 667



LiX NaX KX RbX CsX



619 606 594 589 606



662 669 665 668 674



610 597 590 569 585



666 670 672 659 670



The contribution of the cation to the polarity is much higher in the absence than in the presence of water. The absorption maxima (596–600 nm in Y zeolites and 585–600 nm in X zeolites) in wet zeolites are very similar to that in water (593 nm). This suggests that the polarity of a wet zeolite is essentially that of water (or salt solution). Under wet conditions the contribution of a cation toward micropolarity is much less than in a dry zeolite. The water molecules by coordinating to cations eﬀectively shield the probe from the electrostatic ﬁeld eﬀects due to the cation. The changes observed with coadsorbed solvents can also be understood on the basis of interaction between the cation and the solvent molecules. In the presence of polar solvents such as methanol, tetrahydrofuran, and acetonitrile, the probes sense a lesser polarity. Although this is somewhat puzzling, it can be rationalized on the basis that the solvent molecules such as methanol, tetrahydrofuran, and acetonitrile coordinate to the charge-balancing cations (Na+). Such a complexation shields the probe molecule from interacting with the cations. We believe that if the solvent molecule can provide a better coordination with the cations than that of the probe molecule the latter will be pushed away from the cations. On the other hand, in the presence of nonpolar solvents the probe molecules move closer to the cations and thus sense higher polarity. Micropolarity reported by organic probes is only an average number and may not be an accurate representation of the polarity of the supercage. Due to nonuniform distribution of probe molecules within zeolites (see below) a distribution in micropolarity would be expected. Micropolarity of the environment monitored by the probe is expected to be dependent on the distance between the cations and the probe as the electric ﬁeld generated by cation, which is the major cause of the micropolarity, is expected to vary with distance (from cations) within zeolites. Therefore, one should view the knowledge gained through organic probes only as an approximate measure. B.



Brønsted and Lewis Acidity and Basicity



The molecular formula as written for X and Y zeolites, Mx(AlO2)x(SiO2)y, does not give any indication that they may possess reactive acid sites. However, it is well known that activated M2+X and M2+Y zeolites contain Brønsted acid sites (21–29). Also, it has been noted recently that Brønsted acidity of commonly used monovalent cation–exchanged
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zeolites can vary signiﬁcantly from source to source. Even the presence of very small numbers of acidic sites may act in a catalytic manner and complicate the desired chemistry. For example, we have found this to be the case in a number of oxidation reactions of oleﬁns within zeolites, where a small number of acid sites can alter the chemistry signiﬁcantly and result in a variety of unexpected products (resulting from the protonation of the oleﬁn) (30). Therefore, we believe that it is important to be aware of the acidic properties of zeolites. Below we provide a very brief introduction to the acidity of zeolites; for additional details, readers should consult the original literature. While discussing the acidity of zeolites one will have to consider the following: (a) the nature i.e., Brønsted or Lewis, (b) the location, (c) the number, and (d) the strength. Zeolites contain aluminol (Al–OH) and silanol groups (Si–OH) that could potentially show Brønsted acidity. The former is not acidic enough to be of any consequence. But the latter, when adjacent to a tricoordinated Al (Lewis acidic site), is established to be acidic. When not adjacent to a tricoordinated Al site, these are not acidic enough to be signiﬁcant. Therefore, in zeolites when one refers to Brønsted acidic sites, it is generally the bridging Si–O(H)---Al group. Brønsted acid sites, in alkali and alkaline earth cation–exchanged X and Y zeolites, are generated during the activation process. The role of the cation in this process has been established. According to one model, the electrostatic ﬁeld associated with the charge– balancing cation polarizes the adsorbed water molecule, resulting in the formation of acidic hydroxyl groups. This is represented in Scheme 2. A linear relationship between the number of acidic sites and the polarizing power of the cation has been established. As one would predict, a larger number of acidic sites are generated within alkaline earth cation– exchanged zeolites than in alkali cation–exchanged zeolites. Even within the alkaline earth cation–exchanged Y zeolites the number varies in the order expected: Mg2+> Ca2+> Sr2+ >>Ba2+. Although alkali-exchanged (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+) X and Y zeolites are thought to be nonacidic, we have found them to contain an extremely small number of Brønsted acidic sites, which could harm the expected chemistry by acting in a catalytic manner (30). Brønsted acidity (both number and strength) in X and Y zeolites have been probed by a number of techniques: UV-vis using various color indicators; infrared (IR) and Raman with probes such as pyridine, ammonia, and carbon monooxide; adsorption, and temperature-programmed desorption of probe molecules such as ammonia; MAS NMR and TRAPDOR NMR with alkylamines and trialkylphosphines as probes; photoelectron spectroscopy; and microcalorimetry (31–41). Readers should consult the literature for advantages and disadvantages as well as limitations of each technique. It is generally agreed that the acidic strength of a zeolite depends on a number of factors, chief among them being the Si/Al ratio of the zeolite framework, Si–O(H)–Al bond angle, and the cation. In eﬀect, all of the variables that will alter the electron density of oxygen and the polarizability OH bond in Si–O(H)–Al will inﬂuence the acidic strength. Since in a zeolite



Scheme 2
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not all Si–O(H)–Al bonds are expected to be under identical environments, a distribution of acidic strength has been noted. We have recently utilized MAS NMR and color indicator techniques to quantify the number of Brønsted acidic sites in M2+ and M+ X and Y zeolites (42,43). In the case of CaY, a concentration of approximately 16 Brønsted acid sites per unit cell (i.e., 2 per supercage) was determined by adsorbing trimethylphosphine molecules on the sample activated at 500jC. Only a small number (one per unit cell) of Brønsted acid sites were detected, when samples were carefully calcined in a vacuum at 400jC. No Lewis acidity was observed. These results establish that the number of Brønsted acidic sites present in CaY is dependent on the activation conditions and that M2+Y zeolites must be viewed with caution when used as media for photoreactions. Prompted by the success with CaY zeolites, we proceeded to investigate NaY zeolites with solid-state NMR. The basic probe molecules trimethylphosphine (TMP), dimethylamine, and methylamine were used to test both Brønsted and Lewis acidity in these materials. We could only infer from these studies that there must be less than one Brønsted acidic site per two unit cells. Although this technique failed to ascertain the presence of acid sites in M+ X and Y zeolites, the classical color indicator method (Scheme 3) showed that Y zeolites contain one acidic site per two unit cells (i.e., 1 per 16 supercages). The results clearly highlight the need to characterize a zeolite prior to use. Although extremely low levels of Brønsted acidity were detected, these levels are suﬃcient to alter the reaction pathways for a number of oleﬁnic systems. Zeolites also contain Lewis acid sites, the site that can accept or interact with a pair of electrons (44–49). These are the tricoordinated Al sites on the framework, the extra lattice (nonframework) Al sites, and the charge-compensating cations. The former two sites are generated when a zeolite is activated at higher temperatures (>650jC). As



Scheme 3
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compared to the Brønsted acid sites, the nature, number, and strength of Lewis acid sites are less well characterized. All of the framework oxygens in a zeolite are potential Lewis basic sites (50–53). Only the oxygens that acquire the highest negative charge have a true basic character. There are two types of oxygens: O3Si–O–SiO3 and O3Si–O–AlO3. Of these, the latter is most negative and therefore most basic. The oxygen acquires more negative charge in the latter because the Al to which it is bonded is negatively charged. Since the negatively charged framework AlO4interacts with a cation, the basicity of the oxygen would indirectly be inﬂuenced by the cation. The Lewis basic sites (oxygen lone pair) are indirectly associated with Lewis acid sites (cations), forming acid–base pairs. Thus stronger the acid (the cation), the weaker the conjugate base (oxygen). For a given Al content, whether the zeolite is going to behave as a Lewis acid or as a base will be controlled by the cation. Strongly acidic cation such as Li and Na will make the zeolite behave as an acid. Under such conditions, the charge on the Si–O– Al oxygen is low. The zeolite shows basic properties when the cation is less acidic (or has low electronegativity, e.g., Rb+, Cs+). From the above presentation it should be clear that zeolite cavities are not inert and one must be careful in analyzing photochemical results taking into consideration potential complications that might arise from acidic and basic sites. In addition to these sites, hydrogen bonding with framework oxygen and silanol groups and interaction with cations should also be considered. IV.



LOCATION OF GUESTS IN ZEOLITES



A.



Site of Location Is Controlled by Cation–Organic Interaction



There are several aspects to guest location within a zeolite. First, one should know its location before excitation; second, during its stay on an excited surface. Information concerning the latter can only be obtained through photophysical probes. Since all guest molecules exert some motion within the channels/cages/cavities of zeolites, and since single crystals of zeolites are rare, routine X-ray structural characterization of a guest–zeolite complex is not common. However, based on other techniques, considerable literature exists on the characterization of the location of guest molecules within zeolites. Most of these studies are concerned with small molecules such as benzene, substituted benzene, and pyridine. A brief summary of conclusions reached so far with these molecules is helpful to predict the possible location of a guest molecule. The location of benzene on X- and Y-type zeolites alone has been probed by several techniques: IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, UV diﬀuse reﬂectance spectroscopy, NMR spectroscopy, neutron diﬀraction, small-angle neutron scattering, adsorption techniques, and quantum chemical calculations (54–103). These studies have shown that at high loadings there are three distinct types of benzene molecules, located in the supercages—one at the cation site (site II or III), one at the 12-ring window site, and the other corresponding to benzene clusters in the cage. At low loading levels the clustering can be avoided and the distribution between the window and the cation sites can also be controlled by the loading level and by the nature of the cation. Direct evidence for the location of benzene, xylenes, mesitylene, meta-dinitrobenzene, and pyridine within NaY comes from either powder neutron diﬀraction studies carried out at low temperatures15 kcal/mol) and to



Fig. 14 Phosphorescence spectra of 5-dodecanone included in NaY, CsY, and TlY. Emission recorded at 77 K. Note the enhancement in phosphorescence intensity with the heavier cation.
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the nk* character of the excited states involved in ISC. Surprisingly, a number of azo compounds that are reported to show no phosphorescence in organic glass showed phosphorescence at 77 K within a TlY zeolite (124). One such example is provided in Fig. 15. B.



Radical Cations



Radical cations play an important role in photoinduced electron transfer chemistry. Although spectral characterization of radical ions by time-resolved laser spectroscopy is possible, characterization by electron spin resonance (ESR) requires suﬃciently longlived radical ions. This is generally achieved by generating the radical ions within a solvent matrix (inert freon matrix) at low temperatures. Even in this matrix they have a relatively short lifetime (seconds). Silica gel, silica-alumina, and Vycor glass have been explored as possible media to stabilize radical cations. During the last decade zeolites have emerged as a possible alternative to freon matrix to stabilize radical cations (125). In this matrix radical cations have extended lifetimes (hours to months). We serendipitously came across a phenomenon in which the radical ions generated spontaneously within a ZSM zeolite have lifetimes of the order of months (126–129). When activated Na-ZSM-5 (Si/Al=22) was stirred with a,N-diphenylpolyenes (trans-stilbene, diphenylbutadiene, diphenylhexatriene, diphenyloctatetraene, diphenyldecapentene, and diphenyldodecahexaene) in 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, the initially white zeolite and colorless to pale yellow oleﬁns were transformed into highly colored solid



Fig. 15 Emission and excitation spectra of diazo-(2,3)-bicycloheptane included in TlY, recorded at 77 K. Insert shows the diﬀuse reﬂectance absorption spectrum. The emission on the right is assigned to be phosphorescence. The longest wavelength band in the excitation spectrum is believed to be S0 to T1 transition.
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complexes within a few minutes. All of the samples exhibited intense ESR signals with g values of 2.0028. Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of these powders (Fig. 16) are identical to the spectra of the radical cations of a,N-diphenylpolyenes reported in the literature. Diﬀuse reﬂectance and ESR results favor the conclusion that the colored species formed upon inclusion of a,N-diphenylpolyenes in Na-ZSM-5 are radical cations. The colored a,Ndiphenylpolyene radical cations generated in the channels of Na-ZSM-5 were found to be unusually stable; even after several weeks of storage at ambient temperature in air, the colors persisted and the peak positions of the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra remained unchanged. This is to be contrasted with their short lifetimes in solution (microseconds) and in solid matrices (seconds). The remarkable stability of these radical cations in NaZSM-5 derives from the tight ﬁt of the rod-shaped molecules in the narrow zeolite channels; the k orbitals are protected from external reagents by the phenyl rings which ﬁt tightly in the channels at both ends of the radical. We have been able to generate radical cations of thiophenes as well. When activated Na-ZSM-5 (Si/Al=22) was loaded with terthiophene a deep red–purple complex was obtained. Comparison of the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of the above deep red-purple complex with ﬂash photolysis results where the terthiophene cation radical is generated as a transient in solution shows excellent agreement. As expected for a simple cation radical, an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum for the above complex was observed although no hyperﬁne structure was resolved. The results obtained for terthiophene included in Na-ZSM-5 are not unique. The same type of one-electron oxidation reaction for bithiophene and quarterthiophene included in ZSM-5 was observed



Fig. 16 Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of diphenylpolyenes included in Na-ZSM-5. All spectra seen here correspond to the radical cations of the oleﬁns.
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(Fig. 17). The stability of the cation radicals, which exist only as reactive intermediates in solution, is much higher in the zeolite channels; we have stored samples of the terthiophene cation radicals for months without any signiﬁcant degradation even in the presence of air and water. Generation of radical cations of thiaanthrene, biphenyl, para-propylanisole, dithianes, and disulﬁdes has been reported in the literature. The ability to generate and stabilize radical cations of polyenes has helped us to handle them as routine chemicals rather than as intermediates. For example, we have recorded the emission spectra of radical cations of a,N-diphenylpolyenes as one would record that of parent a,N-diphenylpolyenes (Fig. 18). C.



Carbocations



One can generate and stabilize select carbocations within a zeolite (130–137). Although this method is less general than the ones described above for triplets and radical cations, it can be useful in certain cases. A few examples are highlighted below. The best choice of zeolite for generation of carbocations is CaY. When activated CaY was added to a solution of 4-vinylanisole in hexane, the zeolite developed a vibrant red–violet color. The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of the solid zeolite sample presented in Fig. 19 consists of two broad absorptions centered at 340 and 580 nm. We attribute the absorption at f340 nm to the carbocation 4-methoxyphenylethyl cation (see insert in Fig. 19). The absorption spectrum for 4-methoxyphenylethyl cation has been reported in solution and coincides remarkably well with the absorption maximum observed in zeolite. While 4-methoxyphenylethyl cation in solution lasts for only a few microseconds, in a zeolite it is stable for a few days.



Fig. 17 Radical cation formation of thiophene oligomers upon inclusion in Na-ZSM-5. Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of radical cations recorded at room temperature.
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Fig. 18 The emission spectra of the radical cations 1,6-diphenylhexatriene and 1,8-diphenyloctatetraene included in Na-ZSM-5.



Fig. 19 The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of the monomer and dimer cations of vinyl anisole included in CaY. The structures of the cations are shown. The monomer cation can be selectively washed away leaving the dimer cation in the zeolite.
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Fig. 20 The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of the monomer and dimer cations of 1,1-diphenylethylene included in Ca2+Y. The structures of the cations are shown. The monomer cation can be selectively washed away leaving the dimer cation in the zeolite. The exact structure of the dimer cations remains unresolved.



Fig. 21 Fluorescence emission spectra of monomer and dimer carbocations of 1,1-dianisylethylene included in Ca2+Y recorded at room temperature. The structures of carbocations are shown. The exact structure of the dimer cations remains unresolved.
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The behavior of diphenylethylene is similar to that of vinyl anisole. When activated CaY was added to a hexane solution of 1,1-diphenylethylene, the zeolite-hexane slurry turned yellow and then green and remained green for several days. The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra displayed in Fig. 20 for 1,1-diphenylethylene-Ca Y consist of two distinct maxima (one below 500 nm and the other above 600 nm). The absorption at 428 nm is attributed to diphenylmethyl cation (see insert in Fig. 20). This is consistent with the literature assignment for such a species. Once again the cation has a few microseconds lifetime in solution whereas in a zeolite it is stable for days. The cation generation is spontaneous. Simple stirring in hexane or grinding of zeolite with the oleﬁn results in stable carbocation which require no special precaution for stabilization. The monomer cations of vinyl anisole and diphenylethylene were found to slowly dimerize to a small amount of dimeric cations which lasts for months. The structures of the dimeric cations are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. The structure of the dimer cation from 1,1-diphenylethylene has not been conclusively established. What is important to note is that one can generate long-lived carbocations within a zeolite. The unusual ability to stabilize certain carbocations within zeolites has allowed us to handle them as ‘‘normal’’ laboratory chemicals. For example, we have been able to record emission from several of these cations. One such example is provided in Fig. 21. VI.



ZEOLITE AS A REACTION MEDIUM: IMPORTANCE OF SHAPE AND SIZE OF REACTION CAVITY AND ROLE OF FREE VOLUME



The degree of tolerance of the ‘‘reaction cavity’’ to the distortions that accompany a reaction is expected to play an important role in the extent of selectivity obtained. Organic solvents have served as a medium for reactions for over a century. Very little selectivity is obtained in this medium as it totally responds to the shape changes that occur in a reaction cavity as the reaction proceeds. On the other hand, organic crystals that do not tolerate any shape changes do not serve as a medium for a large number of reactions although selectivity in a few cases where it serves as a medium is impressively high. In order to generalize the use of organized structures as a medium for photoreactions, one has to establish the connection between the selectivity and the features (size and texture) of the reaction cavity (Fig. 2). In this section we explore the relationship between the selectivity in a photoreaction and the free volume present within a reaction cavity. The Norrish type II reaction of ketones has been extensively investigated and the mechanistic details are fairly well understood (138). The triplet 1,4-biradical, the primary product of g-hydrogen abstraction, is generated in the skew form and transforms to the transoid and cisoid conformers via a rotation of the central j bond (Scheme 6). As illustrated in Scheme 6, these cisoid and transoid conformers undergo further reaction to yield cyclobutanol, oleﬁn, and enol as ﬁnal products. While the cisoid conformer reacts via both elimination and cyclization processes, the transoid conformer undergoes only elimination. The skew diradical can also directly give rise to products via elimination and cyclization processes. This is determined by how easily the required orbital overlap can be attained and by how readily the accompanying atomic motions can be tolerated by the medium and by the molecular architecture. The stereochemistry of the cyclobutanols (cis and trans) is determined by the population and decay of the two cisoid biradicals depicted in Scheme 6. One can understand the inﬂuence of the ‘‘microenvironment’’ on the type II cyclization and elimination ratio (C/E) and on the trans/cis cyclobutanol ratio on the basis of the medium eﬀect on the equilibrium distribution and decay of the cisoid and transoid 1,4-biradical conformers.
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Scheme 6



Photolysis of aryl akyl ketones such as valerophenone, octanophenone, and other higher analogs included in pentasil zeolites (ZSM-5 and ZSM-11) give via the Norrish type II process only elimination products, although both cyclization and elimination products are obtained in faujasites and in isotropic solution media (Table 4) (140,141). The fact that the type II reaction is observed in ZSM-5 indicates that the smaller reaction cavity (f5.5 A˚ diam.) hinders but does not completely prevent the attainment of the required geometry for hydrogen abstraction by the triplet ketone. The preference for elimination process in pentasils can be understood on the basis that the relatively large motions required for the conversion of the skew biradical to cyclobutanols either directly or via the cisoid biradicals are not tolerated by the narrow channels of pentasils (Scheme 7). Such a model would



Table 4 Elimination (Oleﬁn and Alkanone of Shorter Chain Length) to Cyclization (cis- and transCyclobutanols) Product Ratio upon Photolysis of Aryl Alkyl Ketones and Alkanones in Zeolites S. no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Alkanones



Hexane



NaX



NaY



Valerophenone Octanophenone Dodecanophenone Tetradecanophenone 2-Tridecanone 4-Tridecanone 6-Tridecanone 4-Tetradecanone 5-Decanone



2.8 1.8 1.8 3.5 2.8 1.9 1.6 1.9 1.3



1.2 0.9 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.4 1.0



1.1 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8
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ZSM-5



ZSM-11



Only Only Only Only 4.3 4.0 2.7 3.3 3.0



Only Only Only Only 4.5 4.1 3.2 4.1 3.5



E E E E



E E E E



Scheme 7



predict that the size of the channel relative to the reactant will play a crucial role in product selectivity. Results on alkanones validate the above prediction. A number of alkanones where the bulky phenyl group in aryl alkyl ketone is replaced by a long alkyl chain were irradiated in hexane, as included in faujasites (NaX and NaY) and in pentasils (ZSM-5 and ZSM-11). In all cases both fragmentation (oleﬁn and alkanone of shorter chain length) and cyclization products (cis- and trans-cyclobutanols) from the initial 1,4-biradical are obtained. The results presented for alkanones in Table 4 contrast sharply with those of aryl alkyl ketones. The formation of cyclobutanols from alkanones clearly is a reﬂection of the relative cavity size with respect to the reactant. In the narrow channels of pentasils, aryl alkyl ketones (df5.5 A˚) are expected to be held tightly with little space around the reaction centers. On the other hand, alkanones (df4 A˚) when placed in the channels of pentasils will leave some space around them. This vacant space would be suﬃcient to permit the motions required for the formation of the cisoid biradical (and cyclobutanol) from the primary skew 1,4-biradical (Scheme 6). Most interesting results come from the selectivity seen between the cis- and the transcyclobutanols in the channels of pentasils (Table 5) (142). Both trans- and cis-cyclobutanols are obtained from all 14 alkanones when they are irradiated in hexane, NaX, and NaY, with the ratio diﬀering slightly among the three media. However, in pentasils the ratio of trans- to cis-cyclobutanols, depending on the alkanone, diﬀered dramatically from those in the above three media. trans-Cyclobutanol was preferentially obtained in the case of 4-
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Table 5 Trans to cis-Cyclobutanol Ratio upon Irradiation of Alkanones in Zeolites S. no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



Alkanones



Hexane



NaX



NaY



ZSM-5



ZSM-11



4-Nonanone 4-Undecanone 4-Dodecanone 4-Tridecanone 4-Tetradecanone 4-Decanone 3-Decanone 2-Decanone 3-Octanone 4-Octanone 2-Octanone 2-Heptanone 3-Heptanone 2-Hexanone



1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.7 1.5 1.5



0.6 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8



1.3 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.3



60 60 65 70 72 60 16 6.0 20 15 8.0 3.8 2.8 2.4



60 60 70 68 66 60 14 6.5 18 18 7.1 4.1 2.6 2.7



alkanones (Table 5, S. nos. 1–5). The ratio of trans to cis over 50 corresponds to less than 2% of the cis isomer. Such a preference for the trans-cyclobutanol in the channels of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 is believed to result from the diﬀerences in size and shape of the two isomers and their biradical precursors. Between the trans- and the cis-cyclobutanol and their precursor biradicals, the cis isomer and its precursor 1,4-biradical possess shape and size that are relatively large to ﬁt into the channels. Consequently, the trans-cyclobutanol is favored. On the basis of the above argument, one would expect the alkanones, in which the trans- and the cis-cyclobutanols have closely similar shape and size, to yield ciscyclobutanol along with the trans isomer. This is certainly the case. Alkanones such as hexanone, heptanones, and octanones (Table 5, S. nos. 9–14) give both trans- and ciscyclobutanols. It is of interest to note that there is a correlation between the size or length of the alkyl chain and the selectivity: octanone > heptanone > hexanone. Such a trend is also seen with 2-, 3-, and 4-substituted decanones (Table 5, S. nos. 6–8). When the carbonyl substitution is moved along the chain (2-, 3- and 4-positions) one generates a ciscyclobutanol of increasing bulkiness. The fact that the selectivity for the trans isomer increases with the bulkiness of the cis-cyclobutanol (from 2- to 3- to 4-decanones) further conﬁrms our model that relative size of the reactant to the reaction cavity is an important parameter to be considered. The importance of free volume and the size of the reaction cavity on photoreactions is further probed by examining the geometrical isomerization of oleﬁns, a volume demanding photoreaction, in the cages/channels of zeolites (143). While both cis- and trans-stilbene can be included in faujasites, only the latter was accommodated by pentasils. A similar diﬀerence in inclusion was noted between trans,trans- and trans,cis-1,4-diphenylbutadienes. This is not surprising considering the channel size of pentasils and the molecular size and shape of the cis isomers. Selectivity in inclusion is also reﬂected in the photobehavior of the included polyenes (Schemes 8 and 9). Direct excitation of the trans-stilbene and all-trans diphenylbutadiene incorporated in pentasils resulted in no change, suggesting that their inclusion in pentasils fully arrested the rotation of ‘‘k’’ bonds (Scheme 10). However, both the trans and the cis isomers underwent geometrical isomerization inside the supercages of faujasites (Schemes 8 and 9).
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Scheme 8



Scheme 9
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Scheme 10



Turro and coworkers have provided several examples related to dibenzylketones wherein the cations have signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the reaction (144). In all of these cases the variation is attributed solely to variation in the free volume of the supercage with respect to the cation. Three examples provided from our own studies illustrate the importance of the size of the cation (present within a cage along with the organic guest molecule) on the product distribution. Product distribution obtained upon photolysis of benzoin alkyl ethers, a-alkyldeoxybenzoins, and a-alkyldibenzylketones is dependent on the cation as summarized in Tables 6 and 7 with one example from each class (Schemes 11 and 12) (145,146). In solution the termination process of the benzyl radicals derived from a-alkyldibenzylketones consists only of the coupling between the two benzylic radicals and results in diphenylalkanes AA, AB, and BB in a statistical ratio of 1:2:1. Structure of products and a mechanism for the formation of these products are shown in Scheme 12. Within supercages, on the other hand, termination proceeds by both coupling and disproportionation (Table 7). A schematic diagram for the termination processes between the benzylic radicals is shown in Scheme 13. The preference for disproportionation in the supercage has been interpreted as follows: The association between benzylic radicals, which would favor coupling, would be prohibited inside the cavity, especially in the presence of large cations, because of the reduction in free volume. Furthermore, more drastic overall motion would be required to bring benzylic radicals together for head-to-head coupling than to move an alkyl group so that one of its methylene hydrogens would be in a position for abstraction by the benzylic carbon radical. It is logical to expect the radical pair to prefer the pathway of ‘‘least volume and motion’’ when the free space around it is small. Thus, as smaller cations are replaced with larger ones and as shorter alkyl chains are
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Table 6 Product Distribution upon Photolysis of Benzoin Methyl Ether and a-Propyldeoxybenzoin Within Zeolitesa Type I products



Type II products



Medium



Benzil/Pinacol ether



Rearrangement product



Deoxybenzoin



Cyclobutanol



Benzene LiX NaX KX RbX CsX



26:/67 3 4 7 5 8



Benzoin methyl ether 1.0 77 72 48 46 34



1 13 10 14 18 17



7 8 14 18 22 31



Benzene LiX NaX KX RbX CsX



5:/24 — — — — —



a-Propyldeoxybenzoin — 95 88 48 32 21



54 4 5 31 22 27



17 1 7 21 45 42



a



See Scheme 11 for structure of products.



replaced with longer ones, one would indeed expect enhanced yields of oleﬁns as observed in the reported study. The above conclusion is also supported by the pathways undertaken by the primary triplet radical pair (Schemes 11 and 12) generated by the a cleavage of the a-alkyldibenzylketones and a-alkylbenzoin ethers and deoxybenzoins. Perusal of Tables 6 and 7 reveals that while the rearrangement takes place in all cation-exchanged X and Y zeolites, the yield of the rearrangement product varies depending on the cation. The yield decreases as the cation present in the supercage is changed from Li+ to Cs+. Such a trend is attributed to the decrease in the free space within the supercage. As the available free space inside the supercage is decreased by the increase in the size of the cation, the translational and rotational motions required for the rearrangement process become increasingly hindered (Scheme 14). Under these conditions, competing paths, such as coupling to yield the starting ketone and decarbonylation, both of which require less motion, dominate.



Table 7 Product Distribution upon Photolysis of a-Hexyl Dibenzyl Ketone Within Zeolitesa Medium LiX NaX KX RbX CsX a



Oleﬁn



(AB)



Rearrangement product



39 19 23 38 60



17 18 29 23 15



37 57 36 29 22



See Scheme 12 for structures.
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Scheme 11



Examination of Table 6 reveals that in the case of a-methylbenzoin ether as well as in a-propyldeoxybenzoin the C/E ratio, i.e., the ratio of the yield of cyclobutanol, the cyclization (C) product, to that of deoxybenzoin, the elimination product (E) resulting from the 1,4-biradical derived via the Norrish type II g-hydrogen abstraction process, depends on the cation present in the supercage. Also, the C/E ratio increases as smaller cations are replaced with the larger ones; i.e., C/E increases from Li+ to Cs+. The above dependence of the product distribution on the cation can be understood on the basis of the well-understood mechanism of the type II reaction. The enhancement of cyclization within the supercages of X and Y zeolites in the presence of larger cations is believed to reﬂect the rotational restriction brought on the skewed-transoid-cisoid 1,4-biradical interconversion. As the cation size increases, the 1,4 biradical is forced to adopt a compact geometry due to reduction in the available supercage free volume. Thus, the skewed 1,4 diradical ﬁrst



Scheme 12
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Scheme 13



Role of cation size on photofragmentation: radical coupling vs. disproportionation.



Scheme 14
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formed would be encouraged to relax to the cisoid rather than to the transoid conformer. Severe constraints would be imposed by the supercage on the cisoid-transoid interconversion and the barrier for the cisoid-to-transoid conversion would be accentuated. These factors are expected to enhance the yield of cyclobutanol. VII.



ZEOLITE AS A REACTION MEDIUM: ROLE OF CATIONS



In this section we discuss how a ‘‘small’’ (light) cation inﬂuences the photoprocesses of an organic guest molecule included within a zeolite. Small cations generate high electric ﬁeld, polarize the electron distribution of a molecule by electrostatically interacting with the nonbonding and/or k electrons of guest molecules, and provide a high micropolarity. A.



State Switching in Carbonyl Compounds: Role of Cation–Carbonyl Interaction



Cation- and zeolite-dependent excited state chemistry of several carbonyl compounds we believe has its origin on the ﬁeld within a zeolite (147–150). For example, photolysis of several alkylphenyl ketones in benzene (Scheme 15) and as complexes of zeolite MX and MY (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) gave products resulting from both Norrish type I and type II processes (Scheme 16). The yield of benzaldehyde, a product of the Norrish type I process, is enhanced signiﬁcantly within zeolites with respect to benzene. Cycloalkanones which normally do not undergo type I reaction in solution, upon irradiation in MY zeolites, yield products resulting from type I process as major products (Scheme 17). The



Scheme 15



Eﬀect of zeolite on conformational mobility and its consequence on Type I and Type II reactivity arylalkyl ketones with Turro and Saton. Type I products obtained in higher yield within zeolites.
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Scheme 16 A competition between Type I and Type II reactions of ketones. Type II slowed due to adsorption on the surface of zeolite and in reaction with the cation.



Scheme 17
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A strategy to enhance Type I activity at the expense of Type II.



relative yield of type I to type II products depends on the cation; smaller cations such as Li+ and Na+ have larger inﬂuence. The above alteration in the chemistry can be understood on the basis that the cation interacts with the lone-pair electrons of the carbonyl chromophore and thus inﬂuences the energetics of the nk* and kk* excited states. Greater contribution of kk* character to the reactive excited state will reduce the hydrogen abstraction rate. Under such conditions, normally less dominant a-cleavage reaction can compete and give products from this process. We have noticed that one can control the reactivity of steroidal enones within zeolites (151–153). We believe that the observed eﬀects could be the result of the ﬁeld generated by cations present in zeolites. Results on one steroid are presented below. In isotropic solution, androstenedione has been established to react mainly from the cyclopentanone D ring. As illustrated in Scheme 18, epimerization to yield 13a-androstenedione is the major reaction in most solvents; only in 2-propanol reduction of the cyclohexenone A ring is able to compete with the epimerization process. Irradiation of androstenedione included in NaY gave only reduction product (Scheme 18); careful analysis at the initial stages of irradiation did not show the presence of the epimer. While this molecule reacts only from the cyclopentanone D ring in hexane, no products due to reactions from the D ring are seen when it is included in NaY. This, we believe, is a reﬂection of the lowering of the energetics of the enone chromophore well below that of the cyclopentanone D ring. We suggest that lowering of the kk* excited state of the A ring is responsible for the changes in reactivity of androstenedione included in NaY. Observed b selectivity during the reduction of the enone C= =C bond can also be rationalized on the basis of changes in the characteristics of lowest excited state. Chan and Schuster have established in the case of 4a-methyl-



Scheme 18
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4,4a,9,10-terahydro-2(3H)phenanthrone a molecule closely analogous to the systems investigated here such that reduction occurs stereospeciﬁcally from kk* excited triplet to yield a cis-fused bicyclic ketone. This would correspond to b addition in our examples. Based on this analogy, one would suggest that changes in the characteristics of the lowest excited triplet state of the enone chromophore discussed above are responsible for the observed selectivity. Triplet sensitization of 3-methyl-3-(1-cyclopentenyl)butan-2-one, 3, yields the 1,3acyl migration product 4 from the nk* triplet (and nk* singlet) and the oxa-di-k-methane product 5 from the kk* triplet (Scheme 19). Triplet sensitization of 3 by 4V-methoxyacetophenone in hexane gave exclusively the product from the nk* triplet, 4. However, in polar solvents, such as methanol and acetonitrile, a mixture of 4 and 5 was obtained (Scheme 19). The oxa-di-k-methane product 3 was obtained in higher yield within zeolite than in nonpolar hexane or in other polar solvents used in this investigation. The selectivity in favor of the kk* triplet product observed in zeolites is unmatched in any organic solvent, attesting to the uniqueness of zeolites. The above strategy of controlling product distributions by inclusion in a zeolite also worked with 4-methyl-4-phenyl-2-cyclohexenone 6. As shown in Scheme 20, of the several products (7–11) that this molecule gives upon excitation, 7 and 8 have been established to arise from the nk* triplet and products 9–11 from the kk* triplet. The ratio of the two sets of products [(9+10+11)/(7+8)] has been reported to depend on solvent polarity (Scheme 20). Similar to enone 3, in nonpolar hydrocarbon solvent, products from the nk* triplet alone were obtained suggesting that the lowest triplet is of nk* in character and the second kk* triplet is not close enough to establish an equilibrium and react. With increasing polarity, the two states apparently are brought closer in energy such that products from both states are formed (Scheme 20). Consistent with the behavior of enone 3, direct irradiation of 6 included within MY and MX zeolites gave higher yields of products 9–11 derived from the kk* triplet (Scheme 20) than in nonpolar benzene (0%) or moderately polar acetonitrile (42%). In LiY the combined yield of [(9+10+11)] was >85%, even higher than in 30% water–methanol mixture (75%). The results obtained in Y-Sil and MCM–41 (25% of [(9+10+11)]), zeolites with no cations, reveal the key role of cations in enhancing the yield of kk* triplet products.



Scheme 19
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Scheme 20



We believe that the cations present in zeolites play a direct role in the above state switching. This conclusion is supported by computational studies carried out with enones. The binding energies for Li+ to formaldehyde and acetone have been experimentally measured to be f36 and 45 kcal mol1, respectively. Although the corresponding data for enones are not available, the values are likely to be in the same range. At the MP2/6-31G* level, we computed the binding energies of Li+ to cyclopentenone and cyclohexenone to be 54 and 54.5 kcal mol1, respectively (for reference, the corresponding value for acetone is computed to be 48 kcal mol1). Although the strength of interaction is likely to be reduced due to the presence of oxyanionic counterions, enones adsorbed within a zeolite are expected to be bound to M+ ions. We therefore probed the eﬀect of metal complexation on the orbital and excitation energies of the model systems, cyclopentenone and cyclohexenone, along with acetone for comparison. As in earlier studies on simple carbonyl compounds, the Li+ ion is computed to be aligned nearly collinear with the C= =O bond, suggesting a primarily ion–dipolar electrostatic interaction between the metal ion and the enone (Fig. 22). While the nature and relative coeﬃcients of the MOs are not altered in any signiﬁcant manner, all of the MOs are shifted to lower energies through coordination. The key MOs of importance in the present context are the p-type n orbital on the carbonyl oxygen, the ﬁlled k (higher lying k2 for the enones), and the vacant k* orbitals (shown in Fig. 22 for cyclopentenone). The n orbital is stabilized by Li+ complexation to a greater extent than the k MO in the model enones (Table 8), suggesting that the nk* triplet will be relatively shifted to higher energy due to cation binding. The CIS(D)/6-31+G* calculations conﬁrm that the nk* triplet is the lowest energy triplet in the three model systems (Table 8). While this is expected for acetone on the basis of orbital energies, the trend prevails in the enones in spite of the fact that the n orbital is below the k2 HOMO. More signiﬁcant in the present context is the eﬀect of Li+ coordination on the energies of the triplet states. While the nk* triplet is clearly shifted to higher energy, the kk* triplet is marginally stabilized in the enones. The lower energy triplet is now calculated to be the kk* state. The switch in the ordering of the triplet states and their relative energies are both qualitatively consistent with the observed product selectivities in photoreactions of enones in zeolites.
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Fig. 22 Schematic representations of (from right to left) n, k2 and k* orbitals of cyclopentenone (top) and cyclopentenone–Li+ complex.



Consistent with the above speculations the emission spectra of acetophenones within NaY correspond to that of a kk* triplet state (154). Acetophenone in both the singlet and triplet manifolds possesses close-lying nk* and kk* excited states. Both in polar and nonpolar solvents nk* triplet is the lowest excited state (Fig. 23). We illustrate here that the inﬂuence of cations on the ordering of excited state can be easily inferred from the emission spectrum of the adsorbed ketone. Acetophenone, para-ﬂuoroacetophenone, and Table 8 Ground State Orbital Energies (HF/6-31G*) and Energies of Triplet States Relative to the Ground State (CIS(D)/6-31+G*) for Carbonyl Compounds and Their Li+ Complexes Triplet energy (eV)a



Orbital energy (eV) Molecule/ion Acetone Acetone + Li+ Cyclopentenone Cyclopentenone + Li+ Cyclohexenone Cyclohexenone + Li+ a



k



n



k*



13.03 18.45 10.21 14.31 10.08 14.03



11.19 16.67 10.86 15.99 10.90 15.74



4.28 2.08 2.93 1.99 2.80 2.02



n-k* 4.04 4.51 3.69 4.35 3.50 4.15



(4.41) (5.16) (4.33) (5.29) (4.13) (5.11)



Results obtained at CIS/6-31+G* level (without doubles corrections) are given in parentheses.
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k-k* 6.28 6.63 4.23 4.10 4.05 3.84



(5.19) (6.38) (3.36) (3.43) (3.17) (3.19)



Fig. 23 The emission spectra of acetophenone: (top) in methylcyclohexane (MCH) and methanolethanol mixture (MEET) at 77K; (bottom) in NaY and CsY.
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para-methoxyacetophenone are chosen as examples. Based on the knowledge that a highly polar medium would be expected to increase the energy of the nk* state and lower the energy of the kk* state, one would predict that the lowest excited state of acetophenone and para-ﬂuoroacetophenone could be altered within a zeolite whereas that of paramethoxyacetophenone will remain to be kk* state in all solvents and in zeolites. Indeed, the phosphorescence emission of para-methoxyacetophenone in NaY and CsY was structureless, characteristic of the kk* state (Fig. 24). On the other hand, the structural resolution of the phosphorescence emission from acetophenone was dependent on the cation. In NaY the emission was structureless, typical of kk* emission, and in CsY it was structured similarly to that in methanol–ethanol mixture (Fig. 23). Observations made with para-ﬂuoroacetophenone were similar. Based on the appearance of the phosphorescence spectra we believe that both acetophenone and para-ﬂuoroacetophenone possess kk* excited states within NaY and nk* state within CsY. Considering that these two ketones have nk* state as their lowest excited triplet in the most polar solvent mixture, methanol–ethanol, the ability to switch the states within a zeolite using cations is novel and important. B.



Selectivity During Singlet Oxygen–Mediated Oxidation of Olefins: Role of Cation–Olefin p Interaction



Singlet oxygen is known to react with electron-rich oleﬁns via a 2+2 addition (155). When the oleﬁn contains allylic hydrogen atoms, however, the ‘‘ene reaction’’ is the dominant pathway. Oleﬁns with more than one distinct allylic hydrogen yield several hydroperoxides (Scheme 21) (156). With a zeolite medium high selectivity during the singlet oxygen ene reaction has been achieved. Monomeric thionin is a useful sensitizer for the generation of singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen, generated using thionin included in a zeolite, is capable of undergoing an ene reaction with typical oleﬁns such as 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene and 2-methyl-4,4-dimethyl-2pentene. The product distribution observed with 1,2-dimethylcyclohexene suggests that the hydroperoxides so obtained are not the result of reaction with ground-state triplet oxygen (Scheme 22) (157). These observations conﬁrm that one can generate a reactive singlet oxygen within the conﬁnes of a zeolite (158–160). A number of oleﬁns of structure similar to 1-methyl-2-pentene were examined. These oleﬁns contain two distinct allylic hydrogen atoms and, in an isotropic solution, yield two hydroperoxides with no appreciable selectivity (Scheme 23). Within NaY, a single hydroperoxide is preferentially obtained. Similar selectivity was also observed with related oleﬁns such as the 1-methyl-4-aryl-2-butenes, and even more impressive results were obtained with 1-methylcycloalkenes (Scheme 24). These alkenes yield three hydroperoxides in solution with the hydroperoxide resulting from abstraction of the methyl hydrogens formed in the lowest yield. Surprisingly, the minor isomer in solution was obtained in larger amounts within the zeolite. Thus, the selectivity is a characteristic of hydroperoxidation of oleﬁns within zeolites. Product hydroperoxides were isolated in about 75% yield. The above selectivity is attributed to the polarization of the oleﬁn by the interacting cation. As shown in Fig. 25, when the oleﬁn is asymmetrical, the interacting cation will be able to polarize the oleﬁn in such a way that the carbon with greater numbers of alkyl substituent will bear a partial positive charge (y+). Singlet oxygen being electrophilic is expected to attack the electron-rich carbon (y), the one with fewer substituents, and lead to an ene reaction in which the hydrogen abstraction will occur selectively from the alkyl group connected to the carbon bearing y+. Polarization within a zeolite of molecules such
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Fig. 24 The emission spectra of para-methoxyacetophenone: (top) in methylcyclohexane (MCH) and methanol-ethanol mixture (MEET) at 77 K; (bottom) in NaY and CsY.
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Scheme 21



as pyrene, NO, and oleﬁn-oxygen have been previously reported. In our system, the extent of polarizability will depend on the charge density of the cation. Smaller cations such as Li+ would be expected to polarize the oleﬁn more than larger cation such as Cs+. As per this model, selectivity is expected to decrease from Li+ to Cs+. Consistent with both the above two models, observed selectivity decreases with the size of the cation (Scheme 25; Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+). The above models assume that there is an interaction between the cation and the oleﬁn and that the interaction energy decreases with the size of the cation. Abinitio quantum mechanical calculations performed with several oleﬁns clearly show a decreasing trend in the binding energy between the cation and the oleﬁn, with the smaller cations



Scheme 22
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Scheme 23



Scheme 24



Fig. 25 The k HOMO of 2-methyl-2-butene (left) and its Li+ complex (right) calculated at the HF/ 6-31G** level.
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Scheme 25



binding more strongly. Although at present we have no direct evidence for interaction between cations and oleﬁns, such interactions in the case of aromatics via absorption, emission, and solid-state NMR studies have been established. C.



Cation Interactions Restrict the Mobility of Reactants and Intermediates: Cation–Aromatic p Interaction



Photo-Fries rearrangement of phenylacetate and photo-Claisen rearrangement of allylphenyl ether yield ortho-hydroxy and para-hydroxy isomers as products (Schemes 26 and 27) (161). In solution, independent of the polarity of the medium, one obtains a mixture. On the other hand, zeolite once again comes in handy to control the product distribution (162–167). The best visual example of the inﬂuence of zeolite on product distribution during a photo-Fries reaction can be found in Fig. 26 where the GC traces of the product distributions upon photolysis of 1-naphthyl-2-methyl-2-phenylpropanoate in hexane solution and within NaY zeolite are provided. Remarkably, while in solution eight products are formed, within NaY zeolite a single product dominates the product mixture (Scheme 28).



Scheme 26
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Scheme 27



Both photo-Fries and photo-Claisen rearrangements proceed via a similar mechanism (Scheme 29). Promotion to the excited singlet state results in fragmentation of the ester and the ether. Cage escape, recombination, and hydrogen migration result in both the ortho and the para isomers. However, the factors that control the outcome of the products vary with the nature of the medium. In solution, it is the electron densities at various aromatic carbons in the phenoxy radical that control the regioselectivity. Selectivity within zeolites results from the restriction imposed on the mobility of the phenoxy and the acyl fragments by the supercage and the cations. Based on a comparison of the results observed in the case of phenylacetate and allylphenyl ether we believe that an interaction between the cation and the two reactive fragments is contributing to the observed selectivity. While the size and shape of the acyl and allyl radicals are expected to be similar, the strength of the interaction between the cations and these fragments will be diﬀerent. The weaker binding of the allyl radical is translated to an increased yield of the para isomer in the case of allylphenyl ether (Schemes 26 and 27). Recognition of the following features of the zeolite interior has helped us control site selectivity during various photorearrangements: The cavity walls of zeolites, unlike those



Fig. 26 GC traces of the products upon photolysis of napthyl ester in hexane solution and in NaY zeolite. The identity of the peak is marked with compound numbers in Scheme 28.
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Scheme 28



of many other organized media, are not ‘‘passive.’’ Cations present in zeolites help anchor the reactants, intermediates, and products to the surfaces of a reaction cavity. In addition, the walls are very ‘‘hard’’ so that the shapes and volumes of the cavities do not change during the time period of reactions. The feature that distinguishes zeolite surfaces from silica and alumina surfaces is the presence of cations. Although cations are embedded on the surface of a zeolite through interaction with surface oxygens, one face of these cations is free to interact with the guest molecules. We have exploited this feature to control the stereoisomers formed in a reaction. Diphenylcyclopropane upon triplet transfer sensitization yields a photostationary mixture consisting of nearly equal amounts of cis and trans isomers (Scheme 30



Scheme 29
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Scheme 30 and Fig. 27) (168). On the other hand, similar sensitizations (para-methoxyacetophenone) within a zeolite selectively yield the cis isomer. This remarkable one-way isomerization cannot be achieved in solution even in the presence of cations (acetonitrile-lithium perchlorate solution). Selective formation of the cis isomer depends on the nature of the cation (best results are achieved with lithium and sodium ions). Consideration of the structures of the cis and trans isomers provides a clue to the factor that might be involved in the formation of cis isomer within a zeolite. The cation is likely to complex more easily with the bowl-shaped cis isomer than with the linear trans isomer (Scheme 30). This selective binding, we believe, is responsible for enrichment of the cis isomer at the photostationary state. This conclusion is consistent with the lower ratio of the cis isomer within wet NaY zeolite.



Fig. 27 H1 NMR and GC traces of the photostationary state composition of the isomers of diphenyl cyclopropane in solution and in NaY zeolite.
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D.



Stabilization of Hydrocarbon–Oxygen Contact Charge Transfer Complexes: Role of Polarizing Power (Superpolar Character) of the Zeolite Interior



Evans reported in 1953 that oxygen dissolved in aromatic solvents gives rise to a new absorption longer than for the pure aromatic compound (169). A few years later, Munck and Scott reported that even saturated hydrocarbons, alcohols, and ethers, in the presence of oxygen, show a long wavelength absorption (169). Evans attributed the long wavelength absorption band to S0 to T1 transition enhanced by dissolved oxygen. Mulliken and Tsubomura attribute the band to a contact charge-transfer complex between hydrocarbon and oxygen (171). Over a period of time, due to eﬀorts by a number of groups it has become clear that the two bands S0 to T1 transition and a transition from ground state solvent–oxygen contact charge-transfer complex to a solvent–oxygen charge-transfer state are often in the same spectral region (172,173). Ogilby et al. have established that the solvent–oxygen complex is weakly bound (174– 177). They have estimated the DG for benzene–oxygen complex to be -0.9 kcal/mol. Thus, it has been established that a number of organic molecules form a weak contact charge-transfer complex with oxygen. Frei is the ﬁrst person to recognize the utility of a zeolite in the context of stabilization of hydrocarbon–oxygen complex (178–184). He reasoned that the high electric ﬁeld present within a zeolite should stabilize the hydrocarbon–oxygen complex and should shift the absorption to longer wavelength. Indeed, Frei and his coworkers have demonstrated in a number of cases that the absorption shifts to longer wavelengths and the CT band can be reached with visible light. It is important to note that NaY and



Scheme 31
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Scheme 32



BaY are preferable in this context. The choice is dictated by the ﬁeld and acidity. Although Ca2+, Mg2+, and Sr2+ zeolites possess higher electric ﬁeld, they are highly acidic. Among the monovalent cation zeolites only LiY and NaY generate signiﬁcant electric ﬁeld. Thus, the choice is limited to Li+-, Na+-, and Ba2+-exchanged zeolites. Once the CT spectrum is shifted to visible region, Frei and coworkers utilized the band to carry out oxidation with visible light. Systems, conditions, and products of oxidation are provided in Schemes 31 and 32. Frei and coworkers have established the generality of this approach with several alkenes, alkanes, and aromatics as examples. Oxidation is conducted in zeolite solid matrix and products are monitored in situ by IR. The general pattern of the mechanism is the same in all cases (Scheme 33). The ﬁrst step is an



Scheme 33
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Scheme 34



electron transfer from the organic molecule to oxygen; the second step is a proton transfer from organic radical cation to superoxide anion; and the last step is the coupling of the radicals. In our laboratory we have encountered a similar phenomenon with styrenes inside NaY zeolites (185). The products of direct excitation of a hexane slurry of di(4methoxyphenyl)ethylene included within NaY zeolite are shown in Scheme 34. Interestingly, no products are formed in the absence of oxygen and the nature of the products depends on the excitation wavelength (Scheme 34). The key intermediate in both the reduction and the oxidation processes is believed to be the radical cation of



Fig. 28 Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of 1,1-bis-(4-methoxyphenyl)ethylene included within dry NaY under 805 torr of oxygen pressure.
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Scheme 35



di(4-methoxyphenyl)ethylene. The absorbing species during short- and long-wavelength excitations are believed to be diﬀerent: At long wavelength it is the oleﬁn–oxygen complex and at short wavelength the uncomplexed oleﬁn. The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra shown in Fig. 28 indicate that di(4-methoxyphenyl)ethylene forms an oxygen complex when present within NaY. A proposed mechanism for the formation of products upon short- and long-wavelength excitations is shown in Scheme 35. Under both conditions an electron transfer is thought to be the primary step. During shortwavelength excitation the primary electron acceptor is presumed to be the zeolite and during the long-wavelength excitation the oxygen complexed to the oleﬁn is likely the electron acceptor. VIII.



ZEOLITE AS A REACTION MEDIUM: CATION–ORGANIC INTERACTION ENHANCES TRIPLET PRODUCTION—HEAVY CATION–ORGANIC INTERACTION



Heavy cation eﬀect has also been utilized to control product distribution in photochemical reactions (186–188). This approach has been successful for both unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. The photobehavior of acenaphthylene is unique in that it has been extensively studied in various constrained media and has been subjected to one of the largest heavy-atom eﬀects on its dimerization. The irradiation of acenaphthylene in solution yields the cis and the trans dimers; the singlet gives predominantly
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Scheme 36



cis dimer, whereas the triplet gives both cis and trans dimers in comparable amounts (Scheme 36). Photolyses of dry solid inclusion complexes of acenaphthylene in various cation (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+)–exchanged Y zeolites gave the cis and trans dimers. The cis to trans dimer ratio, relative eﬃciency of dimerization, relative triplet yields, and triplet lifetimes of acenaphthylene are dependent on the cation as summarized in Table 9. The absence of triplet formation in LiY and NaY is consistent with the solution behavior in which the intersystem crossing yield from S1 to T1 is reported to be near zero. This as well as the exclusive formation of cis dimer support the conclusion that the dimerization in the supercages of LiY and NaY is from the excited singlet state. The high triplet yield in KY and RbY is thought to be a consequence of the heavy-atom eﬀect caused by the cations in the supercage. The trends observed in the variation of the triplet yield and the triplet lifetime with the increasing mass of the cation is consistent with the expected spin-orbit coupling–induced triplet formation. Formation of the trans dimer (the triplet-derived product) in the cages of KY and RbY is in agreement with triplet generation. Another set of example relates to unimolecular rearrangement of dibenzobarrelene and benzobarrelene. Both dibenzobarrelene and benzobarrelene react diﬀerently from their triplet and excited singlet states (Scheme 37). Therefore, these are ideal examples to test the cation eﬀect on chemical reactions. As illustrated in Table 10, the heavy-atom response of dibenzobarrelene and benzobarrelene is strong. Essentially 100% triplet state behavior is observed with T1+ as the heavy atom. There is a clear trend in the triplet product contribution with the spin-orbit coupling parameter of the cation (T1+>Cs+>Rb+>K+).



Table 9 Cation-Dependent Photodimerization of Acenaphthylene Included in M+Y Zeolites ( = 0.5) Zeolite



Cis/trans dimer



Relative eﬃciency of dimerization



Relative triplet yield



Triplet lifetime (As)



25 25 2.3 1.5 4.2



0.2 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.8



— — 0.2 0.5 0.7



— — 9.6 5.7 2.1



LiY NaY KY RbY CsY
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Scheme 37



Table 10 Photoproduct Distribution from Irradiation of Compounds Dibenzobarrelene and Benzobarrelene in M+X and M+Y Zeolites as a Hexane Slurry (Scheme 37)a,b Medium



Compound



CH3CN Acetone LiX NaX KX RbX CsX TlX Hexane Sense NaX KX RbX CsX TlX



Dibenzobarrelene ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ Benzobarrelene ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘



% Conversion



4 6 17 16 24 98



77 59 63 84 90



(23)c (20) (30) (26) (41) (88)



% COT



% SBV



77 0 33 [80]d 38 [72] 53 [57] 25 [31] 13 [17] 99] 4 100 5 8 14 12 92



The product ratios were independent of % conversion within the estimated error limits of F 2% and represent an average of at least ﬁve independent runs. b Slurry irradiations were conducted in hexane for 2 h. Solid-state irradiations were carried out for 20 h. Conversions are comparable, since all irradiations were conducted under identical conditions. c Numbers in parentheses are for solid-state irradiations. d Numbers in brackets are for zeolites saturated with water. e Acetophenone sensitization in hexane solution. COT, cyclooctatetraene (singlet product); SBV, semibulvalene (triplet product). a
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IX.



CONVENTIONAL ENERGY AND ELECTRON TRANSFER CHEMISTRY WITHIN ZEOLITES



To expand the range of photochemical processes carried out in zeolite media, several investigators have explored energy transfer between molecules (189–193). Most of these are directed to placing molecules in their excited triplet surface. A general strategy has been to place a well-known triplet sensitizer within a zeolite and demonstrate the energy transfer by observing triplet products in a chosen reaction or follow the photophysical properties of the acceptor molecule. In our laboratory, energy transfer studies have utilized nonacidic zeolites (194,195). To investigate the triplet-triplet energy transfer in zeolitic environment, we chose known triplet energy donors (acetophenone, pmethoxyacetophenone, and a-aminoacetophenone) and several acceptors that give diﬀerent products from excited singlet and triplet states (Scheme 37). Results from one acceptor, dibenzobarrelene, are provided in Table 11. These results show that T-T energy transfer does indeed occur in zeolite interior and p-methoxyacetophenone is the sensitizer of choice. Loading levels were varied and the extent of T-T energy transfer was shown to increase as the number of molecules per supercage increased. Zeolite KY exchanged with a-aminoacetophenone hydrochloride was reusable. Since the sensitizer is anchored to the surface of the zeolite, higher loading levels of the sensitizer (one in 25 cages) were required to achieve eﬃcient sensitization. Sensitizer p-methoxyacetophenone had a diﬀerent advantage. Its long triplet lifetime allowed eﬃcient sensitization even at low loading levels (1 in 85 cages). This corresponds to a separation of four cages between the donor and the acceptor.



Table 11 Photoproduct Distribution from Irradiation of Dibenzobarrelene [A] and Benzobarrelene [B] in K+Y Zeolite Containing Various Triplet Energy Sensitizersa Slurryc Sensitizer 4-Methoxyacetophenone



a-Aminoacetophenone HCl 4-Methoxyacetophenone



a-Aminoacetophenone HCld



Solidc



Compound Loading levelb % COT % SBV % COT % SBV A A A A A B B B B B



25 40 85 25 40 13 25 40 13 25



99 96 87 92 84 90 66 49 61 46



99 95 90 99 98 80 82 37



The product ratios were independent of % conversion within the estimated error limits of F 2% and represent an average of at least ﬁve independent runs. b Loading level refers to the average number of supercages per guest molecule. For example, a value of 25 indicates one probe molecule and one sensitizer molecule per 25 supercages. c Slurry irradiations were conducted in hexane for 2 h. Solid-state irradiations were carried out for 20 h. Conversions are comparable, since all irradiations were conducted under identical conditions. d In this case, the sensitizer is anchored to the zeolite via an ionic bond, which allows the photoproducts to be removed selectively and the complex reused. No decrease in zeolite eﬃciency was seen after as many as six runs. COT, cyclooctatetraene (singlet product); SBV, semibulvalene (triplet product). a
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We have used the dimerization of arylalkene reaction to demonstrate the viability of carrying out photoinduced electron transfer reactions for independently loaded sensitizers and oleﬁn donors and to examine the eﬀect of the zeolite environment on the product selectivity (196). The results obtained for trans-anethole using 2,3-dicyanoanthracene and 9-cyanoanthracene as sensitizers are typical. For example, a combination of steady-state and time-resolved ﬂuorescence measurements indicates that the singlet excited state of the sensitizer is quenched by the alkene, predominantly via a static mechanism. Diﬀuse reﬂectance ﬂash photolysis experiments were carried out using 355 nm excitation, which excites the sensitizer only. The results demonstrated that the eﬃcient singlet quenching of the sensitizer is accompanied by formation of the trans-anethole radical cation. The latter has a spectrum similar to that obtained by direct excitation of trans-anethole at 266 nm. The transient spectra also provided evidence that the cyanoaromatic sensitizers undergo some photoionization in competition with electron transfer quenching in the zeolite environment. Eﬃcient electron transfer was also observed for 9-cyanoanthracene and 1cyanonaphthalene sensitizers with trans-anethole and 4-vinylanisole, demonstrating the generality of these results. In each case the radical cation was relatively long lived,



Scheme 38
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illustrating the potential of the zeolite environment for overcoming the limitation of back electron transfer. The products of the radical cation–initiated dimerization of a series of arylalkenes with cyanoaromatic and quinolinium and acridinium sensitizers were examined. Results indicate that the radical cations add to the precursor alkenes to give dimeric products (Scheme 38), as has been observed in solution. In some cases oxidation of the alkenes accompanied dimer formation. A number of control experiments were carried out to ensure that the observed products resulted from sensitization rather than direct photolysis of the oleﬁns and to ensure that the product ratios did not reﬂect further reactions of the initial dimers. The product studies demonstrate that radical cation–mediated dimerization occurs readily in the zeolite environment and suggest that the radical cations observed in the transient experiments are reactive. The dimer ratios also illustrate some important diﬀerences between the solution and zeolite chemistry. For example, although both cis/syn and trans/anti dimers are formed, the zeolite favors the cis/syn product, which has a more spherical shape that is similar to the geometry of the supercage. We believe that this reﬂects the fact that the more linear trans/anti isomers are best accommodated in two supercages, whereas the cis/syn dimer can be formed within a single cage and therefore its formation is the more favorable process. It also appears that the zeolite environment is more important in determining the geometry of the dimeric products than the method (direct or sensitized photocycloaddition vs. radical ion initiation) used for their generation. X.



ENANTIOSELECTIVE PHOTOREACTIONS WITHIN ZEOLITES: DEVELOPMENT AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CONCEPT AND GENERALIZATIONS



An ideal approach to achieving chiral induction in a constrained medium such as zeolite would be to make use of a chiral medium. To our knowledge no zeolite that can accommodate organic molecules currently exists in a stable chiral form (197–202). Though zeolite beta and titanosilicate ETS-10 have unstable chiral polymorphs, no pure enantiomorphous forms have been isolated. Although many other zeolites can theoretically exist in chiral forms (e.g., ZSM-5 and ZSM-11), none has been isolated in such a state. In the absence of readily available chiral zeolites, we are left with the choice of creating an asymmetrical environment within zeolites by the adsorption of chiral organic molecules. In order to provide the asymmetrical environment lacking in zeolites during the reaction a chiral source had to be employed. For this purpose, in the approach we refer to as the chiral inductor method (CIM), where optically pure chiral inductors such as ephedrine were used, the nonchiral surface of the zeolite becomes ‘‘locally chiral’’ in the presence of a chiral inductor. This simple method aﬀords easy isolation of the product as the chiral inductor and the reactant are not connected through either a covalent or an ionic bond. In all our studies alkali ion–exchanged zeolites X and Y were used as reaction media (203–218). The chiral inductor that is used to modify the zeolite interior will determine the magnitude of the enantioselectivity of the photoproduct. The suitability of a chiral inductor for a particular study depends on its inertness under the given photochemical condition, its shape, size (in relation to that of the reactant molecule and the free volume of the zeolite cavity), and the nature of the interaction(s) that will develop between the chiral agent and the reactant molecule/transition state/reactive intermediate. One should recognize that no single chiral agent might be ideal for two diﬀerent reactions or at times
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structurally diﬀering substrates undergoing the same reaction. These are inherent problems of chiral chemistry. To examine the viability of CIM we have explored a number of photoreactions [electrocyclic reactions, Zimmerman (di-k) reaction, oxa-di-k-methane rearrangement, Yang cyclization, geometrical isomerization of 1,2-diphenylcyclopropane derivatives, and Schenk-ene reaction], which yield racemic products even in presence of chiral inductors in solution (Scheme 39). We have obtained highly encouraging enantiomeric excesses (ee) on two photoreactions within NaY: photocyclization of tropolone ethylphenyl ether [Eq. (1), Scheme 39]. and Yang cyclization of phenylbenzonorbornyl ketone [Eq. (3), Scheme 39]. The ability of zeolites to drive a photoreaction that gives racemic products in solution to ee >60% provides hope of identifying conditions necessary to achieve high ee for a number of photoreactions with zeolite as a reaction medium. The following generalizations have resulted from the above studies: (a)



Scheme 39
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Moderate but encouraging ee (15–70%) can be obtained in zeolites for systems that only result in racemic products in solution. (b) Not all chiral inductors work well within a zeolite. Best results are obtained with ephedrine, norephedrine, and pseudoephedrine. (c) The extent of ee obtained is inversely related to the water content of the zeolite. (d) The ee depends on the nature of the alkali cation present in a zeolite. For example, the ee values on photocyclization of tropolone ethylphenyl ether within (+)ephedrine-adsorbed, various cation–exchanged zeolites are as follows: LiY, 22%; NaY, 68%; KY, 11%; and RbY, 2%. The strategy of employing chirally modiﬁed zeolites as a reaction medium requiring the inclusion of two diﬀerent molecules—a chiral inductor (CI) and a reactant (R)—within the interior space of an achiral zeolite by its very nature does not allow quantitative asymmetrical induction. The expected six possible statistical distribution of the two diﬀerent molecules CI and R when included within zeolites X and Y shown in Scheme 40-I are: cages containing two R molecules (type A), one R and one CI (type B), single R (type C), two CI (type D), a single CI (type E), and no CI and R molecules (type F). The products obtained from the photoreaction of R represent the sum of reactions that occur in cages of types A, B, and C, of which B alone leads to asymmetrical induction. Obtaining high asymmetrical induction therefore requires the placement of every reactant molecule next to a chiral inductor molecule (type B situation), i.e., enhancement of the ratio of type B cages to the sum of types A and C. This led us to explore the chiral auxiliary method (CAM) in which the chiral perturber is connected to the reactant via a covalent bond. In this approach, most cages are expected to contain both the reactant as well as the chiral inductor components within the same cage. We have tested the CAM with several reactions (electrocyclic reactions, oxa-di-k-methane rearrangement, Yang cyclization, and geometrical isomerization of 1,2-diphenylcyclopropanes; for selected examples, see Schemes 41 and 42) and have found that the diastereomeric excesses (de) obtained within zeolites are far superior to that in solution; de >75% have been obtained



Scheme 40
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Scheme 41



Scheme 42
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Fig. 29 GC traces of the photoproducts from tropolone 2-methyl butyl ether. ‘‘A’’ refers to the ﬁrst of the two peaks corresponding to product diastereomers.



within MY zeolites for several systems that yield photoproducts in 1:1 diastereomeric ratio in solution. The observed generality suggests the phenomenon responsible for the enhanced asymmetrical induction within zeolites to be independent of the reaction. The GC traces of the photoproducts from tropolone 2-methylbutyl ether (TMBE) and amide derived from L-valine methyl ester and 2b,3b-diphenylcyclopropane-1a-carboxylic acid in various cation-exchanged Y zeolites shown in Figures 29 and 30 illustrate that the cations present in a zeolite play a critical role in the asymmetrical induction process and is further



Fig. 30 GC traces of the trans diastereomers of the amide derived from L-valine methyl ester and 2b,3b-diphenylcyclopropane-1a-carboxylic acid. Note the diﬀerence in the peaks being enhanced within LiY and KY.
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proved by the direct correlation of de on the water content of the zeolite. For example, in the case of 1-phenylethylamide of 2b,3b-diphenylcyclopropane-1a-carboxylic acid [Scheme 41, (Eq.) 4] saturating the LiY with water dramatically reduced the de from 80% (dry) to 8% (wet). We believe that coordination of water to the cation reduces the inﬂuence of the cation on the reaction. It is possible that the reactant and covalently linked chiral inductor still remain in diﬀerent cages (type B in Scheme 40-II) by adopting an extended conformation that could result in>b and a*>>b*. Thus, the degree of ET from D to A for a CT complex in the ground state is very small (a>>b). Accordingly, there exists only a weak bonding between D and A in the ground state, and the intermolecular distance between D and A is rather long, approaching the van der Waals intermolecular distance. In contrast, in the excited state, the degree of ET is very large (a*>>b*) and, as a result, a strong bonding prevails between the two components in the ion pair, and the intermolecular distance between D and A is substantially shorter than the van der Waals intermolecular distance. It is also often said that a charge is transferred from D to A or A to D on going from the ground state to the excited state or from the excited state to the ground state. Here, the term ‘‘charge’’ stands for either electron or hole. It means that an electron (a negative charge) is transferred from D to A, while a hole (a positive charge) is transferred simultaneously from A to D. In this regard, Mulliken named such intermolecular complexes whose nature of interaction can be described by Eqs. (4) and (5) as CT complexes (4). To be more speciﬁc, however, the use of either electron or hole instead of charge is more desirable. For PET to take place in a CT complex the ground state should absorb the light whose energy corresponds to the diﬀerence in the energy between the ground and excited states. Accordingly, CT complexes show new absorption bands that usually appear in the UV and visible region, in addition to the intrinsic (local) absorption bands of D and A. For a CT complex, the local absorption bands of D and A are nearly identical to those of D and A in their isolated forms (before mixing) since D and A are minimally perturbed in the ground state even after complexation [note a>>b in Eq. (4)]. Thus, PET takes place in a CT complex upon absorption of light and the resulting ion pair usually undergoes very fast BET leading to the ground, charge-recombined state. The ET reactions may take place in the gas and solid phases but more often in solution. In such circumstances where ET reactions proceed in solution, each chemical species is surrounded by a set of solvent molecules. The sets of solvent molecules intimately surrounding the D and A or other solute molecules are commonly called solvent cages, denoted by square brackets in Eq. (3). From the understanding that the nature of solvent cages sensitively aﬀect the eﬃciency and selectivity of ET reactions, considerable eﬀort has been made to elucidate the eﬀect of solvent cages on each process of Eq. (3), particularly the BET process. However, without knowing the exact structures and compositions of the surrounding solvent cages, it is diﬃcult to gain insights into the eﬀect of the solvent cages on each process of Eq. (3). Because of this, major advances in the control of eﬃciency and selectivity of PET have mostly been achieved from the heterogeneous media by exploiting supramolecular properties of various organized media (6). In particular, zeolites and the related microporous materials have received great attention as versatile organizing media for various PET reactions since they provide welldeﬁned pores with highly versatile yet regular sizes in molecular dimension and shapes (7). In this respect, zeolite cages and pores are very much akin to solvent cages. However, despite the conceptual similarity between the zeolite pores and the solvent cages, there are unique features that only zeolite pores can provide. First, zeolite pores are very rigid and distinctively shaped in contrast to the relatively soft and featureless solvent cages. Second, the rigidity of the molecular pockets provides a unique ability to separate the D-A pairs within well-deﬁned distances, which is obviously not possible in solution. Third, zeolite pores can compartmentalize or entrap highly reactive species that are vulnerable to
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association by themselves or to attack by other reactive species in solution, thus oﬀering them the opportunities to serve as unique media to isolate, immobilize, characterize, and utilize the entrapped highly reactive species. Fourth, the negatively charged surfaces of aluminosilicate frameworks provide polar environments, the degree of which can be further modiﬁed by varying the number and type of charge-compensating cations via conventional ion exchange. Fifth, the pore sizes of zeolites can be ﬁnely tuned by ion exchange with cations of various sizes and by controlling the degree of hydration. The above reasons explain why zeolites and the related microporous materials have received great attention as the prototypical spatially organizing media for a variety of photoinduced electron transfer (PET) and photochemical reactions. Furthermore, the zeolite frameworks are not mere compartmentalizing inert solid supports but in fact can actively participate as D depending on the composition of the framework and the type and number of the charge-balancing cations (8–17). By the same context, the charge-balancing cations also frequently serve as either D or A. The ability of the frameworks and chargebalancing cations to participate in the PET reactions makes the zeolites even more versatile media for a variety of PET reactions that take place within and across the zeolite frameworks. A great deal of novel information about PET reactions has been elucidated during the course of the reactions in and across the zeolite pores due to the aforementioned unique features of zeolites. In return, novel insights into the properties of zeolite frameworks and charge-balancing cations have been gained throughout the studies. This chapter covers interesting features for a variety of PET reactions in and across zeolites that have been explored during the last several decades. The zeolites that frequently appear in this chapter are zeolite Y, zeolite X, zeolite L, mordenite, mazzite, ZSM-5, and zeolite A. For simplicity they are simply termed Y, X, L, M, V, ZSM-5, and A, respectively. When necessary, the zeolites are also represented as Mn+Z when Mn+ represents the charge-balancing cation or the cation of prime concern, and Z represents the type of zeolite. II.



PHOTOINDUCED ELECTRON TRANSFER BETWEEN INTERCALATED SPECIES



As mentioned earlier (p. 593), the CT absorption band of a CT complex stems from the transition of the complex from the ground state to the excited state by the action (absorption) of light, with the wavelengths corresponding to the CT energy (4). Since the ground and excited states of a CT complex are essentially composed of a pair of D and A and a pair of D+ and A, respectively [see Eqs. (4) and (5)], the absorption of light by the CT complex at the wavelengths within the CT envelope gives rise to ET from D to A. In other words, PET takes place from D to A within a CT complex upon absorption of light at the CT band. Irradiation of a CT complex at the CT band is also commonly referred to as CT excitation. A large number of CT complexes remain intact even after repeated, deliberate CT excitation with intense laser beams. This happens when the BET process undergoes very rapidly so that k/k1 in Eq. (3) reaches zero. In such cases, the light energy absorbed by the system is wasted. Interestingly, however, zeolite matrices have been shown to possess remarkable abilities to retard the BET process, hence to elongate the lifetime of the CSS. Furthermore, the study of the eﬀect of zeolite matrices on the BET process has provided insights into the development of the general methods to increase the lifetime of the CCS applicable to other media.
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A.



PET Between Intercalated Species via Charge-Transfer Complexation



Several types of CT complexes between the intercalated species have been assembled in zeolites and their time-resolved BET rates have been measured after laser pulse–induced CT excitation. The intercalated species include all of the species other than the framework, such as charge-balancing cations, neutral guests, and salts. Since the position and the intensity of the CT absorption band and the dynamics of the BET process are sensitively governed by the environment, the zeolite-encapsulated CT complexes also serve as sensitive probes for elucidating novel properties about the zeolite frameworks, chargebalancing cations, nature of interaction between the framework and the cation, and micropolarity. It has also been shown that the CT absorption bands of hydrocarbon–O2 CT complexes undergo remarkable red shifts to the visible region as a result of the highly polar environment of zeolite pores. This has provided valuable opportunities to produce useful oxygenated hydrocarbons in high selectivity by visible CT excitation. This section summarizes assembly and characterization of several CT complexes in zeolite pores, their dynamic BET processes, and their utilization as useful probes for elucidation of useful informations about zeolites. 1. Arene-Pyridinium (Py + ) CT Complexes a.



Assembly and Characterization



Various pyridinium derivates that frequently appear in this chapter are listed in Fig. 1. For convenience they are representatively termed as ‘‘pyridinium’’ and designated as Py+ throughout in this chapter. They have been shown to form CT complexes [Eq. (6)] with various electron donors such as arenes (ArH), halides (X), and anionic metal complexes such as MCl42 (M = Mn, Fe, Zn). D þ Pyþ W ½D; Pyþ 



ð6Þ +



+



As a primary step to assemble arene-Py CT complexes in zeolites Py ions are ﬁrst introduced into zeolites by aqueous ion exchange of charge-balancing cations of zeolites (usually Na+) (18). The fact that Py+ ions are positively charged is beneﬁcial because this ensures their incorporation into the void space of the negatively charged framework. The maximal amount of each Py+ ion incorporated into several zeolites is given in Table 1. As can be imagined, the maximum increases as the size of the zeolite pore increases and that of the acceptor cation decreases. For Y, which has the largest pores among those listed in Table 1, the incorporated number reaches up to three per supercage for medium-sized acceptors such as mCP+, Q+, and iQ+. In the channel-type zeolites the amount of incorporated acceptor corresponds to about one or less per 7.5-A˚ channel. Since Py+ acceptors cannot pass through the aperture of A, the small exchanged amounts represent those that are exchanged onto the external surfaces of the zeolite crystals. In order to secure some empty space available to the subsequently incoming ArH donors, it is desirable to limit the amount of each Py+ ion to about one per supercage of Y or per 15 A˚ of each channel of M, L, and V. The acceptor-incorporating Y zeolites are denoted as Py+(n)Y, where the number in the parenthesis represents the average number of the acceptor ion within a supercage of Y. For instance, MV2+(1.0)Y stands for zeolite Y incorporating one MV2+ ion (average) per supercage. Figure 2 shows a pictorial representation (cartoon) of a methyl viologen (MV2+) ion incorporated in a supercage of Y (A) and a channel of L (B, C), respectively. They show that the supercage of Y and the channel of L are spacious enough to accommodate an MV2+ ion (f13 A˚ long). To allow access of relatively nonpolar arene donors to the
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remaining space, the highly polar pore-ﬁlling water molecules should be removed by evacuation at elevated temperatures. Usually the dehydration temperatures should not exceed f200jC, above which either direct ET from the framework to the acceptor or thermal decomposition of the organic cations begins to take place. The dehydration temperature should be even lower when the loading level of the acceptor ion increases, for reasons to be discussed later (p. 616). Since the temperatures below 300jC are usually not high enough for complete dehydration, it is nearly impossible to obtain rigorously dried Py+-incorporating zeolites. Thus, there are some residual water molecules in the Py+incorporating zeolites. Nevertheless, the acceptor-incorporating zeolites dehydrated at
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Fig. 1 Electron acceptors, photosensitizers, and their abbreviations that frequently appear in this chapter.



Table 1 Maximal Numbera of Py+ Acceptors that can be Exchanged into Zeolitesb Acceptor



M (6.5  7.0)c



L (7.1)c



V (7.4)c



Y (7.4)c



A (4.2)c



1.2 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2



1.7 1.1 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.3 0.3



0.9 1.0 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0



2.4 2.3 3.1 2.1 2.1 2.9 3.1 1.9



0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2



pCP+ oCP+ mCP+ MV2+ DQ2+ Q+ IQ+ Ac+



Per 7.5-A˚ channel (M, L, and V) or per supercage (Y and A). From aqueous solutions of halide salts, respectively. c Pore size in angstroms. Source: Data from Ref. 18. a



b
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Fig. 2 Pictorial representation of Y (A) and V (B, C) incorporating an MV2+ ion or a pair of ANT-MV2+ CT complex drawn in a cofacial arrangement within a supercage of Y (D) and a channel of V (E, F). (Adapted from Ref. 18a,b.)



moderate temperatures (7.1 A˚), clear distinction is observed between the pairs of PMB/HMB, 2,6-(MeO)2NAP/1,



Fig. 8 Perspective views showing the cofacial arrangement of MV2+-2,6-(MeO)2NAP complex: (A) side view; (B) top view. (Adapted from Ref. 18a,b.)
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4-(MeO)2NAP, and 9-MeANT/9,10-(Me)2ANT, where the former gives intense CT colors while the latter does not.



Since only those arene donors that enter zeolite pores can develop corresponding CT colors with the preexisting acceptor cations, the mere visual observation of color development is suﬃcient to examine whether the arene donor can pass the zeolite or not. This result is especially useful for demonstrating the zeolite shape (size) selectivity to undergraduate students. From the size distinction of the two closely related arenes PMB (j=7.15 A˚) and HMB (j=7.95 A˚) by Py+-exchanged L, V, and Y in hexane slurry, a van der Waals width of about 8 A˚ is suggested to be suﬃcient to inhibit an arene from complex formation with acceptors in the zeolites. However, the eventual accommodation of HMB by the zeolites in the absence of solvent, in particular at 80jC, underscores once again the importance of thermal vibration of both the zeolite framework and the guest molecule in determining the actual size limit of the guest. The visual observation of CT colors is also eﬀective for the quantitative estimation of arene uptake into Py+-exchanged zeolites (18c). Thus, for the four prototypical zeolites doped with the same amount of MV2+ as the common acceptor, the quantitative analysis of the uptake of 1,4-DMB (common donor) into the zeolites shows a progressive increase in the amount—0.36 (M), 0.60 (V), 0.72 (L), and 1.55 mmol g1 (Y)—under the same experimental conditions (concentration of the donor, temperature, equilibration time, etc.). The diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra in Fig. 9 also show a progressive increase



Fig. 9 Comparison of the relative intensities of the CT bands of 1,4-DMB-MV2+ complex incorporated in M, V, L, and Y (A). The linear correlation between intercalated amount of 1,4-DMB and the intensities of the CT band (B). (Adapted from Ref. 18c.)
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in the intensity of the CT band in the order: M < V < L >L i V, whereas moisturization does not aﬀect the spectral shift in the large spherical



Fig. 11 Bathochromic shift of the CT band of 1,4-DMB-pCP+ complex in M upon continued exposure to moist air (A) and the proﬁle of the spectral shift with respect to water uptake (B). (Adapted from Ref. 20.)
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Table 2 Eﬀect of Zeolite Structure on the Bathochromic Shift of the CT Absorption Band of 1,4-DMB-MV2+ Complex on Moisturization kCT (nm) Zeolite



Cavity (A˚)



Dry



Moist



DhmCT(cm1)



M L V Y



7.0  6.7a 7.1a 7.4a 7.4a, 13b



380 405 420 395



425 425 440 395



2786 1162 1082 0



a



Size of the channel or opening. Size of the a cage. Source: Data from Ref. 20. b



supercages of Y. Table 2 lists the actual amount of bathochromic shift of 1,4-DMB-MV2+ CT complex in the four diﬀerent zeolites. This trend prevails for a variety of CT complexes of MV2+ and DQ2+ with various arene donors encapsulated in zeolites. In general, the CT absorption bands of many weak k-k complexes shift to longer wavelengths upon increasing the pressure on the complexes in solution, in polymeric solid matrices, and in the crystalline state (21). In particular, a series of 1:1 CT complexes of various aromatic donors with typical k acceptors, such as tetracyanoethylene (TCNE), perhalo-substituted benzoquinones (i.e., chloranil and bromanil), and 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene, experience bathochromic shift upon pressurization (22). This phenomenon has been attributed to the decrease in the interannular separation of A and D in response to the mechanical pressure of the medium. Similarly, shortening the interconnecting chains of a series of paracyclophane analog of intramolecular CT complexes causes bathochromic shifts of the CT absorption bands (23). The principle for the bathochromic shift caused by the decrease of interannular D–A distance is more eﬀectively illustrated by the horizontal displacement (to the left) of the Franck-Condon transition in the potential energy surfaces of weak complexes (21,24) as qualitatively depicted in Fig. 12.



Fig. 12 Eﬀect of a horizontal displacement (to the left) of the Frank-Condon transition in the potential energy surfaces of weak complexes on the spectral shift. (Adapted from Ref. 20.)
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By the same analogy, the moisture-induced bathochromic shifts of the zeoliteencapsulated cofacial arene-Py+ CT complexes are attributed to the increase in the intrazeolite pressure caused by the reduction in pore volume upon moisturization. This formulation coincides with the marked increase in the magnitude of the bathochromic shift upon decreasing the pore size, i.e., V i L 4  1010 s1) (31a). Due to this slower decay rate in zeolite, the spectra of the transient species are relatively intense; accordingly, they are very well resolved when produced in zeolite media rather than in solution. Photoexcitation of CT complexes of ArH with cyanopyridiniums (oCP+ and pCP+) . produces only the transient spectrum of ArH + as typically shown in Fig. 15C,D, since the reduced forms of cyanopyridiniums (neutral pyridyl radicals) do not absorb visible light (from 400 to 800 nm). This procedure may be explored to produce high-quality transient spectra of various aromatic radical cations. The BET rates are usually faster in L than in Y, especially when the pairs of D and A ﬁt tightly within the restricted narrow channels, due to the large size of either D or A or both. For instance, as listed in Table 3, the BET rate for the ANT-DQ2+ pair is 22  1010 s1 in dry L, which is about ﬁve times faster than that in dry Y (4.7  1010 s1). However, the rates are similar in both zeolites for the
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.



Fig. 15 Picosecond time-resolved transient spectra of ANT + and MV2+ generated by laser excitation (532 nm) of ANT-MV2+ CT complex incorporated in dry Y (A), the decay proﬁle of . . ANT + monitored at 737 nm from (A) (B), and the corresponding spectra of ANT + (C) and .+ + + NAP (D), generated by laser excitation of NAP-oCP (532 nm) and NAP-pCP (355 nm) complexes, respectively. (Adapted from Ref. 31b.)



smaller NAP-MV2+ pair (entry 5). Interestingly, despite the fact that two naphthalene molecules are incorporated in each supercage of MV2+(1.0)Y or pCP+(1.0)Y, naphtha. lene radical dimer (NAP +)2, which would absorb at 550 nm, is not observed in Y. Nevertheless, about a ﬁvefold decrease in the decay rate results in the case of NAP-pCP+ upon changing the ratio from 1:1 to 2:1. Most remarkably, the transient absorption spectrum observed on the picosecond time scale does not decay completely back to the baseline even after 4 ns, as shown in Fig. 15A, C, and D. This is in contrast to the fact that the corresponding lifetimes are usually less than 30 ps in acetonitrile solution [see Table 4 (last column)]. The relative amount of residual absorption that persists beyond 4 ns varies depending on the nature of . D and A and the type of zeolite. For instance, the amount of ArH + that survives beyond + 4 ns (Table 4, entry 5) varies from none (ANT-pCP ) to 32% (1,4-DMB-MV2+). The transient species that survive beyond 4 ns are usually monitored by nano- to microsecond time-scale time-resolved diﬀuse reﬂectance setup. Figure 16 shows typical examples of . microsecond time-scale time-resolved transient spectra showing BET from MV + to .+ .+ .+ ArH (ANT or NAP ) in dry Y. The fact that transient signals can be detected at microsecond time scale indicates that signiﬁcant amounts of transient species survive during the period from evolution (2000 >2000
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Half-life of radical cation decay. Relative residual absorption calculated from R (%) = 100  [A (200 As)/A (50 ns)] where A (200 As) = absorbance at 200 As, A (50 ns) = absorbance at 50 ns. c Sample decomposed in the presence of water. d No signal observed. Source: Data from Ref. 31b. b
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Fig. 16 Microsecond time-resolved transient spectra upon laser excitation of CT complexes between MV2+ and ANT (top) or NAP (bottom) incorporated into dry Y. (Adapted from Ref. 31b.)



traces can be best ﬁtted by combining multiple ﬁrst-order decay processes. The kinetic . . trace for BET from MV + to NAP + in Y represents a typical example (Fig. 17). Thus, the kinetic trace for the above process is best ﬁtted by two ﬁrst-order decay processes whose half-lives are 7.7 and 207 As, respectively. Surprisingly, in most cases of BET from reduced . Py+ to ArH + the kinetic traces do not decay completely to the baseline but show residual absorptions that persist beyond 1 ms. Because of this complexity in the decay pattern of the microsecond time–resolved absorption spectra, it is usually necessary to report decay halflives (H 1/2) and the relative residual absorption values, R, measured after a certain period of time such as at t=200 As for the above case as listed in Table 4. Overall, as summarized in Table 5, the combined picosecond and nanosecond kinetic data show that the laser excitation of CT complexes in Y and L generates at least four kinetically distinguishable decay phases of the transients, i.e., one decay process that takes place on the picosecond time scale with lifetimes between 45 ps and 1.2 ns, two processes that take place on the microsecond time scale with half-lives between 1.6 and 130 As, and one very slow process with lifetimes greater than 1 ms. This result clearly demonstrates that CS takes . place very rapidly from the ion pair of ArH + and one-electron reduced Py+ acceptor, and the CSSs have extraordinary long lifetimes in zeolites in comparison with that in solution. Since all of the Py+ acceptors carry at least a positive charge, the net result of the PET of arene-Py+ CT complexes is a ‘‘charge shift’’ from the acceptor to the neutral donor. Accordingly, the photogenerated ion–radical pairs consist of either two radical cations (+/+ pair) or one radical cation and a neutral radical (+/0 pair). Therefore, it is believed that the Coulombic attraction between the positively charged transient and the
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Fig. 17 Microsecond decay of reduced methyl viologen monitored at 600 nm upon laser excitation of the CT complex between NAP and MV2+ in dry Y. (The dotted line represents biphasic ﬁt leading to k1 and k2 for fast and slow ﬁrst-order. (Adapted from Ref. 31b.)



negatively charged zeolite framework gives rise to the extraordinarily extended lifetimes of the transients, as schematically depicted in Fig. 18 with MV2+ as the typical dicationic acceptor. A similar eﬀect of stabilization of +/+ radical–ion pairs has been observed from NAP-MV2+ CT complexes on negatively charged micelle surfaces (32). The multiple decay proﬁles are attributed to spatial separation of the transient radical ions to a diﬀerent degree with the help of the negatively charged framework, as formulated in the following scheme: CS  ; MV  W ½ArH



½ ArH



þ



contact ion pair



þ



1



þ



CS  W ½ArH  þ ½MV 



     MV



þ



2



shortdistance ion pair



ðCIPÞ



ðSDIPÞ



þ



longdistance ion pair ðLDIPÞ



ðwithin a supercageÞ



Table 5 Classiﬁcation of Ion . . Pair of ANT + and MV + in Y by Half-life Species



Half-life (As)



I II III IV



0.1 f 0.6 1.6 130 >1000



Source: Data from Ref. 31b.
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þ



ðin different supercagesÞ



ð9Þ



Fig. 18 Proposed Coulombic attraction between positively charged transient and negatively charged framework leading to long-lived charge-separated state (CSS). (Adapted from Ref. 31b.)



The SDIP in the above formulation may represent the radical–ion pair residing still within a supercage but with each component adhered to the negatively charged framework. The LDIPs then represent those radical ions residing in diﬀerent supercages. The SDIPs are likely to be those transient ion pairs having lifetimes between 45 ps and 1.2 ns whereas the LDIPs are those with half-lives in the microsecond time scales. Then CS1 and CS2 represent the charge separation within a cage and across cages, respectively. In homogeneous solution, the existence of ion pairs with identical spectra but diﬀerent lifetimes has been explained in terms of diﬀerent degrees of solvent interaction, i.e., contact ion pairs (CIP), solvent-separated ion pairs (SSIPs), and free-ion pairs (FIPs). W



contact ion pair CIP



½Dþ



~



½ Dþ ; A 



A  W



solventseparated ion pair SSIP



½Dþ  þ ½A  free ion pair FIP



ð10Þ



In zeolite media, the framework surface is likely to play the role of the solvent in controlling the distance between the radical ions. The negatively charged microenvironment of the zeolite may also have an eﬀect on the reduction and oxidation potentials of electron acceptor and donor, respectively. Indeed, Marcus theory predicts that the change in the redox potential of D and/or A aﬀects the BET rate constants (33). However, one has to invoke extremely large change in the redox potential gap between donors and acceptors in order to explain up to 10-fold decreases in rate constants solely by potential changes. Furthermore, the faster decay rates measured in L as compared with Y support the distance-related explanation rather than the potential-related one, since the tighter ﬁt in the channels of L would prevent the primary CIP from being separated. This is not the case in zeolite Y, which leads to faster BET. In compliance with this explanation, increase in the size of D or A gives rise to increase in the BET rate much more pronouncedly in L than in Y since larger guests have tighter ﬁt within the narrower pores. Indeed, the BET rate for ANT-DQ2+ CT complex composed of a pair of large D and A gives rise to approximately a ﬁvefold increase in L than in Y (see Table 3). The ﬁlling of the residual void space with water greatly aﬀects the kinetic traces of both picosecond and microsecond decay processes. For instance, soaking of the zeolites incorporating ArH-Py+ complexes with water leads to almost doubling of the BET rate for some CT pairs (Table 3) in the picosecond time scale. Accordingly, this leads to a
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decrease of the residual absorbance at 4 ns to about one-third of that in the dry zeolites. In contrast, the half-lives of the microsecond transients and the amounts of very long lived (H >1 ms) transients generally increase in the presence of water (Table 4). The above phenomenon can be interpreted such that the produced amounts of SDIP and LDIP are less and, although the amount is small, the charge recombination of LDIP is very slow in the semiaqueous medium. The eﬀect of water is unique among the solvents tested. Coadsorbed n-hexane, dichloromethane, methanol, acetonitrile, N,N-dimethylformamide, propylene carbonate, and even dry ammonia gas are ineﬀective on all time scales from picoseconds to milliseconds. The unique eﬀect of water may be explained by the readiness of water molecules to enter zeolite cavities and ﬁll up the pores to a degree of bulk solution–like states. Furthermore, a high dipole moment and the strong ability of the molecule to form hydrogen bonds may be responsible for the uniqueness of water. Thus, hydration of the transient species and the lining of the framework surface with water are likely to work together in leading to diminution of the interaction between the zeolite framework and the transient species (radical cations) to such a degree that ET processes occur at conditions and rates similar to those in aqueous homogeneous solutions. FRAMEWORK AS PROTON ACCEPTOR. CT excitation of ArH-MV2+ CT complexes in the basic zeolite hosts such as, K+X, Rb+X, and CS+X leads to permanent generation of . MV + when the arene donors carry methyl groups directly attached to the aromatic rings (9). For instance, PMB-MV2+ CT complex turns green in the above basic zeolites upon . CT excitation, including exposure to room light, due to the formation of MV +, which is blue, and the remaining CT band, which is yellow (Fig. 19). Other methylated arene donors (Ar-CH3) such as mesitylene (MES), DUR, prehnitene (PRN), and 1-MeNAP also . give rise to photoinduced permanent generation of MV +. The above phenomenon takes .+ place through deprotonation of Ar-CH3 by the basic zeolite oxide surfaces (ZO) according to the following scheme;
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First, the CT excitation of the Ar-CH3–MV2+ complex converts Ar-CH3 to the . corresponding radical cation, Ar-CH3 + [Eq. (11)]. The radical cations of the methylated arenes are known to readily transfer protons to bases because they are acidic (34). . Accordingly, if the framework is basic enough, it can readily deprotonate Ar-CH3 + according to Eq. (12). This process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 20. The generated neutral benzylic radicals would then undergo various other reactions, including radical . coupling that leads to formation of a biaryl compound [Eq. (13)]. Overall, MV + persists due to irreversibility of Eq. (13), provided the zeolite is kept free of oxygen. The above . . scheme also explains why MV + and methyl-free ArH + exist only as transient species despite a long period of CT excitation. For the above scheme to operate, the basicity of the framework should be strong enough to induce the deprotonation step in Eq. (12). In conjunction with this, it is worth mentioning that the MV2+-doped M+X zeolites with . M+=K+, Rb+, and Cs+ usually generate MV + when they are dehydrated at elevated temperatures (>150jC). This happens when the basic zeolite frameworks play the role of
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Fig. 19 Generation of MV + from the PMB-MV2+ CT complex assembled in the basic M+X (M+ = K+, Rb+, CS+) after exposure to room light for several hours or direct irradiation of the CT band (E > 400 nm) using a 500-W mercury lamp for 10 min. The inset shows the authentic . spectrum of MV + in CH3CN. (Adapted from Ref. 9.)



electron donors as discussed later (Sec. III). Therefore, the basic zeolite framework has two functions: a Lewis base and an electron donor. 2. Iodide-Py+ CT Complexes a. Characteristics Most of the Py+ acceptors introduced in the previous section (such as MV2+, DQ2+, Q+, etc.) are colorless when their charge-balancing anions are weak electron donors such as chloride (Cl), hexaﬂuorophosphate (PF6), and triﬂuoromethanesulfonate (CF3SO3, OTf ). However, they become brilliantly colored when their charge-balancing anions are



Fig. 20 Schematic representation showing H+ abstraction by the basic oxide framework from a radical cation of an arene donor with ring-substituted methyl groups (PMB) that leads to permanent . formation of MV +. (Adapted from Ref. 7a.)
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strong electron donors such as iodide (I) and anionic metal complexes such as ZnCl42. Similarly, tropylium (TR+) forms an orange salt with iodide (35). The bright colors are CT colors arising from photoinduced interionic ET from iodide to the organic acceptors such as Py+: ET ½Pyþ ; I  W ½Py. ; I.  BET



ð14Þ



Assembly of the CT salts of Py+-I in Y is carried out by dipping Py+-exchanged Y into the acetonitrile solution of iodide salts, i.e., by occlusion of iodide salts (36). Since iodide has to enter zeolite pores with the corresponding charge-balancing cation, the overall size of the salt is determined by the size of the counteraction when the size of the countercation is larger than that of iodide as shown in Fig. 21. For instance, when Py+exchanged zeolites are exposed to iodide salts of sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), tetramethylammonium (TMA+), and tetraethylammonium (TEA+) dissolved in acetonitrile, yellow to orange Py+I CT salts are formed immediately in the supercages of Y according to the following: ½Pyþ Y þ Mþ I W ½Pyþ I ; Mþ Y



ð15Þ



while the supernatant solutions remain colorless. However, when iodide is coupled with the cations with kinetic diameters larger than 8 A˚, such as tetra-n-butylammonium (TBA+) and tetra-n-hexylammonium (THA+), it cannot enter the zeolite and therefore does not induce CT coloration with Py+ in Y. The above fact clearly demonstrates



Fig. 21 Energy-minimized structures and abbreviations of cations that frequently appear in this chapter. Energy minimization was carried out using a commercial program, Materials Studio.
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that penetration of iodide into the supercage of Y proceeds via ion pair intercalation or salt occlusion. Figure 22 shows the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of the yellow and orange zeolites obtained by occlusion of NaI into pCP+Y and TR+Y, respectively. Although the intensity of Py+-I CT salt in zeolite usually increases with increase in the concentration of iodide salt (C+I) in solution, the intensity of Py+I CT salt does not increase in zeolite in correlation with the added amount of C+I, when monovalent Py+ ions are the acceptor ions, due to leaching of the Py+ ion from the zeolite matrices by C+ via ion exchange in organic solution. As a result, the intensity decreases as time elapses whereas the concentration of Py+I increases in the supernatant solution. In the case of bipyridinium acceptor ions such as MV2+ both CT ion pair [CT-IP, 2+  MV I ] and CT ion triplet [CT-IT, MV2+(I)2] exist due to the following multiple equilibria: K1 K2 MV2þ þ 2I W MV2þ I þ I W MV2þ ðI Þ2 CT IP



ð16Þ



CTIT



In polar solvents such as water and aqueous acetonitrile, MV2+(I)2 and DQ2+(I)2 extensively dissociate into individual ionic species. Accordingly, a dilute aqueous solution of MV2+(I)2 is usually colorless, and the solution turns pale yellow due to formation of small amounts of CT-IP, even in 1 mM NaI solution, indicating that K1 is very small. The second association constant K2 for CT-IT formation in water is even lower, and approaches zero. Therefore, it is not possible to form CT-IT in a polar solvent. In a less polar solvent, such as pure acetonitrile, spectral characterization of both CT-IP and CT-IT is not possible because CT-IP shifts to CT-IT, which precipitates from the solution. In zeolites, however, either CT-IP or CT-IT or both can be selectively generated by merely



Fig. 22 Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of the CT salts (A) pCP+I and (B) TR+I from the intercalation of 7 mM (bottom) and 300 mM (upper) solutions of Na+I in acetonitrile into Y exchanged with pCP+ and TR+, respectively. Dashed lines represent the corresponding spectra of untreated pCP+(0.7)Y and TR+(0.8)Y for comparison. (Adapted from Ref. 36.)
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Fig. 23 Stepwise formation of the ion pair (MV2+I) and ion triplet [MV2+(I)2] identiﬁed by their CT spectra obtained from the intercalation of Na+I from (a) 7, (b) 20, (c) 40, (d) 80, (e) 160, and (f ) 320 mM solutions in acetonitrile. The dashed line stands for the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of MV2+(1.0) Y. The inset shows the Gaussian deconvolution of the partially resolved CT envelope (d) into the ion pair and ion triplet components with kmax = 362 nm and 528 nm, respectively. (Adapted from Ref. 36.)



varying the amount of iodide incorporation into the MV2+-exchanged zeolite. For instance, as shown in Fig. 23, CT-IP can be selectively formed in MV2+Y by exposing the zeolite to the acetonitrile solution of NaI at concentrations below 20 mM. CT-IP is yellow and has the absorption maximum at 362 nm. The red-colored CT-IT can also be generated almost selectively in MV2+Y by exposing the zeolite to highly concentrated NaI solution (>320 nm). At the intermediate concentrations, both CT-IP and CT-IT are generated. Likewise, the CT-IP and CT-IT from DQ2+ and I can be selectively generated in Y by employing DQ2+Y. Although KI is much less soluble in acetonitrile, the heterogeneous mixture of MV2+Y or DQ2+Y and KI in acetonitrile leads to formation of even CT-IT, resulting in complete occlusion of KI into Y. However, iodide salts of TMA+ and TEA+ cause formation of only CT-IP but not CT-IT, indicating the shape-selective modulation of the multiple ionic equilibria by the size of quaternary ammonium ion. Thus, the above results demonstrate that zeolites can be utilized to diﬀerentiate and characterize CT-IP and CT-IT. b. As Visual Probes for Zeolite Micropolarity Since ionic CT salts have often been exploited as probes for solvent polarity (37,38), the ionic CT salts can also be utilized to delineate the polarity of the supercages of Y. Thus, as shown in Fig. 24, the kmax(CT) of the monoiodide complex of MV2+ (MV2+I) shifts to a lower energy region with decreasing the polarity of the medium. Such a solvatochromic shift (solvent-dependent color change) of ionic CT salts originates in the decrease of the gap between the energy levels of the ground and excited states as the polarity of the
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Fig. 24 Solvatochromic shift of the CT band of MV2+(I)2 in aqueous acetonitrile containing 100%, 50%, 10%, 0%, and no water. (Adapted from Ref. 36.)



medium decreases (35,38,39). From the direct comparison of the yellow CT band of encapsulated CT-IP (kmax=362 nm) in Y (Fig. 23) with those in solution (Fig. 24), the micropolarity of the zeolite Y supercage may be estimated to be similar to that of 50% aqueous acetonitrile. [A similar result is obtained from an independent study of superoxide ET (40).] The above estimation of the micropolarity of Y should be conﬁrmed by repeating the experiment using the zeolites from which the residual solvent (CH3CN) was rigorously removed. Nevertheless, the above results indicate that CT salts can be utilized as the probes for estimation of zeolite micropolarity. c.



As Visual Probes for NaI Migration



Zeolites have been described as solid electrolytic solvents (41). As demonstrated in the previous section, occlusion of iodide salts into zeolite pores readily takes place from organic solution (acetonitrile). Now a question arises whether the occluded iodide salts are mobile within the zeolite pores as if they were dissolved in polar solvents. Another important question that needs to be addressed is whether the incorporated NaI salt can migrate from one zeolite crystal to another upon mere physical contact. In fact, understanding the phenomenon of salt transfer between zeolite crystals and between zeolite and clay minerals is important for the design and study of zeolites as catalysts and sorbents, since zeolites are often blended with natural clay minerals to produce agglomerates for practical use (42). Delineation of the phenomenon of the intra- and intercrystalline salt transfer is also important since the occluded salts greatly aﬀect the reactivity, selectivity, and stability of the zeolite catalysts. The mixture of dry MV2+Y and NaI-intercalating Y rapidly ( b and a* >> b*, CG is essentially ac0(A, I ) whereas CE is essentially a*c1 (A  I.). Therefore, while there is essentially one wave function for the ground state, there are two excited-state wave functions stemming from two diﬀerent energy states of I. (2P1/2 and 2P3/2). Figure 25 shows the ITC-CT bands measured for a series of alkali metal ions exchanged in X (45). Two well-resolved ITC-CT bands appear from M+X (M+=K+, Rb+, Cs+). The absorption maxima for M+X are 5.69 (Na+), 5.23 (K+), 5.10 (Rb+), and 4.91 eV (Cs+) for the low-energy band (LEB), and 6.11 (K+), 5.93 (Rb+), and 5.79 eV (Cs+) for the high-energy band (HEB). The energy diﬀerences between LEB and HEB are 0.88 (K+), 0.83 (Rb+), and 0.89 (Cs+), i.e., smaller than that in water (0.92 eV). This phenomenon seems to arise due to alteration of the energy diﬀerence between 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 of iodine atom as a result of being placed in the highly polar intrazeolite environments. The ITC-CT band in the above zeolites progressively red shifts with increasing the size of the countercation. On the basis of Mulliken’s CT theory (4), the above result clearly shows that the acceptor strengths of alkali metal cations in zeolites increase as the size
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Fig. 25 Diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of iodide in zeolite X exchanged with four diﬀerent alkali metal ions (as indicated) showing the progressive red shift of the ITC-CT bands with increasing size of the cation. (Adapted from Ref. 45.)



increases, as opposed to the normal behavior of alkali metal cation in solution and in vacuum where space restriction does not apply. The linear relationship between the electron aﬃnity of M+ and ITC-CT band shown in Fig. 26A further supports this contrary behavior of the acceptor strength of M+ in zeolite X. The same trend is observed from M+Y zeolites: 5.30 (K+), 5.28 (Rb+), and 5.25 eV (Cs+) for LEB and 6.14 (K+), 6.14 (Rb+), and 6.11 eV (Cs+) for HEB. The degree of cation-dependent shift is much smaller in zeolite Y, due to the presence of smaller number of the site III cations in the supercage (f1 for Y vs. f5 for X). The size-dependent increase in the acceptor strength of M+ in zeolites is ascribed to the diminished screening of the cation by the negatively charged framework as depicted in Fig. 27 as the degree of protrusion of the cation toward the center of the supercage increases. In close relation to this, a linear relationship exists between the supercage volume and the absorption energy of the ITC-CT band as shown in Fig. 26B, regardless of the type of zeolite (46). This relationship indicates that the tighter contact between iodide and the cations as a result of the decrease in the pore volume plays a key role for the observed red shift of the ITC-CT band, namely, the actual acceptor strength of the cation. This explains why the sensitivity of the cation-dependent shift of the ITC-CT band is higher in X than in Y. Overall, the above results reveal that the acceptor strength of a cation in zeolites is more sensitively governed by the degree of protrusion into the pores and the pore volume than by the intrinsic acceptor strength of the cation. The ITC-CT band can also serve as a novel probe for evaluation of actual acceptor strengths of cations in zeolites and cationdependent pore volume change. The iodide–cation CT interaction is a good complement to the framework-iodine CT interaction (8) described in Sec. III.A.2 (p. 673).
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Fig. 26 Linear relationships between the reduction potential of the cation (as indicated) and the absorption energy of ITC-CT bands in zeolite X (A) and between the supercage volume and the absorption energy of ITC-CT bands in M+X and M+Y (as indicated) (B), for each high-energy (HEB) and low-energy band (LEB). (Adapted from Ref. 45.)



4. Arene-Arene and Arene-Tetranitromethane Complexes The highly electron-deﬁcient neutral compounds such as 1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (TCNB) (11,47), m-dinitrobenzene (m-DNB) (48), and tetranitromethane (TNM) (49) have also been employed as electron acceptors for CT complexation with arene donors. TCNB is conveniently incorporated into dehydrated zeolites by equilibrating it with dichloromethane at room temperature, preferably in a dry box. After washing, the adsorbed solvent is removed by brieﬂy evacuating the TCNB-incorporating zeolite at 50jC. Subsequent introduction of arene donors into the TCNB-incorporating zeolite is achieved by equilibrating the zeolite in n-hexane solutions of various aromatic donors. The TCNB molecules previously incorporated into the zeolites do not leach out during donor incorporation due to the poor solubility of the acceptor in n-hexane. The zeolite develops distinctive CT colors almost instantaneously upon exposure to various hexane solutions of



Fig. 27 Pictorial illustration of the reduction in the available space within the supercage of zeolite X as the size of the cation in sites II (hatched circles) and III (ﬁlled circles) increases (as indicated). (Adapted from Ref. 45.)
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diﬀerent arene donors. The diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of some of the arene-TCNB CT bands are shown in Fig. 28A. The Mulliken relation between the CT band (hmCT, in electronvolts) and Ip(D) is expressed according to the following. hmCT ¼ 1:00 IpðDÞ  4:87



ð19Þ



The absorption maxima of the CT bands in Na+Y are comparable with those in dichloromethane but are slightly blue shifted with respect to those observed in the crystalline state. One of the interesting aspects of arene-TCNB complexes is that they give CT ﬂuorescence, as shown in Fig. 28B. This allows estimation of the energy levels of the CT states by analyzing the peak energies of emission. The result shows that the energy levels are nearly the same in dry Na+Y and in solution, unlike arene–cyanopyridinium CT bands. Moisturization gives rise to a dramatic increase in the intensity of the CT band of most of the arene–TCNB CT complexes. However it does not induce a spectral shift of kmax(CT), again unlike arene–cyanopyridinium CT complexes. This suggests that the nitrile groups do not interact with the charge-balancing cations, presumably due to steric factors. The reason for the moisture-induced dramatic increase in the intensity remains to be elucidated. One suggestion is that the CT complexes aggregate and form nano CT crystals upon moisturization (50). The report that moisturization gives rise to aggregation of ANT and biphenyl (BIP) in Na+Y or Na+X serves as the basis for the above suggestion.



Fig. 28 (A) Diﬀuse-reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of CT complexes of TCNB with PHN, ANT, and 9MeANT (as indicated) assembled in Na+Y. The corresponding spectra of the arene donor (dashed) and TCNB (dashed and dotted) are also included for comparison. (B) Absorption (solid) and corrected (dashed) spectra of CT complexes of TCNB with NAP, PHN, and ANT (as indicated) assembled in Na+Y. (Data extracted from Ref. 11.)
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However, there are also contradicting reports that ANT and pyrene (PYR) readily dissociate from the dimeric states to the monomeric forms upon moisturization (50c,51). Therefore, further study is necessary to ﬁgure out the real causes. For the time being, it is suggested that moisture cuts oﬀ the interaction between the framework and the acceptor or the charge-balancing cation and the arene donor, rendering the donor and acceptor interaction more favorable without interference by the framework or the cation. The eﬀect of the charge-balancing cation on the shift of kmax(CT) is discussed in Sec. III.A.2 (p. 677). Photoexcitation of NAP-TCNB CT complex in dry Na+Y at 390 nm with Tisapphire laser with 170-fs pulse width results in the transient spectra as shown in Fig. 29 . . (47a). The spectra consist of two absorption bands due to TCNB  (470 nm) and NAP + (680 nm) (compare with that of Fig. 15D, p. 611). The transient spectra are considerably broader in dehydrated zeolite than in hydrated. This phenomenon seems to be related to . . the fact that the transient spectra of toluene + and TCNB  are much broader in frozen toluene or in polymethyl methacrylate matrix, where conﬁgurational rearrangement of the CT complexes in various ground and excited states to the more stable states is severely prohibited (52). It is, therefore, inferred that the CT complexes exist in various ‘‘locked’’ states in dry zeolites. Consistent with this interpretation, the sharpness of the transient spectra in hydrated Y is comparable with that in solution. Both of the transient species decay at the same rate without accompanying any appreciable spectral change. This establishes that the decay process occurs due to BET . . from TCNB  to NAP + [Eq. (20)].
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Fig. 29 Diﬀuse reﬂectance transient spectra of TCNB  and NAP + generated by laser excitation (390 nm) of NAP-TCNB CT complex incorporated in dry (A) and in hydrated (B) Y. (Data extracted from Ref. 11.) .
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The decay processes are mostly biphasic in dry Y, whereas they are monophasic in hydrated samples (Table 6). The decay rate increases by about 10-fold in hydrated Y over that in dry Y, similar to the case of arene–Py+ CT complexes (see Table 3 on p. 612, and p. 615). Such a marked diﬀerence in rates again suggests a strong interaction between the transient species and the zeolite host in the water-free condition. From the view of the possible Coulombic interaction between the transient species and the negatively charged framework, a repulsion between the negatively charged . TCNB  and the framework is expected to accelerate the BET process. However, the . interaction between the four nitrile groups of TCNB  and Na+ ions via acid–base . complexation, and therefore the interaction between TCNB  and Na+, will become stronger, which may contribute to make the decay process biphasic in dry Na+Y. The assembly of CT complex consisting of aniline (ANL) and m-DNB has also been shown in Na+Y (48). A broad CT absorption band [Emax (CT)] appears at around 400 nm. m-DNB is ﬁrst introduced into the supercages of Y by evaporation under vacuum. Homogeneous distribution of the arene donor within the zeolite crystals is achieved by keeping the sample at 300 K for 12 h. ANL is subsequently introduced into m-DNBincorporating Y again by evaporation. Immediate red coloration takes place on the zeolite upon exposure to the vapor of ANL, indicating that the diﬀusion of ANL into the interiors of the crystals is fast. Neutron powder diﬀraction analyses of the zeolite Y crystals incorporating perdeuterated ANL–m-DNB CT complexes revealed the cofacial interaction between the two arene rings. Tetranitromethane (TNM) has also been frequently employed as an electron acceptor for CT complexation with various arene donors in solution (53). Coadsorption of TNM and cis- or trans-stilbene (cis-STB or trans-STB) into Na+X gives rise to formation of the corresponding CT complexes that give CT bands in the 350- to 450-nm region (49). CT excitation (10 ns pulse width) of trans-STB–TNM complex at 355 or 420 nm in the atmosphere with a laser pulse with 10-ns width leads to formation of a transient signal at . 475 nm due to the adsorption by trans-STB +. Photoexcitation of the related cis-STB. TNM CT complex shows an additional band at 510 nm assignable to cis-STB +. The yield .+ .+ of cis-STB is substantially less than that of trans-STB and decreases with decreasing concentration of STB. Unlike CT excitation, the excitation of the local band of cis-STB . using 266- or 308-nm laser pulses gives rise to formation of trans-STB +, regardless of the presence of TNM. To gain insights into earlier dynamics of the intimate ion pairs, faster kinetic studies are necessary. Table 6 BET Rates for Arene–TCNB CT Complexes Encapsulated in Na+Y Dry Arene NAP PHN PYR ANT
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kBET 4.9 1.1 1.8 1.0 95 83 17 69 31
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The decay curves were analyzed with a double-exponential function, and the percentage represents the amount of the fast component. Source: Data from Ref. 11.
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5. Hydrocarbon ^ Oxygen CT Complexes The CT complexes described in the previous sections are useful for elucidating novel informations about zeolites and for providing insights into the design of the systems that leads to long-lived CSS. This section now introduces the formation of CT complexes consisting of hydrocarbon (RH) and O2 that give CT bands in the visible region (54–60). The corresponding visible CT excitation leads to selective formation of very useful oxygenated products, which otherwise would be diﬃcult to obtain by conventional autooxidation reactions. The RHs that have been tested are listed in Table 7. Coadsorption of one of the RHs and oxygen onto dry zeolites usually gives a new absorption band whose onset extends to the visible region. The CT nature of the new absorption band is established by the progressive red shift of the onset with decreasing IP of RH. For instance, as shown in Fig. 30, the onset of the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra shifts to longer wavelengths with decreasing IP of the oleﬁn: about 450 nm for trans-2-butene (IP = 9.13 eV), 500 nm for 2-methyl-2-butene (IP = 8.67 eV), and 750 nm for 2,3-dimethyl2-butene (IP = 8.30 eV). The typical applied pressures of oleﬁn and oxygen are 1–10 and 750 Torr, respectively. In fact, the mixtures of RH and O2 have been known to form contact charge-transfer (CCT) complexes in gas phase and in solution [Eq. (21)].
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CCT Here the CCT complexes mean those CT complexes with very low formation constants



Table 7 Hydrocarbon Donors Tested for CT Complexation with O2 in Zeolites and Corresponding Intermediates and Oxygen Adducts Generated by CT Excitation According to Eqs. (22) – (24)
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Fig. 30 The tail absorption of oleﬁn–O2 complex (as indicated) that extend to the visible region. (Data extracted from Ref. 58.)



(K ). Accordingly, their lifetimes in the complexed states are very short. The spectroscopic observations of RH-O2 CCT complexes have been made in oxygen-saturated organic solutions (61), high-pressure mixtures of RH and O2 (62) and solid mixtures of RH and O2 gases (63,64). The degree of red shift for the RH-O2 CT absorption from the gas phase to solution is usually insigniﬁcant (at most a few nanometers) (65), and the shift has been attributed primarily to compression of the complex in the condensed phase (66). The shift from a nonpolar to a polar organic solvent has also little eﬀect on the RH-O2 CT absorption band (61,67). The red shifts arising from transition from O2-saturated solution of RH to a solid RH-O2 matrix are only about 10 nm (63,64). Upon comparing with the above, the observed red shifts of about 12,000 cm1 (1.5 eV) of the onsets of the oleﬁn-O2 CT spectra in Na+Y relative to the corresponding absorptions in the conventional media are truly remarkable. The observed shifts are at least an order of magnitude larger than those that can be achieved by varying the solvent polarity. The strong electrostatic ﬁelds of the zeolite pores are attributed to be responsible for the remarkable red shifts since they can eﬀectively stabilize the charge-transferred excited state of alkene–O2 CT complex, as schematically depicted in Fig. 31. In support of this, the electrostatic ﬁeld within zeolite pores has been estimated to be one to several volts per angstrom at a distance of 2–4 A˚ from an Na+ ion (41,68). The measurements of the intensity of the electric ﬁeld–induced IR absorptions of homonuclear diatomic molecules (N2, O2) and methane, and ESR studies (69) also give the similar magnitude of electric ﬁelds in zeolites. The RH-O2 absorption band undergoes a more pronounced red shift in Ba2+Y as demonstrated in Fig. 32. Thus, the onset of diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of trans-2-butene-O2 in Ba+Y is between 500 and 550 nm, which corresponds to a further red shift by about
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Fig. 31 Possible orientation of the electron-transferred state of an oleﬁn–O2 CT complex between the negatively charged framework and the cation leading to remarkable stabilization of the excited state. (Adapted from Ref. 7a.)



100 nm, with respect to the corresponding onset in Na+Y (f450 nm, vide supra). Isobutane (54b) and toluene (56a) also show similar tail absorptions that extend to visible region when mixed with O2 in Ba2+Y. The more pronounced red shift is attributed to an increase in the charge density arising from employing a divalent cation, which gives rise to increase in the electric ﬁeld. The use Ba2+ is more eﬀective than that of Ca2+ since the large Ba2+ ions cannot enter the sodalite units and hexagonal prisms, and as a result, all of the exchanged Ba2+ ions reside in the supercage (70). There are, however, some concerns



Fig. 32 Eﬀect of Ba2+ on the trans-2-butene-O2 CT band. (Data extracted from Ref. 56d,e.)
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in assigning the tail absorptions to RH-O2 CT bands from the absence of absorption maxima even in Ba2+Y and from the nonlinear relationship between the onset of the adsorption and the IP of RH. CT excitation of intrazeolite RH-O2 CT complexes by visible light leads to selective formation of various oxygenated products (54–60). Analyses of the products and intermediates suggest that the reactions undergo via PET from RH to O2 according to Eq. (22).
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The proposed radical cations of RH (RH +) are listed in Table 7. The resulting ion pairs undergo either pathway I [Eq. (23)] or both pathway I and pathway II [Eq. (24)] depending on the type of RH.



Pathway I (alkyl or alkenyl radical): ð23Þ



Pathway II (alkenyl radical): ð24Þ



The ion pairs generated from saturated hydrocarbons only undergo proton shift . . from RH + to superoxide (O2 ) followed by radical coupling between alkyl radical (R.) and hydroperoxy radical (HO2.), leading to exclusive formation of alkyl hydroperoxide (ROOH). The ion pairs generated from unsaturated hydrocarbons (alkenyl radical cation and superoxide) follow both pathways. Thus, they can also undergo dioxetane formation . (pathway II) via direct radical coupling between alkenyl radical cation and O2  according to Eq. (25) in addition to proton shift that leads to formation of alkenyl hydroperoxide (pathway I).



ð25Þ
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When the produced alkyl or alkenyl hydroperoxides are unstable they readily undergo dehydration leading to formation of either corresponding aldehydes or ketones depending on the structure of the hydrocarbon backbone [Eqs. (26)–(28)].



The produced dioxetanes undergo cleavage and eventually lead to formation of a variety of saturated aldehydes and ketones, some of which are described below.



ð29Þ



(30)



Because oxygen atom transfer can occur from alkyl or alkenyl hydroperoxides to parent reactants, complications also arise in pathway I. For instance, 3-hydroperoxy-lbutene epoxidizes excess reactants (alkenes) such as cis- and trans-2-butene in a stereoselective way [Eqs. (31) and (32)]. The benzyl hydroperoxides also undergo oxygen atom transfer to the parent compound [Eq. (33)]. Thus, the subsequent oxygen atom transfer reactions furnish further diversity to the oxygenated products.
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(31)



(32)



(33)



The photoyield increases with increasing the strength of the electric ﬁeld at the cation site (56b). For instance, as shown in Fig. 33, the photoyield of benzaldehyde from the mixture of toluene and O2 increases on going from X to Y and Na+ to Ba2+, consistent with the increase in the strength of electric ﬁeld. This result indicates that stabilization of . . ion pair [RH +, O2 ] is one of the rate-determining steps for product formation. It was revealed that the presence of Brønsted acid sites in the zeolite hosts leads to production of



Fig. 33 Correlation between the strength of electric ﬁeld within zeolite and the photoyield of benzaldehyde from the visible (k > 400 nm) excitation of toluene–O2 CT complex encapsulated in zeolites. (Data extracted from Ref. 56b.)
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a variety of acid-catalyzed secondary products. In this respect, to achieve high reactivity and selectivity, the content of Brønsted acid site should be minimized while maximizing the electric ﬁeld at the cation site, which is obviously diﬃcult. Interestingly, in the case of 1,1-diarylethylene, the visible irradiation (k>400 nm) of the compounds in Na+Y in the presence of O2 yields 1,1-diarylmethyl aldehyde (R1 = H, 1) or 1,1-diarylpropane-2-one (R1 = CH3, 2 ) as well as diarylketone ( 3 ), as shown in Eq. (34) (60).



While pathway II [Eq. (34)] seems to be responsible for the formation of diarylketone (3 ), the mechanism for formation of 1 and 2 is not clear. The unusual products are likely to be formed via hydrogen atom abstraction from the solvent (n-hexane) by the generated radical cation of the parent oleﬁn followed by subsequent reaction of the aralkyl carbonium . ion with the superoxide anion (O2 ), which is usually the least favored pathway in solution. B.



ET Between Intercalated Species by Photosensitization



1. ET from Photosensitized Arenes to Alkali-Metal Cations As discussed in Secs. II.A.1.b (p. 608) and II.A.3 (p. 622) alkali metal ions are very weak electron acceptors. Accordingly, in many PET reactions in zeolites, they usually behave as inert charge-balancing agents for the negatively charged frameworks. In contrast, clusters of alkali metal ions, in particular four sodium ions (4 Na+) residing in the sodalite units of faujasite-type zeolites, act as relatively strong electron acceptors or electron trapping sites. Thus, they often temporarily accommodate electrons ejected from photoexcited arene and alkene donors; as a result, CS exists between the photo-oxidized organic donors and the reduced form of tetranuclear sodium ionic cluster, which is usually expressed as Na43+. For instance, photoexcitation of ANT or PYR incorporated within dehydrated Na+Y or Na+X by 333 nm leads to photoexcited singlet state of the arene, 1*ANT or 1 *PYR, which subsequently undergoes ET to a group of four sodium ions residing in . . sodalite units (71). As a result, ANT + or PYR + and Na43+ appear as transient species . 3+ (Fig. 34), and BET from Na4 to the arene radical cation (ArH +) takes place as time elapses. The tetranuclear sodium ionic cluster is usually characterized by a broad absorption band with kmax at around 550 nm and a 13-line ESR spectrum with the g value of about 2.00. The details about alkali metal ionic clusters are described separately in Sec. II.B.4 (p. 657). . A linear relationship exists between the laser intensity and the yield of PYR + in + 2 Na X with the laser power of up to 8 mJ/cm . This initially suggests that the PET process is monophotonic, i.e., the PET is a single-photon process. However, the result from an . independent oxygen quenching study of PYR + suggests that an independent biphotonic (two-photon) PET process also exists. In other words, both one-photon and two-photon
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Fig. 34 Diﬀuse-reﬂectance transient spectra of dehydrated ANT-impregnated Na+Y (A) and PYR-impregnated Na+X (B) immediately after laser excitation with a nitrogen laser (337 nm). 1-Rt in the y axis represents ( J0Jt)/J0, where J0 is the initial reﬂectance light from the sample before the laser pulse and Jt is the reﬂected light at time t after laser excitation. The value 1-Rt is a linear function of the amount of transient present. (Adapted from Ref. 10a.)



absorptions lead to PET from PYR to 4 Na+. From the fact that only biphotonic processes are allowed to induce PET from arenes adsorbed on silica gel or alumina to the solid support (72) and from the consideration that polar environment results in lowering of the ionization energy from that of the gas phase value, the highly polar nature of the zeolite cage is attributed to be responsible for the occurrence of the monophotonic PET process. Alternatively, the CT interaction between the incorporated arene donor and the electron-acceptor site may be responsible for the monophotonic PET. The simultaneous appearance of the triplet excited state of each arene (3*ANT and 3 *PYR, respectively) in each spectrum of Fig. 34 indicates that the singlet excited state (1*ANT or 1*PYR) also undergoes intersystem crossing to the triplet state. For the PET from photoexcited arene donors (*ArH) to four Na+ ions to be eﬀective, the zeolite host should be dry and the degree of loading of arene donors should be very low, such as less than one arene per 10 supercages. At high loading levels of arenes, PET also readily takes place between the incorporated arenes as discussed in more detail in Sec. II.B.2 (p. 640). From the lack of direct contacts between the arene donors in supercages and the four Na+ ions in sodalite units, a stepwise ET from *ArH to the conduction band of the zeolite framework and subsequently to four sodium ions is suggested, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 35. In contrast, the arene donors adsorbed on the external surface of NaA do not induce such PET. This may result presumably due to the existence of the externally adsorbed arene donors in the crystalline form. Alternatively, the reduction potential of a group of four sodium ions may signiﬁcantly shift to the negative direction due to increased basicity (electron donor property) of the framework of A, since framework basicity sensitively aﬀects the acceptor strength of the charge-balancing cation, as discussed in Sec. III (p. 663).
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Fig. 35 Proposed scheme for sequential PET from an arene donor (ArH) to the conduction band (CB) of the zeolite framework followed by thermal ET to four Na+ ions residing in a sodalite unit.



NAP and BIP were also proposed to undergo PET to groups of two and three sodium ions (2 Na+ and 3 Na+) even in hydrated Na+X and Na+Y at very low loading levels of the arenes (less than two arene donors per 100 supercages) (73). In the case of . NAP, increase in the loading level leads to formation of a dimer cation, (NAP)2 +, which .+ is likely to proceed by the association of NAP and NAP residing in the same or in the neighboring supercages [Eq. (35)].







NAP



þ







þ NAP ! ðNAPÞ2



þ



ð35Þ



The dimer radical cation is characterized by a broad featureless absorption band with kmax at 590 and 1100 nm. The lower energy band (1100 nm) originates from CT . . transition from the neutral NAP to NAP +. Interestingly, the lifetime of (NAP)2 + is signiﬁcantly longer (f100 ms) in the supercages of X or Y than in solution, presumably due to the conﬁnement eﬀect of the cages. From this respect, the zeolite cages can be likened to low-temperature glassy matrices, tethered polymer systems, and supersonic jets in which various cluster ions have longer lifetimes. Photoexcitation (266 or 308 nm) of either cis- or trans-STB in Na+X leads to . formation of only trans-STB + and Na43+ (49). This suggests that cis-to-trans isomerization of photoexcited cis-STB (*cis-STB) [Eq. (36)] takes place much faster than ionization of *cis-STB [Eq. (37)]. When the zeolite is not rigorously dry the formation . of only trans-STB + takes place but not Na43+ (74). hm k1 cisSTB! *cisSTB ! *transSTB k2 *transSTB þ 4Naþ ! transSTB







.+



þ



ð36Þ



þ Na4 3þ k1 Hk2 3+



ð37Þ



are substantially higher in dry Again, the yields of both trans-STB and Na4 Na+X, and oxygen (O2) accelerates the decay of Na43+. Interestingly, photoexcitation (532 nm) of Na43+ by a second laser pulse after a 1- to 2-As delay from the ﬁrst laser shot leads to eﬃcient bleaching of the transient species. However, bleaching dose not lead to formation of radical anion of the parent arene donor via electron trapping or to decay of . trans-STB + via charge recombination with the ejected electron. This suggests that photoexcitation of Na43+ results in redistribution of the trapped electrons to other unknown electron-accepting sites in zeolite frameworks. Photoexcitation (266 nm) of a series of STY derivatives listed in Table 8 in Na+Y also leads to formation of the corresponding radical cation and Na43+ [Eq. (38)] (75).
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Table 8 Comparison of the First-Order Decay Rate Constantsa of Some Radical Cations of STY Derivatives in Na+Y and in Acetonitrile NaYb



H/H CH3/H OCH3/H OCH3/CH3



Fast



Slow



CH3CNc



4.5 2.6 1.4 0.05



0.5 0.4 0.1 0.05



f50000 300 1.3 0.04



In 106 s1. Data from Ref. 75. c Data from Ref. 76. a



b



BET of the above proceeds in a biphasic manner, and the analyzed BET rate constants (kBET) for the fast and slow parts are listed in Table 8 in comparison with the corresponding rate constants measured in solution (CH3CN). As noted, the decay rates for the radical cation of (H/H) and (CH3/H) are about four and two orders of magnitude slower in Na+Y than in CH3CN, respectively, while those of (OCH3/H) and (OCH3/CH3) are nearly the same. This indicates that the stabilizing eﬀect of the zeolite cage is far more eﬀective for those radical cations that are less stable in solution. This result again demonstrates the stabilizing eﬀect of zeolite cages for those highly reactive species in solution. Cyanoarene sensitizers such as 1-CNNAP, 2,3-(CN)2NAP, and 9-CNANT also generate the corresponding radical cations and Na43+ upon laser excitation (266 nm or 355 nm) in Na+X (77). For instance, photoexcitation of 2,3-(CN)2NAP with 266 nm leads . to simultaneous formation of 2,3-(CN)2NAP + and Na43+ at 380 and 560 nm, respec. tively, as shown in Fig. 36A. As noted, the presence of 2,3-(CN)2-NAP + is not so 3+ apparent due to its weaker absorption than that of Na4 . However, use of chlorinated solvents such as dichloromethane leads to signiﬁcant suppression of the absorption of Na43+ presumably due to ET from Na43+ to chlorinated solvents [Eq. (39)].







Na4 3þ CH2 Cl2  ! CH2 Cl2 4 Naþ







! CH2 Cl. þ Cl



ð39Þ



Figure 36B further demonstrates that the decay of Na43+ (absorption of 560 nm) is faster when PET from 2,3-(CN)2NAP to 4 Na+ is carried out using 15% dichloromethane/n-hexane mixture than using pure n-hexane. Therefore, the use of chlorinated solvents seems be useful for obtaining clearer transient spectra of arene radical cations with small molar extinction coeﬃcients, which otherwise would be obscured by the intense
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Fig. 36 (A) Transient spectra measured after 266 nm excitation of samples of 2,3-dicyanonaphthalene (10 Amol/g) in Na+X prepared using hexane (.) or 15% dichloromethane/hexane (n) as solvent. (B) Normalized decay traces measured at 560 nm under conditions of A. (Adapted from Ref. 77.)



spectrum of Na43+. The use of hydrated zeolites as the hosts may be an alternative way to suppress the formation of Na43+ (73). However, oxygen (O2) is more often the reagent of the choice since it can also conveniently remove Na43+ according to the following reaction: Na4 3þ þ O2 ! 4 Naþ þ O2 



ð40Þ



For instance, as shown in Fig. 37, a clear spectrum of the radical cation of trans-anethole . (trans-ANE +) can be generated in Na+X by 266-nm irradiation of the sample saturated with O2. 1,1-Diarylethylenes also undergo photoionization-accompanying generation of Na43+ in Na+Y upon direct irradiation at 254 nm (60). In fact, the most preferred reaction of the radical cations of 1,1-diarylethylenes in solution is addition to the parent oleﬁn. Interestingly, however, formation of 1,1-diarylethanes via hydrogen abstraction from the solvent (n-hexane) by the radical cation of 1,1-diarylethylenes is the exclusive pathway in zeolite despite the fact that this is the least favored in solution. Another interesting point is that presence of O2 is a prerequisite for the radical cations of 1,1diarylethylenes to undergo hydrogen abstraction. Equation (40) may be responsible for providing the generated 1,1-diarylethylene longer chances to undergo relatively slower hydrogen abstraction processes. While teaming up is indispensable for alkali metal ions to behave as practical electron-accepting centers, even a single cation can serve as the acceptor when the cation has reasonably high acceptor strength. Indeed, upon irradiation at 320 nm, PET from a series of N-alkyl phenothiazine (Cn-PHT) to transition metal cations such as Cu2+, Fe3+, Cr3+, Ni2+, and Mn2+ readily takes place in zeolites and the related microporous and mesoporous materials [Eq. (41)] (78).
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Fig. 37 Transient spectrum of radical cation of trans-anethole (trans-ANE) obtained by 266 nm excitation of O2-saturated compound in Na+X after 20 As delay showing the full suppression of the absorption by Na43+ at approximately the 550 nm region.



As can be expected, the photoyield increases with increasing acceptor strength and concentration of the transition metal cation. The photoyield also increases with increasing alkyl chain length consistent with the increase in the donor strength of Cn-PHT with increasing chain length. In the cases where strong acceptor cations such as Cu2+ and Fe3+ are employed, thermal ET also takes place from Cn-PHT to the transition metal ions. Even for a weak acceptor such as Ni2+, thermal ET becomes signiﬁcant when the concentration of the cation increases (78b). This indicates that the thermal ET process is governed by thermodynamic equilibrium. While Na+ ions serve as electron acceptors in alkali–metal cation exchanged zeolites, the transition metal cations imbedded within the frameworks of mesoporous materials also serve as electron acceptors. For instance, PET from Cn-PHT to the transition metal in MUHM-3 (M=Cu, Ni, Cr, and Mn), MSBA-15 (M=V, Ti), and MAPO-5, and 11 (M=V, Ti) occurs readily (79,81). ET also takes place from the photoexcited 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphine manganese(III) to Ti4+ in the framework of TiMCM-41 (81).
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2. ET from Photosensitized Arenes to Other Arenes While PET from *ArH to four sodium ions prevails upon photoexcitation of the faujasitetype zeolites loaded with ArH at low loading levels (Na+>K+> Rb+>Cs+. The decrease in the supercage volume, which hampers close contact between DS+ and the substrate, might be responsible for the above trend. Alternatively, the increase in the degree of ET from the framework to 1*DS+ seems to be more responsible for the progressive decrease in the yield consistent with the increase in the donor strength of the framework (see Sec. IIIA, p. 666). b.



Triarylpyrilium and Triarylmethylium as the Photosensitzers



Incorporation of TPP+ is carried out by direct synthesis of the sensitizer in zeolite by applying the so-called ship-in-a-bottle strategy (88). Encapsulation of this large sensitizer cation in Y is carried out by acid-catalyzed reaction of chalcone and acetophenone in isooctane at 110jC. The zeolite-encapsulated TPP+ shows moderate activities as an ET
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photosensitizer toward isomerization of cis-STB to trans-STB (88), bicyclo[2,1,0]pentane (housane) to cyclopentene (89), and cyclodimerization of 1,3-cyclohexadiene to [4+2] endo dimer (90) [Eqs. (51)–(53)].



The above reactions proceed by ET from the substrate (SUB) to the photoexcited TPP+ (*TPP+) according to the following equation: *TPPþ þ SUB ! TPP. þ SUB







þ



ð54Þ



Unlike oxidation of trans-STB [Eq. (46)], the conversions of the above isomerization reactions are signiﬁcantly lower in the heterogeneous systems than in solution. The poor yields seem to arise from the employment of dichloromethane as the solvent, which disfavors inclusion of hydrocarbon substrates into the interior of Y. In this respect, reexamination of the above reactions seems to be necessary by employing nonpolar hydrocarbon solvents such as n-hexane and n-octane. In the case of cis-to-trans isomerization of STB, addition of azulene (E=0.95 V vs. SCE) into the heterogeneous mixture to quench the out-of-cage fraction of the photosensitized cis-STB leads to a decrease of the initial yield to 60% of that in the absence of azulene. However, the resulting yield is still considerably higher than that obtained in the homogeneous solution in the presence of azulene. The smaller degree of quenching by azulene in TPP+Y than in solution is attributed to slower diﬀusion of cis. STB + in zeolite since this radical cation has to balance the negative framework charge. The above result further indicates that CS occurs to a considerable extent inside the
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supercages of Y. Interestingly, unlike in homogeneous solution, the isomerization reaction is not perturbed by the presence of oxygen and no byproducts are formed from oxidative cleavage. This is attributed to the ‘‘cage eﬀect’’ of zeolite. The cis-to-trans isomerization of STB is more eﬃcient when TPP+ is encapsulated within the large channels (f20 A˚) of MCM-41 (91). In the case of photosensitized dimerization of 1,3-cyclohexadiene, the high selectivity to [4+2] endo dimer conﬁrms that the reaction proceeds by Eq. (52) (90). The selectivity decreases when DBT+ is employed instead of TPP+ in ZSM-5 (90). Interestingly, while DBT+ is readily attacked by H2O in solution, it survives for a much longer period in hydrated Y (f15 days). Moreover, it remains intact for several months in the narrow channels of ZSM-5. This phenomenon is attributed to the ‘‘tight ﬁt’’ of the cation within the channels. Thus, the lack of space for the transition state seems to help preserve DBT+ from the nucleophilic attack by water. Similarly, nucleophilic addition of water to TPP+ takes place very rapidly in solution and this leads to formation of 1,3,5-triphenylpent-2-en-1,5-dione (PDO). For instance, TPP+BF4 becomes completely hydrolyzed in a few hours when suspended in water although the salt is sparingly soluble in it. However, TPP+BF4 survives long enough in an aqueous acetonitrile (50%) for the laser ﬂash photolysis studies to be carried out. Under these conditions, the triplet excited state of TPP+ (3*TPP+) is the only transient species that is observed, but there is no evidence for the formation of TPP (92). This indicates that PET from H2O to TPP+ does not occur in solution despite the fact that this process is predicted to be exergonic based on the Rehm-Weller equation (93) and despite the wide use of TPP+ as ET photosensitizer (94). Surprisingly, cleavage of TPP+ to PDO is totally (>3000 h) suppressed inside the supercages of Y, and PET occurs readily from H2O to TPP+ upon irradiation at 355 nm [Eqs. (55) and (56)] (92). Furthermore, the zeolite-entrapped TPP+ also remains intact from the attack by the powerful oxidizing hydroxyl radical HO., which is generated by . cleavage of H2O + [Eqs. (55)–(57)]. 355 nm TPPþ !*TPPþ



ð55Þ







*TPPþ þ H2 O!TPP. þ H2 O







H2 O þ !Hþ þ HO.



þ



ð56Þ ð57Þ



Again, the tight ﬁt of the bulky TPP+ ion inside the rigid supercage seems to be responsible for keeping the ion safely from the attack by both H2O and HO., which requires severe structural change of TPP+. The photoinduced generation of hydroxy radicals was conﬁrmed by spin trapping with 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) and by time-resolved spectroscopy using benzene and MV2+ as probes. The framework structure of the zeolite is not damaged by the hydroxy radical. TPP+Y also shows high activity for removal of pollutants dissolved in water (93). For instance, the eﬃciency of TPP+Y is much higher than TiO2 or TPP+-adsorbing SiO2 (TPP+-SiO2) in oxidizing 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (CPA) from the aqueous solution
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upon visible irradiation (Pyrex ﬁlter). CPA is often used as a model compound for other more widely used chlorinated herbicides.



The higher eﬃciency of TPP+Y over TPP+-SiO2 is ascribed to the ability of Y to absorb highly polar CPA into the supercages, which leads to a large increase in the local concentration of CPA near TPP+. The catalytic oxidation of CPA by TPP+Y seems to proceed via formation of H2O2 as a result of oxidation of H2O with *TPP+ [Eq. (56)]. The detailed mechanism remains to be elucidated. A series of substituted triarylmethylium cations (trityl cations or tritium) such as tris(4-methoxyphenyl)methylium (TMM+, malachite green), bis(4-methoxyphenyl) phenylmethylium (BMPM + ), and bis(4-dimethylaminophenyl)phenylmethylium (BDPM+) has also been prepared in Y, beta, and MCM-41 (95). They are also eﬀective photosensitizers for dimerization of 1,3-hexadiene to give [4+2] endo dimer in high selectivity.



The trityl cations are synthesized from the reaction of benzaldehyde or a ringsubstituted derivative and N,N-dimethylaniline or anisole. c.



Ru(bpy)32+ as the Photosensitizer



SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION. Synthesis of Ru(bpy)32+ (bpy =2,2V-bipyridine) in the supercages of Y (96) and the subsequent PET from the excited triplet state of the Ru(II)-complex (*Ru(bpy)32+) to the acceptors placed in the neighboring cages have been extensively studied. The intrazeolite synthesis of Ru(bpy)32+ is usually carried out by heating the mixture of Ru(NH3)63+-exchanged Y and bpy at 200jC for a day or longer in a tube sealed under vacuum [Eq. (60)] (97–99). bpy; sealed tube RuðNH3 Þ6 3þ ! RuðbpyÞ3 2þ Y Y B 200 C; >1 day
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ð60Þ



When amine is not coordinated to the Ru3+ species exchanged into zeolite, the added bpy serves as the reducing agent (96c). Accordingly, for production of Ru(bpy)32+, excess bpy should be introduced into the reactor with a Ru / bpy ratio of 1:4 [Eq. (61)]. 200B C 2 Ru3þ þ 8 bpy ! 2 RuðbpyÞ3 2þ þ C20 H14 N4 þ 2 Hþ



ð61Þ



When amine is coordinated to Ru3+ as in the case of Ru(NH3)63+ the complexed amine acts as the reductant for reduction of Ru3+ to Ru2+. Therefore, the required mole ratio of Ru3+ bpy can be lowered to 1:3 but more preferentially to 1:3.5. The following equations represent the two proposed stoichiometries: 200B C 2 RuðNH3 Þ63þ þ 6 bpy!2 RuðbpyÞ32þ þ N2 H4 þ 10 NH3 þ 2 Hþ B



200 C 6 RuðNH3 Þ6 3þ þ 18 bpy ! 6 RuðbpyÞ3 2þ þ N2 þ 34 NH3 þ 6 Hþ



ð62Þ ð63Þ



The balanced equations show that H+ is generated. Ion exchange of Ru(NH3)63+ into Y is usually carried out under inert gas atmosphere to prevent irreversible formation of ruthenium red, whose absorption maxima appear at 245, 375, 532, and 758 nm (100). The pH of the aqueous solution is usually adjusted to 4–5 prior to ion exchange of Na+ with Ru(NH3)63+, also to help prevent formation of ruthenium red. ½ðNH3 Þ5 Ru ORuðNH3 Þ4  O RuðNH3 Þ5 6þ 6Cl ruthenium red Zeolite Y may be calcined at 500jC overnight to remove hydrocarbon impurities in the zeolite prior to ion exchange with Ru(NH3)63+. The excess unreacted bpy is removed by Soxhlet extraction with ethanol for 3–4 weeks. The Ru(bpy)32+ complexes assembled on the external surfaces are removed by washing the zeolite with the aqueous solution of NaCl. Instead of expensive Ru(NH3)63+, cheaper RuCl3 can be directly employed as the Ru source for Ru(bpy)32+ (101). In this case, aqueous ammonia solution is employed and the in situ generated Ru(NH3)6n(H2O)n2+ (n = 0–6) complexes are incorporated into Y. RuCl3 30% NH3 =H2 O Naþ Y ! ½RuðNH3 Þ6n ðH2 OÞn 2þ Y re ﬂux; 3 h



ð64Þ



During the reaction, the black aqueous solution of RuCl3 turns reddish pink indicating the reduction of Ru(III) to Ru(II). Subsequent complexation of Ru(II) with bpy is carried out by reﬂuxing the mixture of Ru(II)-Y and bpy for 3 h in the mixture of ethylene glycol (b.p. 196jC), DMSO, and H2O in the volume ratio of 150:1:1. bpy; re ﬂux; 3 h ½RuðNH3 Þ6n ðH2 OÞn 3þ Y !RuðbpyÞ3 2þ Y ethylene glycol ð150Þ DMSO ð1Þ; H2O ð1Þ
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This procedure seems to be superior to the sealed-tube dry-powder method from the respects of the reaction time, reproducibility, and homogeneous distribution of Ru(bpy)32+ in the zeolite particles. The assembled Ru(bpy)32+ can be easily identiﬁed by comparing the characteristic resonance Raman (97) and diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra with the authentic ones. The UV-vis absorption spectrum of the complex in zeolite gives two bands at f280 and f450 nm, which arise due to k ! k* and d(t2) ! k* MLCT transitions, respectively (Fig. 38). The color of the complex is orange–red due to the MLCT band. The positions and intensities of these bands for hydrated zeolite are similar to that of an aqueous solution. The assembled Ru(bpy)32+ is more convincingly identiﬁed by isolation from the zeolite hosts by dissolving the framework with HF (99) or H2SO4 (101). The isolated Ru(bpy)32+ ions are then identiﬁed spectrophotometrically (102) or by high-performance liquid chromatography analysis (101). The use of H2SO4 gives slightly higher yield of Ru(bpy)32+ than HF. When the surfaces of the Y crystals with f100-nm sizes are tethered with octadecyl groups through siloxyl



Fig. 38 UV-vis spectrum of Ru(bpy)32+ in dry (top) and hydrated (middle), and in aqueous solution. (Adapted from Ref. 103.)
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linkages [Eq. (66)], the nanosized zeolite crystals can be homogeneously dispersed in toluene (103).



ð66Þ



The toluene solution dispersed with the oactadecyl-tethering nanocrystalline Ru (bpy)32+Y is so highly transparent that even transmission spectroscopic techniques can be applied for monitoring and assay of the Ru(II) complex. In particular, at the dispersion level below 1 mg ml1 scattering by the colloidal particles is suﬃciently low such that all of the entrapped Ru(bpy)32+ in the zeolite is sampled by optical spectroscopy. Almost all of the Ru species in the zeolite are transformed into Ru(bpy)32+ when the loading level is below one complex per two supercages (50%). At higher loading levels, formation of byproducts such as [Ru(bpy)n(NH3)62n]2+ is usually indispensable due to the increase in the diﬃculty of bpy transport. By repeated treatment with bpy, the maximal loading level of pure Ru(bpy)32+ can be reached to f65%. Up to this loading level, a homogeneous distribution of Ru(bpy)32+ is realized within the crystals of Y (99). At higher loading levels, population of Ru(bpy)32+ is highest at the outer most supercages and it decreases upon going into the interior. Interestingly, the Ru complexes encapsulated within Y are thermally stable up to 350jC. Care must be taken during assembly of Ru(bpy)32+ in X since crystallinity of X is severely lost when the routine procedure for assembly of Ru(bpy)32+ in Y is employed without modiﬁcation (104). First, acidiﬁcation of the aqueous solution for ion exchange with Ru(NH3)63+ should be avoided since X is not stable in the acidic medium. Instead, it is desirable to handle the solution at low temperature and under inert gas atmosphere during ion exchange to prevent formation of ruthenium red. The best result can be achieved by use of divalent hexaamine Ru(II), Ru(NH3)62+. In this case, all of the procedures, including aqueous ion exchange, should be carried out under inert atmosphere since the Ru(II) complex is highly air sensitive (104). Various other related Ru(II) complexes have also been assembled in Y as shown in Fig. 39 (105–111). The available full names for the Ru(II) complexes and the corresponding absorption and emission maxima are listed in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The diaquo bisbipyridyl Ru(II) complex, Ru(bpy)2(H2O)22+, is prepared by reacting Ru(NH3)62+Y with bpy at 90jC for 20 h in a sealed-tube reactor (96c,102,106,107) or by reﬂuxing [Ru(NH3)6n(H2O)n]2+Y (n = 0–6) in ethanol (b.p. 78jC) in the presence of bpy for 3 h (101). Various Ru(bpy)2L22+ -type complexes (L = bidentate ligand related to bpy) are derived from the Ru(bpy)2(H2O)22+ in Y (105,108,110,111). Ru(bpy)2(bpz)2+ is especially useful to prepare the binuclear Ru(II) complex, Ru(bpy)2bpz-Ru(NH3)5, which occupies two neighboring supercages of Y, with each Ru(II) center occupying each supercage. Subsequent treatment of Ru(bpy)2bpz-Ru(NH3)5 with other bidentate ligands leads to formation of two diﬀerent types of Ru(II) complexes in the neighboring supercages (109,112). CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES. Ru(bpy)32+ gives emission upon photoexcitation of the MLCT band arising from decay of 3MLCT state (102). The emission maxima appear at
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Fig. 39
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Various Ru(II) complexes assembled in Y.



Table 9 Type of Zeolite-Encapsulated Ru(II) Complexes Formula



Name



Rubpy X42+ a Ru(bpy)2(H2O)22+



Ref.



105 96c, 102, 106, 107 Ru(bpy)32+ Tris(2,2V-bipyridine) ruthenium(II) 108 Ru(bpz)32+ Tris(2,2V-bipyrazine) ruthenium(II) 108 Tris(4-methyl-2,2V-bipyridine) ruthenium(II) 108 Ru(4m-bpy)32+ Tris(5-methyl-2,2V-bipyridine) ruthenium(II) 109 Ru(5m-bpy)32+ Ru(bpy)2bpz2+ Bis(2,2V-bipyridine)-2,2V-bipyrazine ruthenium(II) 108 Ru(bpy)2daf2+ Bis(2,2V-bipyridine)-4,5-diazaﬂuorene ruthenium(II) 110 Ru(bpy)2dmb+ Bis(2,2V-bipyridine)-4,4V-dimethyl-2,2V-bipyridine ruthenium(II) 108 Ru(bpy)2pypz2+ Bis(2,2V-bipyridine)-2-(2-pyridyl) pyrazine ruthenium(II) 111 Ru(bpy)2dpp2+ Bis(2,2V-bipyridine)-2,3-bis(2-pyridyl) pyrazine ruthenium(II) 105 Ru(bpy)2bpz-Ru(NH3)5 — 109 a



— Bis(2,2V-bipyridine) diaquo ruthenium(II)



X = H2O or NH3.



612, 621, and 586 nm in aqueous solution, hydrated Y, and dry Y, respectively (Fig. 40). Thus, while the emission maximum (kmax) of Ru(bpy)32+ in hydrated Y is similar to that in aqueous solution, the emission maximum blue shifts substantially (35 nm) in dehydrated (at 350jC) Y. Since resonance Raman studies show that dehydration has a minimal eﬀect on the structure of Ru(bpy)32+ in the ground state (97), the marked blue shift is attributed to the increase in the rigidity of Ru(bpy)32+ in the excited state as a result of increase in the



Table 10



Absorption and Emission Data (kmax) of Ru(II) Complexes Assembled in Y Absorptiona



Compound



Y



Emissionb H2O



Y



H2O



Ref. 105 96c, 102, 106, 107 108 108 108 109 108 110 108 111 105 109



Rubpy X42+ c Ru(bpy)2(H2O)22+



— 292, 342, 488



295, 367, 523 290, 346, 487



— 673d



— 664d



Ru(bpy)32+ Ru(bpz)32+ Ru(4m-bpy)32+ Ru(5m-bpy)32+ Ru(bpy)2bpz2+ Ru(bpy)2daf2+ Ru(bpy)2dmb2+ Ru(bpy)2pypz2+ Ru(bpy)2dpp2+ Ru(bpy)2bpz-Ru(NH3)5



286, 292, 292, 446 282, 289, 288, 286, 284, 417,



287, 426, 452 295, 443 286, 426, 456 — 282, 406, 485 286, 450 287, 428, 456 — 282, 424, 476 254, 283, 412, 482, 620, 664



618d 598d 630d 605d 674d 620d 623d 656e 700f 673d



609d 600d 615d — 705d 610d 618d 672e 684f 664d



a



kmax, in nm. Excitation wavelength in nm. c X = NH3 or H2O. d kext = 457.9 nm. e kext = 488 nm. f kext = 354.7 nm. b
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432, 456 446 430, 462 410, 457 429, 449 430, 481,



480 464 474 617, 673



Fig. 40 Normalized emission spectra of Ru(bpy)32+ in dry Y, aqueous solution, and in hydrated Y (as indicated, kext = 457.9 nm). (Adapted from Ref. 102.)



interaction between Ru(bpy)32+ and the zeolite framework, which hampers relaxation of the 3MLCT state from the higher energy level to a more stable one. In support of the above interpretation, emission energy of *Ru(bpy)32+ increases on going from a ﬂuid to a rigid medium by lowering the temperature (113). Replacement of Na+ ions in Ru(bpy)32+-incorporating Y with tetraethylammonium ion (TEA+) also leads to substantial blue shift of the emission maximum from 626 nm (hydrated Na+Y) to 605 nm (hydrated TEA+Y) as well as a 2.7-fold increase in the emission intensity. Since both Ru(bpy)32+ and TEA+ ions cannot be accommodated in a supercage, the result is also attributed to the decrease in the amount of water in the zeolite system as a result of incorporation of large hydrophobic organic cations (114). The emission intensity of *Ru(bpy)32+ decreases upon increasing the population of the Ru(II) complex in zeolite (98). For instance, a 2.5-fold decrease is observed in the emission intensity upon increasing the population of Ru(bpy)32+ in Y from 1 per 66.7 to 1 per 1.9 supercages. This arises from the intermolecular interaction between the Ru(bpy)32+ complexes encapsulated in the adjacent supercages. The nonradiative decay processes, such as nonradiative interaction between the ground and excited states and triplet–triplet annihilation between the excited states via ET, seem to be responsible for the faster decay of the excited states leading to a decrease in the emission intensity (98). INTERCAGE ET. ET takes place from Ru(bpy)32+ to MV2+ in the adjacent cages upon selective photoexcitation of the complex at 413.1 or 457.9 nm (115). This is a typical example of intercage ET since both Ru(bpy)32+ and MV2+ cannot be placed in a single . supercage. Interestingly, the blue color of MV + persists for 1 h under anaerobic and . rigorously dry conditions thereby indicating very long-lived CS between MV + and 3+ Ru(bpy)3 . Time-resolved resonance Raman spectrum (Fig. 41) shows the appearance of the . characteristic bands arising from *Ru(bpy)32+ and MV + together with those of 2+ Ru(bpy)3 in the ground state. This indicates that ET proceeds from *Ru(bpy)32+ to
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Fig. 41 Time-resolved resonance Raman spectrum (335 nm, 15 ns) of hydrated Ru(bpy)32+MV2+(1.0)Y. (Adapted from Ref. 115.)



MV2+. However, the simultaneous generation of Ru(bpy)33+ is not apparent in Fig. 41 despite that there is a weak signal at 1112 cm1 that is characteristic of Ru(bpy)33+ (115). One reason for the failure to observe Raman signals of Ru(bpy)33+ is due to the severe overlap between the signals of Ru(bpy)32+ and Ru(bpy)33+. Other attempts, such as UVvis, XPS, and EPR studies, also failed to provide evidence for the simultaneous formation . of Ru(bpy)33+. However, monitoring the growth and decay of MV + and Ru(bpy)32+, respectively, as a function of time (Fig. 42) provides indirect evidence for the following equations: hmðMLCTÞ ð67Þ RuðbpyÞ3 2þ W *RuðbpyÞ3 2þ *RuðbpyÞ3 2þ þ MV2þ !RuðbpyÞ3 3þ þ MVþ



ð68Þ



The observation of two isosbestic points at f400 and f500 nm further supports the equilibrium between the two absorbing species. However, the system gets more complicated in the dehydrated Y since the framework can reduce Ru(bpy)33+ to Ru(bpy)32+ leaving a hole center in the framework when the zeolite is dry as discussed in detail in Sec. IV.C (p. 705). The forward ET from the photoexcited complex *Ru(bpy)32+ to MV2+ is most likely to undergo via direct contact between the donor and acceptor at the supercage window. The fact that the excited electron resides on the k* orbital of the surrounding bpy ligand, as a result of MLCT transition, will help promote the ET. The Stern-Volmer plot of lifetime of *Ru(bpy)32+ with respect to the concentration of MV2+ in hydrated Y (Fig. 43) shows that the quenching process [Eq. (68)] has a small dynamic component but is primarily static in nature. This indicates that the mobility of MV2+ is limited within the pores. . The BET from MV + to Ru(bpy)33+ occurs in the Marcus inverted region (116). For instance, when a series of DQ2+, namely, 2DQ2+ (E 0 = 0.37 V), 3DQ2+ (E0 = 0.55 V), and 4DQ2+ (E0 = 0.65 V, vs. NHE), are introduced into the Ru(bpy)32+-
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Fig. 42 Spectral change of the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of hydrated Ru(bpy)32+-MV2+-zeolite Y during irradiation (A) and in the dark after irradiation for 30 min (B). The range of wavelength is 420–630 nm and the interval is 10 min.



Fig. 43 Stern-Volmer plot of the lifetime of *Ru(bpy)32+ vs. MV2+ concentration in zeolite. (Adapted from Ref. 115.)
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incorporating Y, the observed BET rates for Eq. (69) are 4.0  104 (n = 2), 1.1  104 (n = 3), and 0.7  104 s1 (n = 4) for the zeolites with the loading levels of nDQ2+ of 1 per 15 (n = 2) or 1 per 10 supercages (n = 3, 4), and 2.5  105 (n = 2), 1.8  105 (n = 3), and 1.2  105 s1 (n = 4) for the zeolites with the loading level of 1.6 (n = 2), 1.4 (n = 3), and 1.2 per supercage (n = 4). nDQþ þ RuðbpyÞ3 3þ ! nDQ2þ þ RuðbpyÞ3 2þ



ð69Þ



Thus, as noted, the BET rate decreases as the thermodynamic driving force for the ET . . . increases in the order 2DQ + 750



2.0050 2.0050 — — 1.9983 — — 2.0063 1.9988 1.9987 1.9987 — 2.0003 2.0026 2.0026 — — — — — — — 1.9990 2.0022 2.0011 2.0013 2.0013 2.0010 1.9992 1.9983 1.9983 — 1.9992 1.9994 1.9997 1.9990 1.9990 — — 1.9950 1.9960 1.9975 1.9990 1.9993
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Fig. 52 The ESR spectra of Na+Y containing 3(A), 8(B), 13(C), and 32(D) extra sodium atoms per unit cell. (Data extracted from Refs. 124a and 165.)



an acceptor depending on the relative electron density of the interacting counterpart. The zeolite framework is not an exception. Indeed, a great number of experimental results have veriﬁed that the zeolite framework is by no means inert but rather actively participates as the electron donor for a variety of intercalated compounds (8–17). For instance, it is well established that exposure of electron acceptor compounds such as tetracyanoethylene (17a,b), 1,3,5,-trinitrobenzene (16a,b,17a), m-dinitrobenzene (17a), and o-chloranil (17c) to dry zeolites gives rise to formation of the corresponding radical anion in zeolites even at room temperature. Formation of the radical anion of sulfur



Fig. 53



Representation of an array of interacting Na43+ clusters. (Adapted from Ref. 124a.)
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. dioxide (SO2 ) (16b,17b) also readily occurs at elevated temperatures (f200jC). Thus, the donor property of zeolites has been well established. Instead, poorly deﬁned defect sites have often been attributed as the source of electron. Now the following examples provide ﬁrm evidence that zeolite frameworks are the true sources of electron to the encapsulated acceptor molecules.



A.



CT Interaction of the Framework with Intercalated Species



1. Framework-MV 2+ CT Interaction and PET from Framework to MV 2+ It has been well established that ‘‘the zeolite basicity increases with increasing the aluminum content and/or the size of the charge-balancing cation for a series of alkali metal ions. (8–12,170–177). The meaning of zeolite basicity is rather vague; it should be more clearly speciﬁed as the framework basicity since the negatively charged framework actually exerts the basic property and the charge-balancing cation actually exerts the acidic property. As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, basicity is synonymous with donor strength. Therefore, it can be now said that the donor strength of the framework increases with increasing aluminum content and/or the size of the charge-balancing cation for a series of alkali metal ions. The reason for the increase in the framework donor strength upon increasing aluminum content is rather clear since the increase in aluminum content results in the increase in negative charge density on the framework. However, the eﬀect of the latter on the donor strength of the framework has remained unclear. As an attempt to understand this, a CT interaction between the cation and the framework has been proposed by Mortier (170) Jhon (177) and their coworkers on the basis of theoretical studies. In the mean time, Mortier and coworkers successfully applied the concept of Sanderson’s electronegativity equalization principle to the zeolite system and developed a formulation that can derive the Sanderson’s partial charge of the framework oxygen (yO) from the values of Sanderson’s intermediate electronegativity of zeolite (Sz) and Sanderson’s electronegativity of oxygen (SO) according to the following equation: yO ¼ ðSZ  SO Þ=2:08SO 1=2



ð77Þ



SZ is expressed by the geometrical mean of the Sanderson’s electronegativities of all framework elements and cations according to the following equation: SZ ¼ ðSMp SSiq SA1r SOt Þ1=ðpþqþrþtÞ



ð78Þ



where, SM, SSi, SAl, and SO represent Sanderson’s electronegativities of the alkali metal cation, silicon, aluminum, and oxygen, respectively, and p, q, r, and t respectively represent the number of the corresponding element in a unit cell. There are numerous examples that verify the linear correlation between yO and the framework donor strength. Therefore, nowadays it has become a routine practice to employ yO as the criterion for the framework donor strength. However, despite the great success in taking the type of cation into the account of yO, Sanderson’s principle does not explain the nature of interaction between the cation and the framework. The direct experimental proof for the nature of interaction between the framework and the cation being CT interaction was provided by employment of MV2+ as the probe cation (9). For instance, the diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of a series of dried MV2+M+Y and MV2+-M+X samples show absorption bands in the 220- to 320-nm region, as shown in Fig. 54A. The exchanged amount of MV2+ in the above zeolites is one per unit
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Fig. 54 (A) Diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of the dehydrated MV2+-M+Y (top) and MV2+M+X (bottom). (B) Diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of the fully hydrated MV2+-M+Y (top) and MV2+-M+X (bottom). (Adapted from Ref. 9.)



cell, and M+ stands for alkali metal cations with compositions as listed in Table 14. Thus, M+ represents the major cation and MV2+ the minor probe cation. The absorption band progressively red shifts upon increasing the size of M+. Concomitantly, the bandwidth of each spectrum progressively decreases upon increasing size of M+, with the order being Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+. In marked contrast, the fully hydrated samples give nearly the same cation-independent absorption bands, as shown in Fig. 54B. Such a marked diﬀerence in the behavior of the absorption band arises due to the presence and disappearance of CT interaction between framework and MV2+ in the dry and hydrated zeolites, respectively. Decomposition of the spectra using multiple Gaussian bands reveals that each absorption band is composed of three bands; a long, weak tail band and two full Gaussian bands as typically shown for MV2+-M+Y in Fig. 55A. The weak tail band arises due to the residual absorption of the zeolite framework. Of the two Gaussian bands, the progressively moving, higher energy band (dashed curve) is the framework-to-MV2+ CT band. The CT nature of this band is veriﬁed from the linear relationship between the absorption band and yo as shown in Fig. 55B. The stationary, lower energy band is the local (intrinsic) band of MV2+ in Y. Therefore, only the local band appears in the hydrated zeolites. The CT band is always much broader (fwhm=f0.68 eV) and more intense than the local band (fwhm=f0.43 eV) and the envelope of the broad CT band always covers the local band. Accordingly, the selective excitation of only the local band without simulta-
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Table 14 Chemical Compositions of the Alkali Metal–Exchanged Zeolites X and Y Used to Study CT Interaction Between MV2+ and Corresponding Sanderson’s Partial Electron Density on the Framework Oxygen (yo)a Zeolite



Unit cell composition



yo



Li+Y Na+Y K+ Y Rb+Y Cs+Y Li+X Na+X K+ X Rb+X Cs+X



Li37Na16Al53Si139O384 Na53Al53Si139O384 K49Na4Al53Si139O384 Rb35K13Na2H3Al53Si139O384 Cs37K14Na2Al53Si139O384 Li68Na16Al84Si108O384 Na84Al84Si108O384 K7 5Na9Al84Si108O384 Rb51K21Na5H7Al84Si108O384 Cs46K26Na6H6Al84Si108O384



0.247 0.265 0.276 0.284 0.304 0.287 0.316 0.331 0.338 0.352



Source: Data from Ref. 9.



Fig. 55 (A) Decomposed spectra of the dehydrated MV2+-M+Y for ﬁve diﬀerent alkali metal cations (as indicated), showing the residual absorption of the zeolite framework (dotted line); the broad CT band (dashed line); and the narrower, local band of MV2+(L) (dashed and dotted line). (B) Mulliken’s linear relationship between the CT band and the calculated Sanderson’s (average) partial charge of the framework oxygen of M+Y and M+X (as indicated). (Adapted from Ref. 9.)
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neous excitation of the CT band is not possible. In contrast, selective excitation of the CT band is possible by irradiation at the wavelengths shorter than f250 nm. The larger slope observed for Y than X in Fig. 55B indicates that the degree of red shift of the CT band upon increasing framework donor strength is much more sensitive for Y than X for a common acceptor, MV2+. This phenomenon seems to arise as a result of the increase in the number of alkali metal cation in the supercage of X, which interferes with the CT interaction between MV2+ and the negatively charged framework. For instance, the excess cations will hamper the closer contact between MV2+ and the framework and alter the orientation of MV2+ with respect to the available basic site. Consistent with this interpretation, CT bands have been shown to blue shift upon increasing the intermolecular distance (23,24) or the steric hindrance between the donor–acceptor pairs (178). Alternatively, congestion of the supercage with M+ in X may push MV2+ to the less basic sites of the framework since basic sites are known to be inhomogeneous (170f,174c). No matter what the reasons are, the above result suggests that the cationdependent donor strengths of the frameworks cannot be judged merely on the basis of their chemical compositions. Rather, the actual donor strength of the framework exerting to an acceptor is governed by the multiple factors, such as framework structure, Si/Al ratio, size and number of the cation, nature of the available basic sites in the framework, and shape and size of the acceptor (179). A similar conclusion is derived from the CT interaction of iodine with the zeolite framework as discussed in Sec. III.A.2 (p. 673). The disappearance of the CT band upon hydration of MV2+-M+X and MV2++ M Y in Fig. 54B arises from the loss of direct interaction between MV2+ and the zeolite framework by the intervening water, which preferentially adheres to the polar oxide surfaces of zeolites. However, unlike MV2+-exchanged X and Y, even the fully hydrated MV2+-adopted ZSM-5 shows a distinguished shoulder band at around 260 nm, as shown in Fig. 56A. This arises since water cannot eliminate the MV2+–framework CT interaction in ZSM-5 as it does in X and Y due to tighter ﬁt of the bulky MV2+ ion within the narrower zeolite pores (f5.5 A˚) and the hydrophobic nature of the silica-rich zeolite. Interestingly, the local band of MV2+ appears at 290 nm in ZSM-5, which corresponds to a red shift by 10 and 20 nm with respect to the Emax in Na+X (280 nm) and Na+Y (270 nm), respectively. Thus, the progressive red shift is related to the progressive decrease in pore size (14,180). This phenomenon is attributed to the progressive deviation of the planarity of the rings and the increase in the degree of molecular orbital distortions as a result of the increase in the degree of conﬁnement in a restricted space. This induces a larger degree of separation between the CT and local band, which makes the CT band look more apparent in ZSM-5 than in Y, even before mathematical deconvolution (Fig. 56B). The framework-to-MV2+ CT complexation is not surprising in view of the fact that 2+ MV forms CT complexes with various counteranions in the solid state (181). The most widely studied anions are halides (X=Cl, Br, I) and some anionic metal complexes such as Cu2Cl62, MnCl42, FeCl42, and ZnCl42. For instance, the colors of halide salt of MV2+ is colorless (Cl), yellow (Br), and red (I) in the solid state. Although CT interaction between MV2+ and Cl is not visually apparent in the colorless MVCl2 salt, the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of the crystal clearly shows the corresponding CT band at 377 nm in addition to the local band of MV2+ at 260 nm (181a). Likewise, the CT interaction between MV2+ and its counteranions prevails in all of the MV2+ salts,
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Fig. 56 (A) Diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of the MV2+-Na+ZSM-5 in the dry (solid line) and the hydrated (dashed line) state, showing the presence of BHEB at around 250 nm even before decomposition. (B) Decomposition of the spectrum of the dry sample showing the corresponding CT and local bands in ZSM-5. (C–E) Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra of the MV2 salts with three diﬀerent anions (as indicated). (Adapted from Ref. 9.)



regardless of the type and the donor strength of the anion. For instance, as shown in Fig. 56C, and D, respectively, even MV2+ (CF3SO3)2 [MV(OTf)2] and MV2+(PF6)2 show additional absorption bands at around 300 nm in the solid states in addition to the local band of MV2+ at around 260 nm despite the fact that these anions are normally believed to be highly inert. Moreover, the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of MV2+ with Naﬁon (a polymer with perﬂuorinated polyethylene backbone and tethered vinyl ether–CF2-CF2SO3 units) as the counteranion also reveals an additional band at around 280 nm as well as the local band of MV2+ at around 260 nm (Fig. 56E). These additional bands should be assigned as the corresponding CT bands arising from the CT interaction between MV2+ and the counteranions from the analogy of halide salts. Likewise, from the view that zeolite framework is merely a class of polyvalent anions like Naﬁon, it is not diﬃcult to accept the CT interaction between MV2+ and the zeolite framework as an example of the general CT interaction between MV2+ and its counteranion. The ﬁnding of framework-to-MV2+ CT interaction also establishes that PET occurs from the framework to MV2+ upon absorption of light at the wavelengths between f220 and f320 nm [Eq. (79)]:



 



220 < hmCT < 320 nm ½ZO ; MV2þ z W½ZO ; MV BET



þ



z



ð79Þ



where [ ]z, ZO, ZO respectively denote zeolite pore, the zeolite framework, and the oneelectron oxidized form of the framework. In dry MV2+ -exchanged zeolites, irradiation of the samples at wavelengths between f250 and f320 inevitably leads to simultaneous excitation of the local band of MV2+ [Eq. (80)] to the singlet excited state, *MV2+, as well .
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as the CT transition [Eq. (81)]. The framework and *MV2+ then undergo ET according to Eq. (82). 250 < k < 320 nm MV2þ ! * MV2þ



ð80Þ



hmCT ½MV2þ ; ZO  ! ½MV



ð81Þ



* MV



2þ



 þ ZO þ ZO ! MV þ ZO 



þ



þ



ð82Þ



Equation (81) is highly feasible since *MV2+ is a strong oxidant (E0 = 3.34 V vs. NHE) and the E0 of Na+Y can be as low as 1.26 V (vs. NHE) as discussed in Sec IV.C (p. 706). In fully hydrated X and Y, selective excitation of MV2+ is possible due to disappearance of the framework-MV2+ CT band. In ZSM-5, however, excitation of both bands is inevitable even in the hydrated state although selective excitation of the CT band is still possible by irradiating the wavelengths shorter than f260 nm. Overall, PET from the zeolite framework to MV2+ takes place by two independent pathways as described in Fig. 57. Indeed, irradiation of partially hydrated MV2+ -exchanged X and Y at 77 K at the . wavelengths covering 257 nm gives rise to formation of MV + (182a). Since the partially . hydrated samples contain both the CT and the local band the above formation of MV + is .+ likely to occur by both pathways shown in Fig. 57. The yield of MV decreases sharply (to f10%) upon full hydration of the zeolite. This is related to elimination of CTexcitation pathway by hydration, indicating that the CT excitation pathway is more eﬃcient than the local excitation pathway for PET to occur. Excitation of partially hydrated MV2+-exchanged Y, ZSM-5, and MCM-41 at 266 . nm also leads to formation of MV + (14). In this case PET is also likely to undergo by both pathways, but mostly by CT-excitation pathway. It has been observed that BET slows down as donor strength of the framework increases. During the course of irradiation a transient absorption with the maximum at 490 nm appears, which can be assigned to the . . dimer of MV + [(MV +)2]. In fact, the dimer appears at f530 nm in hydrated Y, especially when the zeolite is fully hydrated (182b). With regard to the nature of the electron-donating sites, the framework oxygen atoms are believed to serve as the donor sites, especially the ones that are directly



Fig. 57 Two diﬀerent pathways that lead to PET from the zeolite framework (OZ) to MV2+; excitation of framework-to-MV2+ CT band (A) and local band of MV2+ (B).
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coordinated to Al atoms (14). The linear relationship established in Fig. 55B seems to support this idea. On the basis of this model the following equation is proposed: ð83Þ



However, considering the polymeric nature of the framework, it is more likely that the electrons are liberated from the valence band of the framework. One might think that the electrons originate from the defect sites. However, the nature of the defect sites is not yet . fully understood. Furthermore, the amount of MV + is too large to relate the yield of .+ MV to the defect sites of the lattices. From the standpoint of the framework, MV2+ is a mere charge-balancing cation. Therefore, establishment of the CT interaction between the two components is very important in the sense that it provides a direct clue that the nature of interaction between the framework and other charge-balancing cation is also CT, regardless of the acceptor strength of the cation. This can serve as the most reasonable theoretical basis in accounting for the increase of the donor strength of the framework with increasing size of the alkali metal cation. Thus, in the ground state, the amount of electron density transferred from the framework to the cation decreases as the size of the cation increases, i.e., as the acceptor strength decreases. Although Mulliken’s CT theory implies that the net amount of electron density transferred from D to A is very small in the ground state, many examples have demonstrated that the actual amount of electron density being transferred from D to A is quite substantial even in the ground state. For instance, in the case of ArH-NO+ CT complexes the stretching frequency of NO+ decreases as the donor strength of ArH increases (183). Since the least unoccupied orbital (LUMO) of NO+ is an antibonding orbital, addition of an extra electron to the molecule leads to weakening of the bonding, i.e., to a decrease of the stretching frequency. Thus, it is clear that a substantial amount of electron density is indeed transferred from D to a cationic acceptor (NO+) even in the ground state. The CT interaction between a donor to iodine (I2) described in the next section is another excellent example that demonstrates the actual transfer of a substantial amount of electron density from D to A in the ground state. As a result, even if the acceptor strength of an individual charge-balancing cation is very weak, if there are a large number of charge-balancing cations around the framework, the total amount of electron density that is actually transferred from the framework to the large number of cations will be substantial. This explains why the framework donor strength increases as the size of the alkali metal cation increases or the acceptor strength of the cation decreases. This principle applies for other cations as well. Such a donor–acceptor interaction between framework and cation may also be applied to interpret the phenomenon in which A and X with low Si/Al ratios (A = 1, X = 1.2) have a preference for cations with stronger acceptor strengths, as in the following order: A: Naþ > Kþ > Rbþ > Liþ > Csþ X: Naþ > Kþ > Rbþ > Csþ > Liþ while Y with a higher Si/Al ratio (2.8) shows a strong preference for cations with weaker acceptor strengths, as in the following order (184): Y: Csþ > Rbþ > Kþ > Naþ > Liþ
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In the above series of alkali metal cations, Li+ is exceptional owing to its very thick hydration shell. Thus, it can be said that frameworks with strong donor strengths (A and X) prefer strong acceptor cations to reduce the framework electron density, whereas frameworks with weak donor strengths (Y) prefer weak acceptor cations to minimize the amount of electron density being transferred from the framework to the cation, even during aqueous ion exchange. 2.



Framework–I2 CT Interaction



Iodine has been known as a prototypical solvatochromic compound for more than a century. Thus, it is violet in carbon tetrachloride as in the vapor, red in benzene, various shades of brown in alcohols and ethers, and pale yellow in water (185). The dramatic color change arises due to the CT interaction between the solvent and iodine (3,4,186–188). As illustrated in Fig. 58, the visible absorption of iodine corresponds to the electronic transition from k* (HOMO) to j* (LUMO), where the energy level of the latter is subject to an increase in the electron-rich solvents due to the EDA interaction between the solvent and iodine (188). Accordingly, the higher the donor strength of the solvent, the more the energy level of j* increases, resulting in a higher degree of hypsochromic shift of the visible iodine band. Thus, the hypsochromic shift is a direct measure of the transfer of electron density from the donor to iodine. Figure 59A illustrates the negative linear relationship between the observed visible iodine bands (kmax in electronvolts) and the ionization potentials of a series of aromatic solvents. Other homologous series of solvents also show the negative linear relationship. They range from the relatively weak donors such as alkyl halides to the strong donors such as ethers, sulﬁdes, and amines, both in solution and in the vapor state. The visible bands of iodine adsorbed on various zeolites also show the same trend of hypsochromic shift upon increasing the donor strengths of the frameworks. Thus, as shown in Fig. 60 (A, B, and C)



Fig. 58 The MO energy diagram showing the eﬀect of the CT interaction of iodine with a donor on the visible iodine band.
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Fig. 59 The negative linear relationship between the donor strength of the solvent and the visible iodine band (1: methoxybenzene, 2: 1,3,5-trimethyl benzene, 3: iodobenzene, 4: toluene, 5: bromobenzene 6: benzene, 7: chlorobenzene, 8: ﬂuorobenzene, 9: triﬂuoromethyl benzene, 10: hexaﬂuorobenzene) (A). Negative linear correlations between the visible bands of iodine (in electronvolts) adsorbed on a series of alkali metal–exchanged faujasite-type zeolite (B) and LTA (C) with different Si/Al ratios (as indicated) and their calculated partial charge on the zeolite framework oxygen. (Adapted from Ref. 8.)



the visible iodine band blue shifts upon increasing aluminum content in the framework (Si/ Al: 1.2>2.6>3.4) for a same type of zeolite structure (faujasite) and upon increasing electropositivity of the countercation (K+>Na+>Li+). Consistent with the spectral shift, the resulting iodine color also blue shifts upon increasing donor strength of the framework. For instance, the color of iodine changes from pink (Li+) to orange–red (Na+) and to yellow–orange (K+) in Y. This trend prevails over a variety of zeolites with diﬀerent framework structures, Si/Al ratios, and countercations. For instance, even among a series of ZSM-5 with relatively high Si/Al ratios, the visible iodine band progressively red shifts in accordance with the exact order of the Si/Al ratio, although the increment diminishes progressively (Fig. 60D). As in the case of solution (Figure 59A), plot of the visible iodine band (kmax in electronvolts) with respect to yO gives a negative linear relationship, as demonstrated in Fig. 59B and C. This establishes the CT interaction between iodine and the zeolite framework. This phenomenon also serves as an experimental basis on which to exploit iodine as a visible probe to evaluate zeolite donor strength (basicity). The X-ray crystallographic analysis further supports the CT interaction between iodine and the framework oxygen (189a). As shown in Fig. 61, the iodine-to-oxygen distance is 3.29 A˚ (which is smaller than the normal van der Waals distance between the two atoms), and the interiodine distance increases to 2.79 A˚ upon adsorption onto the framework oxygen from 2.67 A˚ in the free gaseous state. The conﬁguration of I-I-O atoms being linear coincides with the nature of LUMO of iodine molecule being j*, and the increase of the interiodine distance upon interaction with the framework oxygen also coincides with the theory that the electron-accepting orbital is indeed j*, as illustrated in Fig. 58. The actual increase of the interiodine distance further conﬁrms the transfer of a certain degree of electron density from the zeolite framework to iodine in the ground state.
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Fig. 60 Diﬀuse reﬂectance spectra (visible region) of iodine absorbed on a series of faujasite zeolites (a, b, c) and Na+ZSM-5 (d) with diﬀerent cation and Si/Al ratio (as indicated). For comparison, the absorption band of iodine in CCl4 is shown in the dotted line. (Adapted from Ref. 9.)



Accordingly, the electron density retained in the framework decreases as the number of adsorbed iodine increases. This leads to a progressive red shift of the visible iodine band upon increasing the amount of adsorbed iodine. For instance, as shown in Fig. 62, the absorption red shifts from 414 to 447 nm upon increasing the amount of adsorbed iodine from 0.04 to 0.81 molecule per supercage. The above phenomenon can be interpreted in terms of an inductive electronic eﬀect. The inductive eﬀect has long been known for small molecules. For instance, attachment of an electron-withdrawing group within a molecule leads to depletion of electron density (to a varying degree) from all of the atoms in the molecule. Likewise, if the zeolite framework is viewed as a large, three-dimensionally linked polymeric molecule, the adsorbed iodine depletes the electron density from the whole framework. In other words, the adsorbed iodine depletes the electron density from the valence band of the framework. Consistent with this interpretation, the visible iodine band does not split into two resolved bands even in the zeolites with mixed cations. Rather, the visible iodine band shifts in response to the change in yO, which represents the average donor strength of the framework. In close relation to this, Barrer and Wasilewski (189b) observed a sharp decrease in the isosteric
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Fig. 61 Perpendicular interaction of iodine with zeolite framework oxygen revealed by X-ray diﬀraction analysis. (Adapted from Ref. 189a.)



heat of adsorption upon increasing the adsorbed amount of iodine during the initial stage of iodine occlusion (surface coverage of less than 10–20%, and the adsorbed amounts less than 100–200 mg/g of zeolite). Such a phenomenon looks to be a general feature for a multiple CT interaction between a large, polymeric molecule with multiple electrondonating sites and many small electron acceptor molecules. The fact that the correlation slopes being diﬀerent in the two diﬀerent zeolite structures demonstrated in Fig. 59B and C reﬂects that the eﬃciency of CT interaction between iodine and framework varies depending on the structure of the zeolite. From the



Fig. 62 Progressive red shift of the visible iodine band upon increasing the amount of adsorption on K+Y, a: 0.04, b: 0.09, c: 0.21, d: 0.25, e: 0.47 and f: 0.81 molecule per supercage.
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larger slope in the more spacious supercages of Y than in A, a more favorable CT interaction between the large iodine molecule and the framework of Y is inferred. The sensitivity of the CT interaction between MV2+ and the framework also decreases sharply upon decreasing the pore volume, i.e., upon changing the zeolite from Y to X as described in the previous section (see Fig. 55, p. 668). Thus, unlike in solution where the steric hindrance is not imposed by the solvent, the CT eﬃciency is sensitively governed by the pore volume of the zeolite. This indicates that the basicity of the framework is governed not only by the chemical composition of the framework but also by the pore size. Iodine can also probe the dehydration process in zeolites, since the visible band of iodine progressively blue shifts upon increasing the degree of dehydration. This occurs due to the increase in the donor–acceptor interaction between the framework and iodine as a result of water loss. In the case of NH4+-exchanged zeolites, the visible iodine band red shifts with increasing degree of deamination. This is quite conceivable since coordination of H+ with NH3 will pacify the electron-withdrawing property of H+ from the framework. In close relation to the previous observation of CT interaction between the framework and MV2+ or I2, the diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of TCNB and pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) in zeolites show the bands that can be assigned as the CT bands arising from the CT interaction between the zeolite framework and the acceptor (12). For instance, as shown in Fig. 63A, the diﬀuse reﬂectance spectrum of TCNB in ultrastable Y (USY) gives three adsorption maxima at about 294, 304, and 314 nm. Among these, it is apparent that the 314-nm band progressively red shifts with increasing donor strength of the framework, i.e., upon changing of zeolite host from USY to Na+Y and to Cs+Na+Y. Although more rigorous analysis is yet necessary, the above result clearly suggests that the lowest energy band is the framework-to-TCNB CT band. Likewise, the diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of PMDA in the three zeolites reveal that the lowest energy band is the corresponding framework-to-PMDA CT band (Fig. 63B). These results further under-



Fig. 63 Diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectra of USY, Na+Y, Cs+Na+Y (as indicated) incorporating TCNB (A) and PMDA (B).
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score the generality of the framework–acceptor CT interaction, regardless of the type of acceptor. 3. Framework^Acceptor^Guest Donor Triad (D^A^D’) Interaction Since MV2+ forms a CT complex with the framework as described in the previous section, the intrazeolite MV2+-arene CT complexes discussed previously (Section III.A.1) should more strictly be formulated as a triad (donor–acceptor–donor) interaction of MV2+ with both the framework (donor 1) and the arene (donor 2) as depicted in Fig. 64A. framework — MV2+ — arene donor 1



acceptor donor 2



Indeed, the resultant MV2+-arene CT color progressively blue shifts in dry Y upon increasing the size of M+ on going from Li+ to Cs+. For instance, the colors of MV2+ANT complex in M+Y are plum (Li+), pink (Na+), brownish pink (K+), brown (Rb+), and brownish yellow (Cs+). Consistent with the gradual color change, the diﬀuse reﬂectance UV-vis spectrum progressively blue shifts as demonstrated in Fig. 65A for three typical arene donors in Y. In marked contrast, all the MV2+-arene CT bands are nearly identical irrespective of M+, as shown in Fig. 65B, in hydrated zeolites. This indicates that MV2+ ion has a direct contact with the framework while maintaining the face-to-face interaction with the arene donor. From the fact that a substantial amount of electron density is actually transferred from D to A in the ground state, the above phenomenon is ascribed to progressive weakening of the acceptor strength of MV2+ as a result of progressive increase in the degree of ET from the framework to the bipyridinium acceptor in the ground state, in response to the increase in the donor strength of the framework upon increasing the size of M+. Consistent with this, a negative linear relationship is demonstrated between the framework-MV2+ and the arene-MV2+ CT bands as shown in Fig. 66. This relationship is a clear indication that arene, MV2+, and the framework are all linearly interlinked, namely, by a triad interaction. Likewise, TCNB forms triads with the framework and the guest arene donors, as depicted in Fig. 64B (11,47). Indeed, the absorption maximum of the arene-TCNB CT band blue shifts in dry M+Y as the size of M+ increases as shown in Fig. 67, with a deviation with Cs+. The deviation arising from Cs+ is ascribed to the steric eﬀect of the cation which hampers the optimum positioning of TCNB with both an arene donor and



Fig. 64 Possible k-k type of triad interaction of MV2+ (A) and TCNB (B) with both an arene donor and the framework.
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Fig. 65 The CT bands of the MV2+ complexes with three diﬀerent arene donors (as indicated) in dry (A) and hydrated (B) Y, with diﬀerent alkali metal countercations (as indicated).



the framework in the limited space of the supercage of Y. The diﬀerence in the behaviors of arene-MV2+ and arene-TCNB with Cs+ as the countercation can be ascribed to the fact that TCNB demands wider area due to the four nitrile groups, than the long but narrow MV2+, as compared in Fig. 68. One might attribute the cation-induced shift of arene-TCNB CT band to coordination of one of the nitrile groups of the acceptor to a charge-balancing cation, as depicted in Fig. 69, as in the case of arene-pCP+ CT complex in dry Y (p. 608). Such a j-type interaction between the nitrile group and M+ will give rise to a red shift of the CT band. However, knowing that the acceptor strength of cation increases with increasing size in the supercage (see p. 622), the resulting arene-TCNB CT band will experience red shift as the size of the cation increases if the shift arises from the cation–nitrile j-type interaction. Obviously what is observed is the reverse. Therefore, in the case of TCNB, the coordination of nitrile groups to alkali metal cations seems to be unfavorable, unlike pCP+ or oCP+ presumably due to steric reasons. The spectral shift of the arene-TCNB CT band does not arise from the change in the polarity of the supercage as changing the cation, since the absorption maxima of neutral CT complexes usually do not shift signiﬁcantly with a change in the solvent polarity. This
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Fig. 66 Negative linear relationship established between the framework-MV2+ and arene-MV2+ CT bands for three prototypical arene donors (as indicated) in Y (left) and X (right).



is because the solvent reorganization energy increases while the excited state energy decreases upon increasing the solvent polarity. Indeed, as listed in Table 15, the areneTCNB CT band remains almost invariant despite variation of the medium polarity. It is also interesting to note that the CT band from the least basic Li+Y is most similar to the one observed in solution and crystal. This indicates that the other CT bands experience unusual blue shifts, again due to the increase in the degree of ET from the framework to TCNB. Although the negative linear relationship between yo and the CT energy is not perfect due to deviation of Cs+Y, the Stokes shift of the CT ﬂuorescence shows a good linear correlation with respect to yo as shown in Fig. 70 (47). The Stokes shift is a measure of the structural rearrangement in the Frank-Condon excited state of the complexes, i.e., a larger Stokes shift results from the complex which undergoes a larger geometrical rearrangement to relax to the lowest (ﬂuorescent) excited state. In solution, the Stokes shift increases with increasing solvent polarity because of a larger stabilization of the excited CT state in polar media (190,193). In zeolites too, this phenomenon can also be interpreted by the increase in the degree of stabilization of the CT excited state with increasing size of M+, since the . donor–acceptor interaction between TCNB  and M+ is expected to increase as the size of + M increases, i.e., as the acceptor strength of M+ increases (45). B.



ET from the Framework to Photosensitized Acceptor



1. Photoexcitation of the Acceptor Several examples have been demonstrated in which ET takes place from the framework to photoexcited acceptors. The acceptors range from an arene (PYR) to well-known acceptors such as TCNB, 1,4-dicyanobenzene (1,4-DCNB), PMDA, dimethylterephthalate (DMTP), MV2+, and o-chloranil.
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Fig. 67 (A) Absorption spectra of 9-MeANT-TCNB CT complexes in alkali metal ion–exchanged zeolite Y. (B) Relationship between the peak energy of CT absorption and mean charge on oxygen, yO calculated according to the Sanderson’s electronegativity equalization principle.



For instance, PYR  is readily generated upon excitation of PYR placed in Y at 337 nm (10,71b,143,162b,c). This happens via ET from the framework to PYR in the singlet excited state (1*PYR) by a single-photon excitation [Eq. (84)]: .



1







*PYR þ ZO WPYR þ ZO 1



ð84Þ



The possibility of ET between *PYR and PYR [Eq. (44)] is eliminated because the above reaction undergoes even at the PYR loading of less than one per f200 supercages. The above result, therefore, represents a case in which the zeolite framework serves as the . electron donor for production of PYR . Figure 71 provides direct evidence that the zeolite framework is the source of electron. Thus, the photoyield increases as the negative charge density on the framework oxygen (yO) increases. The data listed in Table 16 further show that 1*PYR (but not 3 *PYR) is the one that actually receives an electron from the framework. Thus, while the . yield of PYR  increases with increasing yO of the framework, the quantum yield and the . 3 lifetime of *PYR have no correlation with yO. The formation of PYR + indicates that ET 1 + from *PYR to 4 Na also takes place simultaneously under the given experimental . condition as discussed in Sec. II.B.1 (p. 634). However, the yield of PYR + is independent .+ . of yO, and the decay rate of PYR does not correlate with that of PYR . This further
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Fig. 68



The ball and stick models of MV2+ and TCNB.



conﬁrms that PYR  does not arise from ET between PYR and 1*PYR [Eq. (44)] as opposed to the case where PYR loading is high (84). This fact indicates that there are two diﬀerent sites in zeolites with opposite functionalities: electron donating and electron accepting (10,71, 143,164). Photoexcitation of TCNB in Y at 266 nm also leads to ET from the framework (ZO) to n*TCNB (n=1 or 3) (12). .



266 nm TCNB!n *TCNB n



ðn ¼ 1 or 3Þ







*TCNB þ ZO !TCNB











þ ZO



ð85Þ ð86Þ



Fig. 69 Possible acid–base interaction of the nitrile groups of TCNB with the cations (j-type) while simultaneously interacting with an arene donor (k-type).
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Table 15 Absorption Peak Energy (cm1) of Arene–TCNB CT Complexes with Diﬀerent Donors in Various Media Donor



C6H6a



CHCl3b



Crystalc



LiYd



NAP PHN PYR ANT



25,100 24,900 20,700 20,100



25,000 25,000 20,100 19,700



25,000 23,800 — 19,600



25,300 25,400 20,600 19,700



a



From Ref. 190. From Ref. 191. c From Ref. 192. d From Ref. 47. b



In dry zeolites, the absorption signal of TCNB  is very long lived (i.e., weeks). In partially (2%) hydrated zeolites, however, the decay of the signal becomes fast (i.e., microseconds) enough for comparison of the eﬀect of the Si/Al ratio and the nature of charge-balancing cation on the decay rate. In the partially hydrated zeolites, formation of . TCNB  proceeds by two steps: a fast rise within the duration of the laser pulse (8 ns) and . a slow rise in the microsecond time scale. The slow part of TCNB  formation is 3 accompanied by the decay of *TCNB. This indicates that ET simultaneously takes place . from ZO to 3*TCNB. From this, the fast rise of TCNB  is concluded to occur by ET  1 from ZO to *TCNB. . Whereas the transient signal of TCNB  is not observed in partially hydrated ultrastable Y (USY), the signal intensity is substantial in Na+Y and more intense in .



Fig. 70 Negative linear relationship between the Stokes shift and the mean charge on oxygen, yO for TCNB- PHN (.), TCNB-NAP (5), and TCNB-ANT (n) CT complexes. (Adapted from Ref. 47.)
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Fig. 71 Plot of the yield of PYR  against the partial charge on framework oxygen of Li+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+ zeolite X and Y. (Adapted from Ref. 10.) .



Cs+Na+Y (61% Cs+). This trend also serves as direct evidence that the zeolite framework serves as the electron donor. A linear relationship is established between the laser power . and the signal intensity of TCNB , indicating that the above PET occurs via a singlephoton process. . Consistent with the intensity of TCNB , the decay rate of ﬂuorescence increases in + + + the order Cs Na Y < Na Y < USY. In Cs+Na+Y, the heavy-atom eﬀect is not important for the ﬂuorescence quenching since the relative yield of 3*TCNB does not enhance even in the Cs+-exchanged zeolite as compared to that in Na+Y. This indicates that TCNB preferentially adsorbs on the basic sites of the framework and the molecule is Table 16 Cation-Dependent Variation of Apparent Yield, Quantum Yield, and Lifetime of Some Selected Species of PYRa Quantum yield (102)



Yield Zeolite



yo



PYR 



PYR +



PYR /PYR +



LiY KY RbY CsY LiX KX RbX CsX



0.35 0.37 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.47



0.044 0.077 0.088 0.101 0.085 0.127 0.140 0.163



0.074 0.075 0.076 0.086 0.150 0.137 0.137 0.147



0.59 1.03 1.16 1.17 0.57 0.93 1.02 1.11



.



.



.



Pyrene loading: 2.8  106 m/g, 337 nm excitation. Source: Data from Ref. 10a.



a
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.



1



*PYR 40 11 7 61 41 11



Lifetime (ns)



*PYR



PYR +



PYR 



0.38 0.34 0.46 1.26 0.93 0.82 0.93 1.47



0.48 0.48 0.49 0.55 0.96 0.88 0.88 0.94



0.18 0.32 0.37 0.42 0.35 0.53 0.58 0.68



3



.



.



1



*PYR



86 44 9 2



positioned away from Cs+. Considering that Cs+ is a strong acceptor in zeolite (45) (see p. 622), it is conceivable that TCNE, another strong acceptor, wants to position away from Cs+. Likewise, 1,4-DCNB, PDMA, and DMTP become anion radicals in the above three zeolites upon photoexcitation at 266 nm (12). The yields of the anion radicals increase in the order USY NEt4+ > NPr4+ (64). The use of the large size–excluded NBu4+ species as the electrolyte cation results in nearly insigniﬁcant responses attributed to exchange of electroactive probes located on the external surfaces of zeolite particles or slow intrazeolite exchange under forcing conditions (64). Also, the use of ZMEs comprising zeolites of diﬀerent pore apertures leads to voltammetric peaks that increase in intensity with size of the zeolite pores and channels (for the same particle size) (73,167). All of these observations indicate that diﬀusion processes play an important role in the overall transformation of an electroactive probe at ZMEs. This is further proven by the evolution of voltammetric peaks with scan rate (illustrated for MV2+ at ZMCPE on Fig. 8). These display a linear dependence of peak height with the square root of scan rate (151), which is typical for diﬀusion-controlled charge-transfer reactions (188). Such dependency is often observed for ion-exchangeable electroactive species at ZMEs (61,148,159), except when electrochemically distinct ions are involved [several successive signals for the same species, see below (65,70,76,104)], or when leaching the electroactive probe from the zeolite is prevented (57). This latter case has been observed with electrodes coated with zeolite Y containing porphyrin adsorbed onto—and viologen species exchanged inside—the zeolite particles. The porphyrin monolayer eﬀectively seals up the zeolite against exchange of encapsulated viologens with solution phase cations while acting as an electron shuttle between the electrode surface and the viologen entities (57). One of the most striking points in the electrochemistry of ZMEs is the wide diversity of electrode conﬁgurations (especially from the microscopic point of view), which, coupled with the wide range of experimental parameters liable to aﬀect the electrochemical response (all of them being rarely investigated in a single study), makes comparison among the various cases very diﬃcult. Even when applying the same preparation procedure, the resulting ZME will display variable composition and structure at both nano- and microscale levels. This would be very diﬃcult to reproduce exactly, as one can imagine from the oversimpliﬁed schematic views of ZMEs depicted on Figs. 1–3. These nano- and microstructures (including those within zeolites), wherein the electroactive guests are liable to experience very diﬀerent environments, are thought to aﬀect the electrochemical response of ZMEs to various degrees. However, electrochemical measurements provide macroscopic data, often obtained under nonequilibrium conditions, that are related to complex processes occurring in microscopic heterogeneous domains. Although some macroscopic electrochemical data have been successfully exploited to characterize microscopic host–guest eﬀects, i.e., cation site eﬀects or ion-exchange dynamics (66,67,69,70,76,83,104,109,127), this duality of global electrochemical measurement resulting from many diﬀerent localized nano- and microscopic events remains (in this
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author’s opinion) the main barrier to the full control and complete understanding of the electrochemical behavior of ZMEs. It is noteworthy that this drawback is largely compensated for by the presence of various attractive applications following fundamental studies (see Section V). In any event, advances in the basic understanding of ZMEs have been achieved, and general trends can be gleaned from analysis of the available literature. At ﬁrst glance, it has appears that voltammetric signals obtained with ZMEs that contain exchanged electroactive species, especially those recorded using ZMCPE, do not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from those resulting from solution phase electroactive probes, at least with respect to their shape and position (47,60,148,150,159). This is in good agreement with the progressive leaching of probes from zeolite particles into the surrounding solution. Nevertheless, electrochemical behavior is clearly aﬀected by type of electroactive probe, ion exchange extent and cation site eﬀects (and therefore zeolite type), electrode composition and conﬁguration, and nature and concentration of supporting electrolyte as well as solvent. Some illustrative examples are now provided. The ﬁrst example is the electrochemistry of Ag+ in zeolite Y. The redox activity of this species is intrinsically simple because ‘‘Ag+ + 1e ! Ag(0)’’ is the only cathodic pathway in the absence of any complexing agent for Ag+. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6 for a fully exchanged silver zeolite Y, the voltammetric signals of a ﬁlm-type ZME is apparently characteristic of only the simple monoelectron reaction Ag+/Ag(0). However, when decreasing the silver loading in the zeolite, one can distinguish two distinct cathodic peaks (Fig. 9) whose relative ratio is dependent on both temperature and scan rate (104).



Fig. 9 Cathodic waves observed for silver zeolite Y electrodes as a function of silver ion concentration. Note that as the concentration of silver increases, site B saturates and further silver ion occupancy proceeds through site A. (Adapted from Ref. 104, with permission.)
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These two signals (referred to as A and B in Fig. 9) were attributed to Ag+ ions located in two diﬀerent ion exchange sites, respectively, on the walls of supercages (site II) and in the hexagonal prisms (site I) (104). Reduction of Ag+ from site II is easier than that from site I, and occurs at lower cathodic potential values, because site I encompasses Ag+ in a more conﬁned environment than site II. The relative intensities of peaks A and B are controlled by the Ag+ ion occupancy in the zeolite. They are governed during the electrochemical experiment by the speed of interconversion of Ag+ from one site to another, which occurs as a consequence of consumption of either species as a function of the applied potential. The activation energy for intracrystalline ion exchange between the large- and smallchannel systems is 35 kJ mol1, which is signiﬁcantly higher than that corresponding to counterdiﬀusion of silver and sodium cations in the large-channel network (30 kJ mol1), as measured from chronoamperometric experiments (66). This technique is also able to determine the intrazeolite diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which was reported as 2–4 108 cm2 s1 for Ag+ in zeolite Y (78). So why does the fully exchanged zeolite not give the two signals? Diﬀusional processes involving a large amount of Ag+ in the large channels are so fast that the amount transformed during the electrochemical event is also large and, consequently, leads to large voltammetric peaks that smooth the eventual splitting eﬀect due to various ion-exchange sites. Seeing the less accessible sites requires either low exchange degrees or the use of ZMEs in which the electroactive cations are exclusively located in the more conﬁned sites. The relative Ag+ population of sites I and II is also sensitive to the type of cocation. Figure 10A compares the electrochemical response of a zeolite Y containing a small amount of Ag+ ions distributed randomly in the zeolite structure (sample Ag6Na50Y) with another Y sample containing a little more Ag+ species but almost exclusively in the small channels (Ag16Cs40Y). The voltammetric signals observed with the low-Ag+ zeolite are much larger. Once again, this behavior is explained by the easy exchange of Ag+ located in the large cages, whereas those located in the small channels are not accessible to the Cs+ electrolyte cation (Cs+ is known to be excluded from the sodalite cages) (64). Even when using an electrolyte cation liable to diﬀuse into the small cages, very low currents are observed because of the slow interconversion between Ag+ from small- to large-pore systems (67). This is further exempliﬁed in Fig. 10B for zeolite X. Increasing the Ag+ content slightly from 3.4 to 5.4 ions per unit cell results in a 50-fold enhancement of the voltammetric response recorded at ZME. This indicates that Ag+ ions are almost exclusively located in the small-channel network in Ag3.4Na51.8-X while some supercage sites are occupied in Ag5.4Na53.5-X (83). The electrochemical response of silver species ion exchanged in supercages is governed by the size of hydrated electrolyte cation (as also observed in preconcentration analysis; see Sec. IV.A.1 of this chapter), but the Faradaic currents due to silver initially located in the small cages is monitored by the ionic radii and dehydration energies of the electrolyte cations (67). On the other hand, no distinct voltammetric peaks have been observed for ZMEs loaded with methyl viologen in zeolite Y (47,71,89,150,154,170), probably because MV2+ species are exclusively located in the supercages (189). However, this statement must be qualiﬁed because ZMEs made of zeolite A exchanged with silver display complex behavior with several electrochemically distinct species. These species correspond to Ag+ reduction (70,76), despite the fact that all of the exchange sites are located in the same type of cages (41). The relative intensity of each voltammetric signal is strongly dependent on various experimental parameters (scan rate, supporting electrolyte, Ag+
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Fig. 10 (A) Cyclic voltammetry of Ag6Na50-Y- and Ag16Cs40-Y-modiﬁed electrodes in water containing 0.1 M KNO3. Reference electrodes were either SCE (Ag6Na50Y) or Pt quasi-reference (Ag16Cs40Y). (B) Cyclic voltammograms of Ag3.4Na51.8-X and Ag5.4Na53.5-X in 0.1 M NaNO3. Scan rate 20 mV/s. (From Refs. 64 (A) and 83 (B), with permission.)



loading, electrode substrate; see Fig. 11), making rigorous interpretation of the data diﬃcult (22,23). To explain the electrochemical data, some authors speculate that the various voltammetric signals are due to diﬀerent crystallographic Ag+ sites in zeolite A (70) [with variable coordination strengths (190)], whereas others demonstrate nucleation and growth of metallic silver upon reduction of AgA ﬁlm-ZME at diﬀerent sites on the electrode surface (76,191). The latter explanation is supported by chronoamperometric experiments performed at several key potentials (pre and post peaks of the cyclic
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Fig. 11 (A) Voltammetric behavior of Ag+-A-modiﬁed glassy carbon electrodes in 0.1 M NaClO4 as a function of the scan rate and the Ag+ exchange degree x. Each column corresponds to a diﬀerent x but the same scan rate, and each row corresponds to a diﬀerent scan rate but the same x. The solid and dashed lines are the ﬁrst and the second cycles, respectively. The upper half of traces are the cathodic currents. (B) Eﬀect of electrolyte cation size and scan rate (m) on the cyclic voltammetry of Ag6A zeolite–modiﬁed electrodes in 0.1 M solutions of NaNO3, NH4NO3, and N(CH3)4NO3. First scan is denoted by a solid line and the second scan by a dashed line. (Reprinted with permission from Refs. 70 (A) and 76 (B). Copyright 1995, 1997 American Chemical Society.)
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voltammetric curve), which show growth-and-decay shapes for the current transients (Fig. 12). One may also note in Figure 11 that the amount of Ag+ reduced during the ﬁrst forward scan is always much higher than the corresponding anodic stripping peak recorded on scan reversal. This indicates that the totality of metallic silver clusters formed at ZME cannot be reoxidized, some of them having left the electrode surface. This probably occurs via the formation of Agxn+ (with n < x) clusters that are mobile enough to ﬁt inside the zeolite structure and are accommodated in the cages (43,192). One already knows that supporting electrolyte greatly inﬂuences the ZME response via its eﬀects on ion-exchange kinetics (i.e., monitoring mass transport of electroactive species; Fig. 7) and the ability (or not) for its cation to reach speciﬁc sites in the zeolite network (Figs. 9 and 10). These characteristics result in peak height variation or growing of additional signals (Fig. 11). Figure 13 shows an additional eﬀect observed with an incompletely exchanged Cu2+-Y zeolite studied at a ﬁlm ZME in various alkali-metal chloride media, in a potential range where only the CuII/CuI redox process occurs. Compared to solution phase copper(II) (adjusted at an appropriate concentration to get cathodic currents nearly equal to those recorded with ZMEs), peak currents and anodicto-cathodic peak ratios obtained at ZMEs are dependent on the nature of the electrolyte cation M+. One interpretation is that variation in apparent selectivity coeﬃcients for Cu2+/M+ and Cu+/M+ exchanges, depending on the nature of M+, results in shifting the apparent formal potential for the Cu2+/Cu+ couple (68). This shift is observed in addition to variation in peak heights due to the eﬀect of the electrolyte cation on ratelimiting mass transport. As already suggested above, both composition and conﬁguration of ZMEs can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the electrochemical response of exchanged electroactive species. An illustrative example is given in Fig. 14 where two experiments were performed on cobaltexchanged zeolite Y in identical solutions, using the same electrochemical techniques under the same conditions (113,64). The only diﬀerences were the electrode type and, probably, the origin of the zeolite sample [only speciﬁed in (64)] and the extent of exchange



Fig. 12 Cyclic voltammetry of Ag6A zeolite–modiﬁed electrode at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. The insets show chronoamperometry recorded at the indicated potentials. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 76.)
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Fig. 13 Cyclic voltammetric behavior of Cu10.6Na34.8-Y-modiﬁed electrodes (solid curve) and of Cu2+ ions at the unmodiﬁed glassy carbon electrode (broken curve) in diﬀerent alkali chloride solutions at 20jC and a scan rate of 20 mV/s. The initial potential is 0.4 V and a switching potentials are (A) 0.17 V, (B) 0.13 V, (C) 0.12 V, and (D) 0.18 V. (Adapted from Ref. 68, with permission.)



[only mentioned in (113)]. In the ﬁrst case, the electrode was made of pressed zeolitecarbon on a gold grid (113), and in the second a zeolite-carbon-polystyrene ﬁlm coated on indium-tin oxide was used (64). These systems were investigated in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) containing tetrabutylammonium tetraﬂuoroborate (TBABF4) as the electrolyte to evaluate the electrochemistry of ZME in the presence of size-excluded cation (TBA+). As clearly shown in Fig. 14, the voltammetric signals are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. Of course, all of them are small because only the cobalt ions exchanged in cages located at the outermost part of the zeolite particles are involved in the electrochemical processes (due to the size-excluded electrolyte cation), but the voltammetric peaks obtained for the pressed
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Fig. 14 Cyclic voltammetry of CoII-Y zeolite–modiﬁed electrodes recorded in acetonitrile + 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetraﬂuoroborate, at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. (A) Graphite-zeolite-polystyrene ﬁlm coated on indium-tin oxide electrode; (B) pressed powder composite electrode prepared with graphite and zeolite. (Reprinted with permission from Refs. 64 (A) and 113 (B).)



electrode were higher than with ﬁlm ZME. This could be interpreted as more eﬃcient carbon-zeolite contact in the ﬁrst case (suggested by the large eﬀective electrode surface area, owing to large capacitive currents), whereas polystyrene can hinder the contact between zeolite and the current collector in the second case. But the lack of comparison data (i.e., Co2+ loading and relative location in the exchanging sites) limits somewhat the drawing of adequate conclusions. This example illustrates the importance of the preparation step and resulting design of ZMEs on response, as well as the need for reporting a full characterization of the zeolite materials used to build ZME, including a detailed presentation of any modiﬁcations. Finally, solvent has been found to aﬀect the voltammetric behavior of ZMEs. First, solvent can act on the ion-exchange reactions in zeolites (on both equilibrium and kinetics) that are controlling the electroactivity of species in ZMEs. As an example, the voltammetric cathodic peak of AgA in pure dimethylformamide (DMF) is 500 times smaller than in water (63). Adding progressively increasing amounts of water to DMF results in proportional peak height growth due to the rate-accelerating action of water on the ion exchange process, leading to more detectable silver (63,193). Second, solubility eﬀects can arise as a consequence of the electrochemical transformation. This is the case for methyl viologen, which undergoes two successive electron transfers in the cathodic
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direction, MV2+ ! MV + ! MV(0), where MV2+ and MV + are hydrophilic while MV(0) is hydrophobic. This in turn leads to signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the voltammetric curves recorded in either aqueous or nonaqueous media (47). Third, solvation eﬀects might be aﬀected by zeolite type. This is illustrated in Fig. 15, where responses of CuYand CuA-ZMEs are compared in DMSO solutions containing increasing water contents (24). Both Cu2+ and Cu+ form solvated complexes with DMSO. While CuY-ZME displays signiﬁcant voltammetric signals due to fast ion exchange between solvated CuII and electrolyte cation, the electroactivity of CuII in zeolite A is prevented in pure DMSO because this solvent molecule cannot enter the small zeolite A structure. Addition of water is necessary to recover voltammetric signals for CuA-ZME, which allows charge compensation to proceed by exchanging Cu2+ for electrolyte cation (Fig. 15).



Fig. 15 Cyclic voltammograms recorded as a function of the composition of the solvent. Electrolyte was 0.1 M KNO3 in all cases and scan rate equal to 10 mV/s: (A) CuY; (B) CuA. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 24.)
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3. Electrochemical Activity of Electroactive Species Physically Entrapped in Zeolites If a ZME contains electroactive species that have been encapsulated as ship-in-a-bottle complexes in the porous zeolite network, its electrochemical behavior is fundamentally diﬀerent from those containing ion-exchanged electroactive probes. This arises from the very limited degree of freedom (restricted movement inside the rigid structure) experienced by these physically entrapped moieties. Nevertheless, electroactive complexes encapsulated in ZMEs give rise to electrochemical signals (see examples below), but their real origin has been controversial (9,11,22–26,109,194). The electrochemistry of zeolite-encapsulated complexes has been largely studied by Bedioui’s group (18,20,112–119,121–123,127), as well as some others (24,79,87,108,109,185).



In addition to large species simply adsorbed onto the external surface of zeolite particles, such as porphyrins (45,57,120), the size-excluded electroactive probes that have been studied in electrochemistry as encapsulated complexes are of three types: metal–tris-bipyridine moieties, metal-phthalocyanines, and metal–Schiﬀ base complexes (see above). These are most often synthesized directly inside the molecular sieve by allowing a metal-exchanged zeolite to react with the appropriate ligand, but synthetic procedures involving the zeolite building around the preformed complexes have also been reported (112,122). On the basis of their state of conﬁnement, one can distinguish three kinds of environments experienced by the complexes: (a) the outermost external surface where complexes are simply bound to the particle surface (adsorbed or ion exchanged) and can be readily displaced in solution under appropriate conditions; (b) the ﬁrst layer of complete or broken cages located at the particle boundary where complexes are (at least partially) occluded in or in strong interaction with these cages, so that they cannot easily leave their site but can be readily reached by the external solution; and (c) the bulk zeolite where complexes are entirely entrapped in the threedimensional lattice and therefore cannot move from one site to another and of course cannot leave the zeolite structure (unless being decomposed, i.e., by removal of ligands). The ﬁrst two environments are likely to participate in an electrochemical reaction due to their direct contact with a conducting substrate (i.e., electrode feeder), close enough to allow the electron transfer. However, the redox transformation of complexes located
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Fig. 16 Cyclic voltamograms of [Fe(bpy)3]2+-Y-coated electrodes dipped in 0.1 M Na2SO4 (a), after continuous cycling for 1 h (b), and after addition of 0.05 M H2SO4 (c) (scan rate = 50 mV/s, [Fe(bpy)3]2+-Y = 43 Amol/g. Fe(II) complex present in the cage = 28 Amol/g. Fe(II) complex adsorbed on the surface = 15 Amol/g. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 79.)



deeper in the bulk zeolite (if occurring)* would require either a mobile non-size-excluded mediator or very close contact of encapsulated species to facilitate electron hopping between them [as was demonstrated for photoassisted electron transfer in the channel molecular sieve structure of zeolite L (189)]. Following are some examples and conclusions regarding the electrochemistry of ZMEs containing the three electroactive species represented in Scheme 1. Fe(bpy)32+ encapsulated in zeolite Y displays voltammetric behavior at ZME similar to that in solution with, however, a slight shift in peak potentials (114). Peak heights, relative to either the oxidation of FeII or bipyridyl-centered reduction, are rather low because only a small fraction of the entrapped species is eﬀectively electroactive. Grinding the zeolite particles prior to electrode modiﬁcation, leading to a higher surface-to-volume ratio, can enhance signals (194). On the other hand, lengthening the mechanical working of zeolite-graphite composites (by increasing the pressure time) results in a signiﬁcant decrease in peak current, which is nearly complete for FeII-centered oxidation (109). When using a ﬁlm-based ZME made of zeolite Y containing a low loading of Fe(bpy)32+ species (1 per 17 supercages), the electrochemical response recorded in a sodium sulfate solution is small and tends to disappear after 1 h of continuously cycling potentials (Fig. 16). This is due to progressive leaching of the surface-bound complexes (that are mainly at the origin of peak currents) into the external solution, while the remaining Fe(bpy)32+ in the ﬁrst layer of complete or broken



* To date, no deep bulk intrazeolite electrochemical transformation of encapsulated complexes has been reported because less than 2% (between 0 and 2%, depending on the cases) of the entrapped species were found to be electrochemically active, which corresponds essentially to both surface or boundary cages layer sites.
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cages located at the particle boundary are not suﬃciently numerous to provide a signiﬁcant electrochemical response [which requires higher concentrations (127)]. To reveal the electrochemical activity of bulk Fe(bpy)32+ species, it is necessary to work in the presence of strong acid (Fig. 16) that disintegrates the zeolite structure with concomitant leaching of the bulk complexes into solution in close proximity to the electrode surface (79). Similar results are obtained for the zeolite Y-Ru(bpy)32+ system (79). On the other hand, pressed zeolite-carbon-based ZMEs made of zeolite Y containing a high loading of either Ru(bpy)32+ or Co(bpy)32+ species (nearly one per supercage) reveal more intense voltammetric signals persisting (and giving rise to peak splitting) after long exposure of the electrode to the solution (4 days), even after transfer to a new electrolyte solution [see Fig. 17 for Co(bpy)32+]. Both the peak splitting behavior and the unfavorable comparison to pure solid or solution phase Co(bpy)32+ indicate that interaction with the zeolite structure aﬀects the ZME response (127). When studied over a wider potential range, additional signals are also observed for the zeolite Y-Ru(bpy)32+ system and were attributed to species entrapped in more conﬁned near-surface sites (11,127). CoII and FeII phthalocyanines as well as CoII and CuII hexadecaﬂuorophthalocyanines were investigated voltammetrically as encapsulated complexes in zeolites X and Y



Fig. 17 Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(bpy)3]2+-Y at a pressed powder graphite electrode in 0.1 M KNO3 aqueous solution few minutes (curve A), 6 h (curve B), and 96 h (curve C) after the immersion of the electrode into the solution; and after transfer of the electrode to a new electrolyte solution (curve D); potential scan rate was 20 mV/s. Curves E and F were respectively obtained in 0.1 M KNO3 solution containing 1.7 mM dissolved [Co(bpy)3]2+, with using a pressed powder composite electrode prepared with 25 mg graphite and 25 mg zeolite NaY (curve E), and in 0.1 M KNO3 solution at a pressed powder composite electrode prepared with 25 mg graphite, 25 mg zeolite NaY, and 10 mg [Co(bpy)3]2+ (curve F). (Adapted from Ref. 127 with permission.)
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(108,112,116–118,122). In general, their behavior is similar to that observed for monomers in solution, but they usually display better deﬁned signals due to conﬁnement that prevents the aggregation of complexes, which is known to induce kinetic complications in solution (122). Also, site isolation of RhIII phthalocyanine in zeolite Y enables the observation of reversible behavior for this complex at ZME (only species trapped in the outermost supercages are electroactive (123) while giving irreversible voltammetric peaks when studied as solution phase species because of dimerization upon reduction RhIII/RhII (195). Because of their catalytic properties, redox-active transition metal-salen complexes [where salen = N,NV-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediamine] have been widely investigated as encapsulated solutes in zeolites at ZMEs (24,87,109,113,115–117,119,121,124). As shown in Fig. 18, the electrochemical behavior of Co(salen)-Y can be diﬀerent from that in



Fig. 18 Cyclic voltammograms of Co(salen) in acetonitrile. (A) Recorded in 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetraﬂuoroborate, at a scan rate of 10 mV/s, with using a pressed powder composite electrode prepared with graphite and zeolite Co(salen)-NaY; (B) recorded in 0.1 M LiClO4, at a scan rate of 50 mV/s, with using a ﬁlm zeolite–modiﬁed electrode made of graphite + zeolite Co(salen)NaY coated on glassy carbon and covered with an acrylic-based polymer; (C) recorded in homogeneous Co(salen) solution + 0.1 M LiClO4, at a scan rate of 50 mV/s, with using an unmodiﬁed glassy carbon electrode. (From Refs. 113 (A) and 24 (B and C).)
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solution and is signiﬁcantly dependent on environmental diﬀerences experienced by the species in the conﬁned spaces in ZME. While distinct peaks for the CoIII/CoII redox couple and reversible CoII/CoI process were observed by cyclic voltammetry at a pressed zeolitecarbon electrode (113), similar curves recorded using a zeolite-carbon-polymer ﬁlm exhibited lower signals for the CoIII/CoII redox system and a less reversible signal for CoII/ CoI transformation, at potential values close to those in solution (24). Variations in the voltammetric signals were also obtained when using various forms of carbon to prepare the electrode (24). Yet another example of diﬀerent behavior was observed for Co(salen)-Y from dispersion cyclic voltammetry [from Co(salen)-Y zeolite particles suspended in solution between two feeder electrodes], displaying two quasi-reversible CoIII/CoII and CoII/CoI couples similar to solution phase species (Fig. 19). Also, a Co(salen)-Y zeolite sample subjected to a high-pressure mechanical treatment prior to voltammetric evaluation resulted in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent behavior (Fig. 19). It is noteworthy that synthesis and puriﬁcation procedures used to get Figs. 18 and 19 could have led to various compositions of the Co(salen)-Y zeolite (24,109,113). These aforementioned studies highlight several parameters that inﬂuence the electrochemical of Co(salen)-Y-based ZMEs, such as the encapsulation method, the ratio between surface and bulk encapsulated complexes, their coordination in the solid, the mechanical working of zeolites, and the electrode composition and conﬁguration. Additional data are available for zeoliteencapsulated Mn(salen)+ and Fe(salen)+ (87,115,117,119,121), Ru(salen)+ (116), and V(O)salen (124). For example, Fe(salen)+-Y displays an electrochemical behavior that is primarily due to the reduction of FeIII centers of complexes either simply bound to the



Fig. 19 Dispersion cyclic voltammetry. Cyclic voltammetry in LiClO4/DMF at large area reticulated vitreous carbon electrodes; scan rate = 50 mV/s. (A) 1 mM Co(salen) in homogeneous solution, in 0.2 M LiClO4; (B) dispersion of CH2Cl2-extracted, air-exposed Co(salen)-NaY, in 0.2 M LiClO4; (C) dispersion of CH2Cl2-extracted, air-exposed Co(salen)-NaY after pressing for 30 min at 14 000 lb/in.2 (gauge), in 0.1 M LiClO4. (Adapted from Ref. 109, with permission.)
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zeolite surface or occluded in the ﬁrst layer of complete or broken cages located at the particle boundary (Fig. 20, curve a). When using Fe(salen)+-Y particles for which the surface has been covered by adsorbed Co(dmbpy)32+ species (dmbpy = 4,4V-dimethyl-2,2Vbipyridine), the resulting voltammogram (Fig. 20, curve b) shows a response similar to the direct FeIII/FeII process, concomitant with the existence of a signiﬁcant cathodic peak due to the electrocatalytic reduction of bulk Fe(salen)+ species by electrogenerated Co(dmbpy)3+ (117). Indeed, the peak current recorded for the CoII/CoI process was much higher than that for surface-adsorbed Co(dmbpy)32+-Y zeolite particles without Fe(salen)+ (comparison between curves b and c in Fig. 20). This example illustrates the mediation power of surface-adsorbed electrocatalysts to induce charge transfer to encapsulated complexes, as otherwise demonstrated for ion-exchanged species in spatially structured systems (56,57,178). However, comparison between the Fe(salen)+ response obtained with and without the electron transfer mediator [adsorbed Co(dmbpy)32+] suggests that only a very limited fraction of complexes encapsulated in the bulk zeolite are attainable this way, most of them remaining electrochemically silent. Using zeolites containing both Fe(salen)+ and Ag+ allows for a similar increase in the electrochemical accessibility of zeolite-encapsulated complexes, which is then enhanced by electrogenerated silver particles (119). Because electrochemistry at ZME containing encapsulated complexes only experiences the species present in the outermost layers of the zeolite grains, it is combined with bulk analytical techniques to assess the diﬀerent nature and distribution of the entrapped compounds. This has been exempliﬁed with Mn(salen) complexes (87). The ship-in-a-bottle



Fig. 20 Cyclic voltammograms of a pressed graphite powder composite electrode containing Y zeolite, recorded in DMSO + 0.1 M LiClO4 (potential sweep rate, 10 mV/s). (a) Y zeolite– encapsulated [FeIII(salen)]+ alone; (b) Y zeolite surface–adsorbed [Co(dmbpy)3]2+ and bulkencapsulated [FeIII(salen)]+; and (c) Y zeolite surface–adsorbed [Co(dmbpy)3]2+ alone. (Adapted from Ref. 117, with permission.)
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synthesis of Mn(salen)+ within microporous solids requires multistep formation from MnII salts, which are oxidized to MnIII by molecular oxygen. The oxidation step is usually incomplete in the bulk zeolite (typically 15–20%), as evidenced by EPR spectroscopy. In contrast, electrochemical measurements have revealed a predominance of MnIII at the external surface, indicating that oxidation is only complete in the outermost layers of zeolite particles (87). The presence of MnV in these regions was also detected by electrochemistry (while not observable by spectroscopy), highlighting the importance of electrochemistry at ZME as a surface characterization tool capable of reﬁning data obtained with bulk analytical techniques. 4. Electrochemistry of the Molecular Sieve Alone Electrochemical experiments carried out with the zeolite alone have existed for a long time (37–39); voltammetric curves are obtained from pressed pellets heated to 200–500jC, where zeolite becomes ionically conductive. Strictly speaking, the electroactivity is due to the charge-compensating countercations present (i.e., Na+ or Cd2+ in zeolite A), and not to any real transformation of the zeolite network or one of its components. Similar electroactivity of heated dry zeolite crystals doped with various metal species was also reported (129,130). The ﬁrst study dealing with the electrochemical transformation of the zeolite backbone is a cyclic voltammetric investigation of a mordenite gel in poly(ethylene oxide) oligomers (196). It shows destruction of the Al-O bond at an anodic potential close to 1 V and the extrusion of Al(OH)3 on scan reversal. Less destructive approaches with ZMEs have been applied to characterize the electrochemical behavior of molecular sieves containing elements isoelectronic with Al3+ or Si4+ substituted into the framework lattice. The voltammetric behavior of titanosilicalite reveals the possible reduction of tetrahedrally coordinated Ti4+ to Ti3+, without apparent expulsion of titanium from the framework sites (149). The electron transfer reaction, which gives quasi-reversible signals in cyclic voltammetry [similar to Ti(OC2H5)4], implies diﬀusion of electrolyte cations to these sites for ensuring charge compensation. Due to the insulating character of the material, the redox process is very likely restricted to the sites located at the outermost surface. Titanosilicalites with various Si/Ti ratios gave peak heights directly proportional to the Ti amount up to 2 wt % Ti content (153). On the other hand, three peak couples characterize the voltammetric behavior of Ti-beta zeolites: one originates from Ti leached in solution and the other signals are related to two framework Ti populations (88). It has been suggested that these could be due to Ti tetrahedrally coordinated to the framework, and the other, which is sensitive to the coordinating ability of electrolyte counteranions, would correspond to surface titanol groups. Vanadium silicalites and vanadium aluminophosphates can be electrochemically reduced via their V5+ centers. Cyclic voltammetry at corresponding ZMEs usually displays two distinct signals, which are both attributed to the V5+/V4+ couple resulting from structurally distinct sites (20,107,125,126). In spite of these conﬁnement eﬀects, the electrochemical response is mainly due to the boundaries of the molecular sieve particles as sustained by the rather low accessibility of the redox active sites (only a few percentage points) (126). In cyclic voltammetric studies of electrically conducting octahedral molecular sieves such as natural and synthetic synthetic heulandite and todorokite, either as such or ionexchanged with copper(II) species, framework manganese and tunnel copper cations were distinguished (197). Impedance spectroscopy was also applied to zeolite single crystals to characterize their conductivity under various conditions (198).
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B.



Interplay Between Charge Transfer and Mass Transport: Electron Transfer Mechanisms



The numerous examples depicted in Figs. 5–20 illustrate the rich electrochemical activity of ZMEs. They also point out that multiple experimental factors are aﬀecting the electron transfer processes and that mass transport plays a very important role in the overall redox transformation. A central and intrinsically basic question regards the way in which the electrons are transferred to (or from) an electroactive species located in the rigid microporous structure of an insulating zeolite material. This has generated substantial research eﬀorts and several controversial discussions in the ZME literature. These will not be elaborated upon here, but the interested reader is directed to critical reviews (9,11), comparative works (20,24,109,127), and comments (22,23,25,26). The two main requirements for an electroactive probe ion exchanged or encapsulated in a zeolite network to undergo a charge transfer reaction are the following: 1. The electroactive species must be connected to a conductive electrode material (either in physical contact to the electrode, close enough to experience direct electron transfer, or mobile enough to freely diﬀuse to the electrode surface); alternatively, the electroactive species can undergo indirect charge transfer by way of either a suitable mediator that can act as a relay between the electrode and the probe (electrocatalysis) or a suﬃciently high density population of the electroactive probes that allows self-exchange of electrons between them (electron hopping); 2. Charge balance must be maintained in the zeolite; therefore, the overall charge-transfer reaction is inevitably associated with a mass transport process: at any time the amount of ﬁxed negative charges in the zeolite network must be counterbalanced by an equivalent amount of cation, so that any reduction of a cationic probe initially exchanged in the zeolite would require the ingress of another cationic species in the bulk material; similar charge compensation would be achieved by cation expulsion from the zeolite upon oxidation of the electroactive probe. This interplay between charge transfer and mass transport is at the origin of the mechanisms proposed in the literature to explain the electrochemical behavior of ZMEs, and underscores the key role played by diﬀusion of both electroactive probes and electrolyte cations in aﬀecting the voltammetric responses. According to the original model of Shaw and coworkers (48) and subsequent amendment by Dutta and Ledney (19), three distinct pathways for describing chargetransfer reactions occurring at ZMEs can be operative. Beside the purely intrazeolitic [Eq. (1)] or extrazeolitic [Eqs. (2a) and (2b)] electron transfer processes, the concept of surface-mediated charge transfer [Eqs. (3)–(5)] was introduced by distinguishing between bulk- and surface-located ion-exchange sites. Mechanism I: ðmnÞþ
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Mechanism II: þ mþ þ Emþ ðZÞ þ mCðSÞ ZEðSÞ þ mCðZÞ ðmnÞþ
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ð2aÞ ð2bÞ



Mechanism III (three subgroups): ðmnÞþ
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ð4bÞ ð5aÞ ð5bÞ



where E is the electroactive species with charge m+, C+ represents the electrolyte cation (chosen as monovalent for convenience), M is a mediator (chosen with charge m+ for convenience), the subscripts z and s refer to the zeolite phase and the solution, respectively, and the subscripts surf and bulk refer to the zeolite surface (either external surface or outermost subsurface layer of cages) and bulk ion-exchange sites. Mechanism I is purely intrazeolitic, where the electroactive species undergoes intracrystalline electron transfer while charge balance is maintained by solution phase electrolyte cations entering the zeolite framework [Eq. (1)]. Note that this mechanism does not distinguish between species located deep in the bulk zeolite and those situated in the boundary region of the zeolite grains. Mechanism II is purely extrazeolitic and involves the ion exchange of the electroactive probes for the electrolyte cations [Eq. (2a)] prior to their electrochemical transformation in the solution phase [Eq. (2b)]. The group of mechanisms III distinguishes between the electroactive probes located in the bulk zeolite and those situated at the external boundary of the particle. The ﬁrst case is the direct electron transfer to electroactive species situated at the outer surface of the zeolite particles (i.e., those easily accessible to the electrons), with charge compensation ensured by the electrolyte cation [Eq. (3a)]. This step can be (but is not necessarily) followed by electron hopping to the probes located in the bulk of the solid, with concomitant migration of the electrolyte cation inside the zeolite structure [Eq. (3b)]. In the presence of a charge-transfer mediator either dissolved in solution or adsorbed on the zeolite surface, electrochemical transformation [Eqs. (4a) and (5a)] can lead to indirect charge transfer to either surface-conﬁned or bulk-located electroactive probes [Eqs. (4b) and (5b)]. Although some unambiguous evidence is available to support one or another of these mechanisms, all of these theoretical pathways have yet to be demonstrated at practical levels. More versatility can be added to these mechanistic pathways by deﬁning topological regions of a zeolite as experienced by an electrochemical probe molecule. This concept was introduced by Bessel and Rolison (109), according to a terminology that was previously speciﬁed for photoelectron transfer reactions in zeolites (199). Four topological redox isomers can be designated: (a) the solution phase redox solute originating from the zeolite interior; (b) the electroactive probes located at the zeolite boundary (either adsorbed on
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the outer surface or occluded in defect sites, or even encapsulated in the outermost layer of the zeolite particle); (c) the redox probes situated in the bulk zeolite but free to experience the global pore lattice over the time scale of the experiment; and (d) the electroactive solutes strictly conﬁned in the zeolite interior by physical entrapment preventing them from motion from one site to another. In the various mechanisms described by Eqs. (1)–(5), the ﬁrst species are assigned as ‘‘S’’ (solution phase), the second as ‘‘surf’’ (zeolite surface boundary), and the third and fourth as ‘‘bulk’’ (zeolite interior). Based on the electrochemical behaviors described above (see Sec. IV.A of this chapter), and others from the literature, a brieﬂy summarized (and consequently restricted) view of the actual situation dealing with electron transfer mechanisms at ZMEs, is the distinction between two categories of solutes in zeolite: 1. Ion-exchangeable electroactive probes that are mobile in the zeolite lattice and can therefore be subjected to ion exchange with the electrolyte cations. These undergo extracrystalline electron transfer according to mechanism II [Eqs. (2a) and (2b)]. Several experiments indicate that a chemical ion-exchange step occurs prior to traditional electrochemical transformation of the probe at the electrode– solution interface (47,64,66,68,69,76,78,151). While intrazeolite electron transfer was suggested for non-size-excluded redox probes (70,71), no unequivocal demonstration was provided for this, except when using appropriate spatially arranged mediators [Eqs. (4) and (5)] (56,57,178). Note that intrazeolite mass transport processes (i.e., site-to-site diﬀusion from small to large cages) may inﬂuence extracrystalline electron transfer. 2. Encapsulated complexes that are physically trapped in the zeolite pore structure and are therefore experiencing high steric constraints. These are amenable to electron transfer if located in the boundary region of the zeolite grains. An important question is the exact nature of these species situated in the outermost layers of the zeolite grains, which are considered either as extrazeolitic [Eq. (3a)] or intrazeolitic [Eq. (1)] depending on the authors (9,11,25,26). This leads to a large amount of electrochemically silent species (those located in the bulk zeolite, i.e., 98–99%), which can be slightly but not dramatically improved by the use of adsorbed mediators [Eqs. (5a) and (5b)]. These conclusions are upheld by the representative fundamental investigations illustrated above (Figs. 5–20), and the reader interested in more detail is directed to the abundant literature treating, at least in part, the question of the electron transfer mechanisms at ZMEs (9,11,17,20,24,47,66–71,76,78,79,84,87,89,109,119,120,122,123,127,151,159). C.



Compilation of the Electroactive Probes and Zeolite Types Investigated at ZMEs



Table 2 presents a compilation of most electroactive species and zeolites that have been studied by means of ZMEs. Electroactive probes can be classiﬁed into three categories: metallic species, organic species, and encapsulated organometallic complexes. The most frequently studied probes are AgI, CuII, methyl viologen, and metal-bipyridine and metal(salen) complexes, which consequently constitute the main illustrations depicted in this chapter. The most popular zeolites used to build ZMEs are the synthetic molecular sieves of type A, X, and Y, with a marked preference for zeolite Y, for two main reasons: its large-channel network provides high diﬀusion rates to the small non-size-excluded cations, and electroactive complexes can be encapsulated in its supercages.
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Table 2 Electroactive Probes and Zeolites Studied at ZMEs Electroactive probesa A. Metal ions AgI



Zeolite types



ZME conﬁgurationsb



A



Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm



Faujasite (Y, X)



Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm



CuII



Mordenite A, X, Y Faujasite (Y, X)



Zeolite-carbon-polymer ﬁlm Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ ZMCPE Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm Zeolite-carbon-polymer ﬁlm ZMCPE



HgII, RuIII FeII, CoII, PbII, CdII



A, Y, modernite A, X, Y, mordenite, clinoptilolite Y or natural Y V-silicalite, VAPO-5 Titanosilicalite A, Y A



‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ composites ZMCPE or zeolite ﬁlm Pressed zeolite pellet Pressed zeolite pellet



Y



Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm



Framework V Framework Ti CoII, PbII, CdII, UVI CdII, NaI, AgI B. Organic Species Methyl viologen



ZMCPE Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm



ZMCPE



A, X, Y Aromatic alcohols Faujasite (Y, X), (hydroquinone, catechol, zeolite mixture dopamine, phenol, etc.) C. Organometallic complexes Metal-tris-bipyridine Y



Metal-(salen)



Y



Metal-phtalocyanines



Faujasite (Y, X)



Metal-porphyrins



Y, ZSM-5, EMC-2, VPI-5



a b



ZMCPE ZMCPE, zeolite-polymer ﬁlm Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’



Ref. 63, 65, 70, 73, 76, 90, 193 66, 69, 73, 78, 83 94, 104 43, 179 73, 171 48, 64, 67, 68, 73, 92 24, 94 48, 73, 148, 160, 167, 171 48, 60, 159, 175 58, 61, 62, 64, 91, 93, 200 107, 125, 126 88, 149, 153 129, 130 38–40 47, 57, 71, 73, 86, 89 73, 147, 150, 151, 154, 164, 169, 170, 106 47, 73 73, 85, 156, 162, 172 152



Zeolite-(carbon)-polymer ﬁlm 24, 56, 79, 109, 194 Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ 114, 127 Zeolite-(carbon)-polymer ﬁlm 24, 87, 109 Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ 113, 115–117, 119, 121 Dispersed zeolites 185 Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ 112, 118, 122, 123 Pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ 45, 120



Abbreviation: salen = N,NV-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediamine. Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm includes both composite ﬁlms and zeolite layers covered with a polymer coating; zeolitecarbon-polymer ﬁlm includes both composite ﬁlms and ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ layers covered with a polymer coating; pressed ‘‘zeolite + carbon’’ mixtures are casted on a metallic grid; ZMCPE: zeolite-modiﬁed carbon paste electrode, including zeolite-carbon-copolymer composites.
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V.



ADVANCED ELECTROCHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF ZEOLITES



Fundamental studies to characterize the electrochemical behavior of ZMEs have revealed several aspects of conﬁnement eﬀects and/or ion-exchange properties of redox solutes in zeolite molecular sieves that arise from the combination of zeolites with an electrode–solution interface. It is now time to move beyond the basic knowledge and to demonstrate that the attractive zeolite properties can be readily exploited in practical applications. Most applied beneﬁts of intersecting zeolite chemistry and electrochemical science have been achieved in two main ﬁelds: electroanalysis and electrocatalysis (9,10,12,13,17,18). A.



Electrocatalysis at Zeolite-Modified Electrodes



The electrochemical activity of either ion-exchanged species or encapsulated complexes in zeolites has been exploited in catalytic transformations. Examples of electrocatalysis involving ZMEs are available in the ﬁelds of organic chemistry (electro-assisted oxidation or reduction of organic substrates) and analytical chemistry (to improve sensitivity or selectivity of a particular electrochemical detection in the presence of a supported catalyst). Zeolite-encapsulated metal complexes have found useful applications in the area of heterogeneous oxidation catalysis by taking advantage of the physical entrapment of catalysts in microporous spaces of the zeolite (124). Most reactions are chemically induced, but some investigations involving the electrochemistry of ZMEs are also reported for either electro-assisted oxidation or reduction (108,113,115,124,185). An illustrative example, given in Fig. 21, deals with the catalytic reduction of benzyl bromide (denoted as RX hereafter) by cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile using a ZME of encapsulated Co(salen)-NaY zeolite (113). Enhancement of peak current for the CoII/CoI process and the concomitant disappearance of the Co I/Co II anodic signal indicate that the [CoI(salen)] complex [formed at about 1.3 V; Eq. (6a)] reacts with RX in a chemical redox step to give an [RCoIII(salen)] intermediate [Eq. (6b)]. This is, at such a negative potential, directly reduced to regenerate the intermediate catalyst and the ﬁnal product R [Eq. (6c)]. Continuous consumption of the [CoI(salen)] complex by reaction with RX makes the CoII/CoI process irreversible (Fig. 21). ½CoII ðsalenÞ þ 1e Z½CoI ðsalenÞ



ðEc  1:3VÞ



½CoI ðsalenÞ þ Rþ Z ½RCoIII ðsalenÞ ½RCoIII ðsalenÞ þ 2e Z ½CoI ðsalenÞ þ R



ð6aÞ ð6bÞ



ðE0 less cathodic than 1:3 VÞ ð6cÞ



The electrocatalytic activity of Co(salen)-NaY was also studied as a microheterogeneous dispersion undergoing controlled potential electrolysis at a high-surface-area reticulated vitreous carbon electrode (see experimental device in Fig. 4). The importance of the zeolitic environment on the reactivity of the electrogenerated [CoI(salen)] complex to catalyze the reaction of benzyl chloride with CO2 was demonstrated by comparison of Co(salen)-NaY to homogeneous Co(salen): higher electrocatalytic turnover (1000-fold increase) and longer durability (200%) were obtained with the encapsulated catalyst (185). Such improvements are attributed to the particular physicochemical environment of the zeolite and site isolation experienced by the Co(salen) complex. A similar electro-assisted reaction was observed for the reduction of dioxygen in acetonitrile using Mn(salen) encapsulated in zeolite Y, which gives an MnIII-superoxo
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Fig. 21 Cyclic voltammograms of pressed powder graphite-Co(salen)-NaY electrode in (a) acetonitrile + 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetraﬂuoroborate solution, and (b) the same solution as (a) containing 5 mM benzylbromide in addition. Potential scan rate, 10 mV/s. (Adapted from Ref. 113, with permission.)



complex in the presence of cocatalyst 1-methylimidazole; such promoted dioxygen activation can be applied to the biomimetic hydrocarbon oxidation process (115). Electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen was also achieved by voltammetric induction at ZME containing iron phthalocyanine trapped in zeolite Y (FePcY) (108). In addition, the same electrocatalyst was found to catalyze the oxidation of hydrazine with better performance than FePc supported on a titanium oxide–coated, silica gel–modiﬁed electrode (108,201). Zeolite-supported electrocatalysts can be exploited to improve the performance of analytical sensing devices. The electroanalytical applications of ZMEs dealing with electrocatalytic processes are summarized in Table 3. Two actions of the catalyst are (a) enhancement of the peak current intensity by continuous electrogeneration-consumption of the active intermediate, and (b) lowering of the target analyte overpotential.* An example of the ﬁrst case is illustrated in Fig. 22, where peak height relative to the electrochemical oxidation of ascorbic acid is signiﬁcantly more intense when recorded at a



* The term overpotential is related to a shift in the potential giving rise to signiﬁcant oxidation (reduction) of a target analyte at a more positive (negative) value than the thermodynamic formal potential characteristic of the redox couple. Overpotentials are caused by limited kinetics of the electron transfer, which can make the electrochemical transformation more diﬃcult (188).
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Table 3



Electroanalytical Applications of Zeolite-Modiﬁed Electrodes: Electrocatalysis



Analyte



Zeolitea



Ascorbic acid



FeIII-Y



Ascorbic acid



FeIII-Y



Dopamine, norepinephrine Gaseous ethanol and ammonia



TP+-Y Na-Y



Hydrazine



Y



4-Nitrophenol



Zeolite mixture Na-A, Na-Y L



O2 (dissolved) O2 (dissolved) a



Electrodeb Zeolite/graphite/PS coating on GC Zeolite-modiﬁed CP Zeolite-polymer ﬁlm on solid electrode Gold deposit on a pressed zeolite pellet Zeolite-CuTPPmodiﬁed CP Zeolite-modiﬁed CP Zeolite-modiﬁed CP Zeolite-modiﬁed BPG/ poly(phenosafranine)



Mediumc Phosphate buﬀer (pH 6.8) Aqueous KCl (pH 7) Phosphate buﬀer (pH 7) Gaseous N2



0.5 M NaClO4 (pH 7) BR buﬀer (pH 3.5) Aqueous LiClO4 and MVCl2 0.1 M NaH2PO4



Regeneration



Methodd



Ref.



CV DPV



106–104 M



85



CV



C2H5OH: 11.5–40 torr NH3:30–126 torr 2  107– 1  106 M 0.2–10 mg 11



143



CV, A Mechanical



Detection limit



1.6  106– 2.1  102 M Up to 103 M



CV, A Mechanical



Concentration range



DPV



105 4  106 M



161



1  107 M



165



0.04 mg 11



172



CV



147



CV, LSVRDE



95



Abbreviation: TP+, 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium. Abbreviations: PS, polystyrene; GC, glassy carbon; CP, carbon paste; CuTPP, copper-tetraphenylporphyrin; BPG/poly(phenosafranine), phenosafranine electropolymerized on basal plane graphite. c Abbreviations: BR, Britton-Robinson; MVCl2, methyl viologen dichloride. d Abbreviations: CV, cyclic voltammetry; A, amperometry; LSV-RDE, linear scan voltammetry–rotating disk electrode. b
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Fig. 22 Cyclic voltammograms of ascorbic acid (1.0  103 M) at (a) unmodiﬁed glassy carbon electrode and (b) zeolite FeIII-Y-modiﬁed glassy carbon electrode, recorded in 0.1 M Na2SO4. (Adapted from Ref. 105, with permission.)



FeIII-Y zeolite–modiﬁed electrode in comparison with the corresponding unmodiﬁed glassy carbon. This improvement, due to the mediated oxidation of the analyte by electrogenerated FeII species, leads to more sensitive detection of ascorbic acid and was applied to analysis of fruit samples (105). Similar enhancement of the voltammetric signals was obtained for the detection of hydrazine by means of ZME containing a copper-porphyrin, for which a fast response time was observed in amperometry by attaining a stable maximal current in less than 1 s (165). Zeolite Y–modiﬁed carbon paste ion exchanged with methyl viologen was applied to the reduction of dissolved oxygen, which is promoted by electrogeneration of the methyl viologen radical cation. After optimization by the simplex method, maximal catalytic currents were obtained using an electrode containing 49% (w w) zeolite immersed in 32 mM methyl viologen (that readily accumulates within zeolite Y) saturated with oxygen, with an equilibration period of 46 min (147). Examples of the second case (lowering overpotentials with ZMEs) are also available. Electrochemical oxidation of aromatic alcohols, e.g. nitrophenols (172) or hydroquinone (152), is facilitated at ZME; the zeolite probably aids in the removal of protons (associated with the oxidation process), similar to the process observed with alumina or layered double hydroxides (175). Electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen was also achieved at zeolite/ poly(phenosafranine) electrodes, lowering the reduction potential by 300 mV with respect to a corresponding unmodiﬁed electrode, where the zeolite (type L) acted to improve the reversibility of the poly(phenosafranine) catalyst (95). Finally, pressed zeolite pellets were used as a support for high surface area gold deposits, which were then applied to the catalytic detection of ethanol and ammonia vapors (143). Other cases of electrocatalysis are presented in Sec. V.D. B.



Preconcentration and Permselectivity



Sensitivity increases and lower detection limits can be achieved in electrochemistry by applying a chemical preconcentration step prior to the voltammetric quantiﬁcation. At chemically modiﬁed electrodes, a judicious choice of the modiﬁer may also improve selectivity by speciﬁc binding of the target analyte to the modifying agent. The general principle of preconcentration analysis usually involves four steps, as illustrated in Fig. 23. In the ﬁrst step, an electrode is maintained at open circuit (without applying any electrical stimuli) in a stirred solution containing the target analyte, for a certain period of time, to
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Fig. 23 Schematic representation of the successive steps applied in preconcentration analysis involving electrochemical detection. R is the reference electrode, W the working electrode, and C the counterelectrodes.



ensure accumulation of the analyte in and on the electrode modiﬁer in contact with the solution. After rinsing the electrode in pure water in the second step, the third step involves transfer of the modiﬁed electrode into an electrochemical cell containing an appropriate electrolyte in order to quantify the previously accumulated species (this could require desorption of the analyte). A fourth step is then often necessary to perform successive analyses, i.e., regeneration of the electrode surface, which is achieved by treatment into a stirred solution containing an adequate reagent. With ZMEs, the accumulation proceeds via ion exchange of a cationic electroactive analyte in the zeolite particles located at the electrode surface. Regeneration might be achieved by the reverse exchange by immersing the electrode in a solution containing the initial zeolite cocation (most often Na+). These ion-exchange reactions are intrinsically simple, but their implementation may become intricate because of impregnation of solutions deep in the bulk electrode structure (leading to memory eﬀects). One can imagine this from the various ZME devices comprising free spaces (Figs. 1–3), as was demonstrated experimentally for the zeolite-modiﬁed carbon paste electrode (150). To circumvent these memory eﬀects, mechanical renewal of the electrode surface was applied (73,156,169) or, as an alternative, one group resorted to screen-printed ZMEs (170). The electroanalytical applications of ZMEs operating in the preconcentration mode are described in Table 4. A natural zeolite from volcanic rocks in the Canary Islands was mixed in carbon paste to sense mercury(II) species (46). Zeolite A was chosen for the accumulation of silver(I) prior to its quantiﬁcation by diﬀerential pulse voltammetry; good selectivity was observed toward other metal species because of the high aﬃnity of zeolite A for silver(I) (146). The inﬂuence of both the zeolite type (A, X, Y) and ZME device (bulk zeolite-modiﬁed carbon paste, or zeolite monograin coated on glassy carbon) on the analysis of silver(I), copper(II), dopamine, and methyl viologen was investigated (73). Highest sensitivities and lowest detection limits were obtained with zeolites displaying the largest pores, highest capacity, and smallest particle size because such conditions enable fast mass transport and therefore high accumulation eﬃciency. The bulk ZME usually gives faster response time than ﬁlm-based electrodes because the latter induce diﬀusional limitations brought about by the hydrophobic polymer ﬁlm acting as a screening barrier to the aqueous solutions. The addition of ammonia in the detection medium leads to improved signals for copper(II) because of more eﬃcient desorption
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Table 4



Electroanalytical Applications of Zeolite-Modiﬁed Electrodes: Preconcentration and Permselectivity



a



Analyte



Zeolite



Electrodec



Medium



Regeneration



Methodd



Chemical + electrochemical Mechanical or chemical



Accumulation (o.c.) + DPV Accumulation (o.c.) + CV



0.5–5 mg 11



Chemical



Accumulation (o.c.) + SWV Cathodic deposition + SWV



0.3–1.0 mg 11



74 Ag 11



160



0.3–1 ppm (Cu2+) 0.2–2 ppm (Cd2+) 0.2–1.2 ppm (Zn2+) 2  105– 1  103 M 0.11–2.2 mg 11



300 nM



157



Ag+



Na-A



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Aqueous NaNO3



Cu2+



Na-A, Na-X, Na-Y



Aqueous NaNO3



Cu2+



K-A, Na-A, Ca-A, Na-X K-A, Na-A, Ca-A, Na-X



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP, zeolite monograin on GC Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Cu2+, Cd2+, Zn2+



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Phosphate buﬀer (pH 4.2) Phosphate (pH 6) or ammonia (pH 9) buﬀers



Dopamine, epinephrine Hg2+



Na-Y



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Phosphate buﬀer



Naturalb



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Aqueous KNO3



Methyl viologen Paraquat, diquat



Na-Y



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Water



Na-Y



Water



Zn2+



Na-X



Zeolite-modiﬁed screen-printed electrode Zeolite + PS coating on GC covered with Hg



a



Aqueous KNO3



Chemical



Mechanical or chemical Chemical Mechanical or chemical Chemical



DPV or FIA Accumulation (o.c.) + CV Accumulation (o.c.) + CV Accumulation (o.c.) + SWV Cathodic deposition + SWV



Concentration range



Detection limit 0.08 mg 11



5  105– 1  103 M



5  105– 5  103 M 1  106– 1  105 M
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146 73, 163



87 nM 145 nM 156 46 169 K+ > Na+ > Li+. According to the size of hydrated cations, the smaller analytes gave the higher signals. This was the case of Ag-Y and Ag-mordenite (67,94,193). On the other hand, the zeolite Ag-X that contains more Ag+ in the small cages had the highest sensitivity for K+, with currents decreasing according to K+ > Na+ > Cs+ f Li+ (67). This series arises from two components acting in opposite directions on the electrode response: ion exchange of the mediator located in the large cages, which is controlled by the hydrated radii of the cationic sample, and those located in the small cages for which the exchange is depending on solvation energies and ionic radii of cations (137). The ammonium series was also investigated in water-methanol mixtures using Ag-Y zeolite (64) or in pure water using MV-Y zeolite (154,164), giving a response decreasing as follows: ammonium > tetramethylammonium > tetraethylammonium tetrapropylammonium. This is in agreement with the size of the analytes. Indirect amperometric detection at ZME was applied in aqueous medium for the analysis of alkali metal, alkaline earth, and ammonium ions in both batch and ﬂow injection modes, using methyl viologen or copper(II) as the mediator and various zeolite types (154,167,168). In every case, the electrode response increased with charge of the positive ion and as the hydrated ion size decreased. Therefore, the mediators contributing eﬀectively to the electrochemical signal are mainly or exclusively those located in the large channel network of the zeolite. The selectivity series Ca2+, Mg2+, Cs+ > K+ > Na+, NH4+ > Li+ is unaﬀected by the nature of the zeolite used (167). Even when using the NH4+-selective clinoptilolite (doped with Cu2+), no signiﬁcant increase in peak current for NH4+ was observed with respect to other cations (168). This conﬁrms that the indirect detection process [Eq. (8b)] is controlled mainly by kinetics associated with ion exchange [Eq. (8a)], and thus by diﬀusion in the zeolite lattice, rather than by the thermodynamics relative to the aﬃnity of the zeolite for one cation or another. This is further conﬁrmed by the eﬀect of pore aperture and particle size of zeolites on the amperometric response: peak heights increase with ‘‘openness’’ of the zeolite structure and with decrease in the particle size (167). In addition, the use of the more mobile Ag+ mediator, instead of Cu2+, resulted in a twofold enhancement of peak currents (171). Additional electroanalytical applications of indirect amperometric detection at ZME have been derived from solvent eﬀects that were observed from voltammetric studies of electroactive species exchanged in zeolites (see Sec. IV.A.2 of this chapter). For example, peak currents recorded for AgA in pure dimethylformamide (DMF) containing a nonsize-excluded electrolyte (LiClO4) are several hundred times smaller than in water because nonaqueous ion exchange occurs slowly in contrast to fast ion exchange in water (63). Figure 27 shows that gradual addition of water (in the ppm range) to dry DMF+LiClO4 results in a proportional increase in peak currents sampled by anodic stripping voltammetry at an AgA-modiﬁed electrode. This electrode is thus a sensor for trace water in organic solvents containing a small amount of alkali metal cation (202,203), with a linear response in the 1- to 10-ppm concentration range and a detection limit close to 20 ppb (63,193), which is by far better than the classical Karl Fischer method. An experimental setup based on this detection scheme, which displays a long useful lifetime, was recently designed by coupling a zeolite AgA column to a classical thin-layer electrochemical cell (193). This
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Table 5 Electroanalytical Applications of Zeolite Modiﬁed Electrodes: Indirect Amperometric Detection Analytea



Zeoliteb



Electrodec



Mediumd



Regeneration



Methode



Alkali-metal ions



Ag-Y



Zeolite/graphite/PS coating on ITO



DMF, CH3CN, MeOH (+TBAP)



Reduction + ASV



Alkali-metal ions, NH4+, TMA+, TEA+, TPA+ Alkali metal, alkaline earth, NH4+ ions Alkali metal, alkaline earth, NH4+ ions Alkali metal, alkaline earth, NH4+ ions Ammonium ions



Ag-X, Ag-Y, Ag-mordenite



Zeolite/graphite/PS coating on ITO



MeOH/water (+TBAP)



CV (reduction)



MV-Y



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Aqueous TBABr



Mechanical or chemical



Cu-A, Cu-X, Cu-Y, Cu-clinoptilolite Cu-A, Cu-X, Cu-Y, Ag-A, Ag-X, Ag-Y Cu-clinoptilolite



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Aqueous TBABr



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP



Pure water (without added electrolyte) Aqueous TBABr



Benzene, trichloroethylene H2O TMA



+



Ag-A



Ag-A Silicalite



a



Zeolite-modiﬁed CP Zeolite/graphite/ PS coating on ITO or RVC Zeolite/graphite/PS coating on ITO Zeolite layer grown on Hg



Aqueous medium



DMF, LiClO4 Water/ dichloroethane interface



Concentration range +



Detection limit



Ref.



1–10 ppm (Li ) 1–35 ppm (Na+) 1–25 ppm (K+) 1  104– 1  103 M



meta for the cluster approach calculations as it is predicted using the hard–soft acid–base (HSAB) principle (220–223) in the absence of steric constraints. The order becomes para > ortho > meta in the case of the periodic calculations. However, study of the local minima that are reached prior to the transition states is relevant. These systems give us the opportunity to evaluate the contribution of steric constraints. Computation of the activation energies for these systems gives the same relative ordering as predicted with the cluster approach. This means that transition state selectivity can be related with some local minima (212). The empirical Polanyi-EvansBrønsted relation (24,224,225) is extremely useful in estimating energy destabilization of transition states by steric constraints. Additional periodic calculations fully conﬁrm the



Fig. 36 Geometries of the transition states leading to the formation of p-xylene (Ts_p), m-xylene (Ts_m), and o-xylene (Ts_o) and water from toluene and methanol catalyzed by H-MOR water. (Adapted from Ref. 215.)
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validity of the use of the Polanyi-Evans-Brønsted relation to estimate transition state steric constraints in zeolites (173–175,226). The theoretical data of activation energy of toluene alkylation with methanol are interesting despite the fact that they cannot provide a full explanation of zeolite-catalyzed reactions. It is shown with these data that transition state shape-selectivity favors the formation of p-xylene isomer in mordenite. However, as previously described in Sec. III.C, the description of this reaction can be done by adopting the catalytic cycle formalism. Then one realizes that nothing prevents, a priori, multialkylation from occurring. It is likely, considering the fact that steric constraints already play an important role in xylene isomer formation, that such reactions will be prohibited within mordenite micropores when reaction goes to trialkylated benzenes. In addition, other reactions can be achieved. For instance, isomerization reactions of xylene isomers may occur. Two main reaction routes have been reported in isomerization of alkylated aromatics catalyzed by protonic zeolite (173,227). The ﬁrst one can be qualiﬁed as a monomolecular (or intramolecular) isomerization reaction route. In the second one, a supplementary aromatic molecule gets involved in the reaction. Therefore, the second reaction route is labeled a bimolecular (or intermolecular) isomerization reaction route. For each of these routes isomerization may proceed via two reaction pathways (173–175,227). As demonstrated by Rozanska et al. (174,175) in agreement with experimental data (227,228), the bimolecular reaction route is diﬃcult in mordenite zeolite as steric constraints on transition state complexes are high. We will not describe the mechanisms of this reaction route, except that they are the more likely mechanisms in larger micropore zeolites (227,228). On the other hand, monomolecular isomerization reactions occur in mordenite zeolite. Rozanska et al. (175) achieved a periodic DFT study of these reactions on toluene and xylene isomers catalyzed by protonic mordenite. They employed the same methodology as in the study of alkylation of toluene with methanol catalyzed by protonic mordenite of Vos et al. (215), which allows a full comparison between the data that have been obtained (Table 8). The values of isomerization activation energies are summarized in Fig. 37. Considering these data, one can predict that the fraction of p-xylene should increase when isomerization takes place. However, this is a qualitative estimation that can be veriﬁed. It is possible to employ kinetic Monte Carlo methods to get a better estimate on the reactions (229–231). As previously mentioned in the introduction and in Ref. 83, one needs additional parameters that are not provided by quantum chemical calculations to



Table 8 Activation Energies of the Xylene Isomers Formation for the Alkylation Reaction of Toluene by Methanol Catalyzed by H-MOR (in kJ/mol) Model 3T cluster Periodic Periodic



Theory level



p-Xylene



m-Xylene



o-Xylene



MPWPW91/6-31g* PZPW91/plane wave PZPW91/plane wave



167 92a 128b



173 100a 151b



164 93a 143b



a



The activation energies are evaluated between the transition state structure and the local minima with adsorption conﬁgurations as obtained from cluster approach results (see Fig. 34). b The activation energies are evaluated between the transition state structures and the global minimum (see Fig. 35). Source: Ref. 215.
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Fig. 37 Catalytic cycle and reaction mechanisms in methyl shift isomerization of alkylated aromatics. The activation energies, in kJ/mol, have been obtained in periodic density functional theory studies of toluene and xylene isomers catalyzed by proton-exchanged mordenite. (Adapted from Ref. 174.)



initiate kinetic Monte Carlo studies (83,229–231). These parameters are diﬀusion constants and adsorption energies of the reactants and products in the mordenite micropores. These data can be obtained from theoretical calculations or from experimental data. VI.



CONCLUDING REMARKS



We presented an overview of the current status of understanding of reaction mechanisms in zeolite catalysis. Using small hydrocarbon molecules, the main reaction mechanisms that can be induced by zeolite catalysts have been described. However, larger hydrocarbon molecule studies require realistic modeling of the zeolite micropores, as steric constraint contribution cannot be longer ignored. Recent studies have been useful to allow an understanding of the zeolitic framework electrostatic contributions on transition structures. Simple approaches such as point charge modeling or QM/MM method allow the electrostatic contribution to be realistically described. In the case of sterically hindered systems in zeolite channels, it seems that periodic methods could be considered as potentially more accurate, as repulsive contributions are treated in a purely quantum way. A more realistic description of the zeolite catalysts will allow an increasing possibility of comparison with experimental data. This will lead to better and more detailed insight into the mechanisms induced by zeolite catalysts. The current status reached in this domain is already relatively high. But at this present day, the selectivity of reactions that
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are catalyzed by zeolites is still not fully understood. The growing eﬀort toward the development of new methods coming with the increase in the power of computers oﬀers the capability to investigate the source of heterogeneous catalysis selectivity by studying systems of increasing complexity.
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16 Examples of Organic Reactions on Zeolites: Methanol to Hydrocarbon Catalysis James F. Haw and David M. Marcus University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Solid (heterogeneous) catalysts (1–4) are favored in industrial processes because they eliminate the need to separate the catalyst from the products. Heterogeneous catalysts can be solid acids, bases, supported metals, mixed metal oxides, or multifunctional materials. Commercial processes based on solid acids outnumber all others, and zeolites (and closely related materials) are usually the solid acids of choice. Many solvents and bulk chemicals are produced using zeolites as are important consumer goods such as gasoline. Although zeolites are not used to synthesize high polymers, they are essential for the production of the corresponding monomers. For example, p-xylene is obtained in high yield by toluene disproportionation or by the reaction of benzene and methanol in zeolite HZSM-5. Aﬀordable p-xylene allows production of p-terpthalic acid and hence polyethylenetelephthalate (PET) polymer (plastic soda bottles). Methanol conversion on modiﬁed HZSM-5 or various silicoaluminophosphate catalysts produces propene and ethylene in high yields, and the production of polyoleﬁns by way of methanol will soon be common. Zeolite catalysts such as HBEA (beta) are used to convert benzene and propene to cumene, which in turn is converted to acetone and phenol by selective oxidation (cumene hydroperoxide chemistry). Other heteroatom-containing products are produced directly by reactions in zeolites. For example, pyridine and picolines are produced on HZSM-5 from a mixture of ammonia and aldehydes or ketones, especially formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acetone. In-depth coverage of all organic reactions on zeolites would require a dedicated volume. We have chosen instead to focus on the process we know best, and that is methanol conversion to hydrocarbons (5–10). Through this process we will at least brieﬂy touch on many important zeolite-catalyzed reactions, such as ether synthesis, cracking, isomerization, and so forth. This approach will also permit an in-depth treatment of one important reaction mechanism. We will see that many mechanisms have been proposed for this chemistry, which in turn have motivated many experimental and theoretical studies. This is not unique to methanol conversion; there is no consensus on the mechanisms of most organic reactions in zeolites, even seemingly simple ones such as butane isomerization to isobutane. This lack of insight into mechanism does not prevent
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the chemical industry from supplying many of our material needs, but it does vex academic scientists interested in surface chemistry and catalysis. Progress in understanding the mechanisms of zeolite-catalyzed reactions may or may not contribute to the rational design of improved catalysts, but it would certainly raise the stature of the ﬁeld in the eyes of chemists who work on more easily tractable mechanistic problems in the gas phase or solution. II.



MATERIALS AND MECHANISMS



The other contributions to this book have covered zeolite structure to a much greater degree than is appropriate for a chapter on organic reactions. The most important properties of a zeolite as a catalyst for organic reactions include framework topology, acid strength, acid site density, and crystallite size. The latter sometimes is important for controlling secondary reactions as small crystallites provide for rapid mass transfer. Here we brieﬂy review only those materials that are most commonly used in fundamental studies of methanol conversion chemistry. A.



Aluminosilicate Zeolites



Figure 1 compares views down the straight channels of the aluminosilicate zeolites HZSM-5 (MFI) and HBEA. Both catalysts have intersecting channel systems; HZSM-5 is a medium-pore zeolite with 10-rings in both channels, while the large-pore HBEA has 12-rings. HZSM-5 was used as a commercial methanol to gasoline catalyst, and newer catalysts obtained by modiﬁcation of this zeolite may be useful for the production of other hydrocarbon products. HBEA is sometimes used for mechanistic studies in methanol conversion catalysis because its larger channels permit the entrance and exit of larger molecules such as hexamethylbenzene. The Si/Al ratio, and hence acid site density, is widely variable in both HZSM-5 and HBEA. At the lower end, solid acids with Si/Al in the range of 12–20 can be prepared, but larger values, up to several hundred, are more common. In the past it was commonly believed that the acid strength of HZSM-5 increases as the acid sites become increasingly isolated. For example, HZSM-5 with Si/Al = 300 was believed to be a much stronger acid than the same framework with Si/Al = 100. This almost certainly overstates the eﬀect of Si/Al ratio on acid strength. Higher acid site densities do tend to promote secondary reactions. Zeolites with very high acid site concentrations (e.g., Si/Al of 20 or lower) have ‘‘paired’’ sites that may have special activity for some reactions.



Fig. 1 Structures of the aluminosilicate zeolites HZSM-5 and HBEA. Views down the straight channels are shown.
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B.



Silicoaluminophosphates



Although the term zeolite is sometimes restricted to aluminosilicates, ‘‘zeotypes’’ with other framework compositions are so commonly studied by zeolite chemists that a more inclusive deﬁnition is used here. Figure 2 shows the very similar topologies of HSAPO-34 (CHA) and HSAPO-18 (AEI). Both are composed of nanometer-sized cages interconnected by 8-rings; thus, they are small-pore materials. Aromatics, even benzene, cannot enter or leave these cages, nor can branched alkanes or oleﬁns. Beyond topology, these silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO) catalysts also diﬀer from HZSM-5 in acid strength. For example, ethylene can be ﬂowed over a freshly activated HSAPO-34 catalyst bed at 375jC without the immediate appearance of other hydrocarbons in the product stream, but ethylene is very reactive on HZSM-5 under identical conditions. In principle, the substitution of silicon for phosphorus into an aluminosilicate lattice produces a framework acid site. At lower silicon contents this is generally true; it is fairly easy to synthesize HSAPO-34 with one template molecule in each cage and one acid site per cage in the calcined material. At higher Si concentrations, silicous islands begin to form, reducing the number of acid sites below one per silicon. C.



Methanol to Hydrocarbon Processes



Methanol is made from methane through mature catalytic processes. First natural gas is steamed over a supported Ni catalyst to form syn gas, a mixture of CO, CO2, and H2. This, in turn, is converted to methanol with extraordinary selectivity using Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst at about 50 atm and 250jC. Methanol is an inexpensive intermediate; thus, processes for converting it to transportation fuels or consumer goods allow us to make better use of methane without waiting for direct methane conversion, which could be a long wait. Global methanol capacity was expanded in the 1990s to meet the anticipated demand for the gasoline additive methyltertbutylether (MTBE). Reformulated gasolines containing 10–20% MTBE burn more cleanly than conventional oxygen-free fuels. Unfortunately, MTBE has a foul taste that can be sensed in water containing a trace. Underground gasoline storage tanks leak, and MTBE rapidly moves through the water table, entering potable water supplies through wells. A well-thought-out strategy for reducing one environmental problem gave rise to another, and MTBE is being phased out, perhaps to be replaced by



Fig. 2 Structures of the silicoaluminophosphates HSAPO-34 and HSAPO-18. Both materials have nanometer-sized cages interconnected by much smaller windows.
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Scheme 1



Methanol to hydrocarbons.



a more palatable oxygenate distilled from corn mash. Meanwhile the petrochemical industry is awash in methanol. 1. Methanol to Gasoline Scheme 1 depicts in a simple way the chemistry in methanol conversion catalysis. Methanol rapidly equilibrates to a mixture of starting material and its condensation products, dimethyl ether (DME) and water. This process is frequently taken to be a preequilibrium. Industrially, it may even occur in a separate reactor to better control the temperature of the second reactor in which hydrocarbon synthesis occurs. The primary hydrocarbon products are light oleﬁns, a mixture of ethylene and propene with smaller amounts of C4 oleﬁns. On solid acids of suﬃcient strength, light oleﬁns readily oligomerize to higher oleﬁns that may in turn crack to an equilibrium distribution. Also, in the presence of excess methanol, the primary oleﬁnic products may homologize to the next higher oleﬁns; for example, propene may react with methanol to make butene. Finally, on stronger solid acids, complex reactions involving hydride transfer can convert oleﬁns to a mixture of branched alkanes and methylbenzenes. With the correct process conditions this mixture can be very much like the kinds of gasolines favored in the 1980s. Indeed, the methanol to gasoline (MTG) process using zeolite HZSM-5 was commercialized in New Zealand in the 1980s, and for a time it produced about 30% of that country’s needs, although a heavy government subsidy was required. Environmental considerations are reducing the desirability of aromatics in gasoline, and the return of MTG would require a grave petroleum shortage. 2. Methanol to Olefin If reﬁneries are already producing too much aromatics, they are not producing enough ethylene and propene. Every human on earth consumes, on average, several pounds of polyethylene per year. Reﬁneries produce light oleﬁns as byproducts of gasoline, either directly or by steam-cracking light alkanes. Many reﬁneries have associated polyoleﬁn plants. But the demand for polyoleﬁns is growing rapidly, and reﬁneries will not be able to meet demand. Referring again to Scheme 1, if the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons could be stopped after formation of light oleﬁns, methane could be the ultimate feedstock for polyoleﬁns. Plans for integrated chemical plants converting natural gas to polymers have already been announced, and methanol to oleﬁn (MTO) catalysis is central to their operation, all other technologies being mature. Earlier we introduced several methanol conversion catalysts; Fig. 3 reports gas chromatography (GC) traces analyzing the products exiting identical benchtop ﬂow reactors converting methanol under identical conditions on catalyst beds of either the aluminosilicate HZSM-5 or the silicoaluminophosphate HSAPO-34. Also, Fig. 3 illustrates more broadly the considerable diﬀerences in selectivity resulting from diﬀerences in topology and acidity between two microporous solid acids. Such diﬀerences are pervasive in zeolite catalysis.
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Fig. 3 GC (FID detection) traces comparing the volatile products formed during methanol conversion on HSAPO-34 and HZSM-5. Experimental conditions were otherwise identical, 375jC, and methanol space velocity of 8 h-1. On HSAPO-34 the products are ethylene, propene, small amounts of butenes, and traces of other compounds including light alkanes. This is characteristic of MTO catalysis. On HZSM-5 secondary reactions catalyzed by stronger acid sites lead to greater yields of alkanes and aromatics (MTG catalysis). The latter are able to exit the medium pore zeolite catalyst.



In evaluating results such as Fig. 3 it is important to know some of the exact experimental details—not just temperature and catalyst composition, but also the manner and history of reagent introduction. It is sometimes useful to study the transient response of a catalyst after one or more pulses of reagent. Alternatively (as in Fig. 3), the catalyst is studied under steady-state conditions using continuous introduction of reagent at some speciﬁed ‘‘space velocity.’’ The latter is conveniently deﬁned as the (mass of feed)/(mass of catalyst  unit time). In laboratory experiments, a motor-driven syringe pump is used to
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deliver reagent at a controlled rate. As a catalyst bed ages its activity and selectivity change, and the former trends toward zero as the catalyst deactivates. Thus, steady-state behavior is only approximately so; in the case of Fig. 3 the two catalysts were compared at the same times on stream, both well before activity began to fail. D.



Mechanisms Proposed for MTG/MTO Chemistry



A recent review recognized at least 20 mechanisms proposed for methanol to hydrocarbon catalysis (9). These are usually identiﬁed by the key intermediate, and they typically lead to ethylene or a ready precursor of ethylene. Several recent theoretical studies have used computational chemistry to identify transition states connecting reactants and initial products without the involvement of distinctive intermediates (11,12). Including these there are probably many more than 20 distinct mechanisms in the literature. In the past several years a great deal of evidence has emerged in support of one or more pathways based on a pool of hydrocarbon intermediates in the catalyst (13–24). Present work (discussed later) is directed to the detailed structure and function of the hydrocarbon pool, and increasingly detailed (hence testable) proposals are emerging. First we review some of the classical mechanisms of methanol conversion catalysis. 1. Several Distinct Oxonium Mechanisms An oxonium cation is characterized by three-coordinate oxygen. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have shown that the trimethyloxonium cation can form by disproportionation of dimethyl ether on zeolite HZSM-5 (25,26). A second type of methoxonium species results from the condensation of a zeolite acid site with methanol. In this case it is an oxygen in the framework that is formally charged; of course, it is this same oxygen that is bound to a silicon, an aluminum, and a proton to form the underivatized acid site. Again, NMR studies have provided much evidence for ‘‘framework-bound methoxy’’ species in zeolites (27,28). These are most easily formed and observed by reacting a cation-exchanged basic zeolite such as CsY with methyl iodide. Scheme 2 combines two distinct proposals (29,30) for the formation of the ‘‘ﬁrst’’ C-C bond by way of trimethyloxonium ion. Both require deprotonation of the oxonium cation to an oxonium-ylide. They diﬀer only in whether a subsequent methylation step is intramolecular (Stevens rearrangement) or intermolecular. A major problem is identifying a basic site strong enough to deprotonate the oxonium cation. In either case, ethylene elimination is assumed to occur rapidly. The mechanism in Scheme 3 also involves an oxonium-ylide, this time on the zeolite framework (31).



Scheme 2
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Two oxonium ylide mechanisms.



Scheme 3



Framework oxonium ylide mechanism.



2. Carbocation Mechanisms Scheme 4 shows one (32) of several similar proposals in which the equivalent of CH3+ (a carbenium ion) is transferred to a DME molecule to form a ﬁve-coordinate carbonium ion that aﬀords ethylmethyl ether by deprotonation. Schemes such as this presumably require that the zeolite catalyst have exceptionally strong (superacidic) acid sites. 3. Carbene Mechanisms Scheme 5 (33) and Scheme 6 (34) depict two literature mechanisms for the generation of highly reactive carbene (CH2) intermediates in zeolites under methanol conversion conditions. Scheme 5 suggests how two proximal acid sites (one in conjugate base form) could work synergistically to dehydrate methanol to CH2. Scheme 6 describes the formation of a framework methoxonium species (imagined as a CH3+, Z ion pair) that eliminates carbene. This intermediate is so reactive that C-C bonds could form through any of several routes. 4. Radical Mechanisms One (35) of several (35,36) radical chain reaction proposals is depicted in Scheme 7. Small electron spin resonance (ESR) signals can be detected on many zeolites under a variety of reaction conditions; otherwise spectroscopic evidence for radical mechanisms is weak. 5. Introduction to the Hydrocarbon Pool Mechanism In the early 1980s Mole and coworkers observed that methanol conversion on HZSM-5 was accelerated by the ‘‘cocatalytic’’ eﬀect of added toluene (37,38). They speculated that this eﬀect resulted from alkylation of the side chains on aromatic rings leading to oleﬁn elimination (Scheme 8). In the 1990s Kolboe et al. carried out very important experiments on HSAPO-34 and other methanol catalysts in which they cofed oleﬁn precursers, such as ethanol, with isotopically labeled methanol in order to study the isotopic composition of the reaction products in relation to time on stream (15–17). The distribution of isotopic labels was inconsistent with a direct reaction mechanism. Experiments such as this led Kolboe to propose that the ﬁrst oleﬁns in methanol conversion form on a ‘‘hydrocarbon pool,’’ a collection of organic species in the catalyst. The structure of this pool was originally loosely speciﬁed. Scheme 9 (16) suggests that it may be some sort of alkane, but the possibility that it was a carbenium ion was also allowed for. A key feature of Scheme 9 is



Scheme 4
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One of several carbocation mechanisms.



Scheme 5



Scheme 6



Scheme 7



A carbene mechanism based on two zeolite acid sites.



A mechanism in which a framework methoxonium forms a carbene.



.



One of several free radical mechanisms. S is an unspeciﬁed surface radical site.



Scheme 8 Mole’s mechanism to explain the ‘‘cocatalytic’’ eﬀect of toluene. This is the ﬁrst detailed proposal for what is now called the hydrocarbon pool.
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Scheme 9



Kolboe’s schematic hydrocarbon pool mechanism.



parallel synthesis of oleﬁns; for example, the pool could eliminate ethylene, propene, or a C4 oleﬁn, forming each of these as the ﬁrst volatile products with C-C bonds. Other mechanisms predict the formation of a single oleﬁn (almost always ethylene) that is subsequently methylated to form larger oleﬁns. A number of studies have recently provided very strong support for hydrocarbon pool routes in MTO catalysis. Some of these are summarized later in the chapter. III.



EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR MECHANISM STUDIES



A.



Benchtop Reactor Systems



Figure 4 depicts schematically a simple benchtop ﬂow reactor that could be used to study organic reactions on zeolites and similar catalysts. The catalyst bed in such studies is usually a few hundred milligrams and rarely larger than a few grams. It is usually activated in place by heating to some temperature at or above the use temperature in an inert gas stream, frequently He. This gas is delivered at a speciﬁed ﬂow rate using a mass ﬂow controller. The reactor shown uses a valve to deliver a single pulse of liquid reactant. Motor-driven syringe pumps are used to study catalysts under steady-state conditions as well as deactivation over longer times on stream. The reactor (stainless steel or quartz) is regulated at the desired temperature. One or more gas samples are collected at various times and stored for GC or GC–mass spectrometry (MS) analysis. If the products have



Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of a bench-top ﬂow reactor used for laboratory investigations of zeolite catalysis. MFC denotes mass ﬂow controller, and GC-MS a gas chromatograph with mass spectrometric detection. The design shown delivers a pulse of liquid reactant using an automatic valve and collects multiple product gas samples (as a function of reaction time) for subsequent analysis.
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low vapor pressures at room temperature, the sampling valve must be housed in a heated box and transfer lines may need to be heated as well. The two chromatograms in Fig. 3 were measured by capturing gas samples from catalyst beds operated under steady-state conditions. These samples were immediately injected into a gas chromatograph with ﬂame ionization detection. GC-MS detectors generate similar chromatograms by summing the total ion intensities in each spectrum and plotting this against time. GC or GC-MS analysis is used in a great majority of all benchtop catalytic studies. A great value of GC-MS analysis in catalysis involves the use of isotopic labels to probe reaction mechanisms. Figure 5 reports an example of this based on the fate of deuterium labels. Methylbenzenes are important components of the hydrocarbon pool in methanol to hydrocarbon chemistry on various catalysts. One characteristic reaction of methylbenzenes on acidic zeolites is disproportionation. For example, toluene dispropor-



Fig. 5 Bar graphs showing ion mass distributions in the vicinity of the molecular ions from GC-MS analyses of the volatile products exiting a catalytic reactor (300 mg zeolite HBEA, SiO2/Al2O3 = 75, 450jC) 1.5 s following pulsed introduction of 0.62 mmol of HMB and 0.62 mmol HMB-d18. The reactions leading to durene and pentamethylbenzene included extensive H/D exchange that occurred in steps of one.
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tionates to a mixture that contains xylenes and benzenes (39). Hexamethylbenzene (HMB) also apparently disproportionates through a process described below; and when HMB is pulsed onto a zeolite HBEA catalyst bed at 450jC, the products exiting the reactor include pentamethylbenzene and isomers of tetramethylbenzene. For the experiment in Fig. 5, the HMB pulsed onto the catalyst was an equal mixture of normal HMB and HMB-d18. Methyl exchange alone, without the making and breaking of C-H and C-D bonds, should result in products with masses grouped in units of three. For example, a simple exchange of methyl groups between HMB and HMB-d18 would produce HMB molecules that are deuterated in multiples of three, e.g., HMB-d3 and HMB-d6, but not HMB-d1 or HMB-d5, etc. Figure 5 shows that HMB with all possible numbers of deuterium was obtained, and this is even more evident for pentamethyl- and tetramethylbenzenes. Thus, in addition to methyl exchange there is also a second exchange process that breaks C-H bonds and permits one-by-one deuterium exchange. This mechanism is discussed later in the contribution. B.



In Situ Methods



Much of what we know about organic reactions in solution has come from spectroscopic studies. For example, a reaction might be carried inside of an NMR tube and spectra taken over the course of time will reveal kinetics and possibly intermediates. If a stable isotope label is selectively incorporated in one of the starting materials, the fate of that label, revealed by NMR, will frequently be instructive as to mechanism. In order to understand the mechanism of a zeolite-catalyzed reaction we would (ideally) like to be able to look inside of a catalytic reactor and observe the structure and energy of every intermediate and transition state along the reaction pathway. Of course, we cannot realize this entirely even in solution, but for zeolite catalysis the challenges are even greater. A typical industrial process using zeolites will be carried out at temperatures from 300jC to 500jC, and reaction times of 0.1 s to 10 s. Even thin wafers of zeolites absorb strongly over much of the electromagnetic spectrum. These conditions make fundamental mechanistic studies much more challenging than corresponding studies in solution, at lower temperatures and longer reaction times. A variety of spectroscopic methods have been applied to understand reactions on zeolites. Such investigations are commonly called in situ (in its own place) studies because the goal is to understand the reaction as it occurs on the real catalyst under actual industrial conditions. Not surprisingly, essentially all in situ studies involve compromises between conditions that favor laboratory experiment and those that simulate industrial practice. There are a number of in situ methods, and many of these are reviewed in a recent book (40). Here for brevity we will consider only three: NMR, vibrational spectroscopy (IR and Raman), and theoretical modeling. The last is not strictly an experimental method, but the way in which a computational chemist approaches the modeling of a chemical reaction is in many ways similar to that in which a spectroscopist approaches the same problem. It is sometimes said that the experimental tool of a computational chemist is the supercomputer. 1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance There are a number of ways to use NMR to study organic reactions in zeolites in situ, each with their own strengths and limitations (41,42). These have been reviewed in greater detail recently (43); all of the applications reported here make use of the thermal quench method (44). A quench reactor is very much like the benchtop ﬂow reactor diagrammed in Fig. 4 but with the addition of valves and plumbing that permit the catalyst bed to be cooled to
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room temperature in a fraction of a second. The organic components in the quenched catalyst bed are frequently similar to those in the catalyst immediately prior to the quench, and NMR spectra measured on quenched catalysts can be used to make inferences about the organic composition of the catalyst bed under reaction conditions. Zeolite catalysts are solids, and most molecules adsorbed in zeolites have the restricted mobility of solids. Thus, NMR experiments on organic matter in catalysts require many of the techniques of solid-state NMR, especially magic angle sample spinning. Proton spectra of complex solid materials are sometimes not chemically useful, and most in situ work is performed with 13C NMR. Although only 1.1% of naturally occurring carbon is 13C, many simple organic compounds are available with high levels of 13 C enrichment. Figure 6 shows 13C solid-state NMR spectra of ﬁve HZSM-5 catalyst beds that each received a pulse of ethylene-13C2 and then reacted at 350jC at various times before



Fig. 6 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the reaction products of ethylene-13C2 retained on zeolite HZSM-5 following various times at 350jC in a pulse-quench reactor. Signals from cyclopentenyl cations (250, 148, 48, and 24) and toluene (129 and 19) are indicated in the spectra. All spectra were measured at 25jC. The asterisks denote spinning sidebands.
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thermal quenching (20). At the shortest time studied (0.5 s), the 13C NMR spectrum shows that most of the organic matter entrained in the catalyst bed is accounted for by the 1,3dimethylcyclopentenylcarbenium ion. After 2–4 s much of this cation is converted to toluene, which can readily escape from the medium-pore HZSM-5 catalyst. Most of the organic matter has left the catalyst bed after 8–16 s. The stoichiometry of the reactions identiﬁed in Fig. 6 merits discussion. Ethylene (one of the primary products of methanol conversion catalysis) oligomerizes, cyclizes, and dehydrogenates to form the C7H11+ cation, which is charge balanced by the conjugate base of the zeolite acid site, Z. Simply put, 3 1/2 ethylene molecules of stoichiometry C7H14 (and the proton of one acid site) must lose two equivalents of H2 to form C7H11+. Toluene is C7H8; one proton is transferred back to the zeolite, but a third equivalent of H2 must be lost from the intermediate cyclopententyl cation in forming the aromatic product. While molecular hydrogen is sometimes evolved from organic material on acidic zeolites, a more common way to lose hydrogen is through disproportionation reactions. MTG catalysis produces little or no oleﬁns; instead the products are alkanes and aromatics. An oleﬁn has one degree of unsaturation and a methylbenzene four, but an open-chain (as opposed to cyclic) alkane has none. Thus, stoichiometry suggests that we should see up to 3 moles of alkane for every mole of aromatic produced in methanol conversion catalysis. Conversely, if we are carrying out MTO catalysis using HSAPO-34 (a small-pore zeolite from which aromatics cannot escape) and we see some propane and n-butane in the product stream, we can infer the formation of aromatics in the cages of the catalyst. 2. Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is frequently used to study zeolites, with or without organic adsorbates, and it can also be used to study reactions in situ under conditions that more closely approach industrial practice than for typical NMR experiments. This ﬁeld has recently been reviewed by Howe (45). Usually this is done using thin pressed wafers of zeolite placed in the optical path and in contact with a ﬂowing gas stream. Alternatively, the method of diﬀuse reﬂectance can be applied to zeolite powder placed in a heated ceramic cup with a gas stream passed through the reﬂectance cell. In either case the usable spectral window is restricted to frequencies above approximately 1100 cm1 due to the strong absorbance of zeolite framework modes at lower wavenumbers. Much recent progress has been made in the application of Raman spectroscopy to zeolite catalysis, and this area has recently been reviewed (46). Many Raman measurements must deal with interference from sample ﬂuorescence, but this can be largely overcome using UV-Raman equipment. A considerable amount of sample heating occurs with a UV laser; Stair has overcome this problem using an in situ cell that circulates zeolite catalyst as in a ﬂuidized reactor. In situ Raman measurements have conﬁrmed the formation of cyclopentenylcarbenium ions on zeolite HZSM-5 during methanol conversion catalysis. 3. Theoretical Modeling Theoretical methods are widely applied to the study of zeolites and the structure, energetics, spectroscopic properties, diﬀusion, and reactions of organic species in zeolites. Commercial software packages are available for visualizing the structure of zeolites with or without organic adsorbates. These programs are useful in their own right and some
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can also serve as interfaces for computational chemistry programs, such as Gaussian (47), that apply sophisticated electronic structural methods to parts of the zeoliteadsorbate structure. Considering the rate of growth in computer power and progress in the development of theoretical methods that lend themselves to more eﬃcient computations, we are perhaps a decade away from being able to compute many properties of zeolites and their interactions with adsorbates with accuracy comparable to that of experiment. A few years down the road it may be possible to model some of the simpler reactions on zeolite catalyst beds using rigorous theoretical methods to predict reaction pathways and the rates of various steps. Even today, in special circumstances with high symmetry, it is possible to use fully periodic calculations to calculate some properties using a structural model without boundaries. However, more typically it is necessary to make sometimes severe approximations to the zeolite structure in order to have a small enough number of electrons for the application of a reliable electronic structural theory. The two structures in Fig. 7 are a case in point (20). Shown are cluster models of the acid site in zeolite HZSM-5. This is approximated using one aluminum T site, and seven silicon T sites, which are of course connected by bridging oxygen atoms. The cluster is terminated by capping the outermost silicons with hydrogens so that there are no dangling valences. These outermost silicons are also held ﬁxed at their crystallographic locations during subsequent structural optimization steps, ensuring that the ﬁnal structures are relevant to the structure of zeolites. The acid site corresponds to the proton on the oxygenbridging Al and the central Si. Each zeolite cluster in the ﬁgure has associated with it a derivative of 1,3-dimethylcyclopentadiene. In the case of 7a, the proton has transferred from the zeolite to the diene, protonating it to form the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentadienylcarbenium ion, the species observed experimentally in Fig. 6. Note that one of the hydrogens on the carbenium ion is directed toward the zeolite and forms a hydrogen bond with the zeolite anion site Z. In Fig. 7b this proton transfer has not occurred, and the structure shown is a k complex of the neutral diene with the zeolite acid site HZ. The two structures in Fig. 7 were obtained through a structural optimization process in which small variations in atomic coordinates were made in a systematic manner, and the energy of the structure was calculated at each step (vide infra). Each optimization was complete when it converged to a local minimum in the potential energy surface for the structure. It is not uncommon to ﬁnd two or more minima corresponding to diﬀerent stable structures; in this case the two very similar structures shown diﬀer primarily in the extent of proton transfer from the zeolite to the organic adsorbate. The theoretical calculations in Fig. 7 revealed that the two structures (stable points on the potential energy surface) diﬀer in energy by a very small amount, 2.2 kcal/mol, with the zwitterionic state (a) being slightly more stable than the k complex (b). The signiﬁcance of this ﬁnding is that proton transfer between the zeolite and the carbenium ion involves little energy penalty, and neutral and cationic organic species of the type shown in Fig. 7 are plausibly in equilibrium on the zeolite. We will see that similar equilibria for cations and neutral oleﬁns on zeolites is an important characteristic of recently proposed hydrocarbon pool mechanisms for methanol conversion catalysis. Computational chemistry methods use basis sets to approximate atomic orbitals and electronic structural theories to calculate observable properties such as energy or spectroscopic properties. The accuracy of a calculation depends on several factors: the structural model (e.g., cluster size), the electronic structural theory, and the basis sets used. Ideally, the computed results will converge toward a limiting value as the size of the basis sets
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Fig. 7 (a) DFT (B3LYP/6-311G**) optimized geometry of the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentadienyl cation coordinated to the zeolite anion (ion-pair structure). (b) DFT (B3LYP/6-311G**) optimized geometry of the k complex formed by transferring the proton back to the zeolite acid site model. These are two stable states on the potential energy surface for this system.



increases, but the machine time required to complete a calculation can scale severely with the number of basis sets. Basis sets are typically named in a systematic way, but the nomenclature schemes vary for diﬀerent schemes as with sets of trade names. The restricted Hartree-Fock method is one electronic structural theory that carries out numerical solutions to the Schrodinger equation with neglect of electron correlation. Correlation eﬀects can be introduced using a number of methods, including perturbation
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theory. MP2 calculations include pair-wise electron correlation, but at the cost of greatly increasing the length of the calculation. As an alternative to numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation, some properties of a molecular system can be computed as a functional (i.e., a function of a function) of electron density. Density functional theory (DFT) methods have matured to the point where energies (and therefore structures) can be computed with accuracies approaching those of MP2 methods, but at a fraction of the cost. Several functionals are commonly used in chemistry; those that include the gradient of electron density are more accurate than ‘‘local’’ functionals. Functionals are sometimes named after the inventors by



Fig. 8 Selected 75.4-MHz 13C MAS spectra of a pentamethylbenzenium cation (206, 190, 139, 58, and incompletely resolved signals between 23 and 26 ppm) on zeolite HZSM-5. Signals near 20 ppm are due to the methyl carbons of neutral aromatic compounds, e.g., toluene and xylenes. Benzene or toluene and methanol were injected into the ﬂow reactor as a pulse and allowed to react for 4 s at 300jC before quench: (a) 0.5 eq of benzene-13C6 and 3 eq of methanol-12C; (b) 0.5 eq of toluene-ring-13C6 and 2.5 eq of methanol-12C; (c) 0.5 eq of benzene and 3 eq of methanol-13C; (d) 0.5 eq of toluene and 2.5 eq of methanol-13C; and (e) 0.5 eq of toluene-13C6 (ring) and 2.5 eq of methanol-12C. 0.1 eq on this catalyst corresponds to 0.58 mmol reactant/g of zeolite. An asterisk denotes a spinning sideband.
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combining the ﬁrst letters of last names. Numbers added to the functional name may relate to a technical detail or simple chronology. The B3LYP functional (48), developed by Becke based on previous work by Lee, Yang, and Parr (49), uses three parameters to mix in some of the exact quantum mechanical exchange. It is customary to specify ﬁrst the theory and then the basis sets, with a slash separating the two; the structures in Fig. 7 were optimized using DFT at the B3LYP/6-311G** level. Further discussion of basis sets and other details of computational chemistry is clearly outside the scope of this chapter, and the reader is directed to references that introduce the topic at a textbook level (50–52). The most important point for the reader is that theory will make huge contributions to the elucidation of organic reactions in zeolites, and a student of zeolite chemistry will absolutely need to have some degree of appreciation of its strengths and weakness, as well as ﬂuency in its vocabulary. We end this section with one more example that has a very direct bearing on the remainder of the chapter. In situ NMR experiments using a quench reactor detected a very unusual organic species in HZSM-5 following the reaction of benzene with an excess of



Fig. 9 B3LYP/6-311G** geometry of a pentamethylbenzenium cation optimized in Cs symmetry. Selected internal coordinates are shown (in A˚). The angle C-7 to C-1 to C-4 is 113.9j, C-8 to C-1 to C-4 is 137.4j, and C-8 to C-1 to C-7 is 108.7j. Theoretical 13C isotropic chemical shifts are calculated at GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz and referenced to TMS at the same level of theory (absolute shielding 198.8 ppm): C-1, 65 ppm; C-2 and C-6, 209 ppm; C-3 and C-5, 139 ppm; C-4, 191 ppm; C-7, 23 ppm; C-8, 35 ppm; C-9 and C-10, 28 ppm; C-11, 29 ppm.
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methanol (Fig. 8) (53). It had very distinctive 13C chemical shifts including 206, 190, and 58 ppm. These signals were observed only when the 13C was introduced in the benzene, so it was reasonable to assign these to carbons on the ring of some product. Benzene has a 13 C chemical shift of 129 ppm; the shifts at 206 and 190 ppm are suggestive of a carbenium ion, and that at 58 ppm an sp3-hybridized carbon. Various lines of evidence led us to propose that the NMR spectrum was that of a pentamethylbenzenium cation with two of the methyl groups on the same ring carbon. We optimized the structure of this cation at B3LYP/6-311G**, and this structure is shown in Fig. 9. We then used other computational methods to calculate the chemical shifts of this structure at GIAO-MP2, a particularly reliable method for 13C shifts (54). The theoretical 13C shifts obtained were in excellent agreement with the in situ NMR experiment, and the formation of this benzenium ion in the zeolite was strongly veriﬁed. Using this same combination of experiment and theory, we recently established that the heptamethylbenzenium cation forms in the large-pore zeolite HBEA from benzene and methanol. IV.



THE HYDROCARBON POOL MECHANISM



A.



Evidence for the Availability and Reactivity of Intermediates



In situ NMR has provided much of the direct experimental evidence, pro and con, for the existence of various species in zeolites. For example, both the framework-bound methoxonium species (27,28) and the trimethyloxonium ion (25,55) have clearly been detected under suitable conditions. An extensive set of in situ NMR experiments was carried out to see whether or not oxonium ions and related cations inﬂuence methanol conversion catalysis. For example, the trimethylsulfonium cation is more stable than the trimethyloxonium ion, and it forms at appreciable steady-state concentrations if a small amount of dimethylsulﬁde is introduced into HZSM-5 with methanol. However, it does not accelerate the rate of hydrocarbon synthesis. Oxonium-ylides (Scheme 2) have never been directly observed in zeolites by any experimental method. Of course, reactive intermediates are frequently present at very small steady-state concentrations, and they may escape detection by NMR or any form of spectroscopy. Also, they may form only under very special conditions, and in situ spectroscopy may fail to duplicate these conditions. Oxonium cations clearly form in acidic zeolites, and on that basis alone they are plausible intermediates in methanol to hydrocarbon catalysis; however, when put to the test they fail. Onium ions do not catalyze the formation of hydrocarbons. One of the great misconceptions of zeolite chemistry is that they are solid superacids, i.e., acids far stronger that sulfuric acid. If zeolites are superacids, then it is reasonable to imagine that the full bestiary of exotic organic cations observed or proposed in magic acid solutions also exist in acidic zeolite, especially three-coordinate carbenium ions and ﬁvecoordinate carbonium ions. Up until a few years ago it was common to explain not only methanol conversion catalysis but also most other organic transformations on acid zeolites using very unstable cation intermediates. For example, it was assumed that propene formed the isopropylcarbenium ion at high concentrations in zeolites and that benzene was completely protonated to form C6H7+. NMR experiments showed that neither prediction was true. The 13C spectrum of benzene in various zeolites shows no protonation shift, and H/D exchange between benzene-d6 and zeolite acid sites proceeds very slowly at room temperature (56). DFT calculations show that the mechanism of this H/D exchange is a concerted reaction without a benzenium intermediate. Other in situ NMR experiments following the fate of 13C labels on zeolites show that the isopropyl cation is not even a transient intermediate during the reactions of propene, as equilibration with protonated
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cyclopropane would scramble a 13C label initially in one position into all three positions (57). Other NMR experiments using Hammett bases (58) or other acidity probes (59) rank the strength of zeolites well below that of sulfuric acid. Thus, direct experiments show that most simple carbocations are not so easily formed in zeolites, and this observation challenges not only some of the direct mechanisms for methanol conversion catalysis but also long-accepted views of other reactions including hydrocarbon cracking. However, spectroscopy has conﬁrmed the presence of other, far more stable carbenium ions on acidic zeolites. Figure 6 showed the formation of the 1,3dimethylcyclopentenyl cation from the reactions of ethylene on HZSM-5. A variety of cyclopentenyl cations with diverse substitution patterns have been characterized on various solid acids. For example, the reactions of acetone on HSAPO-34 lead to a variety of products, including the heptamethylcyclopentenyl cation, and this appears to be an intermediate in the formation of methylbenzenes on that catalyst (60). We also saw that another type of cyclic, resonance-stabilized carbenium ion, methylbenzenium cation, forms in zeolites by extensive methylation of benzene with methanol. A third class of cyclic carbenium ion, indanyl cation, was identiﬁed in a study of the oligomerization and cracking of styrene and a–methylstyrene on the large-pore zeolite HY (61). Scheme 10 shows that the cyclic dimer of styrene (formed below room temperature) cracks to eliminate benzene, forming the methylindanyl cation. At higher temperature this cation loses hydrogen and yields naphthalene. Astonishingly, these three types of cyclic, resonance-stabilized tertiary carbenium ions are the simplest carbocations that have been shown to persist indeﬁnitely at room temperature on acidic zeolites. (Another large carbenium ion, the trityl cation, can be formed by halide abstraction) (62). In contrast, attempts to form many other simpler carbenium ions in zeolites were unsuccessful. It proved possible to rationalize a wide range of observations by considering the acid strengths of various carbenium ions. Many carbenium ions are at least formally derived from a ‘‘parent’’ oleﬁn or aromatic by a protonation step. For example, the isopropyl cation C3H7+ can be formed by protonation of propene, C3H6. For an acid of ﬁxed strength, the relative ease of protonating a given hydrocarbon should depend on its relative base strength. For example, the gas phase proton aﬃnity of propene is 179.6 kcal/mol, and that of the more basic hydrocarbon styrene is 193.8 kcal/mol (63). Neither is protonated to form a persistent carbenium ion in zeolites; this requires more basic hydrocarbons. Figure 10 shows theoretical structures of the three parent oleﬁns that are protonated to form the methylindanyl, dimethylcyclopentenyl, and pentamethylbenzenium cations described previously. Note the exocylic double bond on the triene that is protonated to (formally) yield the



Scheme 10 The dimer of styrene cracks on zeolite HY to form the methylindanyl carbenium ion, and this loses hydrogen to form naphthalene.
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Fig. 10 B3LYP/TZVP-optimized geometries of oleﬁns and corresponding carbenium ions. Selected bond distances (A˚) are indicated. Distances related by symmetry are not shown. Bond orders are graphically shown only for the parent oleﬁns, for which the assignment is unambiguous. The positively charged carbons (determined by a Mulliken population analysis) of the carbenium ions are labeled.



pentamethylbenzenium cation. The three neutral oleﬁns in Fig. 10 are real compounds that have been synthesized, but their gas phase thermochemical properties have not been studied. Therefore, we used theoretical methods to calculate their proton aﬃnities. Table 1 reports our calculated values and compares them to experiment where available (64). We optimized the geometries of the neutrals and cations using DFT (B3LYP) and then calculated single-point energies on these structures using very demanding MP4 calculations. Energies are converted to enthalpies using other results from theory, and the proton aﬃnity (PA) values in the Table are the –DH values for the protonation reactions. The accuracy of the PA values is quite high for the methods we use; in this case, experiment and theory typically agree within 2 kcal/mol. Table 1 shows that the hydrocarbons that are formally protonated to form the three types of persistent cyclic carbenium ions are exceptionally strong bases, with PA values between 209.8 and 227.4 kcal/mol. To understand how basic this range really is, consider the fact that pyridine has a PA of 222.0 kcal/ mol! The sum total of evidence places the minimal basicity for quantitative protonation of a hydrocarbon in zeolite HZSM-5 in the vicinity of 207–209 kcal/mol. Thus, it is not surprising that benzene and propene, fantastically weaker bases, with PA values 30 kcal/
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Table 1



Proton Aﬃnities of Various Hydrocarbons (kcal/mol)



Hydrocarbon Benzene Propene Cyclopentene Allene Toluene 2-Methylpropene m-Xylene Styrene Hexamethylbenzene a-Methylstyrene 1-Methylindene 1,3-Dimethylcyclopentadiene 1,5,6,6-Tetramethyl3-methylenecylclohexa-1,3-diene Pyridine



Experimental



Theory



179.3 179.6 183.0 185.3 187.4 191.7 193.8 200.3 205.7 206.4



178.3 177.4 181.3 185.0 186.0 192.5



209.8 215.6 227.4 222.0



219.1



mol lower, are not protonated at all in the zeolite. Transient protonation of hydrocarbons with basicities slightly below 207 kcal/mol cannot be ruled out. In conclusion, the evidence is against simple carbenium ions as intermediates in methanol conversion catalysis, but resonance-stabilized cyclic carbenium ions do exist in zeolites and may suggest alternative possibilities for carbenium ion chemistry in zeolites. The chemistry of these cations in zeolites is being revealed through a combination of NMR and theoretical methods. For example, samples of HZSM-5 catalyst containing small amounts of the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation are active for methanol conversion catalysis under conditions in which otherwise identical catalysts with no organic adsorbates (other than methanol and DME) show no activity. B.



Failure of All Direct Mechanisms



Hydrocarbon pool mechanisms are indirect routes from methanol and DME to hydrocarbon products. Some large hydrocarbon pool compound must be methylated repeatedly by methanol/DME, and this even larger intermediate then splits oﬀ an oleﬁn product and regenerates something very similar or identical to the original pool compound to complete a catalytic cycle. All other mechanisms are direct routes in that two to four carbons from methanol/DME come together to form ethylene or sometimes another small oleﬁn as the ﬁrst stable hydrocarbon on the reaction pathway. In considering direct vs. indirect routes for methanol conversion catalysis, there are three general possibilities: (a) All hydrocarbon products are formed by one of the direct routes, and the indirect route (hydrocarbon pool) contributes nothing. Homologation reactions (e.g., ethylene methylated to propene) may still occur, but this reaction is distinct from the synthesis of the ‘‘ﬁrst’’ oleﬁns. (b) One of the direct routes operates, but only a fraction of the hydrocarbon products are directly obtained. The oleﬁn products from the direct route form secondary products (e.g., methylbenzenes) that once formed serve as ‘‘cocatalysts’’ as proposed by Mole and coworkers. If the rate of the direct route is low enough it may present itself as a kinetic induction period prior to the onset of indirect conversion as the hydrocarbon pool is formed and takes over to aﬀord a ‘‘working
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catalyst.’’ (c) No direct route operates on typical methanol conversion catalysts at typical temperatures. All catalysis is due to the indirect (hydrocarbon pool) route. Activity and selectivity depend on the concentrations and identities of various hydrocarbon pool molecules in the catalyst bed. It has been known for some time that methanol conversion on HZSM-5 exhibits a kinetic induction period; this phenomenon has been rationalized in the context of various direct mechanisms, but it is naturally accounted for by the hydrocarbon pool mechanism. It has been shown that the deliberate introduction of oleﬁns or higher alcohols (oleﬁn precursors) eliminated the induction period for a pulse of methanol delivered much later. These results could be consistent with the second possibility discussed above in that direct introduction of oleﬁns establishes a working catalyst and eliminates the wait for organic cocatalysts to form through an ineﬃcient direct route. We recently realized that if the rate of the direct route from methanol to oleﬁns was very low, its measurement would require extremely careful experimental conditions to eliminate all sources of organic impurities, especially oleﬁns, aromatics, alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones. Even analytical reagent methanol can contain tens of ppm of ethanol and ppm levels of isopropanol and acetone. We puriﬁed our best methanol using several distillation steps, including one pass through a 4-foot fractionating column, and obtained methanol with only about 2 ppm ethanol and about 11 ppm total organic impurities (by GC). We added two hydrocarbon traps between the He cylinder and a benchtop ﬂow reactor to prevent the introduction and accumulation of organic impurities from carrier gas during activation and testing. Finally, we discovered that very small amounts of phenanthrene and other aromatic hydrocarbons are produced on the catalyst during pyrolysis of the organic templating agent used during zeolite synthesis. A modiﬁed calcination procedure was developed to reduce these impurities. In short, we found that the ﬁrst-pulse rates of volatile hydrocarbon formation on both HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 could be made arbitrarily low as we increasingly puriﬁed our reagents to remove hydrocarbon pool precursors. The GC traces in Fig. 11 show an example for the case of HSAPO-34 (65). On this catalyst, the ﬁrst pulse of methanol produced a total yield of oleﬁns of only 0.0026%. As subsequent pulses reached the same catalyst bed its activity gradually increased due to the accumulation of impurities, but it was still very far below the 100% conversion seen with a working catalyst under otherwise similar conditions. The topmost GC trace in Fig. 11 shows the activity of the catalyst bed after a total of 250 Al of puriﬁed methanol (equivalent to 20 pulses). Even here conversion was still below 100%. We thus reached the counter-intuitive ﬁnding that methanol/DME is not noticeably reactive on HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 under the conditions used in the absence of organic impurities that provide a primordial hydrocarbon pool. Thus, we ruled out all of the direct mechanisms, at least for the most commonly used catalysts and typical reaction conditions. Only the indirect route (hydrocarbon pool) accounts for methanol conversion catalysis. C.



Methylbenzene-Based Pool on HSAPO-34



Earlier we showed that dimethylcyclopentenyl cations readily form on HZSM-5 and accelerate the rate of methanol conversion. These cations are intermediates in the formation of toluene (20), and Mole much earlier showed that aromatic hydrocarbon to be a cocatalyst for methanol conversion on HZSM-5 (37,38). HSAPO-34 and closely related catalysts are likely to be commercialized as MTO catalysts. Aromatics cannot
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Fig. 11 GC (ﬂame ionization detector) analyses of the product streams sampled 2.4 s after pulsing 12.5 Al methanol onto 300-mg beds of HSAPO-34 with puriﬁed He ﬂowing at 10 cm3s1. (a)–(d) are from a single bed of rigorously calcined HSAPO-34 following a series of pulses of fractionally distilled methanol delivered at 30-min intervals. (a) Following the ﬁrst pulse, the total yield of volatile hydrocarbons was about 0.0026% (26 ppm). (b) Following a second, identical methanol pulse the yield of volatile hydrocarbon products greatly increased to 1.5%. (c) Following a third, identical methanol pulse the hydrocarbon yield further increased to 10% as a result of the growing hydrocarbon pool. (d) This catalyst bed was reacted with an additional 200 Al of methanol to create a larger hydrocarbon pool. Thirty minutes later 12.5 Al of methanol was pulsed, and the product stream showed nearly complete conversion.



escape from the cages of HSAPO-34, and the weaker apparent acid strength of this catalyst compared to HZSM-5 minimizes secondary reactions of the primary products, ethylene and propene. Figure 11 strongly suggests that a hydrocarbon pool operates on HSAPO-34, but it does not suggest the identity of the hydrocarbon pool molecules. The GC traces in Fig. 12 provide a related line of evidence for a hydrocarbon pool mechanism (21). When a ﬁrst pulse of normal analytical grade methanol was applied
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Fig. 12 GC (ﬂame ionization) analyses of the gases exiting the HSAPO-34 catalyst bed. Identical 20 Al methanol pulses were applied at 0 s and at 360 s: (a) 4 s after a ﬁrst pulse the total conversion of methanol and dimethyl ether (DME) to hydrocarbons was only about 14%. (b) 364 s after the ﬁrst pulse and 4 s after the second pulse, the conversion was essentially 100%. (c) This control experiment shows that only traces of products exit the reactor 358 s after the ﬁrst methanol pulse; hence, the products observed at 364 s reﬂect conversion of the second methanol pulse.



to a fresh bed of HSAPO-34, the catalyst was not very active—conversion was only 14%. After waiting 360 s, a second identical pulse of methanol was introduced, and this time the catalyst achieved nearly 100% conversion. The control experiment in Fig. 12c shows only traces of volatile products evolving from the catalyst 358 s after the ﬁrst pulse. Thus, homologation of oleﬁns from the ﬁrst pulse does not account for the conversion of second-pulse methanol. As demonstrated by Kolboe, when similar experiments are performed using a ﬁrst pulse of methanol-13C and a second pulse of methanol-12C, the oleﬁn products captured after the second pulse contain roughly equal amounts of both labels. A quench reactor was used to study the reaction of methanol-13C on HSAPO-34 by 13 C solid-state NMR (21). Representative NMR spectra, obtained at various times following a pulse of methanol-13C onto a fresh catalyst bed, are shown in Fig. 13. The labeled 13C used in this experiment contained 300 ppm ethanol, which aﬀorded a primordial hydrocarbon pool. At short reaction times the organic matter trapped on the quenched catalyst was entirely methanol (50 ppm) and framework methoxonium species (56 ppm). After 4 s, methylbenzenes were clearly evident. After 16 s the intensity of aromatic ring carbon signals (about 129 ppm) did not change, even after hours at 350jC with ﬂowing He. This is because benzene cannot pass through the 8-ring windows connecting cages in HSAPO-34. Note that the signal for methyl groups on aromatic rings (about 20 ppm) does decrease over time, suggesting that these are lost in the production of oleﬁns.
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Fig. 13 75 MHz 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of samples from a pulse-quench study of methanol conversion on HSAPO-34 at 400jC. Each sample was prepared by injecting 20 Al of methanol-13C onto a freshly activated catalyst bed (0.3 g) while He was ﬂowed at 600 ml min1, and reaction occurred for the times shown followed by a rapid thermal quench. All spectra (4000 scans) were measured at 25jC using a 2-ms contact time.



D.



How Does the Hydrocarbon Pool Work?



All hydrocarbon pool species identiﬁed thus far are cyclic organic species that can cycle between neutral molecules and relatively stable carbenium ions on the catalyst. Methylbenzenes have been studied in the most detail, and we will consider two mechanisms proposed for the detailed conversion of methanol to oleﬁns via methylbenzene intermediates. With a high methanol space velocity, a benzene ring in an HSAPO-34 cage or in the channel of zeolite HBEA is readily methylated to penta- or hexamethylbenzene (24). We have also shown that on HBEA a ﬁnal methylation produces the heptamethylbenzenium cation as a stable species (66). On the mediumpore zeolite HZSM-5, methylation may not go beyond tetramethylbenzene and a
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Scheme 11



The paring reaction. Formation of butene is shown as an example.



pentamethylbenzenium ion (53), in which case the detailed steps below should be envisioned with two fewer methyl groups. The paring reaction was proposed in 1961 (67) to account for some of the steps in the hydrocracking of hexamethylbenzene on a bifunctional catalyst. Scheme 11 is a simpliﬁed version of that mechanism showing formation of butene as an example. The original paring mechanism featured cations produced by protonation, but we favor gem-dimethyl cations such as the heptamethylbenzenium cation because their existence in zeolites is established (53,66). The essential feature of the paring mechanism is 6 f 5 ring contraction-expansion steps that extend an alkyl chain from the ring. Once an ethyl, isopropyl, or other chain is extended, it is easily lost to form the corresponding oleﬁn. The methylbenzene loses methyl groups in the process, and several remethylation steps complete the catalytic cycle. A possible test of the paring reaction is to selectively label the ring carbons with 13C and look for this label in the oleﬁn products. This happens under some circumstances (but not others), and its interpretation is not conclusive. Another possible way to scramble ring and methyl carbons is ring expansion-contraction (6 f 7) through benzyl and tropylium cations. The paring mechanism probably contributes to oleﬁn synthesis from methanol, at least under some conditions, but the evidence is stronger for a second mechanism. The side-chain mechanism originated with Mole’s explanation of the eﬀect of added toluene (Scheme 8) (37,38). We envision deprotonation of a gem-dimethylbenzenium cation (e.g., heptamethylbenzenium) as in Scheme 12. The exocyclic oleﬁn this produced is readily methylated under MTO reaction conditions to form ﬁrst an ethyl and then an isopropyl group as depicted in Scheme 13. Either of these is eliminated to form a primary oleﬁn product and hexamethylbenzene or some other active hydrocarbon pool molecule is regenerated. The side-chain mechanism does not predict incorporation of ring carbons into oleﬁn products, but this could still happen through scrambling routes unrelated to oleﬁn synthesis.



Scheme 12 oleﬁn.



Deprotonation of the heptamethylbenzenium cation to form an exocyclic
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Scheme 13



Side-chain mechanism.



One approach to the study of methylbenzene chemistry in zeolites would be to pulse them onto a catalyst, either alone or with methanol-13C, and use GC-MS to study activity for oleﬁn formation, product selectivity, and the fate of the carbon labels. This simple approach is not possible with small-pore HSAPO-34, and some but not all methylbenzenes can enter medium-pore HZSM-5, but large-pore HBEA readily admits hexamethylbenzene. The total ion chromatograms in Fig. 14 show the products from otherwise identical experiments in which methylbenzenes with three, four, ﬁve, or six methyl groups were pulsed onto HBEA catalyst beds at 450jC (24). Several organic reactions are evident in the ﬁgure: More than one isomer of trimethylbenzene and tetramethylbenzene exist, and the pure isomers introduced in Fig. 14a and b equilibrated with the other possibilities. For example, all three isomers of trimethylbenzene were obtained from 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene. Second, disproportionation occurred in every case. For example, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene also yields some xylenes and tetramethylbenzenes. Disproportionation also apparently occurred for hexamethylbenzene; note in Fig. 14d that the major products were pentamethyl- and hexamethylbenzenes. Scheme 14 shows that hexamethylbenzene disproportionation is possible if the heptamethylbenzenium cation is formed. The alternative reaction in Scheme 15 shows that hexamethylbenzene could also transfer a methyl group to the zeolite to form pentamethylbenzene and a framework methoxonium species. Finally, the methylbenzenes eliminate light oleﬁns, especially ethylene and propene. Oleﬁn yield increased with the number of methyl groups on the ring, but with hexamethylbenzene the yield was only about 2%. The oleﬁn yield from pure methylbenzenes could be increased moderately using higher temperature or acid site density. Secondary reactions of the oleﬁnic products, especially formation of isobutane, are also evident in Fig. 14c and d. Oleﬁn disproportionation results in formation of alkanes and aromatics. These reactions increase with acid strength and site density. Figure 15 explores the eﬀect or coinjecting methylbenzenes and methanol-13C (24). Figure 15a repeats hexamethylbenzene alone for comparison. Figure 15b shows that a vastly higher oleﬁn yield is obtained from a 5:1 mixture of methanol-13C and toluene; a similar result was also obtained with 3:1 methanol-13C to trimethylbenzene. The control experiment in Fig. 15d is 5:1 water to hexamethylbenzene; this experiment would entail the same composition as 5:1 methanol to toluene if ring methylation went to completion before any other reaction, clearly this was not the case as 15d has the same low oleﬁn yield as hexamethylbenzene alone. Table 2 reports the 13C label distributions in ethylene and propene from the experiments in Fig. 15b and c as well as closely related experiments using zeolites with
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Fig. 14 GC-MS total ion chromatograms from analyses of the volatile products exiting a catalytic reactor (300 mg zeolite HBEA, SiO2/Al2O3 = 75, 450jC) sampled 1.5 s following pulsed introduction of 0.123 mmol of various pure methylbenzene compounds. This loading corresponds to one molecule per acid site in the catalyst bed. Several of the more intense peaks in this and similar ﬁgures show structure due to overloading. The short retention time regions (oleﬁns and light alkanes) are ampliﬁed as necessary for visualization of these products. (a) 1, 2, 4-Trimethylbenzene isomerizes and disproportionates but produces no detectable oleﬁns on HBEA. (b) Durene (1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene) also isomerizes and disproportionates, and it eliminates 0.2% oleﬁns with the highest ethylene selectivity in the ﬁgure. (c) Pentamethylbenzene disproportionates and yields about 1% oleﬁns and alkanes. (d) HMB eliminates a relatively higher yield of oleﬁns, 2%, with the highest propene selectivity in the ﬁgure. The large amounts of pentamethylbenzene and tetramethylbenzenes cannot be accounted for oleﬁn elimination alone.



Scheme 14
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Disproportionation of HMB on zeolite HBEA.



Scheme 15



Methylation of zeolite NBEA by HMB.



Fig. 15 GC-MS total ion chromatograms from experiments probing the reactions of methylbenzenes with methanol-13C. All experiments shown were carried out at 450jC using HBEA with SiO2/Al2O3 = 75 and gas sampling at 1.5 s. (a) HMB alone as a control. (b) Methanol-13C and toluene 5:1 (molmol). (c) Methanol-13C and 1, 2, 4-trimethylbenzene 3:1 (molmol). (d) Control experiment using water and HMB 5:1 (molmol). The solutions of methylbenzenes and methanol yielded far more oleﬁns than the controls. Note that the overall stoichiometries of experiments (b) and (d) are similar and would be identical if the conversion of toluene methanol to HMB and water went to completion before any other step.
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Table 2



Carbon Label Distribution in Ethylene and Propene for Various Reactions



System 13



C-CH3OH + Toluene (5:1) on HBEA (75) 13 C-CH3OH + 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (3:1) on HBEA (75) 13 C-CH3OH + 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (3:1) on HBEA (150) 13 C-CH3OH + 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (3:1) on HBEA (300) 13 C-CH3OH + hexamethylbenzene (5:1) on HBEA (75) a



%13C3 in starting materialb



Total 13C in ethylene (%)



83.3



83.3



83.8



6.1



50.0



50.0



62.2



50.0



50.0



50.0



45.5



C2 (%)



Total 13C in propene (%)



20.2



73.7



87.2



0.0



17.6



40.7



41.8



75.1



47.9



33.8



36.6



29.6



50.0



50.2



30.5



38.6



45.5



62.3



21.5



32.5
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lower acid site densities (higher Si/Al ratios) (24). Note that the 13C content of the oleﬁn products is in all cases much greater than the fraction of 13C in all starting materials. For ethylene the 13C content is at least as great as that in all CH3 groups, and for propene the 13 C content is much greater than the starting 13C in all methyl groups. If the paring route (67) were dominant in these experiments we would expect to see much more 12C (from ring carbons) in the product oleﬁns. Clearly this is not the case. The isotope distributions in Table 2 are more consistent with side-chain alkylation; in the case of propene it would appear that methanol (or dimethyl ether) contributes the ﬁnal carbon. This would also happen if any ethylene produced as a primary product was homologized by methanol in a subsequent step.



Fig. 16 GC-MS total ion chromatograms from analyses of CCl4 extracts of organics formed in HSAPO-18 catalyst beds during methanol conversion in HSAPO-18. These organics were ﬁrst liberated by digesting the catalysts with 1 M HCl. While methylbenzenes are the major species present early in the lifetime of the catalyst, methylnaphthalenes are also signiﬁcant after 1 or 2 ml of methanol. Phenanthrene and pyrene are prominent on the deactivated catalyst.
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E.



Aging of Pool Species on HSAPO-18



Zeolite solid acid catalysts deactivate in the course of many industrial processes as a result of ‘‘coke’’ buildup in channels and pores. This is sometimes not so pronounced with zeolites HZSM-5 or HBEA because only the channel intersections are larger than the channels themselves. For HY (FAU) zeolites the supercages have much larger diameters than the 12-ring windows that interconnect them, and FAU-base cracking catalysts rapidly accumulate polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that can leave the zeolite only by combustion. The need for continuous regeneration of catalysts motivates the use of ﬂuidized-bed reactors that constantly move catalyst between the reactor and regenerator. ‘‘Coke’’ is so broad a term as to be almost useless. Coke can be amorphous carbon, high molecular weight polycyclic hydrocarbons, mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons, methylbenzenes, branched long-chain aliphatics, or sometimes phenolic materials. There is ‘‘bad coke’’ and ‘‘good coke.’’ The latter could sometimes be synonymous with a hydrocarbon pool, and these could be widely important in zeolite catalysis. A catalyst bed that is ‘‘coked up’’ is no longer active as a result of the accumulation of carbon-rich material that restricts mass transport through catalyst particles and/or blocks close contact with the active site. Methanol conversion catalysis is no exception. Although HSAPO-18 requires methylbenzenes in some of its cages to be an active MTO catalyst, it requires that methanol and DME have unrestricted access to these cages, and ethylene and propene must exit the crystallite before secondary reactions occur. When it comes to the hydrocarbon pool, there can be too much of a good thing. Figure 16 presents a series of GC-MS total ion chromatograms that proﬁle the time evolution of the ‘‘coke’’ on HSAPO-18 catalyst beds (330 mg each) as a function of the total amount of methanol delivered at a space velocity of 16 h1. Acid digestion with 1 M HCl was used to free the organic matter for these analyses. Aluminosilicate zeolites require more demanding conditions for acid digestion, typically concentrated HF. Early in the lifetime of the catalyst bed most of the entrained molecules are methylbenzenes. Methylnaphthalenes predominate as the catalyst ages; these are also active for methanol conversion catalysis, but somewhat less so than methylbenzenes. As the catalyst deactivates it becomes congested with phenanthrene and pyrene. Aromatics larger than pyrene are not accommodated by the HSAPO-18 cages, and they are not seen in this experiment. The mechanism by which polycyclic aromatics form in zeolites is not precisely known, but it probably involves ring closure by C4 chains on benzene derivatives, followed by loss of hydrogen.



V.



CONCLUSIONS



We have illustrated a number of organic reactions in acidic zeolites using methanol conversion catalysis as an example. Experimental and theoretical methods used to study reactions in zeolites were surveyed. A number of reaction mechanisms were proposed for methanol conversion catalysis, and a similar lack of consensus can be found for other reactions on solid catalysts. This chapter reviewed a number of recent studies from the authors’ group that seem to elucidate the general features of the reaction mechanism and suggest more speciﬁc questions for ongoing investigations. The group of Kolboe and coworkers has come to similar conclusions regarding the nature and function of the hydrocarbon pool mechanism in methanol conversion catalysis, but not all groups will immediately agree with the picture painted here. There is an old saying in chemistry that mechanisms can never be proven, only disproven. But mechanisms can be increasingly
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17 Synthesis and Properties of Zeolitic Membranes Sankar Nair* and Michael Tsapatsis University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, Massachusetts, U.S.A.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Zeolite-based separations involve pressure swing or temperature swing adsorption. These are unsteady-state processes which rely on cycles of preferential adsorption (of one component over the other) and subsequent desorption. Replacement of a swing adsorption process with a steady-state process is arguably advantageous for several reasons, including lower operating costs and reduced energy consumption. Over the last decade, much attention has been focused on the development of continuous zeolite-based separations processes. For such purposes, the natural conﬁguration of the zeolite material is in the form of a thin ﬁlm or membrane supported on, or deposited in, a porous substrate. A wellfabricated zeolite membrane would be expected to behave as a continuous separation device, with reasonably high selectivity and ﬂux. Many separations that are currently carried out using distillation, crystallization, and other conventional processes can be carried out with a much less energy-intensive zeolite membrane–based separation process. The widely exploited catalytic properties of zeolitic materials also imply the possibility of catalytic membrane reactor processes, combining selective catalysis with selective separations. The above reasons account in part for the large amount of research eﬀort on zeolite membranes over the last decade. At the same time, zeolite membranes have been pursued for other potential applications in the ﬁelds of sensor technology and electrochemistry. Zeolite materials can be used as selective sensing materials due to their high selectivity and low diﬀusion resistance for certain molecules over other molecules. Similarly, their aﬃnity for charge-balancing metal cations makes them suitable for use as ion-exchange electrodes. In these cases also, a thin zeolite membrane is the most favored conﬁguration that has minimal diﬀusion resistance and high selectivity. In this chapter, recent developments in the ﬁeld of zeolite membrane synthesis will be reviewed in detail. The earliest application of zeolitic membrane devices (1940s) appears to have been as ion-selective electrodes (1–3). These devices mainly employed zeolites such as NaA, NaX, and NaCaA. In these studies, zeolitic membranes were fabricated by pressing zeolite
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powders into thin disks. In the 1950s, 1960s, and later, zeolitic membranes were synthesized by dispersing the zeolite crystals in polymer membrane matrices (4–6). In this case, the adhesion of the zeolite particles to the polymer matrix was usually promoted by dispersing the zeolite in the monomer, followed by polymerization to a plastic phase. The best-known example of a zeolite-polymer composite membrane is that of the silicalite-silicone (polydimethylsiloxane) rubber composite membranes (7–11). Due to the hydrophobic nature of silicalite (a pure silica zeolite), these membranes could be used for pervaporative alcohol (C1–C3)/water separations with a binary selectivity factor (a) as high as 50 (8). Zeolitepolymer composite membranes have seen continuing interest to the present day (12–18), although they will not be discussed further here. In 1987, a method was patented (19) for the synthesis of polycrystalline zeolite membranes supported on a substrate. Most work in the last decade has been focused on zeolite membranes supported on ceramic, glass, or metal substrates. In some cases, composite supports such as TiO2-coated stainless steel have also been used. The macroporous (i.e., having low diﬀusion resistance) support provides mechanical stability whereas the thin zeolite layer is intended to perform selective separations. Clearly, the basic requirement for the eﬀectiveness of such a process is the existence of a continuous, largely defect-free zeolite layer on the support surface. Continuity of the polycrystalline zeolite layer results from closely interlocked (intergrown) crystals. This ensures that a large fraction of the total ﬂux from the membrane surface originates from the zeolite nanopores, and not from intercrystalline porosity or defects such as pinholes and cracks. The ﬁrst step in the synthesis of a noncomposite zeolitic membrane is to identify a zeolite material that is expected to possess the ability to perform a particular kind of separation. This information is usually derived from adsorption and diﬀusivity data obtained using powder samples or single crystals, and indicates an estimated level of permeability and selectivity that can be achieved with the zeolite under consideration. Second, it is desirable to have literature information on the synthetic chemistry of the zeolite, i.e., the temperature conditions required for hydrothermal synthesis, and the required reactants. These include a silica source and an alkaline hydroxide (NaOH, KOH). An organic structure-directing agent (SDA) and an alumina source are also often used. Using this preliminary information, one attempts to synthesize by trial-and-error methods a thin, continuous zeolite layer over the surface of a support. The ﬁlms can then be characterized by a number of techniques, including X-ray diﬀraction (XRD; to determine crystallinity and crystal orientation in the membrane), scanning electron microscopy (SEM; to examine the morphology of the membrane surface and cross-section, and to detect membrane defects), and electron probe microanalysis (to microscopically determine the membrane composition). Zeolitic membrane synthesis techniques occurring in the recent literature can be broadly classiﬁed into two types. The ﬁrst category is referred to as the ‘‘in situ’’ membrane growth technique. In this technique, the support surface is put in direct contact with the alkaline solution containing the zeolite precursors, and then subjected to hydrothermal conditions (usually temperatures of 350–473 K and autogenous pressure). Under the appropriate conditions, nucleation of zeolite crystals occurs on the support, followed by their growth to form a continuous zeolite layer over the support. At the same time, reaction events occurring in solution can lead to deposition of nuclei and crystals on the surface, followed by their incorporation into the membrane. Several variants of the in situ process have been reported. One such case, called the vapor phase transport method, involves deposition of an amorphous aluminosilicate gel layer on the support, and the diﬀusion of water and the organic SDA into this layer from a vapor phase to transform the gel layer into a crystalline zeolite layer under hydrothermal conditions.
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The second category is referred to as the secondary (or seeded) growth technique. See Fig. 1 for a schematic representation of this method, in which zeolite nucleation is largely decoupled from zeolite growth by predepositing a seed layer of small (typically f100 nm or smaller) zeolite crystals on the support surface. For this purpose, several surface seeding techniques are currently in use and will be reviewed in a following section. The seeded surface is then exposed to hydrothermal growth conditions whereupon the seed crystals grow into a continuous ﬁlm. As will be discussed below, this method may oﬀer greater ﬂexibility in controlling the orientation of the zeolite crystals and the microstructure of the



Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the secondary (or seeded) growth technique. (b) Events taking place during hydrothermal treatment and in the presence of precursor seeds. (From Ref. 20.)
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zeolite membrane because it decouples the nucleation and the growth steps. As a result, the orientation and morphology of the membrane can be manipulated in principle by changing the morphology and orientation of the deposited seed layer, followed by secondary growth under the appropriate conditions. Figure 1b summarizes the events occurring upon hydrothermal growth of zeolite membranes (20). Irrespective of the synthesis technique used, the thickness of the zeolite layer can obviously be controlled by changes in the synthesis conditions. Less obvious is the control of membrane morphology and orientation by varying the reactant concentrations and reaction conditions. Changes in morphology and crystallographic orientation of the membrane aﬀect the degree of crystal intergrowth. For example, a membrane in which the crystals have a relatively high in-plane growth rate will have a higher degree of crystal intergrowth than a membrane whose crystals have a high out-of-plane growth rate. The ﬂux and selectivity (both single-component and mixture) of the synthesized membranes are measured using permeation cell devices of various types (21). These allow contact of the feed on one side of the membrane, with the concentrations of the permeate being measured on the other side by GC or other analytical techniques. If an organic SDA is occluded in the pores of the zeolite framework, the membranes must ﬁrst be calcined by heating to high temperatures (typically higher than 650 K) to decompose and remove the organic species. The membranes can be in either a disk or tube geometry, and can be oriented in two ways, with the zeolite layer facing either the feed side (the commonly used arrangement) or the permeate side. Permeation measurements are most often carried out either by the pressure drop or the Wicke-Kallenbach method (21). In the former method, a pressure gradient provides the driving force for permeation by either pressurizing the feed or evacuating the permeate side. The pressure drop conﬁguration can be operated in either a steady-state mode (with continuous removal of the permeate by vacuum) or a batch mode (where the permate side is a closed chamber that is initially evacuated and allowed to build up pressure as the permeate diﬀuses in). In the Wicke-Kallenbach mode, a concentration gradient is imposed by using a sweep gas to remove the permeate. The latter arrangement is useful for both single-component and multicomponent measurements. This type of permeation cell consists of two small chambers that are segregated from each other by sealing the zeolite membrane between them. Each chamber has a gas inlet and outlet. The feed entering one chamber is partially absorbed by the membrane, the remainder leaving the outlet as retentate. The permeate side is usually ﬂushed with an inert sweep gas such as helium or argon. The outlet of the permeate side therefore consists of a mixture of sweep gas and the permeate from the membrane. This can be analyzed by a gas chromatograph to determine the composition of the permeate gas. If the volume ﬂow rate of the permeate stream is also measured, the ﬂuxes of each component can easily be calculated. The entire assembly can be placed in a heating oven to control the temperature. Eﬀorts to quantitatively understand and predict the transport properties of zeolitic membranes have been an integral part of zeolite membrane research. The simplest description of transport in zeolites is provided by Fick’s law, which relates the permeation ﬂux of a species through the zeolite layer to its concentration gradient, using a proportionality constant called the Fick diﬀusivity. The boundary conditions are derived by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium at the feed–zeolite and zeolite–permeate interfaces, so that an adsorption isotherm can be used to calculate the adsorbed concentrations at the interfaces. However, transport measurements showed quite early (22) that the Fick diﬀusivity of a species permeating through a zeolite was unfortunately not a constant but could vary in a complicated manner as a function of the partial pressure. Theories based on temperatureactivated site hopping mechanisms for molecules adsorbed in zeolites were developed
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(23,24), which could explain the concentration dependence of the Fick diﬀusivity by hypothesizing diﬀerent types of kinetic expressions for site-to-site jumps of the permeating species. However, the most general description of multicomponent transport in zeolites is the Maxwell-Stefan formulation (25–28). In the Maxwell-Stefan equations, the multicomponent ﬂuxes are related to the chemical potential gradients, which replace the concentration gradients of Fick’s law as the driving forces for transport. When these expressions are cast in the form of Fick’s law, it is found that the Fick diﬀusivity is a complicated function of the concentration and is a product of two contributions. The ﬁrst contribution is from purely kinetic eﬀects and can be interpreted as an intrinsic diﬀusivity for site hopping. The second contribution is a thermodynamic correction factor and accounts for nonideality in the relation between the chemical potential in the Maxwell-Stefan equations and the concentration in Fick’s law. This factor is derived from the equilibrium adsorption isotherm of the species in the zeolite. For the multicomponent mixture, the Maxwell-Stefan equations are in matrix form, containing a diﬀusivity matrix. Each diagonal element of the diﬀusivity matrix describes the diﬀusion of molecules of a particular species in the zeolite, whereas the oﬀ-diagonal terms can be interpreted as describing counterexchange of molecules of two diﬀerent species adsorbed on neighboring sites. The Maxwell-Stefan model can be solved (either analytically or numerically) for several frequently encountered situations, such as single-component diﬀusion, binary diﬀusion, single-ﬁle diﬀusion (wherein the zeolite pores are too small to allow counterexchange of molecules), as well as the general case of multicomponent permeation. The theory has provided a good description for most of the steady-state and transient permeation behavior observed in zeolites. In the case of zeolite membranes, the theory works well when transport occurs predominantly through the zeolite and not through defects or intercrystalline porosity, and when the degrees of freedom of the zeolite lattice can be neglected (i.e., when a rigid lattice is assumed). Section II of this review discusses several examples where nonzeolitic porosity as well as lattice ﬂexibility can be important in transport through zeolite membranes. It may also be mentioned that apart from the activation barriers for site hopping in the zeolite framework, other types of transport resistances may also exist at the zeolite surface. For suﬃciently thin zeolite ﬁlms, there may be a signiﬁcant surface resistance contribution arising from a large energy barrier for desorption of molecules at the zeolite surface as they exit the zeolite. Mathematical descriptions of this eﬀect can be found in Refs. 29 and 30, and some calculations for surface resistance–inﬂuenced permeation in silicalite zeolite membranes are available in Ref. 31. Details of the study of transport in zeolites are discussed in other chapters of this volume. In Sec. II, the synthesis of diﬀerent types of zeolitic membranes by in situ crystallization and secondary growth will be discussed. In this section, we also include the synthesis of membranes of nanoporous aluminophosphates, metal-substituted zeolites, and microporous tetrahedral-octahedral mixed-oxide materials. In Sec. III, we review diﬀerent methods used for seeding of surfaces with zeolite crystals, a process of great importance for growing zeolite membranes suitable for technological applications. The concluding Sec. IV contains a discussion of other emerging applications of zeolitic ﬁlms. II.



ZEOLITE MEMBRANES BY IN SITU AND SECONDARY GROWTH



Only a few zeolite types have so far been fabricated into membranes. The most widely studied zeolite is MFI (ZSM-5 or the pure silica analog silicalite-1). Other zeolite structures that have been formed into membrane devices are zeolite A, faujasite (X and Y forms), mordenite, ferrierite, MEL, and zeolite P. In addition, aluminophosphate
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membranes have also been synthesized from the SAPO-34 and SAPO-5 frameworks. We provide below a review of the membrane synthesis and characterization research on the major zeolite types used so far. A.



Zeolite A Membranes by In Situ and Seeded Growth Techniques



It is appropriate to begin with a discussion on zeolite A membranes, since these were the ﬁrst zeolite membranes to be commercialized (by Mitsui Corporation) for pervaporation and vapor permeation applications. Zeolite A (zeolite framework atlas code LTA) is an aluminosilicate zeolite that has been widely used in ion exchange applications. This is a small-pore zeolite with pores smaller than 5 A˚ in eﬀective dimension. The pore dimension can be controlled by means of ion exchange. Due to the presence of aluminum in the framework, charge-balancing cations are required. The most common form used in membrane preparation is the sodium form, called NaA. Since this zeolite is hydrophilic, it has potential for selectively permeating water from water/organic liquid mixtures. For this purpose, NaA membranes were synthesized on the surfaces of porous tubular supports of alumina, mullite, or cristobalite (32–34). The use of tubular supports is arguably more suited to industrial applications than are ﬂat surfaces such as disks. The zeolite NaA membranes were fabricated using a seeded growth technique. Seed crystals of zeolite A were coated on the substrate surface by mechanical dispersion (rubbing). This type of seeding procedure has been used before in other types of ﬁlm growth processes, such as diamond ﬁlms. Hydrothermal synthesis was then carried out using a gel phase prepared from sodium silicate, aluminum hydroxide, and deionized water. The synthesis temperature was 373 K and the time about 3 h. No organic SDA is used in the preparation of these membranes, which are 10–30 Am in thickness. Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) showed three distinct compositional regions in the cross-section, namely, the support, the zeolite membrane, and a middle layer between the membrane and the support having composition intermediate between that of the substrate and the zeolite. X-ray diﬀraction indicated no preferred orientation of the crystals in the membrane. A recent report (34) examined the sequence of events that lead to the formation of these zeolite NaA membranes (Fig. 2). The membrane crystallization is preceded by the formation of a gel layer over the seed coating, which subsequently transforms into a zeolite layer. At growth times greater than about 3 h, zeolite P crystals began to grow on the zeolite A layer, reducing the pervaporation performance of the membranes. These membranes were found to have high selectivities for water over ethanol in various mixtures (20–95% ethanol). Very high water selectivity (about 45,000) was found for a feed containing 10% water by mass. The water ﬂux was of the order of 2 kg m2 h1 and increased with increasing feed temperature between 300 and 400 K. A more detailed experimental study (35) of pervaporation of alcohol–water mixtures in NaA membranes has also been carried out. The ﬂux of water was found to remain independent of the alcohol in the mixture (methanol or ethanol), a fact that was also true for other mixtures such as acetone–water and ethyl acetate–water. This is consistent with the high preferential adsorption capacity of the zeolite for water molecules. It was suggested that water forms a mobile, capillarycondensed phase in the zeolite pores, thus blocking entry of the organic molecules. However, small but ﬁnite amounts of organic components always found in the permeate indicate their possible diﬀusion through nonzeolitic (intercrystalline) pathways such as grain boundaries and occasional pinholes, microcracks, and other defects. It may be concluded from the studies described above that zeolite A membranes are advantageous over polymeric membranes for the dehydration of organic mixtures by
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Fig. 2 SEM images of the (a) surface and (b) cross-section of the seeded support tube, and (c–f ) surface of zeolite NaA membranes after 1, 2, 3, and 6 h, respectively, of the synthesis. (From Ref. 34.)
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pervaporation. These advantages include the following: (a) high ﬂux and selectivity, (b) higher temperature stability, and (c) absence of swelling (and subsequent loss of structural integrity) upon contact with water/organic mixtures. However, zeolite A membranes suﬀer from limited acid stability. This shortcoming precludes their use in separations involving acidic mixtures or in membrane reactors for reactions that take place in acidic environments. Apart from pervaporative applications, zeolite membranes have been studied as candidates for performing gas separations. In the case of zeolite A membranes, their permeation properties for gases like He, H2, CO2, O2, N2, CH4, and C3H8 have been reported (34,35). Under gas permeation conditions, the zeolite NaA membranes in Refs. 34 and 35 were found to be impermeable to gases unless completely dried. Evidently the presence of water in the hydrophilic NaA framework leads to this impermeability. The gas permeation properties of the dehydrated membranes were found to be dominated by Knudsen diﬀusion, and not by conﬁgurational diﬀusion through the zeolite pores. However, a diﬀerent report (36) has claimed selectivities for gas molecules somewhat larger than their Knudsen values, in the case of single-component permeation. The ideal (single-component) H2/N2 and H2/CO2 selectivities were about 10. These are above the Knudsen values (1.5 kg m2 h1) and selectivity (>55) from a 10% ethanol feed, and are therefore potentially applicable in a pervaporative process for removing ethanol from water. As with zeolite A, MFI membranes appear to be attractive for pervaporative separations. In
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contrast with hydrophilic zeolite A membranes, which can remove water from water/ organic mixtures, hydrophobic MFI membranes would be useful for removing organics from these mixtures. The gas (or vapor) permeation behavior of MFI membranes has received a great deal of attention in recent years, both for the purposes of obtaining potentially commercial separations and for understanding the permeation behavior of molecules through zeolitic membranes. A synthesis method for growing high-silica MFI membranes on the outer surface of a tubular porous alumina support was reported in Ref. 55. The SDA was a mixture of TPABr and TPAOH. No other alkali (such as NaOH) was used. The growth temperature was around 453 K with synthesis times of the order of 24 h. The resulting membrane appeared to have morphology similar to those reported earlier, with randomly oriented, intergrowth crystals forming a layer f40 Am thick on the support surface. These membranes were selective for n-C4H10 over i-C4H10; however, the selectivity was said to vary signiﬁcantly (f10–50) between diﬀerent membrane samples and depending on the permeation temperature. More detailed characterization of these membranes was reported in Ref. 56. Although the membrane was synthesized on the outer surface of the support, the inner surface also showed evidence of zeolite growth. However, the thickness of the zeolite layer on the inner surface was considerably less than on the outer surface, indicating that there was insuﬃcient supply of reactants on the inner side of the support. In this study, the authors reported a reproducible selectivity of about 10 for n-C4H10 over i-C4H10. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the ﬂuxes led to the same value of the apparent activation energy for both species (f11 kJ/mol). For lighter molecules, such as N2 and CO2, the apparent activation energy was negative (i.e., the ﬂuxes decreased with increasing temperature). These results indicate the role of both zeolitic and nonzeolitic porosity (defects and grain boundaries) in determining the permeation characteristics of the membranes. A detailed study of butane isomer gas permeation behavior in a silicalite membrane was reported in (57). These membranes were synthesized on porous stainless steel supports and composed of a thin top layer with pore size f50 Am and a thicker bottom layer with pore size f200 Am. The reaction proceeded at 353 K from a solution containing only silica, TPAOH, and water. The membrane thickness as observed by SEM was about 50 Am and the crystals in the membrane were randomly oriented. The gas permeation experiments reported in this study (and in most other work on permeation through zeolitic membranes) were carried out in a Wicke-Kallenbach cell. As mentioned earlier, many aspects of permeation in zeolitic materials can be understood within the framework of the Maxwell-Stefan description of transport in such materials (25–28). In the case of single-component permeation, the ﬂux of n-C4H10 shows a temperature maximum (at about 420 K) in the temperature range 300–600 K, whereas the single-component ﬂux of i-C4H10 increases monotonically in this temperature range. This result illustrates the combined role of adsorption and diﬀusion in determining the temperature dependence of the ﬂux. At low temperatures, strong adsorption occurs (fractional coverage f1), with the diﬀusive ﬂux being determined by the activation energy for the molecule to jump from one adsorption site to the next inside the zeolite framework. For smaller molecules such as n-C4H10, the activation energy is small (f10 kJ/mol) and also lower than its heat of adsorption in silicalite (58). At low temperatures, the ﬂux increases with increasing temperature due to the increased mobility of the molecules. However, as the temperature increases further, the occupancy of the molecules decreases considerably (due to the high heat of adsorption) in a manner that cannot be compensated by the increase of the diﬀusivity with increasing temperature. As a result, the ﬂux begins to
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decrease. For a bulkier molecule, such as i-C4H10, the activation energy (f30 kJ/mol) is larger than the heat of adsorption, and the occupancy decreases quite slowly in the temperature range studied. Hence, the ﬂux of this species does not exhibit a temperature maximum in the range that was examined. During binary permeation, high (f60) selectivities were obtained for n-C4H10 over i-C4H10 (with an equimolar feed mixture). This cannot be explained only by adsorption selectivity since the adsorption of n-C4H10 in silicalite is only slightly stronger than that of i-C4H10. The observed selectivity is clearly due to the large diﬀerence in diﬀusivities between the two isomers, as is also seen from the single-component permeation results. Although the n-C4H10 molecules are hindered by the bulkier i-C4H10 molecules, they are able to bypass the i-C4H10 molecules due to the three-dimensionally connected pore network of silicalite. On the other hand, single-component i-C4H10/n-C4H10 selectivities >1 have also been reported (59–62). Most of these experiments were done in the pressure drop mode with the permeate side being near atmospheric pressure and the feed side being pressurized above atmospheric. Under these conditions the surface coverage of the more strongly adsorbing n-C4H10 is high on both ends of the membrane, yielding a small concentration gradient. On the other hand, i-C4H10 has a steeper dependence of the surface coverage on the partial pressure and therefore has a higher concentration gradient across the membrane. Although the diﬀusivity of the linear isomer is higher, the branched isomer can permeate faster owing to its higher concentration gradient. Subsequent to some of the earlier studies described above, several groups published reports investigating mainly the transport and separation properties of MFI membranes. The membranes were made using established methods, predominantly by the route of in situ crystallization. ZSM-5 membranes made by in situ growth have been characterized as a function of calcination temperature (63), which aﬀects the degree of removal of the SDA from the zeolite pores and thus provides some insight on the relative rates of transport through the zeolitic and nonzeolitic porosity. In Ref. 63, the ZSM-5 membrane was calcined at increasingly higher temperatures between 500 and 750 K; each calcination step was carried out for a ﬁxed time of 4 h. The characterization was performed by measuring the room-temperature single-component ﬂuxes of N2 and SF6 after calcination. The membranes remained impermeable to both gases when the calcination temperature was below 523 K. Above this temperature, both gases permeate through the membrane, which has high selectivity (>150 for calcination temperatures above 700 K) for N2. It is well known that SF6 adsorbs more strongly in MFI than N2 according to extensive adsorption measurements (64,65). In silicalite, its loading was found to be about 10 times that of N2 at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, whereas in ZSM-5 (Si/Al f30) its loading was about 3 times higher under the same conditions. Hence, the observed permeation behavior is due to the faster diﬀusion of N2 in the membrane. The eﬀect of permeation temperature was also studied. For a membrane calcined at 573 K, the SF6 ﬂux did not increase signiﬁcantly upon increasing the permeation temperature from 300 K to 473 K. However, when the membrane was calcined at 673 K and 753 K, large increases in SF6 ﬂux were observed on increasing the permeation temperature. It was concluded that at least two types of pores were opened when the membrane was calcined. First the TPA template is removed from the nonzeolitic pores (which are mainly assigned to the grain boundaries between crystals) that are larger than the zeolite pores and are not particularly shape or size selective for N2 or SF6. Therefore, these pores have a lower activation energy for permeation. At higher calcination temperatures, the TPA is evicted from the zeolite pores and highly activated permeation through the zeolite pores becomes the dominant mechanism of transport. The
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authors use the term parallel transport pathways to refer to the two types of permeation. While it is clear that the two pathways for transport are interconnected inside the membrane, the concept of parallel transport pathways serves as a ﬁrst approximation for modeling transport through the membrane. As mentioned earlier, MFI membranes are potentially attractive for performing hydrocarbon separations in the petrochemical industry. In this regard, the permeation behavior of alkanes (C1–C8) in MFI membranes has been studied by several authors. The preparation of a ‘‘defect-free’’ silicalite layer on porous a-alumina disks has been reported (66). The membrane was composed of randomly oriented crystals and was about 5 Am thick. The synthesis temperature was 393 K for about 16 h. These membranes showed high binary selectivity (f50) at room temperature for n-C4H10 over i-C4H10, indicating that the presence of defects had been minimized. The selectivity decreases to about 10 at 473 K, indicating that both sorption and diﬀusion eﬀects are responsible for the observed behavior. The membrane showed very high selectivities (>600 at room temperature and >2000 at 473 K) for n-hexane over 2,2-dimethylbutane. In this case, the selectivity is attributed to pure molecular sieving (size exclusion), in which the bulky isomer 2,2-DMB is completely excluded from entering the zeolite pores even though it may have favorable adsorption sites inside the zeolite network. In Ref. 67, ZSM-5 membranes have been used to study the separation of hexane isomers. These membranes were synthesized on stainless steel supports by in situ growth from a gel containing silica, alumina, TPAOH, and water. They were found to have high mixture selectivity (100–1000) for n-hexane over its branched isomer, 2,2-dimethylbutane (DMB), in vapor permeation experiments (Fig. 3). The ﬂux of n-hexane showed a weak maximum on increasing the permeation temperature. This is explained by the competing eﬀects of adsorption and diﬀusion as explained earlier. However, DMB permeates very slowly at low permeation temperatures but shows a sharp increase in the ﬂux beyond



Fig. 3 Permeances of n-hexane and 2,2-dimethylbutane for pervaporation through a stainless steelsupported H-ZSM-5 membrane as a function of temperature for a 50:50 mixture. The vapor permeances are also included for comparison. (From Ref. 67.)
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375 K. It was suggested that this behavior was caused either by expansion of the zeolite pores at elevated temperatures or by opening of the nonzeolitic porosity at higher temperatures. These eﬀects may also be responsible for maintaining the n-hexane permeation at higher temperatures, resulting only in a weak temperature maximum. The same membranes were also tested in pervaporation experiments with a 50:50 feed mixture. In this case the results were somewhat diﬀerent. Although the selectivity for nhexane was still good (f50), the permeance of n-hexane was almost an order of magnitude lower than for vapor permeation from a saturated 50:50 vapor. At the same time, the DMB permeance was almost an order of magnitude higher than in the vapor permeation case. The ﬂuxes were also much more insensitive to temperature increases than the vapor permeation case. It was proposed that the permeance of n-hexane was higher in vapor permeation than in pervaporation because the molecules saturate the zeolite at low pressures. An increase in the pressure driving force leads to only a small increase in the ﬂux, leading to a decrease in the permeance, which is calculated in units of (ﬂux/driving force). However, in the case of DMB, the coverage was said to be higher in pervaporation so that it diﬀuses faster than in vapor permeation. However, this does not explain the insensitivity of the permeance to the temperature during pervaporation, as seen in Fig. 3. This temperature insensitivity suggests that adsorption and activated diﬀusion in the zeolite channels may not control the permeation characteristics of the MFI membranes exposed to liquid feeds for pervaporation. It is possible that in pervaporation there is a signiﬁcant entropic barrier to the entry of molecules into the zeolite pores from the bulk liquid phase. This entropic resistance may be quite diﬀerent in the vapor and liquid phases for a linear alkane like n-hexane, whereas it may not be so for a more ‘‘spherical’’ molecule like DMB. If n-hexane ﬁnds it diﬃcult to enter the zeolite pores in the liquid phase, this may well increase the accessibility of the zeolite pores to DMB, which then permeates faster in pervaporation than in vapor permeation. A study (68) of the n-hexane/2,3-DMB mixture was also carried out using a ZSM-5 membrane grown on a ﬂat porous alumina substrate by the vapor phase transport method (which is discussed in more detail later in this chapter). High selectivities (>200) for n-hexane were reported. This work reported transient data on permeation of binary n-hexane/DMB mixtures. It was found that the ﬂux of n-hexane passed through a maximum with increasing time, before decreasing and stabilizing at a steady value (in about 48 h). The DMB ﬂux increased slowly to steady state in about 48 h. This can be explained by initial fast penetration of n-hexane into the zeolite followed by increased blocking of the zeolite pores as 2,3-DMB also permeates. Vapor permeation data have been reported (69) for several hydrocarbons including n-alkanes (C5–C9), branched alkanes, aromatic and saturated cyclic hydrocarbons in high-silica MFI membranes. The membranes were synthesized on the inside of porous alumina tubes as described earlier. They displayed high selectivity for n-alkanes from a mixture with branched and cyclic hydrocarbons. However, the single-component selectivities were low, indicating that molecular sieving was not responsible for the observed mixture selectivity. The selectivity for n-alkanes is due to their higher adsorption in the zeolite, thus blocking the pores and preventing bulkier molecules from entering the membrane. For example, the addition of n-hexane to a pure benzene feed results in a decrease of the benzene permeance by a factor of 180, whereas the hexane permeance remained almost unchanged. Similarly, addition of n-hexane to cyclohexane reduced the permeance of cyclohexane by a factor of 84, while the permeance of n-hexane itself was reduced only by a factor of 2. The highest selectivities were obtained at various temperatures depending on the speciﬁc mixture. However, mixtures of branched and cyclic hydrocarbons (like i-octane/benzene) could not be separated. This is probably due to their
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similar adsorption characteristics in silicalite. Vapor permeation results for the separation of n-octane from i-octane have also been reported (70). The silicalite membranes used for this study were synthesized on the inner surface of porous a-alumina tubes. During single-component permeation, i-octane permeated slightly faster than n-octane through the membranes between temperatures of 380 and 520 K. However, this behavior could be inverted by adding a large fraction of n-hexane diluent, thus creating a ternary feed stream of 91.8% n-hexane/4.1% n-octane/4.1% i-octane. It this case, n-hexane decreased the ﬂux of n-octane only by a factor of 4 (from the pure component ﬂux) but decreased the i-octane ﬂux by a factor of more than 100 such that the n-octane/i-octane selectivity was as high as 40 at a temperature of 406 K. The studies described thus far were carried out using organic mixtures of one or two components. However, high-silica MFI membranes grown on porous a-alumina disks have recently been reported to be selective for hydrocarbon mixtures over hydrogen from a simulated reﬁnery gas (a multicomponent hydrocarbon-hydrogen stream) (71). The feed stream contained 84% (molar) of hydrogen, the remaining fraction being composed of C1– C4 hydrocarbons. The permeation experiments were conducted in Wicke-Kallenbach mode using helium as a sweep gas. With the feed at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, the hydrocarbon mixture permeated through the membrane whereas no hydrogen could be detected in the permeate stream. This is attributed to the blockage of the zeolite pores by the strongly adsorbing hydrocarbons, which prevent the weakly adsorbing hydrogen from entering the zeolite framework. At the same time, i-butane was also absent in the permeate stream; this can be explained in terms of weak adsorption and slow diﬀusion of i-butane in the zeolite pores. At higher temperatures (f770 K) the membrane permeated hydrogen selectively over the hydrocarbons. At high temperatures, adsorption of the feed components become quite small, so that the selectivity is determined by the diﬀusivities of the components. Hydrogen diﬀuses faster in silicalite than the other components of the feed mixture. A simpliﬁed model for permeation was also reported, by treating the multicomponent stream as a binary stream composed of a hydrogen component and a lumped hydrocarbon component. The hydrocarbon parameters in the model (apparent activation energy, intrinsic diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and heat of adsorption) were not estimated independently but rather were ﬁtted from the experimental data. ZSM-5 membranes prepared by the vapor phase transport (VPT) method have also been tested in hydrocarbon separations (72). The membranes were grown on the surface of porous a-alumina disks. The parent aluminosilicate sol was made using silica, alumina, sodium hydroxide, and water, with an Si/Al ratio of 500. The alumina support was treated with colloidal silica to prevent dissolution of the alumina surface during synthesis. The treated support was dipped into the parent sol for 24 h, after which one side of the support was evacuated to allow penetration of the sol into the alumina pores. The inﬁltrated support was dried and placed in the middle of an autoclave. A mixture of ethylenediamine, triethylamine, and water was poured at the bottom of the autoclave. Crystallization was performed at 453 K for 4 days, during which the organic template mixture vaporized, penetrated the support, and led to the crystallization of ZSM-5 inside the support. Large crystals of ZSM-5 were also formed on the top of the support. The calcined membranes were checked for compactness by measuring the ﬂux of 1,3,5-triisopropylbenzene (TIPB), which is larger than the zeolite pores. No permeation of TIPB was detected, indicating that the membrane was defect-free. The membranes had good binary selectivity (>50) for nbutane over i-butane in the temperature range 300–380 K. As expected, the binary selectivity was always higher than the ideal (single component) selectivity. These membranes were also tested for pervaporative separation of xylene isomers. For a 50:50
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mixture of p- and m-xylene, the ﬂux of p-xylene increased initially but then passed through a maximum before dropping down below the m-xylene ﬂux, which increased monotonically until steady state was reached. To explain this behavior, it was proposed that in this case both components adsorb strongly in the zeolite. However, p-xylene initially permeates faster because of its smaller kinetic diameter and is then blocked by the increasing amount of slowly permeating m-xylene in the membrane. In another experiment, the membrane was allowed to reach steady state with a pure m-xylene feed, which was then switched to a ternary p-/m-/o-xylene feed. In this case, the m and o isomers completely blocked the p isomer. This behavior in xylene isomer separations is diﬀerent from that reported for other MFI membranes, as discussed later. The VPT synthesis of an MFI membrane on the surface of a porous borosilicate glass disk has also been reported (73). The membranes are found to contain boron (dissolved into the zeolite from the glass support) and were about 15 Am thick. They showed some (non-Knudsen) selectivity for N2 over O2; however, no other permeation data were reported. As pointed out in Ref. 74, one diﬃculty with the VPT technique is the necessity of depositing a gel layer on the support. Gel layers are prone to cracking and peeling during drying after the deposition process. In Ref. 74, a method similar to the VPT method was described that does not require the deposition of a gel layer. In this case, a porous alumina support disk was ﬁrst coated with a dense silica layer, which acts as a diﬀusion barrier to prevent reactants from penetrating into the support during membrane growth. On top of this layer, a thin coating of zeolite was deposited by settling of small (60–150 nm) zeolite particles from an unstable suspension. The support was then treated under conditions similar to those in VPT; however, no organic template was used. This led to the formation of a thin and continuous zeolite layer on the support. The membranes were shown to be reproducible as well as free of pinholes (since the measured permeances of several permanent gases were pressure independent and therefore do not have any contribution from Poiseuille ﬂow through pinholes). This is an attractive technique that combines seeded growth with the VPT method in the presence of a diﬀusion barrier. However, no additional permeation data were reported, and it is unknown how the permeation properties of these membranes compare with those of other MFI membranes. The use of diﬀusion barriers to improve MFI membrane properties was in fact reported in an earlier work (75). As mentioned above, a diﬀusion barrier is needed to prevent the penetration of the reactants (silica, template, and water) into the pores, where they may form a siliceous semicrystalline or amorphous deposit. This leads to lower ﬂuxes and lower selectivities. In Ref. 75, a diﬀusion barrier was constructed by dipping the porous alumina support in furfuryl alcohol, and then polymerizing it inside the alumina pores by heating to 363 K. The polymer was subsequently carbonized by heating the support to 873 K under an inert atmosphere. The carbonized layer was then burned oﬀ the support surface, leaving the diﬀusion barrier in place inside the pores of the substrate. MFI membranes were grown on the treated supports by in situ crystallization with synthesis conditions developed earlier by the same group (76,77), leading to the formation of well-intergrown zeolite layers. The calcined membranes showed high ﬂux and high selectivity for n-butane over i-butane, which was attributed to the absence of a siliceous deposit inside the pores. The eﬀectiveness of the diﬀusion barrier was veriﬁed by comparative XRD and electron probe microanalysis of barriertreated and untreated membranes having identical thicknesses of the top zeolite layer. These analyses indicated a signiﬁcantly thinner siliceous layer inside the support for the barrier-treated membrane.
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C.



Zeolite MFI Membranes by Secondary Growth Techniques



The secondary (or seeded) growth method has recently been shown to be eﬀective in the synthesis of MFI membranes with diﬀerent features from the membranes obtained by in situ growth (20,78–86). The membranes made by secondary growth can exhibit distinct microstructure as compared to membranes grown by the in situ technique. The synthesis of thin (submicrometer) MFI membranes was reported in Ref. 78. Unsupported silicalite/ alumina composite ﬁlms were fabricated by mixing suspensions of boehmite (a polymorph of alumina) and of silicalite nanocrystals (f100 nm). The mixed suspension was poured into a casting dish and allowed to dry, giving a ﬁlm 1–2 mm in thickness. Films fabricated by this method were mechanically stable after calcination due to the presence of boehmite, which acts as a binder. The unsupported ﬁlms were exposed to secondary growth conditions using a reactant solution containing silica, TPAOH, and water. Secondary growth of the silicalite seed crystals at a temperature of 403 K led to the formation of a predominantly [h01] oriented zeolite ﬁlm on the surface of the composite layer. Hence, the straight and sinusoidal channels of the MFI framework are oriented roughly parallel to the membrane surface. The membranes had high ideal selectivity (f60) for H2 over N2. The secondary growth technique was extended in Refs. 20 and 80 to prepare oriented MFI membranes on nonporous glass and porous alumina substrates. The seed layers were deposited by dip coating the substrates with an aqueous suspension of small silicalite crystals. Hydrothermal growth at 448 K led to the formation of highly [00l] out-ofplane–oriented ﬁlms. The ﬁlms have a columnar microstructure (Fig. 4) with a random in-plane orientation (as shown by X-ray pole ﬁgure analysis). These ﬁlms could be grown as thick as 100 Am. The c direction is the direction of fastest growth in silicalite



Fig. 4 SEM image of the cross-section of a [00l]-oriented MFI ﬁlm prepared by secondary growth. (From Ref. 20.)
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crystals. Seed crystals which are approximately c oriented will show the fastest out-ofplane growth and will prevail over crystals that do not have their c axes perpendicular to the support plane. This leads to the columnar microstructure observed in Fig. 4. The crystals appear well packed but have intercrystalline nanoporosity (grain boundaries) since the rate of growth in the substrate plane is expected to be small in comparison with the out-of-plane rate of growth. Single-gas and mixed-gas permeation data were reported for the membranes synthesized on porous alumina substrates. The membranes showed similar behavior in both single-gas and binary permeation, indicating the presence of a molecular sieving zeolitic layer. Selectivities of up to 20 were obtained for CO2/N2 and up to 8 for CO2/CH4. The temperature dependences appeared to indicate that both adsorption and diﬀusion eﬀects were important in determining the selectivity through the molecular sieving zeolite layer. More detailed characterization of the silicalite membranes prepared by secondary growth has been reported in Ref. 20, where this technique was used to manipulate the orientation of the zeolite membrane. In particular, membranes synthesized at a temperature of 413 K were strongly [h0h] out-of-plane oriented, whereas those synthesized at 448 K were strongly [00l] out-of-plane oriented. Topographical mapping of the membrane surfaces by surface force microscopy (SFM) revealed a rough surface for the [00l]-oriented membranes, whereas the [h0h]-oriented membranes had a comparatively smooth surface formed by the (h0h) crystal planes oriented at angles smaller than 5j to the ﬁlm surface. These distinctive microstructures of MFI membranes made by secondary growth result from competitive (‘‘evolutionary’’) growth of crystals from the randomly oriented seed layers. This competitive growth can be simulated using empirical growth rate parameters for various crystal faces of MFI. The cross-sectional (i.e., twodimensional) microstructure of an MFI ﬁlm resulting from the competitive growth of crystals from a substrate has been simulated using a particle tracking technique (79). The method involves the deﬁnition of a number of particle vertices on the substrate, where each vertex represents a crystallographic edge of one of the seed crystals. The motion of these vertices by crystal growth outward from the substrate is then tracked by integrating the equations of motion for each particle using predeﬁned growth velocities for each crystal face. The model allows for intersection of two vertices (at a grain boundary), leading to the burial of the intersecting vertices and the creation of a new vertex with a diﬀerent direction of propagation. The resulting microstructures closely resemble the experimental results and can be varied by changing the relative growth velocities of the crystal faces. It follows that the orientation of zeolite membranes can be changed by manipulating the morphology of the zeolite crystals. In this respect, the systematic variation of the shape of zeolite crystals is highly desirable so as to achieve diﬀerent preferred orientations. The [00l] oriented membranes synthesized on porous alumina disks were tested in binary permeation of the butane isomers. The samples tested had high (50–90), reproducible selectivities for n-butane over i-butane at room temperature, with ﬂuxes comparable to those reported by other groups using in situ growth methods. The membranes were thermally stable, as shown by the absence of any signiﬁcant changes in the permeation behavior upon temperature cycling between 300 and 523 K. The behavior of the binary butane ﬂuxes has also been investigated as a function of the silicalite membrane thickness (81), which was varied by changing the synthesis time and the number of secondary growth steps. Membranes with thickness ranging from 1 to 32 Am were prepared. It was found that even a 1-Am-thick zeolite ﬁlm reduced the n-butane ﬂux by a factor of 10 (compared to the ﬂux through the bare support) with a binary
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n-butane/i-butane selectivity of f15. With increasing membrane thickness, the ﬂux of ibutane continues to drop signiﬁcantly, whereas the ﬂux of n-butane drops much more slowly. This behavior is consistent with the saturation of both the zeolitic and nonzeolitic pores of the membrane by strong adsorption of n-butane, so that the concentration gradient is insensitive to the thickness of the membrane. On the other hand, the i-butane ﬂux is a stronger function of membrane thickness due to the decrease in the concentration gradient with increasing membrane thickness. The results of this study also suggest that a thin (submicrometer), defect-free zeolite layer can give excellent selectivities and high ﬂuxes, and that growing the membranes thicker is only necessary to close defects in the membranes. MFI membranes prepared on alumina substrates by secondary growth have been investigated for their potential in separating close-boiling hydrocarbon mixtures such as xylene isomers (81–83). This is an important separation since the isomers of xylene are widely used as industrial solvents and as precursors in the petrochemical industry. The separation of xylene isomers can be carried out by energy-intensive operations such as fractional crystallization, adsorption in a simulated moving bed, and distillation. Zeolite MFI membranes are good candidates for performing this separation, since the pore size of the MFI framework (f6 A˚) should allow permeation of p-xylene (kinetic diameter f5.8 A˚) while excluding the bulkier o- and m-xylene (kinetic diameters f6.8 A˚). In fact, this eﬀect is exploited in Mobil’s ZSM-5 catalyst for production of xylene isomers. In Ref. 81, a transient study of the permeation of xylene isomers ( p-xylene and oxylene) through [00l]-out-of-plane–oriented membranes was reported. In this experiment, the membrane was allowed to reach steady state at 373 K with a feed of p-xylene in helium (partial pressure of p-xylene = 0.86 kPa). This stream was then switched to a binary p-/o-xylene stream (0.43 kPa/0.32 kPa). The p-xylene ﬂux quickly stabilized to about half its single-component value (due to the decreased partial pressure of this component in the binary stream), whereas the o-xylene ﬂux increased slowly until the p-/ o-xylene selectivity was about 2. On further switching the feed to a pure o-xylene feed (0.64 kPa), the o-xylene ﬂux declined to very low values. On reintroducing the binary feed, the o-xylene ﬂux increased again. Therefore, it appears that the presence of pxylene increased the ﬂux of o-xylene. Although structural phase transitions in the silicalite/p-xylene system are well known, they occur at higher partial pressure and are not expected to be of signiﬁcance at the low xylene partial pressures that were used in this study. Hence, it was proposed that p-xylene molecules induce local distortions in the ﬂexible MFI zeolite lattice, which increased the mobility of the o-xylene molecules. As a result, the membranes were not selective for p-xylene except in very dilute binary feeds (82), in which case selectivities up to 18 could be obtained. The increase in selectivity upon dilution of the feed with helium is also consistent with a diminished role of p-xylene molecules in increasing the mobility of o-xylene molecules. A more complete picture of the permeation behavior of xylene isomers in [00l]-oriented silicalite membranes has been provided recently (83). The single-component and binary vapor permeation behavior was investigated as a function of partial pressure up to high pressures of 20 kPa and in a temperature range of 300–343 K. The ﬂux of p-xylene through the membranes obeys a strictly linear partial pressure dependence at low and moderate partial pressures, and experiences a sudden rise at high partial pressures (near the saturation vapor pressure of p-xylene at each temperature studied). This behavior is seen in both single-component and binary permeation. On the other hand, the o-xylene ﬂux is low in single-component permeation and saturates as the partial pressure is increased. Due to the comparatively large (and linearly increasing) ﬂux of p-xylene
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under similar conditions, high ideal selectivities can be obtained (up to 100). However, at high partial pressures o-xylene also displays a sudden rise in the ﬂux. During binary permeation, o-xylene permeates at the same rate as p-xylene and its ﬂux also varies linearly with partial pressure. Therefore, the Maxwell-Stefan description of transport appears to break down completely in this case. The linearly increasing ﬂux of p-xylene is due to the ability of the p-xylene molecules to induce distortions in the MFI lattice. While this does not greatly increase its mobility in the zeolite lattice, it results in stress deformation of the membrane surface, with the result that the intercrystalline porosity becomes more accessible to both isomers. However, o-xylene does not induce the same eﬀect in the zeolite. At high partial pressures, both molecules undergo capillary condensation in the intercrystalline pores (as well as in any defects, such as pinholes), so that the ﬂux increases abruptly. This type of behavior is diﬀerent from that reported in Ref. 84, where it was found that in a binary mixture both isomers permeated at the same rate equivalent to the slower isomer (i.e., o-xylene). This was attributed to singleﬁle diﬀusion in the zeolite pores. Since the two isomers cannot pass each other in the zeolite pores, the faster isomer is forced to permeate at the same rate as the slower one. This behavior is consistent with the absence of a signiﬁcant role of the intercrystalline porosity. The membranes used in Ref. 84 were grown by the in situ method and were randomly oriented with a diﬀerent microstructure from those used in Refs. 81–83. Therefore, diﬀerences in membrane orientation and microstructure can have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the permeation behavior, especially in molecules that interact strongly with the zeolite framework. A more recent study (88) reports results that can be interpreted to be in agreement with the mechanism proposed in Ref. 82. In this study, it was also found that higher partial pressures of p-xylene led to increases in the o-xylene permeation rate, and this eﬀect was attributed to the distortion of the zeolite framework due to adsorption of p-xylene. In view of the poor p-xylene selectivity that is a consequence of the transport mechanism discussed above, eﬀorts to improve the p-xylene selectivity of MFI membranes are reported in Ref. 85. The selectivity of the thick [00l]-oriented membranes used for xylene permeation in Refs. 81–83 could be improved by the use of a ternary p-xylene/oxylene/n-hexane mixture as a feed. For a feed composition of 0.45/0.35/0.1 kPa, a selectivity of 60 was obtained for p-xylene at a permeation temperature of 373 K. Apparently, nhexane is able to preferentially block o-xylene from the zeolite and intercrystalline pores. In addition to the membranes described above, thin (f2 Am) [h0h]-oriented membranes were also synthesized with a noncolumnar microstructure that has signiﬁcantly lower intercrystalline porosity. However, these membranes showed poor selectivity (f2) due to the formation of large cracks during calcination. These microcracks were sealed by dip coating the membrane surface with a surfactant-templated silica sol. After drying, the mesostructured surfactant-silica layer could be easily removed from the membrane surface; however, it remains permanently inside the cracks and acts to seal them. The treated membranes showed high (f75) selectivity for p-xylene without the addition of n-hexane in the feed. Thus, it is clear that the MFI crystal is intrinsically selective for p-xylene over o-xylene and that the eﬀects of intercrystalline porosity should be minimized to obtain this intrinsic selective behavior. The results of another study (89), wherein the successful separation of xylene isomers with an MFI zeolite membrane is reported, support the above arguments. A self-supporting MFI membrane (previously grown on a Teﬂon support and thereafter removed) was used in that study to eliminate the deleterious eﬀects of diﬀerential thermal expansion between the substrate and the zeolite layer upon calcination. High selectivities for p-xylene (f250) over o-xylene and m-xylene were reported.
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There have been some attempts to synthesize MFI membranes without the use of an organic SDA (TPA cations). The absence of the SDA in the pores eliminates the postsynthetic calcination step, thus reducing the possibility of crack formation in the membranes. Also, the elimination of the SDA considerably reduces the cost of preparing a zeolite membrane. One report (90) used the seeded growth technique to prepare SDA-free ZSM-5 membranes on alumina substrates. An aluminosilicate gel was used as the reactant source. The substrate was coated with a positively charged cationic polymer, whereas the seed suspension was negatively charged. As a result, the seeds adsorbed on the porous support due to electrostatic attraction. After secondary growth, a membrane f1.5 Am thick was obtained. The permeances observed were quite small despite the low thickness of the ﬁlm, leading to the conclusion that the zeolite pores contained pore blocking species left over from the synthesis. The membranes had poor selectivity (f1) for n-butane over ibutane, but high (f100) selectivity for hydrogen over n-butane. Similar results were reported in Ref. 91 for an SDA-free ZSM-5 membrane synthesized on a porous alumina tube. The butane permeances were very low, suggesting the presence of extraframework material blocking the pores (either inside the zeolite or at the surface). For the same reason, the hydrogen/n-butane selectivities were very high (f104). In another recent study (92), compact ZSM-5 membranes were also prepared on alumina supports by secondary growth. Although a pure silica sol was used for synthesis, aluminum was detected in the membranes after calcination. Aluminum was said to have been incorporated into the membrane in two ways: (a) after dissolution from the support during synthesis and (b) by solid-state diﬀusion from the support into the membrane during calcination at high temperature. The membranes were found to be impermeable to C3 and C4 hydrocarbons. The permeation studies through the SDA-free MFI membranes are inconclusive at this time, though it is clear that they show diﬀerent characteristics from membranes prepared using an SDA. D.



Modifications and Postsynthesis Treatment of MFI Membranes



There have been recent attempts to tune the performance of MFI membranes by varying its chemical composition. This can be done in several ways including changing the Si/Al ratio, substituting Si with other elements (Al, B, Ge, Ti, etc.) in the reaction mixture, or by performing postsynthetic modiﬁcations such as ion exchange of ZSM-5 membranes with various metal cations. Thus, Ref. 93 studies the incorporation of B, Al, Fe, and Ge into MFI membranes. These membranes were made by in situ growth on porous stainless steel supports. The synthesis solution also included precursors of the substituting elements (such as aluminum isopropoxide, tetraethylorthogermanate, ferric nitrate, and boric acid). The Si/M (M=Al, Ge, B, Fe) ratio in the synthesized membranes varied from 65 to 200 depending on the substituting element. It was assumed that these elements were in fact incorporated into the framework, though unambiguous evidence for framework incorporation has not been established. The membranes synthesized in the presence of boron (referred to as B-ZSM-5 membranes) had the smallest permeances for permanent gases and butane isomers but also the highest selectivity (f45) for n-butane over i-butane. All of the membranes synthesized in the presence of the above elements had higher butane selectivity than a similar silicalite membrane. In the case of the BZSM-5 membrane, the higher selectivity was attributed to the small size of the boron atom when compared to silicon, with the result that the unit cell and the pore size of B-ZSM-5 is signiﬁcantly smaller than that of silicalite. For the other substituted membranes, the behavior was attributed to diﬀerences in adsorption and diﬀusion
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characteristics of the molecules in the substituted frameworks as compared to silicalite, as well as to the presence of extraframework material in the pores in the case of Fe3+ which, owing to its large size, is expected to be incorporated with diﬃculty into the framework. It is also a possibility that the change in the synthesis conditions induced by the presence of nonsilicate species may also aﬀect the growth characteristics of the individual zeolite crystals in the membrane, which thereby aﬀect the microstructure and the intercrystalline porosity of the membrane. The preparation of titanium silicalite (TS) and vanadium silicalite (VS) membranes on porous stainless steel supports has been reported recently (94). In these cases, silicon atoms are partially substituted with tetrahedrally coordinated titanium or vanadium atoms. A secondary growth procedure was used for the membrane growth. The supports were ﬁrst functionalized by contact with an ethanolic solution of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane, whereby the –SH end groups bound to the metallic support. The functionalized supports were then contacted with a silicalite seed suspension during which the zeolite seeds became attached to the functionalized support. The condensation reactions between the organosiloxane moieties on the support surface and the surface hydroxyl groups of the zeolite seeds was completed by drying in an oven. For the secondary growth, tetraethylorthosilicate was used as the silica source and TPAOH was used as the template. Tetraethylorthotitanate or vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4.3H2O) were used as titanium or vanadium sources, respectively, and the Si/Ti and Si/V ratios were varied from 25 to 200. The incorporation of Ti and V into the framework was conﬁrmed by energydispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis and Raman spectroscopy. The addition of Ti and V suppressed the growth rate of the membranes. For an Si/M (M=Ti, V) ratio of 100 in the synthesis solution, the membranes were 15–20 Am thick after 48 h of growth, whereas the corresponding pure silicalite membrane was 50 Am thick. Unlike pure silicalite membranes made by secondary growth, the TS and VS membranes synthesized at f450 K show predominantly [h0l] orientation. The membranes developed cracks upon calcination and so did not exhibit selective behavior. The eﬀect of ion exchange on the properties of ZSM-5 membranes has also been investigated (95). ZSM-5 membranes were synthesized on porous stainless steel tubes with two Si/Al ratios (25 and 600), exchanged with several cations (H+, Na+, K+, Cs+, Ca2+, Ba2+) and their permeation properties were measured. The membranes with a high Si/Al ratio (f600) did not show any dependence of gas permeation properties on ion exchange except for i-butane. This was explained as due to the small concentration of ion sites, which is not suﬃcient to alter the permeation of small molecules signiﬁcantly. For the membranes with low Si/Al ratios (f25), signiﬁcant changes were observed in the permeation behavior after ion exchange. Cation sizes are in the order of Cs>K>Ba> Ca>Na>H, whereas the single-gas permeances (He, H2,N2,CO2, butane isomers, and SF6) increased in the order K 2). The zeolite occludes charge-balancing cations and therefore its properties can be manipulated extensively by ion exchange. A type Y membrane was synthesized in Ref. 123 using seeding methods similar to those used to synthesize zeolite A membranes. In this case, a seed layer of type X crystals was mechanically applied to a tubular porous alumina substrate. A template-free sodium aluminosilicate solution with Si/Al f5 was used for hydrothermal synthesis at 363 K for approximately 24 h. A continuous membrane about 5 Am thick was obtained on the support, and the crystals appeared to be randomly oriented by XRD. The membranes were tested for separation of CO2 from N2 by the Wicke-Kallenbach method. High selectivity (f100) was obtained for CO2 at room temperature. This selectivity decreased to 20 at 375 K, indicating that the separation was due to the preferential adsorption of CO2 in the zeolite lattice. More extensive permeation results on these membranes were reported in Ref. 124 with binary permeation data for mixtures of CO2/N2. The membranes used in this study were of three types: as-synthesized NaY, lithium ion–exchanged LiY, and potassium ion–exchanged KY. Adsorption isotherms measured with powder forms indicated that the order of adsorption capacity for the strongly adsorbing CO2 was in the order LiY>KY>NaY. For weakly adsorbing N2 the order was LiY>NaY>KY. The data were ﬁtted to Langmuir isotherms in all cases and appeared to indicate that the best adsorption selectivity (especially at high partial pressures) was given by the KY-type zeolite. The binary permeation selectivities at 308 K of several membrane samples of the KY type varied between 35 and 67, and were larger than those of NaY samples (i.e., 24–39) and LiY samples (i.e., 6–9). The selectivities decreased with increasing permeation temperature, and the membranes became nonselective at 673K. As stated in Ref. 124, the above data indicate that preferential sorption of CO2 over N2 is responsible for the high selectivity of the membranes near room temperature. Fortunately, this is the relevant temperature for commercial use in these types of separations. Type Y zeolite membranes were also fabricated for use in pervaporative separations (125). These membranes were grown by the secondary growth method. A seed layer of
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type Y crystals was deposited on the support by dip coating from a colloidal suspension. After secondary growth at 373 K for 5 h, a zeolite Y membrane f20 Am thick was obtained. In pervaporation experiments, the membranes had high selectivity (540–7600) for methanol or ethanol from binary mixtures with other organics such as benzene, MTBE, or cyclohexane. The alcohol ﬂux varied from 0.1 to 0.6 kg m2 h1. The membranes also showed good selectivity (f125) for water from a water/ethanol mixture, although this selectivity is lower than those achieved for some of the zeolite A membranes discussed earlier (f10,000). It is worth noting that although this diﬀerence in selectivity is signiﬁcant from the fundamental standpoint, its practical signiﬁcance has not been established. Since all the molecules considered are smaller than the pore size of the zeolite, the separation performance was attributed to diﬀerences in the adsorption strengths of these molecules. Clearly, there is expected to be an adsorption contribution to the selectivity since the hydrophilic zeolite framework would preferentially adsorb water and alcohols over hydrocarbons and ethers. However, the temperature dependence of the ﬂuxes and selectivities was not reported in this work. The fabrication of thin faujasite membranes on porous alumina disks was reported in Ref. 126 using a more sophisticated seeding technique. Colloidal crystals of NaY were synthesized from a clear solution containing sodium hydroxide, alumina, silica, water, and TMAOH. The synthesized crystals were stabilized as a colloidal suspension in water at pH 10.0 (adjusted using a dilute ammonia solution). At this pH, the surfaces of the zeolite crystals are negatively charged. A positive charge was created on the support surface by deposition of a cationic polymer (from a solution) onto the surface. The modiﬁed supports were then immersed in the colloidal suspension of zeolite seed crystals that adhered to the support. Secondary growth was carried out with a template-free synthesis solution at 373 K. Thin membranes (f0.1–1 Am) were obtained (Fig. 9) that displayed preferred orientation in the {111} direction. No permeation properties have yet been reported for these membranes. Faujasite membranes have also been investigated for the separation of saturated/ unsaturated hydrocarbon mixtures (127). These membranes were made by secondary growth with a seed layer of ZSM-2 crystals. The seed crystals were synthesized using an aluminosilicate solution containing TMAOH as the template (128). The seed layer was deposited on the support from a colloidal suspension, and the sodium aluminosilicate solution used for secondary growth contained TMAOH. Well-intergrown FAU membranes were obtained as veriﬁed by XRD and SEM. Compositional analysis using EPMA indicated an Si/Al ratio of 1–1.5, and a membrane of type NaX. The membranes showed good selectivities for unsaturated hydrocarbons from mixtures such as benzene/cyclohexane (separation factor as high as 160), benzene/n-hexane (145), and toluene/n-heptane (45). The binary permeation behavior for the benzene/cyclohexane system was investigated in detail because of the commercial importance of this separation. Maxwell-Stefan equations were used to model the permeation of benzene and cyclohexane in the FAU membrane. The adsorption and diﬀusion parameters were taken from the literature and were derived from single-component measurements. While the single-component diﬀusivities for both species are comparable in magnitude, the separation is mainly due to the greater adsorption strength of the unsaturated hydrocarbon in the zeolite. The model predicts the observed temperature and pressure dependence of the binary ﬂuxes fairly well but does not give good agreement with the experimental results at lower temperatures ( H+ for the MFI zeolite (73). It is clear that Na+-exchanged zeolites showed larger Dgzz than the divalent cation- or proton-exchanged zeolites, indicating the weaker electrostatic ﬁeld associated with Na+ ions. This result is consistent with earlier reports that the electrostatic ﬁeld in the vicinity of divalent or trivalent cations and protons exchanged into the zeolites is stronger than that of monovalent cations (74). Dgzz is also sensitive to the zeolite structure, Na-MOR > Na-MFI > Na-LTA, suggesting a stronger electrostatic ﬁeld associated with Na+ ions in LTA zeolite. The hyperﬁne coupling to 27Al nuclei (I = 5/2) was observed for proton-exchanged zeolites. Lunsford (67) observed broad spectra of NO adsorbed on H-FAU(Y) zeolites. This broad signal was assigned to NO adsorbates on trigonal aluminum at the oxygendeﬁcient sites of the framework. A similar spectrum was reported by Kasai et al. (70) on hydroxylated NH4- FAU(Y) in which the aluminum hyperﬁne structure appeared. The
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Table 3 g Tensors and Hyperﬁne Coupling (hfc) Tensors (14N) Reported with NO Adsorbed on Various Zeolites g-tensors



hfc (mT)



Zeolites



Temp. (K)



gxx



gyy



gzz



Axx



Ayy



Azz



Na-LTA



5.0 110 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 4.2 77 77 4.2 77 10 78 10



2.002 1.979 1.970 1.980 1.999 1.970 1.996 1.989 1.986 1.999 2.000 1.997 1.996 1.990 1.996 1.994 1.980 1.997 1.997



1.996 1.989 1.970 1.987 1.999 1.970 1.996 1.989 1.978 1.995 1.998 1.995 1.995 1.990 1.995 1.992 1.980 1.997 1.997



1.886 1.909 1.789 1.905 1.918 1.79 1.95 1.86 1.83 1.89 1.93 1.855 1.853 1.859 1.862 1.862 1.840 1.950 1.920



0 0



3.3 3.0



0 0



f0 f0



3.0 3.0



f0 f0



f0 f0 f0 0 0



2.9 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.0



f0 f0 f0 0 0



3.2 3.0 3.3 1.6 3.3



0 0 0 0 0



Zn-LTA Na-FAU(X) H-FAU(Y)a Na- FAU(Y) Ba- FAU(Y) Zn- FAU(Y) Na-MOR



Na-MFI



H-MFIb H-MFIc



0 0 0 1.6 0



Ref. 72 72 68 77 77 68 67 67 69 69 69 72 72 68 72 72 75 75 75



a



hfc for 27Al (I = 5/2) = 1.4 mT. hfc for 27Al; Axx = 1.6, Ayy = 1.6 mT, and Azz = unresolved. c hfc for 27Al; Axx = 0.9, Ayy = 0.9 mT, and Azz = unresolved. b



revelation of the aluminum hyperﬁne structure is considered to be due to the interaction of NO with the interstitial aluminum (hydro)oxy cations removed from the framework. Gutsze et al. (75) have also observed hyperﬁne coupling from 27Al on H-MFI. They concluded that the NO molecule was bound to a ‘‘true’’ Lewis site in H-MFI. Such studies on the characterization of Lewis acid sites in zeolites have been vigorously carried out by Po¨ppl et al. using ESR and ENDOR techniques (76). Kasai and Gaura (77) found that the ESR spectrum of NO in Na-LTA consisted of two signals, one due to the NO monomer and the other due to an unusual NO-NO triplet species. Yahiro et al. (71) have recorded Q-band ESR spectra of NO adsorbed on Na-LTA and proposed the precise parameters and the possible structure of NO-NO triplets. The facts that only the NO monomer was detectable when the NO pressure was low, while the triplet became dominant at higher NO pressure, and that the half-ﬁeld signal due to the DMs = 2 transition was detected when the corresponding triplets were observed at the normal ﬁeld of g c 2, secured the assignment of the NO-NO triplet species. The D parameter of zero-ﬁeld splitting depends on the average distance between two radicals, R, according to the relation D = 3gh/(2R3). The values of R evaluated from the experimental D value (331G) were in the range 0.45 nm (71). This unusual NO-NO triplet was observed in the spectra of NO adsorbed on Li-LTA (78) and sulfated zirconia (79). However, ESR measurements provide less information about the exact location and/or the adsorption site of NO-NO triplets in Na-LTA zeolite. Very recently, a pulsed ESR measurement (80) was made that overcame this problem.
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III. REMOVAL OF NO WITHOUT REDUCTANT-CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION A. Catalytic Activity NO decomposition to molecular nitrogen and oxygen (2NO=N2+O2) is the simplest, the most attractive, and the most challenging approach to NOx abatement. Several cationexchanged zeolites have been applied as catalysts for NO decomposition. Iwamoto et al. ﬁrst reported that Cu ions exchanged into the FAU (13) and MFI (15) matrix exhibit unique and stable activity among metal ions exchanged into zeolites (Table 1). In particular, the Cu-MFI having Cu2+/Al > 0.5, of which details will be described in the following section, shows very high decomposition activity (81,82). This result was conﬁrmed by Li and Hall (16). Since such a high catalytic performance of Cu-MFI is observed, it will be brieﬂy introduced at the beginning of this section. Figure 9A shows the temperature dependence of the decomposition reaction over Cu-MFI (81). No deterioration of the Cu-MFI was observed even after 30 h of continuous service. It should ﬁrst be pointed out that there was incomplete conversion of NO to N2 and O2. The remaining nitrogen and oxygen balances were attributed to the formation of NO2; Li et al. (83) indeed conﬁrmed that the reaction of NO with the O2 that is produced yields NO2 both on the catalyst and in the homogeneous phase. Thus, it is clear that CuMFI has the ability to stoichiometrically decompose NO to N2 and O2, although a side reaction does occur. Second, maximal activity was observed around 823–873 K. Optimal temperature depends on the catalyst used and the partial pressure of NO in the feed (84). Several reasons have been proposed for the temperature dependence, but the most important factor is likely the desorption temperature of adsorbed/produced oxygen. Figure 10 shows TPD proﬁles of oxygen from several metal ion-FAU(Y) (85). It is clear that Cu-FAU(Y) desorbs large amounts of oxygen at temperature as low as 773 K, compared with the other metal ion–exchanged FAU(Y). The large desorption peaks of



Fig. 9 Catalytic activity of Cu-MFI for decomposition of NO as a function of temperature (A) and catalytic activity of Cu-MFI (6), Cu-MOR (D), and Cu-FAU (5) as a function of the loading of copper ion (B). (A) Copper exchange level = 143%, NO = 1.0% and W/F = 4.0 gscm1. (B) NO = 4.0 %, temperature = 823 or 873 K, and W/F = 4.0 gscm3 (solid line). NO = 1.0%, temperature = 723 K, and W/F = 4.0 gscm3 (dotted line). (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 81.)
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Fig. 10 TPD chromatograms of oxygen from several transition metal ion–exchanged FAU(Y) zeolites. A, Na-FAU(Y); B, Ni-FAU(Y); C, Mn-FAU(Y); D, Co-FAU(Y); and E, Cu-FAU(Y). (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 85.)



oxygen at low temperature were also observed for Cu-MFI (86). The desorption temperatures agree with the temperature at which the catalytic activities of Cu-zeolites starts. Recently, Ganemi et al. (87) pointed out that the temperature of maximal conversion coincides with the disappearance of surface nitrates, which are presumed to be site blockers for NO decomposition. The decrease in the catalytic activity at higher temperature was not attributable to the deactivation of the catalyst, since the activity did not change when the reaction temperature was raised and lowered stepwise between 773 K and 923 K (82). The change in the adsorption equilibrium of NO or in the properties of copper ions at elevated temperatures is a possible reason for the decreases, and further research is required. The catalytic activities of copper zeolites for NO decomposition are strongly dependent on both zeolite structure and the degrees of Cu loading. Figure 9B displays these trends for various Cu-zeolite catalysts. Clearly Cu-MFI zeolite shows good catalytic activity. Note that the conversion to N2 over Cu-MFI increased even in the region where the Cu/Al ratio is greater than 0.5 (the dotted line in Fig. 9B) (82). Many workers have reported similar results. Although the discovery of exceptionally high activity of the Cu-MFI zeolite with Cu2+/Al > 0.5 for NO decomposition is undoubtedly a milestone in the ﬁeld of catalytic
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deNOx technology, most of the experts believe that the activity of Cu-MFI is not yet suﬃcient in practice. Under real conditions, the catalyst should work in very low NO concentration, high oxygen concentration, and high space velocity. Because of this, modiﬁcation of Cu-MFI or development of new catalytic systems has been studied in order to achieve higher performance in NO decomposition. In the case of zeolites or porous materials, various eﬀorts have been reported. Wichterlova´ et al. (88) have found that Cu-MeAlPO-11s (Me=Mg or Zn) exhibited constant conversion in NO decomposition, and turnover frequency values at 770 K were comparable to those of Cu-MFI with high silica content. Schay et al. (89) found similarity in the catalytic activities of Cu-AITS-1 and Cu-MFI. Addition of a cocation such as Ni and Co (13), Ce (90), and Sm (47) to Cu-zeolites improves the activity for NO decomposition. It has been claimed that Co-MFI zeolite with Co in the framework has considerably higher activity for NO decomposition than Cu-MFI (91), although no data were reported for a continuous-ﬂow system. In the case of metal oxides, Co3O4-based catalysts (92), YBa2Cu3Oy (93), Sr2+-substituted perovskite oxides (94), and Ba/MgO (95) have been reported as candidates for the catalyst. The NO decomposition activity of Pt metal has been established for a long time (96). Recently, the formation of a Tb-nitrate intermediate was observed to be important in NO decomposition over Tb-promoted Pt catalysts (97). The relative catalytic activities of these catalysts are roughly compared in Fig. 11 (decomposition activity is plotted only roughly, since the experimental conditions vary with research group). The ﬁgure indicates that the key components for direct decomposition of NO are Cu and Co, and that their catalytic activities can be improved by addition of precious metal. It has been reported that an increase on the order of one order of magnitude in the turnover frequency could lead to a practical catalyst (98,99). NO decomposition still oﬀers a very attractive approach to NOx removal. However, since any combustion process is going to produce 10–20% water vapor, one must focus on a catalyst that is stable for long times in such wet environments.



Fig. 11 Decomposition activity of various catalysts reported to date. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 98.)
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B. Characterization (and Activity) of Cu-MFI 1. Preparation of ‘‘Overexchanged’’ Cu-MFI Cu-MFI samples having more than 0.5 Cu/Al are considered as nonstoichiometric compounds if the valence of the copper ion is considered to be +2. These samples display high catalytic activity in the NO decomposition reaction as described in the previous section. Such a catalyst is called ‘‘overexchanged’’ Cu-MFI. The overexchanged Cu-MFI is generally prepared by a repeated ion-exchange method using copper nitrate or acetate solutions; however, the mechanism of the overexchange reaction in zeolites has not been fully clariﬁed. Schoonheydt et al. (100) ﬁrst reported the overexchange of Cu-FAU(Y) in a solution of CuCl2 and acetic acid. Iwamoto et al. (101) have proposed the following exchange schemes using MFI zeolite: Cu2þ ðsÞ þ 2Naþ ðzÞ þ H2 O () CuðOHÞþ ðzÞ þ Hþ ðzÞ þ 2Naþ ðsÞ Cu2þ ðsÞ þ Hþ ðzÞ þ H2 O () CuðOHÞþ ðzÞ þ 2Hþ ðsÞ



ð3Þ



where s and z indicate ‘‘in solution’’ and ‘‘in zeolite’’, respectively. Vaylon and Hall (102) and Centi et al. (103) have independently suggested the formation of Cu(OH)+ in MFI. One or more copper hydrates, such as Cu2(OH)3+, Cu(OH)+, Cu2(OH)22+, and Cu3(OH)24+, in which the valence of copper is 2, may take part as the copper source (100,104); further spectroscopic studies on the geometrical structure of copper hydrates in the zeolite matrix are necessary. Two easier methods than repeated ion exchange have been proposed to prepare the overexchanged Cu-MFI. The addition of basic compounds such as NH4OH and Mg(OH)2 into the initial copper solution during ion exchange resulted in excess copper ion loading in a single step (105). When ammonia was used as an additive, the exchange level of copper ion increased incrementally from pH 4 to 9, and above pH 9 all of the copper ions were loaded into MFI zeolite. On the other hand, the extent of conversion of NO increased with increase in pH, attaining a maximum at pH 7.5, and then slightly decreased at higher pH. The catalytic activity for NO decomposition of the overexchanged Cu-MFI prepared at pH 7.5 was comparable with that of overexchanged Cu-MFI prepared by the usual repeated ion-exchange method. An alternative method for preparing overexchanged CuMFI is solid-state ion exchange, which Karge and his coworkers (106) have discovered. When CuCl was mixed mechanically with H-MFI and heated at 573 K, overexchanged Cu-MFI could be prepared in a single step (107). 2. Reaction Mechanism of Catalytic NO Decomposition over Cu-MFI Several excellent reviews (103,108–110) have been published regarding the reaction mechanism of NO decomposition over Cu-zeolites. It is apparent that no general consensus of opinion exists with respect to either the nature of the active site involved or the type of reaction mechanism occurring. The main points of dispute can be summarized as follows: 1. Considerable evidence has been provided to indicate that Cu+ species participate in the reaction (27,54,111–113). On the other hand, the reaction of Cu2+ ion with no contribution of Cu+ has also been postulated (98). In our opinion, however, there is no doubt that the NO decomposition is a redox process. 2. The NO decomposition reaction is promoted on overexchanged Cu-MFI catalysts and this behavior may correlate with the availability of extralattice oxygen (ELO) species. The identity of the ELO is not clear. Iwamoto et al.
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(27,112), Sachtler and coworkers (114,115), and Schmal et al. (116) have proposed that it is of the form Cu2+-O2–-Cu2+, whereas Bell and coworkers (117) have suggested that the ELO is associated with isolated Cu2+ sites and is of the structure Cu2+O or Cu2+O2. More recent investigations (110,118) have supported the presence of Cu2+O or Cu2+O2 species. 3. The mechanism for coupling of nitrogen species to form N2 is a topic of controversy. There are two problems to be solved. First, a signiﬁcant problem is whether the number of copper ions working as the active site is one or two. The other has to do with the type of intermediate: nitrosyl, nitro, nitrate, and dissociatively chemisorbed NO species have all been suggested. The ﬁrst point of the third item will be discussed now in more detail. It was demonstrated that the most active catalysts are those with low Si/Al atomic ratios and with Cu exchange levels in the range of 90–150%. These results have led to two possibilities for copper active sites in Cu-MFI catalysts. One suggestion is that the active site responsible for the high catalytic activity is a unique dimeric Cu species that is stabilized by the zeolite framework (Fig. 12A). Adsorption of NO on this dimeric species to form a cuprous hyponitrite that decomposes to form N2O and then N2 is proposed to be a possible reaction mechanism (27,62,113–115,118–123). The species Cu2+-O2–-Cu2+, Cu+-O2–-Cu2+, and Cu+. . . Cu2+O are suggested (118,120,121) for this. Alternatively, a monomeric Cu site has been suggested as the active site by several researchers (61,107, 117,124,125) (Fig. 12B (103)). Giamello et al. (48) and Spoto et al. (61) have proposed that oxygen released in the transformation of dinitrosyl species remains bound to the surface and preferentially reacts with a NO molecule to form nitrite/nitrate species. Valyon and Hall (28,126) assume that a Cu+ dinitrosyl complex decomposes, via a hyponitrite intermediate, to Cu2+ ions, nitrous oxide, and extralattice oxygen ion. Although Cu+(NO)2 has been proposed as a precursor for N2O formation in the studies, the lack of correlation between Cu+(NO)2 and N2 formation (127) was reported and also ﬁrst principles of quantum mechanical calculations (59) suggest that Cu+(NO)2 is not formed under reaction conditions. Thus, Cu+(NO)2 as a precursor would be ruled out. The Cu2+O or Cu2+O2 species may form on the overexchanged Cu-MFI and act as the active sites (125). Detailed characterization of Cu-zeolites has been carried out by Wichterlova´ and coworkers (51,128,129), Kuroda and coworkers (104,130,131), and other researchers (132,133) in the hopes of solving the above controversial reaction mechanism. For example, very recently the locations of Cu+ ions are proposed on the basis of experimental (129) and theoretical (132) studies, and their conclusions are in good agreement with each other. In addition, Kuroda et al. have claimed that zeolite having an appropriate Si/Al ratio, in which it is possible for the copper ions to exist as dimer species, may provide the key to the redox cycle of copper ion as well as catalysis in NO decomposition (131). This conclusion coincides with the results of theoretical calculation (133) in which bent Cu-Ox-Cu structures are found in Cu-MFI, and these are suggested to be the part of a catalytic cycle. IV. REMOVAL OF NO WITH REDUCTANT A. Continuous Reduction of NO, Oxygen, and Hydrocarbon Mixtures (HC-SCR) 1.



Development of HC-SCR and Outline of Zeolite Catalytic Performance



Cu-MFI is the most active catalyst for the decomposition of NO. However, the activity greatly decreases in the presence of excess oxygen, water vapor, and SO2, as mentioned
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Fig. 12 Proposed mechanism for NO decomposition. Details are described in Sec. III.B.2.
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in the previous section. The reduction of NO under such conditions can be accomplished by using hydrocarbons as reducing agents, which preferentially react with NO rather than oxygen. This process, selective catalytic reduction of NO with hydrocarbons in an oxidizing atmosphere (HC-SCR), was ﬁrst reported over Cu-MFI in 1990 (17). The distinguishing characteristic of this new technology is that the presence of oxygen is indispensable for the progress of the reduction of NO. This new selective reduction of NO proceeds even in the presence of excess O2 and has the possibility to overcome the disadvantages of the present reduction systems, NH3-SCR, and the threeway catalytic system. Several reviews (14,134) have already summarized the progress of HC-SCR up to 1996. Many catalysts have since been reported as active in HC-SCR. Some zeolite-based catalysts show high initial activities with either hydrocarbons or ammonia as reducing agents. A few examples are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 13. So far, however, the hydrothermal stability of zeolite catalysts appears to be limited. Hydrothermal deactivation can have several causes, such as structural collapse, dealumination, agglomeration of active cations to small oxide islands, and migration of the cations to inaccessible sites. As the stability is of major importance for applications, improvement of zeolite catalysts will have to include stability as well as initial activity. Alumina, some solid acids, and composite metal oxides have also been reported as active catalysts. In the case of metal oxide catalysts, the reaction rates are not suﬃcient, which means that a large reactor or low gas hourly space velocity is needed in practice. As expected, all of the catalytic activities have been measured under the unique experimental conditions of the respective researchers. The hydrocarbons used, the con-



Fig. 13 Temperature dependence of catalytic activities of various cation-exchanged MFI zeolites. 6, Cu-MFI-102; ., Co-MFI-90; n, Zn-MFI-96; E, H-MFI-100; 5, Ag-MFI-90; D, Na-MFI-100. Catalyst weight = 0.5 g, NO = 1000 ppm, C2H4 = 250 ppm, O2 = 2%, total ﬂow rate = 150 cm3 min1. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 14.)
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centrations of the respective reactants, the space velocity, the shape of the reactor, and the pretreatment of the catalyst can all inﬂuence the reaction results and, therefore, the apparent catalytic activities. For example, we can employ ethene as reductant and probably obtain good results when we use a catalyst with high performance for hydrocarbon oxidation, while the use of propene could be recommended for the catalysts with low oxidation power. With the catalysts not so active for hydrocarbon oxidation, use of a low space velocity will promote high conversion of hydrocarbons and NOx. The molar ratio of NOx and hydrocarbons also aﬀects the catalytic activity for deNOx reaction. With all this in mind, the many results reported are plotted in one ﬁgure to reveal general features of HC-SCR (14). In Fig. 14, diﬀerences in experimental conditions are not taken into account at all. Open circles, closed circles, and triangles correspond roughly to precious metals, microporous materials, and metal oxides, though there are many combined catalysts. The active temperature regions of catalysts clearly depend on the type of active centers. Precious metal catalysts are active at the lowest temperatures, transition metal ion–exchanged zeolites work at the middle-temperature region, and the active temperatures of metal oxide catalysts are the highest. Figure 14 also indicates that the active components are Pt, Cu, Co, Fe, Ag, In, Ga, Sn, and so on, and that the supports used are frequently zeolites and alumina. This author’s assumption is that practical applications are more likely to be realized using precious metal–, Cu-, Co-, or Fecontaining catalysts. For lack of space, Cu and Fe will be reviewed here in more detail, and the reader is referred to the literature regarding investigations on Pt (135), Pd (136),



Fig. 14 Reduction activity of various catalysts reported to date. Open and closed circles and triangles roughly correspond to precious metals, microporous materials, and metal oxides. Changes in catalytic activity resulting from diﬀerences in experimental conditions have not been taken into account. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 98.)
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Rh (137), Ag (138), and Co (139); the catalytic performance of other metal-containing zeolites is covered in an excellent review (140). When we consider practical application of the present HC-SCR method, probably the best way will be the simultaneous abatement of NOx and hydrocarbons on one catalyst bed in a continuous ﬂow. The second best method would be the separation of oxidation of NO to NO2 and reduction of NO2 with hydrocarbons. These methods are discussed in the next two sections, respectively. 2. Copper Ion ^ Exchanged MFI Zeolites The catalytic activity of Cu-MFI for the selective reduction of NO with C2H4 is shown in Fig. 15A as a function of reaction temperature (141). The temperature at which conversion to N2 reaches its maximal value corresponds to the temperature at which hydrocarbon oxidation is complete. At higher temperatures, conversion to N2 decreases probably due to the more rapid oxidation of hydrocarbon with oxygen. It should be noted that the active temperature region of HC-SCR is lower than that of NO decomposition. The catalytic activities for HC-SCR have been compared for samples prepared by diﬀerent methods: mechanical mixture and ion exchange (142). Cu-MFI prepared from the mechanical mixture of H-MFI and CuCl2, followed by heating at 673 K, gives comparable activity at 600–800 K to a sample prepared by a conventional ion-exchange method. Figure 15B shows the maximal catalytic activity of three catalysts—Cu-MFI, CuMOR, and Cu-FAU(Y)—as a function of copper loading (143). On Cu-MFI and Cu-MOR catalysts, catalytic activities increase with Cu-exchange levels up to maxima at 80–100%, respectively, and then gradually decrease. This means that when too much copper is incorporated into zeolite, the eﬃciency of the catalyst tends to drop. This is probably because the oxidation activity for hydrocarbons is too high. This dependency is in contrast with the activity of Cu-MFI for NO decomposition, which increased even above the 100%



Fig. 15 (A)Temperature dependence of catalytic activity of Cu-MFI for selective catalytic reduction of NO with C2H4. Copper exchange level = 137%, NO = 1000 ppm, C2H4 = 250 ppm, O2 = 2%, and W/F = 0.2 gscm1. (B) Catalytic activity of Cu-MFI (6), Cu-MOR (D), and CuFAU (5) for selective catalytic reduction of NO. NO = 880 ppm, C3H6 = 800 ppm, O2 = 4%, W/F = 0.12 gscm3. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 141.)
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exchange level. On the other hand, the catalytic activity of Cu-FAU(Y) was almost constant independent of the degree of copper loading. Cu-BEA zeolite was also reported to show excellent activity (144,145). The activity of Cu-MFI increases with increasing SiO2/ Al2O3 ratio when the catalysts have similar copper loading (146). Many hydrocarbons have been examined as reductants. On Cu-zeolites, most of the hydrocarbons tested were more or less active, although methane was not eﬀective for the SCR reaction. Later, Co- (147), Ga- (148), In- (148), and Pd-zeolites (149) were proposed to be potential candidates for the catalyst in the CH4-SCR reaction. The eﬃciency of NO removal is also dependent on the gas composition and the gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) (109). The hydrocarbons in diesel exhausts are better reductants than the trial mixtures used in laboratories, which is probably due to a higher concentration of hydrocarbon radicals in real exhausts (150). It is noteworthy that HCSCR over Cu-MFI was not signiﬁcantly inhibited by SO2 (151), which is favorable for practical application. Despite all of these positive results, Cu-zeolites in various catalytic reactions, including NO reduction, have two critical problems. One is that they are very sensitive to poisoning with H2O. There are two kinds of suppression/deactivation: (a) fully reversible suppression by short exposure of the catalyst to water vapor, and (b) irreversible deactivation after the long-term service of the catalyst at high temperature in water vapor. When Cu-MFI was applied to actual diesel engine exhaust for a short time, it gave high N2 conversions (150). Cu-SAPO-34 (152) and Cu-IM5 (153) catalysts showed higher durability in water than Cu-MFI. Deactivation correlates with the low thermal stability of zeolite lattice; treating the Cu-MFI catalyst at or above 823 K results in a deactivation even under dry conditions (154). The mechanism for gradual deactivation under relatively mild conditions has not been identiﬁed. Formation of CuO particles (154) or clusters (155,156) and migration of Cu2+ ion into inert sites (157,158) have been suggested as the causes. Fresh Cu-MFI samples pretreated at 673–773 K usually show two types of ESR signals with gz = 2.31–2.33 and Az = 140–155 G (CuA), and gz = 2.27–2.29 and Az = 155–175 G (CuB). The spectra have been assigned to the Cu2+ species in square-pyramidal and square-planar coordinations, respectively. A few research groups (157–159) have independently reported that the treatment of Cu-MFI at 1073 K causes the elimination of the CuA and CuB species, the formation of new CuC species with gz = 2.30–2.32 and Az = 155–160 G, and the simultaneous dealumination of the zeolite lattice. It has been suggested that dealumination brings about the change in location of Cu ions and the resulting migration of Cu ions to inert sites is the origin of the deactivation under the mild conditions (158,159). On the other hand, Tabata et al. (155) have not found any evidence for dealumination under similar conditions but did observe the formation of Cu- - -Cu bonds by EXAFS. Therefore, the formation of CuO clusters is suggested for the deactivation. There is another report (156) in which CuAl2O4 formation is associated with the deactivation. Iwamoto et al. (160) have independently compared ESR, IR, X-ray diﬀraction (XRD), and 27Al magic angle spinning NMR (MASNMR) spectra and the surface areas of the hydrothermally treated Cu-MFI with those of a fresh sample. The results indicate that the migration of Cu ions to inert sites without dealumination causes deactivation and that zeolite lattice changes occur under more severe reaction conditions. There are many reports for improvement of the stability of Cu-MFI. Cucontaining silicate has been reported to show better stability than Cu-MFI (161). The coloading of La or Ce (90,162), Cr (163), or P (164) has stabilized the catalytic activity of Cu-MFI. In particular, the addition of P was very eﬀective. A Cu-P-MFI catalyst
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treated at 923 K for 50 h in water vapor possesses reduction activity at higher temperatures. The addition of Ca onto the Cu-P zeolite was reported to be eﬀective for the further improvement of durability. At present, two types of reaction mechanisms have been suggested for the role of hydrocarbons. Some research groups have proposed that no direct interaction between hydrocarbons and NO is required (161,165). In this mechanism, decomposition of NO proceeds ﬁrst to yield N2 and surface oxygen species, and then the hydrocarbons clean up the surface oxygen adsorbates. Alternatively, the hydrocarbon-O2 mixture reduces the active sites for NO decomposition reaction, which occurs by a redox mechanism. Other researchers have claimed the direct interaction between hydrocarbons and NO (or NOx) on the catalysts (33,49,166,167). In this view, carbonaceous deposits, partially oxidized hydrocarbons, hydrocarbons themselves, or ammonia are postulated as the active species, and NO, NO2, N2O3, and NO3 are proposed as the reactive nitrogen oxides. The latter mechanism is promising on Cu-MFI. Many types of reaction mechanisms have been suggested on Cu-zeolites, the majority of which are still controversial. It is important for this research to note whether the data are obtained on overexchanged or on low-exchanged Cu-MFI (166). For example, some types of adsorbed NO are observed on overexchanged ones, while nitrosyl and nitrite-nitrate adsorbates were found on low-exchanged ones. The behavior of some surface N–containing intermediates such as nitrosopropane (168) is highly dependent on the exchange level of copper and the state of the catalysts. The role of N-containing surface species in HC-SCR has been summarized recently by Sachtler and coworkers (169). 3. Iron Ion ^ Exchanged MFI Zeolites Numerous zeolite-based catalysts show promising activities for the reduction of nitrogen oxides with hydrocarbons but have not yet been commercialized for this purpose, except for Co-BEA zeolite. This is due to a lack of long-term stability, especially in the presence of sulfur dioxide and water vapor. Recent results indicate that iron ion–exchanged MFI zeolites exhibit remarkable stability under realistic oﬀ-gas conditions. Feng and Hall (170,171) reported a very high and stable catalytic activity for the reduction of NO with isobutane at 723 K in the presence of 20% H2O and 150 ppm SO2. Although the very high catalytic activities could not be reproduced by other groups (172–174) or by themselves (175), Chen and Sachtler clearly demonstrated that the high activity under wet conditions continues for at least 100 h at 623 K (173) and that activities decrease in the order FeBEA>Fe-MFI>>Fe-FER>Fe-MORcFe-FAU(Y) (176). The problem concerning reproducibility of active catalysts is attributed to the diﬃculty of zeolite preparation containing unstable Fe2+ ions, per the following discussion. Active Fe-MFI catalysts described thus far have been obtained under anaerobic conditions. This is because Fe2+ ions are easily oxidized in aqueous medium giving rise to iron hydroxide species (177). In the ﬁrst report, iron oxalate was used in a glass apparatus with separate supplies of zeolite and iron salt under nitrogen atmosphere until the Fe/Al atomic ratio reached 1.0. However, Chen and Sachtler (172) could not achieve such a high degree of ion exchange in their attempt to reproduce the results. A better way to introduce iron was found to be the sublimation of a volatile iron salt, FeCl3, into the hydrogen form of the parent zeolite under inert atmosphere (172,173). Pophal et al. (178) employed iron sulfate during aqueous ion exchange at 323 K under N2. On the other hand, Ko¨gel et al. have used the solid-state ion-exchange procedure (106,179,180) to prepare iron-exchanged MFI zeolites in air (174,181). This method, using FeCl2 4H2O in air, would be useful for the preparation of practical Fe-zeolites catalysts.
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The activity of Fe-MFI can be improved by the addition of La (173). In particular, the activity at higher temperatures is vastly increased and the temperature window of Fe-MFI is wider. Recently, 10-h exposure of Fe-MFI, prepared by sublimation of iron chloride, to wet exhaust gas at 873 K was reported to cause severe deactivation of the catalyst (182). This temperature is too high for maintaining the zeolite structure. It was suggested that the second sublimation brings about an improvement in the stability of the Fe-MFI catalyst, though its deNOx activity decreases. The state of Fe dispersion in Fe-MFI was investigated by means of IR, TPD, and TPR. For samples with an Fe/Al ratio less than 0.56, Fe exchanges with Brønsted acid protons on a 1:1 basis, while higher weight loadings of Fe result in the formation of small particles of FeOx (183) or dispersed Fe oxide clusters (184). For Fe/Al106 s). Motional eﬀects on the spectra become pronounced with increasing temperature, resulting in essentially an isotropic and equally spaced hyperﬁne triplet. The lineshape simulations were done by adopting the Brownian rotational diﬀusion model in order to evaluate the associated _ (average) rotational correlation time, sR, and its degree of anisotropy, N = sRO/sR?. It _ was found that the value of sR decreased from 1.7  109 (230 K) to 7.5  1010 s (325 K) with increasing temperature, and that N was very close to 1 (N = 1.25) in the motional narrowing region. The Arrhenius plots gave 5.9 kJ mol1 for the activation energy, which was evaluated for the nearly isotropic rotational diﬀusion of NO2 in NaFAU(X) zeolite. The ESR lineshapes of NO2 adsorbed on Na-MOR and Na-MFI cannot be simulated adequately using the Brownian rotational diﬀusion model (212,213). Instead, the best agreement with the experimental lineshapes are obtained with a Heisenberg type of spin exchange. Therefore, the main cause for the reversible spectral change with temperature is due to the Heisenberg type of exchange. This conclusion agrees with the observation that spectral resolution is lower in samples exposed to high NO2 pressure (13.3 kPa) than those exposed to low pressure (0.13–1.33 kPa). Rotational diﬀusion may occur to some extent but its eﬀect on the lineshapes is hidden by the dominating exchange interaction. Recently, analysis utilizing the Heisenberg spin exchange model was improved by adopting a rate distribution (214). The dynamics of NO2 is strongly dependent on the type of zeolite (215), Si/Al ratio (213), and type of cation (216). The temperatures at which the rigid limit spectra were observed were dependent on the type of zeolite channel structure as: MFI ( MOR (215). From this order the following can be concluded: (a) the rate is faster in multiple-channel structural zeolites (MFI, BEA, and FER) than in the single-channel zeolites (LTL and MOR), and (b) in zeolites of similar channel structure, the exchange rate is proportional to the channel size. Provided that the order prevails also at high temperature, this indicates that NO removal in zeolites may be a diﬀusion-controlled reaction. Unfortunately, a study dealing with NO2 diﬀusion was not applied for the catalysts active for NO reduction, such as Cu-MFI and transition metal ion–exchanged zeolite. However, it is expected that it will be done in the near future. VI. CONCLUSIONS In this chapter, the removal of nitrogen monoxide over metal ion–exchanged zeolites is introduced. It is widely accepted that copper zeolites show the best catalytic activity for NO decomposition, and that they are useful models for investigation of the fundamental aspects of the interaction chemistry and surface transformation of nitrogen oxides. The discovery of HC-SCR over copper zeolites has been one of the major developments in ‘‘environmental catalysis’’ in the last century. In general, environmental catalysts, have to work under severe conditions, wide temperature ranges, high space velocities, low concentrations of target materials, high concentrations of coexisting gases and poisons, and considerable changes in the reaction conditions. Therefore, environmental catalysts must have very high activities, selectivities, and durabilities. We expect much progress in the near future, both with respect to the development of
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environmentally benign technology and in the scientiﬁc understanding of the catalytic action of deNOx.
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Urgent requirements exist in nuclear related industries for the development of higheﬃciency processes for waste gas treatment. While mainly distillation and absorption methods have been used in the past, adsorption processes have recently begun to be adopted. A summary of waste gas treatment processes that feature adsorption are shown in Table 1 (with Refs. 1–7). From the process point of view, temperature swing adsorption (TSA) and pressure swing adsorption (PSA) have contributed greatly to the development of gas separation methods (8). In TSA, adsorption of weak adsorbates occurs at a lower temperature with subsequent desorption at a higher temperature. In PSA, adsorption of weak adsorbates occurs at higher pressures and is followed by desorption at a lower pressure. In terms of adsorbents, performance improvements of zeolites and activated carbons are important. This chapter provides a speciﬁc example of zeolite application, i.e., xenon puriﬁcation using vacuum pressure swing adsorption (VPSA), which delivers the lowest energy consumption among various PSA operations. II.



WASTE GAS TREATMENT PROCESSES



A.



Xenon Purification from Radioactive Krypton



1. Introduction Xenon is an inert gas that is important in industrial applications such as seal gases for electric discharge lamps, contrast media for medical treatment, and working ﬂuids for gas turbines and ionic propulsion. Since air contains 0.1 ppm xenon, the conventional process for producing xenon is through cryogenic separation as a byproduct of oxygen and nitrogen production (9). Because trace recovery of xenon from air is very expensive, its use is currently limited to specialty purposes, despite xenon’s unique and remarkable properties. However, large amounts of xenon are released as ﬁssion products from the dissolving process of spent nuclear fuel (10). When radioactive krypton (Kr-85) is removed using cryogenic separation, xenon is enriched up to 99 vol %, as shown in Fig. 1 (9). Nevertheless, because this
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Table 1 Waste Gas Treatment Processes Featuring Adsorption on Zeolites Application Iodine removal from lightwater reactors and reprocessing facilities Iodine ﬁxation for longterm storage Krypton removal from reprocessing facilities Xenon puriﬁcation at reprocessing facilities NOx removal and recovery from reprocessing facilities Tritium removal NOx, ozone removal from accelerator



Process



Type of zeolite



Present status



Iodine removal



Ag-X Ag-mordenite



Commercialized



1,2



Iodine ﬁxation



R&D stage



3



R&D stage



4,5,21



PSA



Iodine adsorbed zeolite/apatite Ag-dealuminated natural mordenite Na-X



R&D stage



6



TSA, PSA



Silicalite



R&D stage



7



TSA, ﬁxation Adsorptive reactor



Na-A Silicalite



R&D stage Commercialized



22 17



TSA, PSA



Ref.



xenon contains a small amount of Kr-85, the radioactive level of which is higher than permissible, it cannot be used in general industrial applications. If an appropriate Kr-85 removal technique could be developed, the xenon supply situation would be greatly improved. Accordingly, Kr-85 removal from xenon-enriched gas has been studied, and PSA has been identiﬁed as one of the most likely candidate processes (13). This is because of the priorities placed on high levels of decontamination, the practicality of remote operation, and the release of almost no radioactive waste. Low-temperature experimentation to purify xenon using TSA was studied in the 1980s (11), and high-temperature experimentation featuring PSA was conducted recently



Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of radioactive oﬀ-gas treatment. (From Ref. 9.)
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(13). In this chapter, adsorbent selection, a schematic illustration, and design performance are introduced, along with other relevant topics. 2. Adsorbent Selection In a xenon–krypton binary system, the amount of xenon adsorbed on any kind of zeolite is commonly greater than that of krypton at the equilibrium condition. The greater the xenon separation factor ax, the more preferable the xenon adsorbent for PSA. Here, the separation factor ax is deﬁned by Equation (1): ax ¼ ðqx =Cx Þ=ðqk =Ck Þ



ð1Þ



where q is the amount adsorbed at the equilibrium condition, C is the adsorbate concentration, x is xenon, and k is krypton (6). As shown in Fig. 2a, the sequence of the amount of xenon adsorbed (from greater to smaller) is Na-X type zeolite (Na-X), Ca-X type zeolite (Ca-X) > Ca-A type zeolite (Ca-A) > Na-mordenite. Also, as shown in Fig. 2b, in the region of higher krypton concentration, the sequence of the amount of krypton adsorbed is the same sequence as for xenon. In the region of lower concentration, however, the sequence changes to Ca-A > Ca-X > Namordenite, Na-X. For xenon adsorbent, given the desirability of a larger amount of adsorbed xenon and a smaller amount of krypton (resulting in the higher xenon separation factor ax shown in Fig. 2c), Na-X is deemed to be the most suitable adsorbent for xenon puriﬁcation using PSA (6). The amount of dynamically absorbed xenon qx on Na-X reaches its maximal value at room temperature, and decreases at both lower and higher temperatures. Since the amount of adsorbed xenon increases at lower temperatures at the equilibrium condition, the xenon adsorption rate is considered to decrease at lower temperatures. With respect to the xenon separation factor ax, since Ca-X is capable of maintaining a higher value, Na-X and Ca-A exhibit maximal values at room temperature. Although the xenon separation factor ax under binary conditions is one of the most important criteria in selecting the adsorbent for PSA-xenon puriﬁcation, it has a tendency when measured under binary conditions to give a diﬀerent value from that assumed under the monocomponent conditions of xenon and krypton. Thus, if possible, direct measurement of the xenon separation factor under binary conditions is desirable. 3. Xenon Purification PSA a.



Single-Stage Apparatus



The authors have designed, manufactured, and tested a xenon puriﬁcation apparatus that features single-stage VPSA at the bench scale (6); a schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment, following the adsorption of xenon by means of a xenon adsorption tower in the xenon–krypton binary system, coadsorbed krypton is purged with the parallel ﬂow of the product xenon from the bottom of the tower, prior to desorption for the recovery of the enriched (or decontaminated) xenon. The cold test (using natural krypton) has been completed, and a hot test (using radioactive krypton) is planned. b.



Xenon Puriﬁcation Performance



Impurity removal at the adsorption stage has been widely used for water vapor removal, hydrogen puriﬁcation, oxygen production (removal of nitrogen), solvent recovery, etc. Particularly in the case of PSA-hydrogen puriﬁcation, impurities of 10 vol % can be easily removed to a level of less than 1 ppm. On the other hand, the above-mentioned parallel
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Fig. 2 (A) Kr concentration and Xe adsorbed amount, (B) Kr concentration and Kr adsorbed amount, and (C) Kr concentration and Xe separation factor (all under Kr-Xe binary conditions). (From Ref. 6.)



Fig. 3 Kr enrichment with a parallel purge at a description stage. (From Ref. 6.)
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Fig. 4



Schematic illustration of PSA xenon puriﬁcation process. (From Ref. 6.)



ﬂow purge process is used for the enrichment of adsorbates such as in CO recovery, nitrogen production using nitrogen adsorbent, CO2 recovery, and SO2 recovery.



In the case of xenon puriﬁcation in a xenon–krypton binary system (krypton concentration of 1–10,000 ppm), since the xenon separation factor ax of Na-X is 6, it was conﬁrmed that the maximal krypton decontamination factor reaches 103 at a purge ratio of 70% and 104 at a purge ratio of 80%. The purge ratio R is deﬁned by Eqs. (2) and (3). R ¼ ½parallel purge ﬂow rate=½desorption gas rate



ð2Þ



½Product gas rate ¼ ½desorption gas rate  ½parallel purge flow rate



ð3Þ



Based on the experimental results of the single stage xenon puriﬁcation unit, the actual xenon puriﬁcation process, featuring a cascade enrichment system, can be designed. According to our assumptions, radioactive krypton (106 Bq/cm3) can be removed to a natural level (1019 Bq/cm3) using a VPSA-xenon enrichment process with three stages. A schematic illustration of the cascade xenon enrichment system (6) is shown in Fig. 4. Speciﬁc electric power consumption for the removal of radioactive krypton is assumed to be 5.5 kWh/m3 N, which would purify xenon at an extremely low-energy cost in comparison with the current market price of xenon. The loading capacity [recovered gas rate (m3 N/h) per ton of xenon adsorbent] to purify xenon is estimated to be 200–240 m3 N h1 ton1 for each stage. The features of the VPSA–xenon process described above can be summarized as follows: 1. As the only inputs are electricity and cooling water, very little radioactive waste is generated. 2. The decontamination factor for each stage is very high. 3. The system is automatically operated. VPSA-xenon is therefore one of the most suitable processes for the removal of radioactive krypton, which requires a high decontamination factor in the trace amount region. B.



Radioactive Iodine (I-129) Fixation to Zeolite Dispersed with Apatites



1. Introduction Although there is the probability of emissions of trace amounts of short half-life radioactive iodine from light-water reactors (LWRs), they are removed by the activated carbon
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adsorption bed known as a charcoal ﬁlter. This iodine adsorption is mainly used for a decay of the short half-life radioactive iodine to below the permissible radioactivity level to extend the residence time of the iodines in the charcoal ﬁlter. This ﬁlter serves to remove the short half-life radioactive iodine but is not suﬃciently functional to remove long halflife iodine I-129. Because of its long half-life (17 million years) and the low retardation eﬀect expected by engineered and natural barriers, I-129 is the most inﬂuential nuclide for exposure dose evaluation in TRU waste disposal. For the removal of I-129 from reprocessing facilities with a high removal ratio [decontamination factor (DF) > 100] and stable ﬁxation, inorganic porous media containing Ag, such as Ag-X type zeolite (Ag-X), Ag-mordenite, and Ag-silica gel (Ag-S), have been used (1,2). In particular, as the amount of irreversibly adsorbed iodine on zeolites is substantial, use of such zeolites has recently been on the increase. Although studies have demonstrated the ﬁxation of I-129 for long periods with (a) glass (12), (b) copper (19), (c) sodalite (14), etc., there is no technology that currently satisﬁes the requirements posed by extremely long-term storage of more than 1 million years. In this chapter, iodine ﬁxation using a hot press of the iodine–adsorbed zeolite that is dispersed into an apatite matrix is introduced. 2. Iodine Adsorption on Zeolite For iodine removal with a high DF value (DF > 100) in the oﬀ-gas of reprocessing facilities, a large amount of adsorbed iodine and strong irreversibility are required (3). The amounts of adsorbed iodine corresponding to (a) Na-X type zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3 ratio 2.5), (b) Ca-X type zeolite, (c) Ag-Na-X type zeolite, (d) Ag-Ca-A type zeolite, (e) ALPO, and



Fig. 5 Iodine adsorbed amount on zeolites; adsorption temperature 298K, I2 concentration 1,000 ppm (no water vapor). (From Ref. 3.)
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(f ) SAPO are shown in Fig. 5 (3). Because the Ag ion is exchanged into the zeolite, the irreversibility of the iodine adsorption increases greatly. Upon Ag ion exchange and I adsorption, it is assumed that Ag-I bonds are formed inside the zeolite crystal. Ag-X and Ag-Z have been used as iodine adsorbents at reprocessing facilities. AgNa-A zeolite, in which the diameter of the pore window is smaller than that of the iodine molecule, shows little adsorbed iodine uptake. This is because, for Na-A, the Na ions block the eight-membered ring windows and the entry is restricted to 4 A˚. On the other hand, a Ca-A zeolite with 20% of the Ca ions exchanged with Ag ions (Ag-Ca-A) has a large amount of irreversibly adsorbed iodine. Upon exchange of the Na ions by Ca ions, the zeolite pore opening widens to 5 A˚. This is because the Na ions, which were located at the windows, are now gone and the Ca ions are located within the zeolite cages (not blocking the window). Zeolites take up twice as much Na as Ca. Upon exchange of Na ions with Ca ions, the accessible window diameter is larger than the molecular diameter of iodine (I2), and iodine penetrates into the zeolite and is strongly adsorbed at the active Ag ion adsorption site. ALPO and SAPO display no irreversible adsorption of iodine. Although these adsorbents cannot be used for iodine ﬁxation, they are expected to be useful as PSA-iodine adsorbents. 3. Apatite Matrix Formation Inorganic porous media that are used for radioactive iodine removal need to be stored indeﬁnitely. Given that extremely long-term storage technology has not been established, several processes are being studied. For long-term storage, the basic requirements for economical storage are as follows: (a) the ﬁxation body shows extremely low solubility in contact with ground water for more than 1 million years, and (b) the ﬁxation body contains a substantial amount of iodine. The ﬁxation bodies currently being studied, such as glass, cement, copper, apatite, and sodalite, cannot satisfy these two conditions. Although



Fig. 6 Calculated solubility of ﬂuorapatite [Ca5(PO4)3F] in 0.01 molal NaCl at 25jC and 1 bar. (From Ref. 20.)
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Fig. 7



Concept of multilayered distributed waste form for I-129. (From Ref. 3.)



Ag-exchanged zeolite shows a large amount of adsorbed iodine, it releases iodine after relatively brief contact with water. On the other hand, ﬂuoroapatite (FAP) exhibits an extremely low solubility, as shown in Fig. 6 (20). FAP is therefore one of the leading candidates for the matrix material (15). For forming, an iodine-adsorbed zeolite crystal is dispersed into FAP powder and compressed at 200 kg/cm2. The formed medium is calcined at 1200 K for about 10 min by means of spark plasma sintering, allowing the removal of micropores and the formation of a highdensity iodine ﬁxation material (95% or greater) without a loss of adsorbed iodine. As this iodine ﬁxation medium contains FAP, which is among the lowest solubility inorganic compounds in existence and is used for the matrix material, iodine can be expected to remain ﬁxed for a few million years. A conceptual illustration of the iodine ﬁxation body featuring FAP is shown in Fig. 7 (3). The ﬁxation conditions of the iodine-adsorbed zeolite dispersed into FAP and the speciﬁcations of the ﬁxation body are shown in Table 2. C.



NOx and Ozone Removal from Accelerator Work Areas Using High-Silica Zeolite



1. Introduction NOx and ozone, which are generated by h and g rays leaked from accelerators, must be removed from the immediate work area in order to maintain the local environment (16).



Table 2



Speciﬁcation of Fixation Body



Adsorbent Matrix Iodine adsorbed amount Adsorbent/matrix ratio (w/w) Foaming process Foaming pressure Foaming temperature Density of ﬁxation body Void ratio of ﬁxation body Source: Ref. 2.
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Ag-X, Ag-Z, Ag-Ca-A FAP 42 g–I2/100 g-ads. 20:80 SPS 50–90 MPa 1100–1400 K 3.2 g/cm3 Rb>K>Na Li for



Fig. 11 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ag-Na-Y system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Ags+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 5.)
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Fig. 12 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Tl-Na-Y system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Tls+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 5.)



Fig. 13 The framework structure of synthetic faujasite. (From Ref. 44.)
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zeolites X and Y. This is the selectivity series we would expect if the mobile, hydrated ions in the large cages are replaced. At 50–60% exchange the selectivity series that is observed for zeolites X and Y are Na >K>Rb H Cs H Li and Cs>Rb>K>Na H Li. The selectivity series of zeolite X can best be accounted for by the exchange of ions located in the large cages but near to, and coordinated to, framework oxygen atoms of the 6-rings. Thus, except for Li+ ions, the ion selectivity decreases with increasing ionic radius because bare, or partially bare, ions must interact with framework oxygen atoms. Li+ is an exception because of its high hydration energy (15). In terms of this model, all of the ions in the large cages of zeolite Y are hydrated and not sited because the selectivity for ions at 50–60% loading decreases with increasing ionic size and hydration energy (15). This picture is consistent with the numbers of water molecules and ions in zeolites X and Y. A unit cell of zeolite X contains 270 water molecules. Most of this water is in the large cages together with 69 cations. The numbers tell us that not all of the alkali metal cations can be fully hydrated, and X-ray crystallographic data conﬁrm this conclusion (14). A unit cell of zeolite Y contains almost the same number of water molecules as zeolite X but contains only 34 alkali metal cations in the large cages. These cations can be fully hydrated and behave that way from an ion-exchange point of view. Silver and thallium (I) do not ﬁt into a selectivity series based on crystal radii or hydration energy. These cations are very polarizable because of their electronic structure. They are highly polarized by the strong electric ﬁelds within zeolites and are very tightly bound to the anionic framework. Thus, the isotherms for Ag+ and Tl+ exchange of Na+ in zeolites X and Y shown in Figs. 5, 6, 11, and 12 fall well above the unit selectivity line. Tl+ exchange in NaY looks anomalous because only 68% loading of Tl+ was achieved in zeolite Y whereas 100% loading of zeolite X is achieved. According to Pauling (15), the crystal radius of Tl+ is 1.40 A˚, which is too large to ﬁt through the 2.5-A˚-diameter window between the supercage and the sodalite cage. However, the cation is polarizable. It probably does not ﬁt through the 6-ring at 25jC because of the contraction in the size of the unit cell as the SAR move changes from 2.56 for zeolite X to 5.6 for zeolite Y. For all of the univalent ions studied, the selectivity series for zeolites X and Y at low loadings is AgHTl(I)>Cs>Rb>K>Na Li. Studies of alkylammonium ion exchange of zeolites NaX and NaY (19) support the hypothesis that complete replacement of Na+ by Rb+ and Cs+ ions in the large cage of zeolite X is not possible due to the large volume of these cations—a crowding eﬀect. This study showed that in ion exchange involving alkylammonium ions the maximal extent of exchange decreases with increasing molecular weight. This result is consistent with the volume requirements of the incoming organic cations. B.



Di-Univalent Ion Exchange



A comprehensive study of alkaline earth ion exchange in zeolites X and Y over the temperature range of 5j–50jC was made by Sherry (7). Barrer et al. reported on alkaline earth ion exchange of zeolite X at 25jC (10). Barrer et al. reported on zeolite Y at 25jC (8). The ion-exchange isotherms for Ca2+, Sr2+, and Ba2+ ion exchange of zeolites X and Y at 0.1 total normality of chloride solution, taken from Sherry (7), are presented in Figs. 14–24. These isotherms show that 100% exchange is not achieved in all cases. Complete exchange of NaX was achieved by Ca2+ and Sr2+ at 25jC and 50jC (Figs. 14–17) and with Ba2+ at 50jC (Fig. 19). The solid line in Fig. 14 is a Ca2+-Na+ ion exchange isotherm obtained using 1 h of exchange time at 25jC. It shows that only 82% exchange occurs at short contact times. Sherry (7) reported that at 5jC and 25jC when
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Fig. 14 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ca-Na-X system at 25jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



a 1000-fold excess of Ba2+ is used only 82% of the Na+ can be replaced from NaX over 4 weeks. Only 68% of the Na+ in NaY can be replaced by Ca2+, Sr2+, or Ba2+ ions in a reasonable time (Figs. 20–24) at temperatures up to 50jC. The inability of Ba2+ to exchange the Na+ in the network of small cages of zeolite X at 25jC can be attributed in part to the ionic radius of the bare ion being 1.35 A˚ (15). However, K+ ions, with an ionic radius of 1.33 A˚ (15), diﬀuse rapidly into the small cages of zeolite X. Increasing the temperature to 50jC permits Ba2+ ions to rapidly penetrate the sodalite cages. We hypothesize that three factors contribute to the replacement of Na+ by Ba2+ in the network of small cages at 50jC: 1. The increase in temperature supplies energy of dehydration. 2. The increase in temperature provides additional kinetic energy for diﬀusion of the bare ions into the sodalite cages. 3. The increase in temperature causes greater vibration of the aluminosilicate framework.



Fig. 15 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ca-Na-X system at 50jC. o, 0.103 total normality; 5, 0.050 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)
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Fig. 16 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Sr-Na-X system at 25jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



The isotherms for Sr-Na-X at 25jC and 50jC (Figs. 16 and 17) have a very unusual shape. Close inspection shows that there is a region of these curves where the zeolite phase varies in composition at constant composition of the solution phase. This result appears to violate the phase rule. An X-ray powder diﬀraction study by Olson and Sherry (17) shows that when Sr2+ ions are exchanged into NaX the cubic unit cell contacts. At 71% Sr loading, the unit cell suddenly expands and a new phase forms that is richer in Sr than the original phase. This data explain the unusual ion-exchange isotherm found for the Sr-NaX system. The ion-exchange isotherm shown in Fig. 16 has a sudden vertical rise at about 70% Sr loading because a new Sr-rich phase forms that that is not miscible in the old Srpoor phase. These two phases are not miscible in each other because the Sr-rich phase has a signiﬁcantly larger unit cell size than the Sr-poor phase. Over the range of Sr2+ ion



Fig. 17 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Sr-Na-X system at 50jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)
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Fig. 18 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ba-Na-X system at 25jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



loading from 71% to 87% the new phase grows at the expense of the old phase until ﬁnally the Sr-poor phase disappears. The Sr-Na-X system is not the ﬁrst example of limited miscibility of end members. Barrer and Hinds (18) reported that K+ ion exchange of Na-analcite converts some of the crystals to K-leucite at low levels of K loading. The two-solid phase region extends over almost the complete range of ion exchange. Two solid phases were also obtained in the Tl-Na-, Rb-Na-, Tl-K-, and Ag-Na-analcite systems (18). It would appear that almost complete immiscibility of end members occurs when a large ion replaces a small one in a zeolite that has a fairly dense framework structure. The Sr-Na-X system is more complicated. Olson and Sherry (17) have shown that in the new, Sr-rich, expanded phase the cation sites in the hexagonal prisms are empty, whereas in the Sr-poorer phase they are almost completely occupied by Na+. The loss of positive charge in the hexagonal prisms may cause the O atoms to move apart, resulting in a large expansion of the unit cell.



Fig. 19 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ba-Na-X isotherm at 50jC and 0.1 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)
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Fig. 20 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ca-Na-Y system at 25jC and 0.1 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



Despite all the complexities of phase transition and sieving of large cations from the small cages, below 50% loading the alkaline earth ion selectivity series is Ba2+>Sr2+> Ca2+. The selectivity decreases with decreasing size and increasing dehydration energy of the hydrated ion. C.



Rare Earth Ion Exchange



In 1969, Sherry (20) reported on rare earth ion exchange in zeolites NaX and NaY. The isotherms are shown in Fig. 25. The most important result of this work was to show that La3+ ions cannot easily replace the Na+ ions that are in the network of small cages of zeolites X and Y. The isotherms for La-Na-X and La-Na–Y systems, obtained at 25jC, terminate at 85% and 68% exchange, respectively. At higher temperatures there is a very slow replacement of the Na+ in the network of small cages by La3+. The isotherms obtained at 82.2jC show that a small amount of the Na+ in the small cages is replaced in a reasonable amount of time. The ion-exchange reaction can be accelerated by the use of



Fig. 21 The ion-exchange isotherms for the Ca-Na-Y system at 50jC. o, 0.103 total normality; 5, 0.051 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)
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Fig. 22 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Sr-Na-Y system at 50jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



very high temperatures under autogenous pressure (21). But high-temperature ion exchange using rare earth chloride solution under autogeneous pressure is not simple. Sherry and Schwartz (21) showed that, at the pH of rare earth chloride solutions and the temperatures required to accomplish appreciable replacement of the Na+ in the small cages at a reasonable rate, appreciable crystallinity can be lost. They showed that at suﬃciently high temperature the ion-exchange reaction is much faster than the reactions that are responsible for loss of crystallinity. Therefore, high temperatures and short contact times are recommended (21). A more convenient method for preparing low-Na rare earth X or Y was described by Sherry (22). He showed that at 25jC the following process produces a low-Na rare earth X or Y: 1. Ion exchange with 0.3 N LaCl3 at 25jC to replace all or most of the Na+ in the large cages.



Fig. 23 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Sr-Na-Y system at 25jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)
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Fig. 24 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ba-Na-Y system at 25jC and 0.100 total normality. (From Ref. 7.)



2. Calcine the product of the ﬁrst step at 370j for 40 min or at 482jC for 20 min. 3. Re-exchange the product of the second step with 0.3 N LaCl3 to replace the remaining Na+ ions. Sherry (22) described the phenomenon that takes place in the second step as an intercage exchange of Na+ and La3+ ions. When the water molecules in the large cages are removed during calcination, La3+ ions diﬀuse into the sodalite cages and Na+ ions diﬀuse into the large cages where they are readily replaced by La3+ in the third step. Sherry also showed (22) that after calcination the rare earth cations from step 1 are not exchangeable and cited evidence that they form a very stable complex with a water molecule and oxygen atoms in the sodalite cages. The results of this three-step process are



Fig. 25 The ion-exchange isotherms for the La-Na-X and La-Na-Y systems at 0.3 total normality and at 25jC and 82.2jC using LaCl3. o, Las3+ + 3NaX X LaX3 + 3Nas+ at 25jC; D, Las3+ + 3NaY X LaY3 + 3Nas+ at 25jC; w , Las3+ + 3NaX X LaX3 + 3Nas+ at 82.2jC; 5, Las3+ + 3NaY X LaY3 + 3Nas+ at 82.2jC. (From Ref. 20.)
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Fig. 26 The eﬀect of heating on the ion-exchange properties of La82Na18X at 25jC and 0.3 total normality of LaCl3. o, La3+ + 3NaX (not dried or dried ); j, 3Na+ + La82Na18X (not dried); D, La3+ + La82Na18X (dried at 121jC for 24 h); w , La3+ + La82Na18X (dried at 425jC for 15 min); 5, 3Na+ + La82Na18X (dried at 121jC for 24 h). (From Ref. 22.)



illustrated in Figs. 26 and 27. This technique of exchange, calcine, and re-exchange to produce low-Na zeolites X and Y will work with other cations provided that the inhibition to replacement of Na+ in the small cages is not due to the bare ion size of the ingoing cation. Rare earth cations are much smaller than the opening into the sodalite cages (15). Thus, it is the size of the hydrated ion that inhibits movement into the small cages in the ﬁrst step. In this same study (22), it was shown that any combination of time and temperature of calcination in the second step that removes water molecules allows the third step to be accomplished. It was shown that the rare earth cations present in the ﬁrst step are not



Fig. 27 The eﬀect of heating on the ion-exchange properties of La66Na34Y at 25jC and 0.3 total normality. o, La3+ + 3NaY (not dried or dried); w , La3+ + La66Na34Y (dried at 121jC for 24 h); E, 3Na+ + La66Na34Y (dried at 121jC for 24 h). (From Ref. 22.)
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Fig. 28 The eﬀect on the LaNaX system of varying total normality at 25jC. D, 0.06 total normality; 5, 0.3 total normality; o, 3.85 total normality. (From Ref. 20.)



exchangeable in the third step. They are ﬁxed in the structure most probably due to the stability of the bonds to framework and water oxygen atoms in the sodalite cages. Even exhaustive ion exchange with ammonium salt solutions could not re-exchange these rare earth cations. A direct correlation between the number of water molecules removed per unit cell in the second step and the number of rare earth cations that are ﬁxed was demonstrated in Ref. 22. Rare earth ion exchange enables us to demonstrate the ‘‘electroselective eﬀect.’’ The eﬀect is illlustrated in Fig. 28 where the isotherms for the La-Na-X system are shown at 0.06, 0.30, and 3.85 total normality of chloride solution at 25jC. It can be seen that the selectivity of La3+ over Na+ decreases with increasing total normality. The statement of the Electoselectivity eﬀect is that when the ingoing ion is more highly charged than the outgoing ion, the preference for the ingoing ion decreases with increasing solution normality. The converse is also true. Increasing the total normality favors the lower charged ion. IV.



ION EXCHANGE IN ZEOLITE A



A.



Uni-Univalent Exchange



The framework structure and most of the cation positions are known for hydrated zeolite NaA (13). Zeolite A is formed by stacking sodalite cages. However, instead of being joined through adjacent 6-rings to form hexagonal prisms as is the case for zeolites with the faujasite structure, they are joined through adjacent 4-rings to form square prisms. The sodalite cages stack in a simple cubic array with a large cage in the center of the cube (Fig. 29). The entrance to the large cage is an 8-ring with a free diameter of 4 A˚. The window between the large cage and sodalite cage is a 6-ring with a free diameter of 2.5 A˚. There are 12 Na+ per unit cell, all in the one large cage per unit cell. Eight are located near the center of the 6-rings separating the large and small (sodalite) cages, one near the center of each of the eight 6-rings per unit cell. The other four Na atoms have not been located and they are assumed to be dissolved in the zeolitic water in the large cages.
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Fig. 29 Zeolite A structure. (From Ref. 44.)



Barrer and Falconer (25) and Barrer and Meier (26) studied Li+, K+, Rb+, and Cs ion exchange of NaA. Their results are not much diﬀerent than what was obtained with NaX as far as the isotherm shapes and the selectivity series. Both Sherry (27) and Barrer and coworkers (25,26) reported that zeolite A, which has a SAR of 2, has a very high selectivity for Ag+ and Tl+ ions—even higher than does zeolite X. Ion exchange isotherms are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. +



B.



Di-Univalent Ion Exchange



Ion-exchange isotherms for the Ca-Na-A, Sr-Na-A, and Ba-Na-A systems (27) are shown in Figs. 32–34. These isotherms lie farther above the unit selectivity line than those for



Fig. 30 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ag-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o Ags+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 27.)
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Fig. 31 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Tl-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Tls+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 27.)



zeolite X, indicating that zeolite NaA is even more selective for alkaline earth ions than zeolite NaX. Again, the selectivity series is Ba2+>Sr2+>Ca2+. Thus , the least hydrated ion is most preferred. We will show later in the section on the thermodynamics of ion exchange that the explanation for this selectivity series lies in both the zeolite and the solution phase. A study of Cd2+ and Pb2+ ion exchange of NaA has been reported (28). This work showed that zeolite NaA is extremely selective for these two heavy cations. The isotherms are shown in Figs. 35 and 36. Just as in the case of Ag+ and Tl+, the cause of the high selectivity lies in the polarizability of these divalent cations by the strong electric ﬁelds within the zeolite crystals. Figure 36 shows that overexchange of Cd2+ occurred when Cd(CH3COO)2 is used instead of Cd(NO3)2. This is undoubtedly due to the partial hydrolysis of Cd2+ to form Cd(OH)+ resulting from the use of the basic acetate anion. Later work (29) demonstrated the occurrence of Pb overexchange in zeolites NaX and NaY.



Fig. 32 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ca-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Cas2+ + 2Na+, radioactive tracer used; w , Cas2+ + 2Na+, no radioactive tracer used. (From Ref. 27.)
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Fig. 33 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Sr-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Srs2+ + 2Naz+, no radioactive tracer used; 5, 2Nas+ + Srz2+, no radioactive tracer used; D, Srs2+ + 2Na+, radioactive tracer used. (From Ref. 27.)



V.



ION EXCHANGE IN SOME SYNTHETIC AND NATURAL ZEOLITES WITH INTERMEDIATE SAR



A.



Ion Exchange in Zeolite T and Erionite



Thus far, we have considered zeolites with low SARs ranging from 2.0 for zeolite A to 5.6 for zeolite Y. More siliceous zeolites are expected to have diﬀerent ion selectivities. Sherry (30) has studied univalent and divalent ion exchange in the synthetic zeolite T, a zeolite with a SAR of 7. This zeolite is essentially a synthetic version of the natural zeolite, oﬀretite, with small intergrowths of erionite (31). The oﬀretite structure (Fig. 37) is capable of exhibiting ion-sieving eﬀects because it has two networks of channels. The more open network consists of channels with 12-ring openings having an eﬀective diameter of



Fig. 34 The ion-exchange isotherm for the Ba-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Bas2+ + 2Naz+, no radioactive tracer used; 5, 2Nas+ + Baz2+, no radioactive tracer used; D, Bas2+ + 2Na+, radioactive tracer used. (From Ref. 27.)
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Fig. 35 CdNO3-Na-A system at 0.1 total normality. o, NO3 at 5j; 5, at 25jC; NO3; Q, NO3 at 50jC; x, Cl at 25jC. (From Ref. 28.)



6.7 A˚ for spherical cations. These channels do not intersect and run parallel to the c axis of the hexagonal unit cell. A denser network consists of columns of alternating cancrinite cages and hexagonal prisms. These columns are also parallel to the c axis and link together to form columns of gmelinite cages and the long column bounded by 12-rings. The gmelinite cages open into the large channels via 8-rings with an eﬀective diameter of 3.6 A˚. The window into the cancrinite cage is a very puckered 6-ring having a limiting dimension of 1.76 A˚. The long open channel is randomly blocked by intergrowths of erionite. The oﬀretite structure is shown in Fig. 37. Exhaustive ion exchange of a batch of KT having an anhydrous unit cell composition of K4[(AlO2)4(SiO2)14] with Cs+, Rb+, Ca2+, Ba2+, and NH4+ showed that only three of the four K+ ions in a unit cell could be replaced (27). One was not exchangeable. It was concluded that, because of the size of the K+ ion (Pauling diameter of 2.66 A˚) (15), one was trapped in the one cancrinite cage in a unit cell during synthesis. The exchange-



Fig. 36 Cd(CH3COO)2 -Na-A system at 0.1 total normality. o, NO3 at 5jC; 5, at 25jC; NO3; Q NO3 at 50jC. (From Ref. 28.)
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Fig. 37



Oﬀretite framework structure. (From Ref. 30.)



able K+ in a batch of zeolite T was replaced by Na+ to produce a zeolite with the anhydrous formula of Na3K[(AlO2)4(SiO2)14]. This zeolite and the pure K form were used to obtain the isotherms shown in Figs. 38–44. In these ﬁgures 100% exchange means replacement of the three exchangeable ions per unit cell. These isotherms show that NaT is very selective for K+, Rb+, and Cs+ and much more so than was found for zeolites NaA and NaX. The selectivity of Ca2+ is considerably less than was found for NaA and NaX. NaT is selective for Ag+ but less so than NaA and NaX. The structure of the natural zeolite erionite is closely related to that of oﬀretite, which is why the two zeolites can intergrow. The ion-exchange properties of natural erionite have also been studied (32). After exhaustive Na+ ion exchange, the zeolite has an idealized anhydrous unit cell composition of Na6K2[(AlO2)8(SiO2)28]. It has twice the unit cell size of oﬀretite and therefore has two cancrinite cages in a unit cell, and it was concluded that the unexchangeable K+ were in the two cancrinite cages in a unit cell. This zeolite shows selectivities for alkali metal and alkaline earth cations that are very similar to those of oﬀretite (Figs. 45–50). Again, 100% exchange represents replacement of all of the exchangeable ions. B.



Chabazite



Ion exchange of chabazite from Bowie, Arizona was studied by Dyer and Zubair (33). Their results are very similar to those obtained by Sherry for erionite (32). Cesium is strongly preferred over sodium and also strongly preferred over calcium and magnesium, resulting in very rectangular ion-exchange isotherms. This zeolite had a 4.1 SAR. C.



Clinoptilolite



An ion-exchange study of clinoptilolite with an SAR of 8.34 (34) showed that ammonium ion is preferred over sodium and that sodium was preferred over the divalent cations zinc,
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Fig. 38 Na-Li-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Lis+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 30.)



Fig. 39 Na-K-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Nas+ + Kz+. (From Ref. 30.)
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Fig. 40 Rb-Na-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Rbs+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 30.)



Fig. 41 Cs-K-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Css+ + Kz+. (From Ref. 30.)
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Fig. 42 Ag-Na-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Ags+ + Naz+. (From Ref. 30.)



Fig. 43 Ca-Na-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Cas2+ + 2Naz+. (From Ref. 30.)
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Fig. 44 Ba-K-T ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality and 25jC. o, Bas2+ + 2Kz+. (From Ref. 30.)



Fig. 45 Li-Na-Erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Lis+ + Naz+; o 25jC, (From Ref. 32.)
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. 5jC.



Fig. 46 K-Na-Erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Ks+ + Naz+; o 25jC, (From Ref. 32.)



. 5jC.



copper, and cadmium. They also showed that although there was ion sieving with divalent lead it was preferred to sodium. D.



Zeolite L



According to the structure determined by Barrer and Villiger (35), there are cations located in hexagonal prisms, in cancrinite cages, and in the main channel of this channel structure. In 1983, Newell and Rees (36) used techniques similar to those developed by Sherry (22) in 1976 to study the migration of cations from the readily exchanged sites in the main channel into sites in the hexagonal prisms and cancrinite cages and the lack of



Fig. 47 Rb-Na-Erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Rbs+ + Naz+; o 25jC, 5jC. (From Ref. 32.)



.
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Fig. 48 Cs-Na-Erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Css+ + Naz+; o 25jC, (From Ref. 32.)



. 5jC.



exchangablity of these cations. They did this by exchanging various alkali metal, alkaline earth, and transition metal cations into the sites that were readily available for exchange— the so-called open sites. The zeolites were then calcined at various temperatures. They were exhaustively back-exchanged with ammonium chloride solutions. It was found that varying amounts of cations migrated from the open sites to the sites in the small cages. These cations were locked in and unavailable for re-exchange—another example of the irreversibility of ion exchange in a zeolite with exchange sites in large and small cages.



Fig. 49 Ca-Na-erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Cas2+ + 2Naz+; o 25jC, 5jC. (From Ref. 32.)



.
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Fig. 50 Sr-Na-erionite ion-exchange isotherm at 0.1 total normality. Srs2+ + 2Naz+; o 25jC, 5jC. (From Ref. 32.)



.



Fig. 51 Isotherm for [Pt(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ exchange in X. Forward points (o), reverse points (x); direct analysis of fully exchanged solid ( ). (From Ref. 37.)



.
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Fig. 52



Isotherm for [Pt(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ in Y. (From Ref. 37.)



Fig. 53 Isotherm for [Pd(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ in X. (From Ref. 37.)
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Fig. 54 Isotherm for [Pd(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ in Y. (From Ref. 37.)



VI.



NOBLE METAL ION EXCHANGE IN ZEOLITES NaX, NaY, AND MORDENITE



Fletcher and Townsend (37) studied the exchange Pt(NH3)42+ and Pd(NH3)42+ ions into NaY, NaX, and NaMOR. Incomplete ion exchange of sodium was obtained with either noble metal complex cation in zeolite X, Y, and mordenite. Their ion-exchange isotherms are shown in Figs. 51–56. Figures 51–54 show that the maximal level of exchange for both Pd and Pt was about 70% in zeolite Y and and 60% in zeolite X. In the case of zeolite Y that cut-oﬀ corresponds to replacing all of the sodium cations in the supercages of the zeolite because 70% are located in the supercages. The same result was obtained with large cations like Cs+ (7) and small but highly hydrated cations like La3+ (20). The cut-oﬀ point of 60% in zeolite X indicates that these complex cations are too large to replace all of the cations in the supercages of NaX. In this zeolite 82% of the Na+ are located in the supercages. Most likely when too many of the large complex cations move into the supercages of NaX they crowd out some of the sodium ions into the sodalite cages. One could look at this as a ‘‘volume eﬀect.’’ The same eﬀect has been observed with ammonium alkyl exchange (38) and the exchange of amine complexes of copper(II) and silver(I). Figures 55 and 56 show that the maximal exchange level in mordenite is 60%. Fletcher and Townsend (37) state that this result represents exchange of more than the 50% of the total Na + that are expected to reside in the main channels. The removal of more sodium than resides in the large channel of Na-mordenite indicates that loading up the large channels with platinum and palladium amine complexes causes more Na+ to move from the side channels of the zeolite into the main channel.
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Fig. 55 Isotherm for [Pt(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ in MOR. (From Ref. 37.)



Fig. 56
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Isotherm for [Pd(NH3)4]2+ f Na+ in MOR. (From Ref. 37.)



Fig. 57



VII. A.



H3O+-Na+ exchange isotherm of NaY using Dowex 50X8 at 25jC. (From Ref. 39.)



ION EXCHANGE OF SILICA-RICH ZEOLITES Hydronium Ion Exchange



A clever technique was used Chu and Dwyer (39) to H3O+ ion-exchange zeolites Y, mordenite, ZSM-4, ZSM-5, and ZSM-11 from very dilute solution using an acid ionexchange resin. Before ion exchanging the zeolites that contained organic amine cations they were calcined in an NH3 atmosphere to decompose the organic cation and then exchanged with a sodium salt solution. The resulting products had the same SAR as the uncalcined zeolites and an Na/Al ratio of 1. These sodium zeolites were then ion exchanged by contacting them with Dowex 50W-X8 in the H3O+ form that was separated from the zeolite by a dialysis membrane. The H3O+-Na+ ion exchange occurred in inﬁnitely dilute solution eliminating acid attack of the zeolites. In some cases exchange was done with dilute acid for comparision. Their ion-exchange isotherms are shown in Figs. 57–61. All of the zeolites maintained SAR, exchangeable-cation/aluminum ratio, and crystallinity after H3O+ ion exchange as well as after back-exchange with Na+. Figures 57 and 58 show cut-oﬀs of 80% and 66% exchange for zeolites Y and ZSM-4 using Dowex 50W-X8 in the H3O+ form. Figures 59 and 61 show that exchange of NaZSM-5 and mordenite with H3O+ ions using the hydrogen resin and using 0.1 N HCl give the same results. No crystallinity is lost when 0.1 N HCl was used. The zeolite could be completely re-exchanged with Na+ ions in both cases. All of the high-silica zeolites show a high selectivity for H3O+ ions over Na+. However, only 72% of the Na+ ions could be replaced from NaY and only 67% could be replaced from NaZSM-4. In the case of zeolite Y the remaining Na+ ions are probably in the sodalite cages and hexagonal prisms. In the case of ZSM-4 the remaining Na+ are probably in the gmelinite cages of this structure (40).
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Fig. 58



H3O+-Na+ exchange isotherm of ZSM-4 using Dowex 50X8 at 25jC. (From Ref. 39.)



Fig. 59 H3O+-Na+ exchange isotherm of precalcined ZSM-5 at 25jC; o, 0.1N HCl; D Dowex 50X8. (From Ref. 39.)
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Fig. 60



H3O+-Na+ exchange isotherm of ZSM-11 using Dowex 50X8 at 25jC. (From Ref. 39.)



Fig. 61 H3O+-Na+ exchange isotherm of mordenite at 25jC; o, 0.1N HCl; D Dowex 50X8. (From Ref. 39.)
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Fig. 62 The NH4+–Na+ exchange isotherms of ZSM-5 at 25jC. (1) Pure Na form, organics removed. (2) As synthesized. (From Ref. 41.)



Fig. 63 The NH4+–Na+ exchange isotherms of ZSM-5 of varying SAR at 25jC. o, 40; Q, 70; 5, 140. (From Ref. 41.)
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Fig. 64 The dependence of ZSM-5 selectivity on the temperature of equilibration of NH4+–Na+ exchange isotherms: (1), 25jC; (2) 75jC. (From Ref. 41.)



B.



Inorganic Ion Exchange of ZSM-5



A valuable study of the ion-exchange properties of ZSM-5 was done by Chu and Dwyer (41) in 1983. They prepared the NH4+ and Na+ forms of ZSM-5 with SARs of 40 and 70 and ZSM-11 with a SAR of 77.5 by calcination of the as-synthesized zeolites in an ammonium atmosphere followed by exhaustive NH4+ or Na+ ion exchange. Their ionexchange isotherms are shown in Figs. 62–69. Figure 62 shows that if one attempts to exchange ammonium ion into the as-synthesized TPA-ZSM-5 only partial exchange is possible. Occluded salts and possible trapping of TPA cations are responsible. On the other hand, the isotherm for the pure Na form shows complete exchange. Figures 63 and 64 show the high selectivity of the zeolite for NH4+ ions over Na+ ions. They also show that the selectivity for NH4+ varies little with SAR and decreases with increasing temperature. The isotherms in Figs. 65 and 66 involve ion exchange of the NH4+ form of ZSM-5. Examination of these isotherms shows that Cs+ and H3O+ ions are preferred to ammonium ions and can replace all of the cations in the zeolite. All of the other alkali metal cations are preferred much less than ammonium ion. The selectivity series for univalent ions is Cs>H3O>NH4>K>Na>Li. This series is in the decreasing order of the size of the bare ions. The isotherms for Cu2+ and Zn2+ show a slight preference over Na+ ions whereas the one for Ni2+ shows a slight preference for Na+ (Figs. 67–69). More importantly, the isotherms involving divalent transition metal ion exchange show that all of the Na+ ions are replaced. In a later work, Mathews and Rees (42) and McAleer et al. (43) also studied inorganic ion exchange in ZSM-5 as a function of SAR. They prepared Na-ZSM-5 by
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Fig. 65 Ion-exchange isotherms of H3O+ ions with NH4ZSM-5 at 25jC. o, 0.1 N HCl; D, Dowex 50X8. (From Ref. 41.)



calcining the as-synthesized TPA-ZSM-5 in air and then exhaustively ion-exchanging the zeolite with Na+ ions. This procedure is to be compared to the calcination in an ammonia atmosphere used by Chu and Dwyer (39,41), which probably introduced fewer faults into the zeolite structure. Nevertheless, calcination in air as done by Rees and coworkers is the most widely used procedure to prepare ZSM-5 catalysts. Matthews and Rees (42) found that all of the Na+ ions in Na-ZSM-5 were replaced by the other alkai metal cations regardless of SAR (they expressed SAR in terms of the number of Al atoms per unit cell, S=Al). Even the large Cs+ ion replaced all of the Na+ ions. Chu and Dwyer (41) already had reported that Cs+ ions replaced all of the ammonium ions in NH4-ZSM-5. McAleer et al. (43) found that K+ ions can replace all of the Na+ ions in Na-ZSM-5 regardless of the SAR (Fig. 70), but the degree of exchange with alkaline earth cations depends on the SAR of the zeolite and the ionic radii of the bare ions (Fig. 71). They showed that the maximal degree of divalent ion exchange increases with decreasing SAR and increases with increasing bare ion size. These results are more easily seen in Fig. 72. Why does a large cesium ion replace all of the sodium ions in Na-ZSM-5 regardless of SAR while the much smaller alkaline earth ions cannot? McAleer et al. (43) used a Monte Carlo simulation of the Al-Al distances in the zeolite structure to explain these results. This simulation showed that there is a distribution of Al-Al distances that varies with SAR. Their calculations showed that the distribution of Al-Al distances shifts to lower values with decreasing SAR. From these calculations and the experimentally determined maximal degrees of ion exchange, they concluded that the larger the bare divalent ion the larger the Al-Al distance that could be covered. If
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Fig. 66 Eﬀect of crystal size on the Cs+-NH4+ ion exchange isotherm of ZSM-5 at 25jC: o, small crystal (0.02–0.15 Am); D, large crystal (1–3 Am). (From Ref. 41.)



the bare divalent ion can cover two Al sites it can replace the two Na+ ions that are associated with those sites. A much simpler electrostatic argument was used by Sherry (44) in 1969 to show the diﬃculty in exchanging Na+ ions from zeolites as a function of SAR. This approach allows calculation of the standard free energy of exchange of univalent ions by divalent but does not allow for a distribution of Al-Al distances. It assumes an average Al-Al distance. C.



Organic Ion Exchange of ZSM-5



In 1988, Chu and Dwyer (45) described their work on organic ion exchange of Na-ZSM5. They prepared the Na form of ZSM-5 with SARs of 40 and 70 and ZSM-11 with a SAR of 77.5 using the technique described above. They then studied ion exchange of Na-ZSM-5 with tetramethylammoniuim ion (TMA), tetraethylammonium ion (TEA), tetrapropylammonium (TPA), benzyltrimethylammonium (BTMA), and C1–C4 mono-nalkylammonium and di-n-alkylammonium (MA, EA, PA, BA, M2A, E2A, P2A, B2A) ions. Na-ZSM-5 shows high selectivity for all of these organic cations. Of course, the organic cations that are too large to ﬁt into the small pores of the zeolite structure cannot replace all of the Na+. The authors show that the selectivity sequence correlates with ionic size: Na 
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